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VOL. LXV.

Rises

KfITCT|TfT*1I

o'clock last Friday morning seems to
have failed to move a single undergraduate at Bowdoin to leave his
classes in protest. In fact in Maine
colleges the anti-war strike found

very

faculty

was

tions.

An

held, with
item in the

no demonstraBoCton papers

states that: Declaring the strike indicated "no peaceful intent" Herman
L. Creiger, chairman of the Bowdoin
College Speaker's Bureau, said no
Bowdoin students would participate.
Whether there were no evidence of
a strike at Bowdoin because the students were able to analyse the situation and to see the doubtful benefits
of such action or whether they were
too apathetic anyway to stir a hand
remains an open question.

rpHE

discussion groups connected
with the Political Institute have
been very well attended so far, and
will no doubt attract even larger
•*

students this coming
week. At least half of those present
seem content merely to_listen while
the talk goes on, asking no questions,
bat the value of the personal contact
between speaker and interested students cannot be denied. Every available chair in the Union Lounge is
occupied, but it seems too bad that
the numbers able to attend the conferences should be limited when there
is a good deal more space in the
room, chairs could be brought in,
and so many desire to hear rather
than actively participate in the dis-

numbers
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ASSERTS PROGRESS
MADE IN INDUSTRY
Backwardness of Peasants
Has Retarded Agricultural
Advancement

'isms.'

life

Institute of Politics last night. "Revolution against the present government is absolutely unthinkable", according to Hindus, and the Communist regime which he believes has come
to stay has brought national consciousness, phyiscal vigor, and amazing progress along industrial and
agricultural lines to Russia.
•'There is more talk of world revolution in regard to the United States

u. S. Workers

--,
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Portland. This afternoon, over
of Portland, the lecture
given by Henry Wallace is being

Laski to Close Program of
Political Institute This

Burton.

do not subscribe

to foreign

WCSH

broadcast, while Monday, afternoon's speech by Matthew Woll
was heard over the same station.
special wire has also been
strung with the cooperation of
the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Co. to the Cumberland
Club of Portland. This wire to
connected to two amplifiers, one
in the men's lobby and the other
tn the ladies' lounge, so that a
sizeable audience can be efficiently handled at the club.
Explaining the motives which
prompted these broadcasts. Professor Orren C. Hormell, bead of
the Institute Committee, ststed
that the plan was two-fold. Not
only did the college wish to extend its audience, but it also
hoped to stimulate interest in
present and future institutes as
in all activities of the ccllege.

the

New

Henry A. Wallace
tinuing the program of the

oNES.crnES

_ _,

Not
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.
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Radicals,

_

Political

Institute in the College Church this
afternoon. Only two other speakers,
Ogden L. Mills and Harold J. Laski,
have yet to flu their parts in the in-

j

:

Large Populations Increase
Difficulty, Yet Promote
Unity of Races

Leader Declares; Want
Democracy Kept

A

Philosophy of
Deal", Secretary of Agriis con-

Speaking on "The

BURTON SPEAKS

LABOR'S VIEWS

stitute.

|

Secretary Wallace, an ardent supporter of the Roosevelt regime, has
been well-known in previous years
for his writings on economic subjects.
Giving the point of view of labor,
"The front of today where a young He has been instrumental in gaining
Matthew Woll, vice-president of the man
can seek and meet adventure is relief for the rural areas of the
Labor,
American
Federation
of
in the politics of a modern city," United States.
fourth of the Institute lecturers,
HarelTk^Burton" *09, as the
Mills Speaks Tomorrow
spoke in the College church Monday
,
in.titute leeTomorrow evening Ogden Mills
afternoon. His subject was comprewill present the stand of the conhensive and emphasis was divided on
]&8t Saturday ^wiifnV. Mr. Burton, servative element of the Republican
*
"ho replaced Mayor Fiorello H. La- party when he lectures on "Consti_L£"i_>
W„ll sought
_o„„ht «„
to
At the start
Mr. Woll
Guardi £ of Ne ^York on the pro- tutional Liberty". The former aide to
clear up labor s position on democdram, used the government of Cleve- President Hoover will explain the
racy. He said, The American labor
of which h* was formerly act- policies of the Republican party in
movement is in no sense revolution- land
ing-mayor as his chief example in contrast to the New Deal.
ary.
It
does not accept foreign
speaking on "The American City".
Mr. Mills has had a distinguished
'isms'."
Abroad we see labor firmly
In his speech, Mr. Burton stressed career in Congress and the Treasury
connected with government, but in
governments,
Communistic, the multiplicity bf problems which ) Department extending over a period
those
He believes that
f eleven years.
Fascist, or Nazi-ist, the individual is arise when 900,000. people of varying
the servant of the state. "In the races, education, wealth, and stand- America is reverting to the political
United States we have the great ex- ards are herded together in a small philosophies of two hundred years
ago and is overthrowing the princi
ception; sovereignty rests in the in- locality. "The affairs of all the citi
zens become the affairs of the city pies of the constitution.
dividual.
Labor is of the firm conviction that when one must govern^for the generLaski Describes New State
for the state to control all things as al good," he stated.
On Saturday evening, Harold J
Describes Cleveland Conditions
in Italy or Russia, is to stifle individLaski of the University of London
ual initiative and enjoyment of life."
The situation of Cleveland, as de- wiu close the Institute ' speaking on
Communism Means Force
scribed by Mr. Burton, is extremely "The New State in Theory and PracCommunism is the imposition of advantageous. Located midway be- tice". Spoken of as one of the leadthe socialistic system on the masses tween the sources of coal and iron ers
the field of political science,
by force, by a domineering minority. ore, with cheap and efficient transpor- Professor Laski will outline his views
Fascism and Nazism are likewise tation to these points, Cleveland is on the strong and weak points of
community.
industrial
government by the powerful minor ideal for an
modern administration.
Although such a condition tends to
Professor Laski is a graduate of
have good results because of its fi- Oxford and has taught at Oxford,
i
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England today than with Rus-

said Hindus, refuting a popular supposition. "They don't bother
with pure abstraction in the midst of
the creative work going on in Russia
today." Hindus does not believe that
Russia will have political liberty for
years to come, and commented favorably upon America's right of free
speech.
sia",
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M.I.A.A.

Employ IC4A Regulations to
Ensure Peace Among
Four Contestants
By shifting the date of the Amherst track meet to May 8, Bowdoin
will be enabled to participate in the
Maine State Track Meet which will
renew intercollegiate competition in
the state on May 11 at Bates College field. This shift, permitting Bowdoin to compete in the Lewiston
meet, will make the meet official and
will give the Polar Bears a chance
to defend the title earned by default
last year.
The new state meet will be run under the auspices of the Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Association which
now replaces the 35-year-old Maine
Intercollegiate Track and Field Association.
The latter organization
was disbanded as a result of ill-will
between the competitors over the
eligibility

A?"^

Salvemini Says Italians Lack
All Rights of Opposing

1

society and
shall
operate the means of production on a
co-operative basis is the core of
Russia's scheme today.
The fear of the peasant class, and
their disinclination to trust anyone
with new ideas has led to some of
collectivized

Party

authority in the Italian corporate
state of Fascism than animals in the
League for Rescue of Animals", declared Professor Gaetano Salvemini
in his lecture on "The Fascist Dictatorship" last Friday evening in the
Congregational church. In the same
tone as this quoted sentence Professor
Salvemini's whole lecture was a dlcaustic, and sincere attack on
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Power

in

"Professional men, small employers,
and workers have no greater part and

m

j

|

|

ts nrnJMsary to' bear tWs Tn **fT>a."
on campus.
*
Professor Salvemini stressed in
Yet every crisis in economic life have extremely different viewpoints, writings on history and political econ
„_____•
„„,.___,
In the face of the apathy displayed ants is Kalmykor, political chief o* v_s___
-i_„. „ij age
starting "the necessity for every citiThis tends to have a good effect omy.
brings out
new plans-j-old
penn_--w,v
the ir„fc„wi«
Kaharda Republic.
toward so many phases of college tk.
zen to have the right and liberty to
sion, etc.
and new ideals, or old ones as well as a bad one. The modern
life here it is difficult for a hardy too
oppose
the party in power." Under a
made over. "All too often we set up city is a "treasure-house of culture"
f rt fll/lX'
APE
few to stand out as advertisers and
dictatorship this right of opposition,
the idealistic form of Nazism, Fasc- brought in by these different races, MLlaJ> uIVIjO I It
preachers of the peace doctrines.
of free thought, of assembling is deism, or Communism as alternatives."' After living close to each other, these
the
activities
of
the
keep
"Representative
institutions in
nied.
However, to
We forget their shortcomings in races become amicable. If all the
IN
associations
Italy are a sham
group to itself, and not try to interraces of the world could live side by
practice.
eat outside people to enter, will rewhich are unfavorable to Fascism are
Our present system has many side, there would be many leas ware.
"Too many people substitute de- suppressed."
sult in an organization as exclusive
weaknesses, but "our historical develExplains Government's Function
nunciation of war for action in supProsecute Opponents
Prominent educators from all parts opment makes it clear that our govas Ibis or the Mathematics Club.
In explaining the function of gov- porting peace legislation", declared
Political anti-Fascists are tried by a
of the state were present at a meet- ernment is flexible in character and
ernment in the modern community, President Kenneth C. M. Sills in a tribune of militia officers. Since 1927
of Bowdoin Teachers held at one can meet almost any emergency."
~pHE upshot of the difficulties with ing
Mr. Burton pointed out that in for- brief talk delivered at chapel serv- some 2,100 persons have been senA the Federal Bureau of Immigra- o'clock Saturday in the Moulton
Discusses Government Control
done
times
had
be
anti-war
mer
all
that
to
morning
on
ices
Friday
tenced
to terms aggregating about
Union at the invitation of the facHow far shall government and how
tion experienced by John Strachey, a
10,000 years.
ulty
committee
on
preparatory far shall individual initiative control was to make and enforce laws. Now demonstrations.
"Dangerous radical" was that the schools.
with the increasing interdependence
"Bowdoin", said President Sills, "is
Mussolini and his general staff, not
and direct our industries?" "Labor in of the inhabitants of the cities, the anxious
lecturer returned to England recentto impress upon everyone the the parliament, which is now a mere
After a luncheon the teachers met America has always offered uncomAlthough it appeared that he left
ly.
with twenty members of the Bow- promising opposition to autocracy in problems of food, credit, relief, and futility of war. With the world in its symbol stripped of all its former pow
the country of his own volition, the doin
present state there is an exceptional- er, can arbitrarily make or annul laws.
faculty to discuss the relation- government or monopoly in indus- many others become important.
authorities claimed that they dropped
In order to speed up such admin- ly great need for every country to
Describes Fascist Party
ship of the preparatory school to the try." It recognizes its mutual interest
the investigstion upon learning of
istration, the chief executive has to cooperate
maintain
in
order
to
The elective system is ridiculous.
college.
College entrance
require- with industry.
"
Mr. Strachey's intention to return to ments
act quickly. There is no time to en- peace
Anti-Fascist candidates are completeand the best methods of prepOur economy is based on private act new laws. Thus, much of the
his own country. The urbane and mild
Mr. Sills cautioned the under* ly excluded, and the voter can only
aration to meet them were discussed, property, but "no longer in a 'selfish
Englishman who talked here a year
Professor Herbert R. Brown pre- aenge. "A new concept arises; the government now tends to be cen- graduates always to keep in mind the jj ive his yes or no on hand-picked
ago last fall has not announced
Usually other fellow's point of view, that is, Fascist puppets. The vote is written
sided at the meeting and President possession of property is charger. tralized under one head.
whether or not he plans to return to Sills
there are too many executive depart- to avoid narrow nationalism and ra- on thin paper, and the no votes, easily
and
Dean
Mitchell
spoke.
Those
with obligations to public interest." ments. For a government to be effi- cial prejudices when forming their read through the folded ballot, are rethis country, but he has received a
present included Mr. William Wing,!
Cites Need For High Wages
great deal of free publicity from the
cient, many of these must be dis- opinions. The president concluded his moved by Fascist officials who have
principal of Deering High school, Mr.
"Business should Lave seen the
Immigration Board.
address by lauding steps already complete charge of every poll.
George Beal, principal of South Port- ^orm brewing before it came." The carded.
made toward world peace. "Woodrow| The party is divided or organized
Finds Little Graft
land High school, Sub-master Libby; government steps in with code reguContrary to the usual belief, there Wilson began the first irreat step to- in nine associations, four of laborers,
of Portland High school, principal lations for business.
Will present
organized peace", he as- four of employers, and one of prof esTurner of Cape Elizabeth High school,; guidance turn to dictatorship?
is little dishonesty contained in the ward an
(Continiwd on page 2)
serted.
Mr. John Creighton, principal of
Labor feels confidence still in some governments of the majority of the
CHRIST'S
Inomaston High school, and Mr. Gar-j basic principles of economy. The con- cities. One cannot buy privileges. The)

will be

run off under the regulations
governing the 1C4-A contests. The
only exception to these codes will be
the right of Colby to enter Freshmen.
The use of these rules will settle the
disputes over eligibility which broke
up the conference last year.

The new organization plans to
award the regular state trophy until some college wins it permanently.
After this, the custom will be abandoned for reasons of economy. The
official state title, however, will be

awarded yearly.
The schedule of meets

is to continue along the lines laid out by the
former organization.
They will ho
held at Lewiston in 1935, at Orono
in 1936, in Waterville in 1937, and
at Brunswick in 1938.
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of maximum mass purchasing
is important. The purchasing
power, of the mass should increase as
production
capacity
does.
Profit?
should go into higher wages for the

C ept

"Who killed Jesus?" asked Rever- Lewiston and Auburn. The Bowdoin
end John Charles Schroeder in his faculty was represented by the comearlier
mittee on the freshman-sophomore;
this week, in which he dealt with the curriculum headed by Professor Van
several persons and groups of per- C.1
eve
^'~
v ~!

power

j

Palm Sunday Chapel address

sons who directly influenced the
death of Jesus Christ. "As we think
of the cross", he said, "we think of
something which happened long ago.
To many of us the cross is a symbol

which means that, after all, life is
costly; that we pay a great price for
the privileges of beauty and freedom. I should like to make the death

.

Fay

who

treated

him so

influence

in

P
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affairs.
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reason for this is the fact that a!
large number of the elections arc
now run off independent from tht
By DAVID L.
party system. While the party exists
Formerly of the University of Georgia
in city government, it is not domiEnglish Department
nant.
One
picks up a college literary magThe various forms of city government were explained by Mr. Burton, azine with approximately the same
The city manager plan ' which was misgivings that one is a prey to before
discarded by Cleveland has as its: f" amateur boxing match. Experience
to expect more pluck
features an appointed executive. This h,f s t*"?^
plan was abandoned because it failed * han ***" an,d a regrettable tendency
collapse after a round or two. Both
irive tne
the electorate any
anv control ^to—__
to give
„jr^„_v.._;»:__ ,
vivi,.:
;
offer opportunities
for exhibitionism
over the administration.
Another plan discussed at length in which the possibility of being
by Mr. Burton was the new Metro- slaughtered is no deterrent.
The March number of The Quill,
politan system. It has been developed ,
how !r ' «" b * "°
n * »_ <*?in order to bring some share of the
fyj
1
D n< staggers of the
g- blind
government of the large metropolis scribed as the
;
coll
e literati. «A
Over and above that
to the people in the surrounding disf&
rapture
which, as the editor grants,
trict. Much of the government has
the magazine designedly brings its
been placed in the hands of the surcontributors who are thus able to
banite, giving more people control .

Gives Lecture

On

GRAHAM

fact that the sonnet, a literary form
adapted from the Italian more than
four hundred years ago, has been employed by practically every important
poet in the English language from
Sir Thomas Wyatt.to Miss Edna St
Vincent Millay. It did not seem to the
present reviewer, therefore, that much
remained to be gleaned from the sonnet as a literary form; and this con-_*__.
M__-i»_ the
»).•> «»-_/.f-ki^ftc.
viction, despite
respectable crafts
manship of the five sonnets submit-

.

I

«

states

by

ridding

country of
boundaries, and in this he partial!
succeeded. Germany is a one-partied
state, supported by the Nazi Party.
Attempts have been made to improve the peasantry by decreasing
mortgage interest, creating a "peasant nobility" with hereditary homesteads.
The Nazis stress the commo n good of the whole as against the
ego of the worker
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"Champagne and Roosters", is
intimate and drole, like a monologue
by a kind of literary Will Rogers. The
author, whose engaging modesty betrays him ihto making a none too
graceful exit, is deft with words and
capable of original thought. At present he revels in a familiarity, precocious dare we say, with Pound and
Eliot.
No doubt he will sing a different tune before long, but let us
hope that it will not be a Stein song.
Finds Stories Absorbing
Two stories by Robert Hagy are
absorbing and, as far as they go, in
vulnerable. The flat,' unequivocal style
- .,_ -„.__
,-„ ; r_j States"
«»„*_.»;„
the United
is
Citizen of fK
of "A
well suited to the simplicity of the
characters and the brevity of the narrative.
Against the lush, seductive
background of the tropics he throws
the dirty, metallic bulk of a freighter
loading sugar in the harbor of Kaanapali.
Woody, the hero, does not long
deliberate between the hard, monotoclass",

Coming: Events

X^Ve^
~

he feels obliged to reaffirm. Un-

dergraduates will doubtless be writing sonnets when Huey P. Long is
President, notwithsUnding!
The prose of this issue, on the other
hand, the reviewer can fall to praising without qualms. The informal es
say by "a member of the Freshman

™*

J 'HEl

w^^-=r
^UlFst^andw:'^

j
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March num
not v_, „u„.,i.j „_;_
b "" g
P
out Legal complications
fully worked out.
complications'^
,_.,.
l°*
the * vera «? e reader
"iSil
-T^re are eight
V
e
he u sur])ing of and state laws stand in the wav
way of pages
„?Ir£ f *™
?^ .l
of blameless, if not immortal
£ P
the full accomplishment of the idea.
verse, several very fine short stories,
T™*1°
*{? ?2T5E rf-S J7»£? „i. IT
and one piece of literary criticism of
x
f
the highest order.
^is'wa^ n
Praises the Cycle
In spite of Rimbaud, Chatterton and
p
of *•
Wednesday, April 17, 2-00 P. M.
others, this reviewer does not feel
Secretary Henry A. Wallace lecthat there is a great deal in youthful
L ^^P^jtd Number. Halved
In Germany, federalism and sectionture on the New Deal at the Conpoetry that need detain the reader.
.
A » concerns unemployment, Gergregational Church.
alism exist as in our own country.!
Literary exercises for the most part
People have likened Hitler and Roose- many has cut her six million without
Thursday. April 18 8.15 P. M.
they are; faithfully hammered out
velt as dictators, but in the political work ln nalf b y following nearly the
—Ogden L. Mills lectures on
h
m
n
r„vp th.mt,£
field they are not the same.
prove
Hitler ** me program as we have. Money is
"Constitutional Liberty".
themselves. One sentence from
useful for
has scrapped treaties, inaugurated a R P* nt for public works
Friday, April 19— Patriots' Day
"The Cycle", however, lingers in the
matters
mUitaiv
as
well
economias
twenty-five point program, and moved
holiday.
mind for being quite lovely:
buildings
cal.
Old
are
repaired;
conservatively.
2.15 P. M.— Baseball, exhibition
/'We gave ourselves to the cool
women are withdrawn from indusOutlines Government of Germany
game with Bates on Pickard Field.
embrace
Germany is governed by Hitler and tries; new large highways, facilitatOlympic Swimming
8.00 P. M.
Of water."
es three triumvirates. These men »W motion in times of peace and war,
Carnival—Curtis Pool.
A bit of light verse in mockery of
have attempted to pat their country "»v e been constructed; voluntary
Saturday, April _«. 8.15 P. M.—
poetic diction is clever and skilful,
on its feet, each one directing a par- labor camps (now compulsory) exist
Harold J. Laski lecture aa "The
The first line of the first sonnet is
ticular branch of the administration. All this baa resulted in an increase of
State in Theory and Practice" at
powerful. But these five sonnets, noHitler tried, to unify Germany's 25 j
the Congregational Church.
wise poorly done, recall to mind the
(Continued on p**« S)
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David L. Graham Reviews March
Quill; Lauds Mitchell's Comment

h
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Changing European Governments

.

soldiers

t tuonli

little

ct

I

Professor

Saying that Europeans were not
of Christ real, not cosmic, because it preparing for war, Sidney B. Fay,
was real. Subsequent generations Professor of History at Harvard Uniyersity, opened the seventh Bowdoin
it."
revere
have come to
Institute on Tuesday, April 9, on the
"Who killed Jesus?" It does us no topic,
The Changing European Govgood to say haphazardly the Roman*
_
or the Jews. Who really did kill Him ? ernments."
rne effect of wars and treaties on
The first who were responsible were Lurope
has been increased nationalthe Pharisees. They were scholars.
lsm and general impoverishment, ProThey were good people who went to
feasor Fay stated.
The Germans
church, who loved home and country,
who regularly prayed. But because
Jesus, a carpenter, had no reverence
for them, they became one of the
factors which encouraged his death."
Second among the slayers of Christ an economic betterment of
the councame the Sadducees, Dr. Schroeder try, new national
industries, expendibelieved. Although they were not so
tures on arms, loss of faith in treaties.
Pharisees,
aa

the
zealous or religious
they prided themselves on being
broadminded. Because they couldn't
understand Christ's scorn for their
business in the temple, they, too, persecuted him.
Moat prominent among the individuals who sent Christ to Calvary stood
Pontius Pilate, the Roman Governor.
"Pilate," said Dr. Schroeder, "though
he didn't like the system, was of the
system and therefore was forced to
yield to the wishes of higher authority." Herod, the superficial and sophisticated was another enemy of the
I,ord.
Judas, a soured ano cynical
idealist, was perhaps the key. men in
the death of Jesus. The guard at

(Continued on page 3)
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Now Changed

In order to find a system of rules
suitable to all competitors, the meet

pel

—

rules.

Rulings

LECTURER HITS
MUSSOLINI RULE

|

civilization,
according to
of
the
speaker. That human beings shall live

diner, Superintendent of Schools for

TO CONTROL

RENEWED RIVALRY

j

and

in

OLD PLAN THURSDAY

culture,

widely varied as

interest
The Political Forum is at
present substituting the Political Institute and its conferences for its
weekly meetings, but previous to vacation there was a falling off in attendance at meetings. Without doubt
the efforts of members have transferred to the International Relations
Committee and its panel discussions,
visit of
Jet since the electrifying
liss Betty Muther the large turnoat at her organization "pep-talk'*
the goshas not attempted to spread
"

—Harold

his steps."

In an effort to increase the
sise of the audience hearing the
current Political Institute, the
college authorities have arranged
for two broadcasts over the radio as well aa a special wire to

Saturday Evening

WOLL EXPLAINS

and

MILLS TO DISCUSS

Woll.

"Russia will never return to any
kind of individual landholding, and
individual enterprise is impossible in
agriculture and industry there now*',
asserted Maurice Hindus, noted lecturer and writer upon Modern Soviet
Russia, in the sixth lecture of the

the general rejuvenation of

Bowdoin undergraduate

activity, in fields as

"—Matthew

WHITE WILL DEFEND
STATE TRACK TITLE
A T LEWISTON MA Y 11

—

mini.

— they

1

Shift in Date of Amherst
Presents Philosophy of 'New Wires, Radio Increase
Meet to May 8 Lets
Wallace, Wall Audience
Deal in Lecture Made
White Particioate
This Afternoon

—

"The leader of millions cannot retrace
"American Labor is not revolutionary

NO.

—

—

Must* See Creative Effect
The Russian revolution has been
a tragic event which brought incaTculable
misery and destruction, but
swimming and debating, hailed by
which has its creative side and mus:
the Orient several months ago there
seems to have been a falling off in be classed as an epoch-making event

SINCE

—

—

Private Enterprise Will Not
Return to Russia, Declares Lecturer

COMING FRIDAY

1935.

17,

WALLACE TALKS
ABOUT PRESENT
FEDERAL POLICY

—

"Nine months after Mussolini issued an appeal for more children, the
Italian birthrate went down a dictator cannot control bedrooms."
Gaetano
Salvemini.
"The modern city is a treasure-house of culture, brought in by the different
races." Harold Burton.
"Only in monarchies are there true republicans." Gaetano Salvemini.
"The concept that one can buy privileges from city governments is false."
Harold Burton.
"No state can lie like California."—Sidney Fay
"Any idiot can control a nation by martial law." Gaetano Salvemini.
"I am confident that the lesson of the degression to modern business and
government has not been in vain." Matthew Woll.
"Mussolini's early aid to Hitler is like a cat giving birth to a tiger
it's
fine while the tiger is small, but when he starts to grow-?- "—Gaetano Salve-

|

At Bates and

support.

little

Maine nothing occurred, while at Colby a mass meeting in the presence
of the president and members of the

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

—
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nation wide call for a, student
strike against war at eleven

ME.,

"The king is the forgotten man of Italy." Gaetano Salvemini.
"America is now the laboratory of the world fer the machine age." Matthew Woll.
"Pric* reduction is the only reasonable method left for true recovery."

SOVIET REVOLT

9 9

ORIENT

INSTITUTE HIGHLIGHTS

HINDUS STATES

TORE
J-

BRUNSWICK,

(65th Year)

The Sun
•

OLYMPIC CARNIVAL

THE BOW

TOMORROW NIGHT

Denouncing the proposed moderate
inflation policies of Senator Thomas
and Father Cough lin as of no practicable value, Professor Oliver M. W.
Sprague, professor of Banking and
Currency at Harvard, spoke on "Managed Currency" in the college church
last Friday in the second lecture of
the Bowdoin College Institute of Politics.
Although moderate inflation
would have little effect on prices, Professor Sprague added that even extreme inflation would not provide
what is needed for recovery. He doscribed the situation as far too complex economically to admit of such a
solution.

Recovery cannot come through
monetary manipulation, the speaker
stated, but through the lowering of
costs in the heavier mdustries, thereby creating an increased demand for
material and labor. It would of course
be necessary, he explained, that the
producers pass their lowered costs on
in the form of reduced selling prices.

Henry Ford was taken as an example
of this cooperation to aid in increasing the volume of trade.
Depreciation Was Unsuccessful
Professor Sprague stated that a
monetary policy of increased cost of
credit in the boom days of 1929 might
have done much toward establishing a
state of financial equilibrium.
The
Federal reserve system realised the
abnormal conditions, but was hesitant
to take any drastic action. He pointed
out that the cost of credit was increased in jumps of one-half of one
per cent at lengthy intervals previous
to the crash, but that this had obviously not had sufficient dampening
Professor Sprague further
effect.
maintained that nothing was done by
political influences in Washington to
tncouratre this action. Restraint was
imnossible under the conditions.
In depreciating the dollar, the lecturer continued, this country did not
succeed in raising prices, but rather
brought about the beginnings of a
(Continued on pas* S)

COLLEGE CHOOSES

FUTURE PROCTORS
Dormitory proctors next year, all
from the class of 1936 will be John
Chapman, Paul Favour, Phil Good,
Rodney Larcom, Fred Mann, Hubert
Shaw, John Shute, and Bill Soule,
the college has announced. They have
not yet been assigned to the various
ends.
Chapman is associate editor of the
Orient, junior class poet, and a member of Theta Delta Chi fraternity.
Favour is a Beta. Good, Zeta Psi, is
an I.C.4A. hurdles champion, and is a
member of the student and athletic
councils. Larcom, Chi Pat, is a football
regular and junior class vice-president. Mann is a member of the junior class Ivy Day committee and of
Chi Psi fraternity.
Shaw is a Sigma Nu, and is active
in football, hockey and track. Shute,
a Deke, is aasitant manager of the
glee club and a cross country and
track star.
Soule, Zeta Psi, is an
outstanding sprinter and a football
lettcrmaa.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
EUafihed

Brunswick, Mala*

Works, had issued instructions to all his editors to write editorials
on building up the havy. We are not surprised that the Press
Herald is considerably Worried about the MacSwain and Nye bills

now

1871

Mr. William Randolph Hearst, the Portland Press Herald
yours for the asking!

John P. Chapman '8*
Managing Editors
"87

Qutll

is

ROBERT P. TRISTRAM COFFIN
Strange Holiness - $1.75

(Continued from page 1)

We

J. P. C.

Robert P. Ashley '86
Associate Editor

Jr.,

Revtem

nous life of the fo'eastle and the
bright enchantments of the island.
This monotony arid this romance the
author has weH described; his atmosStrike!
phere is (rood. Where were you, Mr.
April
12, 100,000 American college students Hagy, when they loaded sugar at
At eleven O'clock on
Kaanapali? Did you also jmnp ship?
walked out of their classes to strike against, war. Thus did the
"Love in Quotation Marks", "an exsteadily growing undergraduate pacifism express itself most ercise in dialogue pyrotechnics", is in-

Editor-in-Chief

William Klaber,

The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
A NEW BOOK OF POEMS

David GfUham

before Congress.

Richard E. MlttFK *ff son
Stanley Williams, Jr., '37
Sports Editors

Charles F. Brewster '37

William

S.

Burion

*$7

F.

in

Stack by Maurice Hindus, Ogden L. Mttla,
add Harold J. Laski

W. CHANDLER & SON
lSf Maine Strait

^Klhr^

'37

Have Books

credulity is not established; the mere
vigorously to date. Thus did undergraduates indicate their desire a pin wheel spins around "and
Ti^llii^
Maxwell A. Eaton "37
around ^
,.*..,
«*
m
that it ,s drawn from life is an
Sab- Editors
a life not cut short, ostensibly to until it expires in futility. The hero,
to hve a life of normal length
James A. Bishop *38
lia
S H W
rf such he may he called, is in the interesting irrelevance.
As a beau
fe for Democracy, Liberty, or some such shib- unenviable predicament
Norman E. Dupee *38
Hen ry' i! Nash ?« make the worW
of being on a geste, as a whimsical diabolism "The
Wiiliajm j. Norton "38 boleth
Harry T. Foote *38
but actually to make it safe for the investments of a few date with the girl he has recently White Rabbit" is exhilarating; but as
ceased to love. In this tale as Well, a dramatic contribution it is more
Walter B. Parker "88
WiUiam Frost '38
silk-hatted capitalists, thus did the bigwigs who pull the strings
despite its bald style, the author man- likely to reach the reader s stomach
Ralph H. Winn *88
behind the scenes receive notice that if they start another war they ages to convey several rather nice and than his heart.
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
subtle nuances of emotion.
The obBusiness Manager
of all the works included in the
may have to fight it themselves. Those who are inclined to take vious
weakness in "Love m Quotation March number of The Quill, many of
Owen H. Melaugn '3«
Student peace movements lightly should bear in mind the fact that
" t™* _Hemingway n JU8t which we have paid hommage to, none
•
Assistant Managers
-_*r_*i *
around
th
corner
"37
«
can claim the unqualified and unstintEuan G. DaTis
Ernest R. Dalton "37
If the youth of the world refuses to fight wars, there can't very
Prti
Mlrt *'*""
ed admiration which the reviewer
Robert M. Porter *87
well be any.
The Oil is Low m the Lamp", con- would like to express for "Comment
PuhlUhrl every Wednesday faring the College Tear by the StaAentu of SbirSMS College.
All ror.trl but ions and communications should be given to the Managing Editor by Sunday
As soon as plans for the event Were released, University authori- tributed by Miss Barbara Rankin, is on Robinson Jeffers" by Burroughs
This, let us repeat, is h*tUgh*, preceding the date of publication. The Edhor-ln-CMef I* reiponiible for the editorial t*
tan
„*.„
*v-~«.j»i.,v..* **.-.
ii 4~~j '«.„ „„:i,„ «.l„ „,„,
„.,„„
w.. certainly a Worthy inclusion, being the Mitchell.
ties throughout the country tried to spike the movement s guns by most ambitious and perhaps the most erary criticism of the first orier. Calm
column the Managing Editor for new* and make-up. AH communications regarding subscription* should be addressed to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Pablishrng Company.
insisting that the word "strike" not be Used and that the protest powerful story in the issue. Merely but sensitive, sympathetic but searchan
tpisode
in
the
lives
two
of
New
ing,
this
"Comment"
is an evaluation
Subscriptions. $2. Op per year in advance. With Alumnus. IS. JO.
j nMA j..,».~, #„_~,„
i#„,,,, „+,.J™*.„ j.„i, ±v;„ i:«« of
*
forms. Many
assume «_^.~.
more innocuous
students took this line ~t Vntr £
„,«*« an old M(m
Entered as second elaas matter at the poatoffie* at Brunswick. Maine.
his of one of the most difficult poets in
New* Editor for this Issue
least resistance and called it the sane, sensible, and American at- sister, it nevertheless makes a vivid contemporary letters. It is doubtful
Sports Editor for this Issue
and striking impression. One comes if an estimate more sane and just
William Klaber, Jr., '37
Charles F. Brewster '37
titude, the attitude of culture and education. But a large number to understand the woman's soul with
could be wiitten of \ Jeffers at this
All _A».
Vol. L\V
No.
Wednesday, April 17,J#S*
refused to have the teeth pulled out of their strike. Proof that its overpowering love of the hdme, and
^=in
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•

time. Without minimising the poet's
faults his exhausting restlessness.

»

—

1

|
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^
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•

monotonou^!*5

^SwhitiS^ld

—

his tortured originality the
^itfe succeeds in making undeniable
jj,e rare beauty and the lonely gran
dear of that unshaken pessimist. And
in conc i ng j on ne shows how fallacious
and absurd it is to expect that Robinson Jeffers could eveT become the Kept
poet of the proletariat. This criticism,
moieover, is happily couched in that
style, so essentail to the serious critic,
which can best be described by the

jence,

What more can

word "mature".

be

said?

'

:

j

^

-

—-

Somewhat appalled by the length of the
Orient editors have introduced their

than

undergraduates

us,

who

make

and go

sacrifices

to

extreme ends

face of opposition from authority would, they realized,
editorials With

more

protest

policies

The

make

their

forceful.

strike attracted little attention hi the

Maine

colleges.

Per-
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from the farm with

reactions being possible at
••
"'

are interested in such matters can
will not be aroused by what

'

'

'

Bowdoin should
•

-

The

note:

underneath

•••says Tokyo

his precious
an agony
den, Jinny runs after him.
of remorse, crying "Oh Mister, please
kill it kind."
On this scanty plot the
characters of the three sisters are
portrayed and well portrayed.
.Not Convinced by White Babbit
The production of a play like "The
White Rabbit" is hardly conceivable
the year that "The Little Colonel"

exist is regrettable.
-

j

SALVEMINI KNOCKS
FASCIST DOCTRINES

(Dastard and Cress
Editor's

•"

(Continued from IMut* 1)

m

Translating the symbols, the

editorial

policy of

Volume

LXV

will

business of lecturers being too busy
to come
Miss Perkin's gag about an
"acute situation in Washington" is
transparent
She's afraid to face
Bowdoin experts men like Catlin,
who once writ a book on labor problems. And LaGuardia— he knew old
red-shirt Hormell was laying for him
with a plan for communistic city
government. So far this deplorable
been characteristic
&<* «f grit

State Meet

The small employartisans, and general workers
have no voice in the choice of their
association leaders and secretaries, yet
the secretaries are supposed to represent the members.
The king makes appointments with
the appointment.

is

that

—

j
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\
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phone
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from any

was the

—When in the winter

first

by tele-

of 1876-77

three Japanese students at Harvard
visited Alexander Graham Bell in Boston.

These

men

hare lived to see the day

when they can

J£^

their

^^v^S!^S^SSJr£
* "^o*

I

!

to Japan

Interestingly, Japanese

& 1RSMS
1

ahead, please." Meaning

foreign language ever transmitted

J^^IL^a

"^
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— go

now ton can talk

telephone in the Bell System.

A more welcome sound undergraduate ears have hot heard this
year than the announcement that BoWdoin will send a team to the
tlo
recently resurrected state track meet on May. 11. One of the finest
"». ,, A.L „j»k*„ ^ **„v
The
confirmation of Mussolini, the cabinet
I.L*
meets in the East, it is Maine's great athletic event and offers to
«
e,e
,pat,
ministers, expert*, and various high S2
J**
m
co£L 11
the undergraduate bodies their sole opportunity to Witness topofficials.
*??% t£!
J5ThKf
h^
notch track competition. No other small colleges in New England
is
..M'Jri^'JSaS*.. *t
1
"
he conprod-.ee teams of comparable calibre. Only a forlorn few Who still ffjflA ta'ortE??). but "if
up ^^oXic^lif^S^'ded **?*£« e h
vokes them.
L^-i
a*&t1
^^ But
cling to the fantastic hope of Bowdom's jOinmg the financially irram arrives from Mills pleading into phases, for example, steel induscorporations are a Jest.
The
"acute
c
conditions in Washington",
In all there
MussoliniTnnoUnced an their estabimpossible Eastern Intercollegiate League bemoan the rebirth of wh
V) thei
why,
then* our political idea s wil be S.' ^t7wi^v^« rf,.S. In J ?t
:

made

r-wJiiSff,

tends to think of the one as an Indian
tribe and the hitter as Queen ElizaThe plot of this
beth's boy friends.
play is so improbable, moreover, that

eis,

i

Tokyo

telephone operator says. The connection

be the result of Mustard and Creas is a composite of sional men. Mussolini appoints the m
is sweeping the country and Fred
thorough investigation and discussion of Bowdoin affairs. Preju- Mttstard and Cresses submitted id a leaders of each association; his offi- Astaire dancing us Out of the deprescompetition to select a permanent cials appoint the secretaries of local
sion. "The White Rabbit", based on
dice, a too critical attitude, and unnecessary treading on toes will writer for this column. This method
groups.
the ancient theme of invofontary canbe avoided. But having arrived at a conclusion, we shall voice it Will be followed for three or four isThe big industrialists, bankers, and nibalism, is a meaty tidbit that will
sues until the permanent writer n merchants choose their "man of confidoubtless be too strong for the averfrankly and without fear of tradition, time-honored idols, and chosen.
dence". Then they ring up the politi- age* reader, who has forgotten all
We've been wondering about 'this cal bosses; and their candidate gets
weight of authority to which it may run counter.
about Seneca and the Elizabethans, or

The

iiUtm

the lesser soul of the man with its
half -conscious longings and its vague
regrets.
In the end it is she who
magnificently keeps the farm for them
and he who, weak of will, has to content himself with the needle of revery.

in

haps wisely the Bowdoin Forum declined to participate, in view of
y
the Political Institute activities and the possibility of the strike's passion there is in the consternation
degenerating into a farce, as at Harvard where students went
about goosestepping, heil-Hitlering, and saluting in approved Nazi rassing bull they own. Although
fashion. Such reaction reflects an all-too-prevalent undergraduate Tildeyy the eldest, finally masters
enough courage and decision to send
,
, .,
„
attitude toward any attempt on the part of their fellows to be for the butcher, they are sick with
radically in earnest aboot anything. That even a suspicion of such horror. As the butcher drives away
bur-

and those who ace indifferent
we might say in this paper.
refer

_i-

.

which
and outlined
their views on the broad aspects of college life, we have decided
not to write one. To this decision we were hastened by a desire
not to postpone treatment of several topics of immediate interest.
It is our intention to deal with problems as they arise and not to
commit ourselves by premature generalities which we may later
have to retract.
Of discussion of such nebulous concepts as the Youth Movement
wc will steer clear. Politics, economics, and international events
are not, we feel, fit subjects for the columns of the Orient except
as they bear acutely on college life. To far more competent writers
past

Officers, faculty menibers, and employees of the University of Pennsylvania are now being paid an additional 81% at their salaries to compen sate them for pay cuts taken last
year.

1

they were willing to

LXV
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talk with Boston

from

homeland!

Seeking to put the whole world on

such-

easy speaking terms, Bell System service)

!

i

*>

no# enables you to reach more than 93%

[

the meet

all

The IC4A rules, which have been adopted, exclude freshmen
from competition. Thus in the future senior members of the
track team will not be barred from meets goverfred Sy the lC4A

Many a national championship has beeh denied
Bowdoin because a star performer ran in the state meet his fresh-

three-year rule.

man

year.
In reviving the meet the four

Maine

Colleges wisely completed

the dissolution of the Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association. It was this hornets nest which stirred dp all the trouble
last spring.
Its needless eligibility squabbles strained Bowdoin-

Bates relations acutely and caused much misunderstanding among
all four colleges.
Things came to such a pass that the Orient
actually advocated Bowdoin's complete withdrawal from Maine
athletics. It is confidently expected that the Maine Intercollegiate
Athletic Association which has amicably guided the destinies cf
all other sports within the state will be able to do the same for

ia

—

Acting Dean Mitchell has recently
made a few changes in the warning

Hokum from

Portland
moment

invite our readers to listen for a

Portland Press Herald as
reaction

:

it

System that will surprise
servatives at first. About a

lapses into a state of unhealthy

from the college

•

"Who

the

con

week ago
an unsuspecting freshman received
one of those little white envelopes

to the voice of the

office.

Opening

it

with the usual careless bravado, he
was mildly surprised to find that he
had been warned in three advanced
courses, courses he had only heard of.
The whole thing seemed a little irregular, but the lad was willing to

wars? Not the men whose business it hi to
fipht them.
Not the munition makers who profit by them,
or have profited by them in the past. Wars are started by
starts

the people themselves and when the people start a war they
are usually in deadly earnest about ft and nothing will
stand in their way of doing all they can to win it."
Thus spake the editors of the Press Herald ah last Monday in

forgive

of the world's 33,000,000 telephones.

i

;

|

i
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Igtep in social revolution. "Mttssohhi
Abolishes Capitalist System" one
that examination questions are
headline read in an Italian Fascist
not the only ones which are mispaper.
understood.
A' certain junior,
Capitalism Crushing the Worker
upon being asked if he cared to
Hours and wages are drawn up in
go up to Portland to see "Misbinding contracts for Fascist nnionuncertainly,
replied
sissippi'*,
ers and non-unionert as well by men
"WeH, I couldn't say. You see,
The
in the control of big capitalists.
dont knOw the Sibleys very
I
penalty for striking against low
wefli. Anyway, What's she doing
wages is seven years in the perritenhi Portland?"
tiary.
Refractory workers go to conm - c
centration Camps.
One of our under-cover men came
The capitalists have great power in
runmng over with a new "Professor the Fascigt organization, and Fascist
Means" story jtist as we were going officialg appo j nt even the judges in
to press. It seems that at a mas- tne wort:er8 courts. These courts conProfessor sist of three j u d ge s and two univerrecently
querade party
Means appeared as a Western des- sity educated "experts". No worker
perado. The other guests, in a con- sits on the bench.
vivial mood, held a mock trial, and
Since 1926 industrial wages have
found "Bad Man" Means guilty. The fallen about hO'A in Italy. Agriculcrowd went mad and lynching was j,,,.^ workers make 58% Jess. The
The rope cog j f living, on the other hand, is
inevitable. There he stood
It seemed as if only 2&'/r less.
around his neck.
The leaders of the
nothing could save him, when sud-i employers' union propose wage cuts
denly Mrs. Means appeared as if as high as 24'/.
The "representafrom nowhere, and fell to her knees, tives" of the workers almost always
imploring the blood-thirsty crowd for accept the cuts, or if the cuts are
mercy. Her pathetic plea touched large, refer them to the workers'
even the hardest of hearts in the court. A raise in wages low never
crowd, and the sinister rope was re- been made by the court.
moved from his poor neck. Far from
As the worker is driven to subsist
being perturbed, the demure Professor on cheaper and cheaper foods, the use
leapt lightly down from the scaffold, of maize instead of bread and meat
No exists all over Italy. "It feeds pigs
remarking with a sly wink,
noose is good noose".
as well."
,

screw loose somewhere, we think,
when you stop to figure it out.
ff a few college professors can
run the country, fifty of 'em
Ought to be able to run Bowdoin.
Maybe our faculty doesn't eat
enough oatmeal.

track.

We

m

week

chapel Casey
gave its another of his talks on
how the college is organized. After telling us about the various
duties Of the trustees and overseers, he made a parting shot
something like this: "The faculty
eouta not possibly run the college on the business end." (Wonder if the business end of a college is anything like the business end of a six-shOoter?) But
the question is, why can't the
faculty handle the financial affairs Of the college? There's a

Last

""

the

shot.
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and forget.

m

e
fortunate students s^t well
aware of the vast ability of our
alumni secretary in his various
roles of Welcoming committee,
aster df ceremonies, etc., and
we accept H as a matter of
course that he is chief cOmptrollet
of gettmg-people-setited-atlecttrres. At One of our recent
church gatherings, however, a
middle-aged ecnple Ml Watching
in aWe and reverence as this, indefatigable gentleman fashed to
and fro, sat Ave persons I* the

We

an unparalleled outburst of pure hokum, which they believe they
have hidden under a thin veneer of patriotism. By the dust oi
George Washington and Thomas Jefferson, they invoke American

manhood to preserve the sacred institution of war from the insidious attacks of dangerous pacifists. To do this the editorial advocates that in the event of another war "draft all the pacifists the
first thing and put them in the fighting units, where they will have
something else to do besides putting obstacles in the way of the
( io\ ernment which is trying to get prepared to put up a winning

-

space where two should

light."

sit,

and

so on. Finally the husband turned
By what unintelligent misinterpretation of cause and effect
to his wife and muttered, sotto
have the editors of the Press Herald been able to arrive at the
voce, "He must be the sexton."
m . t
('inclusion that it is the people
the unreasoning multitude
After lunch one day daring the
who will for war? What possible genuine move can lead a people recent vacation, Jack Stoddard re10 desire war? Surely not any spontaneous spirit of patriotism, turned to his room in Hyde Hall and
found a window smashed and the
but a false patriotism born of intense nationalism
glass all over his thesis, desk, and
The collective mind of the mob is nothing but the tyranny of floor. On closer inspection he found
public opinion in action which owes Its origin to that
whose business it is to manufacture, no longer to reflect; mass yet as a final surprise he found a

—

—

tadwttrl^^i^
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opinion -the Press.
And the Press in its torn bows humbly
i
Oder the whip of an interested minority. Eventually -it is the Stoddard mumbled as he performed
aB
It turned out that the
8y
force of public opinion which directs the affairs of a nation, but SL1 *^ ;
bird was lost and had broken its
pubic opinion how altered, how cOrrtrpted by and for a fe% indns- neck trying to negotiate the window
All we can say is, what a sad ending
trial tyrants!
And has the Press degenerated to nothing more for
a ruffed grouse, meeting death
than the obliging medium, the humble serwant of tm*h who deal in a strange room!
The last news we had df the unforin death?
tunate bird was that Stoddard had
\\V hardly need mention that in a recent monitions probe in given it to Mel Greeley and had told
Washington it was revealed that the publisher of the Portkntd Greeley to stuff it.
I

I

j

•

Press Herald, at the request of the President of the Bath Iron

'•

a

ease
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c

which

proves
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Faculty

60 APPLY FOR

Speak To Alumni

SCHOLARSHIPS

Simultaneous alumni meetings in
Washington, D. C, and San FranCisco, Cal., and a gathering at Salem,
Mass., which was addressed by Athletic
Director Malcolm E. Morrell
and Coach Adam Walsh, have been
prominent in the activities of Bowdoin alumni thus far In April.
The Washington and San Francisco
meetings were held on the evening of
April 8.
At the Washington meeting, sponsored by the Bowdoin Alumni club of Washington, the college
was represented by Alumni Secretary
P. S. Wilder and by Prof. Staftley P.
Chase. Pres. K. C. M. Sills, present
unofficially, spoke briefly aa did Congressmen Simon M. Hamlin '01, Cart
Moran '17, and Ralph O. Brewster
•09.
Charles F. Brewster *S7 spoke
for tiie undergraduates who were
present.
Gov. Louis J. Brann was
at the meeting for a time.

Maine Schoolboys Again Try
for Bowdom's Annual
$500 Awards
candidates
sixty
Approximately
examinations in competition
for the four State of Maine ScholarShip* which Bowdoin offers each year
to students in the secondary schools
Of the state. The examinations will
be held on April 22, 1935 at nine

will take

a.m. in the followinjf centers: Brunswick, Fryeburg, Waterville, Rockland, Machias, Hoalton, Farmington,
and Bangor. For selection of candidates, the state of Maine is dividea
Into four sections very nearly equal
In respect to population.
examinations
scholarship
The
themselves are composed of three
parts, the first of which is in English,
the second in mathematics, and the
third a general informational test
which is intended to ascertain the
general background of the candischool education.
date's secondary
The examinations are given at the
places mentioned above by members
of the Bowdoin faculty with the help
of several Bowdoin Alumni. In considering the applicants the judges
take into' account not only the results of the tests but also the entire
secondary school record including
outstanding work in such extra-curricular activities as athletics, debating, music, and dramatics.
Each of the four scholarships is
equal to five hundred dollars, the
largest and most valuable offered in
the state, and one of the largest in
New England. It is the desire of the
Scholarship Committee under Professor S. Barney Smith to have the examinations graded and the candidates
chosen by May 15th at the very latest.
This year among the sixty applicants,
there are representatives
from all four sections and it is expected that this fact wil create keener competition
than
in
previous
years.

Elect

Hew Owcers

Dr. Howard Kane '09 was elected
as the new president of the group,
and William F. Johnson '30, secretary. The meeting was one of nearly
60 alumni meetings held in Washington that evening in connection With
the annual convention of the American

Alumni Council, at which Bowdoin
was represented by Wilder and Miss
Elisabeth

assistant

Riley,

to

the

alumni secretary.
Dean Paul Nixon was guest of
honor and speaker at the San Francisco meeting, held at Solan's by the
Bowdoin club of Northern California.
Jonathon C. Tibbetts '22 was reelected convener by the group.
Seventy were present at the meeting of the Bowdoin Alumni club of
Essex County at Salem April 11.
Morrell and Walsh shared the program with Prof. Melvin T. Copeland
'06, of the faculty of the Harvard
Business school.

GRAD FUND DRIVE
TO START IN MAY

Eskimo Brought To New. York By
Placing Advisers
MacMillan Pound City Interesting
To Meet Seniors
When Commander Donald

B. Mad- the
latter's
expeditions.
His emfamous Arctic explorer mem- ployer showed him the sights of New
ber of the class of 1896, returned to York, and the Eskimo liked especially
tite Bronx Zoo, where he hang about
this country in early 1926, he brought
the cages for hours gaziag at strange
with him an interesting experiment
animals wWeh he had never dreamed
an Eskimo from Labrador, Who had
existed. When he saw Times Square
never in his life seen anything but
it was all they could do to drag him
icebergs and igloos.
away, so Impressed was he by the
This inhabitant of the far Northern lights and bustle.
territory so often covered by MacMil"Very wonderful, this city, yea, sir,"
lan and other Bowdoin men was sud- he declared. "I think the most wondenly transported from his icy world derful things I saw were the Woolto the crowded metropolis of New worth Building the one you go up on
York. The results were interesting top of and look farther than you
and diverting, according to an article think and the big ship we went on. I
In the October, 1926, Shield, the don't see why passengers ever, would
Theta Delta Chi fraternity magazine. be afraid of a ship like that. That is
Likes United States
something worth looking at/' ComAbie Bromfield was the Eskimo's mander MacMillan had taken him
name. Abie found the United States aboard one of the huge Transatlantic
a glorious place, having never seen be- liners.
fore a crowd of more than twenty-five
Amazed by Pool
or thirty people gathered in one place.
On the ship Abie received two
He learned enough American slang to thi ills. One was when he saw the
express this in "This country is the swimming pool. Catching a glimpse
berries". He had never seen or imag- of the water as he entered the door
ined a street car, an elevated, or an he turned to MacMillan in great exauto. The tale of subway trains run- citement. "She is sprung a leak,"
he
ning beneath the earth at fast speeds cried. "Tell the captain. The boat
without anyone being hurt in the will sink."
process had to be proved to him by an
Later he saw one of the crew swimactual ride.
All of civilization was
ming in the river. He ran in alarm
quite new to him. Until his arrival he
the captain and tugged at his
had never worn any other clothes than to
sleeve.
"Please, there's a man overhis Usual costume of moleskin pants
sir."
and sealskin boots. A white woman board, captain,
"Is he swimming?" the captain
was as interesting as a new and
•
curious animal, and, as he expressed asked.
it, he "found them very nice".
"No, he's walking," answered Abie.
Abie came "to New York by way of
The Eskimo much admired the
Canada, and while on the Pullman American girls who passed him in the
from Albany to New York was con- street, but could not understand why
signed to an upper berth. While at- it wasn't permitted him to go up and
tempting to put on his clothes the speak to them as he could in his own
next morning he tumbled down into country.
the aisle, barely missing the porter.
"They are very lovely, sir," he said
He wasnt hurt because he was cat- in answer to MacMillan's question as
like enough to land on his feet.
He to what he thought of them. "Only
also had his first automobile ride go- their collars are cut awfully low. But,"
ing from the station to the hotel, and he added, "I like their short skirts.
hung on bravely, to announce later Very nice."
with a smile that the machine "Sure

GAUGUM PAINTING
"Tahltian Idyll," a picture painted
by Paul Gauguin, is now on exhibition in the Walker Art Building. This
painting is the last of three singlepicture exhibitions to be -sent here
from New York.
"Tahitian Idyll" was painted in
1899 by an artist who was the leader of distinctly new and radical
school of painters. Gaugum's picture
differs from those of other painters
of that time in that it is made up of
large areas of flat color surrounded
.

definite outlines.

land; S. C.

W. Simpson
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which have been distributed to memMr. Lary
bers of the senior class.
has been engaged in placement and

,

-

work for a number of
years, this being his fourth visit to

I

personnel
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STAGING PREPARED

FOR PLAY CONTEST

'

Bowdoin. While here he will interview about two dozen students. He
has a wide experience in giving graduates advice.
Frederick Comes May 1
Seniors interested in inquiring into
opportunities with the General Electric Co., will be able to meet Mr.
Supervisor of Business
Frederick,
Training of that company, on Wednesday May 1. Thirty minute interviews
be held from 10.00-12.00
a.m., 1.30-5.00 p.m. Two or possibly
three men are to be assigned to each

must be ironed out.
We should concentrate on developing our national market. "We cannot afford to throw open our doors to
foreign products. In the shoe and
pottery markets, for example, English and Japanese goods are driving
oat oar own."
"Large foreign investments are a
sure waste. They only serve to establish competitive industries. In the fu-

among

the nations of

"We

paid heavily for the modest
price improvement which depreciation

brought

about," Professor Sprague
declared.
"We abrogated the gold
clause and made ourselves a far more
disturbing factor in the world. What
we did was to increase our trade,
bringing about a huge importation of
gold, which tended to undermine the
position of other countries. England
slipped her pound sterling down a*few
points; Belgium went off the gold
standard and revaluated. We set in
motion forces which sooner or later
tend to weaken the currencies of other
countries and threaten a monetary

period.

A representative of the General
Electric Co. visits the coHege each
year to confer with seniors. Among
other concerns the W. T. Grant and
W. R. Grace Shipping Co. also send
representatives to Bowdoin annually.

war."
Professor

Sprague

explained the
effects of depreciation on foreign
trade, taking as examples the coffee
importation from Brazil, cotton ex-

FAY LECTURES ON
EUROPEAN GOVTS

portation, etc.
(Continued from

prices.

The

j At the beginning of his lecture, the
speaker declared that the subject of
managed currency was a rather broad
one, and that he would attempt first to
consider the limitations of the "present
theories. He stated that "An upward
trend of prices can come through an
initial lowering of prices for products
which would be in great demand if
prices were lower." This would provide the necessary stimulus for trade,
he .believed. In criticizing the present proposed inflation theories, Professor Sprague said that they Would
not encourage the necessary confidence of the people.

1)

difficulty is that

imports

worker's payroll and a rise in
and exports are decreasing depriving
one- third of the workers of work.
As concerns the military issue, the
tendency seems to point toward trouble with France increasing her period
the

military service, and Germany,
United States, and Russia
announcing an army bigger than ever
before. Hitler's break from the Versailles Treaty has been generally received as favorable as it ends Germany's humiliation. France and Italy
are indignant; England is conciliatory.
The question is "Is Europe planning
and Gown.
war?" The situation is far from that
Eleven plays will be produced in the in 1914, no three main powers are
contest; three Friday afternoon, and allied, Hitler has been the proposed
four Friday night and Saturday after- recipient of the Nobel Prize, and Europe sees that War Doesnt Pay!
noon,
f

Preparations are under way for the
annual High School one-act play conteat to be held in Memorial Hall on
April 26, 27. The stage crew of
Masque and Gown are preparing sets
both for these plays and for "The
Circle", which is to be produced the
following week-end by the Masque

worker's

(Continued from mure 1)

currency war
the world.

of

Italy, the

j

The disproportion of the
Wage tecreaaes to eMItttsiiJ

stockholder.

SPRAGUE EXPLAINS
M0NEY_ PROBLEMS

wm

•

<Cctttln*ecJ frarn pee-e 1)

worker not higher dividends for the

During May, the band will make
an appearance at Concord, New
Hampshire, and will ^lay at another dance at the University of
Maine.

Office.

Seniors making these appointments
all others should fill out and return to the Alumni Office blanks

and

I

LABOR'S VIEWS

neys to Middlebury, Vermont, and
Orono. This Saturday the Polar
Bears will perforin at the Delta
Ipsilon House at Middlebury,
while they will play at the University of Maine on April 27.
Leader Tom Mack states that
two other engagements are new
scheduled for the Polar Bears.

butions from the College, and M. L.
Frederick of the General Electric Co.,
will be on campuj for interviews with
seniors on Monday and Tuesday,
April 22-23. Appointments for meeting them should be made at the

Alumni
i

WOU EXPLAINS

Two other colleges will be en*
tertained by the- music of tie*
Polar Bears over the nest tw*
week-end* when the band jour-

Two business placement ofllciala,
Stanley C. Lary, Director of the Department of Education and Vocation
for the University Club of Boston—
bureau supported in part by contri-

Millan,

traveled fast enough".
Dons Soup and Fish
At a graduate meeting Thursday
At the hotel it took Abie's companevening it was decided to start the ions over an hour to insert him in the
Alumni fund contribution campaign confines of a tuxedo and boiled shirt.
this year about May 1. The meeting
He patted his starched bosom admirwas held in the Union where the ingly, and said that the Hotel Astor
members were appointed recipiants was "a nke, big house." Abie accomof the gifts or- their classmates.
panied MacMillan on his various visits
The agents were addressed by Pres. about the country and was with him
K. C. M. Sills, Burtar Glenn R. Mc- when he delivered lectures concerning
Intire, and Alumni Secretary Philip the
results of the expedition, in
S. Wilder. They had dinner at the Chicago.
Union and afterwards attended the
Abie was 47 years old at the time
Institute lecture by Prof. O. M.
of his visit, and had been born in
Sprague.
Jack Lane's Bay, Labrador. His father
Presiding was Roland E. Clark, of
was English, and Abie could speak the
Portland, chairman of the board of
language well having accompanied
directors of the alumni fund and
MacMillan as dog-driver on four of
agent for the class of 1901 Others
who attended were Francis W. Dana
"94, Portland; John F. Dana "98, Port-

COLLEGE EXHIBITS

by

Members

,

Polar Bears To Play
At Middlebury, Orano

we must learn the principles of
group planning in industry."

ture

Deplores New. Deal Oatcome

By the New Deal labor wan to
gain "new rights." It has been a sensational disappointment. Strike after
strike tells the story of increased
disapproval. "Up to this time business has been helped, but not labor.
Labor has no fair representation in
the making of the codes under which
it works. Industry desires to divide
and conquer labor."
Labor does not want relief, hot a
chance to work. "Dont let anyone
say the technological unemployment
is not serious." Labor seeks a balance
in our economy so that with short
hours all may work.
The codes help to organize boolness; when prosperity returns, labor
may be helpless against strengthened
capitalism.

May Take Political Sides
Organized labor has been heretofore sure of its gains, without recourse to politics. But the injunction
and government restrictions forces
labor to look for government protection.
In the codes labor did pot have
a representative voice. If the partnership with industry still faro in
the future, labor must turn to politics here as in England. "Political
issues will begin to form along economic lines, not party." Perhaps elements of radicalism, as in Germany,
will enter in.
Now the government arbitrates between industry and labor. The tendency is to dictate more and more.
If economic issues decide party linen,
the party in power will dictate hi
self-defence.

But "labor abhors oppression and
stands for democracy."

The Dean of Clarinda Junior ColWhen President Adams was in- lege, Richard D. Rowley, is also a
augurated as head of Norwich Uni- student in the institution's freshman
versity, a telegram of congratulations class.
He is working for credits in
was received from Admiral Richard E. French and German so as to obtain a
degree.
Byrd at Little America.

Intervale,

In contrast to the old angular
N. H-; Seward J. Marsh '12, Portshapes of figures the painting is un- land; Paul K. Niven '16, Brunswick;
restrained in the use of lines and
Harold H. Sampson '17, North Bridgcolor.
The picture is of a native ton; Elliott W. Freeman '18, Kenhescene in the South Sea Islands.
bunk; Emerson Zeitler t0, Brunswick; Curtis S. TJTdghTm 'ft, Portland; Vergil C. McGorrill *2Z, Portland; and Alden H. Sawyer '27, Port-

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL

land.

Orris* a four-year count leading to the

Schroeder Talks

degree of Doctor of Dental Medicine to
candidates who present credentials showing
two yean- of college work, including six
semester hours jn each of the following
subjects
English,
Biology and Physio,
and twelve semester hours in Chemistry
Inorganic and Organic. The School is

On

—

—

Christ's

Death

(Continued from page 1)

co-educational.

and brutally were another force on

for tvlkir informttion

his final downfall.
"The public of

Howard M. MaaJtaisoN, D.M.D., Demn
Tuftt Cotitfr Dentil School
89* Huntington Avenue, Boston,

Mess.

Jerusalem," said
Dr. Schroeder, "was the last group
killed Jesus. If they had cared
for him, nothing would have hapBut they were indifferent.
pened.
Nothing mattered to them as long as
it didn't raise their tax rate. All of
these together, and perhaps most importantly the last, were the people
who killed Jesus. That is what happened to Him 2000 years ago. That
is why the cross is a valid symbol
that is why he
ye^r after year
It is
is crucified year after year.
people like that who put Him on a

i

which

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
BOWDOIN SEAL sad
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODIE PIPES

.

•

THE

NEW

.

.

cross."

DENTISTRY

Philgas for Fraternity

A Phase

»f Preventive Medicine
College Men find in it unusual
opportunities for a career

House Cooking

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Brunswick Hardware Co.

DENTAL SCHOOL

A

Prompt Service
136—«7 Maine St.—Tel 1*7

competent course of preparation for
the denial profession.
Clin A"
School. Write lor ctmlo/mt.
LtHOY M. S. MINER. D.M.D.. M.D.. Deea
Oeec. a, let Leas**** Ave.. Baitaa. Max.

A

Tel.
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—A QUICK LUNCH
Lyman B. Chipman, Inc.
—A COMPLETE DINNER PURE FOOD SHOP
—at any

time, at

any price
Wholesale

College

Spa

A

Specialty

-

Retail

of Fraternity

Trade

PRINTING
STUART

ft

574 Congress Street

CLEMENT

Town BuiMinr

Portland,

Me
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THE THING TO DO

.
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CAMELS TOBACCOS
COST MILLIONS MORE!
"ComeH ar** made from
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS -

finer,

Turkish

and

Domestic — than any other popular brand."

Whitman's Sampler

R

ALLEN'S

J

RFY NOLDS TOBACCO

COMPANY

Winston-Stilem* N. C.

FOR EASTER

DRUG STORE

|

I

CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER

GET

ON YOUR

NERVES!
•
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Large Squad Turns Out For
Spring Workout With Walsh

Welle Become* Coach
Of Freshman Football
assistant football coach is
to ha spewiated ta the near fatare to replace Una Wells, who
will
Bowdoin
take over the

freshman

team

next

year

Olympic Swim Carnival
Will Bring Stars Friday

Wells' Nine

Opens Year

An

With Bates

in

Don Lancaster, resigned,
sccordiag to Malcolm E. MorrelL Bowdoin athletic director.
WeRs, who is also head coach

Miss Bridges and Olneyville
Boys' Club Will Attack
World Records

place of

Material Enough on Hand
for Winning Team in 1935,

Says

New

Mentor

With the flrat real signs of spring
this week giving them plenty of pep,
the enthusiastic group of 32 aspiring
gridiron candidates which reported
last Thursday for the initial spring

Wells'

first

team, was dae to the press of
other interests.

workout certainly points toward a
revival of football mindedness within the student body.
After but two days of preliminary
work, Adam, as he is known by the
entire squad, now calls every one reporting for practice by name. It is
expected that he will begin regular
contact work this week.
definite

Walsh

is Satisfied

the
enthe
the

Considering that at least half
football men are now
gaged in other spring sports,
progress made by the squad, in
available

first few workouts is quite creditable.
Walsh's first views of his material
have left him confident that plenty of
material for a winning team in 1935

is available.
Walsh's announcement of spring
practice last week, asking all those into reexperienced or not
terested
port for practice brought results. Several upperclassmen, who have not
played on the gridiron since freshman year and others entirely new to
the game, answered the call and may
see service next f a11

—

—

-

Drake, Griffith Return
veterans of the powerful Polar
Bear line of 1933, Drake and Griffith,
are back in moleskins competing for
their old positions at center and guard
respectively. With these experienced
men backed up by Drummoml, Manter, Larcom, Lane, and Smith, lettermen from last fall, the White forward
wall promises to be one of the best in

Two

college history.

On

all

Among

shifted to tackle positions at least for
a trial are Charlie Smith and Lew
Creiger who were both originally out
for center. Numerous other position
changes will probably develop in the
course of this week's practice sessions.
How many of the experienced men
will be eligible next year is of course
still in question, but at present the

outlook

is

that almost without excep-

men

tion the outstanding

will return.

Men To Take

34

WHITE RIFLERS
DEFEAT LEGION

Heads American

Instruction in Red Cross Life Saving under Swimming Coach Bob
Miller was begun last Wednesday at
the pool. Twenty-six men are candidates for the senior award, and
eight more are taking the examiners'
Course.
Those working for the senior
award must perform successfully 19
tests which include methods of ap-

On

Patriot's

;

|

U

M
M

proaching and carrying a drowning

The Jfthletic Council in a recent
meeting announced the sixteen following awards of minor letters in
swimming: Capt. John Beale *35,
John Boyd "35, Joseph McKeen "36,
Lawrence Hill '36, Robert Cotton "87,
Robert Whitmore '35, John Hooke
'37, Winthrop Walker '36, Captainelect Ray Pach,'36, Don Wright '85,
George Cary "35, Orville Seagrave
»S6, Richard May .'35, Sterling Nelson
•85, Charles Baxter '36, manager.,

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

Ice

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING
tKBTarKSBTHSTSTSTK SJg ITIITirH

-

for

Watch

Fountain Pens

Printing

Cards

•

Done Well and

occasions
and Jewelry Repairing
expertly done
all

-.with'-'

!.•-«

*

:

...
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Comedy

News
Thursday

Straight

April 18

-

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

&

Maine A. A, C.

100-yard,

freestyle (finals).
9. Maine A. A.

U. high-board
diving championship.
10. Girls' 100-yard backstroke.
11. Maine A. A. U. 400-yard relay (championship).
12. Special girls' 220- yard freestyle.
13. Boys' 100-yard backstroke.
14. Interscholastie 50-yard freestyle.
15. Girls'
invitation 100-yard

freestyle.

'em

Xou

don't have to climb

beanstalk to find out

—

769,340 places in

this

country where cigarettes are
sold

and say—

Phone 3

Brunswick

BANK

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

We

Capital $175,000

Mary: Ellis «

I

record.

Print the Orient and

Alumnus

Total Resources $2,700,000

The Kind's Horses

Carl Brissoh -also

like

I

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

The

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We

BRUNSWICK

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh-Vegetables, Olives, Pickles.

Domestic and Im-

ported Cheeses and Biscuits
kinds east of Portland.

of

all

PUBLISHING CO.
»innmmr\j

From The Heart
•

with

•

Roger Pryor
Baby Jane

Mary Astor
-

also

-

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS

Comedy

Sound Act

Gulf - Socony Gas and Motor Oils
Complete Lubrication - 24 Hour Service

Colonial
JYiday

April 19

-

The President Vanishes
-

with

Arthur Bryon

-

Janet Beecher

.

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION

Comedy

News

JUST OVER THE
Saturday

April 20

•

NEW BRIDGE

— TOPSHAM, MAINE

Ruggles Of Red Gap
•

with.

Charles Laughton
Charlie Ruggles

Mary Boland

-

Zasu Pitts
Cartoon

Goofy Movies

Mon. and Tuea.

•

April 22 and 23

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER CO.
Hard and Soft Coals
Dry

Fuel Oils

Fireplace

Wood

Mississippi
•

Bing Crosby

W.

with
•

•

Joan Bennett

C. Fields

X

Comedy

Lumber and Building Materials of
A. E.

MORRELL

'22,

All Kinds

Mgr.

e 193). Lkott * Unu Tobacco Co.

MM
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towski and Higgins will all compete
in a 50 yard dash for a new pool

a flagpole as high as Jack's

the
at

Favorable Prices at

The

103 Maine Street

FIRST NATIONAL

April JLISM f

Dives

Just walk into any one of

Have Their

for Gifts

CUMBERLAND
:

min., 3 sec.

New

Bowdoin Men

of Brunswick, Maine

;

l

86 Maine St.

Cream

the medley' in-the»New.

Wednesday

Meet Features

In addition to an attempt at a
world's record in the medley relay by
the Olneyville Boys* Club, Crowstowski and Higgins of this club may
swim a 300 yard medley for an individual mark. Also, Branch, Crows-

and

,

-

Pittsfield, Mass., in

Gents' Furnishings

Varney's Jewelry Store
Stationery

why folks

Clothing

Tel. 350

Henry Franklin *36 was, the only
swimmer to reeaive a major Jetter.
This was a result of his winning a

—

'

teams.
Will Swim Hundred

girls'

On her previous appearance here,
Miss Bridges set a new record in the
400 yard back stroke. The record for
the 400 meter which was formerly
held by Miss Phyllis M. Harding of
Great Britain with the time of 6 min.
12 2-5 seconds was broken again. A
little over two weeks ago in Holland
by Mile. Martenbroeck who reduced
the time to 6 min. 6 2-5 seconds.
Besides attempting to lower this
mark, Miss Bridges will also compete
in the 100 yard invitation free style
against her teammate Betty Morgan
of the Whittonsville Swimming Club
and two Maine girls. She is equally
good in that event having won the
New England Championship at

Q0 you want to know

WISEMAN FARMS

_

M

High

'»

SWIMMING AWARDS
MADE TO SIXTEEN

Englands.

,

the world title in the 400 meter back
stroke, while the Olneyville Boys'
Club are expecting to hang up a new
record in the 300 yard medley relay.
Besides these two outstanding features, the carnival will also include
three Maine A. A. U. Championship
events as well as three special races
between the Brunswick and Portland

NEARSJMPLETION

match. Overtaking Long,
person, breaking holds under water,
Kent now leads the billiard tourney,
and artificial respiration. The can- having reached the finals. Austin,
examiners
as
rating
for
didates
Watson and Dickson have yet to play
teaching.
in
experience
actual
have
off matches.
They observe the errors of the othIt is expected that the date of toe
er candidates, help to correct them, finals for these tournaments
will be
and finally have practice in giving some time in the latter part of April.
grades on the various tests.

All

Miss Bridges will attempt to break

To Start
Day

Golfers

Swimming

To climax the most successful season of swimming ever conducted at
Bowdoin, Coach Bob Miller has arranged a Patriots' Day Carnival
which will again bring to the Curtis
pool this Friday evening such nationally known figures as Miss Alice
Bridges and the Olneyville Boys'
Club.

By defeating the Caldwell Post of day's game is still uncertain.
Several Posts Sure
the Portland American Legion 10901062, in a shoulder to shoulder match
As doubtful as the greater part of
laat Friday evening in the basement the berths may be, it is quite certain
of Adams Hall, Bowdoin's steadily that Bill Shaw will hold down first
improving Rifle team definitely as- base. The veteran Al Kent is lined
serted itself aa a coming group in up for short although strongly pushMaine rifle circles.
ed by both Slocum and Purington,
Hal Wyer *87 with a total of 227 freshmen. At second Dave Merrill
out of a possible 250 was high scorer seems certain of first honors.
(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)
Alfor
the match which included the four though a letter-man, he did not play
Coach Walsh explains the fine points of blocking to George Griffith, as the
positions, standing, kneeling, sitting last year. Gentry and Purington are
rest of the squad looks en.
and prone.
Paul Favour '36 with both making bids for third.
225 turned in the second highest
In the outfield Marshall, Johnson,
Miller
total, with Hartley Lord
*36,
Bill Shaw, Mills, are showing up well as
Burton '87, and Tom Bradford "ST, also the freshmen Frazier, Clark and
Association
ranking in that order making up the Davidson.
Catching
presents
a
remainder of the regular five man greater problem with all the candiAt the Nstional Collegiate
team.
dates lacking in varsity experience.
Swimming Championship meet
The Bowdoin Rifle team figured in The leading receivers are Bud RuthThe first competition of the year
at Harvard April 1, Coach Bob
Thibodeau,
and
Gauthier
for the Bowdoin golf team will be the the annual New England Intercol- erford,
Miller was elected president of
Although their work has
Patriots' Day Tournament conducted' legiate Rifle meet held in the Con- Griffin.
the College Swimming Coaches
by the Maine State Golfers' Associa- necticut State Armory at New Haven been erratic, it will undoubtedly imAssociation of America, succeedduring
the
spring
vacation.
prove with more outdoor practice.
tion at the Brunswick Country Club
ing Peppe of Ohio State. This is
Competing against the best teams
The entire squad of 14
this Friday.
Pitchers Good
the second time he has been acmen will be entered in an attempi to in New England and also West Point,
Brighter hopes, however, appear at
corded this honor, having held
repeat the victory of last year and the White aggregation distinguished the pitching mound, where Captain
the same office four years ago.
retain possession of the Patriots' cup. itelf by defeating teams from Nor- Doug Walker,
Ara Karakashian, and
He is elected to serve for one
This trophy is awarded to the club wich, St. Johns, and Brooklyn Col- Will Manter are all experienced
MISS ALICE BRIDGES
year.
having the five lowest scores, and pre- lege.
Bob is also a member of the
The scores for the American Le- hurlers. Walker has overcome former who will attempt to break the world's
vious to last year had usually been
400 meter back stroke record during
trouble
with
be
control
and
should
Swimming Committee of the nagion
match are given in the followwon by the Portland Country Club.
effective. He has plenty of speed and the Pstriots' Day swimming carnival
tional A.A.U., Chairman of the
At present it reposes on the mantle ing order: prone, sitting, standing, good change of pace. Karakashian '37 Friday night.
Maine A.A.U. Swimming comkneeling. Ten shots were fired prone,
fireplace.
of the Psi
and Manter, who started under Wells,
mittee, and chairman of a comProspects are especially bright for five in the other positions.
both continue to show improvement.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
mittee for the New England InSummaries:
this year, Sprague Mitchell, Roger
The present large squad of 57 has
Starting 8 P. M.
tercollegiate Swimming Associap,.
Kellogg, Herby Goldstein, and Eddie ?w4»ta
Sit.
St.
Kn. Total been cut once and most of these will
W»w
tion to devise a method for set1. lQO-yard freestyle (heats).
•»
48
42
227
,
Benjamin are left from last year's Fawour
be retained. Ellis, Murphy, Haire,
45
40
44
225
tling the New England swim2. Bowdoin
100-yard
breastsuccessful squad with the further ad- Lord
88
40
20
47
214
promising
and
Rice,
pitchers,
two
and
ming championship by a dual
stroke.
dition of Johnny Boyd, state champ, Biuto*
47
SO
40
213
Stan Allen and Buck, are freshmen
meet schedule. It is unusual for
3. Alice Bridges
(attempt at
94
44
Jl
38
I'll
and Bus Gates who were ineligible Bradford
who
are showing up well.
Coach
a small-college coach to gain
400-meter backstroke record).
last year.
Captain Mitchell has the
Wells states that there is a strong
Total
1000
such
4. Portland
wide-spread
recognition.
Grammar School
measles at present, but will be avail- Latrtan
Pr.
Sit.
St.
Kn. Total possibility of several freshmen makchampionship.
Coach Miller's efforts toward
able for the match on Friday. New Robinson
*7
48
87
37
21*
ing the varsity.
5. Girls' 100-yard breaststroke.
popularizing swimming in Maine
94
49
46
27
218
candidates are: Joe Sclar of Port- Stuart
O'Brien
88
48
42
88
21S
6. 300-yard medley (attempt at
have been responsible for his
land, Eddie Owen and Leon Buck of Pratt
»5
45
205
20
45
Seniors at Haverford College have
American record).
high national reputation.
..82
the Morse High school team, Dud Gordon
44
186
S3
3J
7. Girls' 50-yard invitation freepetitioned the faculty for an extra
Tyson, son of the well-known golfer
week for exams.
Total
1052
style.
Doctor Tyson of Augusta, John
Emery and James Dennis.
The results of the Patriots' Day
Tournament will determine the makeWith Sullivan and Purington in the up of the six-man team Coach Miller
will use in the first match of the sealead, the Moulton Union ping-pong
tournament has progressed to about son. This will be played at the Brunsits mid-stage.
The winner of these wick Country Club against the Unitwo will compete in the finals. Matches versity of Maine. All contestants will
given handicaps and will play for
yet to be played include Williams vs. be
net and gross prizes. Last year BowKominsky and Griffin vs. Bechtel.
At pool Dickson has reached the doin beat Maine in two matches and
should repeat their performance this
finals and will play the victor of the
season.
Stott-Long

Life Saving Test PING-PONG MATCH

first place in

Mi

j

the Polar Bears have
but the tackle posithose expected to be

paper

strength in
tions.

Greatly handicapped by lack of inand batting practice, Coach Linn
baseball squad will get its
real test of the season Friday
when it stacks up against an aggregation from Bates in a Patriots' Day
exhibition game to be played at Pickard field.
Coach Wells has been hampered by
not being able to work consistently
with the same group because of the
interference
classes.
of afternoon
Lack of light in the cage and cold
wet weather outdoors have further
impeded practice. Because Wells has
been able to work with the whole
squad only two days a week, he has
been unable as yet to develop any set
infield and the batting lineup for Frifield

of hockey and baseball, has been
a ssistan t football coach for several years. Lancaster's resignation, following a season in which
his freshman eleven lost only to
the powerful Exeter Academy
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The Sun
Rises

» •

JOHN

and

is the ability to deceive friends without quite deceiving
enemies. Harold Laski.
Society b so complex that no nation can hope to keep alone. Harold
Laski.
When capitalism is threatened, they must suppress democracy or he
suppre ssed in turn. Harold Laski.
"Until recently the poultry business has been largely in the hand* of
the hen. That was private industry, and the Russians cried "Down with
the individualistic hen."— Maurice Hindus.
"Just think how nice it would be if professors lecture) only to themselves." Maurice Hindus.
"There is a shortage of everything in Russia except lipstick."—Maurice
Hindus.
"Constitutional liberty is the cornerstone of America* Government."

—

Reform"

—

—

Remoteness

Political

Ogden

SIX FINALISTS VIE
IN CLOSE CONTEST

act as if the

won

annual

the

!"LL"'

j

3S.' A

The

|

•

the Institute we had mentioned the possibilities of the Institute for "legitimate" publicity. It

a good deal did

actually arise from it. The broadcasting of the two afternoon lectures, and
the telephoning of all but one of them
to the Cumberland club in Portland
must have been beneficial, as well as
the considerable attendance of alumni
and friends from all over the state.

fehtasrt-

LTHOUGH we

f
JOHN

had always sus-

pected that Bowdoin was essenconservative and republican,
the applause which greeted Ogdenl
Mills' address was surprising in its!
unanimity. The audience, it seemed,;
was almost entirely with him. Fo!lowing as it did directly after Wallace's speech, it might easily be taMfijj
ludiratinn of the poUtical trend of the college as well as'
the town
However, campus post mortem*
were not thoroughly in support of
Mr. Mills' creed. There was a feeling
tially

m

'66
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Contest Called Close

demonstrate their dramatic

—
DDPCmUMT

I

contest were
Hon. Clement F. Robinson of Portland, Professor J. M. Carroll of LewRev.
Cornelius
E. Clark of
iston, and
Portland. In announcing the decision
Mr. Robinson stated that "the prize
is awarded to all the speakers, but
since we have to pick one, to Mr.'
Parker" and said that he was glad he,

The judges of the

FAVF\
a/EliTEa
A\ LLLlURri
pTTIIRF TOIIR
1UUR
Wl

1

rate, the college is alive to
issues. If the political

its
during
displayed
early days, and an attempt to increase its membership, it will meet
with some response.

enthusiasm

f

lIlLOil/Edl 1

j

forum takes up the brand with the

abilities.

i

I

f

Last night with an address on "A
Layman's View of the Naval Acad-

emy"

delivered before the Lions Club

a Bowdoin alumnus, had never had to of Portland President Kenneth C. M.
speak in Memorial Hall with such Sills began a series of talks and lecas far as
rpHOSE freshmen who so gaudily competition. The decision was unani- tures which will take himwill
occupy
Washington, D. C, and
* decorated the campus a few mous.
the better part of two weeks.
Parker's speech follows in part:
have no doubt by this
i

!

ago

nights

i

._
"The

suffi-

'f

,

^Whit
...Ji^rn^h
from its delay^wnw
suffered much from^delav
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It

vital.
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is
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than this
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WE WERE

rather surprised to read
the editorial which appeared in
the Boston Herald criticising the re"peace
student
nation-wide
eoat
strike." Although the Herald did not
vehemently condemn the action, it
labelled it as childish

*

sum

(Continued on

wholly commendable.

B

j

'

Molasses and Feathers Fly As
Rising Week Has Delayed Start

j

j

Bond, singing "Phi Chi", came to the
third line of the last verse. "Thirty
seven" rang out, and even a broken
paddle failed to change it.
Bond was then set free, to get back
to the Chi Psi House in his scanty
attire as best he could. Stops at every
store along the route failed to bring

Postponement of Rising Week ac
by the Student Council, in orto avoid conflict with the rnstitut. of Politics, is having little effect
on the rugged nature of that venerable
institution, if events of the first of
th-5 week are any indication. Instigated by juniors and seniors anxious
to see heated conflicts, no matter who
the winner, the lower class has taken
the matter in hand at present.

j

tivities

|

Tiir.MiHiAi from a P
Daoer whose der
i

are as wefl-advW
on th" whole as are the HeralTs
strikes us as rather to be condemned,
Students convinced of the need of
drastic action to prevent war seiied

•dSSd ?Sdi.

!

upon that method to voice their feeling on the matter.
a • r
SUB-FRESHMAN week-end will be

The oustanding "prank"
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Pool is attaining some renown as a scene of record-breakThe opporing swimming events.
snch eminent swimof
aeeing
tunity
mers' as Miss Bridges and the OlneyJohnny Higgins, Matt
ville
trio.
Chrostowski, and Russ Branch per"
form is an unusual one. The ff0od
conditions" provided bv the Pool do
not refer to any freak horizontal currents, since these would of course be
return
the
on
counterbalanced
lengths. The smoothness of the surface is the most important factor.

way.

CURTIS

Week

got off to a false
the return from
A flag bearing the

numeral. 1938 appeared on the cam
P°« nagpole, causing a few over-in
dignant students to attempt to saw it

•£*

?""*>

An

»™££ft»
little

declared that

been done.
Following

Cumberland Theatre,
An impromptu Phi
1

tion Manager.

Rehearsals for the play have been

given by the Portland Drama Guilu,
pears.
In righteous indignation, Walter at the Elm Street Playhouse.
"The Circle", written by W. SomJohnson telephoned an Orient news
editor at the Brunswick Record of- erset Maugham, was first produced in
fice yesterday afternoon, as the is- this country at the Selwyn Theatre
sue was in a fair way to going to in New York, when Alexander Woollpress. His Bleep had been disturbed. cott called it Maugham's "beat play",
Was there any space left, asked "a richly entertaining comedy."
Walter? There was. The Bowdoin

On Tuesday nite at 1.45 I was
awakened by a loud knocking at

Declaring that "Wallace is ignorant of the true conditions," news
paper editors and mill operators all
over New England rose in protest
against the accusations made by the
New Deal Secretary of Agriculture
in his address to the Bowdoin Political Institute last Wednesday. Seising
the opportunity to convey a message
to the people of New England, Wallace turned what was expected to be
merely a lecture interpreting contemporary conditions into a verbal
bombshell. Heated comment went on
for several days, reaching prominence
even on the first page of the New
York papers.
The Boston Post was one of the
foremost papers denouncing Wallace.

voice said, "Is

Walter home?" 1 answered "Yes,
what is wanted?" "Will you keep
a student under lock and key until he has time enough to make
chapel?" My reply was, "No, No,
I never interfere into family af-

I

lay

I

me down

to sleep.

pray the boys of '38

To keep

my

their

gate.

not
I do
youngv
111

wait
little

""gS
haa
harm

from

troubles
i

mix
till

'39.

more

pranks

in

then

I

so

may

fun.

WALTER JOHNSON.
The Bowdoin Rubber.

a party of freshMr. Johnson has been a valuable
men set forth on a night expedition, contributor to the Orient in the past.
with paint and brush, bedecking But rarely is he moved to exquisite
everything in sight with their nu- poetry. Injustice of this sort, he feels,
merals. However, they were surprised must be suppressed.
in the midst of their operations by
the night watchmen, and one of the
this,

^^
^^
man

Unofficial reoffender, was caught.
tm unlucky first year
ports are that this
iT__ was called
_n_j upon to ibear *u„
the

/

COMING EVENTS

!

:

Its

with the ordinary conditions reversed, further effort
was organized. All went well until home to bed.

was

pointless,

went

B^*MMMMaafiaMM*ftaMaaa**ftMftaMaaaaaaMi

26— Baseball,
Friday,
April
vs. Fryeburg Academy,
at Pickard FieM. 2.45 p.m.
Friday and Saturday, April 26Maine Interacholaatic Dra27,
matic contest. Memorial Hall.
Saturday. April 27— Baseball,
Bowdoin vs. Colby, at Colby.

Jayvee

I

!

!

•

l

I

—

Saturday.

April

27—Track.

editorial

columns

called

his

speech the "tirade of a sour, resentful man, full of bitterness because
his policies have been denounced and
criticized in New England." "His an-

.

expense of the entertainment.
Sunday night at twelve o'clock.
when activities officially began, a
group of freshmen set forth intent
on smashing panels and taking a few
unfortunate sophomores for short
™ft!i
one-way rides. Several members of
"37 were aroused, but some of them
were merely led outside by the invaders, and told to wait. Upon which
the freshmen, either satisfied with
Chi meeting, their work, or convinced that an\

MARKS ALSO FALL
Broken by Big Margins;
Swimmers Timed in Part

—

Alpha Tan Omega Dan Murphy and his Musical Skippers.
Beta Theta Pi— Fletcher HenChi Psi— Billy Murphy.
Upailen
Vin
Delta

Gary

Vin

Gary

—
(Wednesday night).
Kappa Sigma —

Distances
Two

world's records and three national marks were shattered by Alice
Bridges and Johnny Higgins in the
Curtis Pool last Friday, providing
the
outstanding features of the
eventful
Bowdoin Patriots'
Day
Swimming Carnival. All three of the
national marks were broken during
the course of the two race, in which
the world records were broken.
Miss
Bridges,
called
America's

(Thursday night).

Upsilon— Duke
Sigma Nu Jimmy

Psi

—

Oliver.

Gum

and

his Dixie Serenaders.

The nomination of a band to
play at the gymnasium dance has
not yet been made, it waa announced.
chestras

and

it

is

Several prominent orare being considered,
expected that a decision

most

prominent

woman

swimmer,

covered the distance in the 150-yard
backstroke in one minute, fifty and

be announced next week.
The levy on the Junior class
has been set at W.M each, payable to repr esen tatives in each

will

four-fifths seconds, clipping two and
three-fifths seconds from the former
time for the event. At the 100 meter
mark she was clocked in the time of
one minute, nineteen and four-fifths,

house.

breaking the American record held
formerly by Dawn Gibson of Seattle.
Other Records Fall
John Higgins, breaatstroker in the

MILLS ATTACKS

ADMINISTRATION

record-holding medley team of the
Olneyville Boys' Club, swam the 300
meter breaststroke in seven minutes
twenty-seven seconds, taking the
'New Deal is a Challenge to and
record from Schwartz of Germany by
a margin of six and one-tenth secEconomic Liberty," Says
onds.
His time at the 440 and 500
Institute Speaker
yard marks produced American rec-

ords for these distances. The figure
of six minutes, forty-nine and ninetenths seconds at the 500 yard turn
cut six and one-tenth seconds from
•
the old mark.
Other events were as follows, in
order: Maine A.A.U. 100 yard free
style, won by Bod White, Auburn
Y.M.C.A., Franklin, Gates, Bowdoin,
second and third; time 56 3-5 second*
for a new Maine record. Bowdoin 100
yard breaststroke, won by May, second Beale, in 1:14 1-6 sec. "for a new

Charging that "the New Deal is a
challenge to economic liberty", Ogden
Mills, secretary of the treasury, under Hoover attacked the Roosevelt
administration as un-American in his
last
Institute
of Politics lecture
Thursday evening.
"We have sacrificed Constitutional
liberties to the god of planning and
what has it gotten us? Since the
World War the world haa suffered

from

w

too.

JHu

quotas, farm relief, departure from
the gold standard, and general economic travail; all were the product
of the blue-print era", Mr. Mills said.

event, came the Portland Grammar
freestyle won
by
school, 50 yard
Linch, no time. Matt Crowstowski, of
Olneyville failed by 2 2-5 sec. to

j

j

break the American 300 yard medley

Order
Glorifies
swim of 3:35 3-5. In the Girls' Invitacivilization is baaed on
tion 50 yard free style Mary Johnliberty, which means
free- son of Brunswick established a new
individual
and
political
"both
Maine A.A.U. record of 30-3-5 sec
nation."
our
pillars
of
dom, the twin
and Mary
winning
"A third pillar of our society is wide Lucey. from Mary Dudley
property distribution."
Give Exhibition.
Men came to America- to be "the
five year old girl, Patricia Gray,
sovereign citizens of a republic, masswimmer,
registered
ters of their fatee." Free individual the youngest
enterprise developed the amazing re- amused the audience with her 25 yard
breatstsroke,
butterfly,
style,
sources of the new land.
free
"Throughout a whole series of backstroke and diving from the three

American

A

amazing technological improvements
and population redistributions, this
system based on private property, as
an incentive to hard work, showed

boards. This and a diving exhibition
by Bud Fitz of Harvard, brother of
Dave Fitz *38, added color to the
meet.
D'Ascanio of the Portland Boys'
the greatest flexibility."
Misleading
Calls "Plan"
Club won the Maine A.A.U. 3-meter
With the general disappointments board diving contest from Sampson
of the last decade "we forget the of Bowdoin and St. Pierre of Brunsrealities upon which our ancestors wick, who placed second and third
based their and our civilization's ex- respectively.
Branch Wins Backstroke
istence."
The Bowdoin team of Franklin.
"The word plan—how alluring and
But central Rundlette, Seagrave and Gates set a
innocent it sounds."
control, that is, planning, "excludes new Bowdoin record of 4:00 1-5 in
the right of individual disposition of the 400 yard free style relay. Henproperty." We can have a free coun- rietta Brown, Marguerite Martin, and
Lois Connes finished in that order in
try or a socialized one, not both.
"Belief in Mercantilism leads to a the girls' 200 yard swim.
demand for an authoritive state,"
Russ Branch of Olneyville, beat
grows
power
Mid Mills. "ArhHrary
Dick May '37 and Bob Pennell of the
(Continued on pair* J)
Portland Boys' Club in the boys 100
time of
yard backstroke with a
1:03 1-5 for a new pool record. Alice
Bridges proved to be a versatile performer by wininng the girls 100 yard

1

Jayvee vs. Exeter at Exeter.
Sunday. April 28— Rev. Morgan P. Noyea, Central Presby1

terian Church, Montclair, New
Jersey, will speak in Chapel.
i

by his declarations.
The Press Herald said "The 'Flabby
and fourth generations' of New
England people will not soon forget
what this wizard of the planned econ-

!

i

tige of his party

to say about them."
Ridicule Statements
Mill operators were vehement in
their replies to the speech. Wallace's
statement that the cotton industry
had been more profitable since the
ad
labelled
they
tax
processing

omy had

TARBELL SELECTED
TO MANAGE BUGLE

"laughable".
It was consequent to this address
that President Roosevelt appointed a
cabinet committee, consisting of Secretaries Wallace, Perkins, Hull, and
Roper, to investigate the situation.
Such was the intensity of the feeling
aroused, however, that Governor Curley of Massachusetts stated, "it is not
the time for appointment of a commission to investigate it is a time
for action.

As a result of recent elections Eaton W. Tarbell *37 was named business
manager

iMMHymiiiiiiifi

of the

1987 Bugle,

it

was

announced recently by the present
manager. Gardner J. Maxcy '36.
Vincent B. Welch and John W. Harrison both of the class of '38 were

—

maintain that the newspaper')* treatments of the subject are not a "smoke
screen of propaganda," but are based
en real and pertinent facts.

.

free style in 1:03 1-5 seconds. Crowstowski, Branch, Higgins took first,
second, and third respectively in a
50 yard interscholastic swim, setting
a new pool record of 23 3-5 seconds.
The Carnival was the second of its
sort to be given in the Curtis Pool
this year. In the first meet Miss
Bridges set a world's record in the
400-yard backstroke. Conditions in
the dooI are considered ideal for record-breaking.

:

third

Gives Impromptu Talk
swer to protests from this section >s
Secretary Wallace's speech as he
a torrent of abuse," the Post congave it was not the one he had intinues, "some of it coarse and vinto give, the latter having been
dictive.
He arraigns New England tended
left in Boston by accident. Commentas flabby, lacking guts, selfish, chiseling on this, he pointed out that this
era, and a few more epithetic characwould provide an excellent chance for
terizations."
New Englanders to discover in what
"Last Straw"
way the thought of the administraThe. Portland Press Herald took up tion was moving.
Secretary
speech
of
Those who accused Wallace of igthe torch. "This
Wallace contributes the last straw to norance of the conditions submitted
break the camel's back. New Eng- in proof the fact that textile mills all
land's people have forgotten political over New England are closing throwalignments to 'save one of its great- ing thousands out of work. They
est industries, the Cotton Textile Industry.
Many of the papers believed that
Wallace had greatly injured the pres-

-

j

Wallace Arouses New England
Papers In Address To Institute

Brain-Baffler unfolded his tale of
woe.
And his letter of comment,
rushed post-haste to the Record office, follows:

A

All

OM

IN "CIRCLE"

Even the venerable Walter John- going since before spring vacation.
son, far-famed wit of the Sargent Thursday evening the members of
Gymnasium, is not immune to the the cast are going to Portland to see
hurly-burly of rising week, it ap- the production of "The Circle" to be

the front door.

chestra.

constitutional

Roused To Poetic Heights

see a

»>*

Feathers Fly
Procuring molasses from some un
known source, and feathers from a
pillow from the room of an absent
sophomore, the
p
i™
"Molasses and Feather their victim
The job was quickly done. Bond was
then piled into a car and carried
down town stopping in front of the

K^p

LEAD

Edwin G. Walker ^fi, H. Wyman
Holmes '35, and Mrs. Morgan B.
Cushing will play the lead roles in
Sovereignty means to control, to have "The Circle", a three-act comedy, to
supreme coercive power. In a phase be given by the Masque and Gown
of contraction, the possibility of the on Friday evening, May 3, during
consent of the governed becomes Sub-Freshman Week-end. Also in the
doubtful, and the coercive aspect
cast are Ray West "36, playing the
comes more in view."
part of Arnold Champion-Cheney,
Discussing property in relation to Thomas E. Bassett '37 as Edward
the state as being the fundamental
Luton, Mrs. James White playing
problem of government, Mr. Laski Eliiabeth, Mrs. Carleton Young in
(Continued on pas* S)
the part of Anna, Frank Swan "36
a. a footman and Stanley Williams
'37 as a butler.
Mr. Quinby is diBowdoin Brain-Baffler Is
recting the play, and the staging is in
charge of Paul Laidley '36, Produc-

Now

Sophomores Take Rides
Rising

start soon after
spring vacation.

date

to

WALKER TO PLAY

Defines State, Sovereignty

"The state is a territorial society
divided into the government and the
subjects," Mr. Laski stated. "It differs fsom other societies in that it
has sovereignty over the people.

fairs."

forth a single pair of pants.

here shortly. While this institu- meTgave^nt^o^heirwraS^n^he
tion has become chiefly a pledging op
MreoTofl "Ditto" Bond, Phi Chi mem-.
portunity for fraternities, it must be P» .
r. , p H
Hou
d actt
h chJ
kept in mind that the visitors are only
of the classTf''37 in its
With i, «JJ P
prospective undergraduates.
the!
Bystanders supplied
nn\ t
.*._» „, tU . ''-- -'-»
good many of them, the question of y_,,._?„
whether or not they will attend BowBond, emerging from the Gymdoin is answered in their short stay
hi8 tnck guit
da(, onl
l1
l
h,
unsuspectingly across
fir«t started to walk
be cons.dered first
The affair should 5L
unidentified freshman
P
of all as a function.of the College as
Majne
doQr
a whole. Entertainment is planned by £_
n
»,„
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Paris
wani , clubs tonight and the centennial address at the Central Congregational church of Bath on Sunday.
From April 29 to May 2 President
Annapolis, Maryland,
in connection with his duties as a
member of the Board of Visitors of
the naval academy. May 3 and 4 he
will npnKnt the college at the annual meeting of the American Council of Education at Washington.
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LASKI PREDICTS

VIE IN

TRIO OF NATIONAL

lace in his Institute lecture last

-

I

AT any

retary of Agriculture,

—

Fisher, Jr., spoke on "Science and
Individuality" and was followed by
Alan F. Hubbell speaking on "The
Futute of Democracy". At the done
of a brief musical interlude John 0.
f>aTlcer gave his winning oration, and School of
Hi«
"5tl? High
Portland, and Edward Little
Donlad F. Barnes spoke on "Stand- P«rtl.nd.
ardizing the College".
of Auburn. At 8 p.m. the same eveThe next speaker was Robert G. ning, Rumford, Hallowell, Monson,
Fairfield will
High
of
Lawrence
and
Dunton, who entitled his address
« The Letter Killeth' ". "Are Strikes present their plays. Saturday, beginNecessary ?" by Joseph L. Fisher «"* »t 2 p.m. actors from Gardinei
Bar Harbor, Farmington, and
concluded the competitiontonawcook Academy of Lincoln, will

j

that perhaps New England might be
a littlebit prejudiced about the whole
The labelling of his oration
affair.
«s a "campaign speech" might be
pretty well justified by the nature of
aroused.
comment
the
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The newspaper controversy which
arose more or less unexpectedly from
the disturbing address by the New
Deal Secretary of Agriculture carried
reports even to the front page of the
New York Times.

great

textile
operators for the processing tax, Sec-

—

DRAMA CONTEST

introduction

BEFORE

now appears

Vehemently attacking the
antagonism of New England

Selections of orchestras for
dances during Ivy, alnc-t yet complete, are 'in
pert as follows:
Alpha Delta Phi—Ed McKenneli and his Victor Recording Or-

though

derson.

responsible for that

.

~v v v

by
President Sills, who reviewed the
history of the contest, Frederick A.

i

is

All

nesday spoke of the reaction as
"whining which doesn't do credit to
New England ingenuity." He went on
to say that textile operators complained against protection for farmera, though the textile industry for
years has enjoyed a high tariff. "I
don't think," he said, "The rank and
file of the people of New England apDeclares
That
prove
the Present
of it. It's unworthy of New
Student Actors to Present
England."
is
Revolutionary Era
11 One-Act Plays for
As the goal of his program, Sec.
Wallace depicted a scene in which
in Government
Tourney Here
the farmers, the manufacturers and
the consumers would be "working toProfessor Harold J. Laski, giving gether to purchase goods we really
Dramatic clubs representing eleven
high schools and academies through- the final lecture of the Bowdoin In- want at prices we want to pay, and
out the state will compete for prizes
to get away from these chiseling
stitute of Politics last Saturday, took
in the Bowdoin Interscholastic Draclaims for special power, concealing
England as his main example in their true motives under a cloak of
matic contest this week end.
Two of the three judges will be pointing out that the necessity for a false publicity.
"This Is Bad Manners"
Mr. Edward P. Goodnow, director of change of government was caused by
the barnstormers of Tamworth, N.
"Sometime we will recognise that
economic contraction in such a period
H., and Harvard Dramatic Club and
is bad manners of the worst kind
as the one following the World War. this
chairman
immorality of the worst kind.
Mr. Herbert Ross Brown,
Mr. Laski outlined the situation and
of the committee in charge. The third
we get away from the excesthat existed in England before the When
individualism of the past, we
is yet to be selected. Tickets may be
war.
Since 1832, England had met sive
had at the door. Prices are thirty-five
begin building a civilization to
the increasing demands of labor for can
cents for either Friday or Saturday
heart's desire.
our
education, and franchise. As long as
afternoon or Friday evening, or sevIn part, his speech was as follows:
the capitalistic system in England
enty-five cents for all three.
"Any serious harm to the consumer
was expanding, industry could satisThe participants, judges and di- fy most of these demands.
by the farmer will do the greatest
and any serirectors will be entertained in the
"When this capitalistic system damage to the farmer,
Union at 7. p.m. Saturday. Although passed into contraction after the our harm to the farmer by the conthe awards will not be made unti;
sumer will do the greatest damage
world
war,"
sjsjeaker continued,
the
dinner, the decisions will be anthe consumer. The problem is one
"psychological conditions much likt to
nounced after the Saturday after
understanding." Sec. Wallace bethose which processed the French of
noon performance. These plays have
lieved it to be the duty of the farmrevolution set in. The government
been selected as winners from forty
see that regardless of the
became
uncertain, the populace be- er to
eleven
districts.
in
presented
plays
no ooe^ should go jiungry;
That tksoa gtaint iau»,
1
'loiSetna^!niffle^^i^rreT
guTne7'
noon at 3 p.m. are by
this happens, capitalism is threatp»«e S)
ig
ri

r

short

tax

Must

&

Work Together

people in the South have never had their share of the national
income." Henry Wallace.
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Consumers

Wallace.

68

intellect.

After

Manufacturers, Farmers,

Mills.

if

bloc instead of an aloof aristocracy of

a recent
-f Carnegie
r.™.«ri. FmimUFounda
grinds.'*
tion report declared that the college
of the near future would be more and
ore what it waa originally intended
to be. Certainly some signs of the
tendency have become apparent.

CONTROL PRODUCTS

to get away from these chiseling claims for special power,
concealing their true motives under a cloak of fake publicity." Henry
.

NO. 2

1935

GOVERNMENT MUST

making a paper profit."—Ogden

—Ogden
"I wouldn't he surprised
the processing
(cotton mills) prosperity." — Henry Wallace.
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that the searcV for knowledge in th»

in

ment of international trade."

John O. Parker '86, speaking on
^Intellectual Remoteness and PolitReform",

was

"Since the world war the world has suffered from too much rather
than too little liberty."—Ogden Mills.
"Government agencies most not be permitted to squander the savings
of the people."—Ogden Mills.
"The real hope of the country and the world lies in the re-establish-

"We want

>cul

life

\

,

Mills.

Barnes, Dunton, F. Fisher,
J. Fisher, Hubbell WeU
Received

active interest shown by a
.. «».«««« n* th» students h»

end of

WEEK END

Set Time in 150 Yard and
Declares That "Whining" of Eight Fraternities Select
500 Meter Backstroke,
New England Owners is
Popular Ivy Bands Early
Respectively
Bad Manners

Mills.

"We
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Alice Bridges And Johnny
WALLACE CITES
Higgins Smash Two World
ANTAGONISM OF
Records In Swim Carnival
TEXTILE TRADE

—
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Winner's Subject
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Propaganda

IN '68 SPEAKING
"Intellectual
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SINCE President Sills took the opportunity during hit introduction
of Ogden Mill* to congratulate and
thank Professor Hormell and others
concerned for efficient management
of the political Institute, we can only
add our word of praise. The list of
speakers included both radicals and
conservatives, making up on the whole
• rather impartial study of contemSmury economic and political affairs,
opular addresses and scholarly lectures were equally in evidence, providing a schedule that was at once interesting and informative. The danger of a radical political uprising reaching from the institute, as pointed
out by a contributor to the Lewiston
Daily Sun a month ago, proved unfounded.

that

HIGH SCHOOL DRAMAS

THE BOW

COLBY SATURDAY

chosen
agers.
i

as

The

assistant
editorial

business

man-

and photographic

boards will not be announced until
after publication.
This year's Bugle will appear on
Ivy Day, May 24th. Except for a few
additions and improvements, it will
be similar to the previous issues.
black cover with a* silver design sets
off the entire color scheme of the
decorations of the book. The usual
college scenes will include several
night campus photographs. There are
more group pictures than last yeawhich include the Rifle and Tennis
teams and the Outing club. All the
Junior pictures were taken by one
photographer thus eliminating the
irregularity and making for uniformity in the individual pictures.
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Uieve that none who heard the Secretary of Agriculture can doubt
(Bustard and Cress
the courage and sincerity of hii address. He did not travel all the
way to Brunswick to make a few flippant remarks at the expense
of New England. Quite obviously he came to make an honest
All the boys in the Classics deappeal for cooperation, and not, as some of the Press would have partment were over at Barney
Smith's one night having a major
More power to meeting*.
its readers believe, to work off a holiday mood .
For hours and hours one of
the major-men had been reading a
you, Mr. Secretary!
dull and deadly paper on a daU aad>
Those who expected Ogden L. Mitts to expound concretely and
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Wednesday April

24.

Week

of

foamy wave* of Curtis Port, tow
ing an imaginary victim with

His point
view was necessarily biased but probably none the less

During the seven years of The Bowdoin Institutes two have
and one each with history, art, the social
sciences, and the natural sciences. None has been more appropri-

dealt with literature

BOWDOIN 25 YEARS AGO
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"My

A
real coach is

he

Tribute

who can make something

that unusual distinction Coach

Bob

out of nothing,

Miller can lay just claim,

To
It

may be
its

said without exaggeration that he lifted swimming up by
bootstraps and placed it on the sports map of Maine where it
|

|

j

j

All

was accomplished

in the short space of six years

that they do so, before their continued acts results in concerted ae
tion by the upperclasses. The situation seems to have developed far bo-

and

in the face of tremendous obstacles.
Last r riday the invitation carnival brought to a close the most
successful season in Bowdoin swimming history. No more fitting
time could be chosen for tributes to Coach Miller The American
eoHeg, swtanrn,, coach*, paid their, on April 1 by .lectin,, him
their president. Now the entire college, through the Orient, pays
its tribute, more humble but every bit as sincere.
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forget
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The freshman class seems

:

The Institute
Before indulging in a criticism of the Institute of Political
Scienee, we should like to express our sincere thanks to Professor
Hormell and his committee for the interesting and varied program
which they succeeded in arranging. In this, at least, The Orient
believes it is reflecting the honest gratitude of the student body.
In our opinion the two high points of the program were reached
during the evenings when Maurice Hindus and Harold J. Laski
t poke. In the two weeks of lectures these speakers most completely fulfilled the requirements which would be rigidly understood by
the science known as "politics".
Mr. Hindus' sympathetic and
historical approach to the subject of "Russia" succeeded in lifting
the veil of prejudice from the usual American conception of the
Soviet State. Add to this his gift of eloquence and one can easily
appreciate the deep impression he has left behind him. Professor
LaskPs philosophical treatment of the "New State in Theory and
Practice" and his inspiring personal appeal made his lecture the
fitting conclusion of the Institute. He, more than the others, will
linger longest in the memories of the undergraduates because of
his own political convictions, and because of the many avenues of
political thought he has stimulated.
Although we know little about the justice or the injustice of the
so-called "processing tax", we are still awaiting an adequate refutation of the arguments of Secretary Wallace. The Boston Herald
and other newspapers of the "smoke screen" class are doomed, by
the nature of their tactics, to lose rather than to gain political
capital. They have made the fatal mistake of attaching what they
call Secretary Wallace's "sectionalism" by an appeal to New England's selfishness
with a handful of "Bay American" slogans
thrown in the bargain.
It may be that this little political incident is none of our business, but it should be a part of Bowdoin's responsibility to correct
certain erroneous impressions which several newspapers through
editorials and mis-emphasis have succeeded in creating. We be-
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lecture
Mills,

did."

c
Has it ever occurred to yoa whether the beams in the Congregational
church hold up the roof or the roof
We were
holds up the beams
very sorry not to see Madame Perkins at the Institute detained in
Washington with Labor trouble, the
I
newspapers naively put it
have a feeling that Burton mi^ht
-
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going service tests
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telephone home
ight
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re<r

j.ie
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jtfer

is just

one more example of Bell

'

•

8-30 P
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—
if

your folks ogree!

System pioneering in the
public interest.

BELL TELEPHONE

—now

Sincerely yours,

A. MscdoBsld

difficult to

by usual methods.
The installation on Cape
Cod which is now under-

somewhat outworn, as being the
"had boys" of their class. If this is
so, and it probably is, then the freshmen might take it upon themselves
to set their "bad boys" on the right
road, for the good of all.
J.

trans-

such radio links will be useful ia giving telephone service
to points

action, a throwback, to the forme.attitude, it should be discouraged
both for the good of the college, and
for the good of the freshmen themselves.
They have been acting like
a bunch of farmer boys on Che night
before the fourth of July.
Of course, it has not been the
work of the class as a whole, it is
merely a result of a few "children"
with some sort of an idea to establish

—

They have developed automatic

and receivers which maybe connected with regular
telephone lines at points far from central offices^ They hope
mitters

drawings, the raccoon coat era,

the

ware radio telephone antenna— before

For some years, Bell System engineers have been studying

its flask on its hip, and its bedaubed model T Fords. The recent
tendency, molded by the conditions
of the depression, has been much
more sober and matured. If the action of the freshmen has been a re-

.*n

ultra-short

ultra-short waves.

with

names

an

'

graduates in the field of journalist!
ism.
And found sandwiched between articles were poems written by Bowdoin undergraduates.

-

make up my mind whether

thev fascinated or annoyed me more.
A while ago, when beer with a
repeal
percentage
alcohol
of
made its debut, the Union decided it was high time to abandon
the sale of it. Now, however,
that
brazenly
cafeteria
has
proved itself to he an utter hypocrite. Upon buying a package of
given,
openly
cagarettes you are
entirely free of charge, a folder
of matches bearing the alluring
phrase "Choice of the nation
for three generations: BrownForman Whiskies." To make this
atrocious kettle cf fish worse,
the inside of the f older begs you
to write the company for "Delicious whiskey recipes." Action
must be taken.

It's

being raised above the dunes of Cape Cod.

freshmen were matured enough to
0W
r**1*1*.1*
$*}?_
"^f^- uappeared
fLYi^ J rfI
in
gard to others. Articles
the Quill showing the tendency of
college men to depart from the "Jo»
College" attitude of the John Held,

their

isn't

j

!

[

it

.

budget cut, were sent to the members
that the college is not their toy, to
of the State Legislature.
throw around, to daub up, as they
please. Generations of Bowdoin men
Co-eds taxi men to and from their
have gone through the institution,
In order to force students to return
and generations of Bowdoin men fraternity houses on "taxi day" at the
through it. The University of Southern California. stolen books to the library at Northwill continue to g
fact that the class of '38 has pre- The proceeds are given to a scholar- western University Law School, the
lie-detector is being used.
sumed to flaunt its numerals so blat- ship fund.
antly on the college buildings goes
far beyond any freshman-sophomore
activities I have yet seen here. It
may have arisen out of the traditional class struggle, but it has developed to a degree that insults the college itself.
This year I have noted with a great
deal of satisfaction that we have been
getting away from the childish activities of such things as hell week,
etc. I believed in the idea that the

Jr.,

-anil

don't re-

I

.

I

.

pean Governments*' better than Pay.

He could
member

ISII

t

...

ever having seen anybody
do anything with as much glee in his
eye as the twinkle in Sprague 's as
While,!
he managed his currency
the former Acting Mayor Of Cleveland was talking about millions of
people and millions of dollars, I was
sitting in the balcony all alone with
itorial.
exactly thirty-seven cents in my
In this issue of the "Orient'' there pocket. I took it out and counted it.
was also two short tales: one en There may be some lesson to be
titled "A Yacht Race" and the other gleaned from that some where
entitled "An Incident of the Late The item on Sprague's eyes might
also apply to Salvemini's hands. I
War''.

back
property has gone far beyond

lege

your

|

|

Miller.
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c

enjoyed

•

ently a winning football team by a
victorious boat crew. A subscription
was made to the boating fund by a
disgusted alumnus "on the condition
that the crew occasionally win a
race." A new shell had been ordered
and an appeal was issued to the
alumni to aid in the expense of maintaining the crew in an "Orient" ed-

had been conspicuous by its absence.
Since Coach Miller came here in 1929, school and club teams
tution. There was anapproved_list_of
have sprung up all over the state, several modern pools have been
built, numerous capable young swimmers like Hutchinson and
Communication
A column in this issue told of a
White have developed, the Maine A. A. U. and Interscholastic
sophomore who set a new record in
April 18, 1*35 French composition errors. His paper,
Swimming Championships have been inaugurated, Bowdoin has
taken from random out of the class,
been represented by consistently improving teams, two carnivals To the Editor of the Orient
revealed fifty errors when criticized
Dear Sir:
before the group.
have attracted nationally known stars and large attendances, two
The freshman class activities of the
There was a continued article enworld records have been set in the Curtis Pool and one in Port- last few days on campus have been
h%s titled "Bowdoin In Journalism" which
land. In all this the guiding genius and motivating force has been shameful; if the freshman class
traced the careers of noted Bowdoin
not already realized it it is high time

Bob

son

'

I

-

much." Re par teed
"You mean, yea think he

the Portlands in baseball.
nine from Bowdoin were a little rusty, for one player had had no practice and another had had one day's

man.

anchor

Bates

c

very

The

i

olden.

I

conversation with him, remarked,

'

Half a century ago Bowdoin lost

!

£
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Ogden Mills had finished his
camiaign s pee ch here Thursday
aight, a mother of aa u*d>r graduate, by way of progressing a

i

ve yards from the finish and gave
the race to, Bowdoin.
The third and last in the series of
teas given by the Faculty was held
in Hubbard Hall for guests from Augusta, Bangor, Hallowell and Gardner. Present at this tea were several
•girls who had attended dances at the
Delta Upsilon and Zete Psi houses
the previous evening.
The officers of the Bowdoin Interscholastic Baseball League met for
the first time and adopted a consti-

j

dress a collegiate audience. After

Should the Frosh become mildly insane and chop down the visits by upperclassmen to other frahouses.
Therndike Oak or burn Peary's »*ed or sink the canoe purchased ternity
Featuring the issue of the "Orient"
from the Passaraaquoddy Indians, it would be a different matter. of twenty-five years ago was the vie- practice.
the Bowdoin f iiil jn wtsar
*>ry
of
A concert sponsored by the LiterBut when their activities take the more or less harmless form of
te » m »n the annual Bates lnterclass ary Association to help raise money
j
..i
i
a»7*«_«i
xu
v- ».
u
plastering the College with paint which can be removed with a Meet at the City Hall m Lewiston. for the new gym was successful. The
three Bowdoin Senior and Junior Exhibition at the
little effort by the grounds crew and the expense of which removal In this race the first
men gained a good lead on the Bates close of the first term was well atis borne by the Freshmen themselves, we see no reason why the trackmen.
The race became close tended.

nothing has been injured thereby.

.f

Evem Institute speakers labor
under no illusions when they ad-

BOWDOIN 50 YEARS AGO
to
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the favorable fraternal spirit which
was being stimulated by numerous

action in restraining an obstreporoua minority.

!==gg3mBaaneam==n=-g

1

tering and the signature of the principal or headmaster of each school
to the constitution was required.
An "Orient" editorial approved the
"Monday Night
activities
of the
winning spirit. There were speeches Cj ub „ who saw that every gob-fresh
,
man during his first visit to Bowdoin
tw stad
Bowdrvin's varsity base
members.
was not shut up in one fraternity
ball team pulled up from behind and house but that he was taken around
defeated Philips-Andover by a con- to every house and made to see the
The second team College as a whole first.
siderable score.
trounced Brunswick High School 12

result of a successful year in
athletics 25 years ago, a great student rally was held to celebrate the
year's victories and to maintain the

As a

j

i

i

umpires selected by the schools, a two
dollar entrance fee for each team en-

august severity, but we're afraid they can't do much about it. Nor
J^.^***®
ought the College authorities clamp down 'the lid on rising week.
Restrictive measures, if any be necessary, should come from the
Freshman class itself. Since the Freshmen have to pay for whatever damage they do, their own self-interest can be calculated to to 4.
The Glee and Musical Clubs gave
prevent their entertainment's becoming too expensive. United a "very excellent concert" in Pertaction by the whole class should be more effective than official land. The leading editorial praieeo

m

>i

The other day the phone rang at
the A.D. house and one of the senior!
brothers answered. The conversation
went somewhat as follows:
Voice: I want to speak to
(one of the freshmen).
A.D.: He isn't here.
Voice: Who ia this speaking?
A.D.: Who the hell wants to know?
(Note: The voice belonged to a
very successful New York alumnus
calling his son.)

ately chosen than this year's Institute of Political Science.
J.

New Orleans, one in the Church leads with 75 under its direc,Wtst, in Los Angeles, and one in the tion, with the Methodist church second.
North, in Chicago.
the South, in

seen verve that we coald actually see the still, white face of that
poor soul who had, by the grace
of God and Bob Miller, been
saved from a watery grave.

;

A

1st

W. CHANDLER & SON

reader, he really caa swim. Surrounded by eager life-savers-tobe. he was forging through the

Professor

labor.

"The Fascist Dictator-

authentic.

Last week the Freshmen got a bit rambunctious and camouflaged the campus in a manner that would have put to shame the
camouflaged wartime merchant vessels. We suppose that the
Orient is expected to, and probably should, rise in righteous
wrath but, to tell the truth, we arent sufficiently horrified. Although we have a suspicion that rising week (and proc night too)
is fomented by the tailors of Brunswick to boost trade, we hold no
grudge against that ancient institution except its spiriting us
away last spring from a Norman Thomas conference which we
wanted very much to attend.
The Student Council has condemned the recent atrocity with
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provided the rhetorical bombshell of the Institute.
No. 2 ship"
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Maxwell A. Eaton ¥7

William

$2.50

-

Look for Mr. H. T. Pubifer's The First Symphony

Suddenly the droning

i

William 8. Barton

BOOK STORE

Gladys Hasty Carroll

-

Reviewed by Professor Coffin

.

deadly subject.

Foolish Ones

definitively

Charles F. Brewster '37

Harry T. Foote

A Few

en the subject, "Constitutional Liberty", must have voice was interrupted by the FreshF.
man's Friend. This worthy asked an
been disappointed in his contribution to the Institute. Because of unimportant question concerning the
15« Maine Street
its vague generalities and "flag-waving' character, his speech unimportant paper, but question and
would have been much more effective in the heat of a political quest wner^erejwbl
^»"
campaign than before an essentially academic institute of political hollered. "People are sieepin*.
Bowdoin Publishing Co., Brunswick, Main*.
Even Barney had to laugh.
science. We have a great deal of faith in Mr. Mills' ability and
Enclosed please find 92.00 for one year's subscription to the
are sorry that he didn't take us more seriously.
Orient (and) (or) $1.50 for a year's subscription to the
This week's Spett Item: It's
Mr. Harold H. Burton's thorough and able analysis of the
always bothered m a little, that
Bowdoin Alumnus.
"American City" was a literary masterpiece which contained a
we'd never aeea Cc«ck Miller
swim. We've aaeaked up to the
wealth of information. We thank him for lifting the American
Nsme
pool early ia the morning, daring
city from the well of corruption where common opinion has placed
swimming classes, and late at
We've even subtly interStreet
it.
We should also like to thank Professor Fay for his survey of night.
rogated members of the swimthe contemporary European situation and Professor Sprague for
ming team, bat they merely
City
blushed and swiftly changed the
wiping away many of the cobwebs which hinder a clear undersubject. We were about to let
standing of currency problems. Matthew Woll, as a conservative
sleeping dogs lie when we inadvertantly stumbled, erne aftermember of the American Federation of Labor and a jperpetuator
There are four Jesuit colleges
There are 258 colleges and universinoon, into a life-saving class,
of the tradition of Samuel Gompers, was of interest chiefly as a
named Loyola in the United States, ties in the United States having reliand there was Ceaeh Miller acThe Catholic
battle
One in the East, in Baltimore, one in gious directorships.
representative of that faction which is fighting a hard
tually ia the water. Yea, gentle

'8«

James A. Bishop >38
Norman E. Dupee '38
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Secretary Wallace Asks
Industry To Cooperate

J.

U

(Continued trmn page 1)

GOODRICH CONDUCTS
SERVICE JN EASIER

not cruci-

Need Government Control
With reference to the loss of a

"Cooperation and communion with

foreiim market daring the past five

God are the

strands by which humanity may catch at eternal Rfe,"
declared the Rev. Chauncey W. Goodrich,
D.D., in the Easter Sunday

years and the attempt of the farmers
competition. Monopolies have been
fostered. Small business has been harassed and crushed. Production has
been restricted, new enterprises curtailed, capital intimidated, the heavy
to take curtailment of production into
their own hands, he said, "It is the
duty oX the government to see that
there is a uniform supply at a uni-

Chapel service.

"Hail Him, Lord and Leader", by G.
B. Nevin, and "Awake, Thou that

d

Sleepest," by P.
Maker. Hymns
used were "Jesus Christ is Risen
Today, Alleluia,!" and "The Day of
Resurrection," both based on the
Easter theme.
The organ prelude
was "O Pilii et Filiae" by Loret and
the postlude, Guilmant's Grand Choir.

Continuing, he outlined the control
of this system of supply and price.
**When the prices fall below a certain
level the government buys and stores;
when the prices rise above a certain
level the government sells. "In regard to cotton a similar regulation
has proved less effective. It is the
desire of the Secretary that when
'"the government lends money it will
have a firm control to keep speculators from depressing the price and
ruining the farmers."

He

Pull Together

raid;

"It is not true that the processing
is closing the textile mills of New

tax

j
:

England The processing tax doesn't
make a tenth of one per cent of

1

We

have haa.
difference either way.
the processing tax since August,
1933.
During that time the cotton
mills have become much more prosperous than they were in 1932, and

QUALIFICATIONS FOR
RIFLE TEAM LETTERS

|

I

j

.

original muckrakers, unlike
collegians however, did not wish to
school the common man in calculus
until he had learned arithmetic. They
confined their attacks to specific

then explained these abases
in the light of their

"The

so-called educated element ot
a nation should constitute a group
which prides itself on a superior ability to criticise intelligently and suggest improvement.
Such a group
conceivably might be called an intellectual aristocracy.
As such it is
good perhaps vital to a nation. But
whether an aristocracy be one of

—

.-_

Lack Of Support Stops

A» the result of a lack of enthusiasm in the fraternities in
response to the proposal that the
Classical
intended
Club play.
"Mostellaria", be given as part of
the program tor ivy House Party, rehearsals for the play have
discontinued.
been
Only one
house voted in favor of its presentation,

it

waa

disclosed.

A

faculty Meeting Monday did
not partiaalariy favor the orodnction. It waa (termed advisable
to drop prx-ceedings on if until

greater financial support can be
assured.

MAINE BOYS SEEK

FRESHMAN AWARDS
Sixty-five

Maine

boys

competed

.

--

Mills Cites Plan

"MosteHajria* Rehearsals

wealth, or title, once it
Monday in the examinations for the
Heed Biblical Exhortation
loses touch with the very elements
The Biblical exhortation to "lay- which set it off as an aristocracy, it four |600 State of Maine scholarships
awarded annually by the college.
hold of eternal life" is one we dies.
Winners will he announced within
should heed today, Rev. Goodrich
two weeks, according to Prof. StanAvoid Intellectualisa
said. "The idea of eternal life has
"We must eontinue to look to the ley B. Smith, chairman of the facbeen of a life indestructible which
committee in charge. Thirty of
ulty
might
be
developed
in
another educated ma" for salvation. Above
realm", he pointed out, and continued, everything else he must learn to the group took the examinations in
Hall here. The rest took
"Eternal life may be our present pos- overcome the handicaps of the schol- Memorial
them an any of seven other places in
session and there are some strands ar in meeting practicalities. Most diswe may lay hold of, finding in them couraging of all is the majority of the state.
Herbert
Prof.
R. Brown was in
college
graduates
slip
who
back
into
strength and purpose.
"The first of these is cooperation the old grooves of ease and comfort." charge at Houlton, Dr. Athern P.
"The demagogue must be beaten at Daggett at Bangor, Dr. Vernon L.
with God, aiming always to do His
Miller at Waterville, Prof. Cecil T.
will.
The second is communion with his own game of emotionalism
Rockland. The other places
God. There is a fellowship in silence righteous indignation will never suf- Holmes at
which reaches far beyond the earthly fice. If we consistently refuse to in- were supervised by Bowdoin alumni,
follows: Fryeburg, Principal Laas
tegrate
our culture with its dependlimitations; there is great value in
Machias,
Principal Kimball;
casce;
stopping to think; and stopping to ent elements, we must always remain
and Farmington, Principal Mallett.
think in the presence of the Holy- ineffectual muckrakers. A man canOne is one of the deepest kinds of not lift himself by his bookstraps. Prof. Charles H. Livingston and WalThis is as good a principle in social lace M. True assisted Prof. Smith in
prayer.
charge of the examinations here.
"Eternal life is an adjustment ot and political reform as it is in
Three Subjects Covered
our soul to the soul of the universe. physics."
The test was in three branches,
It can be hear and now. The strands
mathematics (two hours), English
of eternal life are within reach of raerals.
If our team places first, second, or (two hours) and general information
anyone of us anywhere."
Secondary
(an hour and a half).
Pres. Kenneth C. M. Sills presided third, in the New England section of
the National Intercollegiate freshman school records and financial need are
at the service.
team matches, the five high aggre- also considered.
undergraduates
who are
Present
gate men win numerals.
former winners of State of Maine
If the freshman team wins the JunThey are
scholarships number 24.
ior
section of
the State
Indoor
Matches, the men with the five high as follows:
Seniors: Stuart E. Thoits, Philip F.
aggregate scores win their numerals.

Members of the rifle team will be
the consumers
have bought more
cotton goods. I wouldn't be surprised awarded letters and numerals accordif the processing tax is responsible ing to a set of requirements drawn
up by Hartley Lord "86, Paul Favour
far that prosperity.
'36, and Coach R. A. Wagg. The reSouth Imposed Upon
quirements follow:
"Since the processing tax became
Any man shooting better than our
effective the price of cotton has in-|
creased from 5 to 15 or 16 cents a opponents first five highest men in
pound. This is not a high price. It an officially recognized meet win his
is net a balanced price, but it is a letter.
fair price. The people in the South
Men on the team in the National
have never had their share of the Intercollegiate matches, New Engnational income
and now New land
section,
who
have
fired
England is trying to take away the in two-thirds of the season's collegifarmers protective tariff. That isn't ate matches and who fire 265 or betworthy of New England insight."
ter in one shoulder-to-shoulder colIn p charge that the once efficient! legiate matches are eligible. (This
New England mills are now obsoles- is out of a possible 300 in the kneelcent, Sec. Wallace stated; "It gets ing, and prone positions).
my goat to see the manufacturers
If Bowdoin places first, second, or
pulling this stuff in the papers. It is third in the Expert section of the
unworthy of the best New England! State Matches (Indoor, the men with
thought. They must think they art the five high aggregate scores win
going to make money or political their letters. If the team places first
capital of it. I don't think the rank! or second in the Senior Division of
and file of New England people be- these matches the men with the five
lieve it at all."
high aggregate scores win their numerals.
.

"The

intellect,

After pointing out that most prices
are higher than in 1932 but 18 per
•ant lower than in 1930, and that the
cost of living is 15 per cent lower
than the lttO level. See. Wallace
started that "the important thing is
to pull together and to have more
things to divide." He made very plain
the fact that something must be done
to break down the barriers between
the farmers, the consumers and the
manufacturers.
Hailing the turning out of factory
workers into the streets as unjustifiable as plowing under cotton in 1930,
Sec. Wallace entered immediately into a discussion of the cotton situation.

Lauds Mucltrahera

to the masses
The chapel choir, directed by Prof.
Edward H. Wasa, sang two anthems, own welfare."

form, price."

Mast

unjust title, muckraker, on contemporary reformers."

.abuses,

TfiREB

_

Parker Wins
Speaking Award

(Continued from pas* 1)
prosfasetioo, the farmer
fied hy low prices."

jj--

SUB-FROSH WILL

Of New Dealers

SEE BALL GAME!

(Continued (rem pass 1)

and expands beyond the
*
economic field

limits of the

1

codes", MiUa said,
"are charters for the elimination of
industries paralyzed and employment

"The N. B. A.

Prof. Herbert Brown" Plant
Program for Potential

Undergraduates

discouraged".

"The government has made the nacurrency the uncertain play-

tional

thing

of

conflicting

political

pres-

sures'."

Outlines His Plan

"We must scotch the pernicious
notion that the frontiers are closed
in this country. The door of opportunity is wide open. It is our job to
see the ideal of property and freedom for all attained within the
framework of the American constitution. We must enlist public opinion
for that purpose."
Capital must be had for investment, but it must also circulate rapidly. "We must resist the growth of
monopolies and help the growth of
small independent business units. We
must continue the upward trend of
We must insure farm
real wages.
and home ownership by making long
term funds available on easy terms.
"There must be a dominant and
universal national purpose."

LASKI GIVES TALK

ON STATE FUTURE
(Continued from pas*

lit

showed how the Liberal and Conservative movements in England had

much in the
same manner throughout the ninetreated the matter so

teenth century that they combined to
In such
fight the new labor party.

a case, Mr. Laski stated, either one
of the parties abdicate or else there
In all history
is a fight to the finish.
there has never been such a voluntary abdication-.
should the
like
this,
In a change
party assume control, Mr.
Laski showed how a new set of laws
must be passed. This emergency legislation would be extremely hard to
put through the house of lords. However, if the house refused to pass
these bills or passed bills which the
public did not want, they would be
denying the sovereignty of the people. "The sovereign state is bound
only by its own will, the will of the

Labor

Nathan W. Watson, Lemuel
A freshman shooting en a Varsity Thome,
B. Emery, Roscoe G. Palmer, and
team fulfilling any of the require- Paul E. Sullivan.
ments that would award him his letJuniors: William F. Carnes, Caster, wins, instead his numerals.
par F. Cowan, Elmer A. Fortier,
No man wins his letter or numer- Philip G. Good, Richard O. Jordan, people."
al without the recommendation of Maurice Ross, Hubert S. Shaw and
Discusses Foreign Aspect
the coach. The coach may nominate Frank E. Southard.
men for letters or numerals, as the
Sophomores: Horace C. Buxton,
The foreign aspect of the situation
case may be, provided that the nomi- Dan E. Christie, Donald N. Cole, clearly shows that some form of innation is based on general excellence, Franklin F. Gould, Richard V. Mc- ternational government must be conservice in the club, or work put in as Cann, and Benjamin W. Norton.
trived.
Cosmopolitan law has never
manager of the club provided that the
Freshmen: James A. Bishop, An- been tried successfully. In internationreasons for the nomination are cleardrew H. Cox, Benjamin H. Cushing, al disputes, every country is for it-!
ly stated
and Edward H. Owen.
self.
The postulates of a national

F rss h sas n

Appointment of William Smith
Brunswick, to replace Wesley Grant
as a counterman in the Moulton
Union cafeteria has just been announced by Donovan D. Lancaster,
Union manager.
Grant had been a counterman at
He recently
the Union four years.
resigned to open a restaurant with
his brother on the Portland- Brunswick road.
• Smith is a former member of the
firm of Frost and Smith, Brunswick

Freshman Week End, Bow- tempt, he stated, to give hack to
modern man th* sacraments in
new
form which will have meaning for
prospective students from as far west his changed self consciousness.
as the Mississippi and as far south
In his speech Professor Kottn said
as the Mason- Dixon line haa been that while he admired the fight of the
scheduled for Friday and Saturday German Protestant churches against
May third and fourth.
the present attack on their right of
As entertainment for the prospec- freedom of consciousness, he did not

Bowdoin men the Masque and consider theirs the most important
the direction of George religious impulse of modern Germany. Both before and after the war,
Maugham's social satire, "The Cir- he went on, the Lutheran church lost

tive

Gown under

H. Quinby will present W. Somerset

on Friday evening. On the afternoon of Saturday May fourth
Whittier Field will be the scene of
a lively triangle track meet between
Bowdoin, Colby, and Springfield. On
the preceding Friday afternoon the
Hebron nine will journey* to Bruns-j
wick to battle with the Bowdoin Juncle,"

bakers.
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Capital, $175,000
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STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Whitman's
for

ALL OCCASIONS
ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
ftOWDOIN SEAL and
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOQDIB PIPES

DENTISTRY
rVnwiiN

A Pktut
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Collsg*

Men

find in

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

'

Brunswick

•

Nasser*!*

the freshman team wins in an
recognized dual meet, any
man shooting better than any of our
opponents first five, wins his nu-

professor of psychology at Boston University has banished notetaking in his courses.
He declares
that note-taking substitutes the hand
for the brain, and in the end offers a
very poor and incomplete reproduction
of the lecture.

Philgas for Fraternity

Mtiicimt

it

House Cooking

unusual

opportunities for a career

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Brunswick Hardware Co.

A

Prompt Service • Fair Prices
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—A QUICK LUNCH
Lyman B. Chipman, be.
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significance
its
religious
for the
younger generation in Germany, who
were, however, still deeply i nterested
in spiritual matters.

The Christian Community (Die
Christengemeinschaft) is an institution apart from all other churches,
ior Varsity.
said Professor Kolln, quoting the
Brown Heads Committee
wine" and
Under the careful planning of the Biblical metaphor of new
but members r-f any
old bottles,
committee on Preparatory Schools
church
may belong. It was founded
headed by Professor Herbert R.
in 1922 with the help and advice of
Brown, a week end of great interest
Rudolf Steiner, a well-known occulisi,
has been arranged for all sub-fresh
congregations in
men who will be present on the cam- and now has formed
almost all the larger German cities
pus in the early part of May. The
and in five other nations as well. It
guests will be entertained at the variis strictly non-political.
two
or
ous fraternity houses and for
A member of the Christian Comthree days will live in the atmosphere
munity considers, explained Doctor
of college life.
There will be ample opportunity Kolln, that at the time of the Reforfor the visitors to meet and talk with mation a new veil was drawn between
Informal man and his spiritual origins, that at
members of the faculty.
smokers will be held in the houses to a time when a new era in man's
the
was dawning,
enable the sub freshmen to make ac- consciousness
quaintances. The college pool ana church became more and more dogtennis courts will be open to all who matic and subjective. Any one who
feels that in his own experience the
wish to enjoy them.
sacraments are a source of spiritual
society can be. changed but never power may become members of the
4
those of an international group.
Christian Community, he said:^ They
The mercantile theory that all na- will realize that the forms op'the
tions should strive to acquire for- ritual do not emanate from arbitrary
the
markets
is
and
monopolies
eign
human will . but have their origin
prime cause of this need for interna- in the world where revelations come
tional accord.
If nothing is done from."
soon, every nation spured on by fear
will start on a spirited foreign policy being a source of escape from reality,
not an incentive to thought.
of arms for self- security.
America must keep her head. She
Warning to America
A European war, and one seems al- must not forsake her democratic prinmost unavoidable in the present ciples in the face of the suppressive
course of events, Laski believes, action of the contracting capitalistic
would destroy civilization. He ap- system. Government must continue to
pealed to the United States to play act for the majority not for the presthe part in such a war that England ervation of minority privileges.
played in the Napoleuic struggle.
Richard W. Baker '37 was elected
Professor Laski professed a* great
love, admiration and also hope for band leader at a meeting held in
America. He admonished Americans, the Music Room of the chapel, last
however; not to be led by their emo- Thursday. Ernest R. Dalton '37 autotions, a weakness that is unfortunate matically becomes manager as this
in them. The movies, also, are bad in season's librarian.

officially

FIRST NATIONAL

political issues are carefully avoided,
hi one of the moat important movements in Germany since the war,
said Dr. Frits Kolln, last Saturday's chapel speaker.
It is an at-

Sub

'

NEW COUNTERMAN

GermanReOgion
The Christian Community, a purely rekrabaa organisation ia which all

doin's 1935 open house to the class of
1939 which will bring to the college

.

LANCASTER HIRES

Kolln Discusses
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J.
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FOUR

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Severe Schedule Faces

Powerful White Netmen
Woodger and

Eligibility of

MAGEEMENTO

fisher Strengthens Hope
for Good Season

In anticipation of a showing more
impressive than that made by Bowdoin last year, Coach Jack Magee is
taking six White tracksters to the
Annual Penn Relays to be held Saturday at Philadelphia. Phil Good plus
the mile relay team, including an alternate will make the trip.
taken.
The 1935 mile relay team, after
This year's team should be the
strongest in the last decade. Number lowering the college record this win1 position will be held by Joe Fisher, ter in indoor competition will seek
who is the college champion. At num- new honors Saturday in their first
ber 2 is Capt. Jim Woodger, the 1933 outdoor race against some of the
Maine Intercollegiate Singles and fastest teams in New England and
Doubles Champion. Itoth were in- the Middle West.
indoor and outdoor
Phil Good,
eligible last year.
IC4A high hurdles champion will line
Two Positions Open
Bob Ashley, manager of the team, up beside such stars as Pessoni of
who played number 1 last year will Manhattan, Green of Harvard, Fataeas
probably be in number 3 position; of New York University, the cream
while number 4 will be Win Thomas, of the nation's hurdlers.
Those comprising the relay team
semi-finalist in the state tournament
Marvin '36,
last year. The remaining two places will be picked from Vale
*36,
are doubtful and are to be chosen Gardiner Maxcy *36, Dick Gray
from H. Ashkenazy, Lynn Classical Bill Owen '37, and Buzz Hall '37 after
High School captain last year, Dic~ the team arrives in Philadelphia
Bechtel and Howie Dana both last Among the teams probably to be
faced by this quartet will be crack
year lettermen.
outlook outfits from Ohio Wesleyan, Leheigh,
season's
Although the
seems quite favorable, the team has William and Mary, Michigan State,
been handicapped by the fact that the and Rutgers.
clay courts are not yet ready. Thus
limiting the team's practice sessions
entirely to the one available cement
court.
The team will be further
of Charlie Smith, Maine 1934 Inter
collegiate Champion, Stu Thoits runner-up in the Maine Intercollegiate
Doubles, and George Monell, a letter
man of two years' standing because
of scholastic reasons.
Outlook Optimistic
The first doubles team will probably consist of Fisher and Woodger,
while Ashley and Thomas will make
up the second. Ashkenazy and Dana
are slightly favored as the two remaining players to complete the third
team.
The Varsity faces its New England
tour certain of overcoming Middle
bury, Trinity, and Tufts. The White
court men are also given a better
than even chance of taking Wesleyan.
Amherst and Williams however, are
expected to present quite a different
story.
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RIFLERS WILL

EARN LETTERS

FWBHJTOMORROW
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TUFTS COLLEGE

nrym minni

Trophies to be awarded winners
are on display in the basement floor
corridor of the Union. Cups for the
pool and billiards winners have been
presented by Dr. Henry L. Johnson
and Dr. Vernon L. Miller of the faculty; making it possible for the college to spend more on the other
trophies. The ping-pong trophy is

Mtopl

wiiliill).

tort

it i BliYsr
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In 1935, the Texas Tech football
team will play colleges from seven
different states.

—

WISEMAN FARMS

—

co-educational.

far tvlktr tn/omarim titrnt:

Howaao M. MauuuaoN, D.M.D..
TmftM

CMtf

Ice

Dtm

Dental Scka.l
Avenue, Boston, Mass.

$•* Hintingtoa

the country

class rifles.
The
cellar of Adams Hall, built by members of the club, has facilities allowing four to shoot at once and any one
of the four positions can be used on
it.
Its lighting system is as good as
first

in the state.

Much of the success of the club
during the first year of its existence

Stationery

•

Fountain Pens

•
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with
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April 26th
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Warner Baxter

also

-

.

with four passed balls, he was
replaced by Rutherford in the sixth
inning who missed three more.
ited

.

To date Buss Shaw has proven
the most promising candidate with
Bud Rutherford running him a close
second.
The remainder of the team

tion.

.

Murphy, p
Totals

. .
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1

The

April 27th

:

Rifle Club Plans

Handicap Match
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life

by three minutes.

May 18 Deerlnic High,
May 20— Hebron, here.

here.

good

"It's

fication for entrance is that the en-

X

Mon. and Tuea.
Clark Gable

-

-

We

streak, scoring Maskwa on
hit ball through shortstop.
Frasier, Gentry Score
In the Bowdoin half Gentry scored

a hard

from second on Bill Shaw's base hit
and with Frasier coming in when
Dave Merrill beat out a slow roller
to Darling the Bates pitcher, thus
making the count 5 to 3 at the end
Undoubtedly the most
of the fifth.
spectacular play of the game was
Bunny Johnson's beautiful shoestring
catch< in the sixth of a seemingly
clean base hit to center field.
The last Garnet score came in the
seventh on a bad play at the plate,
but Bowdoin came back with three
runs to put the game on ice. The
first came when Walker raced home
on an overthrow which placed Kent
on second. Then Dave Merrill brought
Kent in with a three base hit and later scored himself on Johnson's single.
Neither team scored in the last two
innings as Karakashian and Murphy
both tightened down allowing a few
scattered hits.

trant be strong enough to hold a gun
and pull the trigger. Contestants
must apply before Thursday nrght
either by phone to Hartley Lord at
the Sigma Nu house, or to the club
officer in charge at an evening practice.

Class cuts are allowed at Michigan
State until noon the day after a dance.
In addition all classes after three
o'clock are excused the day of a formal dance.

In one year, Williams College added
nearly ten thousand, boosts to its library, through purchases and gifts.
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when he
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edly tried to catch Marcus off

base but with no success. Bowdoin
rapidly came back to regain the lead
with Walker and Frazier scoring on
a wild throw and Buss Shaw's slow
grounder respectively. In the fifth
Bates came through with another

one night and ran out ofcigarettes.

Mr. Kent, take

April 29 and 30

A. K.

initial

Bates retaliated, however, in the secoi.d inning after Karakashian had
walked two men as Semeli scored.
The visitors tallied again in the
fourth after a disputed hit by Marcus and a passed ball had advanced
the base runner.
At this point Karakashian repeat-

was working way

"Sure/* says Jim,

Paul K. Niven, 1910, Manager

-
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News

strong

in

scoring

When Jim the watchman came through
I tackled him for a smoke.

Brunswick

Comedy
•

off

Shaw

Bill

frame on a clean double by Walker.

a ding

cigarette."
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75 Maine St.

with Betty Furness - Richard Cromwell

Sound Act

Wellsmen Lead
The Polar Bears started
with

S

on balls, by Karakashian «. by Darstruck out. by KaraIkas; t. by Murphy 1
kanhian 7. by Darling S. by Atberton ll left
on bases, Bowdoin 8, Batea 11.

-

al«A

14 10

—
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Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at

McFADDEN*S FLATS
-

1

Bum

functioned together as a unit so well
in last Friday's game that there will
be no changes in the infield or out
field up at Waterville.
The Mules, boasting a total of nine
large seasoned veterans,* will be putting their strongest team in years
on the field against Bowdoin Friday.
Peabody and Al Farnham, ace
pitchers and outfielders; Captain Sawyer, on 3rd base; Ray Farnham, outfielder; and Hocker Ross, outfielder,
are all starting their fourth year
of varsity experience.
Brown, catcher, and Geer, 2nd
baseman, have had 2 years of experience, while Sheeham, 1st baseman,
and Lumieux, shortstop, are beginning their 2nd varsity year. In addition to these veterans Colby has three

Printing

Sount Act
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.

Healy. If
Berkley, aa .
Hutchinson, rf
Callahan. 2b

the catcher's posi-

'

•

News

Darling, p
Atherton, p

May. ef

Have Their
;

ONE MORE SPRING
•

The catching position, left wide
open by Hildreth's not returning to
college this year still presents a serious problem. Buss Shaw started behind the plate but after being cred-

.

.

e

Glllis,

—
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mimi
Bowdoin Men

Comedy

Friday

an

Semeli. rf
Maskwa. 2b

86 Maine St.

I

Janet Gayaor

.

.

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

-

Claire Trevor
also

•

culty controlling his fast ball, but
settled down in the pinches and handily struck out seven of the Garnet
players.

—
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-
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tion
.37

Dunlevy. ef
Aldrich, lb

game held at Picard Field last
Friday. Karakashian had some diffi-

..

RATES

keep

office

»...,

i

Thursday

is

p

Totals

him off the mound.
At present Coach Wells biggest
problem

. . .

Roger Kellogg *87 winning by onepoint margin over Sprague Mitchell
Each competitor will decide his
'37, last
year's golf captain came
own handicap in the shooting match
through last Friday to lead the field
to be held under the auspices of the
at the Brunswick Golf Club, thus givrifle club in the range in Adams Hall
ing Bowdoin golfers an unchallenged
next Saturday and Sunday. The
victory for the second successive year
match will be open to any freshman,
in the tourney.
If Bowdoin wins the
sophomore or junior in the college, reteam cup, based on the four lowest
gardless, of experience. There will be
team scores, next year, they will keep
no fee for entrance, and the ammuniit permanently.
As few of the stu- promising freshmen pitchers in Berie, tion used in competition is to be supdents had handicaps, their competi- Cole and Hainigan who might see plied free.
tion was principally confined to the service Friday
Entrants may use a club rifle or
gross score division of the tournaany they wish, provided it has iron
ment.
The match will be fired at
sights.
Next above Kellogg, who carded a
fifty feet in the range, beginning at
75, five over par, came Mitchell with
1.80 Saturday afternoon and continVARSITY BASEBALL
a 76. These two were the only tourued at 1.30 Sunday afternoon.
nament entries to finish in the sev- April 27—Colby at Waterville.
Lack Decides Winner
May I— Amhcrat
enties although Johnny Boyd, who May 2— Wesleyan at Ambers*.
at Middletown.
Ten shots will be fired prone and ten
placed third, narrowly missed with an May S—Trinity at Hartford.
standing, making a possible score of
May 4—Tort, at Medford.
81.
May
7
Maine
Brunswick.
Each man's handicap will be
200.
Other Bowdoin entries who better- May 10 Maine at
at Orono.
added to his actual total score for all
ed the ninety mark included Buss May 13—Colby at Waterville.
shots. No one can win simply by
Gates, who turned in an 83, Leon May 15— Bates at Brunswick.
May 18— Maine at Brunswick.
choosing a large handicap, however,
Buc':, who finished fifth with an 87, May
21—Colby at Brunawick.
for any points he makes over 200.
and Charlie Noyes, who turned in an May 28— Bate, at Lewiston.
after adding on his handicap, will
89.
John Emery *38, Joe Sclar *37, May SO Bataa at Brunswick.
count off two. Thus the winner will
VARSITY TRACK
Herbert Goldstein '37, Ed Benjamin
April 27— Penn Relays at Philadelphia.
be the one who guesses his handicap
*37, Jim Dennis "38, Coach Bob Miller,
May
Trlanirle Meet. Springfield and Colby:
best. Contestants may practice any
Wells Wetherwell "38, Ed Owen '38,
at Brunawick.
evening this week from seven to nine
Dudley Tyson *38, Bob Breed '35, and May 8 Amherst at Amherst.
10-11— Stat* Meet at Lewiston.
in the range to decide their own hanBob Clarke '38 were also among the May
May 18 Open.
For practice shots they must
dicaps.
Bowdoin entries in the tournament. May 25— New England Meet at Portland.
supply their own ammunition.
June 1 I. C. 4 A. at Cambridir*.
VEX
JAY
TRACK
has been due to the efforts of its April 27— Exeter Academy at Exeter.
The first prise for the match will
coach, R. A. Wagg of Auburn. Coach
be 1,000 rounds of ammunition, the
VARSITY TENNIS
second 500 rounds, the third 300
Wagg is especially well qualified for
April 29 Amherst, there.
April SO— Williams, there.
his position in the team, being presirounds, the fourth 200 rounds. In
Vsjation to these a copy of "The KenPistol Association, and having been]
tucky Rifle", a book on the old-fashMay 3— Trinity, there.
May 4—Tufts, there.
a member of the state civilian team
ioned long barreled Kentucky rifle oi
8
May
Colby,
here.
which figured in the national matches
pioneer days will be given to the man
May 13— Batea. there.
at Camp Perry, Ohio, in 1931.
who gets the highest gross score
May 18—Maine, here.
May 20 State Tournament at Lewiston.
not counting his handicap.
Jay Vee
Psychologists at Sunnison State
May 4 Hebron, there.
The contest is being sponsored by
College, Cal., discovered that a kiss,
May 11— Exeter, there.
ajtoend of the college who wishes
Undecided Wasaookeac, here.
by causing extra palpitation of the
Freahssen
unknown. The only qualito~remain
heart, shortens the average human
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Thirteen Hits
Garnering a total of thirteen hits.
Coach Wells' powerful nine opened
the 1935 season with an impressive
8-4 victory over Bates in an exhibi-

Merrill. 2b

Tel. 350

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, FreshVegetaof

mm%fa^ M *A\,

in

in
last

Wellsmen Drive Out

lb sb ah po a
1 • • S I

If

Varney's Jewelry Store

We

ported Cheeses and Biscuits
kinds east of Portland.

earlier

Has Crack Coach

ivW

any

Cream

New Haven

month the club beat Norwich
University, St John's College, and
Brooklyn Polytech.
were
victories
All
club's
the
gained over veteran teams, which
were fcr the most part R. O. T. C.
units under the direction and coaching of regular army officers.

strained

game with Bates

WHITE GOLFERS
WIN CLUB CUP

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
bles, Olives, Pickles.

matches held at
this

none

a four-year count leading to the
degree at Doctor of Dental Medicine to
candidates who present credentials showing
two years of college work, including six
semester hours in each of the following
subjects
English, Biology and Physics,
and twelve semester hours in Chemistry
Inorganic and Organic The School fa

Walker, rf ....
Kent, sa

slightly

Speaking of winning combinations, the White tennis team has
on paper the best material for a championship team this year
that they've ever had. Capt. Jim Woodger, 1933 Maine Intercollegiate singles and doubles champion, Charlie Smith, 1934
Intercollegiate singles champion, and Joe Fisher, potential 1935
State champion, are all three eligible and ready for service this
spring. Supplemented by Ashley and Thomas, one and four men
on last year's team, plus numerous ether veterans, the tennis
team should be set for a most successful season this year.

1

...

Frasier.

years",

o—

r

»b

H. Shaw, lb

spirit,

game was

optimistically
stated Linn
Wells in a recent interview. Though
Wells is making no definite predictions for the Colby game this Friday
at Waterville, on the strength of preo—
o—
o—
o—
vious performances the White team is
Those victory starved students who braved the chilly winds out on Pickard prepared to offer the veteran Mule
Field last Friday were supremely gratified at seeing a Bowdoin baseball team aggregation stiff competition.
functioning smoothly and victoriously against a powerful Bates nine. Just
It is still a toss up between Karawhen it seemed that the Polar Bears were doomed to another gloomy athletic kashian and Captain Doug Walker as
season Coach Linn Wells comes along and whips a miscellaneous group of to who will be on the rubber for
last year's ineligibles into what looks like a true winning combination,
Bowdoin.
However,
Ara's
arm,

Rifle team competition at Bowdoin
has been officially raised to the status
of a minor sport through a decision
reached last Sunday by a special
committee appointed by the Athletic
Council.
The committee approved
the qualifications for letters and nuFinals of the ping-pong, billiards, merals as drawn up by Hartley Lord
pool and interfraternity bridge tour- •36, Paul Favour "36, and Coach R.
naments are to be held in the lounge A. Wagg of Auburn.
The rifle club, a completely new
and playing rooms of the Moulton
Union tomorrow evening, beginning organization at Bowdoin this year,
has seventeen members, owns two
at 6.30.
The earliest of the matches will be Winchester special target rifles, has
ammunithe ping-pong final, between Frank fired over 20,000. rounds of
H. Purington "38, A. T. O., and tion in practice and competition, and
probably R. Bechtel "36 at 6.30. At has shot a total of nearly 28,000 tar860 in
gets
in
state
matches,
800
7.30 the billiards match, between Al
Kent *35 and Leon Dickson '35, will college matches, and about 100 in
get under way while in the lounge at matches with other teams.
Record Impressive
the same time 12 two-man teams will
In postal matches the club defeated
begin play in the second annual in- Harvard and Norwich University,
contract
duplicate
terfraternity
in shoulder to shoulder matches
and
bridge tournament. The last contest,
the rifle teams of the Brunswick Nathe finals of the pool tournament, is
tional Guard and of the Portland
scheduled for 8.15, and will be beAmerican Legion. In the New Engtween Leon Dickson '35 and Eli Long land division
the annual sectional
•35.

Prolonged student agitation and
disorder has caused the closing of the
University of Nueva Leon in Mexico.
socialistic state university will be
reopened in its place.

BOWDOIN
Gentry.

"The team has shown remarkable
and last Friday's exhibition
the best baseball played by
a Bowdoin nine in the last four

Watch out for your laurels, Tris Speaker, Tom Oliver and*
other far famed artists of the shoe string catch! Bunny Johnson, stellar centerfielder of the Polar Bear nine, is well on the
road to baseball stardom if the beautiful catch made Friday in
the sixth inning of the Bates game, is any Indication of what his
future performances will be.
Sprinting along at top speed,
Johnson "took to the air" some ten yards from the ball but
emerged from his dive with the ball Safely speared.

UNION TOURNEY TO

handicapped on their trip by the loss

Wells Feels
Strong Polar Bear Nine
Hopeful For
Upsets Garnet Team 8-4
Karakashian Impressive as
BOX SCORE
Colby Game

With Bowdoin definitely on the map as far as intercollegiate and world
record breaking swimming go, the recognition of Curtis Pool as one ot the
fastest in New England brings to Bowdoin another National distinction in
swimming entirely through the efforts of Coach Bob Miller. When such
widely known swimmers as Miss Bridges of Whitingsville, Johnny Higgins
and Mat Chrostowski of Olneyville are so impressed with the facilities of
the Bowdoin pool that they willingly choose it for their record breaking
attempts it is a distinction of no mean proportions in itself.

ENTER RELAYS

Faced by the hardest schedule in
recent years, the varsity tennis team
opens its season Monday, April 29
against Amherst their most powerful
This is to be
rivals, at Amherst.
the first of six matches in as many
successive days and marks the first
time in tennis history that such a
strenuous spring trip has been under-
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a ding
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COLLEGE FORCED TO
RUMFORD WINS
Eight Bowdoin Students Will
CHECK RISING WEEK; FIRST EACE IN
38 A GITA TES REFORM
PLAY CONTEST Go North OnKent's Isle Trip

The Sun
* *

'

*pHE

swift and sudden end of RisWeek comes aa a great reproof to the freshmen and sophomores. For the first time in many
years, this period marking the end
of Sophomore rule has seen the fighting assume forms beyond the realm
of reason. In past years, the college
had been content to sit by and watch
a semi-friendly series of fights be-

*
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ins;

Attack on "Nest" by Fresh- Christian Association
Lawrence H
of Fairfield
Elects Sampson Pres.
men Nearly Results in
Awarded
d with
Four Asphyxiations
"Pink an Patches"
Thomas Sampson *36 was

tween the two lower classes. Rides
were taken, clothes were ripped, and
including the combatants, had an

all,

-

r

the contest to assume such
proportions that college officials
were forced to halt it, is a serious
thing. During the past week, private
property in no way connected with the
college has been damaged. Not only
did die freshmen endanger the lives
with the use
sophomores
of
,
r
"3 twenty
of ammonia gas, but they ilyj«|
• woman and. a young .baby in danger
of asphyxiation. If the students of
the two lower classes are unable to
control themselves in any better manner, it will undoubtedly be a wise
more to abolish Rising Week in its

*'„

,

entirety.
s

ANOTHER

-

r

the

feature about
Rising Week was the adverse
publicity circulated by papers as far
tellHeadlines
distant ax New York.
ing of the serious condition of four
students as the result of the use of
ammonia were featured by one of the
Portland papers. Such publicity is
injurious to the welfare of the colIf for nothing else, Rising
lege.
Week may be censured on this
ground.
serious

Rumford High

A

^^

]

Bay

School, with an expresentation of Sir James
Barrie's one-act play, "The Old Lady
Shows Her Medals" won the Fourth
Annual Bowdoin College Interscholastic
Drama Tournament held in
Memorial Hall last Friday and Saturday. "Pink and Patches" by Margaret Bland brought the second place
honors to Lawrenee High School of

^w

To

At Two

a - ,r
play contest, itself, was a
revelation of the dramatic abil-

ity to be found in high schools. No
leas than eleven persons received the
congratulations of Mrs. David Graham, one ef the judges, who has an
enviable record on the stage, for their
fine acting; while the lead of the
Rumford High School play was credited as doing a superlative job. If
more of such efforts can be aroused

.

Mrs. Graham, who played in two

Reporter Finds Queer Relics In

this

should prove to be an added induce-

7th Heaven

ment.

SATURDAY CHAPEL
FEATURES POEMS
Pour of his own poems which were
inspired, by scenes in places all withwere
in a short distance of Brunswick
read by Professor Robert P. T. Coffin

in chapel last Saturday morning. This
novel chapel service was well received by the students.
"Where I Took Hold of Life", a
poem telling how a boy makes his

great step to manhood in grasping for the first time the handles of

first

his father's plow and in guiding it
without help, was the first poem to
be read. Tha poem was published in
Professor Coffin's Book, "Yoke of
Thunder'*. The second poem was "A

County Church." and was taken from

book.
popular
professor's
-Strange Holiness". "The Fog" and
This is My Country" told ef the
from
taken
sea-coast,
stern Maine
boyhood impeessions gained along
the Harpawell shores. The former
poem is to be published soon in the
Yale Review, while the latter appeared in a recent issue of Harper's
Magazine.

the

NOTICE

Of Memorial Hall

Pulitzer Prize plays on Broadway,
high
the
then spoke, criticizing
She
school's efforts constructively.
said that over-acting was preferable
to under-acting, and urged the young
actors to be honest with their parts

fire-places, and miscellaneous debris.
Spring Cleaning is a periodical ailand not to weld the rolea to them"Flats" or sections of wall scenery
ment which afflicts even the members
selves.
ranging from synthetic brick and
great
With
Gown.
and
Masque
the
Mr. Goodnow, director of the Tamof
prison bars to stucco and castle gray,
rethey
knee
house-maid's
risk of
worth, New Hampshire, Barnstormline the walls. Passii'g down the
cently disturbed the dust-covered aters with whom Mr. Quinby has
rehearsfor
stage
a
finds
one
room
been
worked during the past two summers,
tic of Memorial Hall where have
als, at the sides of which the followcollected in the past few years the
was the main speaker of the evening,
plays ing incongruous "props" may be and heralded a new enthusiasm in
scenery* of more than a score of
seen: Several sets of stairs, an old
sweeping the
presented by the organization. There
from "Spread drama which he says is
skyline
came to light a variegated assortment well, thetwenty-foot tree, two realis- world today. He complimented all
Eagle", a
of properties.
the visitors upon their fine work, extic tropical jungle "drops," an eightbutter-churns
barrel
Anything from
pressing surprize at the lack of nervfoot grandfather's clock in dilapidatousness, and the excellence of the
to grim reminders of military camcondition but still able to house a
paigns can be found in this quiet gar- ed
make-up.
stage corpse, an artist's easel and
"Don't attempt to go into theatre
ret above the home of hour examinadatpresumably
Doric columns
Two sets of stairs run up to two
tions.
after high school and college experiing from some Classical Club prothe loft on either side of Memorial
ence", he advised the competitors.
duction.
flights
nine
some
one,
East
The
"There
are too many good actors on
Hall.
"Wagon Wheels" Here
Broadway and elsewhere, not to menhigh in all, will take the wandering
In a corner is a genuine old 150visitor to the "Organ Loft". Through
Spanish tion the depression". The revival of
of
reminiscent
cannon,
lb.
a fence can be seen scores of flute- galleons, with such modern conven- interest in the spoken drama is the
first in three hundred years, accordpipes of various sizes, present in
iences as a touch-hole and notched
great confusion. These when blown sights. Turning into the side cham- ing to the speaker, and it is notable
in the United States. Goodnow said
emit a cloud of dust and wailful
bers a forest of odd objects presents
that it would not be long before
moans.
itself. Here is an old wagon wheel,
Maine could have a State Theatre,
Finds Jungle of Pipes
there an old bookcase with secret
efficient organization of the
The keyboard lies in splintered drawers. A stack of old chapel pews through
dramatic groups.
splendor, while around it is a verit- lies beside sections of a white picket
Paul E. Laidlev *36, Frank H.
*
able jungle of wooden and lead pipes, fence.
'36. and William Kfeber '37,
Swan
in
writhing
The Masquers are great lovers of
and just plain piping
supervised the staging of the contest.
joints and bends. Whence this wreck tradition, and although it grieved
came, your investigator was not able some of them to clean up a confusion
to ascertain—doubtlessly from the which lent glamorous atmosphere to
Chapel when the new organ was in- their workshop, they have kept records of their productions by affixing
stalled
The West stairs lead to broader to the walls posters dating from the
Friday, May 3 8 p. m.. Masque
At pres- "20s.
Some advertise the College
fields and rarer treasures.
and Gown presents "The Circle".
ent the various bits of scenery lie in Players who were on the road in this
Saturday,
May 4 Triangle
some order, but before the recent region two summers ago; others are
track meet at Whittier Field with
cleaning the long hall, once the gym- the bright advertisements of recent
Colby and Springfield.
nasium of the college and on the productions. One venerable poster
Sunday. May 5— Rev. Mr. Ben
floor of which can still be seen a shows a scene from "Mr. Pirn Passes
Roberta, Congregational Church,
faded painted home-plate, was a con- By", presented at the Cumberland
Newton Highlands. Ma**, will
fusion of scenery, walls, doors, stage
speak in Chapel.
(Continued on nag* S)

COMING EVENTS
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riodicals.

The following students
prise

Gross
tion,

will

com-

the expedition: William A. O.
"37, Field Director of the Sta-

Vincent Nowlis *35, F. Burton
"35, F. A. Fisher, Jr.. "36,
"37, Latimer C. Hyde
Robert D. Mores "38, and Paul

Whitman

J. E.

JOHNSON
LEADS FORUM

Obstacles to World Peace
Discussed; Hatch Tells
of Conference
Continuing

its

discussions on "Ob-

stacles to World Peace", the Bowdoin
Political Forum opened the first of a
series of spring meetings last evening at the Theta Delta Chi House.

Mr. J. E. Johnson of the History
Department was present as chairof the meeting. The panel conJohn V. Shute '36, Owen H.
Melaugh "36, Norman P. Seagrave
•37, and Walter B. Parker, Jr., *88.
Each man was assigned a special
point of the discussion which he pre-

man

sisted of

pared for the meeting, thus bringing

,

^^ ^^

year, which has been published
recently in the leading biological pelast

John A. Crystal

125

j

Bowdoin Biological Station there.
They will spend the entire summer on
the island, continuing their work of

Four students who accompanied MacMillan on his Arctic trip
last summer and who will return to the Bowdoin Biological Station at Kent's Island in the Bay of Fundy, sailing June 12th. Collection of scientific data will be the work of this Bowdoin group.
Left to right: William A. O. Gross '37, who will be in charge
of the party, Paul G. Favour '36, F. A. Fisher, Jr., '35, and F.
Burton Whitman '35.

Fairfield.

^^

Fundy

of

party of eight Bowdoin students
under the leadership of William A. O.
Gross '37 will sail June 12th from
Lubec, Maine, for Kent's Island, in
the Bay of Fundy, to conduct scientific research at the newly established

A banquet held! in the Moulton
Cafeteria Saturday evening climaxed
the proceedings, Professor Herbert
Ross Brown acting as Toastmaster.
Professor Stanley Smith presented the
cups to the winners. Over eighty
high school students attended the affair, and heard speeches by Mrs.

|

rE

«**««•«<

Over WCSH from Post iiL

David Graham and Edward P. Good-

Greet Visitors

Approximately

RESEARCH WORK

Theatre; rSrof. Brown
Acts as Chairman

i

the standpoint of the college, that
the Masque and Gown was unable
of
to make the projected road tour
the state this spring. In doing this,
the dramatic society would be doing the double duty of advertising
the college and helping to foster interest in the stage. It is to be hoped
that the efforts of Mr. Quinby to organise such a tour will be more successful in the future.

textbooks. Students desirous ef
realising a Ht»le capital from the
fencer
sale ef text-books Be
aeeeVd can mark their own prices
which they will be paid in cash.

To Present Radio Programs

IN

for State

,

a pity from

reshould
Undergraduates
at this time of the year
that the Second Hand Student
Book Exchange at the Moultoa
laion afera to pay about twothirds the original price on old

Goodnow Hefts

ndw. Director of the Harvard Dramatic Club, who together with Prof.
prospective
Brown judged the. plays.
members of the class of 1939 will
Eleven Plays Presented
have a chance to see college life at
Eleven plays, selected by a process
first hand during the coming week
end. Professor Herbert R. Brown has of competitive elimination from over
schools in the state, were
high
forty
of
announced a two-day schedule
David Barnes of Belmont street and events which will bring them in con- presented over the week end. On Fribesieged a score of sophomores who tact with many of the activities of day afternoon Rumford began the
had transformed the house into a the college, and show them some ol contest, presenting its prize-winning
followed
fort. The attack which followed re- Bowdoin's athletic teams in action. play,
by Deering High
sulted in great damage to the propOn Friday afternoon, May 3rd, the School which gave Edward Finneerty, a general disturbance of the Bowdoin Junior Varsity nine will play gan'a "The Singapore Spider". Edpeace, and effects on the sophomores Hebron. In the evening the Masque ward Little High School of Auburn
which might possibly have proved ex- and Gown, under the direction of completed the afternoon session with
tremely serious, or even fatal.
George H. Quinby, will present "Mansions" by Hildegarde Flanner.
Friday evening Rockland High
The besiegers, not desirous of en- Somerset Maugham's play, "The Cirtering the "Nest" in which the corn- cle". Saturday afternoon the guest* School presented 'The First Dress
ered sophomores were brandishing ^jj nave the opportunity of seeing a Suit" by Russell Medcraft, and was
clubs, decided to attempt to oust the triangular track meet between Bow- followed by the play which won seclatter and in the lack of tear gas doin
and Sp ringfield at Whit- ond place for Lawrence High, "Pink
dumped two gallons of ammonia
and Patches." Hallowell High School
pi ei,j
through the windows of the students'
The Committee on Preparatory was next with "Vindication", an exdazed
rooms. When the sophomores,
^hooj, ^a, n^de arrangements so cellently presented jlay by Leonard
and blinded by the fumes, attempted tfte .yb-freahmen will be able to meet Hfees and Fraak
to tesrch freoh e.rr by door or Window f and
members of the faculty htghV pianma
they were driven back by a barrage who can assist them in any problems Monson Academy of Monson preof eggs and stones.
which may arise concerning admis- sented their version of the "SingaFour Sophomores Gasaed
sion and courses. The visitors will pore Spider" to close the second sesContrary to a current belief which have the use of the pool and tennis sion.
has been circulated on campus, the courts during their stay.
Farmiagton Closes Contest
dangers of inhaling ammonia fumes
Gardiner High School acted "The
and the serious consequences which
Singapore Spider" again for the auPlay
may follow, are by no means exag- Polar Bears
dience
in opening the final group of
gerated. According to Dr. Henry L.
Bar
Local Dances plays on Saturday afternoon.
Johnson, the' fumes cause an irritaHarbor High School then presented
tion and blistering of the lung cells
"Fancy's Knell" by Warren Beck, folengageupon
an
Following
resistance,
one's
lowers
which greatly
lowed by Mattanawcook Academy of
ment at a dance at the Penobscot
and renders the victim extremely
Lincoln which gave "The Finger of
Saturday
last
Club
Country
susceptible to pneumonia.
God" by Percival Wilde. The annual
night by the Tri Delta Sorority
The four sophomores who were
competition ended with Doris Halat the University of Maine, the
most seriously affected by the gas
man's "Will O' the Wisp", given by
Bowdoin Polar Bears' will prewere Basil A. Latty, Ara A. KaraFarmington High School.
sent their rhythm twice this
John B. Marshall, and
kashian,
The victors will be entered as the
Thursday
Brunswick.
at
in
week
roomers
all
Dane,
Jr.,
A.
Mahlon
Maine representatives in the New
evening they will play at the
They were rushed by
the house.
one-act
for
competition
England
private
a
for
house
Codman
Chief Billy Edwards of the Brunsto be held in Arlington, Masplays
will
band
dance, and Friday the
wick Police to a Portland hospital folsachusetts, April 8 -10.
furnish the tunes for the Brunslowing the skirmish which was termichairman
of
as
Brown,
Professor
wick High School Sophomore
nated by the timely action of the
the committee, was toastmaster at
Hop held at the Town H»ll.
Student Council, members of which
the banquet and extended the welstated
Friday,
events
from
week
when
scene
A
to
the
were called
come of the College to the visiting
Thomas Mack '36, leader of the
took on a serious tone.
high school actors and actresses. Mrs.
orchestra, the band will aeain
Niblock Intervenes
Thalheimer of Brunswick, who helped
play at the University of Maine,
Howard H. Niblock "85, President
stage the plays, was the first speakthis time for the Phi Kappa Sigof the Council, persuaded the freshfollowed by Professor Quinby,
er,
ma Fraternity. They will also go
men to withdraw, and after the mob
who stressed the relationship between
on the combined trip of the colof lowerclassmen had left the scene
high school and college dramatics and
Concord,
to
of
dubs
several
musical
lege
sophomores,
of
the group
expressed the hope that Bowdoin will
New Hampshire, on Wednesday.
whom were very faint, emerged. The
soon be able to bring a roadshow to
8th, where a concert will be"
four taken to Portland spent the
Kay
cities in Maine.
•Id for the large group of Bownight at St. Barnabas hospital, and
Hail Theatre Movement
doin Alumni there.
(Continued on p«S* *)
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Masque and Gown,

Maugham's "The Circle" and
Triangle Meet Will

Frosh Use Ammonia-gas
This ^growth of student opinion
againstTiising Week excesses is derived from one of the most regrettable phases of the inter-class strife,
which occurred last Thursday night
when the majority of the freshman
class surrounded the residence of Mr.

Saturday, the revival of
the theater was shown to have started. Throughout the state, people are
turning more and more to the stage
for relaxation, amusement, and intel-

trip of

D.D.

all

class of '38.

last
interest in

by a

Class

and

Tittle,

Land

GROSS ^7 TO LEAD

cellent

SUB-FRESHMEN
VISIT BOWDOIN

with this society.
effect is being
A
drawn up by several members of the

the banquet held after the high
ATschool
one-act-play contest

lectual pleasures. It is

Fremont

activities associated
petition to this

s - r
pleating to note the dignity
of the letter sent in to the Boston Herald by one of the students of
the college concerning the misleading
statements published by the Boston
paper in covering Secretary Wallace's
Institute speech. In an exceedingly
fair manner, the student voiced the
feelings of most of those who had
heard Wallace's speech. The "Whining" at New England industrialists,
which was featured in a streamer
headline on the front page of the

a> -

members of the Freshman

to abolish completely Phi Chi

rwas

Herald, was a mere incidental remark
in the speech, stated the letter. This
undeniably is true. However, the Boston Herald with the air of superiority
which only those who do not know
the facts era use, calmly dismissed
this objection as trivial, saying that
the writer of the letter must not have
fully read and digested the remarks
made by the Herald. On the other
side, the Orient wishes to state that
undoubtedly the Herald had not fully
heard and digested the lecture.

-

man-Sophomore battles were carried
have also provoked the majority of
the student body to express sympathy
for a general reform of the whole situation. In fact the Orient has learned
that a movement is under way among

College's

BANQUET CLIMAXES
TWO-DAt PROGRAM

—

of the other members to Camp
Socket at Socket, Mass, in the
Berkshire*, for a conference of
New England College students,
June II to 18, to discuss religious problems in the colleges.
The principal figure of the conference will be the Rev. Ernest

Greatly disturbed by the unfortunate incidents surrounding the recent
Rising Week, the College authorities
have announced that all phases of
conflict will be
inier-ciaaa c<
week'sb inter-class
last
l9Ml ween
thoroughly investigated.
_.
the Freshhic
t0 which
The extremes to

doin Biological Station on

president of the

The association is pfenning to
send Don Woodward and several

Radio Programs

—

new

ganisation. Other officers elected
were vice-president, Don Wood'36;
George
ward
secretary,
'36;
Chlaholm
and treasurer,
Norman P. Seagrave '37.

Publicity in Press and

PR

the

Bowdoin Christian Association
at a recent meeting of the or-

College Suffers Unfavorable

enjoyable time.
s

made

DAMAGES OF WEEK
WILIi EXCEED $500

Group Will Complete Bow-

mum

or erroi

There were four main points outlined in the discussion. First, the rise
of economic nationalism in certain
countries; second, the comoetition between nations for markets, and the
race for the disposal of surpluses of
products; third, the struggle for basic
raw materials, and fourth, the Japanese imports and their effect, particularly on the cotton textile industries.

Explain International Discord
The purpose of the meeting was
as possible the
reasons whind the rise in recent
years of extreme economic nationalto clear aid as well

ism, and to

show the ways

in

which

it tends to foster international discord.
Charles G. Hatch, Jr.. '35, the Bowdoin emissary to the New England

A.T.O.,

AND

'38,

I

A. D.

G. Favour '36.
Rockefeller

Gives Vessel

The voyage will be made in a 40foot cruiser, a gift of J. Sterling
Rockefeller, also donor of the island
to the college. The Bowdoin Jr. namePurington Dethrones Becht el sake of MacMillan's famous arctic
schooner, will return to Portland in
in Tabfe-Tennis;
the first part of September.
There is a great possibility that the
Pool Title
Kent's Island station will be "on the
air" weekly during the summer, if
Intra-f raternity tournaments con- certain technical difficulties in havducted last Thursday evening in the ing the program received at
Moulton Union resulted in the de- i n Portland, and rebroadcast through
thronement of a number of last that station, can be surmounted. The
year's champions. Frank H. Puring- occasional fifteen minute or half -hour
ton, Alpha Tau Omega freshman out- programs will be presented by the
drove former champion Richard C. members of the party, somewhat afBechtel, Sigma Nu Junior after a ter the manner of the Byrd Expehard-fouKht table-tennis match, and dition's programs during the past
won by the scores of 3-6, 8-6, 7-5, 6-2. two years.
Will Contact Bowdoin
Alpha Delta Phi's bridge team,
Thomas Gross, son of Professor Alcomposed of Robert R. Hagy, Jr., *36,
and Francis S. Benjamin, Jr., "36, fred O. Gross of the Zoology depart won the bridge championship with
a ment. will be radio operator «m the
"
A short-Wave transmitter
tot*! of TS point*.
f expedition.
Douglas W. Walker '35, and Rog-' with 8° watt* ouput is now being
er C. Kellogg "37, representing Psi constructed for use thjs summer. The
Upsilon captured second place with a students will keep in touch with the
total of 64.5 points. Howard L. Kom- world through the American Radio
insky '35 and Norman S. Quint '36 Relay League of amateur operators,
took third place for the non-frater- who will pass on their messages to
nity group with a total of 63 points, Prof. Gross who will be in New
and Robert W. Breed '35. and Philip Hampshire. Communication will also
H. Tyler "36 took fourth place for be possible with WIOR, the Searles
Delta Kappa Epsilon with a total of Science Building station, while Grose
58.5 points. The twelve bridge teams expects to contact scores of fellow
competed according to the Howell amateurs anxious to pick up his stamovement which allows each team to tion
Upon arrival at Kent's Island, the
play with every other team.
bui,
1
a dormitory and
<}
Elias C. Long "35, who won the pool iftlj
Wl11 use the CaDC
chamDionshin defeated Leon A Dick- lmnR <1 uarter8 and
Cotta * e
90 A?oert
the stre of
feller as a laboratory. Nowlis and
W. Kent "35, Theta Delta Chi, was Gross will conduct research in order
defeated in billiards by Leon A. Dickto determine whether or not birds can
son by the score of 100-90.
smell, while Hyde will collect data on
the life history of the Black Guille-
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Regional Conference on the "Causes
and Cures of War", held at Worcester March 25-27, reported on the
progress of the conference.
The next meeting of the Forum
~
.
_j
was set for May 7th and the subject
At the meeting of the Outing Club
European
to
"Obstacles
will
be
this week the spring program will be
Peace", which will narrow down the announced and discussed by presidiscussion of certain points brought
dent Richard T. May "37. The spring
out last night. All students are welactivities of the club will include a
come at the meetings, declared Sid- week end trip to Mount Katahdin in
ney B. McCleary *36, president of the Maine. Plans are being made to conorganization, and can listen to the
tinue work on the, Appalachian Trail
panel discussions even if they do not
Western Maine near Grafton
in
care actively to participate.
Notch,
The Outing Club is completing one
of the few remaining uncut sections
of the trail. This hiking trail which
begins near Atlanta, Georgia, and
ends in Northern Maine, is over 2000
The Bowdoin Musical Clubs will miles in length, and it avoids civilizapresent a concert at Concord, N. H., tion wherever possible. Everyone inon the evening of May 8th at tha terested in the activities of the Outthird annual meeting of the Bowdoin ing Club is invited and welcome to
Alumni Association of New .Hamp- come to the next meeting.
shire. The outstanding success of similar presentation by the Glee Club
and Polar Bears last year in Concord was largely responsible for repeating the affair this spring.
The concert will be featured with
cello and vocal solos by Paul S. Ivory
Approximately one hundred mem'87 and Richard V. McCann '37 respectively. Scott C. W. Simpson '03, bera of the class of 1938 poured into
who is a member of the New Hamp- the dining hall of the Commander
shire legislature has been chiefly in- Hotel, Cambridge, Mass., last Saturstrumental in arranging for the sec- day evening to climax "The worst
ond appearance of the Musical Clubs Rising Week since 1919" with their
at Concord. Following the meeting, class banquet, the first in years
the Polar Bears will provide music which by college order had no interference from sophomores.
for dancing.
The freshmen had chosen their
Wilder To Be Present
The College will be represented by banquet hall well, as the room was
Prof. Daniel C. Stanwood and the some distance from the street, had no
Alumni Secretary, Philip S. Wilder. windows; no balconies, and only one
On the following evening the Glee convenient entrance. Their precauClub and possibly the Polar Bears tions turned out to be unnecessary,
will go to Colby to participate in the however, by the official ruling made
State Glee Club Contest sponsored Friday.
by the Colby Musical Clubs. This conJust one member of '37, John A.
cert, which is the second Maine In- Twaddle, put in his appearance at
tercollegiate Music Festival, is fea- the feast, and he came obviously with
tured by orchestras, glee clubs, and no
and
interfering,
intention
of
dance orchestras from all four of the stayed a short time only. He was
Maine Colleges.
greeted with cheers and a roar of
It is hoped that Professor Edward "Thirtv-eight!"
Niblock Attends Function
H. Wass, who has been resting in the
Brunswick hospital for the past few
The freshmen had as special guest
days with an infected foot, will be and guardian. Howard Niblock '35.
sufficiently recovered to accompany president of the student council, but
the clubs on their trips both to Con- Niblock might as well have been in
cord and Waterville. The Instrument- Brunswick for all his sen-ices were
al and Glee Clubs have been re- required.
hearsing regularly this week in prepAll
the freshmen officers were
aration for the concert, but would be present, comprising David W. Fitts.
severely handicapped by the absence president; Robert B. Fox, vlce-prosident; and John H. Frye, secretaryof Prof. Wass and his baton.
.

bird.

Will Publish Book

work

This

closely

will

resemble

that done last year by the expedition.
the results of which will be Dublished

•

.
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mont, an

KATAHDIN WILL BE
OUTING CLUB GOAL

I

next
«

fall in

a

fifty
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The Life
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Cycle of Leach's

Leuchoroa
(Oceanodromo
Le UC horoa) on the Outer Sea Islands
f tne Bay of Fundv."
Fisher and Whitman propose to
band 15,000 birds during the course
of tne 8Umineri working in behalf of
the Tj n Hed States Biological Survey.
Forty of the many birds tagged last
year have been cantured in distant
spots in South America, Mex'co. Cuba,
and in various American ports. The
results show that gulls are not as
Petrel

1
,

j

j

j

MUSICAL CLUBS TO
PRESENT CONCERT

''

'

1

|

addicted to misrration as other birds,
and the investigation this summer
throw more light upon this sub-

will

ject.

Moras

Tame Banquet Ends
Rising Week In
•

;

will be engaged in
(Continued on pwi »>

making

Severest
Sixteen Years

Fitts spent the week at
treasurer.
his home in Winchester, Mass., sis a
precaution against possible abduction

by sophomores.
The freshmen ate roast squab,
which brought calls for biological dissecting equipment from most of those
;

j

i

fresh
cheesed
potatoes,
present;
with
lettuce
salad
cooked
peas,
French dressing, ice cream, and the
usual strimmings. The class officers
distributed cigars.

Funnyman
1

.

Flint Orates

The speaking program following
was conducted by Fitts.

the program
[

!

;

'

1

!

'

'

j

Those who spoke were Jack GilderRobert
sleeve,
Pierce,
Leonard
Hooke, and Vasmar Flint. Singincr
was led by Flint, as the group roared
Bowdoin sonirs. the most popular of
which was "Phi Chi". A prise was
awarded to Gildersleeve as the most
capable freshman leader in Rising
Week.
About fifteen freshmen arrived after the rest were practically through
the meal. The entire group broke un
shortly after the close of the meal,
to
immediately
some
returning
Brunswick, some going to Boston for
amusement, and some going to their

homes,
Sophs Raid Hyde. Winthrop

The

first

sophomore

retaliation for

(CoB tin»«l.o« i»»» J)
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The Aftermath
The extremities

to

'38 RISING

went down to the Cumberland
the other Saturday afternoon to see a
movie called "McFaddfen's Flats":
Most of the local small fry were
there (the rest were on their way to
Cambridge for a banquet) and these
gentry persisted in wearing all manner of hat and cap throughout the
performance. One second-grader was
evidently suffering from delusions of

ON VBTT TO

The COLLEGE

NAVALJN^ITON

WEEK

In his capacity as a member of the
board of visitors of (he Navaf Acad(Conttawd from pass 1)
were released the following day. emy, President Sills is now at AnThey have been under close medical napolis, Ind., spending several days
observation since their return to col- at the midshipmen's college investilege. Others of the men besieged had gating conditions there.
remained on the upper floor where
In a recent address to the Lions
the fumes were less dense.
club of Portland at the Eastland HoUnfortunately the Barnes home tel, President Silts assailed the policy
grandeur, having come, we suppose,
was not occupied solely by under- of the academy on cultural as well
to see a Wild West picture and havgraduates.
Besides the apartments, as technical instruction. He declared
ing donned for the occasion a giant
known to the college as the "Nest", that the midshipmen did not receive
leather jack 1 and a ten gallon hat
there were two other sections of the as good teaching as did students in
all of whieV he wore during the afbuilding occupied by private families. the best colleges and universities of
ternoon with the ease of a champeen
An appraisal of the damage done has the country.
cowboy. The little women all stood up
Scores Library System
from time to time to practise the been made, and has been estimated
Particularly
grown-up sport of rubber-necking. to be $150.
did
he attack the
Starts Unfavorable Publicity
academy's policy of discouraging the
The little men all stood up from time
Portland papers on the following midshipmen from using
the campus
to time to holler. And they crawled
day featured the incident, the Eve- library. The academy librarian
over us at a constant speed of one
felt
ning News of Friday, April 26th, that the
use of the library by the fuper minute.
coming
out with a five-column ban- ture naval
officers interfered with
eame out of the joint feeling
ner headline reading "Bowdoin Stu- their studies, he declared.
like a worn-out obstacle.
dents, Victims of 'Frolic', Rushed
- c
When the president has concluded
Here."
The article which followed
Spring • Is • Here - Note:
Last
exaggerated certain features of the his duties at Annapolis, he Will represent the college, May S and 4 at
Sander fte of the boys hoofed
struggle. Later other newspapers in
It way to hell and gone down to
Portland and Boston .rave accounts the annual meeting of the American
Council of Education at Washington.
Mister Simpson's Point to put on
of the escapade. It was also heard
a Httle May Day festival. One of
over WCSH, the Portland radio stathe gays was the sun, another
tion that afternoon and on Lowell licity received by the College in this
the
esa, another the wind, anconnection, it was feared that some
Thomas' program from New York.
other the rata, and so on. The
Because of the unfavorable pub- freshmen may be lost to the Collego
gala were flowers and birds.
next fall.
There was going to be a Goddess
dough to repair damaged propFalse Alarm Costly
Of Spring hat the Goddess had
erty?
Rather a clever idea to
Although it is generally believed
a tat or something and didn't
think of ruining a house, anyway.
that the false fire alarm which was
•how ap. Well, it was a swell
And ammonia tossing that stuff
rung in about midnight Thursday,
pantomime and everybody got .
in was a masterpiece cf strategy.
was the work of some members of
feeling line on pickle juice.
Deadly stuff, but what of it?
either the junior or senior classes,
The revellers expected a crew
the freshmen didn't know the
the expense, which will amount to
t« come down from the Mustard
people.
A good murder might
$50, will be regarded as incidental to
a e to stage a communist
have brought a good heart y
Rising Week activities, and Will be
demonstration and thereby break
laugh. but even the super-human
charged to the lower classes.
up the party, but the Mastard
intelligence
freshmen
of
the
The damage to the dormitories, a
Hoase boys were a little under
couldn't think cf everything.
regular part of all Rising Week acthe
weather.
At least, they
- e

The

which the recent inter-class

conflict

were

carried and the unfavorable publicity which the College has received has left a stain upon Bowdoin's reputation
a stain which

—

may

We
F.

—

—

hands, leaned over and remarked:

Freshmen merely interpreted in their own way the institution of
Rising Week, and, according to the usual procedure, attempted to
exceed

daring

in

the

rebellions

of

their

And

predecessors.

more the Sophomores were piqued the more emphatic
and violent were their means of defense. Consequently it is the

naturally the

tradition alone that

is

As long as the

to blame.

m

-

ing

Concerning the Thursday activities of certain freshmen, we
feci they might well be commended for bravery and astute
display of intelligence in connection with the "Nest" incident.
How should they know it coots

shattered

their

c

it

ideals

behind

-

c
of

$2.50
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Syndicated Featare of
of College Editors

The Association

IS

I

ANYONE ELSE AWAKE?

HAVE AN AVERSION
it's

to college reunions.
pleasant to talk with one's classmates

The drinking

— but

is all

right and

After a

not for long.

Memories don't sustain a conversation

time there's nothing to say.
nitely.

undergraduates.
only three years. During that time I have been
I haven't been out so long
back perhaps five times. The last time I stayed a week. It was about a
month before the final examinations and I had a chance to talk with a lot of
men who are still in college. At first it annoyed me that they seemed so
much more serious and intelligent than my own classmates did four, five, six
and seven years ago. Then I began to wonder what caused the change.
When I was in college the fraternity bull-sessions usually concerned themselves with the gals, drinking, and compelling problems of sex. They even
took on a medical note. But that was supplementary to the main business at
hand. Intelligent discussions were to be found only with members of the
faculty, in the literary-social chibs like Book and Bowl, and occasionally
among the radical groups who were embryonic Union Squarers.

—

SPRING found a change. The depression had
BUTtalkLAST
Undergraduates
of clothes, women, house parties.
I

down the

cut

were talking

—

—

—

Two brothers
a local
were checking cot of a
Hartford hostelry last Saturday,
after having attended one of
fra-

tle

conscious

of

where exactly

they were at. At last, to their
ntter amazement, the cab pulled
up at the rear end of their origterminal.
hotel
the
bus
inal
The cab driver didn't give a

ternity

—

those national fraternity conventions, fine things that they
are.
They boarded a taxi-cab

damn.

Through the efforts of the physics
At the University of British Columbia there is a punctuality machine department at Wesleyan University,
procure photostatic
that flashes a cheerful "welcome" to students may

prompt students and a

sarcastic "late

again" to those who amble

m

tardy,

copies of their college record at onosixth the former cost.

institutions of

Phi Chi and Rising Week are allowed to continue, there will
always exist the threat of similar unfortunate episodes.
It may possibly be argued that to advocate the abolition of such

s»MMMM»MvsMMs^^

•paa

tage of the immediate circumstances. We reply that this is pretime to point out the uselessness of Phi Chi as a means
of enforcing Freshman regulations.
It is inevitably true, and
especially evident this year, that the more Phi Chi paddles the less
praiseworthy is the behavior of those most frequently punished,

cisely the

and the more violent is the reaction during Rising Week. Furthermore Phi Chi does not take itself seriously and the meetings are
,

usually regarded as just another war of working off pent-up
energy. It is also true that a large number of individuals "send

up" Freshmen simply to satisfy a personal grudge.
Undoubtedly there should be some dependable means of advising Freshmen during the first few months of collegiate life. A
society comprised of Sophomores is obviously not the body to be
entrusted with such a task. Above all an advisory body shouM
take such a duty seribusly and should be equipped with othef
weapons than paddles and loud voices. We believe that the logical
groups for looking after the welfare of Freshmen already exist
in the fraternity system.
Recent surveys have shown that the
American fraternity is rapidly becoming a more responsible and
vital force in collegiate life by assuming a more mature attitude
towards its younger members. To the fraternities, therefore, We
should assign the greatest part of Freshmen regulation. In addia body particularly fitted for such a function because of its personnel and the
honored position which it occupies. The Council would be especially useful in coordinating the methods of the fraternities and
in unifying the whole procedure.
We feel sure that some of our readers will remark that we have
talked ourselves out of a sense of humor. This may be true, for
quite obviously Phi Chi was never meant to be taken seriously.
In regard to this we should like to point out that as Rising Week
progressed this year, the spirit of fun proportionately decreased
tion to the fraternities there is the Student Council

until

to be

;

nothing remained but a series of mass grudge fights.
wondered that the results were not more serious.

FREDERICK HEATH -MEDICAL.

Heath

says: "I'm in first

year of medical school now, with the idea of specializing in
ncuro- surgery. Anatomy 'lab* takes three afternoons a week.

Tuesdays and Thursdays— embryology. I spend three mornings
a week on bio-chemistry, three on physiology 'lab' and lectures.
And I have to face an exam in about one subject per week. I
relieve the strain by smoking Camels. I prefer Camels, because
when I'm feeling tired or distracted they unlock my supply of
energy soon refresh me. Camels are extremely mild. Not just
mild-tasting, but really mild. They never tire my taste or get on
my nerves. Camels taste so good 'I'd walk a mile for a Camel!"'

It is

—

J. P. C.

STAR

PITCHER. "I like
Camels, and .I've found that after
a hard name a Camel helps me
to get back my energy." say*
Carl Hubbell. star pitcher of the
N. Y. Giants. "Camels are so mild
they never ruffle my nerves."

Triangle Meet
•

While hailing the sudden

we

rise to glory of

campus

swimming and

other

almost forgetting the department of athletics that has brought the greatest fame to Bowdotn.
The eminence to which Jack Magee has raised the track team is
one of the most lofty in the country.
For a college of 580 men to put out a squad which placed second
only to Harvard, an institution of at least ten times its site, in
indoor gom petition this winter is miracle enough in itself. To
have such a squad contain such members as Phil Good, national
intercollegiate hurdle record-holder for the high-hurdles; Howie
Niblock, indoor 16-pound shot-put champion; and Johnny Adams
as a high-jumper and broad-jumper of national distinction is a
prestige which no other college of Bowdoin's site possesses.
Among the alumni of the college, the great names of Tootefl and
Mclaughlin shine to give even more records to the "Mageeroen".
Surely, even in the ascendency of other sports, the college should
not forget the brilliant record made by the teams under Coach
4
Jack. Magee.
Saturday brings Bowdoin's winning team into competition with
two
two strong opponents. It will be the first home meet
years. This is the time for the student body to stand back of its
team, and to display that type of enthusiasm which will give it
sports,

feel that the

is

MILLIONS MORE PAID
FOR FINER TOBACCOS!
'Cornels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS - Turkish an
Domestic — than any other popular brand/'
Sitrned

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
.
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CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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Winston-Salem, N. C.
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victory.

R.
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indefi-

—

when
For that reason I usually go back to Ithaca on an "off-week-end"
there are no reunions and no football games. In that way I usually manage
to see most of my friends Who live in Ithaca and also to meet a handful of

—

was some other guy.

m

•

about the New Deal. Most of them, sons of business men who feel that
Roosevelt is retarding recovery through NRA, etc., had little to say for the
Administration. But at least they were sufficiently interested to discuss its
piogram. A few even supported it.
I noted with a sentiment akin to nostalgia, the near-passing of mass beerparties. Beer doesn't cost much, but the students weren't particularly interested. Even the football team, compulsory drill, etc., didn't come in for much
attention. These men wanted to know what chance they'd have of landing
weren't coming
so frequent in my time
jobs. The company interviewers
around any more. That made them think. What, I imagine they asked, has
caused this situation? Why is it almost impossible to land a job that we
the week, and incidentals it appears have spent four years preparing for?
that the total costs will reach approxis what I found at Cornell typical of other
What I'd like to know is this
imately $550.
undergraduate bodies too? Are they more serious today? Has the depression caused it? Would they fall back into their humdrum grooves of inarticsuddenly
to return— or has youth suddenly
1925-29
era"
were
ulateness
if
the
and asked to be taken to the
decided to take hold?
Hartford bus terminal. They rode
Are these young men going to be the conservative, laissez-faire boys that
for half an hoar or so* through
we were
concentrated only on making money, no matter at what cost?
the congested traffic of the ConC. P. H.
I'd like to have an answer.
necticut
metropolis,
having a
fine time seeing the city and lit-

curred at the Hindus lecture, where next door to Soule and Walker, the
the work of a few members of each class who succeeded in gaining a professor and his wife were stowed barbers. They hung around for a few
a sufficient following to execute their childish pi'anks. Yet the full away in a pew directly behind one minutes, only to discover that the
of those upright posts which so ef- revered man had apparently retired
blame cannot be assigned to any individual members of either fectively stymie the visibility. Herbie, to the back room of the place. Strickclass for apparently what happened was done with the approval seeing that. fate had played into his en, the two lads turned away, leav-

of the majority. And yet the majority cannot be blamed, for in
"Well, you came to see a russian them.
Maybe
the heat of ail such affairs one is seldom guilty of thought. The but instead you see a pole."

Pulsif er

have a few autographed copies

be removable only by the abolition of Rising Week and other
minor appendages of Phi Chi, including the society itself. THE
m
weren't in the mood for a proWith not; a little regret we bring tivities, was much larger than usual
ORIENT is therefore pleased to learn that a petition for the comletarian held day.
to our public the following incident: this year. According to Mr. Litchfield,
plete abolition of Phi Chi is being drawn up by several members
- e
A few nights ago two strolling un- a college carpenter, sixty door panels
H. Brown recently delivered him- dergraduates noticed Acting Dean were repaired at the cost of $1.25
of the Freshman Class. We hope that '38 will see the wisdom of
self of another sparkler. He man- Mitchell proceeding briskly down the each, twelve new doors were bought
this petition and lend its united support to such a progressive step.
ages to get 'em off at well-spaced in- Main Drag ahead of them. And then, at $15 each, and two doors at the
In view of the
It is not necessary* to enumerate the many regrettable 'features tervals after having given his public a as if in a dream, they saw him go cost of $36 each.
paint-removing job effected earlier in
of Rising Week. By now they are generally known to have been little time to cool off. The latest oc- into the dubious looking beer joint

,

BOOK STORE

Symphony by H. T.

ISO Maine Street

I

m
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First

This is the Third Volume of Verse by Mr. Pulsifer and Consists of
81 Powerful Sonnets, Divided into 9 Books of 9 Sonnets Each.
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Euan G. Davis

Ernest R. Dalton "37
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BOWDOIN ORIENT
THE
Mi
Millermen End Season
With Portland Victory
Ia tae final A.A.U. meet of
ta* rear a*M last Satorday night
at the Portland Boys Club, Bowdoin swisssaers crashed through
*rMi three firsts, one second, and

(Continued from pas* 1)

captain of this year's
the special 100 yard

Beale,

7th Heaven
,

Theatre with no less a person than
Prof. "Flunker" Brown in the cast.
Excellent Brie- a- Brae Found
In the small property room is to be
found old statuary, grease paint, ancient tomes, *bits of bric-a-brac, a
miniature traffic dummy with the directions "Topsham
1 mile", and a
genuine spinning wheel. Wooden rifles
and Roman legion spears with silver
points lie against the wall, and the
Orient reporter, in the midst of numerous whiskey bottles filled with
iced tea, found a triumph of ingenuity a red fire-alarm box with an
opening door and a handle inside
which turns.

two third places.
Making a new pool record of
1 annate 10 1-2 seconds, John

—

wan

team,

Reporter Finds Queer Relics In

breaatstroke. in which Whitmore
tank second place. Busby of the
Portland Boys Club came in
rhtrd.

Winning both the 220 ran off
and the open hundred yard free
style, Henry Franklin of Bow-

—

doin was followed in both by
Chaffee of the Portland Boys
Club, Beale taking third in the
220, and Gates of Bow coin
tin lot yord frocrtyk.

The Masque and Gown owns vlctrola records, it was discovered, and
has the following choice collection
stowed away among old rags and

m

BROWN COMMENDS
MASQUERS TO ACT
SENSEJF HUMOR
•mCUTON FRIDAY
"A

sense of

humor

is

a needed wea-

pon to be wielded against the care
and dullness and the increasing tendency to ttandardixation," declared
Professor Herbert R. Brown at a recant address to *he Men's Club of the
High Street Congregational church of
Auburn.
Many jokes, he declared, were inadvertent. To illustrate this point he
the case of the unfortunate
student who decided to write boat
because be could not spell vessel, only
He further
spell
boat, b-o-t-e.
to
stated that humor was one of the
most maligned things in the world.
sense of humor is a point of view or
C philosophy of life and not merely
collection of stories.

cited

A

Humor

Ha

Understatement

Is

assarted that

humor was

often

an understatement, especially in New
England. One type is represented by
the New Englander who never committed himself who was standing on
tht station platform obviously going
to Boston. A friend inquired "going
to Boston?" The New Englander replied "I'm going in that direction."
This type, explained Professor Brown
is one that people outside of New
England are slow to grasp.
Tall Stories Abundant
country that has a Mississippi
andt a Niagara must be expected to

With Edwin G. Walker '36 in the
Masque and Gown will present "The Circle", by W. Somerset

lead, the

Maugham, in Memorial Hall this Friday evening at 8.00 o'clock, during
Sub-Freshman Week End. An English society comedy, "The Circle", is
regarded as one of Maugham's best
plays, and has been popular in this
country- The play was given by" the
Portland Drama Guild last week before an enthusiastic audience.
"The Circle" concerns the return to
England of Lord Porteous (Walker)

and Lady Kitty (Mrs. dishing), who
had run away together years before
to

live

in

Italy

as

social

outcasts.

Lady
Kitty's
husband
(H.
W.
Holmes) whom she abandoned in favor of Lord Porteous, gloats over
their petty quarrels. Complications
arise when Porteous and Kitty point
to themselves as horrible examples,
and try to dissuade Elizabeth (Mrs.
White) not to run away with Edward
Luton (Bassett).
Others in the cast are Mrs. Carleton Young, Ray West *S6, Stanley
Williams, Jr., '37, and Frank Swan,
'36. The play is being coached
by Mr. Quinby. Paul Laidley '36 is
staging the play, assisted by William Klaber '37, and Frank Swan, Jr.,
Jr.,

James Pocock
and Richard
Woods '37 are designing the setting
he for the play. Assistant stage manRedman '38,
Professor agers include John
said
"Often,"
asserted.
Brown, "there is humor in the speech James Dennis '38, Charles Goodwin
*38. William Fish '38, and George
of a child who says exactly what he
Wilson "38.
thinks?'
j
As was done at Sub-Freshman
that
declared
Professor Brown
every period in history had had its Week End last year, the houses will
great humorists. The dull Victorian be able to purchase group admissions,
age produced Lewis Carroll, Gilbert which will admit members of the
and Sullivan, and many others. Even house and their sub-freshman guests.
the Puritans, he insisted, must have A few seats will be reserved for faculty members. Asa Kimball '36 is in
had some sense of humor.
charge of the tickets, and houses
Next Sunday's Chapel service will wishing a group admission should see
be conducted by the Rev. Mr. Ben him, at the D. U. House.
Roberts, Congregational minister of
Newton Highlands, Massachusetts.
Reverend Roberts is a brother-in-law
of Professor Ernst C. Helmreich of
the History Department.

A

reflect

humor

its

hi

1. Walking on duckboards, 2. Walking through mud, 8.
Aeroplane taking off and circling, 4.
Cheers, 5. Train starting, running at
constant speed, and stopping (complete with hiss of steam), and numerous well worn marches.
Meditatively eyeing an old alto
horn case and several boxes of assorted costumes, your reporter turned
to descend from this celestial region
of dry', dusty beams, expanses of
painted canvas, and names painted on

cans of paint:

student representing the junior
class and one representing the freshman class are married at an annual
ceremony symbolizing the union of
two classes at Mississippi State College.

B. Chipman, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
Retail

the

first

map

1)

Inb
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Six Juniors were selected as •
nucleus for next year's Ibis,
senior honorary social society,
by this year's members at a
meeting at 1? Hyde kail Thursday evening. The new members
are Robert P. Ashley, Robert R.

D

of the island, and will

also take soundings around the shore.
Crystal will be in charge of all the
photography, and will he required to
photograph many species of Arctic
birds.

Equipped with three boats

—a

46-

between &S0 and 4.30 Tuesday morning last weak, when a {Ticked squad
af about twenty men raided Hyde and
Winthrop Halls.
The sophomores sought Gildersleeve
and others in the freshman "Flying
Squadron" who were sleeping in the
attic Hyde, but were unsuccessful.
At Winthrop they caught several
freshmen whom they took ofi rides,
after a several round wrestling match
between "Stooge" Healy '37 and

—

Hagy, Jr., Lawrence S. Hall,
Burroughs Mitchell, Edwin G.
Walker, and J. Raymond West.
Ibis, founded in 1903, is Bow-

>

bers are Allen F. Hubbell, Vincent Nowlis, John 0. Parker, Arthur M. Stratton. John Worcester, Joseph L. Fisher, John S.
Holden. David Merrill, Andrew
T. Rolfe, Stanley A. Sargent and
John V. Schaffner, all of the sen-

A

A
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STUDENTS HEAR
MORGAN NOYES
Youth Must Choose Between

God and Paganism, Says
Noted Clergyman
"The real religion of millions of
Americana is not Christianity,*' said
the Reverend Morgan F. Noyes, D.D.,
of the Central P resb y terian church of
Montclair,
last

New

Jersey, speaking in
Referring to

Sunday's chapel.

the recent revival of ancient pagan
faiths in Germany, Doctor Noyes declared that it was up to the youth of
today to choose between Christianity

and paganism.

CiriatitfJty Makes Contribution
Doctor Noyes declared that, on the
other hand, Christianity has contributed three sources of enrichment and
The
spiritual energy to humanity.
first of these was, he said, an idea!
ior class.
of the true worth of the Individual
man, an ideal opposed to tha slavery
four freshmen but was chastized , for of ancient heathen nations, such as
this pleasantry.
Egypt; the second was a spirit of
After the "Siege of the Nest" friendship binding together races and
Thursday night, the freshmen took nations.
the precaution of sleeping on the top
Gives Idea of God
floor of Winthrop hall, sleeping seven
The third contribution, Dr. Noyes
and eight in a room fully clothed, in
said, was a lofty idea of the nature
order to be prepared for any sophohave always had some
"We
of
God:
more raids. Guards kept watch all
sort of an idea at a power behind the
night but no men of '37 appeared.
There ia at work someA small bonfire built by persons universe
is a spirit
unknown near the Art Building late thing which says that God indeed
we
will, of which
Thursday night caused great excite- of good
know
ment when two alarms brought both know little, butweof whom we
life with
that
can
face
so
enough
many
great
Brunswick Fire trucks, a
triumphant
and
a
and
honour
courage
cars, and still more laughing spectafaith. And that something is what we
tors to the scene. The blaze, around
seen of the spirit of goad will in
which hilarious juniors held u war- have
the life and self-giving of J*ua."
dance, died out in five minutes.
.

.

.

Brunswick, Me.

TO MIX EM
HOW
A New
A

RELIGIOUS LEADER

COLLEGE GUEST

Recipe For

rectors.

Reverend Mr. Bradford E. Gale,
Pastor of the Unitarian Church of
The weekly newspaper of Montana
Lincoln, Mass., and President of the State College has organized a "dating"
National Young People's Religious bureau to aid lonely stags and wallForum is on Campus for a few days, flower eo-edsi
meeting individuals and groups in
conference. The latter have met each
evening in the B.C.A. room of the
Union. This morning the Rev. Mr.
Bradford addressed the student body
and
in Chapel.

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

After 98 years of existence the oldest house on the Yale campus, Alpha
Delta Phi, voted itself out of existence

doin's sole surviving honorary
Twelve meetings
class society.
sre held esch year, at which papen are read and discussions
1935-38 membership
held. The
selections will be completed at
the end of this school year by the
group elected Thursday evening.

Donald F. Barnes is present
chairman of Ibis. Other mem-

10M

Take one sport jacket

-

Fashion:

either the coat of a sport back
odd flannel slacks

suit - or separate jacket - one pair of
*
serve in spring and summer.
.
.
.

BOWDOIN SEAL
FRATERNITY PAPER
KAYWOODTE PIPES

recently.

A

The

Representative of

Phillips

Book Store

of Cambridge, Mass.
Will be at

School of Dentistry

Morton's Newsstand
208 MAINE STREET

«

A

three year course of instruction, quarter plan. The dental and
medical divisions are closely affiliated.
Dental students have two
years of basic medical study under the direction and supervision of

9 A. M.

-

5 P. M.

Wednesday, May 1st, and
Thursday, May 2nd

the medical fsculty. Clinical practice of dentistry,
sR its varied
aspects, is sapervised by the dental division and ia connected with the

These combined institutions offer an unusually belpfnl experience ia clinical observation, diagnosis, and treatment of dental conditions. The next regular session will open July

clinics of several hospitals.

Te Pay Cesh For
AH Kinds of Used
Text and Reference Books
Whether Used Here or Not
This is sn Opportunity for you to
rid your shelves of books you no

For farther information address
-

(GsashHM*

the early lead of the freshmen came
(Omtteeas (not pas*

As

Nucleus For Next Year

RED CROSS AWARD

1st, 1933.

Wholesale

Ibis Elects Juniors

ATTEND
PEACE

BANQUET^

LIFE-SAVERS EARN

m

Lyman

FRESHIffiN

A

The University of Buffalo

A

STUDENTS SAIL
NORTH IN JUNE

foot cruiser, an 18-foot dory with an
outboard motor, and a 12-foot dinghy
also equipped with a motor the
the wall dating from 1872 up. He was members of the party will investigate
at first puzzled by the hundreds of many of the Islands lying adjacent "Vas" Flint '88.
Two hours after these event*, a
dead flies lying on all exposed sur- in the Bay of Fundy. Kent's Island
faces. The explanation, he learned, is is but 225 miles northwest of Port- small group of freshmen aroused
simple—they flock there in summer, land, but lies almost completely Charles F. Brewster and William S.
all windows are shut in the fall, and isolated.
Two small islands are con- Burton, sophomores, in their beds in
they gradually die off of starvation. nected with it by low tides, and these the Deke house, and spirited them
few live till January— insect are expected some day to pass into off to tile Freeport shore, where after
unMethuselahs!
the possession of the college. One will sundry paddling they took the
fortunate sophs to an island three
be named Bowdoin Island.
miles out. Tha latter wefe also forced
To Explore Vicinity
to push three freshmen in a rowboat
Murr Ledges, a totally inaccessible a mile through the mud-flats, for a
island upon which a white man has fisherman audience.
never landed, win be attacked by a
Battle Near Memorial Hall
party of three of the students, Who
Thursday morning GilderAt
Two-thirds of the original twentywill attempt to swim ashore and
sleeve attended an English hour-exthree candidates who began the two
establish a camp, pulling ashore sup- amination, and a hundred freshmen
week Senior Life-Saving instructions
a tent. They will study the were present to protect him when he
completed the water examinations plies and
razor-billed Auks which live on this came out of Memorial Hall.
fight
last week.
lecture on artificial
island in great numbers, and about
began as a few sophomores attemptrespiration which Coach Miller gave
little is known.
whieh
very
ed to save Euan Davis from being kidlast Thursday afternoon furnished
Kent's Island, for whieh the college napped, but were hopelessly outnumthe basis of a theme which will compaid one dollar to Mr. Rockefeller, bered. After
plete the course.
a *aaU wrestling match
which will be the field ground for behind the building, »n which much
Eight men earned the rank of Ex- and
annual Bowdoin expeditions such ma stripping was done, Sophomores Lataminer. This award which is the most
of the group of ty, Healy, and Clarkson were capadvanced Red Cross life saving rank last year's, is one official
maps as tured and borne off to severe "Chi
known on
was won by the following men: John three
Islands. It is encompassed by
Chi" sessions.
M. Beale '35, Raymond Pach '36, Three four-mile
an hour currents.
Latty was covered with molasses,
Thompson C. Baxter "36, William F. strong
students will have to fetch their)
The
rolled, in pine-needles, and left pracLeach '37, Thomas M. Bradford, Jr.,
supplies by boat from a fishing til- tically nude eight miles from Bruns•37, Brewster Rundlette
'38, David
lage in the neighborhood.
wick, to be rescued by seme friends
Fitts "38, and William H. Fisher, Jr.,
Murphy WIN Visit Island
"88.
that afternoon. Healy upset the roWDr. Gross will visit the island durboat in which he was foreed to push
Carries,
approaches, breaks for
ing the summer, accompanied by Olin
grips,
and methods of artificial 8. Pettengiil and Dr. Robert Cushresuscitation have been taken up durman Murphy, of the American Muing the course. Those desiring to beseum in New York City, a noteq
come examiners have reviewed the scientist. These men will inspect the
elementals and have practiced teachdata, and outline plans for the reing work, analysis of performance,
maining days of the summer.
and marking tests so that they maySumner T. Pike of New York, and
be qualified to become instructors.
Mr. John S. Rockefeller are helping
finance the expedition to which the
college may give funds for maintenance. These men and Drs. Gross and
IS
Copeland constitute the Board of Di-

'38

'36.

stories,

tall

(

Of Memorial Hall

MaaaaaaaaaaaaaaB

School of Dentistry, 25 Goodrich Street,Buffalo, N.Y.
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Portland. Me.
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$6.00
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Men

Gray Flannel Slacks
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College
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Sleeveless Sweaters

Jockey Shorts
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Triangle Meet

Behr Runs Twenty Mile

To Draw

Lewiston Route In 2:18

Colby, Springfield Here
In anticipation of the first home
track meet in two years Jack Magee's
strong squad is winding up a month
of rigerous training and will face two
strong invaders, Springfield and Colby, at Whittier Field this Saturday.
Led by such men as Phil Good
I.C.4A. High Hurdles' champion, and
Avenging last year's stinging a*.national A.A.U. Low Hurdles' Champion; and Howard Niblock, Intercol- feat at the hands of Exeter Acadlegiate indoor shot put champion, emy's one-man team, the BowdoinJayvee's
led through the 'entire meet
percertain
have
Bowdoin seems to
a
centage of points labelled for her- to send their strong opponents to a
70-56 defeat on the academy track in
self before the start.
Veyaey, Colby's veteran long dis- Exeter, New Hampshire, last Saturtance runner, one of the outstanding day afternoon.
The Exeter team took firsts in an
milers and two-milera in the East;
and Captain Parks of Springfield, even half of the fourteen events, but
popular sprinter and broad Jumper they showed greatly the loss of Donovan,
last year's star, and the Jayjump
broad
who recently set a new
record and was awarded the cup at vees gained the difference through
the New England Meet, may be an overwhelming number of second
counted on to offer several obstacles and third places.
The feature of the meet was the
in Bowdoin's path next Saturday.
speedy 9.9 100-yard run by Captain
Adaau Back in Competition
Kerr of the prep squad who broke the
Several Bowdoin men who may tape more than five feet ahead of

Lewistou to the Delta Us- ilea
House, a distance of twenty
miles, in 3 hours and IS minutes!
This was the recent eross-conntry achievement of Charles E.
Behr '35, who won by this run
a total of four dollars, when all
the wagers involved had been

JAYVEESWIN

EXETER MEET

possibly feature" are: Marvin,
Adams, High and
miler;

quite

jumper; Harrison, hammer
thrower; Maxcy, sprinter; and Shute,
half miler.
Ma gee Predicts Results
In an interview earlier in the week
Coach John J. Magee predicted that
the following men may quite possibly
place la, the various events:
Parks' of Springfield should win the
100 yard dash, pressed by Maxcy
and Good of Bowdoin. Daggett of
Colby will be a close runner up.
In the 220, Parks and Maxcy will
again feature, followed by Goodwin
of Springfield, and Buyniski of Colby.
Marvin of Bowdoin is expected to
take the quarter mile. Merrick of
Colby, Boyden of Springfield, and
Hatchfield of Bowdoin will compete
for the other places. Kately of
Shute and Cowan of
Springfield,
Bowdoin, and Veysey of Colby will
compete in the half mile which
Coach Magee expects to be the most
colorful event of the meet.
Good Probable Winner
Phil Good, Boyden of Springfield,
Nadeau of Colby and Owen of Bowdoin will seek laurels in the low hurdles; and while Good will still prevail in the high hurdles, ne will meet
other competition in the persons of
Martin of Springfield, and Dolan of
Colby. Dean of Bowdoin should place

m

balanced.

In completing the ran in record time, the embryonic Demar
smashed the former mark over
the distance, set at 2 hours and
45 minutes during his junior year
by Fred Burton '34, ex-captain
of the Bowdoin track team and
also a D.U.
Richard L. Grey '36 was timer.
Behr was checked at the end of
every mile by Douglas M. Sands
'36, the present track manager,
in a ear. The "Flying Chem-Maior* trained for three weeks, and
has been a member of cross
country teams during his college
career.

i

WALSH ASMS FOR
BASIC PRINCIPLES

start.

tackling,
sprinting, passing, punting, and centering—are to be the sole interest of
Bowdoin's spring football squad during the remaining two weeks' of
Walsh recently inwho pulled a tendon during a practice practice. an"Coach
Orient reporter.
formed
session last week. High point winner
"I doubt if there will be more than
for the meet was Beltzner of Exeter
scrimmages this spring,
who amassed thirteen points with one or two
and vesy possibly none at all," Walsh
firsts in pole vault and broad jump
to make sure that the
and a tie for first with Deane ol sajdr^Fwant are
well agreed on the
Bowdoin and Wilson of Exeter in r ayers and I
basic principles of football, that there
the high jump. High pointers for the
will be only one kind of playing on the
Jayvees were Burritt with eight
fall, and that,
next
Bowdoin
field for
points and Deane with six.
it will be as nearly correct as we can
In the mile run Bond took the lead
from the start and kept it until make it."

"Fundamentals—blocking,

Smith Is Disabled
Bowdoin's team was somewhat
weakened by the disability of the
freshman dashman Smith, potential
high point winner for the Jayvees

I

1

'

i

,

;

I

Young

breasted him in the last few
The two crossed together in a

yards.

dead heat to

—

run

Mile

tie for first honors.
D*ad heat between Young

Bond (both B)

third. Meeker <E).
Time. 4
mln. 54. S aee.
Half-mile ran Won by Cowan (B) second.
Parker (E) third. Green (E). Time. 2 min.
4.2 nc.
440-yard daah Won by Thompson (E) saeond. Fox (B)
third. Fischer (B).
Time, 53
;

—

;

:

—

;

;

aac.

22«-yard daah— Won by Burritt (B) second.
Soul* (B) third. Ahem (E). Time. 23.S sec.
220-yard low hurdle* Won by Stanwood
(B)
second. Estabrook (B)
third. Otis (E).
|

:

:

;

Time. 27.3

sac.

120-yard high hurdles- Won by Wilson (E)
Deane (B) third. Mann (B). Time.

:

second.
18.5

;

aw.

100-yard
Burritt (B)

this event.

daah— Won by Kerr (E)
third. Soule (B).

:

Time.

second.

:

9.9 aac.

Hammer throw— Won by Lane (B) second.
Mile fans will witness a fine ex(B) third. Skillinits (B). Distance.
when Veysey, one of New Larcom
158 ft. 11 inches.
England's best long distance runners
Javelin throw— Won by Fry* (B)
second.
enters into competition with Porter Strong (B); third. Finocan (E). Distance,
IBS
feet.
8 inches.
Springfield.
of Bowdoin, and Vogt of
Pole vault Won by Beltzner (E)
second.
In the two mile Veysey and Porter Godfrey (E) third, tie between Diller and
will again be competing having more Raleigh (both B). Height. 11 feet, 4 inches.
Shot pot— Won by Downing (E) second, tie
opposition with Hampson of Spring- between
O'Donnell and Neal (both B). Disfield. Hutchinson of Bowdoin should tance. 48 feat. 3 inches.
Discus throw — Won by Downing (E)
secbe a close runner up.
ond. Ingalls (B) third, Culbart (E). Distance.
Parks Holds Record
120 feet. 8{ inches.
:

hibition

Slacking in Practice
Rising Week activities and examseveral courses prevent1
ed much practice last week. The
squad of about thirty men is working,
out regularly this week and next.
In a talk given at the Brunswick
Rotary Club last week. Coach Walsh
ridiculed the statements of Portland
inations in

and

White Bows To
Good Wins
Colby In Opener
Second At
Penn Meet

In spite of three runs scored in
the first inning as a result of errors by the Colby infield, the Bowdoin nine lost the first tilt of the
state series 8-4 to the White Mule at
afternoon.
Running outdoors for the first time Waterville,
Saturday
this year, Phil Good co-holder of the Doug Walker was nicked for a total
while Al Farnham, Colby
indoor IC4A high hurdle champion- of 11 hits
hurler, limited the Polar Bears to
ship was edged into second position
five.

Michigan's phenominal colored
athlete in the 110 meter high hurdles
of the Penn Relay Carnival last Friday at Philadelphia.
During the trial heats Good set a
new meet record of 15.1 seconds over
the high timbers but Ward's spectacular sprint over the last three
hurdles in the finals lowered Good's
mark to 14.5 for a permanent meet
record.
In capturing second place
Good again proved his superiority
over the ether ace hurdlers of the
East by defeating Pessoni of Manhattan, also co-holder of the indoor IC4A
high hurdle crown and Everett of

by

Virginia,

Burritt, freshman dashman who finished strong in spite of a rather slow

quarter

Bros

"

newspapers relating to his feelings

—

favorable or unfavorable about the
material at Bowdoin, and pointed
out that he would not be able to tell
1

much about

squad imd Ihe

his

193j§

prospects until he sees the men in
scrimmage this fall and learns something more about the strength of his
opposition.

last

year's

Penn

White Rifler*
NETMENTOUR
Swamp Legion
N. E. COLLEGES
Outshooting an American Legion
team from Portland for the second
time last Friday, the Bowdoin College Rifle Team retained its record
for no .defeats in its home range. The
Legion riflemen of the Ralph Caldwell

Post came to Brunswick intent upon
avenging their defeat inflicted by the

started off the first Bowdoin sharpshooters three weeks
inning by reaching first safely after ago.
Brown, Colby catcher dropped the
At the final reckoning of scores it
third strike. Fraxier followed with a was shown that the highest score of
single which advanced Merrill to the Legionnaires was less than Bowthird; and on Bill Shaw's sacrifice, doin's poorest set of targets. The
Merrill tallied the first run while team attributes the decisiveness of
Frazier stole second. On the next the victory twenty points better
play, both Fraxier and Shaw scored than their last to the presence of
after a wild throw to first.
Coach Ralph A. Wagg, who came
Bowdoin's last run came in the down from Auburn for the match. In
fourth with Thibodeau's sacrifice af- both of the recent meets each man has
ter two singles by Kent and Johnson. fired ten shots prone and five shots in
Colby got her first score in the sec- the kneeling, sitting and standing
ond when R. Farnham was safe on a positions.
dropped third strike. After advancDub Tourney Postponed
Relay ing to second, he scored on a double
Due to the activities of Rising
by Ross. In the third, Geer was given Week the Handicap Match, open to

Dave

Merrill

—

'

champion.
Relay Team Handicapped
a base on balls, stole second and came
To date Phil has been running but in on Sawyer's single.
five hurdles in the various indoor
The seventh inning saw Bowdoin's
meets throughout the winter and hav- downfall as the players from Watering had but one week of outdoor ville pushed over five runs to compractice he was not quite in top plete their scoring for the day. Sawshape. His Unofficial time of 14.7 sec- yer singled and was followed by two
onds, however, falls just one-tenth bunts by Yadwinski and Ayotte, the
of a second behind his Japanese rec- latter advancing Sawyer to third ana
ord of 14.6 which he set up during his Yadwinski to second. Al Farnham 's
double scored both runs. After safe
tour in the Orient last fall.
Bowdoin's other representatives at hits by Ross and Art Brown, a bunt
the Relays the mile relay team, by Sheehan, coupled with a Bowdoin
found themselves in exceptionally error, brought in the three men on
fast company running against teams base.
ab r bh po a
from Amherst, Michigan State, Wil- COLBY
sa
liam and Mary, Rutgers, and Ohio Lemievx,
Geer, 2b
J 1
* 2
Wesleyan. The team was singularly Sawyer, Sb
2
I
1
1
Yadwinakl.
rf
1
1
handicapped by the illness of GarAyotte. If
I
^
diner Maxcy who has proven in- A. Farnham,
4
3
• 11
p
valuable in the indoor meets this Boss, ef
4
1

—

S0112

Brown, e

winter.

Running in the fifth lane, the relay team got off to a poor start and
splendid quarter
in spite of tike

4

Sheehan, lb

1

S

Totals

11

r

bh po

a

4

Shaw, lb
Walker, p

10 18
118*

4

1

8 10

1

Kent, as

4
4

4

99
97
97
95
97

Lojjd

Bradford
Burton

Favour
Beal

46
4(
42
47
37

48
44
4S
4«
it

39
87

87
SS
42

Term

PORTLAND
Stewart
Pratt

Gordon
Moore
O'Brien

prone
9«

sit

96
86
98
95

41

42

41
41

26
89

27
22
37
32
20

41

—

:

:

:

:

May

1

Rutherford, e
Gantry, 8b

8
8

Davidson x

1

Allen's

-

Every year the faculty edits one issue of the Temple University's humorous publication, "The Owl".

doin, and Neumer of Colby.
Niblock, shot put record

and Harry Snow
that

event

holder

Springfield and Dunton of Bowdoin
will vie. In the Hammer throw, Harrison of Bowdoin and Merrick of Col-

Pushing

Bowdoin.

House Cooking

10.6 inches.

will probably take

for

—

;

by

them will be Walmsey of Springfield
and Lafleur of Colby. Niblock and

will compete.

A

Brunswick Hardware Co,
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
136—87 Maine SW—Tci. 137

Tel.

breaking crowd is anto witness
this
triangle

record

ticipated

Snow will again click in the Discus,
this time in competition with Kodis

May

meet on

fourth.

Clothing

Sub-Freshmen

will be guests of the College on that
of Springfield and Hodges of Colby.
date and will have the opportunity of
High Jump Star Event
seeing two rival colleges in competiAnother star event of the meet tion with Bowdoin's widely famed
track team which is at present the
there
which
in
will be the High Jump
will
compete Marshall of Colby, champion team of New England.
Adams of Bowdoin, and Turner of
Springfield, all of whom have jumped
over six feet. With them will be

and

Gents' Furnishings'

jumping

Springfield,

of

Ellis

and

Ice

Niblock of Bowdoin.

Kutmech

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

of Springfield, Rideout of
Bowdoin and Reed of Colby will be
the outstanding competitors in the
pole vault. All are predicted to ex-

86 Maine St.

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

miiuiiTmiiiiiiinK

Bowdoin Men

Tel. 350

The
ceed a height of twelve feet.
javelin event will be a sharp contest
in which Estes of Colby, Parker of

Varney's Jewelry Store

Have Their

for Gifts

Printing

Stationery

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

•

Fountain Pens

for all

-

Cards

occasions

Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods. Fruit, Fresh Vegetables!, Olives, Pickles. Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

& GERVAJS

LECLAIR

WISEMAN FARMS

expertly done
103 Maine Street

The

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

kinds east of Portland.

TUFTS COLLEGE

Phone S

Brunswick
Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

DENTAL SCHOOL

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

May

-

degree of Doctor of Dental Medicine to
candidates who present credentials showing
two yean of college work, including six
semester hours in each of the following
subjects
English. Biology and Physics,
and twelve semester hours in Chemistry
Inorganic and Organic The School is
co-educational.

LADDIE
I

—

-

with •
Gloria Stuart

•

also

John Beal

News

Thursday

for

Cartoon

George Burns

Saturday

•

May

-

James G lesson

JUST OVER THE

Hour

Service

-

also

Mon. and Tnea,

NEW BRIDGE

William Powell

rette

you too could

visit

our

factories

you could

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals
Dry

6th and 7th

Lumber and Building Materials of

Comedy

A. E.

T

WORRELL

"22.

ciga-

is

how

carefully each Chester-

inspected

and see

also

how

by human

hands.

Whenever you happen to be in Richmond,Va.,
Durham, N. C, or San Francisco, California, we
invite you to stop at the Liggett & Myers plants
and see how Chesterfields are made.

Wood

Ginger Rogers

STAR OF MIDNIGHT

could notice

cigarette

Chesterfields axe practically untouched

CO.

Fuel Oils

Fireplace

and the modern

making machinery.

You

•

May
•

and haveaJketter taste.

in their spotless uniforms,

— TOPSHAM, MAINE

field

Comedy
-

that I have

I understand

than ever why people say Chesterare milder
If

4th

.

Edna May Oliver

-

Cartoon

News

24

-

A Honeymoon
with

"Now

Socony Gas and Motor Oils

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION

-

Sound Act

Murder On

Chesterfield

see the clean, airy surroundings; the employees

Gracie Allen

•

•

-

.

also

•

News

Gulf

Complete Lubrication

LOVE IN BLOOM
with

-

3rd

a

seen Chesterfields made,

fields
Colonial

May

visited

factory recently, said:

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS

Comedy

-

•

..e..e T e.ee.«.e«.«».iaTT»t

A man who
better

Barrie

-

•

Friday

PUBLISHING CO.

-

Wendy

also

•

BRUNSWICK

Dtn

Tmft* Colltg, Dental School
894 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.

WORLD

ITS A SMALL
• with
Spencer Tracy -

The

fwlkir infrrmdUn eadrest;

HowAao M. Masjerison, D.M.D.,

May 2nd

•

Print the Orient and

Alumnus

—

•

Comedy

•

We

Otfiks a four-year course leading to the

1st

All Kinds

Mgr.

• 1MJ. Lkcstt Si itau Tobacco Co.

'34.

The

men

making

the

210
209
204
197
19,5

Amherst's victory over Bowdoin
the fast work of
Capt. Winston and Meldrum in the
singles against Woodger and Fisher,
respectively. The sets lost by Woodger were 6^0, 6-1, while the MeldrumFisher sets were 6-4, 6-0.

was featured by

Carnegie Institute astronomers are
conducting studies of a very faint
nebula said to be 1,330,000,000,000,000,000,000 miles away.

$1.00 to $3.00

feet7 8 Inches'.

't

Loth

4

Mills, rf

According to a Lehigh University
survey, Phi Beta Kappa men still lead
the other members of their class
twenty-five years after graduation.

Broad jump Won by Beltsner (E) ; second,
Ulen (E) third, Soule (B). Distance, 21 fact.

This year's team includes all the
men of last year except Eric

varsity

Day

SEND HER A BOX OF "WHITMAN'S"

PhilgfsaSl
Height,

7-2.

12th, Mother's

;

in which he is a record holder. Jump
ing against him will be Turner of
Springfield, Adams and Soule of Bow-

total

total 1015

:

:

232
224
221
221
212

total 1110

kneel* stand

46

49
49

Team

12

4

Johnson, ef
Thibodeau, rf

week's barnstorming through
during which they will

1

8 II 27 17

ab

Merrill, 2b
Fraxier. If

On a

New England

come into conflict with the ace racquetmen of Amherst, Williams, Middlebury, Wesleyan, Trinity, and Tufts,
the Bowdoin Tennis Team expects to
have an even more successful season
than last year. Amherst and Williams
with whom the White netmen played
on Monday and Tuesday respectively
were expected to be the strongest opponents on the schedule. On Monday
the Bowdoin team bowed to Amherst

trip are: J. L. Fisher *85, Capt. Woodger "35, R. P. Ashley '36, W. Thomas
*36, F. Kibbe "37, H. H. Dana 'SB, and
all students with a choice of any hanRichard C. Bechtel "36. The oppodicap, has been postponed until May
nents named above wilt play Bowdoin
12.
Entrance to the match must be
each successive day this week with
in by the Thursday of that week.
the last game on Saturday at MedBox score for meet:
ford.
BOWDOIN
prone
sit
kneel
stand total

t 11

29

BOWDOIN

.

turned in by Vale Marvin, running
anchor man, the team was forced
into sixth position by the end of the
race. The Amherst quartet which won
the race in 8.25 is accredited as one
of the best small college relay teams
in the country having beaten Harvard repeatedly this year. The Bowdoin team in the order of their running was composed of Hall, Hatchfield, Owen and Marvin.

—

Amherst Hands First Defeat
to Bowdoin Players in
Season Opener

Drug

Store

mmmmmmmm

;

STATE MEET AT

THE BOW

LEWISTON SATURDAY

VOL. LXV.

Rises

AMONG

the rapid rises that have

Bowdoin

End

support
fraternities, the plan
to present "Mostellaria" at Ivy
Room Parties has been abandoned. At a meeting of the Classical Clnb held last night in the
Mouken Union, Director George
H. Quinby pointed oat that the
play would have to he done in
modern dress or not at all. because of financial reasons. Rather than run the risk of having no
rapport, the club decided to give
np the entire project.
At present it is undecided
whether or not the Masqae and
Gown will reproduce The Circle" for the entertainment of the
guests. If proper support is given the fraternities, the club has
of

Because
from the

Welcomes Week
With Varied

Visitors

HERBERT R. BROWN
ARRANGES EVENTS
75 Prospective Students Go
to Classes; Use Pool,

lack

—

new

to us, thanks to last year's
cruise, but we're looking forward
with great expectations to visiting

NEWTON MINISTER

Paris."

ADDRESSES CHAPEL

The
ably

Cumberland.

"There
world,

r

is

when

five

make

trombone:

hope for this distressed
the imagination of Jesus

Howie

men who
the trip

most nrobare Tom Mack,
will

Bill Kierstead, string base;

Milliken.

trumoet;

Stuart

a lack of interest, the PoForum, started so amlitical
bitiously last fall, has decided to hold
no more meetings for the rest of the
year.
At the last meeting of the
group, only two people appeared to
It is a reserve as an audience.

becomes the faith of all mankind,*' Davis, piano; and John Baker, drums
said Reverend Ben Roberts, Congre- and saxaphone.
gational minister of Newton Highlands, Mass., in last Sunday's Chapel

thing to see the interest
wane in one of the most forward organisations of the college. Here, the
students were taking an interest in
the problems of the world which are
now confronting them. No one can
afford to be oblivious to these problems. All people are affected by them.
Even if the student feels that he is
not vitally affected,— a fallacy in ithe soon will be. The interest
self,
in politics has been hailed as a greatforwaTmovemTnT fo'see it dropped
would be an equally great step back
It is now hoped that the students will
rally to its support when it is reorganized next full.

sus Christ?", he pointed out that
parts have been assigned
war and the present economic crisis forFifteen
the forthcoming presentation of
are due to the disregard of Christian "The Merchant of Venice" as a part

to

Explaining and interpreting "What

Christ's ideals.

|
1

r

^

assume some more peaceful aspect^
such as this one, there would be few
or no objections to the continuance
A word to the
of this tradition.
wise

.

.

.

FORUM
ST0PSJ0R YEAR

POLITICAL

Largely because of the possibility
of Door attendance at meetings with
major exams and Ivy houseparty so
near at hand, the Bowdoin Political
Forum has decided to terminate its
program for this vear. Earlv next
fall the Forum will be resumed with
a meeting at which new officers of the
forum itself will probably be elected;
the International Relations Commitwill then continue its activities
with this year's personnel, except for
those members of this year's senior

tee

class.

Next year the forum will nrobablv
present a dusl program: the nanel
discussions of the International Relations Committee and also the meetings of the Forum itself n which
tonkJH of general Political interest
will he taken up. Meetings will be
held about once in two weeks, and efforts will be made to give more publicity to the doinrs of the Forum.
Nine meetings of the Bowdoin PoFon>m have been held this
litical
venr. All the first five we'<- lectures
followed by discussion. The sixth
i

and that young men in colof the Commencement exercises. One
should forget forms and cerewoman's part and two small male
should try to follow
speaking parts are as yet unassigned,
as well as ten or twelve extras.
Christ's Spirit Immortal
Tryouts for the parts were held
Jesus did not fit into His selfish yesterday afternoon, when all the
The two
world, and today He still doesn't be male parts were assigned.
long. War seems to be just around women's parts of Portia and Narissa
the corner and the spirit of Jesus has will be played by Mrs. David Graham,
been pushed aside. But in spite of the of New York fame, and Miss Nella
black outlook for the world, Jesus Barber, who has appeared with the
and His message will never die, be- Masque and Gown in various plays.
cause men can not give up the spirit
The parts already assigned are as
of redemption
follows: Duke of Venice, R. West;
"The vitality of the Christian Prince of Morocco, D. Pettiryrill;
Faith is the miracle of all ages", de- Prince of Aragon, F. Gwynne; Anclared Reverend Roberts. Whether we tonio,
McCann; Bassanio, W.
R.
at present live or not. will never ef- Holmes: Salanio, R. Cleaves; Salfect the fact that Jesus is eternal. arino, R. Peakes; Gratiano. T. BasThe idealism of Jesus is needed, and sett; Lorenzo, W. Rice; Shylock, E.
consciousness of the Ten Command- Walker; Tubal, T. Thiloon; Lancemen ts is necessary for the existence lot Gobbo, H. Vogel; Salerio, F.
"
f society. "In the warfare against Gould;
Leonardo,
E.
rea lity, man has one weapon: the Portia, Mrs. David Graham; and
tf
of ,
,
Nerissa, Nella Barber.
Principles,

monies and

own

W

called Je-

lege

-

-

man

shall I do with this

—

week, the students
fight over the famous Tech paddle. Thirty contestants
tried to win a free year-book by
climbing up a greased structure to
get the paddle at the top. There was
a great deal of fun in this fight in
which everyone *«*£*«>
«™*J {»
boa*about_it. JfJR»«n* Week

RFTEEN TO ACT IN
SHAKESPEARE PLAY

address.

grettable

s
last

determined Yet

*

in 880;

J

j

,

|

behind with 22

Chi

five

months ago did.

the College realize that the mineral
collection in the Cleaveland Cabinet'
was a thing to cherish, not to neglect,
Up to that time it looked as though
the demand for office and class room
might push out the collection, which
was founded in 1873 by a generous
admirer of Professor Parker Cleaveland, instructor in mathematics and
science from 1805 to 1858.
Pieces of rock wandered to the
science building; others disappeared
into the upper regions of Massachusetts Hall along with such a variety
of relics as an old sketch of the inner!
workings of a volcano, an old steam
vehicle of 1832, a silk hat worn by
Parker Cleaveland in 1854, and Indian witch doctor's masks.
The display cases that held the center of the floor gave way to a shiny
table, chairs, and the coming and going of students.
j

"Best

Collection

One day a person

in

Maine

all

END ONJATURDAY

1935.

The Philo Sherman Bennett Prize
First he copied all the names down
from the labels according to position. '*« open only to Juniors and Seniors.
There did not seem to be an easy Essays in competition for this nrize.
fund for which was established
the
next step, and Jim had to recopy the
list, several hundreds of names, ac- by William J. Bryan from the trust,
cording to first letters all the names funds of the estate of the late Philo
beginning with c, for example, in one Sherman Bennett, must discuss the
column. Then he recopied again, this principles of free government.
The Horace Lord Piper Prize is
time roughly alphabetically.
Finally the checked list was tran- awarded to the sophom.ore who writes
an essay on the subject best calculatscribed in a neat notebook with the
ed
to promote the attainment and
necessary directions to find each
specimen. Now any one interested in maintenance of world peace, or on
•sofo othe~ subject devoted to human
seeing a mineral can find out where
welfare. The prize consists of the
to look for it without hunting over
annual income of SI. a 73 (£40 in
all the pieces.
1934\; it was established bv Sumner
are

—

Many

There

still

Unidentified

interested in
mineralogy told Mr. Wilder that the
dusty, unsorted scattering of minerals constituted the best collection of
Maine rock specimens to be found
anywhere. The latter, not slow to
meeting was conducted by Miss Betty see possible advantages, decided to
Muther. a field aecretarv of the Na- organise and catalogue the collection;
tional Council for the Prevention of it should draw visitors, and visitors
War; .->nd since February the Inter- could spread the fame of the College.
FERA funds appeared opportuneRelations Committee has
national
been in charge of all the Forum's ac- ly, and James Card "38 was engaged
Jim professed not one
tivities. Three panel discussions of to do the job.
topics relating to world peace have atom of knowledge in mineralogica!
lore, but set out all the same to list man.
been held.

KttisMssftiftMssa

T.

Kimball, Sc.D.,

T>5.

in

remain some thousands Major Horace Lord Piper

of unidentified objects. The gallery
cases contain hundreds of unnamed
rocks, flint arrows, stone axes, harThere are some
poons, and fossils.
hundreds of sea shells which were
used one time to illustrate lectures
on conchology. It might be possible
to entice a mineralogist to sneak
away with the anonymous pieces;
but unfortunately specimens, tame
and easy to acquire as they are when
already collected lose their charm
for the hunter.
Probably, if the spiral stairs to the
gallery does not fall the rest of the
way to pieces, those many curiosities
will remain to entertain the indifferent gates of many a future Bowdoin

memory
*63.

Cominjr Events

j

Meet Date Changed

Champion-Choosy.
Mr*
FliTa,hofh
Cushing played as Lady Kitty
Champion-Cheney, and Mrs. Alice

.

Wfany fffars CHntpefe
The meet itself will present almost
a galaxy of stars. In the hurdles,
Bowdoin will enter Phil Good, nationhigh-hurdle champion of 1934,
al
who is almost certain to place first
in both the high and low events. Although previously nosed out in the
Philadelphia
this
high-hurdles
at
spring. Phil is reported to be in top
condition, and ready to establish a

Amy

Young as Mrs. Shenstone.
Mrs. Cushing Stars
Especially popular with the audience

were

Mrs.

Cushing

and

Ed

Walker in their skillful impersonation of the seedy and squabbling lov-

Lady Kitty and Lord Porteous.
Whenever the two appeared together
they
drew steady applause and
new Maine record.
laughter. Their witty give and take
Howie Niblock, captain of the
culminated in the tea party scene of
White, will feature as the most fathe second-act when Lord Porteous
vored winner for the shot put. With
retreated ignobly, saying, "Damn it
onlv Tony Kishon of Bates as u oosall! My teeth are falling out."
sible rival, Niblock is expected to
After the play was over Mr. Quinsmash the existing record of 46.35
by expressed the greatest satisfacfeet which was established in 1918.
tion with the production and praised
Having obtained a mark of over 50
the work of his cast.
feet in practice during the oast week.
Regrets Single Showing
Niblock bids fair to establish a new
"I only regret," he remarked, "that
mark bv several feet. The possibilers,

this is to be the only presentation".

ity that Niblock will also take the
is a good play for the
discus throw is also far from reroad, too. It would go over well. But
we have made no plans for mote.
VeyBey, Porter to Meet
it on the road next fall."
closely
Undoubtedly
the
most
Approximately a hundred visiting
sub-freshmen saw the play. Many watched race of the meet will be the

"The Circle"
as yet
taking

friends of the college attended as two mile run where Cliff Veysev of
Colby and Bob Porter of the White
tasks of the modern liberal arts col- well. The undergraduates turned ou: will
compete.
With this contest
lege last Saturday. The text of his in force, and the full hall was an en- averted last week,
due to Veysey's
couraging sight for the actors.
talk follows:
choice of the 880 rather than the two
"The entire college welcomes, this
Porter
Veysey have yet
chapters.
With major examinations around the
corner, classes in full swing, and a
varied program of athletics and dramatics we hope they will see Bowdoin at work and at play.
"By their presence here on the
campus they have shown that they
possess one of the first essentials of
a liberal education the desire to see
for themselves.
We hope they will
learn we are not a rich man's college, not a country -club; we are sure
they will witness no example of defeatism this afternoon on Whittier
Field.
college catalogue must necessarily limit itself to a more or less
formal presentation of the technical

various

the

of

fraternity

A

matters
concerning entrance
and
curriculum. We hope their brief stay
will furnish them with a fairlv true
picture of our normal college life.
College Criticizes Self

where

The 880 run is nicked to be won by
Marsh of Maine. With Danielson of Bates, Hatchfield »nd Shnte of
Bowdoin. and Ken Black of Maine
also in the running, the competition
will most probably be close.
Dashes to be Close
No-one has as vet dared to pick a
winner of the 100 and 220 yard
dashes. With fast men competing
from all the colleges, it is expected
that the race will be closely contestJoel

purposely inactive
for the next two weeks, the Bowdoin Polar Bears, college dance
band, will resume their season on
May 17 when they jrurney to
Orono to play at the Phi Kappa
Sigma dance at the University of
Maine. Because of major examinations, the band has decided not
to play during the fc-llowing
week.
Last week, the Polar Bears
played at a dance sponsored by
the Episcopal Church en Thursday evening, and at the Brunswick Hi eh school
Sophomore
Prom on Friday evening.

—

matter

tion.

Remaining

—

"No

mile.
and
to match strides in outdoor competi-

Polar Bears Scheduled
To Play At Orono May 1

morning, one hundred and twentyfive sub-freshmen who are the guests

ed.

In the nole-vanlt. T ou Meagher of
Bates, whose eligibility caused the
break-"" of the »*ieet last year, is
'onced'>H
a sm»ll advantage over
Dave Rideout. Marshall of Colby is
<Cr-r»inn«l

on

n«w

4»

Press Herald Exposes Danger

Of Female

sub-freshmen

decide to go to college they will find
educational institutions in a selfsearching
and self-critical
mood.

Pacifists

To College

"The status quo can be describe'! f.rst. it miirht be best to quote Miss
Time honored entrance requirements as "the heluva mess we're in now" Crarg's article in part, with correcare under fire from without and from said Miss Betty Muther. a peace or- tions and comments.
The first senwithin the college walls. The position ganization representative from Wei tence is, in the popular parlance, a

of the small college of liberal arts is
of being threatened bv Junior colleges
from below and Graduate schools from
above. The four year course is itself

on

trial.

There

is

|

:

perhaps no institu-

lesley College who made the rounds
of the fraternity houses at Bowdoin
stirring up anti-war action early in
February.
more
This description
than fits a recent article by Elizabeth May Craig, Washington correspondent of the Portland Press Herald and a follow-up editorial which
appeared in the Portland paper last

tion in American life so definitely
critical of its own procedure as the
Selfsatisfaccollege of liberal arts.
tion and smugness are the last terms
we should aDply to our colleres. The Saturday.
Jayrees vs. Bridgton at Pickard academic calm so dear to critics of
In the general verbal turmoil in
Field, at 2.36.
education is a myth. No books are which are mixed, like components of
Friday. Mav 10— Baseball— Varquite so misleading as the last year's some night-mare, the recent alumni
sity vs. University or Maine at
meeting in Washington, Represents
catalogues of our colleges.
Orono to be broadcast over
"The Freshmen about to enter col- tives Brewster and Moran, Miss MuWLBZ. Bangor; WRDO, Aulege in the autumn of 1935 will find ther, peace organizations, Bowdoin
gusta.
team and
the
football
less and less emphasis on courses and students,
Saturday. M*y 11— State Track
more and more attention to subjects. Charles F. Brewster *37. the intelliMeet at Gareeloa Field. LewHe will find p sharpened awareness gent reader who possesses all the
iston
about the political and social life of facts of the case find much cause for
Sunday, Mav 12—Outing Club
the larger world outside. The aver- amusement.
Hike to "Old Speck"
Treating the' cause of the hullabaloo
( Continued
on pas* 2)
|

Wednesday. May ft—Track Meet
with Amherst, away.
Thursday.
Mav 9— Baseball—

j

—

to

be found in a state meet. Bates,
Maine, and Bowdoin, featuring record-breaking stars in many events
are expected to have one of the hardest fights in many years for the
crown.

The exceedingly heavy schedule for
the White, three meets in a week, is
the result of a change of date. BelievPlaying before a full house, the ing that the state meet would be
Masque and Gown presented "The held on May 18, as it has in the past,
Circle", a three act comedy by Som- Coach Magee scheduled the Amherst
erset Maughan, in Memorial Hall last meet for May 8, believing that the
Friday night. The audience of sub- team would have ample time to refreshmen, students, professors, and cuperate. The shift to May 11 has
townspeople enthusiastically receivec caused the White to lose part of their
Mr. George Quinby's production.
efficiency.
The cast included Raymond West
In spite of this fact, Coach Magee
'36,
as
Arnold Champion-Cheney, felt that it would be advisable to
Thomas Bassett '38, as Teddy Tuton, crowd the three meets into eight days
Wyman Holmes, Jr., 'ZG, as Clivt- rather than risk the newly-estabChampion-Cheney, Edwin Walker '3fi, lished good feeling between the
as Lord Porteous, Stanley Williams Maine colleges. "Nothing will be sac'37, as the butler, Frank Swan '36, rificed," he said, "and good sportsas footman,
manship will be shown no matter
Mrs. Agnes White took the part of what the outcome."

MODERN^ COLLEGES

Keener competition than usual is
expected this year for the two prizes
offered by the government department for essays on the principles of
free government, and on peace, or
some other subject devoted to the

records are expected to fall
Saturday's meet, which will see

some of the best competition ever

Star in Roles

BROWN SPEAKS ON

PEACE CONTEST TO

in

"The Circle" Received Well;
Mrs. Cushing, Walker

Parks Scores Highest
Outstanding as high-scorer of the
meet was Captain Parks of Spring-

field, who placed first in the broadjump as well as in both of the dashes.
Bowdoin's traditional rising week Captain Howard Niblock and Phil
faces its fate today or tomorrow, af- Good captured four firsts between
ter the complete story of the fresh- them for Bowdoin to come in secman-sophomore activities two weeks ond. Niblock took both the shot-put
ago has been laid before Pres. Ken- and the discus, while Good won both
neth C. M. Sills, according to an- hurdle events.
Most of the events went about as
nouncement of Actiqg Dean Wilmot
predicted, with Bob Dunton of the
B. Mitchell.
"We want to proceed slowly and be White supplying the only victory that
as sure as possible of every move," was in doubt for Bowdoin. Dunton 's
Mitchell said.
"Pres. Sills has been heave of 16% feet, 3 inches in the
away during much of the recent ac javelin comes very close to the coltivity and we are reviewing rising lege record of 169 flat. The throw was
week step by step." Pres. Sills re- a good ten feet farther than his nearturned yesterday from a tour which est competitor, Estes of Colby.
Use S trateg y
took him to Anfflfpeth. Maryland,
Both Colby and Bowdoin added
and to Washington, D. C.
brain-work to foot and arm work in
Student Petition Failing
No general action has yet come trying to take extra points in the
from the student body. The petition meet. Colby attempted to pull a surreported to be circulating among prise by entering Cliff Veysey, stellar
freshmen seeking abolition of Phi distance man, in the mile and the
Chi has received very little support. half mile, instead of the two mile.
Officers of the freshman class are While Veysey romped away with the
considering calling a special meeting mile in good form, the White Mule
of the class or a meeting of repre- strategy fell to naught when Dick
sentatives from the fraternity groups Hatchfield and Johnny Shuts of the
to get some expression of opinion Polar Bears came from behind in the
last thirty yards to take first and secfrom the class.
Opinion at present is widely va- ond respectively in the 880.
The Bowdoin strategy came in savried.
Some favor limiting "rising
week" to a "rising day", but retain- ing Bob Porter, soph distance man,
ing Phi Chi; some are for complete for the two-mile race alone. Porter,
abolition of both Phi Chi and rising who was rated only slightly Blower
than Cliff Veysey in the mile, had an
week; some are for no change.
(Continued on page *)
Decision of the college as to what
will be done about the particular rising week just past will also be given
this week. The amount of the assessment on the classes will depend to
some extent on whether or not the
whitewashing done by freshmen beIn a chapel speech addressed parfore rising week officially started is
assessed to individuals or the class as ticularly to the visiting sub-freshmen. Professor Herbert Ross Brown
a whole.
spoke briefly of the condition and

Many

PLAY ATTRACTS
MANY STUDENTS

clude even a mathematical possibility
of losing.

members

welfare of humanity. Contestants
must submit their subjects for approval to a committee consisting of
Professors D. C. Stanwood, E. C.
Helmreich, Athern P. Daggett, and
0. C. Hormell, handinar in their pawith
the specimens alphabetically
pers not later than 12.30 p.m. May 11,

their locations in the cases.

1-3.

The outcome of the meet was never
doubt from the opening event.
Bowdoin assumed an early lead by
taking the first two places in the
high-hurdles, and was never passed.
With two events left to be run off,
the javelin and the discus, the Bowdoin lead was large enough to prein

should be
elected for their leadership rather than their use of a' paddle;
Pro* Night should be continued
as it is.

Phi

Meet Amherst Today Aw^iy;
White Relies on Good,
Niblock to Lead

Throw

With a score of 72 2-3 points, BowSeriously weakened by a heavy
doin's track team captured its first
schedule, Bowdoin's track squad will
meet of the season when it defeated
meet Bates, Colby, and Maine on
Saturday
Springfield and Colby last
Garcelon Field at Lewiston this SatDICK HATCHFIELD
on Whittier field. During this overurday in the revived state meet. As
whelming victory in which the White whose sensational final sprint in the a result of the Amherst meet today
placed in all but one event and scored 886 beat Veysey of Colby and Shute and the triangular meet last Saturmore than their combined opponents, of Bowdoin last Saturday.
day, the Polar Bears expect to have
Springfield was able 'to garner only
difficulty in retaining the state track
40 points, while Colby lagged far
crown.

Freshman Card Lists Minerals
In Old- Time Bowdoin Collection
Only four or

RECORDS EXPECTED
TO FALL SATURDAY

Dunton Takes

Javelin

!

i

Weakened by Two Previous
Meets, White Will Have
Hard Work to Win

72 2-3 Points

Taking Triangular
Meet Saturday

in

Hatchfield Conquers Veysey

In an effort to avoid any farther serious trouble in Rising
Week, a list of suggestions was
drawn np by a meeting of the
freshman kings last night. These
suggestions will b* discussed in
the different houses this evening,
and a fenaal petition to the college will be drafted in a meeting
or the kings lata* tonight.
The main purpose of the petition wilt be to abolish personal
grudge fights, and to aroid propdamage;
erty
Rising
Week
should be limited to one dsy,
possibly front chapel until midnight; after hostilities are over,
a joint banquet of the two
classes should he held; Rising
Week should be held earlier in
the year; Phi Chi should be continued, but special care should
be taken that no person is
brought up for personal grudges;

.

A

Mageemen Get

Few Sign Petitfon to Abolish GOOD, NIBLOCK WIN
TWO FIRSTS EACH
Phi Chi; Assessments Un-

Days

Possibly they feel that the
dreams of getting rich on 15,625
dimes will cause them to become
While no-one in Bowlight-headed.
doin has yet suggested the bad effect that this 'will have upon scholarship, those who have figured it out
want to warn all students not to waste
a dime.
a - r
HPHE futility of this plan is easily
*•
seen if one analyses it. The idea
is that the recipient of a letter should
send a dime to a person at the top
of a list of five, erase the top name,
add his own name, and send off five
identical letters to other people. The
total investment would be twenty-five
However, assuming that the
cents.
most recent man is actually the sixth
of tile series, his claims for dimes
would only come when slightly over
9,770,000 people were involved. However, in most cases, the person would
not be sixth on the list. If he were
seventh, the total number of people
would have to pay the seventh man
49 million, while the ninth man in
order would be -paid by. five billion, a
number which exceeds the estimated
population of the world. A perusal of
these facts makes it clear that the.
chances of collecting anything are
almost nil. Possibly it would be wiser
to invest the quarter down at the
period.

AThadM.I.T.
their

Tomorrow

freshmaSTmeeting
MAY SEEK OPINION

Go

Band

emanating from Denver has become
alarming in its proportions. Harvard
authorities are now worrying about
the effect it will have on students
during the forthcoming examination

Return of PresTsills If akes
Verdict Likely Today or

POLAR BEARS
TO J5EE PARIS

4

STATE CHAMPIONSHIP;
TAKE TRIANGLE MEET

WEEK'S FATE

its

last week end as
guests of the college. A Masque and
Gown play, a triangular track meet,
well as an opportunity to visit
classes and to use the pool and tennis
courts gave the visitors a first hand
view of college life.
Abroad
Will
Dance
Most of the sub-freshmen spent
their week end at fraternity houses
on Aquitania; Spend 18
thereby gaining a close touch with
in France
students and an insight into fraternity life. Theta Delta Chi had the
greatest number of guests with ten
Playing on two Cunard-White Star
their liners, the Bowdoin Polar Bears will
Bowdoinites
at
prospective
house. The week end also afforded an again invade foreign waters this sumopportunity for several fraternities mer when they sail for France aboard
to begin next year's pledging.
the S. 8. Aquitania June 26. Five men
Brown Welcomes Visitors
will be taken on this trip which will
Professor Herbert R. Brown ar allow the college dance orchestra an
ranged a two day schedule of events eighteen day stop-over in Paris.
This will mark the second summer
which enabled the sub-freshmen to
see many of the college activities. that the Polar Bears have played for
The Junior Varsity ball game with the Cunard Lines. Last year the
Hebron, which was to have been Fri- band took a West Indies cruise
day afternoon was cancelled, how- aboard the S. S. Mauretania. This
ever rather upsetting that after- will be the first time that the dance
In the eve- band has traveled to Europe.
noon's entertainment.
Return on Scythia
ning a great number saw the Masque
The present plans of the band inand Gown's presentation of Somerset
Maugham's "The Circle" under the clude leaving New York aboard the
After leaving the ship
Aquitania.
direction of George H. Quinby.
welcome was extended to the at Le Havre, the boys will entrain
visitors by Prof. Brown in chapel for Paris where they will spend
The band will sail
Saturday morning. He set forth a eighteen days.
few aims of the college and sought for home aboard the S. S. Scythia of
to give a forward glance into next the Cunard-White Star Lines, July
If.
year for the newcomers.
In speaking of the trip. Leader
Saturday morning the freshman
English classes were visited by a Tom Mack states, "We're, of course*,
much pleased to be able to make the
(Continued on t>**« Z)
trip this summer. Sailing will not be
a.s

NO.
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DECIDE RISING

prospective
seventy-five
year's class were

Nearly

members of next
about campus this

MAINE BASEBALL GAME
BROADCAST FRIDAY

TRACKMEN POINT FOR

OFFICIALS TO

of

willingness to repeat the production of last week

indicated

Tennis Courts

s - r
recent influx of the get-richquick system of letters which are

DUE

Up

Plans For Ivy-Day Play

Entertainment

I^HE

-

Vlassical Club Give*

TRACK VICTORY,
MAUGHAM PLAY

* »

been made in the activities of the
college throughout the past year, perhaps none have been taken so casually as the work of the Masque and
Gown. This year, under the able direction of Mr. George Hunnewell
Quinby, the dramatic club of the college has scored three outstanding hits
in "Whistling in the Dark", "SpreadEagle", and, most recently, "The Circle".
In the opinion of many, the
production of "The Circle" last Friday night marks the highest point
yet to be reached by the Masque and
Gown. The acting was nothing short
of superb in most cases, with the
whole cast functioning quickly. The
show was produced with a verve that
is not often seen on professional
stages. To Mr. Quinby, the new director of the club, goes the congratulations of the Orient for the magnificent work that he has done in the
short space of a year.

s

t
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ORIENT
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(65th Year)

The Sun
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1

"honey".
"There's a little story I heard
about the Bowdoin alumnae dinner
they had here the other nisrht. that's
too good to keep. (Hurrah! Hurrah!
Bowdoin has gone co-ed!). Seems that
a pacifist organization here in Washington sent representatives around to
all the colleges to stir up sentiment.

These were

all

smart-looking

women

—women's organizations have learned

•

!

;

I

that good-looking women always get
better results than plain, (this sounds
logical

enough).

"Well, the representative did oery
well at Bowdoin.
She told the students to write to their Congressmen
i

|

and Senators about pacifist legislation, naval armament, etc. The boys
were enthusiastic about doing whatever the lady wanted. They started
(Continued on pas* <)
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PRO

(Dustard and Cress

,1

and

CON

(A section devoted to correspondence on matters academic and
erwme. The editors are not responsible for optitmns expressed in t
It it surprising to what an extent
columns.)
the faculty have come to the support
of Phi Chi and Rising; Week. Welch
intimated to his physics class that To the Editor
Just to strike a note of plain New
of the Bowdoin Orient:
Editerda-Chief
Phi Chi is exceedingly worthwhile.
I should like to take the liberty of England common sense with regard to
Robert P. Athtey *3*J
It makes at least some of the fresh- reviewing
proposed "weekly broadcast",
the recent article which the
Associate Editor
respect
for
little
not
Sen class have a
appeared in the Orient, Wednesday, does
the
reference
to
urn
John P. Chapman '8«
iota} who are in authority. Robert
May 1, 1S86, concerning the Bowdoin broadcasta of the Byrd Expedition as
Managing Editors
P. T. Coffin stated with a certain Kent's Island
sum- analogous, savor just a bit of delucoming
the
trip
of
William Klaber, Jr., *37
Richard E. Mathewson "87 amount of vehemence that Rising
siona of grandeur?
mer.
As
one
is much interested
who
Stanley Williams, Jr., '87
Week, as one of the few remaining in this new experiment of the college,
As for the "Bowdoin, Jr.", it seems
Sparta Editors
Bowdoin traditions, should be kept I feel that a number of gross errors to me of somewhat questionable
taste
Charles F. Brewater ft
William S. Barton '87 at all costs. He recommended, howwhich seem to have crept into the to brand a "down-easter" fishing-boat
Malwell A. Eaton *87
ever, that bombs, machine guns, and context should
with this appellation. It is a fine,
be corrected.
Sab-Editora
tear gas be barred from future freshwell-powered boat and a
First and foremost, as to the loca- sturdy,
James A. Bishop '88
William S .Hawkins -38 men-sophomore activities by a strict
tion of the island. I understand that splendid gift from Mr. Rockefeller,
Norman E. Dupee "88
Henry L. Nash
Student Council and Faculty ruling.
but why not call a spade a spade ? Afit is situated in the middle of the Bay
William J. Norton
m ' c
Sarry T. Foote '38
of Fundy, and, while in Canada, is. ter all. there is litUe resemblance beilHam Frost '88
Walter B. Parker
It was daring his own college
nevertheless, a few miles south of tween it and the graceful white
Ralph H. Winn *38
days that the once venerable
Eastpert, Maine.
And, further in schooner of Commander MacMillan
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING
Night Shirt Parade passed on,
The "building of the dormitory" rethis connection, it should be made
Burnett Manager
to the common satisfaction of all
plain that the members of last sum- ferred to, boila down in the last analOwen H. Melauffh '36
concerted. The sophomores had
mer's
group did not ysis, I understand, from having
Kent's
Island
Asaistant Managers
been rooting freshmen from bed
talked
with several members of the
MacMillan
accompany
Commander
Ernest R. Dalton '87
Eoan 0. Davis *37
for a good many years, to parade
intq the Arctic.
Their only contact expedition, to the insertion of two
Robert M. Porta* *8?
them down town fn their night
with the Bowdoin MacMillan Expedi- large windows in an already existent
Pnbllihed every Wedaeaday dnrtnc tha Cbtlesv Tee* by tha Student, of Bowdorn Collcsa.
shirts (And in those days they
tion was due to Commander MacMil- barn, plus, perhaps, improving the
All contribution, and cou imun teatloni ahoqld ba «Wen to tha Managing Editor by Sunday
wore
real
man-sited
night
lan's generosity in stopping in for walls with beaverboard.
Blent preeedlnc tha data of nanWIeation. Tha Edltor-tn-CMef It reeponrible for tha editorial
shirts), to dunk them in the waThe declaration was made, that next
them at Kent's Island on his return
rohjmn tha Managing Editor for newt and maka-up. All eommonieationi regarding aubaeriptering trough at the north end
trip.
They accompanied the Expedi- summer the first mapping of the
llofia rSooM ba add rm ad to tha tMHnaaa Manager of tha Bowdoin Pobllihing Company.
Sf the Congregational church,
tion, ex officio only, from the Bay of island will be undertaken, also that
Subaeriptioni. 12.
per year In advance. With Alumnae, tt.SO.
and to dry them by a huge bonsoundings
around the shore will be
Fundy to Portland.
•
Entered ai anood elaat matter at tha poetonTea at Brunrwkk. Maine.
fire in froftt Of the Pojt Office.
made.
In the January, 193S. issue
I am not aware as yet of the pubNow, they cculd see no reason
News Editor for this Issue
Sftfrtt Editor for this Issue
of the Alumnus will be found a map
lication in any of the leading biologiwhy
town
the
fathers,
backed
by
William Klaber, Jr., *S7
Charles P. Brewster '37
of the island carefully drawn up
cal periodicals of the results of the
the Brunswick Record rind the lo>MaanaiaUaant»a»i
w—twork accomplished on Kent's Island 1932 by Dr. Ernst Mayr of the Mucal YMCA, should become so exVol. LXV
Wednesday, May 8, 1888
No. 4
seum of Natural History. As Kent's
last summer as was stated in the arcited about something thit was
111
llM'
Island is one of a number of Fundy
ticle.
obviously a noble tradition. What
islands With dangerous shoal water,
if the women did hate to withParty Expense
the Canadian government has already
draw
the
two
bringing
StOid
embarrassment?
classes
tc
upper
the less informed; outside the academic world, Bowdoin
seen to it that ample information has
up the rear and weapons, though
What if it was a blot on the fair
been provided for mariners. Hence,
College has two bids for faffle. One is the famous Class of 1826
solid, comparable to ammenia in
name of the college arid the "potthese data may be used, making the
less purity Of the town? It was
efficiency, the second charge was
and the other is the costly frolic known as the "Bowdoin Housesoundings unnecessary.
still a ttN Of fan and didn't do
ordered. The gates were assailed
Yellow Murr Ledge upon which tho
party". Paradoxically enough, the names oi Henry Wadsworth
•fry real harm. But the college
and crossed; the box cars were
'.daring attack is to be launched (by
stormed and overthrown; the
authorities stated simply
that
Longfellow and Nathaniel riaWthorne have often been pronouneed
swimming, tent and supplies in tow!)
fire department was besieged and
there should he no more of this
next summer is a tiny island probin the same breath that speaks the names of Glen Gray and Duke
taken; and a new weapon was
thing.
ably under an acre in extent, and covadded to our side. Fire and water
• c
Ellington;
the dust of the former two rest in peace
ered with large boulders. So far as
repulsed the enemy for a few
The next year the sophomores,
I have been able to discover, no diffiGranted that Bowdoin's social prestige depends upon its house- rankling
mc merits
and
the
students
under the President's ulticulty has ever been experienced by
parties, and granted that these festivities depend in some degree rhahtm, took matters into their own
thought victory was theirs. But
the Canadian fishermen in getting
elements
seldom
watering
the
act in concapable
hands.
The
rrotrgh
upon the bits of Broadway and Harlem that are imported for the
ashore there during the last 200
cert.
was reached withont anv interference
Earth and air joined
years. The unique method of approach
occasions, is it not possible that these affairs could be stripped but the railroad tracks were bristling
forces with the adversary and
proposed seems slightly tainted with
nearly wrought irreparable deof some of their superfluous tinsel (expensive stuff that it is) with- with impromptu barricades and local
the adventurous
breathlessness of
struction
among the student
minute men. The gates were tied
"Boy's Life", or "The Rover Boys on
out robbing them of their merriment? In other words is there down, with some half dozen box cars
body. The townies started throwDevil's Island." However, it may be
ing rucks and picking off hither
any conceivable reason
Bowdoin should continue to spend standing on the tracks between. The
conceded that no white man has ever
Bath and Brunswick police departand yon our truly valiant predeyet landed on the island in an airfabulous sums of money to Manufacture a "good time" when it ments, such as they were, and n
cessors. Not to be daunted by a
plane.
few flying stones the students remight be had at a cheaper rate? Is there any reason why Bowdoin couple of Are hose attached to hydIn closing may I say that I hope
treated to the other side of the
rants and ready for action were waitray attitude has not been unduly critshould spend a third as much for otie Houseparty as it awards an- in*; on the other side, flanked and
street and retaliated gloriously.
ical.
I do not doubt that many alumAn hour later a goodly percentbacked by townies of all ages aha
nually in scholarships?
ni, in common with myself, believe
As attack would be futile the
age of the local windows from
month or so ago the fraternity presidents Meeting with the calibre.
this latest ef Bowdoin acquisitions
students retreated to the college yard
the tracks to the paper mill were
to be a fine thing for the college. 1
raneless. And many warriors of
Acting-Dean removed at least dne thorn from this problem of ex- (as the campus was traditionally
would merely suggest thaj since the
known) for reorganization and reineach army were in the same conpense. By agreeing to limit the expenditures of each individual
island belongs to the college, the undition. The freshmen had been
forcements.
dergraduates
and alumni should have
house at an amount, Which would have been considered conserva«i - e
taken down town but the bonaccess to the facts. But these points
One surprising fact of the refire had been forgotten. The most
tive in the light of a fontier day, the ballyhoo of competition
made
and done "with, 1 extend best
organization was that the freshof the dnnking victims were dry
wishes for the success of this strmamong the houses to outdo their neighbor* in magnificence was
previously
men,
being
forced
now anyway. That was the end.
mer's expedition to Kent's Island.
downtown, how became the most
the grand finale of the Night
left by the wayside.
(Signed)
Shirt Parade—according to Prof.
active leaders In the Battle of
This is a forward step but by no means completely solves the
with
Maine Street Crossing. Now
Coffin.
An Interested Alumnus.
^H^BaaBaaWaaMaBaaaaaaaaaaSaaaaaaaMBaaMM
_^
awaaa.
problem.
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This young lady record* the meaninglet* syllable* spoken by the man,

j

I

May

•

A ND, "How does kib like that?" Such questions sound
•l\ senseless — yet they play an important part in
making

articulation tests

on new types of telephone

i

apparatus at Bell Telephone Laboratories.

j

In making these

i

tests,

6336 meaningless syllables

'<

why

are -spoken

— while

observer., record

what they

hear.

Comparison of sounds actually spoken with those heard,

j

—

shows how well the new apparatus reproduces the many
sounds of which speech

is

composed.

;

Such thoroughness is typical of Bell System methods.

I

A

!

Years of inventing, improving and testing have led to
the apparatus which transmits your words so dearly.

j

rFTiv

not toy "Hello" to Mother and

Dad

tonight? Bargain rate* on *ta8:30 P. M.

tion-to-BtatioH tail* after

j

i

'

-How

•**>

one another in this respect*

Why

hot have the houses work cooper-

*

I

•

——————

IH2LL

TELEPHONE
i

®

SYSTEM

atively through a pooling of funds.

For instance at the last Christmas houseparty there was no
need of having eleveti different bands playing at eleven different
houses simply because there was hot a large enough eroWd to Warrant it. The dancers were concentrated most of the evening at
three or four houses Where the "tttttsic" Was judged to be superior,
while at some other houses the bands appeared to be playing for
the amusement of the chdperohes,
If some alternative system
could be arranged whereby one gfoup of houses could entertain
one year and another group the ttexi year, the expense would be
much less and the bands secured more acceptable. In ofder to

Above
uawi
am U0UA

equalise the expense two hdtises could team together tn selecting
the bands and meeting the expenditures.
I. P. C.

Campus apathy has

eliminated "Mostellaria" as the Ivy play.
proposed re-presentation of "The Circle" at Ivy is gaining
favor. "The Circle" Was well staged and well acted by the Masque
and Gown, well attended and Well r^eived by students and subfreshmen last week-end. It should be well attended if presented
during houseparty.
Spfne piays can be enjoyed twice; "The
Circle" is one. Those who saw and enjoyed it last Friday may dc
so again at Ivy. Those Who did not see it should be encouraged by

A

success to attend the second performance.
An ivy play Is highly desirable. In the past they have sucTheir presence oh the
histrionically and financially.
ceeded
its

—

calendar adds variety to the lengthy and at times tedious routine
an Ivy Houseparty. "Mostellaria'' is out of the question, Time
does not permit the casting, rehearsing; and staging Of a new piay.
Undergraduate indifference toward a translated Version of
Plautus' oW comedy may not carry over to a popular comedy by a
of

modern author.

"The Circle" seems to be the
i—
n .i
i

i

solution.

i

ident Angell remarked,

BROWN SPEAKS ON

._»«»«>—
'is

to bring to

bear on the questions which most
harass mankind the accumulated experience of the race, and that insight which cornea from profound

MODERN COLLEGES

all

XixkuSfciita
Othefs

may disapfxrint.

I

never do. I'm always

mild, always fine to taste— because I'm

made

of f fagfant, expensive center leaves, only.

Turn

your back on top leaves. They're raw*
stinging^

Turn your back on bottom

They're coarse, sandy, grimy. Before
it

wofthy, every

leaf

must be

mild, fine-tasting, fragrant.

your thfoat. Above

all

I

I

bitter,

leaves.

consider

a center leaf,

do not

—/'» your

irritate

best friend.

learning, cultivated taste, and disci(Continued from pat* O
intelligence'.
age undergraduate no longer "talk* plined
"In this great task the American
of American politics as though they
arts must continue
were the remote affairs of a distant college of liberal
to provide a friendly and effective
planet." He has been made to realI

place for the search of truth."

ise that matriculation does not carry
with it an immunity from the responsibilities

SUB-FRESHMEN SEE
COLLEGE ACTIVITIES

of citizenship.

Hopes For Critical Class
"The members of the class of 1989
be more critical
of courses and ideas than those now
will in all likelihood

in college.
It is hoped that they will
be less concerned with credits, points,
and units and more concerned with
the quality of their work. It is also
hoped that they will be more critical
of themselves less likely to "play at
being collegians".
"Although these are times of
change in which our college must
constantly seek to define its function
and purpose there are dangers tfi a
too ruthless upheaval of old patterns.
The college is one of the most enduring of institutions and its primary
purpose must not be warped by

—

—

temporary

crises.

New

facts and

faced—but

(Continued from rate 1)
!

I

|

,

i

]

I

i

i

number of the guests; and several
also attended the Physics 1-2 demonstratiem and lecture by Prof. Little.
In the afternoon BoWdoin track stars
performed for the sub-freshmen at
Whittier field by romping away With
Colby and Springfield.
In the short time available the subfreshmen Were also given a chance to
meet members of the faculty for Sssistance in arranging he«t year's
courses.

One of fhe oldest traditions at
Bryn Mawr College (pehn.) Is the anat which the freshmen

new nual event

Coprriffai 1*35,

fhe women are given lanterns of their
conditions rr«ust be
college must train minds to examine class colors "to guide them through
these conditions with powerful meth -i.their college years".
One to each
ods of analysis. Its bus i ness as Pres- female froth.
,
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the air Setsrdsrt, with
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Press Herald Exposes Danger

LATIN STUDENTS

Of Female

TRY FOR AWARD
Honor Anniversary of Poet
Horace by Translating
Verse from Latin
In keeping with the celebration of
the two thousandth birthday of the
Latin poet Horace which is being
commemorated on December 8th of
this year on every continent in the
world, American patrons of (he classponsoring a nationwide
sics are
competition in the translating of Horace's poems.

Supplementary

the national con

to'

those of the individual states,
ear*
h state is assigned a different

poem, the translation of which

is ac-

ceptable in either prose or poetry, and
is doe June first Three typewritten
copies under an assumed name are
submitted to the state judges for o

Three state winners

decision.

be

will

chosen, their names published in the
college papers, and their translations
forwarded to the national judges.

Get Maine Judges
the desire of the Maine state
composed of Professor
Thomas Means of Bowdoin, Professor
Knapp of Bates, Professor Andrews
of Maine, and Professor Thory of
Colby, to secure as judges Mary Ellen"
Chase, Harold T. Pulitfer, Robert P.
Tristram Coffin, and Edna St. Vincent
Millay all of whom are either natives
or residents of Maine.
Competition is open to all students
of the college who are now enrolled in
some course of the Classical Department. Those who have already signified their intention of entering the
contest are: S. G. Bartter *35, H. B.
Seholefield '86, C. N. de Suze '38. R.
E. Wigsrin '38, S. Small '38, N. Dane
•87, and W. Frost *38.
All others
wishing to try for this competition
should see Professor Means as soon
as possible or meet with him in the
GlSssieal room of the Library toIt is

committee

night.

Every House Announces
Band For Ivy Parties
With the announcement of
three more bands, the list of orchestras playing at the different
Ivy
houses during
fraternity
n >aa c Parties is now complete;
During the past week, three fraternities. Delta Kappa Epsilon,
fceta Psi, and Theta Delta Chi
Hare engaged the services of
Clive Sherman, Willie Bryant,

Alpha Delta Phi— Ed McKenand his Victor Recording
Orchestra. Wednesday.
Alpha Tau Omega Dsn Murphy and his Musical Skippers.
Wednesday.
Beta Theta Pi— Fletcher Henderson. Wednesday.
Chi Psi— Billy Murphy. Wed-

neli

—

nesday.
Delta

Karpa

Epsilon

Upsilen

Deltf

Wednesday.

Kappa

Sigma

Thursday.
Upsilon
Psi

Wednesday.
Sigma Nu

—

—Jimmy

Psi

—

FERA

Concord the concert is being
sponsored by th* Caroline Club of
that city. Besides the glee club Paul
ivory '87 will offer two cello solos
and R. 0. McCanfl Will play a selection on his piano aceordlon. The Polar
Bears will present a few selections
ond there will be dancing after the
concert with rhusic by the Polar
Scott C. W. Simpson '08 is
Bears.
in charge of all arrangements.
loin Other Colleges
Tomorrow evening the clubs will
journey to waterville where the four
Maine colleges', Maine, Bates, Colby,
and Bowdoin, will present a joint Con-

The Longfellow scholarship Is the
from a ftind of $9^72 started
memory of Henry Wadsworth

LortgfelloW '25 by his daughters to
be used for graduate Work in English
or general literature.
cert with each college furnishing half
j
I
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rfumnit

F.

Make

The Lucky Ticket

of Automobile Will be Announced Soon.

W. CHANDLER & SON
150 Maine Street

an hour of the program as they did

The program for the Bowdoin portion of the concert will be almost the same as on the preceding
with
night
a few omissions. Bob
Breed '35 will lead the glee club on
both occasions.
iast year.

1.

"Bin Sons of Bowdoin"
"Glasses CHnklnu High"

Men"

McCann
•

Glee Club

"Bowdoin Beats"

"Arioso"
"Gavotte"

IfflMfVWIAiT.

i~»m

the Dead

"Skipper of St. Ives"
Glee Club
"Dark Eyes"
"My Heart at Thy Sweat Volet"
Polar Bears
"St. Botolph"
Glee Crab
"Blue Danube" (piano accordion solo)
"Serenade" (vocal)
Shnbert

"Chorus of Pears"

"Lamp In the West"
"Man of Harlech"
Gtec Crab

J.

"Down Among

R. O.

Glee Club
i.

Paul S. Ivory
"Hunter's Farewell"

•

Badi

»•

"Phi Chi"
Glee Club

-J

Press Makes Comments
To show to what extent the great
God Press can bear such an article,
we shall now inflict upon oUr unsus-

do not meet with great success when
Working in co-educational institutions
(such as Bowdoin, according to Miss
Craig) where the male students are
pecting and gentle readers a few associated with good looking, bright
quotations from the blasting (or is it and sensible girls. This was indicated
by a comparison of the College vote
Oh the question of national defense

ENGLISH LITERARY

recently published in the Literary Digest.
Bowdoin's vote on this ques-

AWARDS OFFERED

{

tJon

showed a strong

pacifist

senti-

ment, while the other Maine colleges,
Bates, Colby, and the University of
for literary proficiency Maine were, distinctly the other way.
the Pray English Prize for prose Evidently the charming pacifist repcomposition and the Forbes Rickard resentative, who visited these colPoetry Prise, will be made at the leges to excite interest in this quesend of the year. All written contri- tion met too much competition in the
butions for this contest must be co-educational institutions."
turned in by May 27.
The only hitch to this argument is
The Pray English prize of ftrrty- that Miss Muther visited these colflve dollars, given by Dr. Thomas J; leges after the votes had been taken!
will
be
class
of
1844,
W. Pray of the
The editorial's best paragraph is
awarded to the student submitting its last, partly by virtue of bringing
the best essay in literary interpreta- the outrage to an end.
tion and criticism. All competitors
"This idea of making use of a
must have had, or. must be taking a charming woman to stimulate interyear's course in English Literature. est among college students might be
The essays must be at least two used With good effect in Bowdoin by
thousand words in length exclusive of its Alumni Association which has
quotations, for which credit must be been striving for several years to degiven.
velop a winning football team. If it
The total number of entries Will be employed a pretty girl to assist the
reduced to four by a preliminary football coach perhaps more material
judging of a facility committee. The Would turh out for the football team
final decision will rest with an ifkmnl and Bowdoin could be put back on the
I

Two awards

I

I

Cosrnsfo-

t»8S.

&
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RersoMs Tobacco Company. WiiMton

at

EXTRA/EXTRA
rRT
SMOKERS HAVE
Aj_rIVBR HAD IS THAT
'
llj-VLP.MEUOW. AND
EVE* BITES THE TONGUE
THAT SMOKES it
i

TRY

P.

A./

"1BH Wfc

TOILET ARTICLirt

Thursday.

Clothing
Philgas for Fraternity

House Cooking

Cents' Furnishings

LECLAIR & GERVAJS

Brunswick Hardware Co.

86 Maine St.

Prompt Service • Fair Prices
136—87 Maine St.— Tel. 137

CUSTOM MADE

Tel.

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

Ice

Capital, S17»,ftM

-

Stationery

•

ssasp i raat coon* at preparation for
Ik* dsatal prolstiWa. A
A"
ScaoaJ. Write far ceJeJofmt.

"Qih

all

The mild

•

—

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
carry the largest assu tnjell t of
Imported Goods. Fruit, FrUs* Vegeta-

Domestic and

ported Cheeses and Biscuits
of Portland.

—A COMPLETE

DINNEft

—at any

any price

mild

mild you can smoke all you
want that's what athlete* My about
Camels. And when a champion talks about

We

bles, Olives, Pickles*

the

A cigarette M

Iftv

of

all

mm

QUICK LUNCH

"condition"— "wind"-^ healthy nerves— feal
tobacco mildness— he's got to know.

Gene

do— I

SafoXeti says: "Pitying as much as 1
have to keep in condition. I smoke

steadily. They ate so mild they never
my 'wind'— never upset my nerves."
Other athletes back him Up
"I smoke
all the Camels I want, lad keep in top con*
dition," says Mel Ott, slugger of the New
Vork Giants.
Georgia Coleman, Olympic

Camels
get

Lyman

B. Chipmin, Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

. . .

time, at

.

—

.

.

Spa

A

Specialty

-

Retail

of fritandtj

._

Trade

PRINTING

smoke

cigarette for

YOU!

"Camels don't cut down on my
'wind.'". .. Bill Miller, oarsman; Jim Lancaster, N. V. U.'s 1934 basketball captain;
John Skillman, pro squash racquets cham-.
pion hundreds of sports stars smoke Camels
regularly and report that Camels never get
their "wind"' or nerves.
Whnt this mildness means to you! ... It
means you can smoke Camels all you want!
Athletes hate made this discovery: Camel's
costlier tobaccos ate so mild, they can
smoke all they please, without disturbing
their "wind" or serves.
diver, says:

—

-•

CONDITION IS IMPORTANT TO YOU TOO -on vacation, in college,
home. You can keep "in condition," yet smoke all you please.
" Camels never get your wind."

at

SO MILD
YOU CAN SMOKE
I

nataaa^^bjB^Hcl
1

kJafl
:

Tswa BuiUiag

Camels
•

Portland, Me.

a-sBMa-nsja^l

•ita.

a.

j.

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS!

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
—Turkish and Domestic — than any other popular brand.
(Signed) R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N.C
tsaoa

f
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574 Congress Street

STUART & CLEMENT
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Athletes say

YVholesale

College

hob* SirfOa-*

cigarette the athletes
is

ReaWttfeafl

dnds east

-A

~Sh°*«>«

occasions

expertly done
Its Maine Street

A Phase

DENTAL SCHOOL

Fountain Peas

Watch and Jewelry

DENTISTRY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

m-

r

for Gifts
for

•/ Preventive Medicine
College Men find in it unusual
opportunities for • career

champ

Vamey's Jewelry Store

-

new

A

£, SAKAZBN,

TeL 350

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

•the

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

Total Resources $2,700,000

-

ATELtTES

CLOtflllvfJ

WISEMAN FARMS

of Brunswick, Maine

-

In

trustees.

is

-

'

BOOK STORE

Shall Give a Ticket for the Automobile Contest.

Wins an Automobile.

trio.

incoflle

in

We

Featftred on a program at the Memorial Parish House in Concord tonight and participating in a concert
at the Opera House in Wateryille tomorrow night, the Sowdohi Musical
Clubs have left campus for a short

ships must submit their names to
President Sills in writing by May 25
&£c#PMfiflf vo a vBoaiaw amtowR^aflMfn*
The competition is open to oil seniors. The student should include with
his name the type of graduate work
which He has in mind.
The Everett scholarship consists
of the net income from a fund bf
$13,998 established by Miss Mildred
Everety in memory of her father,
Charles Carroll Everett, D.D., "SO,
and will go to the member Of the senior class deemed best qualified for
graduate work by the president and

*

For Every 50 Gent Purchase

We

Bryant.

Willie

Potential candidates for the Longfellow and Everett graduate scholar-

1

Bowdoin Seal Paper
KAYWOODIB and 0. C PIPES

Theta Delta Chi—Hughie ConWednesday.
Zeta

blasted) editorial on the subject, with
right in campaigning among their more of Our editorial comment in
fellow-students, and did a thriving
trade (with tariffs and ail )tn corre"Elisabeth Craig's little story in
spondence to the Maine Congressional her Washington letter the other day
delegation.
gave as the "Low-down" on how
EspdM KadresR IiMCrfsts
propaganda is obtained to influence
"At the dinner a Maine Congress- Congressmen by heavily subsidized
man, a Bowdoin Alumnus, (uh-uh, pacifist organizations (government
they've changed sex again!) was subsidized ? or merely another
earnestly telling about the flood of project?).
"The congressman's son said that
letters and what a problem it was,
to have people interested in current pacifist organization had sent a very
events (what a- shame to have peo- attractive young woman to Bowdoin
to
work ap a vigorous protest against
ple interested in current events!)
"And right after the Speech 'his son the naval bill and he with others, to
(Charles F. Brewster '37, alias the please the pretty lady, (how poetic,
Guv*nor") who Is a Bowdoin under- my dears!) had gone around among
graduate, being asked if students the students and urged them to write
took interest in current events, aroso letters to their congressmen.
"Elisabeth Craig writes that the
and gave them the instance of the
pacifist lady (with a war-like atti- pacifist organisations usually chose attude) and how many letters (darn tractive young women to do their profew he maintains) he had been selyting in colleges. They have learned
instrumental ih having written. And by experience that male representadid the father's face turn several col- tives or plain old maids cannot proors, as he realised that probably his duce results. It takes a pretty youn ?
son was responsible for a lot Of the woman to do the trick when operatcorrespondence^ he had been tattling ing among unsophisticated (we resent that, suh!) college boys.
about!"
are informed by the son that
Deplore Lies: of Coeds
his parent's face was not red!
"Bat even missionaries of this type

The COLLEGE

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

Wednes-

day.
nor.

(Continued from pas* 1)

27.

Gary.
Oliver.

Gunn and

Dixie Seranaders.

his

Gary.

Duke

MUSICAL CLUBS
GIVE CONCERTS

Open To Seniors

War, and who had shown promise as
a poet while in college. All poetta
for the contest should be submitted to
Professor Robert P. T. Coffin by May

—Clive

Sherman. Thursday.

— Vin
— Vin

Graduate Prizes

To College

The Forbes Rickard Prize of ten
dollars for the best poem by an undergraduate this year will be awarded by a committee of the faculty at
the same time as the Pray Prize. The
poems may be Of any size and character, and the only restriction is. that
no more than six poems may be submitted by one student. Poems which
have appeared in the "Quill" will be
considered.
The prize is annually given by Mrs.
Forbes Rickard In memory of -her son.
Forbes Rickard, ir.-< of the class of
1917, who lost his life in the World

fraternity

the

Pacifists

committee. Typewritten manuscripts athletic map where it belongs and
must be handed to Professor Stanley where it occupied such a commanding
P. Chase by noon May 27.
position only a few years ago."
Three cheers' for that last!
Poetry Contest Begins

and Hughie Connor respectively.
The dance at Theta Delta Chi
will be held on Wednesday night,
While Delta Kappa Epsilon and
Eeta Psi will entertain Thursday.
The complete Hst of orchestras to play at
houses follows:

MB.

I

J

THREE
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Bowdoin Piles Up 72 2-3 Points To Win
Triangle Meet From Colby, Springfield

Don Lancaster Become*

Golf Quartet Takes Five,
Loses Two In N. E. Trip

Assistant Football Coach
Donovan D. Lancaster, who
the past eight years has
as
freshman
football
coach, has been appointed assistant to Adam Walsh, according to
for

served

of athletics. The athletic council,
in Baking the appointment, acted
on the recommendation of head
coach Adam Walsh.
Under the new setup which has
been made since Adam Walsh be-

(Coa tinned from pas* 1)

easy time in beating Deverber and
Veyaey in the longer ran.

Hollis

The 440 was won by Vale Marvin
of Bowdoin who took the lead in the
last 100 yards after a slow start. Following him were Merrick of Colby,
Boyden of Springfield, and Dick Grey
of Bowdoin, who finished practically
abreast. The decision gave second to
Merrick and third to Boyden.
Besides Phil Good's two firsts in the
Bowdoin got two more
hurdles.
places in the lows, when Owen and
Estabrook placed second and third,
as well as a second in the highs which
Dave Deane took from Dolan of Colby after a nip-and-tuck battle.

failed

Charlie Bowser, will become
freshman coach, thus earning an
actual swap in positions with
Lancaster.
Wells will also retain his position as head coach of

place

at five feet, nine by
Ellis of Springfield, with

Marshall of Colby just behind.

The pole-vault was won by Kezmeck of Springfield at 11 feet, 6
inches, with Rideout and Raleigh of
Bowdoin tying with Marshall of Colby for second at 11 feet.
Gil Harrison, whose throw of 144
feet, 2 inches won the hammer, and
Harry Snow, who showed marked improvement in the shot and discus,
both aided in piling up points for
Bowdoin, with their, best work re-

J. Magee will continue in his present capacity as
trainer for the football team, and
at the same time Walsh will
serve as assistant track coach
under Magee for the winter season, the first assistant the famed
track mentor has bad in 22 years
as coach here at Bowdoin.

corded in competition.
of the meet follow:

The summaries

100 yard dash— Won by Parka. SprinrfWld
aecond. Dagger!. Colby third. Soulc, Bowdoin.
;

Tim*. 10 2-t wcondn.
SZ0 yard da«h— Won by Parka. Springfield
aeeond. Goodwin. Springfield
third.
Soul*,
Bowdoin. Time. 22 1-5 seeonda.
120 yard high hurdles— Won by Good. Bowdoin: aecond. Deane, Bowdoin; third. Dolan.
Colby. Time. 16 aaconda.
220 yard tow hurdles— Won by Good. Bowthird, Estadoin
aecond. Owen. Bcwdoin
brook. Bowdoin. Time. 24 2-5 seeonda.
440 yard ran Won by Marvin. Bowdoin
second. Merrick. Colby third. Boyden. Springfield.
Time, 62 seeonda.
880 yard run— Won by Hatrhfleld. Bowdoin
third. C. Veysey.
aecond. Shute, Bowdoin
Colby. Time. 2 minutes. 2 2-5 seconds.
1 Mil* ran— Won by C. Veyaey. Colby second.
Hutchinson. Bowdoin; third. Bond, Bowdoin.
Time. 4 minutes, 27 seconds.
Two mile run Won by Porter. Bowdoin
Veyaey.
second, Deverber. Colby
third. H.
minutes. 58 4-6 seconds.
Colby. Time.
Broad jump—Won by Parks. Springfield
second. Soul*. Bowdoin third. Turner, Spring:

;

:

|

—

;

;

;

;

—

:

:

Distance. 22 feet, 10J inches.

field.

—

High jump Tied by Turner. Ellis. Springthird. Marshall. Colby. Height, I feet. 9
field
:

Inches.

Pole vault— Won by Keameck. Springfield
aecond. tied by Marshall. Colby. Rideout and
Raleigh. Bowdoin. Height. 11 feat. < inches.
aecShot put Won by Nlbtock. Bowdoin
ond. Snow, Bowdoin third. Walmsley, Spring-

—

:

;

field.

Distance, 47 feat. 6] Inches.
Won by Niblock. Bowdoin : aacBowdoin; third, Kodis. Spiintffieid.

Diacua throw

jMeV^w,
Hammer

—

throw

— Won by Harrison.

Bowdoin

:

Kodli,
Springfield ;
third.
Parker.
aecond.
Springfield. Distance. 144 fact. 2 inches.
second.
Javelin Won by Dunton. Bowdoin
DisBates. Colby; third. Wolfe. Springfield.
tance. 1*8 feat, I Inches.

—

;

The University of San Marcos,
founded in 1551 at Lima, Peru, is the
oldest university in South America.

EATON HARDWARE

CO.

The Sport Store of
Brunswick
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Hebron Beaten

By

8th

J.

V.

Nine Loses Four

HEBRON TRIMS

Netmen

NINE

J. V.

Contests

4-1

"The

Organized only the day before, a
Bowdoin Jayvee tennis team traveled

showing

of

On

Trip

the

individual

players was satisfactory," commentlimiting the Junior Varsity baseball ed Coach Linn Wells on the baseball
to Hebron Academy Saturday to start
team to three hits, a strong Hebron team's recent trip during which the
its season with a 6-3 victory over the
White lost four straight games to
academy team. Three members of the Academy nine won a comparatively Amherst, Wesleyan, Trinity, and
team, Ashkenazy, Fitts and Puring- easy 4-1 victory at Pickard Field last
TuftK.
This marks the second sucton, are freshmen. The Jayvees will Monday.
cessive year that the Bowdoin nine
who
Gould,
was
the
mound
for
on
Exeter
Satat
Academy
meet Exeter
the Polar Bears, pitched fine ball, but has failed to garner a single victory
urday.
loose fielding got him into several on its spring tour.
Results of the Hebron matches folIn a hard-hitting contest, the team
tight spots.
Poland struck out six
low:
and did not walk a man, while Gould lost its first game of the trip at Ammatches.
retired ten batters on strikes and herst, 8-4. The pitching for both sides
Nixon (H) beat Ashkenazy (B). 6-0. 6-1.
was erratic, allowing both teams to
D. Fltts (B) beat Goodspeed (H). 6-7. 6-4. gave only one walk.
Bowdoin scored its only run on threaten in practically every inning.
7-8.
Purington (B) beat Prescott (H). S-6, 6-4. Davis' error and Thibodeau's triple
Manter Pitches Well
8-6.
In the Wesleyan game Manter perright.
Hebron
collected
two
to
runs
R. Pach (B) beat Nortin (H). 6-3. 6-4.
following errors, but in the eighth mitted only one hit in the first seven
C. Noyes (B) beat Steinberg (H). 7-5. 6-8.
6-0.
6-1.
N. Dane (B) beat Huber (H).
bunched singles by Irish and Sturte- innings. Errors and a lucky inning
Fltts and Noyes (B) beat Nixon and Huber
vant and Lester's double for two helped the Cardinals win in the
(H). 1-6. 7-6. 0-7.
eighth.
Bowdoin's score came in the
Martin and Goodspeed (H) beat Pach and scores.
HEBRON
Puiington IB). 8-6. S-6. 6-2.
AB R H O A ninth when Walker singled and stole
Steinberg and Prescott (H) beat York and Perrella. Sb
6
1
2
second. Kent singled and advanced
Beal, c
Tuttle (B). 7-5. 6-4.
4
1
6
another
on
the center fielder's error.
>
Elliott, 2b
4
1
S
Sturtevant. lb
Merrill and Shaw fanned. Davidson
1
4
1
12
'4
Irish. If
1
1
1
t>
bringing Kent home.
0' singled,
Lester, rf
4
2
2
1
After a wait for the weather, the
Davis, aa
.
•
2
S
1
1
Sprague. cf
Bowdoin nine encountered a veteran
2
S
Poland, p
4
4 Trinity team in the 'drizzle on FriStarring for the Polar Bears
day.
.
Totals
4
27
35
7
of BOWDOIN
season
With a
successful
was W. Shaw who hit a home run in
AB B
H o
l
team matches behind it in its first su
the seventh with his brother, H.
1
2
yavar of organization here at Bow-}
Shaw, on the bases.
1
1
doin, the rifle club will officially close j Rutherford, if
o
in spite of the hard hitting of Ara
4
1
s
its season this Saturday and Sunday Murphy, sb
Karakashian who had just recovered
m
when a duffer's match will be run H„££, lh
from the affects of Rising Week, the
;;
$
1
8
off.
Because of the handicap system card, rf ...'..'.'.
Polar Bears fell before Tufts 12-7. A
l
l
employed, in which each contestant Marshall, rf
triple from his bat in the seventh
•
will be allowed to pick his own, theijjjjjjj^^
scored
Gentry and Frazier, but
IS
\
prizes may be won by anyone re- Gould, p '......'.'.....'. s
proved to be of no avail in the score.
1
w
Amherst 8: Bowdoin 4.
gardless of his ability to shoot.
Wesleyan S: Bowdoin 2.
Ammunition for the match will
//////.;;;;;;;.
iooo%
Trinity 8; Bowdoin 4.
furnished by the club, also rifles if Bowdoin
10 0—1
Tufte 12: Bowdoin 7.
desired.
The first prize for the
match will be 1,000 rounds of ammunition, the second 500 rounds, the
third 300 rounds, the fourth 200
rounds.
Applications for the match
must be given to Hartley Lord, Jr.,
at the Sigma Nu House before tomor-

practice on clay courts this

Lancaster
graduated
from
in 1927 and was appointed Freshman coach the following fall, in which capacity he
has been very popular and successful ever since. His strong
yearling teams have had an ex*
traordinary record of wins over
the leading prep schools in the
state and in their eight interclass battles with the Sophomores have won three and tied
two games. Coach Lancaster wilt
retain his position as manager
of the Moulton Union.

With Poland, the

visiting pitcher,
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DUFFER MATCH TO
END RIFLE SEASON

.

t

Hampshire.

two

players.
Boyd played the most outstanding
golf during the trip, losing only one
match, 2 and 1, in the rain at Williams. At M.I.T. the score of every
member of the team, was below 80
for the round, and Bowdoin took all
six points in the competition for the
most decisive victory of the trip.
The seven matches took seven days,
beginning April 29 with Middlebury
and winding up May 5 with Nashua.
The scores follow:
Middlebury 4 Bowdoin 2.
Williams 5| Bowdoin ft.
;

;

Bowdoin 4: Amherst 2.
Bowdoin 5| Wesleyan }.
Bowdoin 4 Trinity 2.
Bowdoin • M. I. T. 0.
Bowdoin 4) Nashua C. C.
:

:

;

1).

:

and

WALSH ANNOUNCES

to win the match, won the first set of
their match and then lost the next
two.
The team reached Tufts in a
Fall football practice next year
fighting mood and gave the Jumbos
will probably begin about three and a
only three sets all afternoon.
Fisher, playing number one, was half weeks before the first game, acthe outstanding man on the trip. Out cording to a statement made yester-

PRACTICE IN FALL

WHITE HEADED FOR
HARDJTATE MEET

This
(Continued from pag-2 1)
of five matches, he succeeded in win- day by Coach Adam Walsh.
also given a chance to break in the ning three.
Bob Ashley, number means the season will start about
high-scoring.
three also won three out of five, while two weeks before school opens, with a
Bowdoin stands a good chance of the number two doubles team of Ash- stiff work-out on Friday or Saturday
losing one state record in the ham- ley and Thomas, and the number three followed by a day off on Sunday and
mer-throw. Larry Johnson of Bates team of Kibbe and Dana each won then three full weeks of practise.
Walsh expects to have one workseems to be in
fair way to break four and lost only one of their

a

Fred Tootell's mark of 168 feet, 8 matches.
This afternoon, a match is being
inches.
Johnson has already thrown
the 16 pound weight well past this played with Colby. Bowdoin is exNext
mark, with Tony Kishon ofjthe Gar- pected to win rather easily.
Monday, the Polar Bears should
net also in the running.

out a day next year in the afternoons
during the pre-season training, and
to use the mornings for "skull pracdefinite date has not yet
tise".
been set for the beginning of fall

The jumping events will hinge up- come through with another victory
on the ankle of Johnny Adams of over Bates, and should repeat oh

practise.

the White. Conceded to be the best
man in the event when in good con-

Saturday against Maine.

Adams will need a bit more
training and strength in his ankle
than he showed on Whittier Field last

lows:

dition,

The

Saturday.

results of the trip

were as

A

"Nothing new has been introduced
into spring practise during the past
week", said the coach. "Football funcharging,
especially
damentals
being
backspinning are
blocking,
Probably there will be at
stressed.

—

fol-

Amherst 7 Bowdoin 2.
Bowdoin C; Middlebury 3.
Wesleyan 8: Bowdoin 1.
Trinity 5 Bowdoin 4.
Bowdoin S; Tufts 0.
:

least

two more weeks of practise

spring."

May

Mother's Day,

12th

Last Call for MailinzChocolates

WHITMAN'S - DURAND'S - t^0VELL& COVELL
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Will an intoxicated hen lay mora
eggs than her sober sister? This was
the problem that the agricultural department of the University of Wisconsin set out to solve. They reported that
a drunk hen lays three eggs to one
of the sober chicken.

Allen's

$3.00

-

Drug Store

night.
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cigarette gives a lot

—

it

always has.

People have been smoking and
enjoying tobacco in some form or
another for over 400 years.

13 and 14

Maurice Chevalier
•

of pleasure

Print the Orient and

Short Subjects

Mon. and Tues.

Smoking a

Phone 3

Brunswick
Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

•

also

-

—

Favorable Prices at

HOLD 'EM YALE
•

common- sense
When you stop to think about
your cigarette— what it means to
you here's about the way you
look at it-

Done Well and at

-alsoSound Act

Saturday

just plain

Printing

-

Ann Dvorak

•

rgnrgnn

Have Their

l»th

SWEET MUSIC
Rudy

about cigarettes

Mass.

Bowdoin Men

I

-

miimt:

OLUU

Short Subjects

Friday

intormttion

894 Huntington Avenue, Boston,

-

of the
-

Imrlkir

Howard M. Marjerison, D.M.D., Dean
Tutu Colltit Dimft School

9th

Lionel Barry more
-

of whangdoodle talk

co-educational.

Fm

Thursday

lot

—

—

Sound Act

-

degree of Doctor of Dental Medicine to
candidates who present credentials showing
two years of college work, including six
semester hours in each of the following
English, Biology and Physics,
subjects
and twelve semester hours in Chemistry
Inorganic and Organic. The School is

BRUNSWICK

Of course you want a cigarette
be made right. And naturally
you want it to be mild. Yet you

PUBLISHING CO. I

want it to have the
and plenty of it.

Tre

to

In other words
to Satisfy.

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

Dry

Fireplace

CO.

Fuel Oils

Scientific

Wood

baccos

and

methods and ripe mild toChesterfield a milder

make

better-tasting cigarette.

believe you will enjoy them,

Lumber and Building Materials
A. K.

MORRELL '22,

of All Kinds

Mgr.

O l»». Ijssnx

msnm

mitt

ft

this

;

In past years, Bowdoin has shown
a great superiority over the other
Maine colleges. During the course of
the meets. Bowdoin has won 23 titles,
Maine 13, Bates one, and Colby never.
The largest score ever run up by a
team was 109 by Bowdoin in 1896,
while the smallest winning score was
41, also by the Polar Bears in 1925.

I

j

Bad

•

season,

number three
doubles. Bowdoin's number one team
of Woodger and Fisher with a chance

number

.

row

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)

New,

Nashua,

while most of their opponents had
been out for several weeks.
The play at Amherst was gratifying as the White won its first singles
match on these courts for several
Amherst has an especially
years.
strong outfit this season, being edged
by Yale with the close score of 5-4.
The victory over Middlebury was
At Wesleyan,
about as expected.
Bowdoin was in danger of being shut
Ashley and
out altogether -until
Thomas in the second doubles won a
surprising victory after having four
match-points against them.
Tufts Gets Only Three Sets
Trinity got a 4-2 lead in the singles matches, and then dropped the

Bowdoin

Capt. Stewart Parka, Springfield flash snd high point man of the triangular meet at Whittier Field last
Saturday, is shown above winning the 100 yard sprint in easy fashion. Daggert of Colby, thrid from the left
and Bill Soule of Bowdoin. next on his right, placed second and third respectively in this event.

with a Nashua Country Club team at

weather trailed the team almost the
entire trip. The Williams game was
team's poor showing can be attribplayed in hail and rain and at Amuted in part to the fact that Bowherst a terrific wind hindered the
doin netmen had had only three days'

Coach John

was won

Turner and

fact <that the Wiliams match was
rained out and an unexpected victory
waa gained by Trinity upset the preThe
dictions of a successful trip.

both hockey and baseball. Track

Saturday's meet.

in

click

to

its annual southern trip to compile
After losing all but one of their
the best record of wins and loses in
four matches, the Bowdoin tenseveral years.
team partially redeemed itself by
The golfers dropped the first two
swamping Tufts in the last contest matches,
to Middlebury and Williams,
of the New England trip by a score
but then took consecutive victories
of 9-0. The team was rather disapfrom Amherst, Wesleyan, Trinity,
pointed in the trip as a whole. The
and M. I. T., and an exhibition match

nis

to

After injuring his ankle in the broadjump, he was forced out of the latter
event at five feet, seven inches. First

•37, John Boyd "35, Buss Gates '37,
and Roger Kellogg '37. defeated five
out of seven opponents last week on

first

came head football coach, Linwood
S. Wells, who served as assistant

Adams Injures Ankle
Johnny Adams, Bowdoin's star
broad and high-jumper, who was expected to place in both those events,

Playing in hail storms and cloudy
weather, the Bowdoin varsity golf
team, composed of Sprague Mitchell

NETMEN BLANK
TUFTS ON TOUR

an announcement made this week
by Malcolm E. MorrelL, director

lira* Tobacco Co,
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Rises

» V

rE

controversy as to whether Phi
Chi and Rising Week should he
abolished or retained with modifications has now been settled by the
College.
It was natural that action
could not come directly from the unNo one of the four
dergraduates.
classes would be likely to be in favor
of the abolition of a source of much
entertainment for them. The role ot
the seniors and Juniors each year, as,
they incite the underclassmen to
pranks and conflicts, cannot be overThey have been instrustressed.
mental in causing fighting and the increasing excesses of Rising Week by
their provocative what's-the-matterwith-you attitude, coupled with references to the "good old days".
.

-

that

broadmindedness shown by
constructive

this subject, is to be

•

-

'38,

which
on

criticism

commended.

r

CUB-FRESHMAN

week end has
come and gone, and has brought
up once more the old question of the
rushing system at Bowdoin and pos-

^

The
sibilities of its improvement.
present method has been described as
"the lead-pipe system" and aptly, for
it represents a "ruggedly individualistic" form of free competition for
pledges, the worst side of which is
that many freshman never even visit more than one house.
-

1I/HILE some

r

undergraduates clam-

*" or for reform from the Student

the college along these
lines, with the possibility of delaying

Council
all

or

rushing until some week later in

members

fall when the
of the incoming class have had time to get
and to size up the houses,
there are virtues in the old system
which should be pointed out.
Under the rapid-fire system of
pledging, the majority of the freshmen are very soon provided *with
places at which to eat, and in some
cases with roommates. All houses of
varying strengths have equal chances,
and it will generally be found that
the delegations average fairly well in

the

settled

quality.

s

TT

-

r

to consider the
•*
systems used at other colleges.
At Dartmouth, for instance, no rushing or pledging is allowed until the
sophomore year. But it must be difAt
ficult to. stop covert agreements.
Wesleyan, a smaller college similar
to Bowdoin, the system is controlled
by the college. The freshmen circulate from house to house in groups
is

Versatile Orchestra Called

interesting

of twenty, anfl must spend a half
hour in each house. They are given
a day in which to decide, then write
down their three first choices of fraAt the
ternities on slips of paper.
same time the houses make up lists
of the men they most desire. If these
coincide when checked by college authorities the freshmen are automatically sorted out.
A maximum of
fifteen men is allowed per delegation.

=

New

BILL SOULE-WINS

BROAD

Have Blue

Maine

Hallett and his 18-piece band

i

Good and Ho
Maine Intercolleg
Phil

records fell
performers,
Niblock at the

Track

29,

Drummond

stated,

-

president

MAL

•

through this same

mill.

'T'HE frolicsome lower
*•

HOUSES FINISH
PLANS FOR IVY

I

|

i

j

class of

Bow-

has not been the only
group to indulge in class-numeral
painting on a large scale this year.
Just a f«w days ago New Haven.
Connecticut, residents awoke to find
a painted monogram "3Y5" which
had appeared overnight on the face
of a 300-foot cliff and for which
the senior class at Yale has been
blamed. The figures and letters stood

j

I

I

Engaged

|

fifteen feet high and were fully thirty
It was a
feet above the ground.
unique engineering feat for the student pranksters to accomplish such
artistry even with the help of scaffolding, ropea. and ladders.
A con-

tracting company was awarded the
job of chipping off the painted areas
of the cliff for $100. Chemicals were
of no avail.

I

i

|

r

I

" that the
level of intelligence as
the Yale seniors, which stands as reasonable according to last year's findings of the Carnegie investigation
which showed that freshmen know

have as high a

more words and how

to spell

them

better than the outgoing classmen or
nerhaps they may be described as
having an equally low grade of intelligence. In either case, such a stunt
affords great expense and adverse
rather than favorable advertising.

100 yd. backstroke
15* yd. backstroke
100 yd. breast, troke
2'X> yd. brpM-tntroke
300 yd. medio-

Here's the Reason
But the records don't count. And
here's the reason. An expert swimmer,
paradoxically, adds speed at every
turn.
His time on a straight-away
is longer than on a lap course.
Franklin has also found that he has
a precious moment to relax in the
midst of each turn. This split second
rest, like that between heart beats,
is
enough to give the swimmer
strength for a terrifically fast pace,
particularly in long races.
Swimming the short ten yard

laps

lap*

1.05*.
1.49*.
1.10 4-3*.

2.n^.
3.48s.

mmm

1.45s.

•

2.4K«.
3.50s.

150 yd. rarkotmke

Proc Night

herst;

BOARD TO RULE
ON ADMISSIONS

work."
"In the continual

j

May Waive

Requirements to
Candidates with Good
School Records

|

;

bad

classes.

tically

become an

ex-officio

as an informal committee
representing the freshmen, they drew
paper explaining their joint
opinion on the Rising Week-Phi Chi
controversy.
Brieflv they urged the remodeling
f phj Chi into a more dignified and
serious
disciplinary
body.
Rising
Week, they felt, should be restricted
to one day.
The Student Council
should have control of Proc Nigh:
an(j should keep a restraining hand
on phi chj,
The faculty rejected their plan for
p h j Chi by outlawing it, but it did
acC ept their other suggestions out-

member

right

I.

Ch

bility

onl

"^r
l*

J™^

£
Hercules",

'

:

1

!

speaks, cordially invites all students
interested in architecture to attend.
Mr. Perry is the designer of many
buildings on the campus of Harvard
University, his Alma Mater.
At present, Mr. Perry is working
on the plans for the restoration of

:

i

:

.

,

,

1

Williamsburg, Vireima, which is being sponsored by Mr. John D. Rocke-

i

'

S^A ^Urs

Inscriptions In College Church
T H>* sTfL J T •-1.X aO - n^ n i
Un JrCISt
Uraan
LOtt Sited JLignt
**
•^

Saturday.

Maine

vs.

Mav

Bowdoin,

at

Pickard

Field.

Saturday.
May
Maine, tennis.

18— Bowdoin

vs.

at

,

Portland Bowdoin Club
To Entertain Sub-Frosh

Not far behind in number come.one F. S. Cram, whose years were
not found on the wall. A certain Ira
Fish was also present several times.
claiming the distinction of being a
future visitor, for that person put
down 1982 as his period.
Several Bands Mentioned
Evidently in the earlier years of
the church,

it

was not infrequent

,

Monday. May I*— State Gc-rf
Bath Country Club.
Monday. May 20 State Ten-

—

I

nis at Lewiston.

ect.
,

Subfreshmen from Portland and
vicinity are to be guests of the

Bowdoin Club f Pcrtland on the
Bowdoin campus Monday afternoon and evening, in accordance
with an annual custcm of the
club, it was announced recently.
The boys will use the swimming pool in the late afternoon,
and will then attend a banquet
in the Moulton Union. Prof. Her*
«

to

!

—

Tuesday.
Mav 21— Baseball.
Colbv vs. Bowdrin, at Pickard

in

!

1

[

Reception.

the swim events. In the end he expects to discover a fairly exact correlation between events, pool lengths,
turns on a short twenty-five yard
and turns.

!

1935.

Monday.
May 20 Portland
Bcwdoin Club holds Sub-Frosh

2.26 2-S».
3.35 1-5*.

|

It is impossible) to read any where have visiting bands. At least three
near half of the inscriptions on the musical organizations left their mark
A man named
wall.
Superposition of compositions, on the church.
and age have all but obliterated the Gurespricht is mentioned as beinr
major portion. However, from those first alto in the Germania Band which
writin/s which are still readable, one played in 1867 and 1870. The Salem
is able to gain many startling and Cadets Band is listed as a performer,
while Payne's Second Regiment Band
interesting bits of information.
from Lewiston played in 1901, '03.
Fisk Predominates
Far and above most competitors in "05. '07. and '09.
On the doorway, in. the midst of u
the number of inscriptions on the
wall was one Anthony H. Fisk who Brunswick High School cheer, ami
did the pumping in the year 190*5. some sort of a shout of Cony High
Fisk, it seems had an irrepressible School which starts off "Chisel Wisdesire to see his name go down to «4". there was evidence that B H. S.

18— Baseball.

Field.

1-.

ability that many A. H. F'sks himbeen obliterated, it is possible to jocate no less than fourteen such inscriptions.

future generations.

With the prob-

(Continued on page 3)

iK

similar to the style of the period immediately before the Revolutionary
War. The lecture is expected to describe and explain in detail this proj-

*t~a

I

3)

Speaking on "The Personality of
Old Houses", Mr. William Graves
Perry, a prominent Boston architect,
will give an illustrated lecture this
evening at 8 o clock in the Moulton Union. The Pejepscot Historical
Society, under whose auspices he

j

j

Club ° f

titles.

pace

ARCHITECT SPEAKS
AT UNION TONIGHT

!

!

J^ rother
J^ "£".!'
and

U

(Continued ot

i

to the light

Has Had Varied Life
\.
Ir „.
tU
Th,s 1S not the first t,me that
Pm
^as been executed.
It has not
,>
dle d several times, but has lived
/ vanous names as well. Before
64 when it jvas first called Phi Chi,
.

In the interest of greater flexiin the administration of the
rules and regulations governing the
admission of students to Bowdoin
College it is recommended that, tern-'
porarily, the Recording Committee be
itorial staff.
authorized to waive, to make reasonThe chief of the photographic
able n\odification of, or to permit
editors will be Richard W. Sears
substitutions for specific subject re'37, it was
stated.
Robert A.
quirements in favor of a limited numGove, Carl F. Barron, and Robert
ber of individual candidates for adD. Mores, all of '38, were semission
whose entire preparatory
lected as assistant photographic
school records are such as to afford
editors from a grcup of six canconvincing evidence of exceptional
didates.
ability and unusual promise.
This year's Bugle, except for a
The CommVuee'doeV noV'believe it
few changes, will be similar to
to be wise or necessary at this time
last year's. The decorations have
to make sweeping changes in the regbeen worked out in a black and
ular requirements for admission ot
silver ccior scheme. The cuscandidates either for the A.B. or]
tomary pictures of college scenes
B S degree. It is our unanimous conwill be supplemented by a numviction, however, that greater disber of night
campus photocretionary power might well be emgraphs. The Rifle and Tennis
ployed in certain individual cases in
teams and the Outing Club will
which the qualifications of the canbe added to the group pictures
didates are obviously such as to warof this issue. The Bugle will be
rant the assumption that they arc
ready for distribution on May
adequately fitted to profit by the ad22th.
"
/continued on page »
"*"™"*"*^*"*—""

Out of the distant past

that
ac-

Acting

'

m

its

up a

committ e dated
e,
.i 1935,
ft?r S
ft*
f
part:
follows
Iff,

all

i n the work leading up to faculty
action a group consisting of most of
the freshmen kings had a great part,

Recommendation of the

Tlle

«
May

ia

tion.

of the recording committee.

editor-in-chief of the 1937
Bugle, Isaac W. Dyer '36, present editor, announced recently.
William D. Hyde, Charles S.
Goodwin, and Henry T. Leach all
of the class of '38 were selected
as assistant editors on the ed-

Severe hazing

desirable.

the College wants to avoid by

j

has been

named

The freshman h»t, and some
seem natural and

of the restrictions

of the present teaching faculty should
be designated as director of admissions and visitors of preparatory*
schools.
The appointee will automa-

.

spirit.

Freshmen Cooperate

Dates for the debates have committee on the freshman-sophoset, and will not be an- more curriculum.
To Have Faculty Director
nounced until next fall.
It was also decided that a member

John B. Chandler Heads
Oi BUgie EidllOrial Stan

a
he

"some

Chi,

President Sills declared that there
will always be a certain degree of
strained relations between the lower

requirements fot
entrance may henceforth be waived or
modified at the discretion of the recording committee, President Sills announced in Chapel yesterday morning. By a decision at the regular facuity meeting last Monday, admission
regulations may be set aside in the
case of a limited number of candidates whose preparatory school records warrant the action.
Commemorating the seventeenth
anniversary of his induction as president of Bowdoin college. Doctor Sills
led chapel service Tuesday morning,
and gave a formal report of the resuits of the

activities of
society,"

of Phi
of an

unfortunate
nature is bound to happen.
Sometime such a society inevitably creates
incident

isolated

i

subject

Specific

speaking

said,

i

second. Williams at Bowdoin,

of present day, inscriptions on a wall
have brought evidences of a job which
rivals any FERA project now in existence.
The position, which records
indicate was often held by college
students, was that of organ-pumper
of the Congregational church. An investigation of the walls of the organ
loft of the church has unearthed a
galary of names, bits of wit and wisdom, dates, addresses, football scores,
and cartoons, dating from 185* to

Sills,

sophomore

disciplinary

I

not been

4)

President

Week was originally only
an affair of one night. Its spreading
over a period of more than a week
seriously
interfered
with
college

Bates.

'37

explained

contest,"

"but the thing went too far this year.
PRESIDENT K. C. M. SILLS
Some kind of short conflict had to be
chairman of the Faculty Meeting substituted
for the long drawn-out
Monday, where it was decided that
turmoil."
Phi Chi must be abolished.
"Rising

Bowdoin at Brown; and last, Lafayette at Bowdoin, and Bowdoin at

John B. Chandler

activities.

President Explains Action
"There must be some kind of class

The schedule for next year's triangular debates was arranged for the
league. The first debates are: Mount
Holyoke at Bowdoin. Bowdoin at Am-

Field.

all

«MMaaair>ffMMrksMrMirMrMMiirM

and

of the league for next year
were elected. Edward Mewlon ef Amherst was chosen as president and
George Duvel of Lafayette as vicepresident.
•

Miss Fa hie la Can n will give
a vocal concert in the Union at
8.15 p.m.. under the auspices of
L* Alliance Francaise.
Friday,
17
May
Baseball.
Maine vs. Bowdoin, at Pickard

2.21' 3-^s.

make attempts

'38,

cil."

To complete the re-arrangement of
freshman-sophomore
relations,
the
faculty also ordered that the Student
Council should control and regulate

officers

a.m.

1.36 3-5*.

200 yd. brcaxutroke
300 yd. medley

Franklin plans to

Nead '38, Andrew H. Cox
James J. Pocock. Jr., *38.
Next year the Manager

was

iston by Harold T. Tipping, Norman
P. Seagrave and Andrew H. Cox. Besides deciding on matters of policy,

Wednesday, May 15—William
Graves Perry, Architect, will
speak on "The Personality of Old
Houses' in the Union at 8.00 p.m.
Thursday,
May
16— Harold
Pulsifer will read from his "First
Symphony" in the Union at 9.30

laps
1.01s/
1..16 2-5*.
1.04 4-5s.
3..

*87,

|

The following world records have
already been broken by Franklin:

1

MaMaaMi

1.03 s.

Debating

year," declared President
after the faculty meeting Mon-

At the same meeting the faculty
voted also "to confine Rising Week
to one day, and to have the interclass conflict on that day arranged
and supervised by the Student Coun-

elected
Council,

and Norman P. Seagrave
made manager at the yearly

next

Sills,

day afternoon.

The Bowdoin debating team was
represented at the meeting at Lew-

Coming Events

If you have entered the Curtis Pool width of the pool, he naturally has
on an afternoon of the last week, to make two and a half times the
you may have seen Henry Franklin, pool.
At each extra turn he gains
star Bowdoin swimmer, slashing sec- perhaps one tenth of * second, if he
onds off world records in the 150 executes it perfectly.
yard breaststroke, in the 200 yard
Breaks World Marks
breaststroke, and in the 300 yard
medley.
The following are some of FrankHe swims the width of the pool, not lin's times:
85 yd.
the usual length. Dashing back and
Event
pool
pool
10 yd.
forth, with a tremendous push off at
SO yd. freestyle .. !4 1-Ss.
24s.
24 .V.-.h
each turn, he covers, the distance fas- 100 yd. freestyle .. U J-".,..
54s.
.13 4-5s.
CM*.
ter than anybody ever did before in 220 yd. freestyle
-2.22s.' 2.14 l-6s.
25
yd.
26
yd.
10
yd.
_
*
those events.
Event

would tend to prove
freshmen of Bowdoin

this

for

competition,
was supplemented by the admittance of Colgate.

—

i>aire

the

was

Activities

Phi Chi, ancient and revered Bowdoin institution, is dead. "The faculty
has voted not to allow the present
freshman class to organize Phi Chi

legiate

—

(Continued on

of

'36

Between
Lower Classes

All

Lafayette 4th.
The withdrawal of
Smith College from the league, following their policy of less inter-col-

'.

—
—

.

•

pERHAPS

Student Council to Regulate

Intercollegiate
Debating
League,
First place was awarded to Wesleyan, Mount Holyoke took 3rd place and

—

Franklin Swims To New World *
Records, But They Don't Count

CONFINED
TO ONE DAY ONLY

will appoint one of the assistants to take
charge of each debate in turn thus
lessening the duties of the Manager
and giving the assistant experience.
In this way, Seagrave will also be
able to debate.
Bowdoin Ties for Second
It was formally announced at an
annual meeting of the league held at
Bates college last Friday and Saturday that Bowdoin and Bates were
tied for second place in the Eastern

I

Arrange

doin

Freshman Kings

"RISING"

elections
of the Debating Council in Hubbard
Hall last Monday. The three assistwere
Phillips
T.
ant managers chosen

i

—

r

preliminary choices
have been completed, an open
season on the remainder of the freshman group for all houses begins. Of
course all the societies weak and
strong, have approximately the same
men on their preferred lists, and generally the strong houses get the bes:.
This method is restrictive in that It
preserves the dominance of the prosperous houses and gives other fraternities little chance to rise.
It should be noted that all freshmen, even if "legacies", are run
the

Ancient Tradition Ended as
Result of Action by

New
Assistants
4
Edwin G. Walker

J

s

AFTER

MODIFY RISING WEEK

Seagrave Voted Manager;
Cox, Nead, Pocock are

Meet

recently.

last Saturday, a f
University of
Maine outfit wres
the title from
the Polar Bears,
ring them into
"the committee is very enthusiastic
second place. In the 1935 State Clasabout its choice and predicts that
sic, held at Garcel
[Field, Lewiston,
Hallett will be an outstanding sucthe tracksters fro
Orono held the
cess with all those who hear him."
lead almost from
start to pile up
HALLETT
At present the band is on a
52 points while
»ite was only
southern tour, returning to New York
Bates finished
His band will supply music at the able to muster 38
in time to reach Brunswick by Fri- Gym Dance, Friday night,
led with 10 1-3.
at Ivy with 34 and Colby
day.
While on this trip they have Hcuseparty.
Niblock s heave
48 feet 9 7-8
been broadcasting over the Columbia
inches in the shot
made good his
well-known
net-work.
Hallett
is
second opportuni
to shatter the
throughout the east having played at
state record, sic
having kept
the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, the
him out two yean
and last year's
Roseland Ballroom, New York City,
meet having been
olved. In his
and many places in New England.
freshman year he
the mark by
He has also filled an engagement at
a foot. The shot
record in the
the Famous Cocoanut Grove in Holstate of Maine h
stood unchallywood.
lenged since 1916 w en W. H. Alleh,
Compared to Glen Gray
Five
Excursions; of the University of; Maine did 46.85
feet in that year's state meet.
Hallett's music has often been comPopular Orchestras are
pared to that of Glen Gray and after
Good Sels Two Records
hearing his rendition of "Casa Loma
Good's firsts in the high and low
Stcmp" broadcast last Thursday
hurdles were both new records. He
night, it is opinion of some of die
topped the 120 high's in 15 seconds
musically - minded
undergraduates
Picnic excursions to various resorts flat clipping 1-5 second from the prethat he compared quite /favorably have been announced by five frater- vious record set by Ring of Maine
wi'.h the originals.
He is especially nities as a part of their Ivy House in 1925 and tied by himself in 1938.
famed for his versatility, being Party programs. The houses planning His time of 24 1-5 also set a record in
equally effective in fast or slow outings are Alpha Tau Omega, Alpha the 220 low hurdles shaving 1-5 sectempo.
Delta Phi, Chi Psi. Delta Upsilon, ond from the time credited to Ray
The band consists of 13 pieces, fea- and Kappa Sigma.
McLaughlin, Bowdoin's timber topper
turing Joe Carbonaro, reputed to be
Alpha Tan Omega has at present of the past.
the best slap bass player in New advanced the complete program. They
Double firsts were featured by one
England, and a fine sax section which will leave Brunswick Thursday noon man from each college. Cliff Veysey
includes Buddy Welcome, vocalist and for the Islands of Southport where of Colby was the first runner to take
3rd sax.
The roster also contains boats will be waiting to sail them to wins in a pair of events when he
Leila Rose, Radio Blue Sirr?er. and one specific island which' has been copped first place in the two-mile in
Clark Yokum, vocalist and guitar chosen aa the site for a clan bake. the fast time of SM^.8-6, after havplayer.
Haflett's
personality
has They will remain on the island until ing already run the mile in 4.26.
made him a favorite every where, and midnight and then return to the Kishon of Bates starred with, firsts in
aided by these entertainers, he puts mainland after a moonlight sail.
the hammer and discus; Good's two
on a sparkling performance.
hurdle
wins
provided Bowdoin's
Four Undecided
double winner.
Novelties Included
Murray of Maine
Alpha Delta Phi has made arrange- snatched
his second victory by taking
The present repertoire of the band ments for an outing on Thursday at
includes several new novelty numbers Camp Aim-Hi on the shores of Little the 220 after winning the 100.
Soule Wins Broad Jump
which will add greatly to the spirit Sebago Lake, while on the same day
of the program. These together with the summer home of William F.
Soule took the only other first for
Hallett's distinctive dance rhythm, Leach '37 at Boothbay will be the Bowdoin winning the broad jump at
make a well-rounded organization. scene of the Chi Psi picnic. Poland 21 feet 11 1-2 inches to put Bowdoin
This will be the second time Mai has Spring has been chosen by the Kappa into the lead at the very' start. Rideplayed here in recent years, and he Sigs, who will spend Saturday at that out topped the bar in the pole vault
is
looking forward eagerly to his place.
On Thursday Delta Upsilon to tie for second with Hawthorne of
coming engagement, it was learned. will journey to Migis Lodge on the Maine. In the shot put Snow came
Decorations will again be the work shores of Lake Sebago. Delta Kappa through for a third, while Niblock
Company
of
Carlson
Decorating
of the
Epsilon, and Psi Upsilon have defi- and Deane managed to tie third with
Cambridge, Mass., who had charge nitely decided to conduct no outing, Marshall of Colby in the high jump.
of trimming the Sargent Gymnasium whereas Beta Theta Pi. Sigma Nu, Estabrook added to the White's total
for Christmas Houseparty. The plan Theta Delta Chi, and Zeta Psi arc with a third in the low hurdles.
is a blue sky and background with
Grey pulled a surprise in the 440
still undecided as to the location.
the booths alternating blue and red.
As has been customary for the when he sprinted ahead of Marvin on
The background behind the patronthe home stretch to place second leav
past several years, Delta Kappa Epsiess's booth and the one opposite are
ing third to Marvin. Marvin held the
lon will sponsor an Ivy Tea on Thursto be a lighter blue as is also the
day afternoon at the D. K. E. House. lead next to K. Black of Maine mos:
background behind the orchestra.
Members of the faculty and their of the way but the Pale Blue's speedy
quarter miler broke into the lead outStreet Lights Show Booths
wives will be invited to attend.
distancing competition. At the start
Behind the booths will be streetPopular Bands Signed
of the last event Bowdoin only led
lights with signs designating the fraThe complete list of orchestras to Bates by 2-3 of
a point but then
ternity booths.
Further illumination play at the fraternity houses follows:
Maxcy and Marvin finished a close
will come from lights projected from
Alpha Delta Phi— Ed McKenneli second and third to Murray
in the 220
the back of the booths onto the ceiland his Victor Recording Orchestra, separating the White from
the Garing,
lighting the floor indirectly.
Wednesday.
net by a greater margin.
There will also be colored spotlights
Alpha Tau Omega Dan Murphy
Porter Places Second to Veysey
in various parts of the gym.
and his Musical Skippers. Wednesday.
The list of patronesses as selected
Coach Magee entered Hutchinson
Beta Theta Pi— Fletcher Henderin the mile, hoping to take the two
by the committee will probably be son. Wednesday.
as follows: Mrs. K. C. M. Sills. Mrs.
Chi Psi— Billy Murphy, Wednes- mile with Bob Porter,, Bowdoin's fast
Sophomore.
M. Copeland, Mrs. O. C. Hormell, day.
Although
Hutchinson
Mrs. M. B. Cushing. Mrs. K. J. Boyer,
Delta Kappa Epsilon Clive Sher- pressed for third he failed to score.
•Mrs. M. P. Mason, Mrs. H. R. Brown, man, Thursday.
Veysey of Colby easily outdistanced
Mrs. P. S. Wilder, and Mrs. J. F.
Delta Upsilon Vin Gary, Wednes- his nearest rival on his last encircling
of the track but fell short of a record
White.
day.
Preparations are being made for
Kappa Sigma Vin Gary, Thurs-i by five seconds. In the gruelling two
mile run Porter and Veysey were
one of the most elaborate parties in day.
years by the committee, which conPsi Upsilon Duke Oliver, Wednes- content to let Hunnewell of Maine set
the pace for the first mile, after
sists of Josiah Drummond,. chairman. day.
William B. Flynn. Jr., William P.
Si^ma Nu Jimmv Gunn and his Veysey began to slowly edge up.
In the sixth lap Veysey took the
Sawyer, Maxwell M. Small, and Dixie Serenaders. Wednesday.
*
Winthrop B. H. Walker.
Theta Delta Chi—Hughie Connor, lead which Porter had held for a
short distance and they both began
Prices for the dance will be an- Wednesday.
nounced later.
Zeta Psi— Willie Bryant, Thursday. to pull away from the rest of the

April

DISCONTINUE PHI CHI,

be pre-

WALKER HEADS
DEBATING TEAM

After hearing this orchestra at Nutting's

Circle' will not

Bowdoin 382-3,

Bowdoin's

before

The

President of the organisation,
stated to the Orient recently. "A
survey of most of the houses has
indicated that since a urge majority saw the play on its first
presentation, there is not sufficient demand to warrant producing It again."
Rehearsal for "The Merchant
of Venice'*, chosen as the Commencement play .start today.
Plans are being formed for a
realistic staging.

34, Colfry 10 1-3 in

Although three

provide the music for the Ivy
dance Friday night, Josiah H.
Drummond "36, chairman of the Ivy

FACULTY DECIDES TO

sented by the Masque and Gown
as a part of the program for Ivy
houseparty," William A. Frost,

State Classic

Gym

Dance Committee announced

52,

Bates

M

EVENT

JU|fP

MAINE FRIDAY

NO. 5

Masque And Gown Gives
Up Plans For Ivy Drama

o Records,
Shot for
rk

Gray's Musicians

and Red Booths on Blue
Background

.

1

15, 1936.
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CASA LOMA STOMP
WILL BE FEATURED
Decorations Will

wmmm

ORIENT

WEDNESDAY, MAY

Good Breaks
NiblockTh

Comparable to Glen

mmmmmmm

!

WHITE NINE MEETS

ME.,

will

and

juniors

the

mmmmmmmmmm

COMMITTEE SELECTS
BOWDOIN LOSES
MAL HALLET TO BE TRACK LAURELS
IVY GYM DANCE BAND TO U. f MAINE

Mai

r

seniors generally enjoy Rising
Week the list of supporters of the
time-honored traditions is augmented
by the sophomore and freshman
classes immediately after their parThe
ticular Rising Week is over.
sophomores are alreadv social juniors in that connection, and retain
some hostility to the group which opposed them.
Meanwhile the freshman, free of the shackles of Phi Chi
rules, foresee future freshmen of the
"smart-Alec" type who will have to
The sense and
be held in check.

proffered

'

BRUNSWICK,

(65th Year)

The Sun

GRANTING

.

THE BOW

IN UNION TONIGHT

t *

"

mmmmmimmimmmmmm—m

w^m

bert R.

Brown

will

be toastmaa-

and sneakers will include
Pres. Kenneth C. M. Sills; Howard Niblock *35. president of the
student council and track captain; and John (). Parker *35.
president rf the debating council
and member of Phi Beta Kappa.
Prof. Alfred (). (irons of the
biology department will show a
series cf movies to the group
after the banquet.
ter.

j

1
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Brunswick, Maine

Established

Bdltor-M-Chtef
Robert P. Ashley

*8fl

John P. Chapman

'36

1871

Richard E. Mathewson

Jr., "8T

Stanley Williams, Jr.,
Sports Editors
Charles F. Brewster •»?

William

Maxwell A. Eaton

*87

*8T

'37

Burton

8.
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TUFTS COLLEGE
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The other day we found the followPrea, Kenneth C.
M. Sills and
ing document signed by a freshman,
tacked to the bulletin board of North Alumni Secretary Philip 8. Wilder
represented the college at meetings
Hyde:
of
the
associations
of Hartalumni
WARNING I
ford, Conn., and New Hampshire, reThere will be LADIES in this
spectively, last week.
end from NOON, Sunday until
The Hartford meeting at which
evening;. Please act accordingly.
eubtla hint for the boys to wear Prea. Sills spoke was held Monday
of last week at the Kockledge Councoats and ties!
try club, near Hartford. Election, of
- e
officers saw Rev. Oliver W. Meano
We were sitting on our porch '84
of Hartford chosen president of
the other day, reading the masthe association and WiUis G. Parwhen suddenly we
ter Plato,
son "23 continued as secretary.
were larked back to the world of
In addition to Wilder's talk for the
actuality by a booming voice
We college, Prof. Daniel C. Stanwood of
from the Art Btrildlag.
the laculty appeared on the program
mooted over and found that the
of the New Hampshire alumni assomore
belonged
to the
voice
ciation meeting, held at the Hotel
exotic of the Seagrave Brothers.
Eagle in Concord. Stanwood spoke
Pat Quiaby and his Breaking;
on international relatione, with parclass were staging a political ralticular reference to the League of
ly aad Seagrave was wasting; his
Nations and the other internattons
luags an a belated prayer for the
institutions centered at Geneva. HarRoosevelt regime. People booed
lan M. Bishop '98 of Durham, N. H.,
and people cheered. One speaker
was elected president of the New
Mr.
was accused of being drunk.
Hampshire association, while Scott
Ashby Tibbetts was nominated
C. W. Simpson '03 was returned to
for mayor c f Bethel. Maine. Mr.
the office of secretary.
Tibbetts accused "his friends" of
"drifting down the sands cf time
en flowery wings, letting the
Communication
chips fall where they may."
were forced to leave when
Steve Merrill addreaaad us indisTo the Editor of the Bowdoin Orient:
criminately as "fellow suckers."
I should like to take the liberty of
- c
answering the unjustifiable letterThe T.D. house has good cause to written by a supposed "Interested
be proud of its brothers Seagrave. Alumnus" which appeared in last
What with their soap-box oratory! week's Orient of Wednesday, May
and their acrobatics, they've been a 8th, concerning the Kent's Island Ex*
But the public pedition of this coming summer.
lot in the public eye.
eye can take it, because last Sunday
It might be well to inform the stuevening it couldn't help seeing Or-| dent body and alumni that a certain
ville riding a bicycle and Norman guileful,
disgruntled undergraduate,
riding: Orville and Norman, farther- or undergraduates, was responsible
more, balancing himself by means of for this sarcastic letter, disparaging
a laundry bag in one hand and a the work and plans of the Kent's
suit-case in the other
Island Biological Expedition. My PurJust a couple of exhibitionists,
pose here is to answer the author and
m • c
impressions!
correct
the erroneous
Sam McCoy was whining to a
caused by the "Interested Alumnus' "
senior about the amount of "Parletter of last week.
adise Lost" he had to read for
First and foremost, under the head
the next day.
of "gross errors" (a crude pun at this
"Who wrote that?" ashed the
stage of the game!) the "Alumnus",
senior, an Economics Major.
intimated that the location of Kent's
"MiJlon" waa the astonishing
Island was not accurately stated in
reply.
the Kent's Island aricle of May 1st.
"Oh, yeah, I know, he's the
If he will but re-read that article he
guy that wrote 'Good-bye Mr.
will observe that it specifically states
Chipa'."
where and how Car away Kent's:
- c
Island is.
An undergraduate journeying to
The legend to the cut stating that
Boston by train the other weekend the 1934 group participated in the
spied the familiar cranium of Herbie Bowdoin-MacMillan Expedition is an
Brown a few seats in front of him. editorial mistake.
No such stateOn looking closer he discovered that ment has ever been issued by the
the learned Brown, fittingly enough, Kent's Island Expedition.
was exercising all his powers of conStatement that the work of last
centration on a book. Recalling the summer's expedition "has been pubSillsian custom of always carrying lished recently- in the leading qio-

The COLLEGE
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Exit Phi Chi

its exit

I

\

The Faculty's decision to abolish the institution of Phi Chi came
as no surprise to the majority of the undergraduate body. For
several years there has been considerable agitation among the
upper classes to encourage such a move, but until this year Phi
Chi was thought of as a necessary evil to be tolerated for the pleasure of the lower classmen. Whatever objections were apparent
before suddenly became articulate, following the recent Rising
Week fracas, in a general demand for a far reaching reform.
Undoubtedly the Administration was prompted in its action by
the mature and sane attitude of a large portion of the Freshman
Class who, since their arrival at the College, has been more or less
disgusted with many of the "prep-school" traditions which have
This
persisted at Bowdoin as a hang-over from former days.
attitude first found expression in a silent but none the less noticeable objection to Hell Week and other related customs. Consequently

m

when this institution began to go gradually by the boards,
for other than purely
was applauded by the lower class

—

personal reasons.
Phi Chi, as a disciplinary body, has never been particularly significant. While it undoubtedly has performed its function in regulating the minor codes of freshman conduct, it has never succeeded

i

j

{

a well-thumbed edition of Dante with logical

him on his trips, the undergraduate
was naturally inquisitive about the
master-piece with which Mr. Brown
ties and the Student Council assume a more responsible position was refreshing his soul. After some
craning of the neck, he managed to
in matters of campus conduct, it is not improbable that the Admin- get a good view of the book. It wan
"Why
entitled,
pointedly
istration will be forced to enter more and more into the unpleasant rather
Touch".
and unpopular function of a policeman. We doubt if this will be
• «
necessary, but with Bowdoin suffering continually from unfavorable publicity, the Administration may be compelled, against its
own wishes, to interfere in matters which hitherto have been left
to the undergraduate's

that

we

own

We

discretion.

sincerely hope that

are misinterpreting present indications.
J. P. C.

the article of May 1 concerning the Kent's Island Expedition. Investigation disclosed that the alumrtus was two Bowdoin undergraduates. The letter was deliberately deceptive. By affixing the
signature, "An Interested Alumnus", its authors attempted to give

an air of authority which, rightly signed,

it

To

could not claim.

Arrow

will decline to

make

his letter public.

»

The Kent's Island Expedition may have been over*publiciaed
and enveloped in an exaggerated, halo of grandeur. As such it has
come in for more than its share df undergraduate scorn. But it is
far more deserving of commendation thin scorn. For it represents a sincere and wholehearted attempt on the part of a few
Bowdoin students to accomplish something tangible and worthwhile. It is not a mere vacation excursion, but a serious scientific
undertaking, the results of which may be of real value to ornithol-

To a

ogists.

college

known

chiefly for its arts courses, the pub-

accruing from such an expedition may provide welcome
assistance in strengthening its reputation in fields of scientific

did

we

We
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been termed "a down-easter fishing
boat" by a Bowdoin "alumnus"!
The "building of the dormitory"
actually boils down to an expenditure
of $100 and a great deal of labor in
converting an abandoned barn into
sleeping quarters for ten men. The
worthy "alumnus" perhaps visualized
a replica of Hyde Hall.
One phase ot the expedition will be

other day with that nonchalance
and poise which one acquires
from a close acquaintance with
the classics, when he came to
There was not a
his turn-off.
car on the street, but Barney,
with a fine regard for what is
right, stretched out his hand and
kept it there until he hsd successfully rounded the corner.
Wonder if he can ride no
handsiea?

the mapping of the outer sea islands
in the Bay of. Fundy. Contrary to the
statement of "An Interested Alumnus", Dr. Mayr ot the Museum of Natural History, himself, in a New York
interview, stated that no accurate surveying work had ever been done on
the Island, that the present map is
only guesswork, snd that no scientific
work of an extensive zoological nature could be conducted on the island
without an accurate map. In regard
to the "unnecessary soundings", I bolieve that there have been no recorded soundings made all around the
shore of the island, both at low and
hiRh tides, and that such soundings
will be of great value to the expedi-
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FOR THAT 7th INNING STRETCH

tion.
I will

admit that the account ot
landing on Yellow Murr Ledge has
Howbeen somewhat exaggerated.
ever, I should like to State that Yellow Murr Ledge Is one of a group of
the
along
reefs
the most treacherous
entire Atlantic seaboard, and has
ported, it was pointed out that the been termed "the graveyard of the
midshipmen were not encouraged to Bay of Fundy" by marinera. The!
use the library because it interfered Murr Ledges he*« «*•* **" Iwdeo
with their studies which were largely upon except by ship-wrecked sailors
confined to text books. However that or by investigating scientists. Yellow
may have been a dozen years ago, Murr Ledge itself is no exception to
today the book circulation and gener- this.
In fact, the moot powerful
al use of library facilities by mid- lighthouse in the Bay is in the near
shipmen compares very favorably vicinity.
with the practices in our good colIn closing may I say that, in my
leges."
,
opinion, the writer of such a discred"About twenty-four percent of the
iting letter has been unduly critical.
midshipmen have had one year or
attitude does not speak
Certainly
more of college training. Now candi- well of a his Bowdoin man.
true
dates who have one year in a good
Respectfully submitted,
college are admitted to the academy

l

Jm uotua ytvJL fc ^/^^*?
8

C/amaowi

|

PAUL GORDON FAVOUR,

|

without further examinations."
In closing his address the president
called attention to the fact that the

Member

of the
Expedition.

1W4

Kent'i

JR.. "3«
Island

midshipmen had few opportunities to
meet students in other institutions. understand what college students
He urged all Bowdoin undergradu- were thinking about and that under-

CaarMaM IMS. Tat

SUaW— T«aa«o dapuir

It's

^_-

the tobacco that counts, and there are

finer tobaccos

to make all possible contacts graduates might get something of
with midshipmen of their acquaint- the point uf view el the future naval
so that the midshipmen might ofteers.

ates

"

(fat*

than those used

no

in Luckies

1

—j
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Festival

Just Received for Ivy

HOGAN

a sleek, trim, fast thirtyWouldn't Mr.
eight foot cruiser.
Rockefeller be overjoyed to know that
his generous gift to the College had

visit in a talk to the
undergraduates in Wednesday morning chapel.
In his talk President
Suss compared and contrasted the
educational methods at the academy
with the methods used in the colleges.
"In a speech at Portland a few
tak- weeks ago, not very accurately re-

quartet work. One
group sang Sunday at the memorial
»* G » rtin « r Mame i'° r
'****?
Mr. Edward Arlington Robinson. New
»re to be elected next week.
0-teThe Waterville program waa aa
follows:
Rise Sons of Bowdoin,
K. C. M. 8ills '01
Church of Waterville. Each flee club
supplied half an hour of the program. Fight
Faltin
lief ore the concert a dinner wa», t
tfc^ w»«*
Parker
W#St
'*
'1
*f
given at Colby at which the presl- ]*"»
"i
t~I£1Ji
Traditional
dent of th. college welcomed the Men of Harlech .. Welsh
Glee Club
clubs; a dance was held after the performance in the Colby alumnae build- Blue Danube Waltz (piano-nccordion
ing with music supplied by orches
Strauss
go j j
The
Wttras from Colby and Bates.
g q McCann
~ .. »»,
terville trip was the second the club _.
.
v D#
*a ,
Dow» •*»** *•
has made this year, the concert In
1 j,
Ai „
1
** "j* "* * ir
Concord last Wednesday night ha»„
Farewell, Mendelssohn
The Hunter's „
ing been called off.
Sullivan
Gilbert
and
Chorus
Poem,
of
Sings Hearts to
Pierce •»«
Although the Intercollegiate Music Bowdoin Beau

Robert Breed, their conductor, called
their beat performance this season,
sang at Waterville last Thursoa,
. .
,
*»
night in the annual Intercollegiate
Music Festival. The concert, in which
Maine, Bates, and Colby also took
part, was given in the First Baptist

We Have

befitting

an account of his

The Bowdoin Glee Club,

Which

MAINE STREET

{

TO NAVAL_ ACADEMY

scheduled appearance' this spring,
they are open for engagement by any
local organisation during the first
three days of Ivy Week, Bob Breed
stated last Monday night The only

Your Inspection of the Many New and Smart Lines

j

Perhaps Commander MacMillsn, who
is a director of Kent's Island, showed
"questionable taste" when he heartily
approved the name "Bowdoin Jr." as

licity

MUSIC CLUB SINGS

Invite

of /pparel

I

doin Jr." is of questionable taste to
brand a "down-easter fishing-boat".

realize, his painfully care-

In closing: To John D. Rockefeller* Jr., and Mr. Sumner Pike, a
word of thanks on behalf of the entire student body. Their genReturning from Annapolis, where
erous gifts and financial assistance have proved invaluable to the he was elected president of the Board
of Visitors of the Naval Academy,
Kent's Island Expedition.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills gave

4.45

65c and up

Neckwear

granduer"
It seems to "An Interested Alumnus" that the appellation of "Bow-

ful adherence to the law. He was
wheeling down Mhiae Street the

endeavor.

1.95

Shirts

Sport Shoes

As for the proposed weekly rebroadcast by Station WC8H in Portland, correspondence is available to
prove the willingness on the part of
WC8H to put this proposal into actuality.
I feel sure that the listeners of WCSH would not find a fif-j
teen-minute weekly broadcast by the
Expedition unwelcome. Is it possible
that "An Interested Alumnus" is a
wee bit envious when he labels the
analogous reference to the Byrd Expedition as "savoring of delusions ot

•

ORIENT

12.50
4.95

White Flannel Slacks

future.

Phil Wilder has a neat sense
Chapel the
other day he was stooging for
a visiting minister who delivered
one of those long, soothing, restgive one a
ful sermons that
chance to relax. When it was
polished off, Phil arose and ashed
In
singing
everyone to join
"Awake, thou who sleepest."
- e
Just as everyone waa getting settled in Chapel the other morning and
Prof. Chase was about to rise and
open the meeting:, a little mongrel
Heading unswervingl>
trotted in.
for Mr. Chase, he Anally arrived at
the platform. For a long minute ho
stared at the somewhat embarrassed
Chase. Then he turned suddenly and,
with his tail between his legs,
streaked for the door.
Maybe he had to see a dog about a
of the appropriate. In

prevent the recurrence of similar incidents, the Orient requests
man.
- c
that in the future every communication addressed to the Editor be
We have always recognised S.
signed with the name of its writer. If the writer of a letter is
Barney Smith as a competent
unwilling to stand back of his statements to the extent of revealing
bicyclist bat not until recently
his identity, the

periodicals" is a reportorial
The fact remains, however,

that an extensive article on the
Leach's Petrel, written by W. A. O.
Gross '37, has been accepted for publication by The Auk, one of the
world's premier ornithological journala, and is to appear in the near

m

Kent'i Island, Etc.
In its columns of latt week the ORIKNT printed a communication,
ostensibly written by "An Interested Alumnus" and criticising

it

error.

if

15.75

Formal Mess Jackets

>

more fundamental rules of conduct. Thus we
there will be any general deterioration in the behavior of future entering classes. However, unless the fraterniin enforcing the

greatly doubt

$30 and up

Gabardine Sport Suits
Palm Beach Suits
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Denny

Quinby

Takes Prize

'37

In Duffer's Rifle Match
Winner Has Perfect Score;
FMnt *38 te Second with
198 Total

W

walked off
Charles A. Denny
at the eloae of the Duffer's Handicap
Rifle Hatch last Sunday night with
the first prize of one thousand rounds
of special target ammunition, after
having shot a perfect score of 200.
Danny's success was due Co the fact
that h« was able In accordance with
the rules of the match to pick the
necessary handicap to complement his

uvncrv CPTC
np UNUMtf
MJ&
*•
LACK OP RELIGION
"Since the beginning of Hitler's
8800 newspapers in Germany
have gone out of existence", said the
Reverend Samuel Macauley Lindsey,
D.D., of Brookline, Mass., who spoke
in last Sunday's chapel on the interrule

national crises of today. Discussing
the choice between democracy and
dictatorship, he declared that the
good points of dictatorship were unity
and
efficiency in government but that
actual score.
libSecond prize of five hundred rounds its disadvantages were loss of
press,
of ammunition went to Vasmer L. erties such as free speech, free
right of labor to unionize, and freeFlint "38 who nearly equalled Denny's
score with a total of 198 points. Hart- dom of religion.
"Democracy is not popular", said
ley Lord "86; Stetson C. Beai *87; and

Criticizes

Modern

.

That those advertising promoters
seek to exploit American merchandisers have robbed American citizens of the most precious quality
ever claimed the quality of compassion, was the accusation of Mr.
George H. Quinby in his Chapel address last Saturday.
It was through the World War and
the universal propaganda campaigns
that publicity, which is synonymous
to propaganda, became the great
menace which it is today, the speaker
stated. "The great masses of simple,
unaffected folk", he said, "can be
talked into doing almost anything.
They learned to mortgage their futures with the installment plan. Long
before the installments on home and
furniture were paid, they mortgaged
the house to buy a car. And before
the car's fenders were bent, the driver was playing the stock market. No
wonder we had a depression!"

who

—

trayed in pictures.
The Reverend.
Doctor Stick-in-the Mud greets a perfag
son as he climbs the stairs.

rCoatiaa* ft-d Duf U
bad taken the measure of the college
freshman in football in 1898 by a
19-18 score. Tea seaaoa, which in-!
eluded five games was most success-

good college education can get it at
if he is pobr."

Bowdoin and cheap too

j

I

fad for Brunswick, in that Gardiner
High was the only triumphant op-

Another reflects a feeling
again."
that seems to have pervaded the time,
even if it now is extinct, for it states;

ponent
Probably the most interesting inscription of all was fpe'eopy of a
piece in the Rath Times of Dec. 1,
1888. This masterpiece, with the exception of one phrase, is still legible
in the writing of some person who
had a taste for literary masterpieces,
The article runs aa follows^

"To

"Bowdoin

College— (obliterated)—

hell

with Greek".
Cartoons Found

Many
Aspersions

many

were

chaarcters.
C. Hall,

"Warren

1

condition, with a fine large freshman
class that can discount the sophs In

Many of the Inscriptions would do
credit to Aesop in their moral value.
One of these states in great solemnity. "Woe unto whoever sitteth on
a red-hot stove, for he shall arise

j

|

also cast upon
One item says,
pumping Oct. 7,

He has got
1894, is a darn fool.
more crust than a cut cat". Another
states "G rover wears a six hat; he

weighs 300 pounds; they use lime at
around; the business people the White Houae to level down the
college paper, the Orient, ground." Whether or not Graver was
and the girls of the visage like the being compared with lime will probstudents for beaux, a good many ot ably remain a. mystery for all time.
them. A young man who wants a
As is usual in prehistoric inscrip-

much

all

endow the

On Admissions

A

A

at half mast for Fred Doyle.
certain Rube Mitchell was seen calling to a Captain Charles, "Hey thar,

't,

Board To Rule
(Continued from pas*

U

vantages of the College even though
they fall short of the precise num-

you black villain". Pictures of ships, ber of hours in a particular subject
devils, and something which is sus- normally required of candidates for
pected of being a fourth-dimensional the A.B. or B.S. degrees. It is expected that such cases will be acted upon
cube are also to be found.
favorably only when the Recording
The actual history of the pumping Committee shall have made the most
job is far from complete. It is defi- careful study of the candidates' ennite that Warren Hall began* pump- tire school records.
ing on October 17,1891. W. R. TenntII.
It is further recommended that
commenced to blow the organ in July a plan previously submitted by the
1881, and ended on January 11, 1885. Committee on the Freshman-SophoBert L. Colfield took over the position more Curriculum in the College Year
on June 13, 1886, and "died February 1931-'32. now be reconsidered in
12, i888."
slightly modified form: That a memThe possibility that this edifice is ber of the present teaching faculty
the original Tower of Babel has been be designated as Director of Admisforwarded on the grounds that Greek, sions and Visitor of Preparatory
German, French, and English writ- Schools and that he be made primarings are to be found. Mathematics ily responsible for establishing and
was also a known art at this time aa maintaining relations between the
many calculations of money owed, College and the preparatory and high
etc., are left to posterity on these schools within the State and, When
walls.

desirable,

outside

the

State.

.

.

.

.
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Organ Loft Shed Light On Past

a great many things wove por-

was

last

.

i

Church

Inscriptions In College

Publicity

Doctor Lindsay; "when I was abroad
summer I found in many EuroPromote Cynicism
pean nations contempt for democrac>
Quite different,
Mr. Quinby beYou are going to
on every hand.
lieved was the effect of this publicity
you want a
"The Kentucky Rifle", the reward of- have to decide whether
on the better educated class, whose
instead or not."
fered to anyone shooting under that dictatorship
intelligence saved it from "the siren
Discourages Socialism
condition, while the third prise of
call of the advertisers".
Since the
tare* hundred rounds of ammunition % A second modern crisis, the speak- appeal was largely emotional, the sowas divided between Beal and Cowan. er stated, is caused by industrial and called educated man thought it a de"The finite proof of his wisdom to hide
overproduction.
Fourth place was likewise a tie, this agricultural
time be t ween Francis L. Cooper '87 world we live in", he said, "was made his emotions beneath a hard, cynical
Now at last we exterior. If he weakened he was the
and Paul G. Favour, Jr., '36, at 193 by James Watt
points.
can produce more on factory and on victim of a peddler
"so he stifCloses Season
farm than we can sell at a profit. fened his defense and looked on every
The Duffer's handicap match brings We face two questions: Shall we con- intruder as a bond salesman."
production for
Believing that those who ballyhoo
to a close the first season of the tinue with capitalism
Bowdoin Rifle Team's activities. All private profit or change to socialism the American merchants have harmed
production for human needs?"
the citizens of this country, Mr. Quinequipment belonging to the club will
To answer his question Doctor by said, "They have robbed us of the
be stored in the Sargent Gymnasium
precious
quality
man ever
until next October when practice will Lindsay said that it was his opinion moat
begin for the first match of the year that socialism as practised in Russia claimed ... A quality rarely heard
with M.I.T. here early in December. today was "more stimulating than of today despite the N. R. A., and the
'. -the
The thirty contestants in the han- nourishing". Russia, he declared, is spread-the-works programs
dicap match with their scores are a nation of paupers. "There will be quality of compassion; compassion
listed here in the order in which they time enough", he went on, "to change which means the desire to help or to
hot: Charles L. Tuttle '37. 193; to socialism when Russia proves it spare suffering."
"You are not to old," he said in
Laurence G. Hill '36. 192; Maxwell can be managed on a national scale."
conclusion," to have lost your com
A. Eaton "87, 178 Norman S. MacCites American Morals
Fhee "87, 181 Richard C. Clapp '37,
The third problem of today that passion, I hope you can keep it; it
190; Charles A. Denny '37, 200; Fran- Doctor Lindsay discussed was the is even more important than national
cis L. Cooper, Jr., 'Zl, 193; Ralph H. social
problem of unemployment. advertising."
Winn "38, 143; Stuart D. Brewer '38, Quoting the figures on the present
'38, number
Morrow
E.
Robert
187;
With the opening of this college
of unemployed in this counErnest R. Dalton "37, 92; try (eleven million), he said thaf the year, one hundred new college presi190;
G. Favour *36, 193; Thomas United States was one of the most dents assumed office as against one
*86,
Lloyd
190; W.
P. Gibb, Jr.,
backward nations of the world in so- hundred and twenty-five new college
tham '37, 123; Orville B. Seagrave cial legislation, that we lack many and university heads of last year. The
IB, 186; Richard C. Bechtel '36, 188; laws for such thing* as workingmen's turnover for this year has been about
Caspar F. Cowan '36, 186; Carlyle N. employment insurance, which other seven percent and greater among the
daSuze, Jr., "38, 164; William S. Bur- countries have had for years. "The liberal arts institutions than among
ton '37, 181; Ernest W. Loane, Jr., sad thing- about an unemployed man," other types of colleges. Tech News.
18, 1M? Elliott D. Burritt "38, 174; he commented, "is that he soon beNorman P. 8eagrave *87, 148; Nor- comes unemployable."
One Monday afternoon the Lafayman 8. Quint *36, 186; Stetson C.
A fourth crisis Doctor Lindsay ette football squad was given a tuberReal '87, 196; Robert D. Mores '38. described as essentially a moral one. culin test by an injection which later
159; Gauthiet A. Thibodeau '37, 163; He told an anecdote of a Japanese proved to be an overdose. That SatAra A. Karakashian '37, 172; Vasmer official who did not think that the urday the team was beaten 41-0 by
L. Flint »88, 198; Hartley Lord "30, United States should send mission- the University of Pennsylvania.
198} Frank D. Lord '38. 184.
aries to Japan but should rather set
Japan a better example in conduct.
Crimes occur in this country, the
speaker declared, that would be imCHI

Caspar F. Cowan '36; all tied for
third place at the score of 196. Since
Lord shot without a handicap, he
chose as his prize the book entitled

THREE
tions,

.

.
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ABOLISHED
BY FACULTY VOTE

PHI

fOmtfiraed from pace

D

In the '80's and '70's it held a
tribunal to try disobedient freshmen
in Sodom, the north end of the fourth
floor of Winthrop. The tribunal was
called "Sodom County Court."

No

OinS. H. J. Bc—oMaTofe. U.

nations of the
possible in many
world.
In conclusion Doctor Lindsay said
that he believed that all these crises
were nothing but manifestations of a
spiritual crisis; that man was tending
to lose his relationship with God;
and that what is needed in America
is a revival of sane religion.

Verdicts Declared

"Sodom Court" seldom went as far
as to declare a verdict It would have
been "guilty" anyway, for even the
attorney for the defense was a sophomore.
Phi Chi was "formed with the purpose of violating college rules", and
because of an accident during the

Ninge Albert m*>

The psychology department

of

HAIOLD ("DUTCH":
MUTH, Olympic Fancy
High-Diving Cham-

NT °?
"THE* 0°
voUR WHOl

a

California College conducted an experiment to discover the pet paeve* of
its students. The men thought that
listening to "baby talk" was the
worst, whereas the co-eds detested
moat the "dates" that kept them wait-

pion, en joy in g a Camel.

He has smoked Camels
for nine years— smoked

Camels even before he
took up diving. He says,
"I'd

walk a mile for a

Camel."

ing.

—

initiation of a member in 1882- candidates underwent an ordeal in those
days—it fell into disfavor and was

Phllgii for Fraternity

banned.

Read below what

House Cooking

"Phi Chi* Persists
But the song "Phi Chi" lived on,
though by 1920 it seemed to be dying
out. • In 1922-23 members of a freshman society elevated themselves on
becoming sophomores into a new Phi

t

THE**

leading sports champions

Brunswick Hardware Co.

say about Camels

Prompt Service a Fair Prices
188—ST Maine St,—Tel. 1S7

Tel.

Chi.

Phi Chi, reborn competed for a
titrie and finally displaced "The White
Key" society, which "entertained visitors' and enforced freshmen rules.

So far this year, blindness has
proved no barrier to five student*
entered New England col-

wnp have

With

'

Bowdoin Seal Paper
KAYWOODIE and D. C. PIPES
TO! LET ARTICLES

leges.

FIRST NATIONAL
of Brunswick,

WISEMAN FARMS

BANK

dinals, say* : "Here's the best proof I

Maine

Capital. 8175,808

Total Resources $2,700,000

STUDtMT FATBONAGE SOLICITED

the preference of star athletes overwhelmingly for one cigarette, that cigarette has to be exceptionally mild! la
name is well known to you—Camel. Here's
what an Olympic champion diver, Harold
("Dutch") Smith, says about Camels
"I've found a great deal of pleasure in
Camels. They never interfere with my
wind." Rip Collins, of the St. Louis Car-

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

Ice

Cream

NEW

for Gift*
Stationery

•

far

HARVARD UNIVIRSITY
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Cards

occasions

real mildness!"

Dick Shelton, world - champion

smoke are mild. Camels are very
mild—don't get my wind." Aad those two
brilliant golfers, Denny Shute and Helen
Hicks, have come to the same conclusion
—"Camels do not get my wind."
rettes I

TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods. Fruit, Freeh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles. Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all

How this

QUICK LUNCH

Lyman

-A COMPLETE DINNER
—at aar

time, at

you

is

important

too!

Camel smokers can smoke more—and enjoy smoking more, knowing that sports
champions have found Camels so mild

B. Chipman, Inc.

that they never jangle their nerves

or get

their wind.

PURE FOOD SHOP

any price

Spa

A

Specialty

of Frateruitj

own

tant to

you

PRINTING
574 Confreai Street

is

impor-

So ismember _*s: Camels are

# Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
- — TW-ish aad

Portland, Me.

Domestic
-.:

_a_M_a_aa_ai

ttmrcat CONDITION

too.

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS!

Trade

STUART & CLEMENT

rooa

so mild you can smoke all you want. Athletes
say Camels never get their wind or nerves.

Retail

College

mildness
to

Kinds east of Portland.

-A

steer

dogger, says: "I must be sure the ciga-

expertly done
lftS Maine Street

A Mot*

DINTAL SCHOOL

all

smoke all I want, and they never upset my
nerves or get my wind. That's what I call

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

DENTISTRY
•/ Prtweutiv* Medicine
Cottage Mae find in it unusual
SpMMiiniti— for a career

Fountain Peaa

Al condition for tournament play.
found that Camels are so mild I can

quire*
I've

THE

:

steadily,

Varney'g Jewelry Store

•

know

Camels are mild 1 can smoke them
and they never get my wind."
Rowland Dufton, of the New York
A. C, says: "Squash is a game that rethat

,

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
TaLIM

_*

tmmm.
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— than

any other popular brand.

Marsala* Tskssss Csasiif.
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Bowdoin Stars Break Three
New State Track Records
paw

(Coatlaoed from

mmmmmmmmm

o

SPORT SIDELIGHTS
but three of the fifteen events the Pale Blue broke into the
with Bowdoin, next in versatility, placing in ten events,
Bates, as a close third, garnered counters in nine contests,
limited to but three scoring positions.
o
o—o

shoot at. In all
scoring column,
taking second.
while Colby was

O—O

o—o

"With four games scheduled before
21 it Is
impossible to give any lineup for the
game, but if things continue as they
have been going I shall use the same
men that went on the Southern trip",
stated Lin Wells, baseball coach,
Crippled by the absence of its to an Orient reporter.
Because of hour exams, conflicts of
number one, two and four men, the
Bowdoin tennis team nosed out Bates classes,, and majors, the team has
been together as a unite only. four or
by a 6-4 score on the Bates courts five times lately except during the
last Monday.
extended tour taken two weeks ago.
The score stood three-all when all Walker. Manter and Karakashian as

BATES BOWS TO
RACKETMEN, 5-4

the
first

singles

three

—

—

mixed up his dates

o—o
Good going over the hurdles at the State Meet in Lewiston. Good won
both the high and low hurdles and broke records in both events.

Phil

WHITE CINDERMEN

In

Colby Shuts

LOSE TO AMHERST
"Dave Rideout's injury cost us the
meet", stated Coach Magee, in refer-

Out Bowdoin
Nine 14 to 4

ence to the recent 69 1-6 to 65 5-b
defeat handed the Polar Bear tracksters by the powerful Amherst agFailing to score until the eighth in»
gregation last Wednesday at Am- ning, the Polar Bears were outplayed
6.
The Black twins of Maine were herst "Stewart's winning she 220, 14-4 by the Colby nine at Seavein's
mainstays for the Orono team, Ken 440, and 880 in one afternoon is one Field, Waterville, last Monday when
easily winning the 440 and placing
of the most remarkable achievements the Mule's barrage of the sixth inning
second in the half mile; while Ernie
netted
runs.
8
Ara Karakashian
clung to Veysey's shoulder for three 1 have ever seen," Jack declared.
M Nev*r again will a tenm of mine started off well for the White by limitlaps of the mile and then had to drop
ing Colby batters to one hit in the first
comet
Colby's
back to second when
have more than one meet in a week", four innings, but the Bowdoin infield
started his last quarter drive. An emphatically
continued Magee, in weakened in the third letting in three
Orono trio starred in the 100 yard reference to last week's strenuous runs.
dash, taking all three places.
scheduled which included the ColbyIn the fifth Lemieux of Colby
The summary:
triangular meet, singled and came home when the ball
Bowdoin
Springfield,
Bread jump Won by Soule. Bowdoin Kel- in addition to the Amherst and An- went through Johnson's legs in center
kr. Bates, second Kishon, Bate*, third. Disnual State Meet.
field on the hop.
Hocker Ross, on
tance. 21 ft. Ill in.
bases with a second single of the inWhite Weightmen Strong
Pole vault— Won by Meagher. Bates: Rideoat. Bowdoin, and Hathorn. Maine, tied for
The White cindermen made a de- ning, was brought in by Cant. Dick
aeeond. Helafat. 11 ft. « la.
Sawyer's blow to right field giving
termined bid to offset the lead piled Colby a lead 6-0 to start the sixth.
Javelin throw Won by Totman. Maine;
Bell.
Maine, aeeond
Kishon. Batea. third.
up by Amherst in the running events
Diatanee. ISO ft. 8) in.
by taking first in all the field events,
Mile run— Won by Veyaey. Colby E. Black.
except for the javelin and the discus;
Maine, aeeond; H. Saundera. third- Time.
For a while it looked as though the
4 SB. Ma.
Hammer throw Won by Kiahon. Bates; Polar Bears would come out ahead
Johnaon. Bates, aeeond Frame, Maine, third.
as Porter crashed through with vicDiatanee. 1(7 ft. 6( in.
tories in both the mile and two mile
440-yard run— Won by Black. Maine; Gray,
plus Good's double victory in the
Bowdoin. aeeond; Marvin, Bowdoin. third.
4-1
hurdle races to bring Bowdoin up
Time. 50
a.
;

;

—

in filling out the

match contracts.

o—o

o—o

'

—

o

Entering four singles players who have no superiors in the state, the
White netmen rule strong favorites to win the Maine Intercollegiate TenJoe Fisher, the college
nis Tournament for the third successive year.
champion, should cop the singles crown with Jim Wocdger, Bob AshThe
ley and Win Thomas outstanding candidates for runner-up honors.
and
Fisher- Woodger
the
doubles championship is a toss-up between
Ashley-Thomas combinations.
the

fatal

—

A student union grill room has been
opened at McGill University, Monwhere men and women may
gather for dancing whenever they desire, and tea dances have been planned
for special occasions, which men ana
treal,

women may

attend unescorted.

:

GOLF TEAM WINS
TOURNEY AT BATH

the batteries for Bowdoin.
Bill Shaw is slated to continue his

work

stellar

at

first

Kent, and Gentry

divide

up the

outfield positions.

in the state.

May

White Courtmen
Take Colby, 9-0

the Bowdoin Tennis Team
clean sweep to carry the day
decisive score of 9-0. Outstanding for intense competition was

and

lost to Colby.

made a
by the

J. V.

NINE BEATEN

PRACTICE GAME

between Win Thomas and
IN
With the decisive score of 7-2 the Rothblatt number two man of Colby.
Weakened by the loss of Harkins
Bowdoin Golf Team defeated the After each man had taken a set, the
until
balance
hung
in
the
match
and Steer, Bowdoin's Jayvee nine
Bath Country Club Sunday. Kellogg,
who beat Cheney, was low scorer Thomas finally rallied to clinch the dropped a practice game to South
match 6-3.
Portland High school to the tune of
with a 78. Boyd beat Girard, Gates
Bob Ashley, Bowdoin number one 6-3. last Friday afternoon on Pickdefeated House, and Owen beat Milman, was held in check by the strong ard Field. Piling up half their runs
ler.
Mitchell and Sclar lost to back-hand
Williams,
Colby on errors, South Portland came
of
Freshman, until the second set when through in the second inning to
Giben and Buck respectively.
Tomorrow the team is leaving for he took the offensive and handily establish a substantial lead which
Walertown, Mass., where on Friday quelled his opponent with an ac- they held throughout the game.
and Saturday twelve colleges will curate net game. Ashley's scores were
For the Wellsmen, Stan Allen, Mccompete for the New England In- 2-6, 6-3, 6-1.
Phee and Brown were outstanding
tercollegiate Golf Championship at
Freshmen Show Promise
for their batting while Rivers of
the Oakley Country Club. Mitchell,
In the doubles the power of the Portland lead the field with a total of
Boyd, Gates, Kellogg and Sclar will freshman team of Ashkenazy and "four out of four". Although the
go. Next Monday and Tuesday mem- Fitts was noteworthy.
The other game was called in the seventh inbers of the team will compete for the doubles combinations which defeated ning Buck, Allep. Gould, and Kimindividual Maine Championship at the Colby teams were Ashley and ball all saw service on the mound for
Bath.
Thomas and Dana and Kibbe.
Bowdoin.
the dual

_

;

—

:

;

:

Two-mile

run—Won by

Veyaey. Colby; Por-

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

May

-

in

News

—

Colby,

:

tied

third.

for

Height.

S

ft.

throw— Won by Kishon. Batea: Nib-

Diacua

Bowdoin. aeeond

lock.

-

Distance.
i

140

Johnaon. Batea, third.

{in.

ft.

run

880-yard

;

—Won

by Marah.

Maine: K.

Black. Maine, aeeond : Danielaon, Batea. third.
1 m. 59.3 s.
22(Kyard low hurdlea Won by Good. BowEatabrook.
doin : Goddard. Maine, second
(New meet
Bowdoin, third. Time, 24 1-5 s.
record.)

Time,

Sound Act

-

u&u

:

third.

11} in.

-

also

jU>i4t

Hunnewell. Maine,
Bowdoin. aeeond
Time. 9 m. 46 4-5 a.
High jump Won by Kramer. Batea Webb,
Maine, aeeond
Niblock. Bowdoin. and Mar-

tar,

ahall.

PRIVATE WORLDS
•

C^n^e^u?

for the furlong. Stewart's times of
22.6 seconds. 50.3 seconds and 2 min.,
2 seconds in the 220. 440 and half mile
respectively marked the highlights of
the meet.

:

15th

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
-

from behind.
Running true to form Phil Good
established a new college record for
Amherst in the 220 low hurdles, being
clocked at 24 and five-tenths seconds

—

:

Thursday

May

•

16th

SHADOW OF DOUBT
• with Ricardo Cortex - Virginia Bruce

also

-

-

also

•

News

Have Their

lTth

-

Done Well and

Una Merkle

-

May

18th

75 Maine St.

The Cowboy
-

We

Millionaire

also

Phone 3

Brunswick
Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

-

in

cigarette

RECORD OFFICE

GEORGE O'BRIEN
-

at

Favorable Prices at

The
Saturday

—its a great

Printing

Comedy

-

n

Bowdoin Men

Baby Face Harrington
- wit*
Charles Butterworth

;

Murray, Maine
Marvin, Bowdoin,

e.e»-.IH

-

Msy

by

Maxcy, Bowdoin. second
third. Time. 23 s.

Short Subjects
'Friday

daah—Won

220-yard

Print the Orient and

•

Alumnus

Short Subjects

Mob. and Tues.

.

Msy

20 sad 21

The

West Point Of The Air

BRUNSWICK

with .
Wallace Beery • Robert Young
-

News

-

PUBLISHING CO.

Pictorial

rua-iim

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and

Dry

Fireplace

Wood

Lumber and Building Materials
A. K.

MORRELL

CO.

Fuel Oils

Soft Coals

"22.

Mgr.

of All Kinds
(g)

tW% LtccnT 4. Xvtis Toavro Co.

Merrill,

Two Maine Games

—

:

with

the other in-

Colby has defeated Bowdoin previously this season and it seems that
the Mules are improving with every
game they play. Farnham, their ace
mound man has been backed up ably
by Sheehan, Geer, Lemieux, and Sawyer, an infield which has consistently
proven itself to be the most reliable

:

120-yard high hurdlea Won by Good. Bowdoin
Purinton.
Goddard,
Maine, second
Batea, third. Time. II a.
(New meet record.)
100-yard dash— Won by Murray. Maine : Goddard. Maine aeeond Huff. Maine, third. Time.
10 2-5 a.
Shot put— Won by Niblock. Bowdoin: Kishon. Bates, aeeond Snow. Bowdoin. third. Diatanee. 48 ft. 9 7-8 in. (New meet record.)

fill

Johnson,
Fraxier,
positions.
Walker, Thibodeau and Mills are to

field

The game with Maine scheduled for
7 is to be played May 17 on
Pickard Field. This means two consecutive encounters with the Pale
Blue as there was a game already
scheduled for Saturday, May 18. As
this is the first league game on the
home field, the Polar Bears are expected to be at their best Friday and
Maine presents a strong
Saturday.
team with MacBride at short-stop,
as their outstanding performer, plus
Sanborn, their catcher, Henderson,
Clashing with the Colby Mule at Hoyt, Walton and Andersen. Thus far
the Pickard Field courts last Wed- in the series Maine has beaten Bates
nesday,

sixth Karakashian
straight hits and
then a base on balls bringing in four
runs. After a homer by Ross, Manter
was sent to the mound only to yield
another homer all of which totaled
8 runs. However, Bowdoin came back
in the eighth to put three men across
the plate.
On a single of Slocum's, Merrill
came in and shortly after this Slocum
scored when Gentry singled. The latter in turn tallied the third run on
Frarier's slam to center field. In the
ninth while trying to prevent Slocum
from getting to second Colby's catcher
overthrew, allowing Bus Shaw a
chance to score.

In

was met with four

we meet Colby here on May

were played, Bowdoin's pitchers with Buss Shaw and Ruththe bat have comprised
Ashley, Dana and erford behind

men

Bechtel, having tallied victories. Then
Bates took the number three doubles
match easily, thus taking the lead

weeks ago.
four matches to three. However. Ash0—0
o—o
o—o
O O
ley and Bechtel retaliated by defeating
Notable as the major upsets of the meet were Ken Black's unexpected vic- Revey and Carter 6-1, 6-4, to even up
tory over Vale Marvin in the last fifty yards of the quarter, and the shutting the score.
out of Johnny Shute and Dick Hatchfield in the 880. All of which seem to
Doubles Close
hinge on the unfortunate fact that the Bowdoin men were forced to run in
Dang and Kibbe took the first set
three important meets within a week's time.
in the critical final match, but lost
o
o—o
O O
o
*
the second.
As far as the dashes were concerned Saturday's meet might have
been a dual meet between Maine and Bowdoin as no contestants from
Then in the deciding set, a burst of
either Bates or Maine qualified for the finals in either the century or
power gave them a five-love lead.
the 220. To carry it a step farther, the hundred might as well have
With the match and victory nearly in
been a practice heat up in Orono as Murray, Goddard and Huff
grasp, they lapsed for two games,
swept the event for the Pale Blue leaving Soule and Maxcy decidedly
but finally pulled out a 6-2 win, to
in the background.
put the contest on ice for Bowdoin.
o—o
o—o
o—o
o—o
Kibbe's match with Carter proved
Score another for Freshman's friend, Philoon, energetic Jayvee tennis man- the feature of the match running as
ager, for carefuHy maneuvering the Junior Varsity netmen down to Philips it did to forty-eight games. He lost
off
only
find
the
team
busily
playing
Academy
Saturday
to
Exeter
Exeter
last
the third set and his match by the
a match with the Harvard freshmen. We can't give Philoon all the credit for endurance score 13-15.
the little sight-seeing trip, however, as the Exeter manager seems to have

he was acclaimed as Bates' one
track team.
Trials started at 9 a.m. before a
crowd which increased to 200 before
noon. Although the track was rather
slow in the morning due to the rain
of the day before. Saturday's warm
sun soon put it in good condition for*
the afternoon's meet. Most notable of
the morning's events was Niblock's
put of the 16 lb. ball to 47 feet 8 1-7
inches which bettered the existing
record by more than a foot. A third
attempt was good for 49 feet 7 1-4
inches but after getting the ball away
Bowdoin's great shot-putter stepped
out of the circle and fouled. In the
afternoon he came back to add another
foot to his record breaking distance.

—

o—o

o—o

In the period of one week preceding the meet. Porter had had to
run the eight-lap grind in both the Colby-Springfleld-Bowdoin triangular meet and the Amherst dual meet, while Veyaey had limited
his activities to the mile run in the triangle meet at Brunswick two

man

hope

0—0

with the Colby star in the two-mile running the last lap as he did entirely on

score,

Bowdoin's

0—0

o—o

any way detracting from the remarkable iron-man performance of
field home in both the mile and two-mite, due credit
to Bob Porter's remarkable courage in finishing out his battle

his nerve.

140 feet 3-4 inch established in the
morning forced Niblock into second.
He placed second to Niblock in the
shot and took a third in the broad
jump. Totaling nearly half of Bates'

the high and broad jumps was not up
to true form and although he qualified in the trials was not able to stay
up -with the stiff competition later in
the day, and failed to score.
At the end of the morning trial
events, Bowdoin and Maine had each
qualified 15 competitors for the afternoon finals. Bates had 12 and Colby

in

Veyaey, who led the

must be given

With wins in the hammer and discus,
he also placed in the javelin, shot put,
and broad jump. His discus throw of

Totman of Maine, as was expected
placed first in the javelin with a
throw of 180 feet 8 1-2 inches which
he failed to better in the afternoon.

it

0—0
Not
Cliff

Bowdoin Qualifies Fifteen

o—

o—

looked as though Tony Kishon and company were
going to nose out the Mageemen by sheer power in the field events.
In fact out of the eight running events the Garnet team was held to
two third places for a total of two points while the rest of their 34
counters were piled up in the weights and jumps. What might have
happened if Bates could have uncovered a capable middle distance
runner is not even to be conjectured.

Anton Kishon, Bates' brilliant field
star, whose fifteen points give him
the highest individual score proved
himself to be a versatile participant.

Adams,

—

For a while

1)

in.

As Nine
Aims For Maine Games

Practice Slight

Judging from the scoring of last week's state moat the versatility of
Maine's well-balanced team is something for the other Main* colleges to

pack. Porter stuck until the first of
the eighth when Veysey's quickened
strides became too much for him. He
slowly dropped back and entirely
spent, collapsed at the finish line.
Veysey's 9.46 4-5 was 8 seconds better
than the best time Porter has yet

Johnny

oo
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editorial by the Alumnus
Undergraduate Editor (the Associate

excellent

editor of the Orient). Last fall, for
Instance, there appeared two articles
upon the general athletic, and particularly the football, situations, in
which a clear analysis and good suggestions were presented.

•

r

¥N
"

addition to timely editorials on
current campus affairs the Alumnus frequently contains feature articles on various subjects concerned
with the college, such as the college
seal and its origin, or a detailed history of Bowdoin's first football team.
This paragraph is not intended as an
advertisement for the Alumnus, but
aa a signpost for students to let them
know what they often are missing.
Every issue of the Alumnus is worth
the time of glancing through it to
every undergraduate; he may not
always find something of interest to
him, but more often than not he will
find that he will not regret having
picked up and looked over the magar

-

PTOITORIAL

matter of considerable
J collegiate import and worthy of
consideration has been appearing In,

•*-

of all magazines, "Life". The last issue contains a splendid criticism of
the handing out of honorary degrees
by various institutions to any great
self made "butter and egg" man who
may have received a sheepskin from
their fold. These degrees, the editorial
claims, are given out not so much
for reasons of eminent achievement
in worthy fields as for financial success, doubtless with the hooe for

more

physical equipment for the college concerned. That Bowdoin cannot
came under the scope of this indict-

ment

is

something

all

of Alumni Reunion

highest number
From now on he will

to be held in the Sargent

After several

Bowdoin men

THE

H. Vogel, Lancelot Gobbo; F.
Gould, Salerio: E. Benjamin, Leonardo; H. Shaw, Balthazar. The feminine lead role of Portia is taken
by Mrs. David Graham. Miss Nella
Barber plays Nerissa, and Mrs. Elbridge Sibley appears as Jessica. Mrs.
Graham has had considerable professional experience,having acted in New
York in the Pulitzer prize play,
"Craig's Wife".
Follow Elizabethan Style
As in previous yeai s, the Commencement Play will be given on the
terrace of the Walker Art Building.
The «t»*inir of the pUr will b» kept
as closely as possible to the Elizabethan production, with a minimum
of scenery and properties, while the
speeches and actions will be maintained at a fast pace. Costumes and
lighting will be emphasized instead
of scenery. The stage will be divide*;
into three areas where the action will
take place, and as the scenes follow
each other, the action will shift to the
next area, thus speeding up the performance.
The Commencement Play is scheduled for Wednesday evening, June 10.
Because of the late sunset, the play
will go on at 9 o'clock, and shoula
All seats will be refinish by 10.45.
served, and priced at $1.00. Tickets
may be obtained in advance from
Ledgard M. Hall, at the Delta Upsilon House.

Three members of the present faculty will not return in the fall while
four other faculty members who have
been away for the year will return,
Acting Dean Mitchell stated Monday.
Two of the number to be absent will
be away on sabbatical leave, although
one will not leave college until the
second semester.

has had the track at the Stadium entirely reconstructed and resurfacea.
Friday, May 24th, will see two
events which will feature the youngest and the oldest of New England's
athletes.

us.

"And her

editor won't care, if that's
her worst inaccuracy.
"Postscript The crushing is merely
:

temporary."

r

is

to

r

be noted that the Orient
was a feature
Mrs. Craig's

article referred to
editorial.

and not an

innocent story of whnt happened at

Field

Duke

—Jimmy

Oliver,

Gunn and
Wednes-

Serenade™.

iors, take place Friday.
Social
activities
will
include house
dances tonight and* Thursday,
outings Thursday and Saturday,
and, climaxing the program, the
gym dance Friday, with music

—

Kappa

Delta

Epsilon

—Clive

Sherman, Thursday.

Kappa

Sigma

—

Vin

Gary,
Thursday.
Zeta Psi—Chick Webb, Thurs-

by Mai Hallett and

day.

DRAMATIC CLUB
ELECTS WALKER
President

Masque

of

Edwin G.
president of

consti-

Walker *36, was elected
Masque and Gown, Bow-

•

.

!

^^
,

,

membered.
Every fraternity but Kappa Sigma,
Delta Kappa Epsilon and Zeta Psi
will banquet tonight, and from ap-

doin's dramatic

society, at a meeting held in the Moulton Union yesterday afternoon. Walker, a member of
Delta Upsilon, has been prominent in
the organization as an actor for the
past three years.
At the same time, Frank Swan,
'36, Theta Delta Chi, was elected secretary; Le*gard M. Halt tT, Delta
considered poor sportsmanship for a Upsilon, was made business manager;
teacher to ask a question not specific- William Klaber '87, Kappa Sigma,
ally 'covered' in a course. Once a was chosen as production manager;
Asa Kimball '36, Delta Upsilon, was
course was successfully passed ant!
made publicity manager; Frederic
t he
Rrade safely entered on a blue Gwymne "37. Beta Theta Pi, and Paul
card
„
office
we fdt we Laidley '36, Psi Upailon, became
ft
need no l°nRer worry about em bar- members at large of the executive
rassing questions from that quarter, committee.
Revise By-Laws
If a considerable body of knowledge
happened to exist outside our courses
Ex-president William Frost read a
so much the worse for the knowl- revised list of the by-laws of Masque
edge".
and Gown at this meeting. The new
laws govern the membership of the
Majors are "Grown Up"
"Compared with this adding ma- executive committee, the membership
chine system the major examination of the organization, and outline the
duties of the various officers.
is thoroughly grown up."
.

I

All the traditional Ivy color and
gaiety promise to be present this
year as the college blossoms out for
the ever-popular "institution" of Ivy
Houseparty. The number of guests
this year is greater than in recent
years; the quality of the musk, not
only for the gym dance but for the
eleven fraternity dances as well, bid3
fair to make the week end long re-

and Gown

eKe proKram few will be disposed
„ -_-.,.,.>.} Pro
f es80r Herbert
r-roiessor
neroert
l ° aeny
Brown in last Saturday's Chapel talk,
"We have all been too prone to
view education as a thing of courses
and credits", he went on. "In my iuk

'

activities.

Prominent Actor Chosen as

tute an important advance in the colj

proximately 9.36 on into the indefinite
hours, eight different bands will be
producing melody at the eight houses.
The complete schedule of these
dances will be found elsewhere on
this page. Tomorrow evening the banquets and dances of the remaining
three houses will be held.

'^^^^^mmZJX'l^^^^^ m* *mmYhmmm*
banquet three reels of Olympic
motion pictures.
Holy Cross to Feature
Assembled for the Intercollegiate
meet will be the cream of New England's athletes. Every event will have

this

j

outstanding, and, in some cases, national champions.
Favorites in the
sprints include Gillrgan of Holy Cross
and Funston of New Hampshire.!
while in the quarter mile, Ring of
Holy Cross last year's winner, will
have to defend his title against his
own teammate Graham, and Black of
j

j

;

LAST 0IJILL TO BE

"The system, however,

WEEK
'

I

j

j

I

elected to Masque
are the following: Richard

is

j

;

;

1

'

j

the complete table of contents follows:

quet.
j

1

j

i

j

!

!

i

Charles Denny

'37,

Edwin Benjamin
son

James Dennis

"37

Name

One honorary member, Mr. George
Quinby,

director

of

•

»

•

—

is today.
carried a
spirited attack on the evils of dancing, describing the latter stages of a
dance in the following terms: "Faces
have lost their animation; eyes have
•grown heavy and dull
yet they
dance on, enslaved, bowed before thf
tyranny and cruelty of pleasure, that
allow its devotees to gorire themselves
and leaves them unsatisfied." After
the first gym dance the Orient reported in a shocked manner that
there had been dancing until daylight.

COMING EVENTS

it

One of the old-time Orients

—

.

—

Peak Reached

|

.

in

Tonight

]

from

—

May

Deke. Zete and Kappa Sigma
chapter-houses.
Friday, May 24 12.30 p.m.
Seniors' Last Chapel.
Friday.
May 24 1.00 p.m.
Junior Class Exercises on Art
Building steps.
Friday.
May 24 9.oi) p.m.
Junior Prom with Mai Hallett
and Orchestra, Sargent Gymnasium.

—

—

.

—

Saturday,

FinaU

of

May 25—1.45
the

.'<iew

p.«i.

England

Track meet

at .Portland Stadium,
admission
cents,
55
reserved
seats 85 cents.
j

Yves Chardon,
eric

Tillotson.

'cellist,

pianist,

and Fredwill

May 30. as the
featured speaker of the MemoriDay services here, according
to Mr. Charles E. Oilman of
Brunswick who is in charge of

at 2.30 Thursday,
al

arrangements.

Monday,
May 27—Portland
Bowdoin Club entertains Subfreshmen on campus, 6.45 p.m.
Banquet at Moulton Union, Prof.
Herbert Brown tcastmaster. followed by movies of Kent's Island
Trip 1934, concert by Instrumental Club.

«

Congressman

Wadsworth

has

been a leader in political circles
since his graduation from Yale
in 1898. He has been speaker of
the New York assembly, three
times a delegate to the Republican

National convention

from

that state. United States senator
from New York, and is at present a member of the 73rd congress at Washington. His home
is in

Geneseo,

New

York.

Radio Gift To Expedition Insures
Continuous Touch With Mainland

pre-

chamber music
on Saturday, June first, at 8.15
p.m. in Memorial Hall. The prosent a concert of

Dances

23
House
Dances from 10.00 p.m. on at the

Thursday,

'32

a Bowdoin dinner in Washington the custom.
first of April occasioned some rather
Gym Dances Started
sarcastic comments by the Press HerSimilarly, the first gym dance came
ald editors on "peace organizations'
"feminine agitators", and Bowdoin in 1912, with the erection of the SarCollege in general. The Orient fea- gent Gymnasium, and dances have
ture was written in the same sar- been held there each year since.
All this does not mean, however,
It is to be hoped that
castic vein.
Mrs. Craig's confession will put an that there was not a social side to the
to the college. It is interesting to note
end to the "Muther scandal", and early observances of Ivy Day. As fai
that Ellington h*d played for Alpha
that it« contents concerning declen- back as 1880 college dances were
Delta Phi in 1928 at Ivy, when he was
sion will agree with the college's held at Ivy time. They were called
(Continued on pas* 2)
Ivy Hops, and they were held usua*
Classical Department.

— House

10.00 p.m. on at the A. I).. Psi U,.
D.U.. T.D, Chi Psi. Sigma Nu,
Beta, and A.T.O. chapter-houses.

.

Mai Hallett's appearance at the
Sargent jrymnasium Friday evening
will be his third in a decade, for it
was back in 1926 when "The Incomparable", a new but prominent fijrure
in national music circles, first played
for Bowdoin dancers, and so well was
he liked that in 192S he was called
back once more for the classic.
Many other famous bands hnv<
played for Ivy- Probably the hitrh
point was reached in 1932. when Duke
Ellington and his Cotton Club orchos
tra, ranked No. 1 among the world's
negro dan«> orchestras, was brought

To Speak Memorial Day
Congressman James Wolcott
Wadsworth of New York will
give an address in Memorial Hall

i

,

cepted custom then that

New York Congressman

Assistant Managers

The assistant production managers
for the coming season as they have
been named by the committee are:
William Fish, Charles Goodwin, John
Redman, James Dennis, and Georg?
Wilson. Two of these men will be In
charge of each production that is to
be given next year.
Hunnewell

(Continued on page 3)

'38,

and George WU-

'38.

The San Bias Woman, John Schaffner theyTre"also moral." But from "efther Masque and Gown for the past year,
was added to the roster. Mr. Quinby
Extremes in Modern Poetry,
point of view they appear t0 be far
Burroughs Mitchell irom decisive, and no one thinks of was given a rising vote of thanks
"*
by the organization for the great
A t,
Brief Visit to the Dead,
taking a student's grades as more
Robert Hagy tnan a very' partial indication of hia aid that he has given in all departments of the club. He was originally
Ththorndikokay
tratton qualities Q f mind or character.' "
a member of the club during his colly in the Brunswick town hall, then a The Silver Mug .... John Schaffner
lege career which ended in 1923.
comparatively new building. Old-tim- Landscape With Figures.
It was due to the efforts of Mr.
Arthur Stratton Trio To Present Concert
ers who recall these Ivy Hops say
Quinby that the portable addition to
that they were every bit as import- Left Bank Hudson Division.
In Memorial Hall June 1 the stage, and he new proscenium
Donald Barnes
ant in the college year then as the
have been added to the Masque and
Doctor James .... Lawrence Hal!
modern Ivy is today.
Gown's equipment this year.
Dancing was not the generally-acHugo
Kortschak.
violinist,

—

Alpha Tau Omega will spend tomorrow afternoon and evening cruis-

'

j

—

!

excursions of various kinds tomorrow
while Kappa Sigma alone will continue its program through to Saturday when it takes over Poland Spring
on that day for an outing and ban-

ing and picnicing in the Southport
region. Alpha Delta Phi will be at
Camp Aim-Hi on Little Sebago Lake;
Chi Psi will picnic at the summer
and Gown
home at Boothbay of William F.
V. McCann *37, William Rice W,
Samuel McCoy '38, James Hepburii Leach, father of two members. Delta
Upsilon will go to Mrgis Lodge on
•38, Raymond Pach "36, Stanley WilLake Sebago and Sigma Nu to Camp
liams '37, William Fish '38, Charles
Goodwin *38, John Redman '38, Ed- Cochnerongen, at Monmouth. Me.
ward Brown '38, Franklin Gould '37, Zeta Psi will make the cabin of Prof.

New members

not foolproof. It is still possible to view a
major subject as a collection of unrelated and compartment-like courses.
To expect to "get up" a major subject
over the week end is to view the exanimation as a glorified final examination
rather than a challenge to
expose a whole field of endeavor, the
test of two years of careful inquiry'-"
"To change one's major quite casually in the beginning of the Junior
years is to admit that the last two
years are separate units. For a mastery of one field two years is a pitifully short time."
Grades Not Decisive
Turr.injr to the subject of grades,
Prof. Brown quoted Professor Warren Fitz of Princeton:
" 'In theory these grades stand for
intellectual achievement, in practice

j

j

|

—

'

(Continued on pace 4)

ISSUED NEXT

Plan Outings Tomorrow
As in past years, outings will form
a prominent part of this year's Ivy
program. Seven houses will conduct

_

.

his orchestra.

Formal dinners and dances at eight
and three tomorrow,* the gala gym dance with Mai
Hallett plpvJnK Friday night, and
outings by eight fraternities tomorrow or Saturday comprise the social

fraternities tonight

Best,

"That major examinations

is

:

"VOUR

program and which make it possible
for the campus to welcome its many
guests today the houseparties and
the gym dance.
Bowdoin Juniors have looked forward to Ivy Day since 1874. The customs which were originated in that
year the planting of the Ivy, the
awarding of the Wooden Spoon, and
the class exercises have remained
essential parts of the Ivy program
ever since. But gradually there have
been added the social customs which
make the modern "Ivy" so much more
gala an affair than it was before the
turn of the century, or even than it
was down to the World War.
The first Ivy houseparty was helc
in 1911 by the Psi Upsilon fraterIn 1913 Zeta Psi and Kappa
nity.
Sigma fraternities also began holding
houseparties and in a few years every
house on campus had taken up the

Dixie

Savs Professor

the

Prom Dates Far Back
To Town Hall Balls Of 1880''s

doin alumnae', and devoted a column
of editorial thereto. There's no defense. Can't even blame it on the man
who set it up in type, who probably;
neither knew nor cared whether it"
was *ae* or not. She is consoled by
most *f her readers
belief that
wouldn't know, nor care, either,
school-day Latin having faded into
nothing more than 'E pluribus unum'
and 'Pro bono publico' with most of

day

Specialized

Quinby To Direct Play
The last issue of the Quill is schedShould there be inclement weather
on the day of the scheduled perform- uled to appear next week, according to
ance, the Masque and Gown will pre- Burroughs Mitchell and Robert Hagy-,
who
are editing it in place of Arthur'
sent the play in the Memorial Hall
auditorium, where a set in replica ol Stratton. Stratton, the editor-in-chief
that outdoors will be set up to pro- for the past year, will have a short
vide ^for any emergency. George H. story in this issue and an incomplete
Quinby, instructor in English, will di- version of the 1935 Class Poem. John
Schaffner will make his last appearrect both the acting and staging.
Two men are needed for short ance in the Quill with two short
speaking parts in "The Merchant of! stories, and there will be other
Venice": 12 extras will also be neeti- stories by Hagy and Hall. Donald
ed, who will not have to attend re- Barnes' article on American expatriAny men ates and Mitchell's criticism of the exhearsals until June 14.
conv
wishing extra parts should give their tremes
names and measurements to William plete the issue. No change has been
Fish, stage manager, at 2 Maine Hall. made in format or editorial policy,

55th Ivy

•Orient* has caught her writing 'Bow-

Scheduled: for that

Freshmen Medley Relay race.
Bowdoin's team will comprise, Robert B. Fox. Elliott D. Burritt, Geoffrey
R. Stanwood, and Charles L. Young.
On that same evening in the Lafayette Hotel there will be served a testimonial dinner to all the old time
athletes who in former years have.

—

As a holiday spirit settles on
campus, 250 feminine guests
will arrive this evening to take
part in Bowdoin's Ivy Day celebration.
Traditional Ivy exercises by the Junior class, and the
last chapel service of the Sen-

Theta Delta Chi—Chick Webb,
Wednesday.
Delta
Upsilon
Via Gray,
Wednesday.

competition of the year at
the Portland Stadium Saturday, defending its title against twenty-three
COACH JOHN J. MAGEE.
other colleges rl) \ the 49th annual
New England mee*. The 1935 meet Bowdoin's track mentor who forecasts
will be the first in the history ol a gcod showing by the Polar Bears
the organization to*be held off a col- in the coming New England Meet at
stiffest

bal;

are Planning
Outings as Part of
Entertainment

day.

be good!*"

As present New England chamBowdoin team will meet its

—

•

-

Sigma Nu

MAJOR SYSTEM

Ml

Upsilon

Psi

His

'

profs
take
sabbatical leave

TO BE HELD FRIDAY
Fraternities

Wednesday.

that of Mrs. Sibley in the part of
With the exception of a few minor
and minor changes, the cast
changes the projpram for commence- Jessica,
for the Masque and Gown Commencement in 1935 will be exactly the
lege campus.
ment
play, "The Merchant of Venice
Portland Friday and Saturday.
same as last year. The time for the
Track Reconstructed
practically filled, it was
has
been
Commencement play has been set a announced recently.
Edward Cram, of Portland, Chairhalf-hour later to 9.30 p.m. this year
man of the Stadiui* Commission, has
The roles as now assigned are:
to allow for the change in lighting
E. Walker as Shylock; R. West, been the chief figure in making aiconditions effected by Daylight SavDuke of Venice; D. Pettingill, Prince rangements for the meet. Backed by
ing time. All exercises are scheduled
Morocco; R. Pach, Prince of Arra- several leading citizens of that city,
of
on Eastern Daylight Saving time.
R. McCann, Antonio; R. Cleaves, he has given full cooperation to the
At the Class Day exercises June gon;
Salanio; W. Holmes, Bessanio; R. committee that all details might be
18th Howard Niblock, President of
Peakes, Salarino; W. Rice, Gratiano; well planned. Under the supervisior
(Continued on page 2)
Method Covering
F. Gwynn, Lorenzo; T. Philoon, Tu- of Coach John j. |fagee, Mr. Cram Present

should pride themselves upon.
a - r
question of just how far the
Associate Professor Uorbsrt firown
college authorities should 'go in of the English Department, who is to
censorship of matter appearing in have a year's leave, intends to spend
the college publications is always much of his time studying American
open. The trouble lies not so mucn fiction.
He plans to work for the
with the college newspapers as with most part in the Congressional Lihumorous (?) brary at Washington although his
their privately-run
publications. The "Harvard Lampoon" studies will also take him to the New
received
nationwide publicity last York Public Library and the Library
week when its number burlesauin* of the American Antiquarian Society.
"Esquire" magazine was barred from
Smith Goes to Athens
the mails and held to be "obscene
Leaving immediately after midand blasphemous". The action was, years Professor Stanley B.' Smith wili
of course, taken by city rather than spend most of the remaining part ot
college authorities, and it is reason- the year in Athens. While at the
able to assume that the latter did not American School in that city he will
see the issue until after the excite- be occupied with classical studies.
ment was over. Such little stunts a* Having never visited Athens before,
this, and the "stealing" of several he is making the trip primarily to
thousand copies of the same maga- familiarize himself with the environzine last fall, are a clever means of ment of that ancient city of the Clasincreasing circulation.
sics.
He also expects to visit variouc
libraries in Italy in connection with
a - r
HPHE "Growler" has had no trouble his work "Tucretius"; and on remay possibly travel through
turning
of this sort, nor has it had viruEngland and Scotland.
lent criticism directed against it for
Dean Nixon, who has spent a sabthe tone of its contents, at least. Nearbatical year at California, will rely all of its jokes are drawn, naturally
position next fall.
onough, from other collegiate maga- turn to his old
Professor Kirkland of the History
zines of its type. There are some who
of
wish that it would feature more cam- Department. Professor Bartlett
Department,
Physics
the
and Assistpus humor. In regard to the contents
ant Professor Abrahamson of the
of this publication it is amusing to
Economics Department will be back
find that behind the stately covers of
Professor Gross, of Biolthe "Bugle" in the Lagniappe section next year.
who had planned on
there will generally be found re- ogy Department,
it-,
marks and references a good deal leaving for the year, will return
fall.
the
shadier than those in the "Growler".
History Instructor Joseph E. Johns - r
son will not return.
ELIZABETH May Craig has admitted her guilt. Taken to task
in an Orient article two weeks ago
for her use of '^Bowdoin alumnae" in
connection with the "Muther scandal",
the Washington correspondent of the
Portland Press Herald made her confession in her column last Sunday,
Bowdoin's "Ivy", of which the name
the important part of which is quoted itself implies old and deep-rooted traherewith in its entirety.
dition, has only in comparatively re- r
cent years come to include the elecorrespondent is crushed by ments which now form so important
* a
Bowdoin and firmly-established a part of the
The
declension.

s

nesday.

pions, the

including

additions,

SPECIAL EXERCISES

Alpha Delta Phi—Ed McKenand His Victor Recording
Orchestra, Wednesday.
Alpha Tau Omega— Dan Murphy and his Musical Skippers,
Wednesday.
Beta Theta PI—Fletcher Henderson, Wednesday.
Chi Psi— Billy Murphy, Wed-

chases are favorabe
for the New England Intercollegiate
Meet at Portland this week end according to Coach Jrtin J. Magee. "After a vacation of one week"* said Magee, "the team showed marked improvement during- the time trials last
Saturday. If Adams is in top form,
and if Maxcy runs,\>ur chances in the
will

Orchestra to Feature
Holiday Program

Bands

neli

at Portland

meet

Ivy

follows:

Bowdoin's

Will

On

The complete Dancers' Guide
to Bowdoin Nite-Clubs for tonight and tomorrow night la aa

Foremost Athletes from All
New England to Vie

Portray
Jessica in "Merchant
of Venice"

Ball.

Decisions

STRONG! FAVORITES

of votes.
be elected

Gym Dance with Mai Hallett

House* Release Finil

After

GOOD AND NIBLOCK

MASQUERS FILL
CAST FOR PLAY
Sibley

Trials

Week's Rest

by the Council.

Mrs.

Time

in

Gymnasium

following the Commencement Exercises held in the morning in the First
Parish Church will be the climax of
Bowdoin's 130th Commencement ending Thursday June 20th. Features of
the week starting June 16th will be
the Baccalaureate address by President Sills in the First Parish Church,
the Class Day Exercises under the
Thorndike Oak, a baseball game between the varsity and an Alumni
team, the out-door presentation of the
"Merchant of Venice" by the Masque
and Gown, and the Commencement

Campus Welcomes 250 Guests
For 1935 Ivy Day Celebration

,

a change has been made in

third

The annual Commencement Dinner

NO. 6

Team Shows Improvement

regard to the election of the secretary-treasurer. In the past he
has been the man receiving the

Prom Will Feature Week

PORTLAND SATURDAY

22, 1935.

BROWN PRAISES

zine.

a

tively,

WEDNESDAY, MAY

MAGEE FAVORS
WHITE IN 49TH
NEW ENGLANDS

Elections for Student and Athletic Councils will be conducted
on the last day of class sessions.
May 29th. For the Student Council twenty seniors snd ten juniors
were nominated, while for the
Athletic Council ten candidates
from each of the two upper
classes were named at a meeting
of the retiring board Monday
night. There are six sophomore
nominees for the Athletic Board.
Although the two men receiving the highest number of votes
in the Student Council elections
will automatically become president and vice president, respec-

a pity that undergraduates do
not read the issues of the Bowdoin Alumnus with the same apparent Sills' Baccalaureate Address
avidity with which they seise copies
Will
Proceedings;
of this paper when it is distributed at
the fraternity houses every WednesDinner as Climax
day evening before supper. Naturally
the magazine is of primary interest
to graduates of the college, and is intended for them, but it might sur,
18
prise quite a number of students to
learn that in almost every issue of
the quarterly Alumnus there is an "Merchant of
Venice" and

ORIENT

ME.,

Council Elections To Take
Place On Next Wednesday

is

-

NEW ENGLANDS AT

THE BOW

DANCES TONIGHT

gram

will consist of trios from
Brahms, d'Indy, and Bach, a
Bach sonata for cello and piano,
and a group of piano solos.

Kortschak,

who

is

notable for

his tone, technique, and musicanwas for several years first
violinist with the Berlin Philhar-

ship

monic Orchestra. Since then he
has been second concert master
and soloist in the Chicago orchestra.
The instrument he plays is
a Stradivarius, once owned by
great
Austrian
master
the
Joachin.

Chardon, also a distinguished
performer, and winner
a Grand
Prix at the Paris Conservatoire,
is 'cellist with the Boston SymTillotson,
phony Orchestra.
a

C

member of the faculty of the
Longy School of Music, soloist
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, is a concert pianist of
great merit.
Under the sponsorship of Bowdoin College, the concert is offered
free of charge to any who tare to
attend.

,

Through the generosity of Amen-

Cadman

reports that the island, a

can business concerns, the 1935 Kent's low one, should be ideal for communiIsland Expedition will be enabled to! cation with European
and other far
maintain constant radio commun'ca away stations.
tions with the outside world this
Try For Special Channel

rammer. For advertising purposes,
two radio companies have presented
the expedition with a 100 watt short
wave transmitter and two portable
phone transceivers.
Not to be outdone the Johnson Co.,
is supplying outboard motors in exchange for moving pictures of the
motors in action.
These motors will greatly simplify
transportation for
of the expedition.

inter-island

members

the

May Send Out Program
The short wave

set brings nearly!
the whole world close to the island.
The operators. George Cadman "38

and Thomas Gross expect to broadcast on a regular program, if the
island presents favorable conditions
for sending.
The Portland station will pick up
their short waves and relay the pro-

grams on ordinary long waves.

BBBB^BBBBBBlBBBSBBft

He hopes

to

the Canadian
short

special

get permission from
to use t>

government

wave channel. By

thi»

channel he can talk to amateurs all
over the East, in New York especially.

William Gross expects the short
set to be very useful in consulting the Harvard library and other
sources of information on the technicalities of ornithology and biology.
He can describe his findings or hi*
problem, and then the other end can
read from the necessary books that
Gross would have to travel several
days to read himself.
The portable transceivers are just
what is needed to keep the lonely
sub-station on the Murr Ledges in
contact with the biology station. It
anything
happen, at
should
the
Ledges the radio will bring help.

wave

BBBBBBBMBBBBBBBSlBBBBBBtl
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Wednesday, May

m

three-day sojourn an enjoyable one.

<

own, we believe, the Student Council was powerless. Numerous were the professors and undergraduates who expected the
college to reject the Student Council as a regulator of interclass
activities and substitute some form of faculty supervision.
Instead, the Council emerged from the Rising Week debris with

wedged

its

fun in

Upon

the conduct of Ivy Houseparty hangs the immediate fate of
Ste^reTslon'lu'fas hThas%hem
this student government.
If the college once again receives un- now. in those days it was, "I'm s<
favorable publicity from a misuse of this privilege, the administrasm'prlmls^
s
tion may be forced into more active supervision of undergraduate more than he can produce; he keeps
warning his classes that hell scream
affairs.

"A

hero

one

is

(Continued from page

who overthrows

("Gentlemen, I shall scream"). But.
the civilized world waits in vain for a
Gilligan scream. When it does come,
will we be able to handle the situation ? This is a question for every
thinking man to consider.

I

j

:

m

;

'

|

definition
ized this

of free love and

|

j

j

.

Crazy",

Two

years ago Claude Hopkins
with another first-class colored band
made a distinct hit, while one of the

|

.

chestra,

Ritz-Carlton

Describing an incident from a book,
Unforgotten Prisoner" by k.
C. Hutchinson. Reverend Krumbine
totd of a child living in a German
abbey who showed the traits of a
hero. The child found that he could
escape from his prison because his
only friend had been careless and left
the door o/ his cell open. Instead ot
taking advantage of his friend's carelessness, the child chose to escape by
a more difficult way through the win-

Newman and his
orchestra. Many excllent

and Ruby

.

,

Math Club Hears
Korgen Address

j

|

U

.

Francis A. Brown, instructor at
Massachusetts Institute of Technologv, concluded, after a series of experiments, that the practical men were
not "A" men, but "B" and "C" man.
High grades,,, Mr. Brown observed,
of
honor
the
regarding
might be the result of an excellent
co n eKei and
being chosen as a Commencement memoiy, ability to bluff, ability .to
Speaker President Sills recently said cram, outside interest and help, etc.
A
in chapel that the thus fortunate un- He does grant, however, than an
dergraduate would then have an audi- student who is practical will probably
d deal more distinguished turn out to be a genius.
!

>

I

i

.

i

in

563 institutions.

I

Attendance at morning chapel for
students at Harvard University has
averaged
63 daily during the past
B

i

j

i

Mr. Reinhardt L. Korgen, mathematics instructor, addresses the last
meeting this year of the Math Club
last Friday evening, speaking pn "The
Foundations of Mathematics".
Mr. Korgen discussed at first the
various sets of postulates used along
with Aristotle's three laws of logic
to construct geometric systems.
He showed how it is even possible

t
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HOLD
DKE TO EMULATE
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de

follows:
The
ine program ioiiows.

'

;

i

House, Mrs.

Les Filles de Cadix

TLeo

T.O/,

j

!

Debussy
Lune
Impromptu in E Minor. Opus 66,

Clair de

Chopin
At the piano Miss Venise Caron

;

;

HI
}

Arthur Cocquard
Mimi Pinson
Chanson de Marie Antoinette,
arranged by Jacobson

Lamento Provencal ... E. Paladihle
Suns; by Miss Fabiola Caron

(

j

mHHMi

t

of our offense
a8 t0 jeo par-

8eriousne88

th

^

^^

»nu
inenaimess ^d
tne spirit
of friendline88
gpjrit oi
democracy wnich tag so consistently
dize
aize

preV ailed' among the members of the
ori(?inal

-

KeTTt s

Itland

^up.

if,

in

our criticism we ventured somewhat
bevond the bounds of good taste and

,

II
'

th

can have been 80

,
|

|

Maurice Ravel
Debussy
Fantoches
Air de Salome (from Herodiade),
Massenet
Sung by Miss Fabiola Caron

j

—

C

TVlihoK
TVlih«,!
ueiiDes

L'enfant et les Sortileges,

•

mathematics. The first school is lee
by s^hitehead and Russell, who wrote
^«««c,v,— book
•""- to prove__that
e~~-- -—-. _all
» ponderous
mat hematics could be condensed into
one symbolical system.
"That book is not now coiuiderel
said Mr.;
as important as formerly
Korgen, "for it is believed that only
one man, Mr. Bertrand Russell, himself, ever read it through."
New Members Inducted
He briefly sketched the work of
Professor George Boole in tne study
of symbols. This mathematician has
constructed a system in which unity,
the number I represents infinity;
fractions less than one standing fo»
ordinary numbers such; as 16, 97.
2S00, etc In Boole's system plus and
minus signs have a completely different significance than commonly.

we cheerfully apologize.
Respectfully submitted,

fair play,

F. Burton

Whitman,

Jr., "85,

Frederic A. Fisher. Jr., *85.
1984
Members of the
Kent's Island Expedition.

X .Y give*
^ or y.
j

Edward

a reswlt

less

Christie,

n^e

members of the

It's

the tobacco that counts, and there are no

than either

JMchard

Clapp,

Daniel Pettenglll, Benjamin Norton,
and cb aT.i,, B Brewster, all of '37, were
|

Club.

"

:

|

RECITAL AT UNION

Sills, Mrs.
Stanwood, and President Richard B.
Nason '3<5. received. The wives of
faculty members who poured included Mrs. Means, Mrs. Cushing, Mrs.
Hartman, Mrs. Copeland. Mrs. Brown,
Mrs. Chase. Mrs. Ham, and Miss Ann
Smifh.
Dekes to Give Tea
Tomorrow afternoon from 4.00 to
6.00 o'clock a tea will be held at the
Mrs.
Delta Kappa Epsjlon House.
Sills will pour at the reception which
is given for the purpose of acquainting the fraternity members w^th the
people of Brunswick and Portland.
This tea has been an annual affair at
the D.K.E. house for over a decade.

j

:
meneement exercises by the following
men: Donald F. Barnes. Robert G. than he would for some years.
-r^e Committee comprises: ProfesDunton, Frederic A. Fisher, jr.,
Joseph L. Fisher, Allen F. Hubbel', sor Thomas C. Van Cleve. Dean WilElmer Hutchinson, Vincent NowlLs. mot g Mitchell, Professor Henry T.
John O. Parker, John V. Schaffner, Andrews, Professor Cecil T. Holmes,
3rd, Arthur M. Stratton, and Isadore arKj js r- Joseph E. Johnson.
:

Presented under the auspices of
Francaise, Miss Fabiola
Caron gave a recital of French songs
dow
laat Thursday evening in the Union.
Thus he proved himeslf a true, un She was accompanied bv Miss Venise
selfish gentleman, which is always Caron, who also played two selections
a necessary qualification for a hero. on the piano. The recital was well
theorems oi
Self-sacrifice, unselfishness, and con- received by an audience of about fifty to use the more complex
geometry as postulates,
Euclidian
sideration for others always are par: people.
and work from them downwards irom
of a hero's characteristics. In conl n an introductory speech Mrs. LinReverend Krumbine chal- coin MacVeagh, delegate of the' local complex to simple.
elusion.
Explains Use of Variables
lenged, "Are most Americans con- French club to the national conven,
Turning f»om the specinc to tne
fronting life with the ambition for tion of Alliances Franchises held in
this kind of personal greatness?"
have made however crvlde) were f.
New York Citv last April, said a abstract, he explained how matnema^
or
Y,
A
variables.
substitutes
fere<, KOod . humoredly in the expecfew words about the convention. Mis^ tician
meaning to uti(m that thgy wonld
accepted in
Caron received an encore after the etc. for words of definite
proposithe Bame spirjt Qf course we admit
song "Mimi Pinson", which she re- change a proposition to a
BETA'S
TEA;
'
e pBe udonym, "An
tnat the use o{
peated, and also at the end of the tional function.
Mr. Korgen commented humorous- Intere8ted Alumnus" was open to
program, when she sang "Le Coeur
»y on the three present day schools of ethica , objectiori j^t we ha^iy think
M'ami".

at the Beta

^

Curators hip for nearly
of
twentv . one yea rs.
..
i<m

I

.

(

MISS CARON GIVES

At the 35th annual Beta Theta Pi
Tea which took place this afternoon

^

j

evening in Memorial Hall and heard
the speeches prepared for the Com-

I

.

.

j

bands have also appeared at the vari
ou s houses in the past two decades.

"The

.

;

Windham.

I

.

.

.

I

mos, Dartmouth's Barbary Coast or-

logous.

.

.

™Jh

^l^^^l^TVX^Z
p^
^

mmenCement
U
"
nLPu m
Gymnasium.
accepted ., said
hag
Choose Commencement Speakers
fesgor Andrewg of Mig8 Smith> wh o,
The Committee on Commencement
^ the Walker Art Museum In
Parts met yesterday afternoon and September 1914 has held the poai-

j

•

•

^

£

vated by no "envy" whatsoever, nor
disparage the real and
sound work to be carried on at Kent's
Island during the coming summer. In
brief reply to Mr. Paul Favour's
forceful communication in last week's
Orient may we make a few comments.
He there states that our attitude
was critical in regard to the establishing of a radio communication with
WCSH for broadcasting purposes.
We beg to point out that our criticism
was directed only at the attempt to
place the proposed broadcasts from
Kent's Island on an equal plane with
those from the Byrd Expedition.
As regards the matter of the map
we bow to Mr. Favour's excellent
comment that as yet none sufficiently
zoological
accurate
for
extensive
work has been drawn up, and that
important
iiu r"Jiiuui
**>
wuiii
licit for
x\J*
room
here
there
licit; is
^j.^ Dy tne Expedition this summer,
We f^giy a<i m it our liability for havj no; crea ted
a wrong impression upon
tn i B point.
On all the other errors,
reportoriaj or otherwise, which we
crjti c ized in the first article, we feel
compelled to reaffirm our orVcrinal
vj e ws.
In closing may we state that the,
who j e purpo8e f 0Ur fi rst communication wag merely to stir up a ventilatJon Qf the factg concernmK Rent's!
lg]and and j nc jdentally, to, provide
ourselves with what seemed to us a
bit of timely and justifiable amusement
Moreover, any puns we may

Circle", was padded with
Are you
bath towels
acquainted with Jesus Christ?
why all the palm trees in
chapel, in the library, and on the
stairway to Phil Wilder's hangand before we forget
out?
this is the first day of Ivy and
pretty soon we'll all be feeling
like a cross between a and a
looking forward to finals.
.

.

desire to

"The

,

summar-

.

.

five

j

ri

W>Jm

,

Lettsen. Portlsnd.

PSI

«

_

^.shed

j

lay to rest the "Interested Alumnus"
incident. As the joint writers of the
letter written above this name, we
deny that we were either "guileful"
or "disgruntled". As members of last
summer's expedition, we were moti-

.

.

7TZ

j-.

editor of the

*

\

From these eleven seniors
Weiss.
the comin ittee will select four speakthat the total gain in enrollment in ers and an alternate, who will parcolleges and universities for the aca- ticipate Thursday morning in the ofdemic year 1934-35 was l.o'A. His ficiaJ exerc i 3es
survey showed that there are a little,
The prepR ration of these parts *:M
less than one million students enrolled compu i SO ry for 2raduation from th.'

l

n
Bowdoin Orient:
Just a word which we hope may
*!_

To the

...

best liked of recent bands was that
Dorsey
year,
presented
last
the
Brothers, with Tom Dorsey (trom
Jim D °5
h01"* _* the *?P rank >
""J
sey (clever with a saxaphone) leading the show.
Other names from the past art
Morey Pearl, the Cliquot Club Eski-

remark by saying that love
should never become entangled with
discord. The philosophies of a hero,
Jesus, and a true lover are all ans.-

.

ADD

.

!

In a survey recently made by a
prominent educator, it was shown

!

rr.

we
skeleton in the closet
just heard that Mrs. Cushing, in

I

-

;

,

Virginia Maguire, Portland.
Mary PIIHad. Rorkville Center, N. V.
Peggy Pilblad, Rcckville (enter, N. Y.
Barbara Stone, Belmont, Mass.

,

Communication

.

.

Nichols, one of the best white orchestras in the country, came direct from
the Broadway musical show, "Giri

\

Lyman Fisher.
..
The addresses will be followed by ces.?° r
«,„,„„_,
>,__
"Her pride in the Museum her
the "smoking of the pipe of peace'
«alous oversight and «fegnard ng
the "singing of the ode", the "cheertreasures
her a umula
ing of the halls"; and "the farewell". °f
ff
of its history-and
The ceremonies will be held at 3.00 knowledge
ito
turns, her gracious ^«enc>
p.m. under the Thorndike Oak. Chana trad .tion
hostess, have
dler's band will furnishstocidental muwill
which
it
the CoUege honors and
sic during the afternoon. In the everemember Trrratefully th
ning the graduates will attend the
*J?
Joseph

OMEGA

J

.

!

Kitty

1

c

.

1

he pointed out our present economic
and international crises. A hero is
never
intimidated
by
menacing
hatred, and he follows the philosophy
of Jesus. "It simply happens that the
ethics of Jesus are the ethics for a
hero," he continued.
Explains Love
The speaker then surprised his audience by saying that he believed in
free love. But then' he qualified his

-

;

>

,

Eleanor Knight. Nichols. onn.
Sarah Piatt Martin, Denver. Cot.
Kathleen Mathrwion. Weymouth. Mass.
Margery McAleer. Weymouth, Mass.
Betty Morse, Worcester, Mass.
Barbara Newhalt. fjxbridge, Mass.
Grace Perry, Poi-gand.
Helen Racine. Brunswick.

Nothing in partigula: The
Hehnreich spent a half-hour in
one of his classes explaining the
best methods of fooling the pedagogues in orals if you don't know
Newt Stallthe answer
knecht is a pencil twiddler
Cy Shribman's secretary don't
write Engish pretty good
we must have been the only two
people in the movies last Saturday night: was some one having
Adams Hall has a
a tea?

It

and so gains a vic- still an unknown leader.
tory over himself and over other
Bert Lown was a great attraction
men," said Reverend Miles Krumbinc when he played 'here in 1929, then
of
the
Plymouth Church, Shaker riding the peak of the wave of popuHeights, Cleveland, Ohio, in his Chap- larity.
The Ipana Troubadors came
el address last Sunday.
in 1927; in 1930 Fletcher Henderson
"The present world is ready for and his enthusiastic colored artists
heroes and needs them, "he stated asi produced the rhythm; in 1931 Red]
his circumstances

Miss Anna E. Smith has tendered
her resignation as Curator of the
Bowdoin Museum of Fine Arts^U was
announced to the Orient last week b>
Professor Henry E. Andrews. Following her resignation, to take place
at the end of June Mrs. Rogers Ses«<>ns, a graduate of Smith CoHege in
the class of 1920, will become her sue-

Continued from page l)

Parker. The class history will be given by Allan Forbes Hubbell, and the
closing address will be delivered by

Janntre Swail, Colehrook. N. H.
Elizabeth Webster. Canton. Mass.
Catherine Richardson. Boston, Msss.

P.sther Jenkins, Beverly. Mass.
Kathryn Johnson, Dorchester. Mass.
Lillir Johnson, Worcester. Mass.
Anne Kennedy, Arlington. Mass.

|

•

Senior Class, will deliver the
opening address. This will be followed by the class poem by Arthur
Strmtton and an oration by John Otis

the

,

Rath Preble. Auburn.

Fdna

;

and

COMMENCEMENT TO BE WALKER MUSEUM
CURATOR RESIGNS
HELD ONJUNE 20TH

Connie Grace. Bath.
Helen Hathorne. Bangor.
Edith Howie. Salem. Mass.
Airline Hovt. Belmont. Mass.
Msrjorie Lang. Wellesley. Mass.
Caroline Mountfort. Portland.
Stella Nichols.

to students

you're ready to

Fall,

ASSOCIATED EASTERN RAILROADS

Dora Goad, Topsham.

Margaret Treganowan, Springfield. Mass.
Margery McAleer. (Weymouth. Mass.
Grenier, Lysm. Mass.

;

™£ }™£ T"Z

third

Clarice Curtis. Fr report.

Man.

Alfrleda Banman. Boston, Mass.
Rath Carlton, Arlington. Mass.
.lean Flanders. Winchester, Mass.
Gertrude Foster, Port Fairfield.
Betty Gerdnn. VeedTiam. Mass.

<

TAi:

Whan

back next

Antoinette Bates, Newcastle.
Wlnnifred Bates. Newcastle.
I. ok Chadbourne. Sanford.
I.ueile Cofran. Portland.
Laura Cooney, Rockaort, Mass.
Ruth Crossley, Salem, Mass.

DELTA L'PSILON

;

'

Christmas Holidays com*, you
can use the return coupon to travel
home again.
The tickei agent in your own town,
or any railroad passenger representative can give you full details
regarding return limits, stop-over
privileges, prices, etc

re-

coma
buy one and servo a
of the regular two-way fare.

teachers.

.

Helen Nivison, Winslow.
Betty Paine. Portland.
Dorothy Phc'ps. Fall River. Mass.
Bestrice Tompkins, Pelhaas. N. Y.
France* Robinson, Needham, MassMary t'pham. Biddeford.
Betty Willis. Brookline. Mass.
Marion Wood. Brookline. Mass.

j

iPK H "

When

rail

extended

immensely popolarwith

and a groat saving

Isle.

ALPHA

Dorothy Foley, Portland.
Janice Graham, Swampsrott, Mans.
Jeannette Hammond, Portland!
Doris Hunt, Stoneham, Mass.
Catherine Jackson. Stoneham. Mass.
Frances Lewis. Hopedale. Mass.
Mlna Lindor. Qainey. Mass.
Virginia Moses. Portland.
Virginia Nichois, Newton,

turn limits, are

Eloise McCully, Pittsficld. Mass.
Beulah Provost. Haverhill. Mass.
Caroline Queasy. Methuen, Mass.
Esther Reifsnyder, Jamaica, L. I.
Antonia Rosen. Presque Isle.
Gertrude Ti'comb, Dexter.
Louise Vaiden. Jamaica. I
I.
I ***j Wsterhoase, Kennebunk.
Alice Wood, Cambridge. Mass.

THETA DELTA CHI

too serious.
enlarged control over under-class fracases.
Walter Johnson was on hand,
That aspect of student government which is the Student (Council
too.
m - c
would seem to be firmly intrenched. Not so firmly intrenched is
While we're giving the low-down
the student government which is administered by the undergrad- on the officers of instruction and gov
uate body and the fraternities. By that we mean the self-govern- ernment (a phrase swiped from t
ment which is reflected in the behavior of students and the collec- j^tes^rt ^Arthur 'chew Gilligan.
tive government reflected in the management of social functions. When he whs going to Harvard, so

KRUMBINE LEADS
IVY PROM DATES
BACK TO 1880'S
SUNDAY'S CHAPEL

Fairfield.

Frances Baldwin, Larrhmont, N. T.
Jane Darnell. Bath.
Lets Elliott, Washington. D. C.
Helen Fanes. Swampsrott, Mass.

—

<

Dow.

Rachel Shaw. Srarboro.
Mildred Whitmore. Deiter.

Sam

ganization are on one side,

tickets, with their liberal

Barbara Bryant, Kennebunk Beach,
Eleanor Davie*. Reading, Mass.
Marie Davie*, Sooth Berwick.
Margaret
Presone
Alberta Gram, Wenham, Mass.
Alice Hanson. Brunswick.
Jane Herrirk. Andover, Mass.
June Hoyt. Waban. Mass.
Eleanor Hosiord, Haverhill, Mass.

arotyn Kriiar, Ciucinatti. Ohio.

Mary Spear, Portland.

Kamerling and his wife on the
other, and Helmreich in front
why, the game becomes a little

Thesa special school and college

SIGMA. Nl
v

Margaret Smith. HowcU.

the Stanwood or-

Hartman and

PI

Jessica White. Brunswick.
Helen Anne Williams. Guilford.

Emily Weston. Skowhegan.

by Ph.D.'s, which is
but when Herman

in

BETA THETA

Lydia Barnes, Melrose, Mass.
Nsnry Bowler, Worcester, Mass.
Henrietta Brown, Brunswick.
Betty Borers, Reading. Mass.
Betty Chldley. Winchester. Mass.
Helen Colby. Winchester. Mass.
Louise Davenport, Braintree, Mass.
Caroline Durham, Seattle, Wash.
Mary Everett. Por-land.
Mary Prayer, Wabnn, Mass.
Doris Harvey, Trenton. N. J.
Margaret Knight. Westbrook.
Edith Mathias. Melrose, Msss.
Betty Osborne, Peabody, Mass.
Annette Handle". Wa'ertown. Mass.
Harriet Rathum, Norwood. Mass.

Isabel Sheean. Boston, Mass.

itself,

When you come
.***
back next

Mary Sncw, Orr"s Island.
Marian Sonic, Montdair, N. J.
Harriet Stern. Rochester. N. Y.
Shirley Stowe. Anburn. Mass.

Jane Klingrr, Melrose, Mass.

t

150 Maine Street

'hristine Knight. Portland.

Calais.

Hone Knight. Fori

W. CHANDLER & SON

Margaret Honey. Maplcwood, N. J.

Alda d'Attavio. Hampton Roads, Va.
Carinne Fentriss. Richmond, Va.
Kay Foster, Westbrook.
Audrey Gannett. Springfield. Mass.
Betty Griffin. Brunswick.
Elisabeth Hamburger. West Rosbury, Mass.
Margot Havrmeyer, Holyoke, Mass.
*
Betty Harey. fast port,
Marjorie Johnson. Shrewsbury, Mass.
Helen Johnson. Skowhegan.

field

F.

HaHowelL

Doris Kimball. Sharon, Mass.
Kathleen Leornard. Bath.
;
Dorothy Robbing, Portland.
Olga RokoviHh. Schenertcdy, N. Y.

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
Kay Bunker.

Pennsylvania and Dunlop Tennis Balls

Betty Gladwin. Wollaston. Mass.
Eleanor Henry, Portland.

Arline Curtis, Skowhegan.

notes on
the spot. We've noticed that
Kolln is always at the games,
dragging his portfolio behind
him. Legend has it that Fritz
thinks our American game is
sehr gut. Mister Helmreich was
there, and we sat a couple of
rows behind his historical presence to hear his learned comments. We were more or less

Student government is pissing through a critical stage. During
Rising Week it was conspicuous by its absence. Through no fault

>

c

made voluminous

Student Government

of

-

We are continually being surprised and mildly pleased to find
that, after all. professors are human. Down at Pickard Field the
other day, notebook in hand, we
tracked a few of the faculty
baseball fans to their fair and

-

Mary Frost. Providence, R. I.
Sally Frost. Cranston. R. I.

Virginia Rogers, Bath.
Mary E. Dunlca. Springfield,
Jean Randall, Springfield. Mass.
Jane Homer, Worcester, Mass.
Rath Andrew, Portland.
Elisabeth Riley. Brunswick.
Marianne Booth, Brunswick.
Marguerite Martin. Brunswick.
Marion Bowman, Peterson, N. J.
Ellen Pugh. Wellesley. Mass.
Catherine Martin. Brunswtch.
France* Sargent. Portsmouth, N. H.
Paula Valleiy. Sanford.
Jane Stanley, Portland.
Alma Wai-ner. Newtonrille, Mass.
Thelma Poulin. Sanford.
Mary Ham, Newton, Mass.
Grace Roberts, Wakefield, Mass.
Rarh Roberts, Brunswick.

fine thing.

Ivy
Bowdoin man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of
Ivy Houseparty. The arrival of 250 portions of that universal
substance called femininity is eagerly awaited and comes most
opportunely. There are recollections of major exams to be blotted
out.
Thefe are apprehensions of final exams to be deadened.
There is a campus, which spring never conquers till commencement time, sadly in need of color and gaiety. And there are good
times to be had. We welcome you, Houseparty Guests, and hope

Ditson

Dorothy Ela, Wollaston, Mass.
Rosalie Fellows, Sensor.
Barbara Frasee, Portland.

Ruth Gilpatrirk. Needham, Mass.

c

&

—

Rackets Bestrung

KAPPA SIGMA

Dorothy Barton. Needham. Mass.
Judith Hammond, Brunswick.
Doris DriscoII, Medford. Mass.
Jodith Ashby. Brunswick.
Ethel Rogers. Belmont. Mass.
Frances Oainey, Portland.
Lois Rich. Portland.
Jeanctte Birkett. Needham, Mass.

with the ministry: The man in chapel
last Sunday thought free love was a

In spring a

we can make your

-

Carry Wright

Madia Brooking. Roxbury. Moss.
Adelaide (a tack. Cohoes. N. Y.

CHI PSI

Onward - and - upward - and -whence

No. 8

1935

22,

m

gaewbegan.

New York City.
Waban. Mass.

Stnilic,

We

Frances Pearson. Exeter. N. H.
Marjorie Rand, Boston, Mass.
Mary Jane Ripley. Portland.
Ann Sairthworth. Springfield. Mas*.
BMaabcth Smith. Newton, Mass.
Gtrsldinc Stoll, Bath.
Virginia Strom, Cleveland, Ohio.
Ma rial Sturgis. Augusts.
Carotin Upson, Longmeadow, Mass.
Jeanette Winrhell. West Newton,
Betty Wood, Wollaston, Mass.

Dorothy Smith. Philadelphia, Pa.
Janet Taylor, Holyoke. Mass.
Helen Thompson, Brunswick.
Skippy Wall. Kingston, Pa.
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Vol.

Fay

be traced to the new discovof science, we suppose.
What with psychology and everything, witch burning and Phi Chi
must go. So the faculty, who
are right on their toes, eradicated the institution. After all,
we are here for an education, not
for horse-play. But the trouble
with the faculty's action is that
they insist on treating us as if
we weren't children.

Dsjvis '37

Claire Nsllrr.

Mary Mewetl, Bath.
Gail Share*.

all

Euan G.

Editor for this Issue
Stanley Williams. Jr- '37

Rally Bride.

c

The New Eversharp Gold Seal Fountain Pen - Guaranteed for Life
Has a Positive Shut-on* When Cap is on, so Ink Cannot Leak

Rath Ltbby. Aroostook.
Edith Norton, Winthrop, Mass.

Betty Gilbert, Winchester. Man.
BeUy Gray, Quebec, Canada.
Katherine Hiltdalr, Hartford, Conn.
Harriet Mason, New Gardens, L. I.

BOOK STORE

The COLLEGE

Jcannclli. Ilowning. Wakefield, Mar..
Charlotte Ann Fuller. HalluwcIL
Virginia Gohin, leuincy, Mass.

PSI IPSILOI*
Jeanne Badrrr. Kangelry Lakes.
Peso Ftake, Wlnetka, IU.

According to the papers, the
has abolished Phi Chi.
old banners have been
officially
hauled in and stuck
away with flag rushes, frosh head
Dumpings, and other such pleasantnesses of the past. Well, it can

Owen

News

Betty Prince, Portland.
Pilblad. Rockviile Center, N. T.
Virtinia Smith. Beach BhiS", Mass.
BUrsTierito Theriault. Dlxfleld.
KlUaaeth Campbell, Newtonvllle, Mass.
Phyllis (.arm. Aahnrndale, Mass.
Madclrac Little, Winchester, Mass.
Glenna Tsnart, Portland.

Mary

faculty

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Robert M. Porter

-

Carolyn Sasaers. NewtonriBe. Hose.
Virtinia Rail. Winchester. Mass.
Jean Raceern, Portland.

The brave

*38

Ernest R. Dalton '37

ALPHA DELTA PHI

Bright sayings by children: During
majors last week the Psych. Department was orally gruelling one of its.
disciples. When the lad was reduced
to a thoroughly tattered condition,
(probably
one of the department
either Mr Burnett or Mr. Miller)
asked whether there would be any
noise in a vacuum if a Run were s n °t
off, or something of the kind. The
senior pondered the thing for a minute and then, with a gleam of triumph, answered:
"No, there wouldn't be any noise,
buMhere'd be an echo."

1871

Loss Schneider, Westbury. |_ I., N. T.
Dorothy Smith. Gardiner.
Barbara Tolmaa, Newtonvllle. Mass.
Connie Truran, Lexington. Mass.
Jeanette WsMcn. Milton, Mass.
Mona Wathea, Fort Fairfield.
Math Winona, Millbury. Mass.
ZBTA PHi
Rath Baler. Concord. Mass.
Rosalind Bigelow. Bound Brook. N. J.
Elinor Barton. Springfield. Mas*.
Marie Donnelly. West Koxhury. Man.
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COLLEGE GREETS
250 GIRL GUESTS

Portland Club To Brine;

Future Freshmen Here
Sub-freshman Iron

(Oantinwed from pas* 1)

Morgan Cuehinar, at Flying Point,
Harpswell, its headquarters for ay
outing bafore its banquet and dance

May

The Seniors will wear
gowns at the service.
At one o'clock the Junior
assemble on

the

class will
chapel steps ana,
Jr., class marshal,
Building. On the

led by Willis Hay,
inarch to the Art
Art Building steps Burroughs Mitchpresident and master of
ell, class
ceremonies will give a speech of wel-

27 at

Toastmaster for the evening
will be
Professor Herbert
R.
Brown, chairman of the faculty
committee
en
preparatory
schools.
Howard Nlblock and
John Otis Parker, both '35, rep'

resenting the student body, will
also speak to the sub-freshmen
at the dinner which will be held
in the Union. A swim in the pool
will precede the dinner.

Professor Alfred O. Gross will
farther entertain the sub-fresh-

author, John P. Chapman. The clas:.
ode, written by Lawrence S. Hall,
will next be sung by the Juniors to the
tone of "Lead Kindly Light"; and
after H the class orator, Edward G.
Walker, will deliver his oration on
"Via Media". Following the oratior
comes the presentation by the clast
president of the wooden spoon to tht
popular man of the Junior class.
Amos S. Mills, Jr. The final item or.
the program is the historic planting
of the Ivy, this year at the foot ot
Massachusetts Hall
The committee on Ivy Day is as
follows: Frederic S. Mann, Owen H.
Melaogh. and Robert R. Hagy, Jr.,

men by showing moving pictures
made last year on the Kent's
Expedition.
Island
An under-

especially famed for versatility, the
ability to be equally effective in fast

or slow tempo.

New

novelty numbers

will -rovide additional variety, white

graduate concert
the program.

to fill next fall," he
stated.
The back-field men will be
given a group of plays to study and
day's
learn during the vacation.
practice next fall will include "skull
difficult

A

have applied for year' scholarship*
given by Lingnan University, Canton,
China. Thefce scholarships which are
being worked out on an exchange
basis include tuition and room-rent.
The student must pay $700 in addition for transportation and other ex-

The University grounds include 580
acres and 60 fireproof buildings. All
courses in natural sciences, which are

All students interested in Chemistry, Biology, and Medicine are particularly urged to attend. The de-

recommends
especially
partment
this lecture to all prospective medical
students as an exceptionally valuable
opportunity to hear something of the
experimental side of medicine from an
expert in the field. Those who already have knowledge of the practical phase of this subject will profit
greatly from this trlimpse of its related research problem, it is expected.

CUMBERLAND
May 22nd
GEORGE ARLISS

Wednesday

MONaV
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W6*TH

6-2, 8-2.

students.
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Have Their

Printing
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has played in more than 1500 consecutive big
league games. Such an athletic achievement takes "wind"
healthy nerves "condition.'* Lou say s "For steady smoking I pick
Camels. They're so mild they never get my 'wind' or my nerves.'*

—

•

May

Former Inrercoileaiata
Crojj-CountryChompioe

LOU GEHRIG

Comedy
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27 and 28
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Dick Powell - Adolphe Menjoa
Gloria Stuart - Alice Brady
also
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Sound Act
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DIVING
Betty Bailey

mam

TUFTS COLLEGE

Fancy-Diving Champion

Philgas for Fraternity

DENTAL SCHOOL
Orrtas a

four-jrear course leading to the
decree Of Doctor of Dental Medicine to
candidates who present credentials showing
two yean of college work, including six
semester hours la each of the ful lowing
English, Biology and Physics,
aobjects
aad twehre semester hours in Chemistry
Inorganic and Organic. The School Is

—

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.

Of course you want

Promt* Service - Vmir Prices
TeL 138—87 Maine St^Tel. 137

And

Tuff Colltfr Dtwtml Sckool
1»4 HaatiaStoa Avenue. Bo. ton, Mass.

Bowdoin Seal Paper
KATWOODIE and D. C. PIPES

BANK

TOILET ARTICLES

Total Resources $2,700,000
BTUDRfVT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Ice

TeL 350

CO.

for Gifts
Stationery

•

for

Fountain Peas
all

Cards

occasions

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

QUICK LUNCH

my cigarette I long ago chose
Tommy Armour, speaking for

stars,

A.

expertly done
.103 Maine Street

Camels."

the golf
Bruce Barnes for tennis, and Betty

—

all

agree:

"Camels don't get your 'wind,'
What this mildness means to youl--.lt
means you can smoke as many Camels as
you please. Athletes say Camel's costlier
tobaccos never disturb your nerves— never
tire

your taste— never get your "wind."

GOOD N EWS

I

Its

good news tohear that

Camel's costlier tobaccos are so mild you can
smoke aft you please. Athletes say Camels never
get your "wind."

COMPLETE DINNER

TONDREAU BROS. CO.

STUART & CLEMENT

G

my 'wind' in any way." Bobby
Walthour, Jr., star of the six-day bike grinds,
says: "I've got to have 'wind' in bike racing.

Bailey for the aquatic sports

Varney's Jewelry Store

The Sport Store of

PRINTING

Op*n,

country champion, says: "Camels are so mild,

For

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

Spa

P.

on mildness.
Lou Gehrig, baseball's "Iron Man," says:
"Camels are so mild they never get my
'wind.'" George Barker, intercollegiate crossthey don't cut

WISEMAN FARMS

Caaital, $175,000

-An Up-to-Date Fountain

irittih

Open, and

insist

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

of Brunswick, Maine

Brunswick

OOl*
Tommy akmou*
Winner, The
U. S.

—

Fm tmrUur i*lurmmtUn
Howaao M. MaajEaiMN, D.M.D., Dean

mildness in a cigarette.

— to whom "wind," healthy
nerves, "condition" are vitally important —
the athletes

We

carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Olives, Pickles. Domestic and Imported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
Kinds east of Portland.

Lyman

costlier
tobaccos!

B. Ckipman. Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
—Turkish and Domestic — than any other popular brand.

Portland, Me,

Building

ISigmtd) R. J.

Mi

.«*•.

The

Universities in Japan have only 85

'women

Bowdoin Men

Cardinal Richelieu

News

EATON HARDWARE

Payne and Anthoine

2~
W[ %
lld"

Miller,

latter lost to W. Payne and Thoite
6-3, 8-4. S. Allen and L. Hyde, after
a relapse in the second set, took
their match from Barker and Rich,

IgglllirnTTEFlalAMAJ

-

- in

Brunswick's Best!

Towa

\¥

40LB ON TO SW.OOO

Gold Diggers of 1935

FIRST NATIONAL

J.

Brunswick

Our New Grill Room

College

to Thoits, 6-3, 6-2.
Jerry Payne of Deering, though ap
parently just tall enough to look

Don Bradford and Howard

and E. Brown and Salter looked
promising. The former team defeated

A proposed Tap Room plan at Williams has met with student approval.

75 Maine St.

•

-A

dents may now take out insurance
against flunking. If the student fails,
the company gives him enough to pay
for the summer course.
While the
rates have not been disclosed, it is estimated that at Ohio State alone, between $175,000 and $200,00 nave been
spent for this type of insurance.

feated Hook 6-8, 6-1.
In the doubles the combinations of

Bowdoin". he concluded.

room.

Mon. and Tues.

-^———

Payne Finally Quelled
The set dragged on to 10 all, with
Payne continually turning Lewis' attacks. Finally the latter managed to
win the next two games and the eel.
The remaining matches went to
Bowdoin quite easily. 8. Allen beat
Barker 6-1. 8-6, and W. Parker de-

of the RockeIntercollegiate debaters from the
feller Institute will lecture ort "Some
University of Hawaii will meet about
Aspects of Chemistry and the Can28 colleges in the next few months,
cer Problem", on Monday, May 27,
one of which will be Bates.
at 2.80 in the Chemistry Lecture

Dumbbell Letters

DINER

shots,

'

MISS BRUNSWICK

-A

stu-

Edmund Lowe

in at the

»—-—

|

defeated the visiting
School team 6-3 lant Saturday.
The most spectacular match took
between Jack Salter '88 and
warren Payne of Deering. Salter,
playing< fine tennis, took the first sec
6-4.
In the second set Payne edgea
out a 5-4 lead, and appeared to have
the set clinched to make it one apiece.
But Salter flashed a smart brand of
tennis to sweep the next three games,
almost before Payne realized his loss.
Purington Loses
Rich of Deering beat Frank Purington 1-6; 6-4; 9-7. Purington's usually
accurate, hard hitting form failed him
after the first set. Rich was steady
and returned each ball till Purington
netted it or overdrove.
Latimer Hyde, number three on
the freshman team lost unexpectedly

MacFadyen

-

—————

Out at the Missouri University

I

tennis

1

ADDRESS STUDENTS
Dr. D. A.

-

Visit

year.

ers.

Mister Dynamite

DroD

This yeaf five students from Western American Universities and one
from a Canadian College attended
Lingnan University on the exchange
plan. Because the idea has worked
out so successfully the University is
offering eleven scholarships for nexc

Lingnan University is a private coeducational school under Christian
auspices. The student body is made
up oi 450 students mostly Chinese, of
which one fourth are \;omen. The
faculty consists of a total of 120
Chinese, British, and American teach-

The Bowdoin freshman

place

College.

penses.

in the

work of

Joe Carbonaro has been called New
England's best slap bass player;
Buddy Welcome and Clark Yokum are
outstanding vocalists as well as expert with instruments. Leila Rose is
die blues singer of the roster.
BhK aad Red Decorations
Decorations will include a dark blue
sky, with center booths backed by a
the booths will be
lighter blue;
trimmed alternately in blue and red
and designated by street-light sign
posts. Indirect lighting and colored
spotlights will be employed.
Patronesses will be Mrs. Kenneth
C. M. Sills, Mrs. Manton Copelanu,
Mrs'. Orren C. Hormell, Mrs. Morgan
B. Cushing, Mrs. Kenneth J. Boyer,
Mrs. Mortimer P. Mason, Mrs. Heibert R. Brown. Mrs. Philip S. Wilder,
and Mrs. James F. White.
The committee in charge consists
of Josiah H. Drummond, chairman.
William B. Flynn, Jr., William P.
Sawyer, Maxwell M. Small, and Winthrop B. H. Walker.

over the net, displayed a skill with
his racket which made up for his
s ise. Fred Lewis had no easy time In

the first set, which he won 6-4. But in
the second Payne nearly reversed the
tables with his amazing accuracy. He
team passed Lewis at the net ttme after
Deering High time with lobs and expert alley line

many

of the other
courses. A student can take a year
there without losing his class standing upon returning to his American

in English as are

students,

morning and practice on the strongest departments, are given
the field intthe afternoon. "By continuing the same spirit next fall which
you have shown this spring, we are
going to win some Dail Ra.nes for

work"

BIO-CHEMIST WILL

several individuals/will
complete an excellent repertoire.

the

felt

most

complete

will

Four

that in spite of exams and
other interferences, the men had
shown him every consideration and
had worked out very satisfactorily.
He next described particular forms
of practice which each candidate
should work on during the summer to
strengthen his own particular position.
He recommended a group of
exercises
to
strengthen
certain
muscles needed for football in general. Players will be allowed to take
equipment home during the summer.
"The position of center will be the

Portland.

come, which will be followed by the
reading of the class poem by its

chairman.
Friday Dance Climaxes
The high point of the week end
will of course be the elaborate gym
dance Friday night and Mai Hallett's
music. Hallett's 13-piece band is just
returning from a southern tour on
which he has been a frequent Columbia network entertainer. His past record includes engagements at many
wellknown ballrooms, including Hollywood's famous Cocoanut Grove, the
Steel Pier at Atlantic City, and the
Roseland, New York City.
Incomparable," is
Hallett, "The

He

here, since antil last year it was
held st the Falmouth Hotel hi

anc

conclusion to spring fooiball

Richard B. Nason
practice, Coach Walsh gave Ma final
instructions for the coming summer 116, Richard -M. Steer *87, Vincent
mer, last Thursday evening in the fc. Hull, Jr.. '88, William J. Norton,
gym, to the candidates and expressed Jr., '38, with appetites for adventure
his thanks for their fine cooperation.

their annual Subfreshman night. This is the second time the affair has been held

The traditional last chapel of the
senior class will be held at 12.30 p.m.
<m Ivy Day, this Friday, and be immediately followed at one o'clock by
the Iry Day exercises of the Junior*,.
The president will conduct the chapel
service, at the end of which the Seniors will sing "Auld Lange Syne'

THREE
•

Four Students Apply For Year's
Yearling Netmen
Scholarship To Far-East College Outclass Deering

WALSH GIVES GRID
MEN FINAL ORDERS
As a

parts

of the Portland district will be
the guests of the Portland Bowdoin Club here Monday night.

Thursday.

caps

all

-—

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY.

N.C
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BOWDOIN CAPTURES STATE GOLF AND TENNIS CROWNS
TENNIS TEAM
Netmen Seize All Events
To Insure Championship OVERWHELMS
»

Scoring 15 point* out of a possible
of 16 the Bowdoin tennis
the Maine Intercollegiate
Tennis Championship played at Lew-

maximum
team won
iston

May

20, 21. 22.

The White

men made a

net-

clean sweep
team trophy, the singles
cups, and the singles and
ner-up medals.
In the singles final

doubles run-

morning Robert Ashley

'36

MAINE SQUAD

BOWDOIN DOWNS
MAINE NINE 3-1

winning the
and doubles

A

spectacular squeeze play in the
sixth inning gave Bowdoin the victory 3-1 in Monday's game at Orono
and turned the tables On Maine after
the Pale Blue had captured the first
two games of the three game series.

Bowdoin's

strong

varsity

tennis

team swamped the University of
Maine 8-1 at Pickard Field hut Saturday to win undisputed title to the
State Tennis crown.
Brooks won Maine's sole point
when he displayed a fine brand of
tennis to beat Howard Dana 6-4, 6-3.
He used a strong and steady backhand to repel any attacks on that
side, and Dana was never able to

for the winner's college.
Despite the fact that the tournament Wasted three days, at the conclusion of the first day's play Bowdoin
had amassed enough points to win the
team trophy. Even if the White had
won no more matches, its nine points

Johnson started the scoring foi Ashley beat Kronkite 6-3, 6-0.
Bowdoin in the third, circling the
than bases as Bell of Maine fumbled his
Bates, in second place, could possibly line drive to short center field. Maine
have scored on Tuesday and Wednes- retaliated, however, in the fourtn
day.
N. E.
when Sanborn singled and then came
The summary:
in as Thibodeau muffed Bell's liner to
1st

more

GOLF TEAM GAINS
RECOGNITION

Round

Fisher defeated Anton (C) 6-2,
Thomas defeated Rothblatt (C),
6-8. Ashley defeated Brooks (M)
6-8. Woodger defeated Wadleigh
6-2,

right
8-6.
6-3,
6-0,

field.

The squads went

into the sixth still
tied 1-1. Gentry singled and stole second. Frazier was given a walk. Kilgour's wild pitch advanced them to
second and third and the squeeze

(M)

6-3.

2nd Round
Fisher defeated Casterline (B) 6-4,
6-4. Thomas defeated Perkins (M)
6-8, 6-3. Ashley defeated Williams (C)
7-5, 7-5. Reed (B) defeated Woodger

play ended the scoring for the day.
A squeeze play in the 10th, Bowdoin's method of victory over Bates
two days earlier, was the trick which
Maine turned against the White to'
eke out an 11-9 victory Friday. Saturday's game went to the Pale Blue-

6-4, 6-1.

Led by the consistently spectacular
work of Johnny Boyd, former Maine
amateur champion. Bowdoin Golf
team outdid themselves last Saturday
to carry off fourth place in the team

competition of the annual New England Intercollegiate Golf Tournament
at the Oakley Country Club in Watertown, Mass.
In the individual play which afforded the real competition of the
afternoon Johnny Boyd came through
with 152 to tie for third place in a
field of 61 players which included the
best collegiate golfers in the east.
Outplayed by only two competitors
Lardner and Hunter, of Harvard, who
tied for the championship with 146
apiece. Boyd matched strokes with
Carol Abbott of Colby and Enos of
Harvard to share third place honors
with them with a card of 152.
The Polar Bear team total of 1320
accounted for by the low scores of
four of the following: John S. Boyo
'35, Sprague Mitchell '37, Ellis Gates

Semi-Finals
Fisher defeated Thomas 6-2, 6-1, 11-3.
6-1. Ashley defeated Reed (B) 9-11,1
In Friday's game, Bowdoin had lost
6-1, 6-8, 6-2.
a four-run lead and was tied at 9-9
1st Round
with Maine at the end of the ninth.
Fisher and Woodger defeated An- In the fatal tenth, Keegan started by
ton and Currier (C) 6-3, 6-2. Ashley dropping one of Karakashian's offerand Thomas defeated Reed and Cas- ings back of second for a clean sinterline (B) 6-1, 4-6, 6-4.
gle and Henderson, next up. did the
Semi- Finals
same. A little later Gentry failed in
Fisher and Woodger defeated Bus- an attempt to force Keegan and n
sell and Carter (B) 6-8, 6-4, 6-4, 6-3. squeeze play followed which
comAshley and Thomas defeated Rotn- bined with a wild throw to third by
blatt and Williams (C) 6-2, 6-0, 4-6, Bus Shaw, let in two runs.
6-4.
Kent and Shaw Hit
*87, Roger C. Kellogg "37, and Joseph
Bowdoin had scored first, in the G. Sclar "37, was just one stroke
second inning, when Manter sacrificed behind that of the Holy Cross aggreand let Merrill in. Maine retaliated gation which placed third in the tourwith two runs. In the third, a smash ney. Dartmouth won the match.
to the fence by Kent brought Harkins home for Bowdoin, and then a
bunt by Merrill let Kent in. Bus Shaw
(Continued from page 1)
duplicated Kent's drive to the outfield,
Maine. Marvin of Bowdoin may pos- took three bases and forced Merrill
sibly score in this event.
home. Shaw followed to the plate
Marsh of Maine is the present hold- when Johnson bunted successfully.
er of the 880 record and is expected
Maine caught up in the fifth with a
to capture the title again. The mile .hit. two bases on balls, three stolej:
run will be a close contest between bases, a passed ball and two errors,
the veteran Veysey of Colby, and all
of which netted four runs. Walton
Jenkins of M.I.T.. whereas the two pounded a homer in the eighth folmile will probably be taken by Ken- lowing a pass, to give Maine a twoney of Holy Cross, who has shown run lead. With two men on in Bowthe best time in Mew England this doin's
half of the inning, however,
season. Pushing him will be Veysey Karakashian took Manter's place in
of Colby and Porter of Bowdoin.
the line-up and drove in the tieing
Good Favored in Hurdles
runs with a two-bagger. Karakashian
Phil Good, present Intercollegiate
then went to the mound and struck
title-holder, is favored to take firsts
out the first three men who faced
in both hurdles, although Funston of him, but his teammates were set
New Hampshire is predicted to give down almost as easily and Bowdoin
him a close race in both. Captain missed its big chance to end the
Parkes of Springfield, present rec- game.
ord holder of the broad jump will
Manter allowed only six hits in the
find stiff competition in that event
eight innings he pitched for Bowfrom Johnson of M.I.T., and Soule oi doin. Merrill and Karakashian were
Bowdoin, both of whom are good toi batting stars for the White, while
about 22 feet.
Henderson and Walton were outThe high high jump is practically standing at bat for Maine.
conceded to Sandler of Springfield
Maine Wins Friday
who has broken the record at 6 feet,
Maine was superior in every defour and one-half inches.
In the pole vault Donnan of M.I.T., partment of Saturday's game, and
Is the probable winner but MacShane from the first inning held a good lead.
of Brown, and McLean of Tufts, who Bowdoin scored two runs in the secboth have done better than twelve ond on singles by Walker and Shaw
feet, may capture the event. Burgess and a triple by Albie Kent and did
of Brown, Britannia, of Tufts, and not get another run across until the
Totman of Maine are the foremost ninth when Kent walked, went to
The third by fielder's choice and stole
names in the javelin contest.
hammer throw features Kishon and home.
Bowdoin filled the bases in the
Johnson both of Bates, while the
shot put will see Niblock of Bowdoin sixth through Anderson's error, fe
defending his title against Zates of walk to Frazier and Bill Shaw's hit
Boston College. Niblock will again but Walker's attempted bunt failed
be a favorite to place in the discus and Kent was thrown out at first foi
with Kishon and Johnson of Bates be- the final out, Karakashian having
been thrown out earlier through toping strong contenders.
notch fielding by Anderson.
Errors and loose infield work conJ. V. Tennis
tributed greatly to Bowdoin's defeat
Maine hit well also, pounding
while
8-0
Walker out of the box in two innings
and keeping after Karakashian. WalWithout losing a single set in the ton and Woodbury contributed a large
entire meet, the Bowdoin Junior Var- share of the Maine hits between them.
sity Tennis team completely shut-out
Monday's score:
the Wassookeag varsity squad by the MAINE
I
lb
bh
po

Bowdoin Favored
In

B

New

O—

O—

O—

o—

o—

Englands

—

o—

decisive score of 8-0.

Walton. Sb

•
•

Ashkenazy, playing number one for Woodbury, lb
McBrlde. m
the Jayvees was the only Bowdoin Ball,
cf
player to drop as many as five games Sanborn, e
and all the members of the team won Kctfnn, If
Pruett. rf
at least one love set. Wassookea* Hendaraon.
rf
was handicapped by lack of practice. Anilarmn. 2b
Playing for Bowdoin were AshFitts,
Purington,
Pach,
kenazy,
Noyes, and Dane. White doubles
teams included Salter and Lewis,
Hyde and Allen, Miller and Bradford,
share of the Maine hits between them.

'

>

1

2

2

8

both Bowdoin and Colby with Boyd
and Abbott surviving as the finalists.
contestants were handicapped
yesterday by a brisk wind which

The

Snow was

greatly reduced the accuracy of the
players.

Largely through the effectiveness
of his chipping and putting Johnny
Boyd was able to keep pace with the
accurate driving of Carroll Abbott.
Boyd was one up at the turn but lost
the lead again on the tenth hole.
From this point the lead shifted bacK
and forth until Boyd was one up as
they reached the 18th tee. Here Boyd
came through with a beautiful chip
shot to win the hole and take the

7-2, over the highlyrated Hebron team in a match on the

complete victory,

home courts last Monday.
The two upsets of the singlematches came when Frank Purington
and Latimer Hyde, playing in second
and third positions, displayed unusual power to turn the table on their
respective opponents, E. Lewis and
Goodspeed, who were both favored to

on the mountain as win.
low as the 2,000 foot level. Most of
Purington's strokes were in top
the hikers had come with light clothform and his net playing was his
ing and thin shoes, thinking tiTat by
point. Lewis pushed him hard
mid-May the snow would be melted strong
in the first set, but he had the necesaway. A thick, wet mist, almost aj
sary steadiness to pull through 8-6.
rain, added to their discomfort.
He took the second fairly easily, 6-3.
Rest in Cabin
Hyde used his forehand effectively,
At the half-way mark they stopped either catching Goodspeed out of poat a cabin, where they had shelter, sition or passing him with corner

match

2

BOWDOIN NINE

j

JOHN BOYD

'35

food, and a warm fire.
Wet elothes
were soon dried before the fireplace.
On the trail above the cabin, the
snow became deeper and deeper. At
each step the hikers sank to their
hips, and at the higher altitude the
cold became more cutting.
Within a few hundred feet of the
summit, just as they were coming
above the clouds, they had to turn
back and give up the attempt. Cold
mist, deep snow, and unsatisfactory
equipment were too great a handicap.

shots.

He won 6-0, 6-4.
Win In Doubles

The third double team of Purington Hyde won without great difficulty
over Goodspeed and Martin. 6-3, 8-6.
The other matches went to Bowdoin. Allen humbled Prescott 6-0, 7-6;
Parker beat Steinberg 6-2, 6-8; and
Fred Lewis beat Martin«6-2, 6-3.

Maine Collegiate Champion

Steady pitching and good batting
gave the Colby Mule a 7-2 victory
only two games; but in the second over Bowdoin at Pickard Field yesSalter began a spirited rally and won terday. Not until the ninth inning
the bracket 6-1. In the third set Nix- did Bowdoin succeed in turning the
on settled down to his original off en- tables to any extent. In that period
sive game, and Salter conceded the Colby's pitcher, Farnham, weakened,
final set. There scores were 6-2, 1-6, and hard hits by Bill Shaw, Walker,
*
Kent and Thibodeau netted two runs.
6-2.
With the exception of the first and
The doubles team of Brown and Salter bowed to Nixon and E. Lewis, seventh innings, Karakashian was un8-6, 6-1 to bring Bowdoin her sec- able to limit the Colby hits at all.
Miller
Bradford
and
Geer
But
and Lemieux were especially efond defeat.
took revenge by outlasting Prescott fective with Karakashian's offerings.
and Steinberg to win 9-7, 6-8, 6-3. Bowdoin's infield played an air-tight
They nearly had victory in hand In game, and Kent's defensive work wa*
the second set, but the Hebron team outstanding. Thibodeou replaced Merrill who was hit on the hip during the
constantly saved crucial set points.

Jack Salter lost in three sets to
Nixon, Hebron's star player. Nixon
took the first set quickly, dropping 6-2. 1-6, 6-2.

7th.
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At the University
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Wind Handicaps
In the qualifying and subsequent
semi-final rounds the competition developed into team eliminations for

The freshman tennis team won b

then, but they decided to attempt the
climb regardless of the poor visibility.

an-

series of three team matches, two
with Colby and one with Maine. Having won all three encounters, the
Bowdoin team carried off the state
trophy which Colby had won the two
proceeding years.

o—

Wassookeag Team

Dry

The White team automatically

nexed the State title last Wednesday
by defeating Colby in the last of a

Old Speck Hikers HEBRON NETSTERS
Meet Snow, Rain
BEATEN BY FROSH

Nine members of the Outing Club
led by Richard May 37, made an unsuccessful attempt to reach the summit of Old Speck Mountain in Grafton
Notch on Sunday, May 12.
\
The group left Brunswick at 6.30
in the morning, and reached the foot
of the trail in Grafton Notch by carl
at 9.30.
The sky was cloudy even

virtue of his victory over Car-

the links for 1935.

o—

The odds on winning a

Men Whip

of the Philippines
•II speeches delivered by the students
must be censored by the university
authorities before they are delivered
to the public.

By

Abbott of Colby, defending state
champion at the Bath Country Club
yesterday, John S. Boyd "So captured
the Maine Intercollegiate individual
championship which in addition to the
State team -title won last Wednesday
makes Bowdoin undisputed rulers of
roll

Win Thomas who had a

o—

The team scores were as follows:
Bowdoin 15, Bates 4. Colby 2, Maine
Each match won scores a point
1.

one

—

Intercollegiate Golf Title

state tennis title seem to have been definitely against
consistent streak of drawing the number one men of
all the opponents' teams in the recently completed State Tennis match. First
it was Rothblatt of Colby, and then came Perkins of Maine, both of whom
Thomas managed to subdue. For a third opponent Thomas met his teammate
Joe Fisher, the Bowdoin number one player, and was finally eliminated, but
Monday's game was a hard-fought threaten.
not without putting up a good battle.
pitching battle, Manter of Bowdoin
Frosh Win Letters
o
o o
o
giving up only four hits to the Bruins
By victories in both singles and
The complete recent success of the heretofore unheralded Golf
while Kilgour of Maine allowed onry
doubles Harold Ashkenazy and Dave
team comes as a definite boost for the maintenance of minor sports
two to the Bowdoin nine. Kilgours Fitts earned their tennis letters. Ashat Bowdoin.
When state titles and individual championships are
one wild pitch placed Gentry and kenazy. beat Wadleigh 6-2, 6-4, and
gathered in such as they have been this spring no farther arguments
Frazier in position to score in the
Fitts defeated Currie 6-3, 6-0.
seem necessary for the continuance of college appropriations for the
sixth and the two runners scored on
Bowdoin's first three players, Fishvarious minor sports now extant.
a perfectly executed squeeze play to er. Thomas and Ashley all won with
give Bowdoin the game.
ease. Fisher beat Hooper 6-1, 6-0;
Johnson Scores First
Thomas beat Pendell 6-1, 6-3; and

played this
defeated
Joe Fisher '35, the college champion,
6-4, 0-6, 6-4, 6-2 in a stirring clash
which was a slight upset. The doubles
final was played this afternoon between Fisher-Woodger and AshleyThomas combinations.

would have been

John Boyd Garners Maine

SPORT SIDELIGHTS
"Aroostook youth is pure we ween"—but that's not all. Look at the Shaw
brothers, Bowdoin's budding home run kings. To date, however, their totals
are limited to one apiece in the Trinity and Tufts games by Buss and Bill
respectively. Buss Shaw's work behind the plate, if you've noticed, has been
rapidly improving thus bringing to mind the exploits of the former backstop
artists, Charlie Burdell and George HJldreth.
0—0
O
O
O O
Due credit must be Riven to Will Manter,, lone southpaw member
of Coach Well's pitching staff, for his outstanding work in his last
three encounters. His enviable record of holding Wesleyaa to two
hits in eight innings and the narrowing down of the Pale Bine to
six bingles in one game and four in his next, marks a steady gain
in both accuracy and speed.
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Mrs.

Graham

Stars In

"Merchant Of Venice»

Rises »»

•

^

THE BOW

THIS NOON

—

—

!

at Bowdoin came to a
Creditably in
and Gown's
point in the 'current
Presentation
presentation of "The Merchant of
Delving once more into realm of Shakespeare, the Masque and Gown preVenice". In Mrs. David Graham's portrayal of Portia, the college saw the sented "The Merchant of Venice" on the Art Building terrace before a
finished acting of a Broadway star. capacity audience Mrs. David Graham as Portia and Edwin G. Walker *86
Rated a« one of the best in New turned in admirable performances, while H. Wyman Holmes '35 as Bassanio
York, Mrs. Graham has starred in snd Richard V. McCann *87 as Antonio acted well.
—
many productions and has the envi*—
able record of performing in two
Walker, who played in a very finPulitser Prize plars in succession, ished manner the role of Richard II
namely "Craig's Wife" and "They in the Commencement production of
Knew What They Wanted". While the same name last June, again
the acting in former plays has often showed his versatility in
a fine charbeen rated as first-ciaes, Mrs. Gra- acter part. The most important of the
ham's acting is in large measure re- three feminine roles was played to
sponsible for this latest production's perfection by Mrs. Graham, who, unbeing called the best ever.
der the stage name of Elinor Graham Speaking, Singing,
Pipe
• - r
has appeared in many productions upThorndike
rpHE proposed changes in the en- on Broadway including the Pulitser of Peace
trance requirements of the col- prixe-winnning play, 'Craig's Wife".
Festivities
lege have been met with mingled This is her first appearance with the
cries of joy and sighs of regret. Cer- Masque and Gown.
Favored by perfect weather the 114
tainly, a more flexible standard which
With the part of Bassanio, the
would allow good students to offer "juvenile lead" of the play, Holmes members of 1935 held their Class Day
high school credits which do not con- added another role to his list of exercises Tuesday afternoon under
the
form to the requirements of the col- SDlendid parts in the last two years. venerable
Thorndike Oak, thfsmoking
lege is advisable. Many fine men have McCann. a sophomore who has been
been turned away because they took featured in several of the plays pro- of the Pipe of Peace and the cheering
the wrong courses in high school. If duced by the organisation this year, of the college halls featuring the octhe proposed changes are designed to and who won the prize for the best casion.
large and colorful crowd
correct this fault, the Orient is high- individual performance in the one- occupied the bleachers set up
opposite
ly in favor of them.
act-play-contest in March, gave a re- the speakers' stand under the oak.
s - r
strained interpretation of the unhapWilliam Howard Niblock, president
significant change is to be py Antonio.
of the class, presided, opening the
Quinby Coaches
made in the entrance system, it
ceremonies with a short address. PolMargaret Hines as Nerissa, the lowing this he introduced
might very well be the extension of
Arthur
more scholarships to incoming stu- maid of Portia and confidante, added Mills Stratton who read the unusual
dents. At present, only four such another of her effective interpreta- and iconoclastic Class Poem which
awards are made the State of Maine tions to her many appearances with brought a distinct reaction from the
scholarships. These are awarded as a the Masque and Gown, the last of audience. This piece was' taken from
result of competitive examinations to which was as Richard's queen last a part of the "Thorndikokay" which
the four men in the state who obtain June. Mrs. Elizabeth Sibley creditably appeared in the Quill.
the highest ratings. Thus, they are played the part of Jessica, the third
Parker Delivers Oration
designed primarily for the worthy and only other feminine role of the
After a brief interlude of music
smooth and professional pro- provided
student. While these scholarships per- play.
by Chandler's Band of Portduction
the
excellent
was
effected
by
is
their
number
service,
great
form a
land John Otis Parker delivered the
"23 and
far too small to provide for many of direction of George H. Quinby
Class Oration. Outlining the chaotic
those who deserve them. It would be to the excellent impression made by conditions of "economic degeneracy"
the play an experienced supporting which had
of great value to the college to exfeatured the four years
tend the scope and number of these cast and an efficient stage crew led by spent at Bowdoin by 1935, Parker said
prises to include men from other Production Manager William Klaber that the same insidious evils which
had brought about a world-wide destates as well as Maine. It cannot be contributed.
Many pains taken over the lighting pression were still extant and seeping
denied that there must be good men
from other states who have to de- effects were justified by their contri- back in. He claimed that the present
pend on some sort of financial aid to butions to the play, as they accom- college generation will not tolerate a
rapid changes return to disaster, come what may.
enter a college. The Bystem of com- plished the difficult and
of scene with precision, and brought
The closing address was then given
petitive examinations would insure
colorful part of by
Joseph Lyman Fisher who stressed
the selection ot the best. Here is one out every detail and
Laidley, ex- the hard
the
costuming.
Paul
E.
valuto
be
prove
would
pull of the members of 1935
change which
production
manager,
and
Stuart
G.
to stay in college during depressionable both to the college and to the
Brewer
work,
while
aided
with
this
ridden years and declared that the
outside world.
George Wilson *87 was stage and emotion of leaving the ivied wsjUjtfs - r
•• p-e» *>
ter four happy years should befelt
been ch arted tliat these in «
and not said, lest it become over-sentiregulations will simply permit
mental.
the college to subsidize athletes. This
Following another selection by the
charge is absolutely unfounded. The
band, small briar pipes were handed
college never has and never will cater
out to the members of the class near
changes
proposed
the
But
athletes.
to
Massachusetts Hall whither a group
will admit many athletes of high
the audience followed them to watch
scholastic standing who under the
Prizes and awards announced at the them sit cross-legged in a circle, light
present regulations would be refused
Bowdoin College Commencement exer- up, and puff away at their Pipes of
entrance.
Peace. The entire class then rose to
cises today were as follows:
s - r
Charles Carroll Everett Graduate sing the Ode composed by Henry
SCHOLARSHIP has reached new Scholarship: Joseph Lyman Fisher '35 Franklin. In conclusion the halls
were cheered, and each senior shook
heights at Bowdoin with final of Pawtucket, R. I.
tabulation of the results for the pasi
Henry W. Longfellow Graduate the hand of each of his classmates.
semester. No less than seventy-two Scholarship! John Valentine Schaffmen have been placed on the dean's ner, 3rd, '35 of Dover, Mass.
This
list for the coming semester.
Galen
Moses Graduate Scholarrecord far exceeds any former mark ship: Vincent Nowlis '35 of Wilkesin the recent annals of the college Barre, Pa.
Dsvid Sewall Premium: William
The class of 1936 especially deserves
commendation for placing thirty-sev- Frost '38 of Pleasantville, N. Y.
Class of 1868 Prize: John Otis Paren men on the list who have achieved
A * tne student; polls conducted on
ranks that are at least straight B and ker '35 of Arlington, Mass.
Brown Composition Prizes: Donald May 29 by the retiring Student Counare mostly somewhat higher.
Frederic
Barnes '35 of New York City eil a new Student Council
s - r
and AthleticK
first; Kenneth Lewis Dorman '35 of
r n nn/.ii was
«,«., elected.
*~t
v
* !v
gratifying to see Professor
Council
Four
of
the men
Salem, Mass, second.
Robert P. Tristram Coffin receive
Smyth Mathematical Prise: Dan Ed- were el «**d to positions on both counPoet
Honor
honors as the National
cils.
win Christie '37 of Milo.
Philip Good is president of next
Professor Coffin who has
of 1935.
Sewall Greek Prise: Edwin Bonette 1 year's Student Councn and Josiah
been an outstanding man on the fac- Benjamin *37 of Portland.
Drummond is vice-president. New
ulty this past year, has long been
Sewall Latin Prize: Nathan Dane, members of the Student Council are:
considered one of the finest poets in 2nd, '37 of Lexington, Mass.
President, Philip Good: vice-president,
the country. That he has now attained
Pray English Price: Donald Fred- Josiah Drummond; Albert Putnam
national recognition of his work by eric Barnes '35 of New York City.
Amos Mills, William Soule, John
the poets of America, seems to be
Goodwin French Prise: Benjamin
u e Hubert Shaw, Rodney Larcom,
?£
5
giving only rightful honors to a de- Hilton Cushing, Jr., oi I'ortland.
Wilbur
Manter, Thompson Sampson,
serving Bowdoin graduate.
Noyes Political Economy Prise: Al- Robert Porter, William Owen.
s - r
fred Grayson Dixon '35 of Sharon,
New Athletic Council men are:
Mass.
Philip
Good,
Josiah Drummond, Rob^PHE senior class cheering on Tuesert Porter, William Owen, David Fitts.
(CpnUnuod. on page 2)
-*•
day sounded perfunctory to excess. They started out with a gusto
as they cheered Sills, Memorial,
Hubbard and the rest. However, upon
coming to the dormitories, the seniors relapsed into a few half-hearted
yells. One had the feeling that the
seniors were cheering for the sake of
One hundred and fourteen diplomas
Ho ors in subjects as announced at
tradition alone. If they cannot cheer
.,
2
were given to as many seniors this the
Bowdoin College Commencement
with a meaning, the tradition is hardmorning In Bowdoin's 130th Com- Exercises today are
as follows:
ly worth following. Traditions of the
mencement
Exercises
in
the
First
but they
things,
college are fine
Honors i« Chemistry: Marshall
Parish Church. Of these sixty-three
Stanley Barbour of Portland.
should not be continued if no-one is were
degrees of Bachelor of Arts, and
going to enter into the true spirit of fifty-one those of
Honors in Economics: Robert Gilley
Bachelor of Science.
the occasion.
The class is one of the largest to be Dunton of Rockland.
graduated from Bowdoin in recent
High Honors in the Classics: George
years, exceeding last year's group by Roger Edwards of Southington, Conn.

Perform

new high
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114 Seniors Receive Honors, Prizes,
Degrees at Exercises This Morning

Hogy, Mitchell To Edit
1935-6 Quill Together
The new
board.

co-editors of the Quill
Mitchell '36 and

Burroughs

Robert R. Hagy, Jr., '36, have announced briefly and generally their
plans for next year's publications.
There will be no radical departure
either in form or content from the
1934-5 Quill. The board consisting,
in addition to the two editors, of
Lawrence S. Hall and Owen Melaugh.
business manager, plans to enlarge
the circle of contributors and not con-

authors to s definite clique as
has been the custom in the past. Also
the board expressed a desire for more
fine its

talent in poetry.

The

staff is particularly well satis-

with the work of the publishers,
the Bradford Press. As a result of its
work on the Quill, the company has
received orders from other college litthe
including
magazines
erary
Princeton Nassau Lit which up to
that time had not changed their forfied

mat

in

many

years.

High Honors

five.

in

Economics: Joseph

Clifford T. Perkins of the Class of Lyman Fisher of Pawtucket, R. I.
1915 acted as Marshal, and was seHonors in History: Joseph Bixby
lected for this post by the Committee Hoyt of Salem, Mass.
of Public Exercises. Professor Stanley
High Honors in German: Allan
B. Smith was the faculty marshal, Forbes Hubbell ot Rockville Centre,
while Gilbert D. Harrison, Jr., was the
undergraduate marshal.
Honors in Chemistry: Elmer HutchPresident
Sills
announced
the inson of Portland.
honors for the graduating class as
Honors in Chemistry: Jacob Iwanofollows:
wicz of Saugus, Mass.
Sum ma Cum Laude: Isadora Weiss,
Honors in Government: Sterling
Vincent Nowlis.
Darrach Nelson of Norway.
Magna ana Laude: Allan Forbes
Honors is Psychology: William
Huhbell, Joseph Lyman Fisher, Elmer Howard Niblock of Lynn, Mass.
Hutchinson.
Highest Honors in Psychology: VinCam Laude: Marshall Stanley Bar- cent Nowlis of Wilkes-Barre, Pa
bour, Stuart Kennedy Davis, Leon
High Honors in History: John Otis
Ashby Dickson, Alfred Grayson Dixon, Parker of Arlington, Mass.
Robert Gilley Dunton, George Roger
Honors in English: John Valentine
Edwards, Allan Edward Fenley, Fred- Sckaffner, 3rd, of Dover, Mass.
eric Alvan Fisher, Jr., Henry Herbert
Honors in Biology: Frederick JackFranklin, Robert Edmund Hurley, son Stoddard bf Milwaukee, Wis.
Jacob Iwanowicz, Walter Marvin Luce,
Honors
in
Economics:
Harold
John Otis Parker, Harry Alfred Rom- Charles Tipping of Maywood, N. J.
berger, Jr., Harry Whittier Snow,
Highest Honors in Mathematics:
Deane Stanley Thomas, Jr., Philip Isadora Weiss of Portland.
.
Frost Thorne, Frank Harold Todd,
High Honors in Physics: Isadora
Nathan Wilbur Watson, Edward Paul Weiss of Portland

Webber.

^
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DEGREES; FRANK A.
TALLMAN GETS M.A.

President Compares Christian Religion and Field
of Education

First Football Captain

EMPHASIZES. VALUE
OF GOOD .EDUCATION

Made

Master Of Arts By
President

\

Declares Collages are Often
Not Alive to Social

M.A.

Sills

DEGREE GIVEN

TO ANNA

E.

SMITH

Necessjities

Ford of Harvard, McLellan
of Colby Honored; Award

That college gtMuates should go
out into the worldmid put their training at the seivfiJwGoa and man was
the keynote of tne*Baccalaureate address delivered by 'resident Kenneth
C. M. Sills in the < allege Church last

Sc.D. to Kendall
George

B. Sears "90, Anna E.
Smith, Earle B. Perkins "23, Clyde L.
Deming '10, William C. Kendall 1V5,
David R. Porter "06, Jeremiah D. M.
Ford, of Harvard, Hugh D. McLellan,
of Colby, and Frank G. Tallman. a
graduate of Cornell were the recipients of honorary degrees given by
the College today at its one hundred

Sunday.

He

that the college does not support the attitude of
those who come t*f college for mere
Those blessed
self -aggrandize
'
ib owe a debt to
with a higher
"the graduates
their fellow-men,
thing they can
should learn that
education is to
do with their coll
enlist on the side
human freedom
ntain liberty of
and to fight to
press, liberty of
speech, liberty of
teaching."
stressed the

'act

March
Sunday afompson E. Ashih Church. Dean

Harrison

The program,

late

ternoon was led
by of the First

Wilmot

the Scripture

B. Mite:

Lesson. The Se;
and Recessional
Class Marshal, G

and

SEVEN ADDED TO

The sermon

as

follows,

in

part:

The poet Dante
known

his introduction

essay writes
been educated
that the man who
at public expense and who has no
thought of contributing to the public
good has fallen far from duty; for he
is not, in the words of the Psalmist, a
tree by the streams «f waters bearing
his fruit in due scsahty but is rather a
devouring whirlpool ever sucking in
and never pouring pack what it has
swallowed.
In othjr words, such a
soul has been willin Jto come to school
he can get of
oi college for wha
refreshment and po
but refuses to
go foath to _voX t
pr acticeror vtecm
These thoughts of the great medieval poet, as forceful today as when
they were written early in the fourteenth century, call attention to the
truth that education is ever a twofold
process concerning both the individual
and the common good. It gives some
point to the criticism not infrequently
made that our institutions of learning,
particularly our institutions of higher
learning, have not always been alive
to social nceasities, using that phrase
with its widest implication, and that
there is not enough correlation between a college education and public
service Whether or not such criticism is at all points just, there can be
no doubt that the college would never
condone the attitude that education is
acquired for selfish aggrandisement,
and that what a man does with his
college education alter he has graduated is simply his own individual
So far as we can tell, we
business.
are in this world to share what we
have with others; t.r.d of those to
whom much has been given, much is
to be required. To help men to give
.tin

(Continued on pas* 1)

Dean's List

Largest

Is

In History Of College
The

largest Dean's List in the
history of the college was announced this morning at the college office, comprising a total of

seventy-four names. The previous
record of seventy-two made in
1933 was broken by the unprecedented number ef present undergraduates to receive next year
unlimited cut privileges. Thirtyseven seniors, eighteen juniors,
and seventeen sophomores were
named on the list, which it as
follows:
Th« following

upper

classmen

classes during th« first semester
their discretion, having received
or better la their subjects in June.

may
1935-36

MORE PHI
BETES ELECTED

Baxter. T. C.
Benjamin. F. S.. Jr.
Berkley. A. W.
W. F.
Chapman. J. P.
Christie, P. A.
Cope. N.
Cowan, C. F.
Ebxosin. R B.
Fnsedman. B. N.

cut
at

"B" g

Pelletier.

L. L.
Philoon. T. E.
Preanell, J. T.

Swan.

f. H.
Swift. E. L.

C

Adriel U. Bird '16 of Boston" Mass.,

Roland H. Cobb '17 of Worcester,
Mass., George F. Eaton '14 and
Charles F. Stanwood '32 were the four
successful candidates elected to the
Alumni Council of the College, it was
announced by Alumni Secretary Philip
S. Wilder at the annual meeting of
the Alumni Association Wednesday
noon. Following the completion of the
ballot,_President Sills appointed Ed'2a, Frank. A. FarrinsSgh AMitchell 19 Directors of the Alumni Fund.
Twelve graduates of the college
were voted on by the general alumni
body in selecting the four members of
the board to head the General Alumni
Association of Bowdoin College, while
President Sills' appointments were
made from a" list of nine prominent
graduates.

letic Council.

Wear*.
Benjamin. E. B.
Brewster, C. F.
Bryant. D. R.
Burton, W. S.
Buxton. H. C.
Caaa. at. W.
ChrUtie. D. E.
Clapp, R. C.

Vogel. H. H.. Jr.

U

couples,
for
Goodman's Orchestra, rated
world's finest dance band by
Lunceford. furnished music
Commencement Dance held

Wilbur Wat-

of Bath, and Isadora Weiss of
Portland.

POLAR BEA«S WEI
TAKE SUMMER TRIP
Five members of the Bowdoin Polar Bears, the unofficial college dance
orchestra, will climax a busy year's

season of engagements when on June
26th they sail on the Cunard-White
Star liner Acquitania from New York
for France, playing in Tourist Third
Class. An eighteen day stop-over in
Paris, with an engagement at a well
known country club just outside Paris
on Bastille Day, July 14th, the
French "4th of July", and a short
visit of a few days to England, will
feature the trip.

as

last

Tuesday

Played at Music HaR
of Professor Alfred O. Gross., was
to Brunswick on his toastmaster, and the speakers includroad tour since his recent New ed Dr. Gross, Dr. Manton Copeland

Goodman came

York engagement at Billy Rose's Mu- and Philip Wilder.
Cadman *38 is Operator
sic Hall. During the past few months
The party, under the leadership of
he has been featured on a two-hour
program every Saturday night which William Gross, planned to leave Luwas sponsored by the National Bis- bec, Me., in the 40-foot cruiser, the
Island
Jr."
for Kent's
cuit Company. Much of the popular- "Bowdoin
ity of his band rests on his crew of which lies about 40 miles from Eastarrangers who are rated as the finest port. The boat, a gift of J. Sterling
is
namesake
of
MacRockefeller,
in the world.
a
-

W.

W.

work and where with his Bowdoin
comrade. Francis S. Dane, Jr., of the
Class of 1981, he held the Bowdoin
banner aloft in Little America; rightly honored by a college that is unsurpassed in its fealty to scientific

own work as a
scientist both before and after his
Antarctic excursion; representative
of the Bowdoin company of explorers
both of knowledge and territory
Honoris Causa
Master of Science
Clyde Lerey Deming, of the Class
of 1910, Doctor of Medicine of Yale
University, nor clinical professor of
exploration, for his

the

at
in

8.. Jr.

Parker.

as a teacher in the public schools of
Brooklyn and the graciousness of *
great lady; in thankful recognition of
faithful and helpful hospitality to
children, students, graduates and visitors from the four corners of the
earth, many of whom have through
her learned of the beauty of art and
the value of our collections; for' a
long time mistress and now.
Honoris Causa
Master of Arts
Earle Bryant Perkins, of the Class
of 1923, Doctor of Philosophy of Harvard University, valued member of
the Department of Biology of Rutgers University; well trained scholar
and scientist who like many others
received inspiration in college from
the teaching* of Professors Copeland and Gross; lately returned from
the. Byrd Expedition' to Antarctica
where he did outstanding scientific

(Continued oa page 2)

Jimmie

B.

The followins Sophomore* may take «ix cuts
in each subject during the ftrat semester 1M5-

.

Patronesses for the dance included: Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills, Mrs.

Edward H. Wass, Mrs.

S.

Hammond,

X. having

Mrs. Daniel C. Stanwood. Mrs. Herbert R. Brown, Mrs. Alfred 0. Gross,

Mrs. Herbert W. Hartmann,

i waived half "A'a" and half "B'a"
ubjects
Hawkins. W. S.
Aihkenazy H. DMoneil. D. F
Biftbop. J. A.

Chapman. F. F.

Najam. E W.

Cox. A. H.

Purington. P. H-. Jr.
Shouklma*. J.
Small. 8. G. F.
Wissin. R K.

Cuidiing. B. H.. Jr.
L.. Jr.

Swift of Easton, Mass.

Winona son

in their

Imhaima. A.
Foot.. H. T.

>

The members of the Kent's Island
the expedition left last Monday for a
the summer of biological research at the
evening. Bowdoin Biological Station in the
This dance officially closed the 'social Bay of Fundy. On the previous Wedyear of the college.
nesday, a banquet was given at the
Goodman's orchestra has achieved Hotel Eagle in honor of the group
one of the finest records of any band of eight students who will make the
in the country. A galaxy of stars in- trip. They are: William Gross *87,
cluding Helen Ward, singer; Gene George Cary *35, John Crystal "87,
Bunny Barrigan, George Cadman '38, Howard Miller
Krupa,
drums;
trumpet; Jack Lacy, trombone; and '38, Robert Moras 38, Latimer Hyde
Benny Goodman, clarinet, afforded •38, William Frost "38.
much entertainment to the dancers.
At the banquet William Gross, son
-

Gould. R. C.
Klaber. W.; Jr.
Norton. B. W.
Pettengill. D. W.
Porter. R. U.
Welah. P.
Williams. S.. Jr.
Dane. N., tad
The followins Sophomore* may cut clam*
during the first nnnetir 1SSS-3* at their discretion,
haviag mi lled straight "A'a" in

H.

create:

Frank Harold Todd of Topsham.
Honoris Causa
Master of Aria
Anna Elisabeth Smith, retiring
The juniors are William Frederick
of Portland, Bernard Nathan this Commencement after twenty-tone
Freedman of Haverhill, Mass., Thur- years of devoted service as Curator
man Everett Philoon of Newton Cen- of the Art Collections of the Col'
tre, Mass., John Vanderlyn Shute of lege, who brought to that important
Wortendyke, N. J., and Everett Lewis office the experience of many yean

first

J.

In awarding the honorary degrees.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills spoke
as follows:
In exercise of authority given me
by the two Governing Boards, I now

'"Carries

Waterhouae, H.

ItST
Devi*. E. G.
French.

their MubjecU la June:
Owen. E.
Froat. W.

directs

for boys at Denmark, and is on
the faculty of the Bancroft School.
Eaton has been a practicing lawyer'
in Bangor since receiving his A.B. in
1914, and in 1916 took an LL.B. at
Maine. He has been active in alumni
clubs in Maine. Stanwood followed up
his*fiowdoin A.B. with a B.A. at Oxford in 1934, and is known for his
hurdling both here and abroad. He is
the son of Prof. Daniel C. Stanwood.
Dana has practiced law in Portland
since leaving Bowdoin and has held offices in the Bowdoin Club of Portland.
Farrington was a member of the
Alumni Council. He is at present at
Harvard Law School. Mitchell, the
son of Dean Wilmot B. Mitchell, is
associated with the advertising firm of
McCann- Erickson in New York, alhti
has been secretary of the New York
Alumni Association.

Thyn*. F. W.

Hlrth, D. B.
Keency. F. B-. Jr.

He now

camp

Colby.

George Bowman Sears, of the
Class of 1890; Bachelor of Lawn of
Boston University; for thirty years
Justice of the District Court of Essex
At the annual meeting of Phi Beta County, Massachusetts; captain of
Kappa Society, Alpha of Maine, held the first Bowdoin varsity football
in the Bowdoin College Library this team, who brings into his court the
morning, four seniors and five juniors principles of fair play; loyal reprewere elected to membership in the So- sentative of a class to whom Bowciety. The senior) are Joseph Lyman doin owes much; conscientious and
Fisher of Pawtucket, R. I., Harry public spirited citizen
of Salem,
Whittier Snow of Danvers, Mass., whose character and career are an inPhilip Frost Thorne of Portland, and spiration to younger men,

In 1934 and at the mid-winter meeting of the Society, held last February
the following seniors were elected to
membership: Stuart Kennedy Davis of
Winter Harbor, Leon Ashby Dick-.on
Active in Alumni Groups
of Portland, George Roger Edwards of
Bird received an A.B. degree, and Southington,
Conn.,
Allan Forbes
has been engaged in various phases oi
Hubbell of Rockville Centra, N. Y.,
merchandising in Maine and Massa- Elmer
Hutchinson of Portland, Vinchusetts since graduation. Cobb also
cent Nowlis of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
took an A.B., was a member of the
John Otis Parker of Arlington, Mass.,
Physical Training Dept. at Bowdoin
Deane Stanley Thomas,. Jr., of Falfor 11 years and served on the Athmouth Foreside, Nathan

gymnasium

Quint. N. 8.
Boat, M.
Rutherford. O. K.
Shute. J. V.
Southard. F. E.

GtbbTT. B. F.
Hagar. W. A.
Hamlin, at. E.
Hawkea.
J.

Alumni Body Elects Four Fisher, Thorne, Snow, and
Todd are New Senior
to Council; President
Members
Appoints Three

(Continued on page 2)

Kern, A. K.
Leonard. V. R.
MeClear*. S. K.
Melaugh. O. M.
More*. E. E.

Carne-t.

exer-

Dance Features
Benny Goodman Kent's Island Expedition Leaves
To Do Biological Research Work
Benny
Playing
250

IMS
Abramovitr. A. B.
Ashley. R. P.

commencement

NINE

ALUMMCOUNCIl

Jr.

to his best

thirtieth

cises.

George B. Sears '90 (left), captain of the first Bowdoin football team, who
Of the nine degrees conferred, five
was awarded an M.A. by the College today, and Prank G. Tallman, donor of were received by Bowdoin alumni,
the Tallman Foundation, who also received the degree of Master of Arts. and one by a woman connected for
many years with the college. The colleges indirectly honored when their
graduates were given degrees by
Bowdoin were Harvard, Cornell and

3ass Processionheaded by the
it D. Harrison

al

j

'

NO. 7

COLLEGE AWARDS

AND EXCELLENCE

CHEERING HALLS

ENDS CLASS DAY

I

20, 1935.

Masque

Commencement

List

JUNE

BACCALAIREATE
STRESSES TRUTH

Walker, Holmes, McCann, Miss Hines, and Mrs. Sibley

DRAMATICS

BRANN TO
AT LUNCH

Jr.,

and

Mrs. Noel C. Little.
The dance was conducted under the
direction of John Salmon Baker, *S5.
Decorations and lighting was done by
Harry F. Carlson of Cambridge.

Millan's arctic schooner and will carry the party to Portland in September. The expedition will be in constant touch with the world by means
of an excellent short-wave transmitter operated by George Cadman.
Cadman will keep in contact with
Professor Gross in New Hampshire
and with station WIOR at the Searles
Science Building station, through the
American Radio Relay League. When

the expedition made its plans known,
two radio manufacturers offered a
100-watt
short-wave
transmitter
and two portable phone transceivers
asking in payment only the privilege
of advertising the use of their products on the expedition. The Johnson
Outboard Motor Corporation, likewise, is supplying the group with oatboard motors in return for moving
pictures of the motors in action.
The radio equipment may be used
to send regular programs if the
island is found to be in a good position for sending. If sending facilities
to expectations, the Kent's
Island broadcast will be picked up by
the Portland station and relayed by

come up

long wave.
Expects to Inspect Work
During the
summer Professor
Gross expects to visit the island with
Olin S. Pettengill and Dr. Robert C.
Murphy, famous scientist, of the

American Museum in New York City.
These men will inspect the work of
the research party and direct further
plans for the summer's work.
The trip is being financed by the
Sumner T. Pike of Nfew York and
John S. Rockefeller while the college

may

provide

a

maintainence fund

The two financial backers in addition to Professor Gross and Cope-

later.

land constitute the Board of Direct;
ore,
j._
J
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BACCALAUREATE College Awards
The
Honorary Kudos
STRESSES TRUTH

true historical attitude brooks
no reeling of detachment from the
past, asserted John 0. Parker in bis
'G-Uaaed tnw
l»
.
.
commencement part this morning.
and realising the continuity of his- •"*> to share, this college ike every
Edltor-in-Chitf
.other good college has striven howRobert P.
tM
tpry, shows that contemporary per- ever
»mperfectly
certain
inculcate
to
iexities affecting the world are but
AssoefcU Editor
!»»««" for servtae
latest lmks in a long chain of
events.
Lack of appreciation of the for truth, a passion for excellence, a
William Klaber, Jr., 97
Bichard E. Mathewson "87 past i 8 as bad as a tendency to over- great ideals, among them a passion
magnify the faults of the past in their
How much of this passion for exStanley Williams, Jr., "87
Sports Editor.
bearing on the present, but equally cellence do the graduates pouring
Charles F. Brewster 97
William S. Burton '17 dangerous is a false appreciation of forth from our colleges this June car
Maxwell A. Baton «7
tHe past. "History,, like all fields of ry with them? Are they soon to lose
Sub-Batten
human knowledge, is venomous when their enthusiasm and become like so
James A. Bishop 98
William S .Hawkins "38 false" said Parker, and he praised the many of the rest of us indifferent to
Norman E. Dupe* 98
Haary L. Mash 1* masculine vigor and healthy energy the beat? Are they too going to care
T. Foote 98
William J. Norton "M of the original Puritan society, while little for the best pictures, the best
William Frost 98
Walter B. Parker *88 condeming the wastefulness of the music, the best books? "If the salt
Ralph H. Winn *88
has lost its savor, wherewith shall it
American pioneers.
PUBLISHING
"Each generation naturally as- be salted ?" It is sometimes said that
Business Manager
sumes that upon the rational solu- excellence cannot flourish in a demoOwen H. Melaugh '86
cratic
society. I cannot for a moment
fupen
the
problems
s
tion of its
de
d
Assistant M^snhg ers
ture of a balanced world order." Pe- hold to such a view. Hie desire to do
Ernest R. Dalton 97
Euan G. Davis 97 culiarly conscious of its own import- well is innate in man. Poor environment, •poor association, poor educaRobert M. Porter 97
ance, each generation sees its dim
Published avary
l aS lil ar ferios the Colics* Tear ha tka Student, of Bovioia Cottf.
tion all hinder and sometimes thwart
cutties as uniquely tangled in a Gor
All eontribatloai and cpmmuBkaUoni choald to «iv*a to tto Managing Editor fay Sanaa?
dian knot, and pleads that the issue this desire. The answer is not to deny
Bleat neModtaat tat data of
Mtra tlna Tho Bd1tor4o-Oilaf U responsible for the editorial
be met squarely with a denunciation the existence of such desire but to
column : the Managing Battor for new* and makanaj. All conananlcation* regarding rotoertpimprove environment and to imcotne
the past before civilisation
Uoaa aaould fan adaVail S to the Bnaineu Manager «f the Bowdoin Pnbliahing Company. of
prove education. A democratic society
tumblipg down about our heads.
Suhecriptiou. $2.M per year in advance. With Afcaauraa. SS.SO.
properly organised should give to
Megs at laoiatisfj
Satered a* •aeon* clam matter at tha BUfaoWea at
The inherent dangers of this idea every one opportunity to develop at
News Editor for this Issue
Sports Editor for this Isaac
are that there is a malicious tendency his beat and to fulfil his longing to do
e U »hat he has to do. Excellence
all
beyond
to
distort
to
magnify,
Stanley Williams, Jr s 97
Maxwell A. Eaton 97
bounds of proportion the faults of is confined to no one profession or
Vol. LtV
Thursday, June 28, 188$
No.' 7 society which have plagued mankind calling or class. But it is sad to see
a.
for many centuries. The moat recent how often the college man and the
day of life is but the ultimate expres- college woman who know what excel1934-35
sion of thousands of years which have lence means abandon its pursuit early
life and become just one of many,
Notable wag the college year 1934-35. It was a year of marked gone before. "To subscribe to the
undergraduate interest in affairs political, economic, scientific, principle of an isolation in time is ° n the other hand the man who has
to deny the painful evolution of civil- learned at first hand the value of the
and religious.
time-honored institutions became more iiatlon", said Parker.
first-rate will carry that lesson with
firmly intrenched than ever; but a serious, perhaps a death, blow
The present generation seems more him in later endeavors. As a youth he
under a delusion of utter detachment may have experienced in athletics
was dealt one ancient tradition.
year of innovations, 1934-35 than ever before, according to the something of the satisfaction that
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saw the

birth of new organizations as well as fresh life infused speaker, but even the most pertinent
into tottering old ones. It Was no year of blind faith in the status modern dilemmas are but the recapituistion of history.' He cited aa an
quo, for more than one cog in the college machinery was asked to example the depression of 1893, acgive an account of itself. Thus, it does not seem out of place in companied by ph*nomen identical
with tile present catastrophe if indeed
this last of 1934-35 publications to present a brief review of the less severe. "History does not claim

|

'

to point oat the true course, but al-

past year.

Interest in the Bowdoin Christian Association's
Modern Religious Thought was as keen as ever.

Annual Forum of
A group of Bow-

been overxealoos to draw from their
heritage

vital

currents

Island.

in the

After

five consistently

unsuccessful seasons, Charles W- Bowser
head football coach, and Adam Walsh was appointed
to succeed him. The climax of Coach Robert Millers efforts to
put swimming on the sports map of Maine was reached when
Alice Bf idges broke the world's 400 ya,rd backstroke record at the
Olympic Carnival in the Curtis Pool. A new sport made its apr
pearance in the person of the Rifle Club. This club arranged an
intercollegiate schedule and secured recognition as a minor sport.
Agitation for a basketball team reached an all-time high, when
an unofficial quintet was formed and enjoyed a successful season.

resigned, as

To

Bowdoin

investigate the

athletic set-up, President Sills ap-

pointed undergraduate, faculty, and alumni committees.

These

committees have made their reports, and a compendium of their
recommendations is to be published.
No one knows what 1935-36 has in store for Bowdoin. What
fruits will the athletic committees' reports bear? Will basketball
be recognized as sn official varsity sport? How will the new fresh-

man eligibility rule affect the calibre of Bowdoin teams?
will be the results of the Kent's Island expedition?
Will
W»teh be able

What

Adam

to end Bowdoin's footbaU depression?

Will freshmen behave themselves without the chastening rod of Phi Chi?
What will be the exact nature of the changes in the entrance rer
quirements? Will the Masque and Gown, the Political Forum, the

Uebating Team, and the Rifle Club become more, or less, soundly
establishedNo undergraduate knows the answers, but every
student eagerly waits for time to tell. .

COLLEGE

AW0WT8

MASQUERS PRESENT
SHAKESPEARE PLAY
NEW ART CURATOR

Mrs. Roger S ession s who has been
appointed Curator of the Bowdoin
Museum of Fine Arts to succeed Miss
Smith when her resignation takes effect at the and of June, was graduated from Smith Collage in 1920, Summa Cum Laude. Following her graduation Mrs. Sessions taught for a
time in the Hathaway- Brown school
,

for Girls, at Cleveland. Ohio.

The rear 1928-1988 she passed as
a member of the graduate group
studying the history of art in Florence and Paris (Ecole du Louvre and
Sorbonne) under the direction of Profeasor

Chw. *&*&

<rf

.

%tttaS

Through the nexf Bye years she continued her study of Italian Art in
Italy, working at intervals in the library of Bernhard Berenson at Settignano, assisting in the preparation
of material compiled for Mr. Berenson 's "Italian Pictures of the Renaissance", mhjitaMiit 1*88; and passing one year ia the catalogue department of tha Library of the American

Academy, Roma, whan Mr. Bsawiims
held a fellowship in music. Then tor
two years ah* resided in Germany
aad attended courses on the history
a| German Ait at the University of

Oa

her return

U

America, she passed several months hi cataloguing
prints and photographs in the De-

partment of Art at Smith.

}mmmmmtmmmmmm

(Continued from pas* 1)

Class of 1876 Prise ia American
History: John Otis Parker '35 of Arlington, Mass.

Bradbury Debating Prizes: Harold
Charles Tipping '35 of Maywood, N. J.,
and Edwin Gilpatrick Walker '36 of
Biddeford,

Norman

Par-

second prizes.

Hawthorne

Prise: Lawrence Sargent Hall '38 of Haverhill, Mas*.
Alexander Prise: Richard Vincent
McCann '37 of Portland, first; Edwin
Gilpatrick Walker TO of Biddeford,
second.

pernicious force undermining Amerilife. Natural resources were exPhilo Sherman Bennett Prize: Sterploited and wasted to a great degree,
ling Darrach Nelson '35 of Norway.
and people woke up too late to this
Almon Goodwin Prize: Thurman
philosophy of wasteful abundance.
Everett Philoon '•8* of Newton Centre,
"Historical analysis must be drawn
Mass.
from a viewpoint that is impartial,
Lockwood Fairbanks Prizes:
Hiland
keen, and competent," stated Parker
Stephen Evans Merrill '35 of Skow'condusjon,*' and with no reliance
on flag-waving or pseudp patriotism, fegan and Norman Parnell Seagrave
s7 °{
a historicalIttHade is noraahame«l
Owen p
Premium:
C°*- William Henry n
tn nraia* tho nroffreaa nf an Ameri^cent Nowlis ' 5 of Wilkes-Barre,
slop? tms at
Pa.
enthusi
titude, we shall acquire an
Stanley Plummer Prizes: Lawrence
asm for oast truth no less than con- Sargent Hall '36 of Haverhill, Mass.,
tempt for present stupidity.
first; Edwin Gilpatrick Walker TO of
Biddeford, second.
Forbes Rickard Prize: Edwin Gilpatrick Walker '36 of Biddeford.
Lucien Howe Prize: William Howard Niblock '35 of Lynn, Mass.
Hamlin Emery Latin
Hannibal
In his commencement part, entitled Prize: William Frederick Cames TO
"Chaos in the Liberal Arts", Donald of Portland, Thurman Everett Philoon
'36
of
Newton
Centre, Mass.
F. Barnes former editor-in-chief of
Nathan Gould Prize: George Roger
the Orient, this morning asserted that
the liberal college today is traveling Edwards *36 of Southington, Conn.
Suatner I. Kimball Prize: I&adore
not a road but a series of wandering
paths in its attempt to bring intel- Weiss '35 of Portland. „
Horace Lord Piper Prize: Paul
Only a
lectual life to the students
'37 of Revere, Mass.
Welsh
on
is
spread
thin veneer of learning
Bertram Louis- Smith, Jr., Prise:
the graduate, and this is soon rubbed
Burroughs
Mitchell TO of Kenyon,
off by the roughness of the worldI.
'The major service that liberal edu- R. Poetry
Prize: Ne award.
cation can render h to attempt to
Edgsr O. Achora Prise: Donald
give the army of collegians some unRobert Bryant '37 of Gorham, N. H.,
derstanding, some fundamental atNorman Parnell Seagrave '37 of Fall
titudes, and values which will reflect
River, Mass.
themselves in their adaptation to the
Brewn Memorial Prises: Leon Ashcivilisation they must live in, in by Dickson '35
and Isadore Weiss TO,
terms of increased knowledge of first prizes; William Frederick Carnes
what it is about, and better adjust- TO, Albert Willis Moulton '37,' and

can

m

Su-'iiV

j

cVm«^TR.

ment

i

|

tp it."

Change ys startling the colleges of
(Continued from pas* 1)
the world and causing chaos in cloisproperty manager for the production. tered halts, said Barnes in beginning
The Business Manager was Ladgard his address. "Today a vast army of
M. Hal) '87 and the Publicity Man- men and women is entering our libager Asa B. Kimball '86. Music was eral arts colleges, but no one—least
provided by- Mrs. Charles Burnett, of ail the educators—seems to be able
cello,
Mr. Roland Sawyer, violin, to give them quite what they seek in
piano,
and Robert higher education-" The college's auFelix
Verity,
Peaks* "86. trumpet.
thority has crashed, and it must bow
A complete list of the Drmatis before the superiority of liberal
Persona* follows:
trends in education. Yet very few col*37
leges, each as Bjennlnfton, Haverf ord.
Richard McCann
Antonio
Robert Peakes *88 and Harvard know whst they want
Salanno
Robert Cleaves '*£ to teach student*.
Salanio
Laad. FateHectual Ltf
Wyman rtoimes '36
Bassanio
"In other words, the point of vi*w
Frederick Gwymj 7T7
Lorenxo
Stanley Williams 117 of specialized scholarship ia not
Gratiano
to the extremely
adaptable
Elinor Graham
Portia
Margaret Hines undergraduate, ft has conceived adu
Wensaa
Hubert <t$haw *3«j cation aa a series of water-tight comBaithaxar
Edwm Walker TO partments, and ia each of these it ha*
Shylock
ProHoward Vogef TO developed standard ma Uria ls
Launcelot
Edwin Benjamin 'o"< ficiency ia one set of ma teria la has
Leonardo
Elizabeth Sibley been added oa the registrar's books
Jessica
the
and
at
snethar,
proficiency
in
Daniel PettengiU ty to
Mdrocco
lias
.Raymond Pach TO end of four years the total hi
Arragon
called a liberal
On one side the college is blocked
with its modeme of Venice . . Raymond West TO by the high school,
rsing. and on the other the "rockof Court .... Allen Hubbei TO
ribbed
tenets on which the college*
Donald Barnes TO
years," aaVeuitian nobl e en, Jews, etc, Charles have rested for a* many
On the third side
Bear TO. Stuart Brewer, TO, Rob- sorted the speaker.
is the pressure of mod ern social life,
ert Godfrey TO, As* Kimball TO,
all the** t r easure s are eval"When
Mitchell
Geaa/ge Wiiao* "M. AifcT
uatcd, it can be seen hew the college
TO.
ha* fallen from it* smug, fiagpole-sit-

Benjamin Hilton Cushing,
ond prizes.

Jr., "38, sec-

ting attitude. If it loosens its requirements to please the high schools, its
old tenets go crashing into the discard. If it attempts to cleave to these
tenets, the pressure of social life will
blast it wide open".
A. H. Upham, president of Miami
University, voiced the ideal in this
connection when he said "The gravest
reflection on American education is
the pitiably small percentage of our
graduates who continue to lead anything like an intellectual life. I do
not ask for prigs or highbrows; merely for people who read good books
and enjoy them, who have opinions
of their own that go deeper than

.

;

i

m

first prizes;

Seagrave '37 bf Fall River, Mass.,
and Andrew Hoo*J Cox '38 of Bangor,
nell

newspaper headlines, and

j

1

1

m

j

j

1

j

1

who

take a

responsibility for their community
that goes farther than crabbing about
the baseball team and complaining of
their taxes."
The solution, stated Barnes in conclusion, is the end of the current
scholarship,
trend
specialised
of
tactics,
fence- jumping
educational
and hysterical curricula, and having a
definite goal i n view, that not of trying to please everyone but instilling
the student, the
an urge to learn
urge which culture alone can give. "If
liberal education gives them this culture—and liberal education is the
only force in the world that canit will have laid the foundation of an
intelligent, intellectual life?

Ask

are

for

Selling;

—

Tennis Rackets Restrtmg

F.

& SON

W. CHANDLER
1M

Mais* Street

SEVENTEEN RECEIVE
HUBBELL TALKS ON
STRAIGHT A MARKS
NAH0NALJOCIALISM

profession of medicine,
Honoris Causa
Doctor o» Science
William Converse Kendall, of the
Class of 1886, Doctor of Medicine of
Georgetown University, for forty
years naturalist with the United
States Bureau of Fisheries; one of
the
most eminent of American
ichthyologists;
world authority on
the salmon and the trout; who it is
said can tell by the scales of a fish,
as a criminal investigator could tell
by fingerprints.where a fish came from
where it was caught, and who caught
it!
always helpful to youthful scientists; member of MacMillan Expedition
of 1929; highly honored by the Bureau of Fisheries in his retirement
from active work; fitting representative of that fine corps of scientists
government;
that works for the
rightly
recognized
today on the
the type of quiet, modest thorough,
fiftieth anniversary of his class as
intelligent scientist whom the College delights to honor,
ficient

"Many of the aspects of Germany's
National Socialism which seem to be
either fortuitous or the result of very
recent economic disturbances are of
much greater age are, In fact, beliefs and ideas which the German
mind has been concerned with for
generations," asserted Allan F. Hubbell in his Commencement address
delivered today. He went on to say
that Fichte, a German writer on po-

—

questions, had foreshadowed in
prose the basic concepts of the
present dictatorship in Germany.
Modern writers on political phil-

—

litical

his

osophy

like

Leon

have

Trotsky

At the Commencement Dinner today
President Kenneth C. M. Sills announced the following undergraduates
as having received "straight A's" in
all of their subjects for the second
semester of 1934-35:
Seniors: George Soger Edwards of
Southington, Conn., Vincent Nowlis at
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., John Otis Parker
Mass., and Isadore
of Arlington,
Weiss of Portland. Edwards, Nowlis,
and Weiss were excused by the Faculty from regular course work during
this semester and received their A
grades in special work set for them
by their major departments.
Juniors: William Frederick Carnes

adopted the Marxian method in dealof Portland, Nathan Cope of Portland,
ing with Germany, according to HubSidney Raymond McCleary of Maybell, and fail to recognize any factors
nard, Mass., Lawrence Lee Pelletier of
the
historical
process
other
than
in
Springvale, Thurman Everett Philoon
economic ones. "That is to say, they of Newton Centre, Mass., Maurice
have sought and found the reasons Ross of Biddeford, John Vanderlyn
for the rise to power of the Nazi par- Shute of Wortandyke, N. J.
ty entirely in the economic and politSophomores: Charles Foss Brewster
Honoris Causa
Doctor of Science ical conditions of the post-war peof Dexter, Dan Edwin Christie of
David Richard Porter, of the Class riod."
Milo, Richard Crowell Clapp of Waof 1900, Bachelor of Arts and Master
Fichte Favors Absolute State
tertown,
Mass.
of Arts of Oxford Universityv HonThe humiliating provisions of the
Freshmen: William Frost of Pleasorary Doctor of Divinity of Colgate Versailles, the loss of Germany's coUniversity; Bowdoin's first Rhodes lonial empire, the continued falling antville, N. Y., Edward Henry Owen
of Bath, Walter Brown Parker, Jr., of
Scholar;
known to thousands of
the
of foreign

constantly,

trade,
inflation of
the early 20's and the consequent pauperization of the middle class, the
world-wide depression and the withdrawal of foreign credits these and
other causes of a like nature have
off

representative

of

—

conscientiously

the

Cape Elizabeth.

mental in the philosophy of Nazism,
said Hubbell in conclusion, had its
origin in the Fichtesn system. It acbeen adduced. Now while it is obvious cords a single capable man, under
that the unbearable conditions that certain circumstances, the right to
followed the defeat of 1918 were at compel men to adopt the rightful
primary importance in bringing Hit- form of government, to impose Right
ler into power, they do not tell the on them by force. This is not only the
right but the sacred power of every
whole story.
Acknowledging Fichte's indebted- man who has the insight and power
ness to early Romaniticists, Hubbell to do so. Hitler has said in speeches
that
"one man is leader one man destated that it was he who fitted their
ideas into a comprehensive system of cides for all. For his weighty decithought and thus handed them down sions, his only guides are his own
to succeeding generations. "He fa- conscience and his own conception of
vored the complete surrender of the the good of his people."
individual to the state, which he conThomas R- Winchell '01 of West
sidered as all-powerful, as having unNewton, Mass., was elected president
limited rights over its subjects".
The principle of leadership funda- of the Alumni Council yesterday.

and consistently contributed from his
liberal education begun at Good Will
and continued at Bowdoin and Oxford, to advance the religious and
secular training of boys; honored

Released Today

doin students wiH again conduct biological research on
Their ornithological investigations may be of real import trines to their own utilitarian ends.
At the present time the Puritan
realm of science.
miasma is a favorite theme with proVno>r the capable guidance of Mr. Quinby, the Masaue and fessional ddbunkers." These men fail
to
recogniz* the good in Puritanism,
Gown has taken a new lease on life. Similarly the debating team
indicting its perversions without seehas lifted itself out of the rut and tied for second place its first ing its bequest of reasonable, solid,
year in the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating League. Changes in and valuable things.
Condemns Pseado Patriot*
the college's entrance requirements purposed to make them more
"As much merit as the Puritan has
flexible are imminent.
An inexcusable abuse of rising week by, lost by false historical emphasis the
unjustly acthe freshman class resulted in the restriction of rising to one day pioneer has somewhat
quired", said Parker. With the ebb
and the abolition of that ancient anachronism, Phi Chi.
of vitality Westward, there was a
To the great satisfaction of all, Mainels greatest athletic event, leavening effect on the inertia of the
comfortable East. The pioneer spirit,
the State Track Meet, was revived following a year's interim. however, incorporated a subtle and

urology in the Yale Medical School;
able teacher, eminent diagnostician
and surgeon; recognized at home and
abroad as a scientific authority in his
special field where he combines technical knowledge and skill with human insight and sympathy; one whom
his classmates remember as a fine
Track athlete and a modest and hard
working scholar; today honored in
his own right on the twenty-fifth anniversary of his most excellent class,
and as representative of the bene-

who has

national asset.

Qf Prize*

List

national

of

camoflage them until they have
lost all original significance, and then
Kent's apply the biiarre and altered doclife,

Auto Contest Tickets
Bowdoin Banners at 25% Discount
Bronze Fraternity Shields were 18.90—now $5.00
Golf Clubs and Bags at Half Price

We

(Continued from pass 1)

comes when a performance has been
carried through with excellence. In the
laboratory he may have been trained
schoolboys and college men all over
in a technique that makes no compromise with mistakes. As a scholar this country for his splendid work as
Secretary of the Student Division of
he may have been taught the first
and last lesson of scholarship to veri- the National Young Men's Christian
Association; now continuing to n»
fy his quotations. Such an attitude if
maintained inevitably wars against fluence youth as headmaster of Mount
Hermon School, called to that importthe common-place and works for disant
post in days of crisis and tragtinction. And in our American life
when we are all too content with get- edy; author and editor of many book*
and treatises on religious themes,
ting by, to strive for the excellent

most always it marks the wrong In
Early in the fall that nebulous institution, the Bowdoin Forum, tall
black letters.
was seized upon and moulded into the more tangible Liberal PolitPraises Puritans
A fame appreciation of the past,
ical Forum. The Institute of Politics brought to the campus sevhowever, is more dangerous than
eral figures of worldwide political prominence. For the first time none at all, asserted Parker, who be- becomes a
in Bowdoin history, a course in biblical literature was offered. lieves "the American people have

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

—

preparatory

school,

Honoris Causa
Doctor of the Humane Letters
Jeremiah
Denis
Mathias
Ford,
graduate and Doctor of Philosophy of
Harvard University, Doctor of Letters of Toulouse University and the
University of Ireland; decorated by
the governments of Spain, France,
Italy and Roumania; exchange professor at French and Spanish uni-

Eat at The

generous donor of the Taliman Foundation which brings to the College
annually distinguished teachers and

BRUNSWICK CAFE

scholars from the leading universities
of Europe and adds immeasureably
to our intellectual resources; successful in business, public -spirited in action,
many-sided in interests; representative of that group of friends
of the coUege without whose aid we
could not possibly offer unusual educational opportunity; ia grateful rec-

versities; member of learned societies
too numerous to mention and author
and editor of learned works too long
to list; former President of the American Academy of Arts and Letters;
President of the Dante Society; since
1907 holding the historic and distinguished .chair of the Smith Professorship of French and Spanish languages at Harvard, only previously occupied in the past century by George
Ticknor, our own Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow and James Russell Lowell; inspiring and helpful teacher of
many Bowdoin graduates; in his own
field
in
recognized
America and
abroad as having few equals and fewer superiors; representative of all
that is best in American scholarship
and gladly taken into the company
of a college that, still prides itself
in being an institution of learning,
Honoris Cansa
Doctor of Letters
Hugh Dean McLellan, graduate of
Colby College, Bachelor of Laws of
Columbia University; Doctor of Laws
of Colby College; Judge of the United
States District Court of Massachusetts; son and trustee of a sister college; of unimpeachable integrity both
a* lawyer and judge; admitted to the
Bowdoin fellowship not only as a representative of the bar and of the
bench and of his own friendly, college, but in his own right as a Maine
man who brings distinction to his
native state by his character and by
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Hesse
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Home

la

THE BOWDQItf HOTEL
For Excellent Service

•

Low Bates

ognition,

Honoris Causa
Master of Arts
And in the name of this society of
scholars I declare that they are en-

Graduates

to the rights and privileges
Enjoy
pertaining to their several degrees,
and that their names are to be forever borne on its roll of Honorary
titled
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his service,

Honoris Causa
Doctor of Laws
Frank Giford Taliman, of Wilmington, Delaware, Vice President of
the Du Pont Company; educated at
University; of distinguished
Bowdoin lineage, great-grandson of
one of. the original Overseers of the
College and bound to Bowdoin by
many other ties of kinship and sentiment; actuated by filial piety the
Cornell

J

GLAD TO BE BACK?
[

SURE!

POLAR BEARS WILL
TAKE SUMNER TRIP

a

(Continued from pace 1)

The following men

will

make

the

John S. Baker TO, saxaphone
and clarinet; Thomas H. Mack TO,
trombone; Howard H. Milliken TO,
trumpet;
William
F.
Kierstead,
string base; and Stuart K. Davis TO,
piano. Baker and Mack will do the vocalizing for the melody outfit.
Following a short visit to London

trip:

after their three-week stay in France,
the orchestra will entrain for Liverpool and then board the S.S. Scythia,
sailing for Boston and New York on
July 20th. Again they will play for
Tourist passengers.
This 'vessel is
also a Cunard ship by which line the

band was 'employed last summer
when they took a West Indies "ship

Why

Not Take Bowdoin
Home With You?

HOW?
Subscribe

To The

,

cruise on board the S.S. Mauretania.

The group has a busy week ahead,
as this Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday,
they
nave
engagements
playing for various high school proms
at the Hotel EastlandIn Portland. On
Saturday they will play at the Purpoodock Club, Cape Elizabeth, fpr a
dinner dance, and win leave the next
day for New York. The band will
shortly he severely depleted by the
graduation of several senior players,
but next year's leader, Thomas Mack,
will till the places by seeking undergraduates talent in the fall.
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FISHER DISCUSSES
COLLEGE_RAUICALS

GKen

College

FaniwwArctic, Antarctic Flag:

Answering his rhetorical questions
if it that in this country students have not entered much into the
political arena? Why are we different
university men of Italy or
the
from
of Geramny?", Joseph L. Fisher in
his commencement speech gave three
reasons to explain the lack of good
political thought and radicalism as
well in American colleges. The Americas college student tradition is not
the same as that of the mors serious
European students; the average student, from the middle and upper middle class, is held in by a conservative

A flag which has been in to
both polar sones has been recently sdded to the eotlecttaa *f relics of polar expiorstton betoagins; to the College and boosed for
the bm*» part in Hubbard Hall. A
replica of a flag taken to the Arctic by MacMilRan in the Peary exsedttie* of 19M. this pennant
wee taken to a point within 14
degrees of the North Pole in 1932
by the Peary Memorial Expedition, which •laced a monument
to Pear* in the north.

background; and lastly, a radical outbreak or movement in any of our universities or colleges would soon be arlested by the controlling conservative groups, he said.
"The- radicalism of youth. Uneasy
words. Piscomforting words. Revolutionary words. How often we hear
them. How little they mean", said
Fisher, in opening an address which
was notable for its conciseness. Although older people turn to youth for
"new leadership", they do not want
new principles and standards, but renewed vigor. They advocate freedom,
independence, and initiative, within
the ttmits set by themselves. This they
justify on the grounds of the value of

free*

"Why

experience, asserted the speaker.

Scores Student Apathy

"The repressions and checks which
older people place upon youths do not
amount to very much at the present
time, however. What hurts most is
that the youths themselves, either
through fear or thought innate laziness, are not making great effort to
ft themselves, for leadership." The
college is supposedly the ideal spot
for the generation of new ideas, radical ideas, "ideas that will someday
form a core around which a better
world will be built". But most of its
students are conservative, and the
college does not glow at all with the
live coals of radicalism. "I strongly
suspect that the college is the seat of
free end vigorous thinking only for
the very few," stated Fisher.

The speaker went on to show by
various examples how youth has supported the new governments of Germany, Italy, Cuba, China and other
University men have figcountries.
ured prominently in the German
Brownshirt organisation, the Blackshirts of Italy, the Koumintang in
China, or the young Turks of Asia
Minor. "May not the plea be made,"
asked the speaker "that oar students
stir out of their own apathy and indifference toward the pressing questions of the day?"
American Attitude Differs
"On the continent the life of a student has been more a profession and
less a pastime. The students are usually elder, more mature, and possibly have more serious intentions.
They are thought of as university
men, not college boys."
Here the student attitude is one of
preparing now in order to do afterwards. How can this kind of educational system expect to nurture men
who will become vitally interested in
the affairs of the world, it was asked.
"Secondly, to explain the very conspicuous lack of radicalism in the
modern American
look more closely
which
comes.

sfter
Arctic

the

him the

went sooth,

flsg

more conservative."
privately endowed colleges

training

"Our

axe controlled by a still more conservative class, the wealthy class, the
bankers and lawyers who make up
the Board of Trustees. Any tendency
tor student radicalism to get beyond
bounds, they could easily bloc out.
The extent of this power has not yet
boon tested. The day may come, however, when an American Metternich
or an American Mussolini will find it
to his distinct advantage to censure
very strictly all university activity.
"No, there is no real radicalism in
our college at present. There are
too many forces working against it.
But someday perhaps not many
days off if the depression continues
—if other New Deals fail— if the
youth of the country is not given the
opportunity' which is necessary for its
idealism if year after year of college graduates pile up on the market, jobless—then a real wave of radicalism may wash back into, our colleges end our young undergraduates
may begin to think as radicals and
later to act as radicals."

—

—
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CUM1EKLAWD
Wednesdsy

The Bowdoin Museum has

The timely U*S. Supreme Court ruliag that
was unconstitutional

NRA

Professor Robert r*. T. Coffin was
the nation's outstanding poet

en Gate Park, San Francisco* six
pictures: the Smibert Portrait of
the Reverend James McSparran,
the Copley Portrait of Thomas
Flucker, the Feke Portraits of
the Honorable William and Mrs.
Bowdoin, and the Stuart Portraits of General and Mrs. H.A.S.

building.

WEAF

On Monday

lent

the Exhibition of American
Painting to be held from June
6th to July 6th by the M.H. de
Young Memorial Museum, Gold-

to

named

servant, not master, of the people.

afternoon over
The Republican Congressman, who
has ever been a staunch supporter of in Radio City, on a nation-wide hookhis party's ideals, credited the pres- up, William Rose Benet, the poet and
ent Democratic administration with critic, introduced Robert P. Tristram
sincerity, but held that corruption Coffin to an audience of the air as
and oppression were bound to creep National Honor Poet of Poetry Week
in when the tactics now in use were of 1985, and Mr. Coffin read from
given free rein. He prophesied that his latest volume. Strange Holiness,
the voters would in time avenge and some unpublished poems to be inthemselves, even if the Supreme cluded in later books.
Court failed to check the advances of
the present government.
Felix A. Burton *07 of Boston has
Congressman Wadsworth admitted been made chairman of the Board of
that the NRA was a wise emergency Directors of the Alumni Fund.
measure, but lamented that in delegating authority to capable men, voters too often found the same authority again transferred to those who
converted public trust into their own
personal gain. In this fashion, he
held, the
bad become the first
move of the Democrats in getting
control of the nation. He praised the
Supreme Court for stopping the affair where it was, and upholding the
liberty and freedom promised by the
signers of the Constitution back in

^Wednesday and Thursday Luncheons
RECEIVED'
of the Society, and as in the mat two
years buttons were given them to distinguish them on campus.
150 Attend
The Society of Bowdoin Women, of
The Wednesday Luncheon, attended
which Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills is by one hundred and fifty, wag folhonorary president, again this week lowed by the society's usual business
proffered its help during Commence- meeting, and was open only to memment week by entertaining the" moth- bers, the seniors' mothers, and house
ers of the seniors, and of other grad- guests of the members. The followuates and undergraduates of the Col- ing officers were elected. Mrs. Philip
lege. On Wednesday a luncheon was Dana, president; Mrs. Philip Clifton,
held for members of the rociety and vice president; Mrs. Orren
Horthe mothers of seniors, in the Parish roell, treasurer; Mrs. John W. Riley,
House of the First Parish Church, secretary; Mrs. Alice K. Laidley,
and on Thursday another luncheon Chairman of House Committee; and
was given at the Moult on Union at Mrs. Joseph B. Drummond, Chairman
which all Bowdoin motaers. were of the Luncheon Committee. Mrs.

MOTHERS
BY BOWDOIN WOMEN

C

Dearborn.
Museum,
Metropolitan
The
York, the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, and numerous other institutions are contributing
generous loans to this Exhibit on
which, in the words of the Director of the Young Museum, Mr.
Walter Heil 'Srill give the people, not only of San Francisco but
of a considerable section of the
West, their first opportunity to

guests.

New

#

TOkEIGNoTRADE

luncheon at the club's expense, although it is the second that a special
effort has been made by the organization to care for them. They received
complimentary tickets to both the

Thursday

become acquainted with the great

ALL
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Bowdoin Men
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Printing
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Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager
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Comedy

MISS ANNE GOULD,
popular young society
says: "I honestly
like Camel's taste better
than any of the other cigarettes. And I see no reason

leader,

Philgai for Fraternity

DENTAL SCHOOL

House Cooking

Orrats t tour-year course trading to the
degree of Doctor of Denial Medicine to
candidates who praeat cndeatials (bowing
two
of college work, inclading ab
hours la each of the following
•objects
Fngl Mh, Biology aad Physics,
and twelve semester how* in Chemistry
Inorganic and Organic The School
co- educational.

for letting cigarettes
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make me edgy or jumpy."
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MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
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Bowdoin Seal Paper
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of Brunswick, Maine

TOILET ARTICLES
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Ice

Welcome Back Graduates!
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Serving the Good Old
Chocolate Milk Shakes
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Mo
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boccos

Cream

TeL 350

iurkishand
than any
other populor brand.'

Domestic
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MfcN KNOW:
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Capital. S175,wvD

Varney's Jewelry Store
forGifli

LYMAN CHIPMAN, '37-Busines* Student:

__f

"Intense concentration on the complicated
financial structures of great nations may
make tne a better business man some day,
but it sure makes me plenty tired at times

now," says Lyman Chipman. "I never
fatigue take the keen edge off my thinkTo keep mentally alert and at the same
time retain my physical ease . . . well-being,
I smoke Camels. I know that a Camel will
chase away the dull feeling that comes after
a few hours of hard study."

-A QUICK

Watch aad Jewelry

LUNCH
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expertly done
103 Maine Street
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Eric Loch says: "I always
hate Camels— rely op them
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BRUNSWICK

The Casino Murder Case

Brunswick's Bestf

ImtUr

and

children will be served at the same
time at the Moulton Union. About
four hundred guests are expected.
Tickets are at one dollar and fifty
cents for children.

The

June 20th

-

-

far

guests

art of our country."

— OUR AUTOS ANO MOVIES GO

honorary president of the so-

The luncheon today following the
Commencement exercises is not limited to members, mothers will be

Alumnus

-aloeComedy
News

Mob. and Tuea.

semester

Sills is
ciety.

is the first year that the senmothers have been entertained at
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OVER.
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Jape ltth
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People Will Talk
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Charlie Buggies
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Walker Museum Sends
Paintings To California

TS Maine St.
Phone 3
Brunswick

Saturday

Grill

NAMED AS
OUTSTANDING POET

COFFIN

THBEE

*»

-n.

'W

Srnished the text for the Memorial by Miss Anita Browne, founder
of
iy address in Memorial Hall given
Week, at the ninth annual celby Congressman James W. Wads- Poetry
ebration of that week in Radio City.
Worth of New York, who called the
Following
the
awarding
the
of
decision the first great ruling in a
long list of others to come, whereby medal, Mr. Coffin read from his poems
the present bureaucratic government and talked on his theories about
will be put back in its proper role of poetry to a large audience in the RCA

—

in at the

Our New

and] »»

Byrd's plane, the Cwsnor, it trovmany piles over the swath
polar snows. It will be on exhibition in (he library.

at the class from
the typical college student
birth he is conservative, by

Visit

to

eled

By

Drop

was given

Barle B. Perkins of the class of
1923, a biologist with the second
Byrd Antarctic Expedition. With

we must

college,

coming back

The Hag,

WADSWORTH SPEAKS
AGAINSTJEW DEAL
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POUE

Good. Shaw To
Difficulties In Report Captain Track

The

ered hockey rink, squash courts, and
tennis courts."

Also he recommended "an endowment for the support of intercollegiate
athletics in order to avoid too

GOOD SCORES
IN IC4A MEET
Five points, all garnered by Phil
Good, as he attempted to retain his
high hardies title, accounted for all
Of Bowdoin's points in the IC4A track
meet at Cambridge on June first After finishing s disappointing fifth in
hurdles, Phil placed second to
Cope of Southern California in the
record-breaking high hurdles. Hitting the last barrier deprived Good of
a possible victory.

much the low

dependence on gate receipts."
The President began his discussion
of the past year's athletic situation by
mentioning the discontent in the collage and among the alumni with regard to athletics. He traced this to
tiie growing disapproval of the existing management and direction of athletics which was intensified by the disastrous football season.
President Appoints Committees

was climaxed in Jannary when Coach Bowser resigned,
and Adam Walsh was appointed to his
«*t. The President then opened an
situation

Bates tracksters provided the upwon by Southern Cal-

set of the meet,
ifornia,

by

collecting 12 points,

more

than any other Eastern team. That
total brought the bobcats third place
honors. Maine, with seven po'nts, took
eighth place. Bowdoin and Colby, each
with five, were tied for fo urteenth.

—

j

vestigstion of the whole condition in
He appointed three committees, one from the undergraduate
body, one from the alumni, and one
from the Faculty. Each group was requested to study the situation and subathletics.

mit a report

to President Sills.
of the student committee
with specific problems in regard to both intramural and intercollegiate sports. It urged that basketball receive more attention, approved
the system of required athletics, and
suggested that the Athletic Council
be denied its veto over the Athletic

Director.

Athletics Valuable
The Faculty Committee emphasised
the value of athletics as a method of
emotional outlet, but, at the same time
its subordinate position to learning.
It also stated that as part of the college curricular, physical education
Should be governed by the President
and the Faculty.
The Alumni Committee also recommended that the Athletic Council lose
its vetoing power. Its report discussed
eligibility and entrance rules, but
stated emphatically "that it does not
advocate changing any of the requirements for the sole purpose of improving the material for Bowdoin athletic
teams." The committee also made
suggestions as to the proper methods
of attracting sub-freshmen.

At a meeting

of the Athletic Counon June third, thirty-two major
were awarded to track and
baseball men, nine minor letters to
tennis men, and five minor letters to
golf men, and four to rifle men. Sixtyeight men received numerals in these
spring sports. These figures include
managers and assistant managers.

Two
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VARSITY NINE

BEATS ALUMNI
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GOOD.

BILL
Newly

elected

SHAW
baseball

captain

HIGH MAN
NEW ENGLANDS

|

A

MAJOR LETTERS

letters

and Baseball
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COUNCIL PRESENTS

cil

Council Debars Freshmen
From All Varsity Sports

fortunate that Bowdoin includes minor sports in its athletic program
for it was the three minor sport teams which won the college most of its
few 1934-35 athletic honors. The football team failed to win a game, the
hockey and baseball teams garnered but two victories apiece, and even the
Freshmen will be barred from all varsity competition, the Atb>
track team fell far below Its usual calibre; but the strongest swimming team
in Bowdoin history enjoyed a successful season and the tennis and golf teams letic
Council ruled at its commencement meeting yesterday.
copped their respective state titles with surprising ease. If it weren't for the
other
radical amendments to the by-laws were made. The flrst
state
of
Maine
the
too,
some
in
fact
Polar
that
be
Bear
Bates
happens to
Phil Good. Bill Shaw, Bob Ashley,
and Buss Gates have been chosen cap- teams would never appear in the win column. It was, on the whole, one of provided that all managers will receive their letters in June of
tains of track, baseball, tennis and the dismallest years athletically Bowdoin has ever had.
their junior year, and the second that the Student Council shall be
o—-o
golf teams respectively. Ledgard Hall
Explanations are legion. The first is that higher entrance redeprived of its vote on managerships.
is manager-elect of next year's cinquirements steer many athletes way from Bowdoin. The partial
James Dusenbury will
der squad.
The Council also made an unprecedenied. But It is also true that these higher
truth
of
this
cannot
be
manage the baseball team and Thurdented suspension of the by-laws in
Bowdoin
coaches
with
a
superior
furnish
entrance
type
requirements
mah Philoon will serve as tennis manawarding two major letters to tennis
Failure on the part of
of athlete, intelligent, alert, and quick.
ager.
and
golf men. Those receiving letters
qualities
is
these
responsible
of
for
a good
coaches to take advantage
are Robert P. Ashley, State of Maine
percentage of Bowdoin athletic failures. High scholastic standing,
singles and doubles champion, and
strict eligibility rules, and refusal to subsidize athletes are offered
John S. Boyd, Stat* golf champ. This
as causes. The semi-annual exodus of athletes at mid-years and
breach of the laws was approved by
finals both for scholastic and financial reasons attest tc the truth of
In a drizzling rain the varsity nine the vote of the Council, but will in no
these assertions. The fact that the college has built up an athletic
whipped the alumni, 5-1, on Pickard way affect future operation of the
reputation in only one sport does not help to attract athletes BowField yesterday in a five-inning game. by-laws.
doinwards.
o—
Doug Walker held the graduates to no
The situation which demanded a
o—
o
o
Despite the fact that the college has the highest paid coaching staff in the runs and few hits until the final in- change in the time of giving out man-:C
state, poor coaching frequently receives the major share of blame. Realizing ning when Coach Wells, catcher for agers' letters made the letters in
that we shall probably be guillotined for doing so, we are inclined to support the alumni team, got a single and swimming and hockey available early
We also feel that reached home on base hits by John- in the junior year while the football
this contention as far as it concerns one or two sports.
Hf
manager had to wall until the fall of
lack of faculty sympathy for and understanding of a sports program is a son, Bennett, and Southwick.
The first and second innings saw no his senoir year. The Council felt that
disturbing factor. There are vague rumors about strife, and dissention within
ssT
the teams themselves and about unhealthy repercussions from the shake-up sensational baseball on either side, ex- this made the former managerships
cept
more
desirable to candidates. In acfor
ago.
Concerning
these we do not
Merrill's three-bagger.
in the athletic department several years
In
the third, Harkins of the varsity, re- cordance with the new amendment, all
feel qualified to pass judgment.
ceived a base on balls and Bill Shaw managers will receive their letters at
o
o—-o
o—
o—
nV^fl
singled.
A sacrifice bunt by Doug the end of the junior year.
Many claim that lack of undergraduate support injures the morale
Walker, a wild throw to first, and anPass New Fresh Rale
of teams. This lack of undergraduate support is a myth. There are
other single scored Harkins and Shaw.
few student bodies which would so loyally support a losing team as
With the change which strips the
PHIL GOOD
Game Called
did Bowdoin students throughout the discouraging 1934 football
Student Council of its vote on manThe varsity clinched the game in agerial candidates, there is also a reseason. Not any of these explanations is entirely satisfactory, but
Phil Good is the. outstanding aththe fourth when Thibodeau sacrificed distribution of votes for election of
nearly every one has its grain of truth. Even so, Bowdoin's conlete of his class as well as a Dean's
with Manter and MacDougal on bases. managers and assistant managers.
sistent athletic depression remains somewhat of a mystery.
List man. He is president of the StuHarkins followed with a one-base hit. Formerly the Student Council had one
o—o
o
o—dent Council and a member of the
It must unfortunately, be admitted that the outlook for next year is none Two runs scored, but Harkins was vote, the team lettermen had one vote,
Athletic Council. 1934 IC4A outdoor
Due to in- and the captain, coach, and manager
too bright. With a new and popular coach and lettermen available for every caught off second base.
high-hurdles champion and 1935 IC4A position, barring
the ever present bug-bear of eligibility, the football team clement weather the game was called held one vote between them.
New
indoor high hurdles champion. He was
seems due for its most successful season in years. It would be an unprece- in the fifth.
there will be five votes divided among
voted outstanding athlete at this dented joy to Bee a White eleven win a state series encounter. An almost
The, game was
loosely
played, the Athletic Director, the coach, the
year's New England Intercollegiate completely
marred
by
scarcity
a
of
hits
a
and
veteran sextet will be ready for service next winter and should fare
captain, the manager, and the letterMeet when he starred in both the better than during the past year. Without doubt, the tennis and golf teams frequency of errors particularly on men, and a majority vote will carry
high and low hurdles. He is a member will retain their state crowns.
the part of the grads.
the election.
of Zeta Psi.
o
o
By the one-year ineligibility law put
Ledgard Hall *37, manager-elect of
That is the sunny aide of the sports picture, but there is a shady
into effect at yesterday's meeting,
track, is on the business staff of the
side as well.
Losing the services of Henry Franklin, holder of the
IS
freshmen are excluded from varsity
Masque and Gown and is a member
New England Intercollegiate medley swim record, and other consiscompetition for the whole year rather
of the Delta Upsilon Fraternity.
tent poihtwinners, the swimming team will hardly be as strong as it
IN
than just the first semester. The byShaw To Lead Nine
was this year. A few individual honors and a rather drab victory
laws will now read: "Freshman shall
over Springfield and Colby are all the track team can boast about.
Bill Shaw a Sigma Nu plays varbe ineligible for varsity sports. This
No championship came this way, state or New England; and Bates,
But 2 1-6 points behind the winner, amendment will go into effect in Sepsity football and baseball. This spring
Bowdoin placed fifth at the New Eng- tember 1936." By that time the AthMaine, and Colby put Bowdoin to shame in the IC4A meet.
he was elected to the Student Council
land Intercollegiate Track Meet held letic Council expects that Bates and
and was appointed a proctor for the
A total lack of weight men and a scarcity of stars on the present freshman in Portland May 24-26. High point Colby will adopt a similar rule for
coming year. James Dusenbury played freshman and J.V. football. He is team indicate that Polar Bear track fans cannot anticipate 1936 too opti- man and the only duuble winner, Phil freshmen.
why year in and year out White nines Good was voted the outstanding atha member of the Zeta Psi Fraternity. mistically. It remains ever a mystery
William Glines '38, Sigma Nu, and are consistently unsuccessful. Each season prospects are good, but yet Bow- lete of the meet. Good won both the
Francis S. Benjamin '36 was elected
doin baseball teams continue to give perfect exhibitions of how the game high and low hurdles.
John Redman '38, Zeta Psi, are the should not be played. In the face of this, we do not dare sAy "prospects are
Captain Howie Niblock placed sec- President of the Classical Club st the
new assistant-managers.
good" because frankly 'we don't think they are.
ond in the shot "put, Bill Soule scored annual meeting held at the Hotel
a third in the broad jump, and Bob
Robert Ashley, is Maine intercolEagle on Friday June 7. Thurman E.
The Commitiee on State of Maine Porter finished third in the two-mile
Former Bowdoin football st^r and
legiate singles and doubles champion.
Philoon '36 was chosen Vice-Presicomplete the Polar Bear scoring.
captain, John A. "Jit" Ricker was ap- Scholarships has 'selected Bernard to
He is a Deans' List man, editor of the pointed to the post of baseball coach
By equaling the low hurdle record dent, E. Bonnette Benjamin '87, SecOrient a member of Ibis and the Zeta and assistant coach of for^Sall at Joseph Bertels. Jr., of Hehrop Acad- of 24 seconds, held jointly by himself retary, and Nathan Dane "37 Treasand H. G. Steinbrenner, and winning urer.
Psi Fraternity. Thurman Philoon, is Lexington High last week. While in emy,
Phillip
Storer Campbell of
the high hurdle event, Good, became
a straight
student and member of college he was outstanding in both Deering High School, Leonard Jerthe only double winner of the meet.
these sports. After leaving Bowdoin
Phi Beta Kappa, Masque and Gown,
The new Advisory Editors of the
other finalists in
he taught at Ricker and coached at ome Cohen of Fort Fairfield High He ran away from
hurdles to win the Alumnus are: James E. Rhodes 2nd,
Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
Later be obtained his School, and Reed Hobart Ellis, Jr., the 120- yard high
Skowhegan.
event in 14 4-5 seconds, just 1-5 of s '97, of Hartford, Conn., Dwight Saybe
the
'37
BosRangeley
School
tlegree
at
of
High
to
played freshman Master of Education
Buss Gates
second away from the meet record. He
'16 of Portland, and Norman
football and starred for the J.V. ton University. He is a member of^ recipients of these scholarships for was easilyfive yards ahead of Hen- ward
N. Haines '21 of Boston.
derson of Northeastern.
the academic year 1935-36.
swimming team.
the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
It's

—

The report

dealt
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SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Athletic

graduates and friends at the
college may be assured that there will
be a better set-up (athletic) on the
aide of organization and other con•troctive stepe taken", concluded President Sills with reference to the athletic situation in his annual report.
Among the college's immediate needs,
the President mentioned "the improvement of our athletic equipment, a cov-
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BOB ASHLEY
Recently chosen to lead

the tennis

team

j

Thoee receivinr iMtsn la aa at sail are:
D. W. Walker

W.

Shaw

S.

». S. Shaw
H. D. Merrill

W. Kant

A.
-

K. A Gantry
C. R. Fraaler
.

R. G. Jehaaon
G. A. Thibodeeu
A. A. Karakawilia

W.

Muter

B.

F. E. Southard (manager)
Tboea awarded track tetters are:
C. C. Hall
C. 8. Maxey

V. G. Marvin
B. L. Grey
W. R. Owe*
P. G. Good
W. H. Nlhlock
D. B. Rideout
G. D. Harriaon
3. V. Strata
R. J. HatebfteM
B. M. Porter
B. G. Duoton
W. H. Soul*
t>. T. Daaae
3. N. Eatarbrook

>

I

H. W. Snow
F. H. Tyler
S. Allen (manager)
D. Sanda (manager)
Those receiving track numerals are:

A.

S. D. Burritt
R. M. Smith
G. T. Davidson
G. R. Stanwood
Raleigh
A. D. Dickson

R C.

Shonklmes

J.

C. L. Toons
L. W. Clark
F. D. Clark
D. B. Souls
9. L. Salter

.

C. Pollina
8. W. Strong
W. D. Bishop
J. H. Fry*

R

R.

Deering

ng companionship

•W. B. TooteU
J. W. DUler

H. M. Burgees
M. M. Lord
H. D. Ashksnasy
A. B. Fischer

D. F. Bradford
F. B. Skillingi
8. H. Graham

K. Hall
H. Flah

F.

Upham

W.

m UOUft xn/AvvdUM

Muney

W.
V.
W.

S.

Hawkins

S.

J. F. Barker (aasistant manager)
L. M. Hall (assistant manager)
receiving baseball numerals are:

Men

K. A. McDougal
R. J. Griffin
C. J. Harkins

M. W. Hairs

_

W.
VT.

U

R

am

Slocuro

Murphy

T. S. McPhse

D. Lawrence
G. 3. Davidson
R. C. Gould
3.

*-

L. g. Buck
*
W. Allsn
F. L. Cooper (aaaistaat manager)

f

8.

w.

3.

Hen

U

J.

F.

C. K. Noyea

R. Pach

N. Daaae

W.

W.

B. Psrkar
H.
D. F. Bradford
Philooa
L. B. Hyde
T.
Hen receiving golf tetter* era:
R. C. Kellogg
S. Mitchell
J. S. Boyd
J. G. Seter

E.
-

Men

B. Alias
B. -Millar

L

I

am

A

a friend indeed.

than others, because
.

I

better friend

am made

only of

mild, fragrant, expensive center leaves.

I

don't permit a single sharp top leaf nor

a single coarse

bottom

leaf to

mar

my

my uniform mildness.
I do not irritate. To loneliness I bring
companionship. I am the best of friends.
good

taste

or

R

Gates

LUCKIES USE O

CENTER LEAVES

...

CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE

receiving golf numerals are:

B. B. Benjamin
E. H.

Owen

.Men receiving
receiving

rifle

#

P. G.

Karat

'

W.

Bvtoa

8.

3.

C

Emery

H. E. Wyer
are:
G. S. Blis
W. R. Essoa
club numeral, are:

rifle letters

8. C. Beat

H. Lard

Men

XuatuSfcata

Woodcer

Fisher
receiving tennii numerals are:
H. Puringtoa
P. G Lewis
J. L. Salter

i

2
A

01

»4f

I. 8. Duaenbury (assista n t manager)
receiving tennis letters are:
R- P. Ashley
D. W. Pitta
H. D. Aahkeaaay
F. W. Kibbs
W. L. Thomas
R. C Berhtel

Men

H. H. Daan

r

H. E. Wyer
V. D. Lard

Coejrrlcht

IMS. Tee

asMsMSM—mammae

smaasms^aamsaaasiaa

i

insasm
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First Football Rally Will

CLASS OF 1939

Be Held Thursday Night SILLS

BREAKS RECORD
IN ENROLLMENT

In the midst of presssw footthaaiaam pervading the
the Ant football rait; of
the year will be held tomorew
evening at 7.0© on the Art Building steps. The short program Is
to open with Phi Chi which win
be followed by cheers. Cheer

Massachusetts Keeps Lead
In Distribution by a
Large Majority

Sawyer and assistants
Howie Dana and Diek Long are

leader BUI

set to lead football hungry
students la a few spatial new

ASSERTS

TEACHING MUST

HAVE FREEDOM
Welcomes Dean and Profs.
Bartlett and Kirkland
Back to College

BHJBBjasM

PROC NIGHT SET
FOB TONIGHT

ORIENT
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER

ME.,

2,

mm
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1935

Against Mass.
State In Opener Saturday; Walsh To
Display Entirely New Type Of Attack

Stiff Contest Forecast

all

MARK EXCEEDS *38

ENROLLMENT BY

Some Freshmen Forced
Room Off Campus as

cheers. Ooaeh Adam Walsh with
• rousing talk will be the only

10

speaker while Ditto Bond has
been engaged to act as Master of
Ceremonies. The rally concludes
with the singing of Bowdoin
Beate.

to

Ends Overflow
With 87 men from Massachusetts
•lone, the largest freshman class in

more than

ATHLETIC BOARD
Undergraduates Are to Fill
Three Places in New

last year.

Several of the freshmen have been
forced to find rooms off campus in
view of the scarcity of dormitory
rooms. Most of the increase appeared
in the enrollment from Massachusetts and Maine.
Massachusetts again led all other

Sports Council
The Bowdoin

Reviews Events of Year in
Opening Chapel Talk

To Student Body

With an entirely new type of attack built around the twelve
returning lettermen, Coach Adam Walsh's Polar Bears will open

free country requires freedom
in education", stated President K. C.
M. Sills as his keynote in inaugurating the college year in chapel last

"A

COLLEGE FORMS

the history of the college is causing
the dormitories to overflow. According to Director of Publicity, Philip S.
Wilder, the total enrollment in the
class of 1939 has, reached 186— ten

Twelve Letter Men Form Nucleus Of
Squad; light Weight To Be Offset
By Speed. Deception In Play

DENIES CHANGES IN
SCHOOL STANDARDS

Athletic Council's fin-

the 1935 season against Mass. State on the Statesmen's

In his speech, the president outlined the general news of the college
year, and told of the policies that

Bowdoin would pursue throughout
the coming terms. In connection with
freedom of speech, the president stated that the college opened the lecture platform to all with no dis-

al death knell was sounded Saturday crimination, but that it did not neceswith the appointment of three under- sarily concur with the opinions of
graduates and three faculty members the lecturer.
by the executive committee of the
College Receives $220,000
governing boards to complete the perIn speaking of the financial consonnel of the Committee on Physical dition of the college. Dr. Sills pointed
Education, successor to the Athletic out that Bowdoin received no governCouncil in the supervision of the de- mental aid except in exemption from
partment of physical education.
All the endowment for runtaxes.
Undergraduates picked for the ning expenses rested entirely upon
Good, '36,

states in the geographic distribution
of the class. With 8 more Bay State
men than last year at the latest
check-up Massachusetts claims for
the third consecutive year the honor
of contributing the greatest number
of men to the incoming class. Following 25 short of the Massachusetts

enrollment comes Maine with but 52
entrants.
Connecticut, whose delegation totaled 11 men, nosed out New York's

contingent which dropped from 16 last
year to 10. New Jersey ranked next
with 7 a decrease of 11 from last
year's class, followed by Rhode Island
with 5, and Vermont with 4. Missouri,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania sent two men
each, while New Hampshire, Okla-

and Wisconsin
California,
trailed far behind with but one man
apiece. No foreign students were enrolled this year as in the past two
years. Twenty-six members of the
class of 1939 are sons of former Bowhoma,

doin men.

WORKMEN CHANGE

NEW TEACHERS
ASSUME DUTIES

committee were Philip G.
the generosity of friends. During the
track star; Josiah H. Drummond.
with
and Robert M. summer, after a year ending
'36, football star;
balanced budget and no deficit, the
Porter, '37, also a track star. Faculty a
of apare Profs. Wilmot B. college has been the recipient
members
from such gifts.
Mitchell, Thomas C. Van Cleve, and proximately $220,000
Various art treasures from the Kling
Boyd W. Bartlett.
The new Committee on Physical estate also came to the college.
The president welcomed back after
Education was created by vote of the
governing boards June 18 this year. their sabbatical vacations Dean Paul
Will Supervise Sports
Nixon, Professor Boyd Bartlett, and
These duties include supervision of Professor Edward Kirkland. At the
the work, affairs, and policy of the same time he reported that Professor
department of physical education and Albert Abrahamson has been granted
preparation of an annual report an extension of leave until February
which shall include recommendations so that he may continue to work as
for changes in the department.
administrator for the Works Progress
COACH ADAM WALSH
Undergraduate members of the program for Maine.
who will pilot the White for the first time In the season opener with Mass.
new -committee were chosen from a
Welcomes New Faculty
Amherst
State
at
Saturday.
Trained by Knute Rockne, he will Introduce
the
stuby
nominated
group of five
Four new members of the college
dent council. Other nominees were
Notre Dame shift to the eleven this year.
staff were welcomed. Dr. A. P. L. the famous
William R. Owen, '37, and David W.
ISM—«»
will replace Professor AbraTurner
Fitts, '38.
department of economThe undergraduates selected are hamson in the
A.T.O. Beats Zeta Psi,
ics for the first semester. M. Tillier
SILLS
all outstanding on campus. Good is a
appointed as teaching felKeeps Scholarship Cup
national collegiate indoor hurdles has been
low in French, and gLArthur Haas,
..
..
t* the' UrnVertrtty ot*mJmw*MW
'TffTHBstudent council, ahfla:
Permanent pome salon of the
Tallman Professor of Physics. Mrs.
ber of the board of proctors.
Teaching fellows in the biology,
inter-fraternity scholarship cup
to
appointed
been
has
Sessions
Roger
the
president
of
is
vice
Drummond
classics, English and philosophy dehas been won by Alpha Tau
student council, a two-year letter- replace Miss Anna Smith as Curator
partments of Bowdoin were appointOmega by virtue of recording the
man in football, chairman of the of Art Collections.
highest fraternity standing for
ed Saturday by Pres. Kenneth C. M.
Sabbatical leaves have been grantlast Ivy dance committee, a former
Sills, and later appointments for the
the
past three semesters.
By
president of his class, and a co- ed to three members of the faculty.
scoring an average of 11.0789,
mathematics, history and chemistry
winner of the Abraxas cup in bis Professor Meserve of the Chemistry
ATO managed te beat out the departments were authorized by the
freshman year.
Department is <jn leave for the first
second place Set* Psi by fifteen
executive committee of the governPorter holds the college Indoor semester, while Professor Smith of
hundredths of a point.
ing boards.
records for both mile and two-mile, the Greek Department will be abNon-fraternity again came In
The first re-appointment in the
is a cross-country letterman, and is
sent after midyears. English profesat
the
top
of
the
list
for
three years Bowdoin has used the
the
ensecretary-treasurer of his class.
sor Brown will be absent for the entire college with a half point adteaching fellow system was included
Chairman of the new committee is tire year.
vantage.. The standings tar last
Ripley L. Dana, Esq., a trustee.
in the three announced Saturday by
College Keeps Standards
semester W9t«:
Lyman A. Cousens represents the
Sills.' Joseph M. Odiorne. Ph.D., '25,
In answer to the fear that the colNon-Fraternity
11.6019
board of overseers. Judge Arthur
of Cooper's Mills, was returned to
might be breaking away from its
Alpha
Tau
Omega
11.0789
Chapman, Arthur H. Ham and Waldo lege
the staff of the biology department.
presithe
high scholastic standards,
Zeta Pal
10.9200
R. Flinn are alumni representatives.
appointed
were James
Others
dent said that there would be no
TheU
Delta
Chi
9.8846
Parker Pettegrove, A.M., '30, of Machange. "If our friends or foes exAlpha
Delta
Phi
9.18S1
chiasport, as teaching fellow in the
pect any fundamental change in our
SOCIETY
Delta Upailon
9.0000
departments of English and philpolicy, so far as athletics and scho8.9428
Sigma Nu
osophy, and Van Courtlandt Elliott,
lastic standards are concerned, they
Chi Psi
8.7619
Ph.D., '28, of Keene, N. H., as teachThe
'

COLLEGE GROUNDS
Campus improvements during
a new w<

the

mSoofmc^

*"

of cyclone fence at Whittier Field,
various repairs in the rooms of the
Biological Department, and the regrading and surfacing of the drive to
the infirmary.
Eighty yards of the wooden track
which was torn out of the cage have
been laid in a straightaway outdoors
at the rear of the gym to be used for
sprinting and hurdling practice. The
new track of spruce plank is somewhat higher at the ends thus providing a much better banking.

Fencing Is Erected

At Whittier field 1180 feet of cyclone fencing from the '03 gateway to
Pine street have been erected in
place of the old wooden fence at a
Several pine trees
cost of $1500.
were also planted which, it is hoped,
will eventually conceal the cemetery
from the field.
Repainting and redecorating the
Biological Lecture Room in Searles
Science Building with the addition of
new seats such as have been in use in
the Physics Lecture Room have
greatly improved conditions in that
room. In the Biological Room at the
south side of the hall a balcony has
been constructed for exhibition cases,
and a steel ceiling with a new lighting system have been added.
Continuing with last spring's start
the infirmary drive has been resurfaced and the circle in front filled
and graded, contributing much to its
appearance.

Four Rival Grid Teams
Win In Opening Games
competition was forecast
for the Polar Bear grldmen when
six of the seven future opponents
of the White took to the field
last Saturday. With a score of
four victories, one tie, and one
loss, the prospective antagonists
seemed destined to give Bowdoin
Stiff

much

trouble.

Only Mass. State, this Saturday's opponent, lost, falling before a powerful Williams attack
to the score of 88 to 0. However,
this defeat can give but little
consolation to the adherants of
the White, for the victors are to
be faced on October 19.
Almost as high a score was
registered
by Wesleyan, who
comes to Whittier Field on Columbus Day. The horde from
Middle town easily downed the
Coast Guard Academy 27 to 0.
Little U to be gleaned from this
la view of the calibre of the opposition.

Showing good offensive and defensive power, the White Mule
of Colby held a strong Amherst
team to a 0-6 tie. Neither team
was able to show a clear superiority over 'the other during
the contest.
The highest score of the day

was registered by Bates who
made Arnold take the count to
the tune of SI -4. Maine outplayed
a strong Rhode Island State
team to triumph 7-0. Tufts, the
but team oa the schedule, reIdle.

——
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Inaugurating its program for the
coming year, the Masque and Gown,
college dramatic society, will hold a
smoker in the Moulton Union Monday evening at 8.00. All students who
have worked or who intend to work

I

:

doomed to disappointment.
same applies to the new provisions

are

for admission," he stated.
In closing his address, the president exhorted the students to work
hard during the coming year. "The
only education that really matters is
self-education, the education you can
for the club are invited.
said. "The college
At this smoker, the club president, give yourself." heyour intellectual reEdwin G. Walker, will outline the aims to develop
sound character. Avoid
plans of production for the coming sources in a
Hew to
conclusions.
facile
drawing
of
the
year. The executive committee
and you will
organization has been drawing up a to the line. Work hard
and
program of diversified presentations help Bowdoin to have a fine year
which will take place during the col- to be justified of the faith that so
many have in her."
lege session.

Kent's Island Expedition Studies
Rare Marine Bird Specimens
For ten weeks of this summers
vacation eight Bowdoin students have
been living on Kent's Island in the
mouth of the lonely, fog-ridden Bay
of Fundy making studies of several
birds
comparatively rare marine
which nest there yearly. Their work
was done under the auspices of BowWildoin's Department of Biology,
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BURNHAM, 93,
OLDEST GRAD, DIES

Bowdoin's oldest alumnus. Dr. Sylvester

Burnham, died at

his

home

in

Newburyport, Mass., Monday, September 23, at the age of 93. He had
not attended a commencement for
several years, having been practically
blind
time.

and

in failing 'health for

The death

of Dr.

some

Burnham

leaves
Franklin Littlefield, 93, of Saco as
the oldest alumnus of the college.
Mr. Littlefield received his A.M. de-

gree in 1864 and has been the oldest
and of many birds of the region.
graduate to return to his Alma Mater
For a few days in the latter part for the last four commencements.
of July visiting scientists {Professor
Graduated in 1862
Potter, botanist. Professor Pomerat,
Dr. Burnham graduated from Bowmarine biologist, Doctor Pettengill, doin in 1862 receiving his A.B. and
Professor Gross three years later his A.M. degree.
ornithologist, and
lived on Kent's Island; but the Bow- After studying at Newton (Mass.)
doin undergraduates were responsible Theological School and in Germany,
of the
for much the greater part
he preached for a year at Amherst
summer's research work.
and the following year, 1875. became
Radio Contacts Made
Professor of German at Worcester
A principal feature of the expedi- Academy. That same year Colgate
tion to Kent's Island was VE1IN, University made him Professor of
the amateur radio station maintained Semitic Languages and Old Testathere. Operating very modern, medi- ment Interpretation and in 1918, 43
um power radio apparatus a Collins years later, elected him professor
30 FXB transmitter, and a Halli- emeritus of that university.

liam Gross, '37. son of Professor
Gross of Bowdoin, being the field
director of the party.
Part of the Canadian maritime
province of New Brunswick, Kent's
Island is located a few miles southIsland and
east of Grand Manan
some thirty odd miles from West
Quoddv Head, the most eastern point crafter
receiver
Superskyrider
on the Maine Coast. Because of George Cadman '38 and his assistant,
its large Herring Gull colony and
Thomas Gross (younger son of Prosmaller groups of Eider Ducks.
Brunswick High
fessor Gross and
Leach's Petrel, Black-Backed Gulls, School senior) were able to make
and Black Guillemots which nest and about 800 contacts with fifteen forspend the summer on it. it is well eign countries, and every part of the
suited for ornithological studies.
United States and eastern Canada.
Students Conduct Research
Radiograms for members of the parMost of this ornithological work
ty were both sent and received, regu
was conducted by Latimer Hyde '38, lar schedules being kept with official
Howard Miller '38, and John Crystal relay stations in Massachusetts, New
"37. Hyde collected data on the life
Jersey, and Maryland; and Cadman
history of Black Guillemot, or sea
and William Frost (who kept a
pigeon. Miller investigated that of
activities)
under journal of the station's
the Black-Backed Gull, and
were each able to talk directly with
the direction of Crystal about ten their parents in New York.
thousand birds of various species
Mails left and arrived at the island
were banded for the United States
and Canadian governments. Gross only once in three or four days. The
secured the brains of several Petrel radiogram relay put any point in New
within a few hours distance
England
for future study of the olfactory oronly the time necesary for a post
gans (or sense of anvil) in birds;,
he also took photographs of the card to reach its destination from the
biological station on Kent's Island nearest receiving station.
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Arthur Haas,Arthur Turner,
Maurice Tillier Added

NAMES NEW
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DRAMATIC
TO MEET MONDAY
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field in

Amherst.
While it can hardly be said that the team is overpoweringly
husky this year, whatever they lack in weight is amply balanced
by the speed and deception which Walsh's version of the Notre
Dame system has made possible. Furthermore the fine spirit
shown by the team as a whole of "liking it best when the going
is toughest" is sure to carry them a -long ways this season.

Thursday morning.

Coming Events

—Proc
—

Wednesday, Oct. 2
Place?
Thursday.

Night.

Oct. 3 7.00 pan.
Football Rally for the Mass.
State Game on the steps of the
Art Building.
Meeting of all can7.80 p.m.
didates for the Orient in the
Orient Room at the Moulton

—

Union.
Saturday.

Bowdoin

—Football

5

Oct.
vs.

Amherst.
Oct.
Sunday,
Chapel led

Mass.

State

—5.00
by
6

Rev.

at

p.m.

John

Schroeder.
Oct. 7—8.00—Smoker
for those interested In Masque
and Gown work, to be held in
the Moulton Fnion.

Monday.

ing fellow in the classics.
Odiorne was instructor in biology
at Western Reserve University four
years and a teaching fellow at Harvard two years before his employment last year as a teaching fellow
here. He is a member of Kappa Sig-

ma

fraternity.

Pettegrove is Bowdoin's most recent Rhodes Scholar, and his master's
degree is from Oxford University. Tiesides serving as English and philosophy teaching fellow, he will be
proctor of the Cram house. Last year
he taught philosophy at Bennington
College.
Elliott taught classics at the UniNorth Carolina several
years and last year did graduate
work at the University of Chicago.

versity of

NOTICE
All

freshmen interested

in

news-

paper work come to the Orient room
on the second floor of the Moulton
Union as soon as the rally tomorrow
night is over. This is an opportunity
to get started in one of the college's
best

extra-curricula

activities.

To Faculty
Three men

By virtue of the
men Drummond,

Manter,

Smith,

be ready for action Saturday.
Drummond and Manter have taken
up their regular berths in the wing
positions, while Griffith and Smith
have been successfully converted
from guard and center respectively
to fill the gaps left through the graduation of Hughes and Low, last year's
will

husky

tackles.

Rod Larcom

—Dr.

six returning line-

Larcom and Drake a forward wall of no mean possibilities
Griffith,

will

be starting his

Arthur Haas, of third year at right guard with Dick
the University of Vienna; Mr. Arthur Clapp and Harold Ashkenazy battling
P. L. Turner of Harvard; and Mr. it out for the other guard. At center
Maurice Tillier of the University of Bill Drake has returned to start in
Lille, France, have been named by where he left off two years ago as the
President Sills as additions to the most promising sophomore pivot man
faculty for the ensuing college year.
Dr. Haas, whose work in Physics
has
gained great
commendation
throughout
continental
Europe,
comes to Bowdoin through the generosity of the Tallman Lecture Fund,
established in 1928 by Frank G. Tailman of Wilmington, Delaware. Mr.
Turner, recently of Harvard, will as-

sume the work of Assistant Professor
Albert Abrahamson whose position in
Washington keeps him from his duties

in

the

Economics department

in the state.

The final score of the Mass. StateWilliams game last Saturday does
not really do the Statesmen justice.
It was largely due to the unfavorable
weather conditions plus the distinct
weight advantage of the Williams
team that finally wore down the
plucky little Red team.
Statemen Aggressive, Speedy
Mass. State also boasts an aggressive, if light, line including
able lettermen in Lapham,

Rossiter.

Haas Begins Oct. 10
Professor Haas, upon receiving the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy from
the University of Vienna, became a
lecturer there. After a few years at
the University of Leipzig, he was recalled in 1923 to the University of
Vienna where he has since been Pro-

at

center.

four cap-

and Lehr

Three of

Mass. State backs Capt.
Koenig and Filipkowski.
hold the Polar Bears to
tie last year are back
looking better than ever.
The most impressive

tSfc

Sturtevant,
helped

who

a scoreless
this season

State back
last week, however, was Fred Riel, a
speedy little sophomore who is quite
a triple threat artist. Stewart, whose
Dr. Haas has written many vol- remarkable punting with the water
umes on the subject of Physics, most soaked ball last year was the feature
notable of which is his "Introduction of the game, is also available as a
to Theoretical Physics" which at relief back and
last
week distinpresent has been published in six guished himself by being on the
German and two American-English throwing end qf a beautiful 55 yard
editions, and which is being used as completed pass in the driving rain.
a textbook in many American colBackfield Material Plentiful
fessor of Physics.

leges and universities. Other of his
As for the White backfield. Coach
works translated into English are: Walsh has been developing two
even"Atomic Theory''. "Wave Mechanics ly balanced
quartets with each player
and the New Quantum Theory", in each position being
groomed for
"Quantum Chemistry". "The New passing, kicking,
and running the
Physics", and "The World of Atom6".
One backfield includes Capt.
He is also one of the collaborators of ball.
Putnam, Bill Soule. Bill Shaw and
the "Handbuch der ExperimentalJohnny Frye with Jack Reed. Bunny
Physik", and many of his papers have
Johnson,
Buck Sawyer and Ara
dealt with such subjects as atomic
and«quantum theory, wave mechanics Karakashian completing the other
and the theory of relativity. At Bow- unit.
In the scrimmage sessions held
doin he wifl begin his work on October 10th, giving a course in the At- Monday and Tuesday the finer points
omic Theory for advanced students in of the Polar Bear offense were
stressed and perfected as the
first
physics and chemistry.
team repeatedly uncorked brilliant
Turner Receives Ph.D.
touchdown dashes against the second
.Mr. Turner, who will serve as an and third teams. For the remainder
instructor of Economics for the first of the week Coaches Walsh and Lansemester is a graduate of Harvard. caster are putting special emphasis
Last June he received his Ph.D. from on defensive work. With the excepthis same University. A native of Ben tion of Basil Latty and Bill Tootell
Avon, Pennsylvania, he has served as who are temporarily laid up, the
a research assistant at Harvard since squad has been remarkably free from
harmful and costly injuries.
his graduation.
Mr. Tillier, who received his degree
of Lincencie es Lettres at the University of Lille this year, has for a
number of years lived and studied in

COUNCIL APPOINTS

Surrey
England. The
fellowship
which permits his year at Bowdoin
was established a few years ago by
Frederick W. Pickard, a member of
Setting a new precedent in Bowthe Board of Trustees of Bowdoin doin student self-government, the
College.
Student Council elected John V.
Shute '35, as its secretary-treasurer
in a meeting held in the Moulton
Union last Thursday evening. This
post has always been filled by election by the college at large in pevious

SHUTE TREASURER

Polar Bear Band Plays To Pay
For Month's Travel In Europe

years.
At the same time, general plans for
spent another week in Paris, visited Proc Night,
to
be held tonight
the International Exposition at Brus- were laid down.
The freshman assels, Belgium, spent nearly a week in
sessment for this affair has been reLondon and sailed for home July 20 duced from one dollar to twenty-five
from Liverpool.
»*ents. The actual direction of the
At Paris they played at the Amer- event has been placed in the hands
of
ican Embassy on July 4 at a recepthe Sonhomore officers.
tion held for all Americans in Paris
Form Dance Committee
by Ambassador Strauss. July 13 they
Thompson Sampson '36, and Wilplayed for a Communist party, "just liam Owen '37. have
been appointed
for variety," at the Salle Bullier,
by the council to comorise the Fall
also in Paris, and the next day, BasDance Committee. This committee
tille Day. they played at an English
will be in charge of running gym
Athletic club at St. Cloud, just outd> ," es durine the footba'l season.
side Paris.
The Union Committee for the comPlay for Cunard
in<» vear will consist of John Presnell
They also played for Cunard lines '36, Percival Black *37. and Roy Wigin both the trip to Europe and the gin '38. This group will have as its
dollars.
Ride 200 MUea on Bikes
trip home.
duties the ioh of assisting Don LanThe Polar Bears played for Cunard caster at the Moulton Union.
Those who went were John S.
Baker '35, saxophone; Howard Milli- in the summer of 1934 on a trip to
The Council also elected Robert
ken '35, trumpet; Stuart Davis '35. South America.
*.*h1ey '36. to be chairman of the
Tryouts for three vacant positions Rallv Committee. He will be assisted
piano; William Kierstead '36, bass
'36,
Mack
Thomas
manager;
in
the
orchestra
and
for
viol and
two new bv Thurman Philoon 36. Thomas
positions were held Tuesday evening Mack '36. Richard Baker '37. Virgil
trombone and leader.
They docked at Cherbourg, spent a Se\ections will be made soon. The Bond '37. and William Rice '38.
week at Paris, rode 200 miles into orchestra is enlarging this year from
William Owen has been placed in
surrounding countryside on bicycles, nine to 11 men.
charge of the college cheer-leaders.

Three weeks in Europe, first class
accommodations to and from Europe
on large steamers, and engagements
for the American ambassador to
France, for an English athletic club
at Paris, and for a Communist club
at Paris were privileges enjoyed by
five members of the Bowdoin Polar
Bears, dance orchestra composed of
students of the college, this summer.
The five men sailed from New York
June 26 in the Cunard lines' Aquitania and docked there again July 30
in the Scythia. also a Cunard boat.
Their instruments had brought them
travel pleasures alone which would
otherwise have cost them hundreds of

,
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M. Maurice

Cram Estate To
Be Special Dorm

1871

Tillier, newly arrived
teaching fellow in French, is also living there as are ten undergraduates.
It was hoped that the students would
be largely made up of French majors
and those particularly interested in
Early in September the college being closely associated with M. THber thus affording opportunity for
established a special dormitory on
practice in the spoken language.
Federal street when the house of
However, lateness in opening has
the late Professor Marshall P. Cram made it impossible for
the house to
was renovated. Having been cleared
of
of the Prof. Cram's collection
curios from all over the world the
house was opened as a kind of language home where certain students
with an interest in modern languages
41 UNION
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FOOTBALL
Football optimism
look to the

Widely current
pression

is

is

riding high.

coming season with keen
is

over.

Faculty and students alike
interest and high hopes.

a feeling that perhaps Bowdoin's gridiron de-

Never within the memory of the present under-

graduate body has athletic enthusiasm so gripped the college. To
consolidate this enthusiasm and direct it into tangible channels,
the Student Council has, very commendably, appointed a rally
i

committee.

Not one member of the present student body has, at least during his college career, ever seen a Bowdoin eleven win a state
series game. It is remarkable that defeatism and cynicism^have
pervaded the campus so little. Very few are the colleges whose
undergraduates would so loyally support such a consistently unsuccessful team as did Bowdoin undergraduates last fall. One's
imagination need not be very vivid to conceive with what enthusiasm and delight a victorious team would be hailed.
Optimism has its dangers. It leads one to expect too much.
Like Rome, football teams aren't built in a day. For the first year
or two, a new coach is working with material developed by his
predecessor. It takes time for him to establish thoroughly his own
system. Only when he has done so, can he be judged fairly. If
Mr. Walsh produces a successful team this fall, he deserves especial commendation. If he does not, judgment should be suspended.

—

The Reversible has for three years been a college favorite but
it has just started to come into its own.
Reports from leading
college shops in the East indicate that
types of coats.
$35.00

it's

out-selling

most other

R. P. A.

THINGS ATHLETIC

r

—

Last June, the Athletic Council adopted four radical and
amendments to its by-laws. Most important, it excluded freshmen from all varsity competition beginning Septem-

Black on Brown The right
shade of Brown with Blackband styled by Berg. An exact

significant

of its vote in the elec-

ber 1936. It deprived the Student Council
It provided that all managers receive their
tion of managers.
letters at the end of their junior year. It awarded major letters
to the Maine Intercollegiate Golf and Tennis Champions, stating,
however, that this suspension of the by-laws did not establish a

duplicate of the famous
Hanley Hall at $5.00

Getting off on
is a matter of
shoes. Styled
and above all

Dobbs

$6.00

the right foot
getting Benoit
durable

WE

comfortable

is

and $6.50

doing,

We

That Typically English Suit Fabric "Hound and Horn"
in New Fall Colorings—$35.00—Also Suits
from $22.50

precedent for similar action in the future.
To the rules regarding managers, no objection can be offered.
There is no more reason why the Student Council should have a
vote in the election of managers than it should have a vote (which

Window Pane

Slacks, $5.00

and
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more people use the telephone
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improved.

keep you informed of our many

advertise to

different services.

has) in the election of the editor of the Orient. It knows
nothing, and is not in a position to know anything, about the reThe
spective qualifications of candidates for these positions.
awarding of letters to all managers at tfce close of their junior

what progress we are making.

it,

advantage. As

We

— Imported Wool Hose, 59c

why we do

advertise to help

By

selling

more

service,
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increase

value to each user.

it still
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year removes an obvious injustice whereby the football manager
was compelled to wait till his senior year to receive his letter.
Opinion on the wisdom of barring freshmen from all varsity
sports is divided. The fact that freshmen will no longer take the
long and frequent varsity trips will undoubtedly enable them to
devote more time to studies. It is true that Williams, Wesleyan,

its

teams.

terial is scarce as hens' teeth;
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EASY
BLIND DATE

Future winners of state titles in golf and tennis
will be no less worthy than their 1935 predecessors. These sports
receive little financial assistance; certainly the college can and
should stand the expense of buying sweaters for those who win

minor

and university publications

stage" in the Bell System.

—An Up-to-Date Fountain

with the Athletic Council for awarding major letters to the Maine Intercollegiate Golf and Tennis Champions. But we feel that the Council erred in refusing to make
this action binding for the future. There is much to be said in
favor of abolishing entirely the distinction between major and

Few

QUICK LUNCH

—A COMPLETE DINNER

much more pitiful Bowdoin's pitiful athletic record would have
been if the teams, had been deprived of their freshman stars. It
seems folly, when the Athletic Department is striving hard to
pull Bowdoin out of its athletic morass, to pass a law making this
so

kinds

iu:ll tkij:imio>k svsti:>i

Including freshmen, athletic maexcluding freshmen it is scarcer

Little imagination is required to realize

all

In the Fidelity Trust Building

MIA

freshmen to bolster

college

C3tabk3fitd+t869\

Amherst, and others have a like rule. But just why Bowdoin
should keep up with the Joneses is not quite clear, and the fact re-

mains that Bowdoin's two bitterest rivals (after Maine), Bates
and Colby, still permit first-year men on varsity teams. In the
past a strong argument for the new rule has been that Bowdoin's
finest track stars, such as McLaughlin, Niblock, and Good, have
not been allowed to enter IC4A meets during their senior year because they ran on the varsity team their freshman year. But the
Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Association has prohibited freshmen from the State Meet, thus removing the major temptation
for competing freshmen on the varsity track team. There was
A's action
once a need for a freshman rule in track, but the
has ended that necessity. Other sports can but suffer from the
new regulation. Overshadowing all arguments in favor of it is
the undeniable fact that a college of Bowdoin's size must have
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ELEVEN FRESHMEN
NEED OF INTEGRITY
Outing Club Plus
BROWN, MESERVE,
TRY OUT FOR BAND
STRESSED BY SILLS
For Banner Year
SMITH GET LEAVE

CDustard and Crest
usual at the opening of col*
As
lege, the members of the freshman
class have done their best to All up
the column. Stories are innumerable.
but we're going to limit ourselves to
the misfortune of two of them named
Sullivan and Tracy.
It seems that
the boys wandered into English class
Thursday morning, listened attentively to what the instructor had to
to

and then went down to Chandto buy the books like dutiful

say,
lers

expending approximately seven bucks apiece, they were
dismayed to find that they had attended the wrong English course. Unwittingly they had ambled into English 9 instead of English 1-2. Anyone
desiring to get some English 9 books
cheap can look the boys up.
scholars. After

A

change has taken
place on campus. Once this terrigreat

tory was considered as practicalbelonging to dogs. Dogs of every
at large

ly

PART TIME WORK
Felt

Displaying

College

Novelties

to Students

gCM Per Boor
ABTCBAFT

Earn

gig Alton, Grand Kapids, Michigan

Taking aa the subject of his Sun"Prospects for the coming season
promise to be the best in the history
evening in Memorial hall. day chapel address "Integrity of of the Bowdoin Outing
day
Club", optiRichard Baker '37, who will direct Character", President Sills stated mistically stated Dick May '37,
presithe band this year, and Ernest Dalton that Honesty is a much more desirdent of the organisation.
'37, manager
this
year,
were in able attribute than intelligence, and meeting of the club to heAt the first
held later
charge.
definite
this
week,
plans
for the year
that the only worthwhile persons are
More clarinets and alto horns are
will be discussed.
needed, Baker said, though trumpet those of absolute integrity.
The club's. ski team, which made
Our conception of integrity should
and drum sections are especially
such an excellent record at the Lake
strong. Baker hopes to have a large not be limited to those matters which
Placid and Dartmouth meets, is anband at football games this fall. The concern money. It is demanded and ticipating another successful season
band will make several trips, it to respected in nearly every phase of with Bob Laffin '38, Streeter Bass '38
expected.
life today. A glaring example of its and Dick Beck '37, returning from
lack, the President pointed out, is the last year's group. Albert Learned and
the cortege, disrupting
apparent disregard for marital obli- Charles White are among the exhowling In chapel, and
gations that is so common in modern perienced freshmen who will also be
generally getting la the way. Bat
life. Marriage should be undertaken on hand to All the shoes of Captain
this era seams to be past. Even
only with the most careful considera- John Holden who graduated last
Schnopa, the Inveterate sttofction and divorce should be considered June.
chaser, is gone.
In their place
only as a last resort.
Skiing, however, is but one of the
come
have
oats. Oats that walk
Said
the
President.
"English- Outing Clubs various activities. The
into the houses as if they owned
speaking people are proud of their object of the organization according to
them, oats that howl at night,
honesty". Integrity of word is no- its constitution is the "Encourageand eats that are always ready
where more necessary than in col- ment, advancement and Improvement
to bum a meal anywhere. Just
lege. Every day presents occasions of outdoor activity" therefore all stuwhy this change has taken place
which call for truthfulness, and only dents whether interested in skiing or
has not been determined. It has
those who can be trusted really ben- not are invited to attend this week's
been suggested that the dean
efit in the final analysis.
meeting.
simply put up signs on all the
President Sills concluded his adtrees announcing to dogdom that
dress with a few references to Jere- war period, he refused all honors at
they had been expelled for overmiah Smith, an American business home and abroad because he preman who devoted the last years of ferred to remain a simple and unascutting chapel. No one has yet
his life to international financial
deckled where the cats would be
suming Yankee, and declined a seat
problems. After having served many
likely to see the signs.
at the signing of the Treaty of VerEuropean governments in the post- sailles protesting that "it was not a
good treaty".
H.
Here was a man who followed the
dictates of his own conscience even
Pontiac
LaSalle
Drop in at the
though it caused him to sacrifice his
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its first

KELLEY

Sales

BKCNSWICK

Service
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Convenient Gas Service

COB. MIDDLE and

Supplies for Students

own

DINER
On

Bed Pillows

and Gas
Quick Service

Pillow Cases

Couch Covers

TONDREAITS

SANITARY MARKET

Lamps

Reading Lamps
Shades
Mirrors
Pictures, Etc

—

for your

Fancy

Groceries,
Fresh Fruits

Quality
Meats,
Vegetables

D omestic Cheeses, and
Hers d'Oeavre

Imported and

BRUNSWICK COAL

ft

LUMBER

Hard and Soft Coals

Exclusive Dealers in

Brunswick's Beet!

KAYWOODIE

B B B

Professor Brown is to complete his
doctoral thesis with work in the
libraries of Columbia, New York, and
is
Washington. Professor Meserve
planning a trip to the west coast
where he will make an exhaustive
research in certain fields of geology.
Professor Smith will journey to Rome
and later to Athens to continue his
study of the classics in those two renowned centers of classical antiquity.

fireplace

MORRELL

CO.

TUX SHUTS
UNDERSHIRTS
UNDERDRAWERS
HANDKERCHIEFS
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$3,392.01
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$ 273.04
50 00

Mgr's Salary

Reed, from Mgr. Guptill $1,342.43
62 .89
Reed, from Bank Note

$ 323.04

$1,405.32

Net Loss
$323.04
Withdrawn from Savings Acct. for Machine 100.00

$713.50
242.43

In Savings Acct

$423.04

$955.93

ASSETS
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20 /r Bank Certificate ..$188.68
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Advance

Note at Bursar's Office 147.44

Selected Short Subjects

...$982.28
26.35

Mgr. Melaugh

to

$955.93

$336.12
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Thunder

in the Night"
with

EDMUND LOWE
KAREN MORLEY
Sound Act
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Comedy

—October 7th-8th

FREDRIC MARSH

MERLE OBERON
HERBERT MARSHALL
in

1935.

for Gifts

College Men's
Hair Cutting a Specialty

Stationery
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Fountain Pens

Once—You'll Come Again"
MAINE ST. BRUNSWICK, ME.

expertly done
103 Maine Street

KEEP UP WITH THE NEW BOOKS BY USING OUR
Rental Library
A BOOK MAKES THE IDEAL GIFT!—COMPLETE MAGAZINE SERVICE
ORDERS ARE GLADLY TAKEN FOR USED TEXT-BOOKS
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THRIFT

THE READING LAMP

-

Village
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-

Paramount News

168'

Comedy

i

Bookshop

MAINE STREET

Brunswick

House, Agent

Mgr.

EY DON'T
Welcome Freshmen!

YOUR WIND

GEOIOE M.

IOTT,

tennis star:
"Camels never get

JR.,

my wind. More

ex-

pensive tobaccos
are used in Camels.
That accounts for
their mildness!"

HUBSIU,

CARL

on the

action

mond

He

I

fla-

vor, plus mildness

— a rare

high-diving champion, says: " I smoke

combina-

tion. And they
never get my wind."

Camels and keep
perfect 'condi-

tion.'

Camels are so

mild.

They never

get

in

dia-

says:

"Camels have

SAM HOWARD,

in

my

wind."

YOU'LL LIKE

THEIR MILDNESS

.

Healthy nerves, sound wind, abundant energy are important to you
too. So note the comments famous
athletes make on Camels. Because

made from
costlier tobaccos .you can smoke
them all you please. Athletes have

Camels are so mild

. .

.

. .

We

are very happy to welcome you to
Brunswick and feel confident the ensuing
year will be a very happy one
We have all the wants a college Inan needs
in styles that are sure to meet with his approval ... of a quality that will meet every
standard . and prices to meet every purse.
.

found that Camels don't jangle the
nerves or get the wind. And you'll
never tire of their appealing flavor.

.

Hogatt Bros*
COLLEGE SHOP
Maine Street

at

i

Bowdoin Campus

Ml

Cards

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

ATHLETES SAY:

of All Kinds

-

for all occasions

"Try Us

"Dark Angel"
also

Varney's Jewelry Store

-

also

-

1.

Sanitary Barber Shop
SYLVIO DESCHENES, Prop.

-

also

-

BAKER,
J. BOYER,

Brunswick, Maine,

May

-

S.

KENNETH

Approved

-
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$2,679.16
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To Mgr. Melaugh

BROADWAY"
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-
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$782.04

Orient

Engraving

Dorothy Page

Sound Act

10c

.

Printing

NET LOSS
DISP®SAL OF ASSETS

Edmund Lowe

"STORM OVER THE ANDES"

4c

(pair)

475.00
$2,609.97

EXPENSE

October 3rd

Thursday

Modern"

Me, SOCKS

5.31
180.73

1,330.21
3.64

C

Deficit

Jack Holt

LOWER PRICES AND HIGHER QUALITY

$596.00

2452

CUMBERLAND

Saturday

and D. C. PIPES

R

jr.

Alumnus

Orient
$ T76.60

Subscriptions
Sales
Advertising
Miscellaneous

A. S.

Pipes

TOILET ARTICLES

"Portland's Most

,

Bow. Pub. Co

Paramount News

COLLEGE LAUNDRY

H. B.

Wood

1934-35

Alumnus

•

soul.

Bowdoin Seal Paper

Our New Grffl Room

Fuel Oils

Lumber and Building Materials
A. K.

own

Sabbatical arrangements for this
year provide leave of absence for the
entire year for Associate Professor
Herbert R. Brown, for the first semester for Professor Philip W. Meserve,
and for the second semester for Professor Stanley B. Smith.

-

TO

GO

Curtains

Dry

Visit

of his

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

*

Oil

Sheets

Floor

the Portland Road

Likewise, each one of us
integrity and character

ends.

must value
for the good

MISS BRUNSWICK

Pine Tree Filling Station

Blankets

Report of the Bowdoin Publishing Company

REVENUE

Eleven freshmen Joined the Bow-

doln band at

LEON

.

THREE

c* we4 | COSTLI E R TOBACCOS !
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
—Turkish and Domestic— than any other popular brand.

Camels are made from

<£«W> R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO

CO.. Wiattoa-Salass N.
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Record Number Report
For Freshman Football
Eighty-eight men,
the
largert
yearling squad in Bowdoin history,
reported for freshmen football last
Thursday to Coach Linn Wells.
Though large in number, the squad

NET TOURNAMENT
GETS UNDER WAY
The fall tennis tournament got under way Monday with a total of 64
entries. This is a considerable increase over last year's tournament
which had only 50 players. The primary purpose of the matches is to
find out what material there is in
the Freshman class. It also offers
upper-classmen an opportunity to get
some competition. A cup will be
awarded to the winner and a medal
to the runner-up.
Last year was the first time that
the tournament has been completed.
It is hoped, by insisting that all
matches be played on schedule, that
it can be finished this year also. In
accordance with this aim, Manager
Thurman Philoon announced that
tournament players are to have preference in use of the courts.
Seeded players are as follows: No.
1 Bob Ashley, 1935 State intercol-

AM

be three seniors, Dave Merrill,
Dick Nason, and Carl Connors, forwill

varsity men who are ineligible
to play with the varsity this fall.

mer

necessary.

legiate champion and runner-up in
last year's tournament. No. 2 Win
State doubles champion
with Ashley.
No. 3 Dick Bechtel,
semi-finalist and letter-man last year.
No. 4 George Monnell, letter-man two
years ago. No. 5 Howie Dana, letterman for the last two years. No. 6
Jack Salter, No. 1 on last year's frosh
team. No. 7 Frank Kibbe. No. 8
Frank Purington, numeral winner on
freshman team.

Thomas,

'

The weight of the '39 team will
average about 165 pounds according
to Coach Wells. Heaviest men on the
squad will be Karsokas in the backfleld along with Shattuck, Dugan, and
Corey in *he line all of whom are
well over the team average.
Freak Schedule Stiff
The yearlings face ah unusually
hard schedule this fall with Hebron
and M. C. I. both boasting exceptionally strong teams and the big Fryeburg Academy team improving daily.
Hebron will be the only game away

Harriers Begin
Season's Work

By William Barton

Besides initiating the revival of student enthusiasm for the coming grid
season, Bowdoin's new deal in football has had a remarkable effect on the
entire coaching staff. Ever since the beginning of the pre-season workouts
Greatly weakened by the lots by
early in September, the squad has been greatly aided by the voluntary co- graduation of Elmer Hutchinson the
operation of Coaches Linn Wells, Jack Magee, and Bob Miller, who have
been on hand every day helping with the difficult task of familiarizing the varsity harriers are steadily rounding
into shape to meet Springfield on
Polar Bears in the speedy, complicated Notre Dame system.
You might not have expected it but Jack Magee is just a line coach in October 18. Although the fall scheddisguise.

about average in weight and speed
according to Coach Wells although
It is difficult with such a large squad
to select the outstanding men this
early in the season.
Some men have shown promise.
Karsokas, Mitchell, Marsh. Gibbs,
Milindy and H. Soule are showing up
well in the backfleld. As ends PauH.
Walker, and Hanley appear to be excellent material with Shattuck, Brae,
and Dugan showing great possibilities
as tackles. Stengle and Wulflng are
potential guards while Nicholson.
Corey, and Rowson have shown ability at the center position.
Student Coaches Give
Aiding the coach during the season
is

These men will assist Wells in hammering the two teams into shape and
will help keep the practices running
smoothly. With such a large squad
Coach Wells forsees some difficulty
in whipping the teams into shape but
he does not intend to cut the squad
any more than he finds absolutely

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

from home for the A team and all
three of the B team games will he
played here. The annual FreshmanSophomore scrap this year will be a
regular dog-fight Coach Wells prev
diets as the teams should be very
evenly matched.

COLLEGE STYLES AT POPULAB
PRICES
•

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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+

+
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v

+

Another Insight concerning the rejuvenation of Bowdoin's coaching staff was brought forth In the pre-seasoa practice when the sash
weights connected to the tackling dummy out on Pickard field came
loose. Instead of calling off tackling practice. Coach Walsh, without
a moment's hesitation and without a single reprimand for the managerial stall; stepped over, took the frayed end of the rope In his
hands and gave the tncklers more than enough resistance by virtue
of bis solidly planted 190 pounds on the free end of the rope,

+

+

+

+

+

+

On

the basis of last week's showings of the other three Maine colleges,
is seen to be well up in the running for the State Title this year
that is, providing the Garnet team dote not suffer too many costly injuries
in the approaching battles with N.Y.U., Dartmouth, and Holy Cross, before
the opening of the State series. Maine's showing against a supposedly superior Rhode Island team is leading many to discount Coach Fred Brice's
pre-season lamentations about lack of material and the inexperience of

Bates

his players.

,

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
Tei. sue

MAINE STREET

R. B.

Tailor and Furrier

PordV-8

1*1

(Portland Road)

t St.

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

CANDIDATES MEET
WITH RIFLE TEAM

E.

NICKERSON

Swift-

Service

Sales

Careful Trucking
41

WATER

ST.

THE COFFEE SHOP
109

MAINE

ST.

Regular Meals and Lunches

Home Cooked Foods
m

across the goal

erratic

MAGEE PROTESTS
WITH SPORT HEADS
"I

am

opposed to America's parti-

JEWELER

FRANCIS, The
141

Maine St

Socony
Mobilgas

A.

HESSEL

[

j
'

Throughout the contest the Jayvees failed to gain much on straight
line plays and were forced to resort
to passes or wide end run*. Late in
the fourth period a series of passes,
Gentry to Frazier and Newman,
brought the ball deep into the visitors territory for the White's only
serious scoring threat of the game.
Kents' Hill offered a varied offense
from the single wingback formation
which netted them eight first downs
as compared with six for Bowdoin.
The game was marked by frequent
penalties, the Jayvees drawing most
of their losses on offside decisions,
while the visitors were called twice
for clipping and unnecessary roughness.
It is hardly fab- to discredit the
Jayvees too heavily for last Friday's

game

as the team which started had

never before played together as a
unit. In fact most of the men who
played had taken part in lengthy
varsity scrimmages on the two days
preceding the game. Despite these obvious handicaps, Gentry and Karakashian in the backfleld together
with Tyson and Newman in the line
showed up well for Bowdoin.

MRS. JESSIE MORRILL
102 UNION 8T.
Board, $7.00 Per Week
35c Per Meal
TOASTED SANDWICHES and
SHORT ORDERS
HOME COOKING

Bob
lOV*

Cotton, Agent

Off on Bills Paid
All But Flat Pieces
Within a Month
Hand Ironed Completely

Hardware Co.

Prompt Service
138 Maine St.

-

Fair Prices
Tel. 195

YOUR CLOTHES WILL
LAST LONGER

NOT A CHEAP MACHINE
IRONED JOB

ii

Rifle club candidates from the class
of 1939 held their first meeting last
evening and will meet several times
fa) the next three weeks for training
in snooting, while upper class members of the club will begin an active
season with first practices later this

Any

interested

member

dergraduate body

come a member.
with

of the uninvited to he-

is

and ammu-

Rifles

supplied by the college,

nition are

numerals

and

letters

being

awarded to men who make the team.

As

last year, the fall shooting season will include competition through
postal matches in both the state and
intercollegiate leagues. The former

a number of independent
amateur clubs in Maine, the latter
about 10 New England colleges. The
varsity team will make at least thine
includes

—

trips this year, it plans to the University of Maine, to Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and to the
collegiate league finals at Connecticut.

OMAHA"— Winner,

Pf,

SOULE & WALKER
MAINE

Chipman,

B.

Inc.

Belmont

an outstanding horse

And in the cigarette world Chest-

PORTLAND, ME.

erfield is outstanding.

Both

PRINTING
ft

is

the

today.

PURE FOOD SHOP

STUART

and

the Preakness,

ST.

—Sanitary.
Omaha

Lyman

one after

the other, of the Kentucky Derby,

The Bowdoin Barbers
Convenient

won

their place strictly

on

merit.

Apply any

CLEMENT

test

you

like

— Chest-

erfields stand for the best there is

Town Banding

in cigarettes.
F.

J.

GOSSELIN

& SON

They

Philco Radio
Is

THE BOWDOIN HOTEL
For Excellent Service

FIORI
27

•

Low Rates

LUNCH

MIDDLE

ST.

Excellent Food at Reasonable Price*
Opposite the Eagle

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine
?

S17MM
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Capital,

Total

STUDENT PATmONACB BOUCITKD

Clothing
Gents' Furnishings

..

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
•• Maine
|

^sa

are milder

.

.

.

yet they let

you know you're smoking. They
taste better— give you real pleasure.

Furniture

Next To Hesse

St.

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

©

19)).

Uccitt a

Myw Tomcco Co.

finally re-

safety.

LAUNDRY

CITIZENS'

Opp. Senter's

PMlgas for Fraternity
House Cooking
Brunswick
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covered by a Bowdoin

Mobiloil
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CREDIT CARDS HONORED HERE

ARNOLD

line,

man thus automatically crediting Kents H01 with

a

cipating in the 1936 Olympic games
to be held in Berlin if Germany in
any way prohibits Jews or Catholics
from competition. Every race, creed,
or color should have equal comNormal's second team Nov. 6, all ten- petition rights in this greatest of all
These dual meets will take athletic contests." recently stated
tative.
place on the Bowdoin course. Promis- Jack Magee. coach of the
1928-32
ing material is very scarce, since few Olympic track teams.
experienced trackmen enrolled .this
In publishing this statement Coach
Magee concurred with the opinions of
fall.
Being tied-up with the football other nationally known track and
team at present. Coach Magee is ex- field authorities in New England in
tremely busy now that the track sea- regard to the present Nazi Antison is under way and is relying on Semitic propoganda and tactics.
Johnny Shute varsity captain to help
in early season training of both the
varsity and freshman cross country
squads.

123 Maine St.

DOW MOTOR SALES HAROLD

somewhat

office Monday afternoon for an hour's
talk, are now preparing for their encounters with Deering Oct. 23, Lincoln Academy Oct. 31, and Gorham

FORTIN

Cleaning and Pressing

if

ful

football,

—

i

FINE SHOE* 'REPAIRING
•4

+

Playing hard,
sters

the Bowdoin Jayvee gridwere nosed out 2-0 by a powerKents Hill aggregation last Friday on Pickard Field. Though at
ule is still tentative, it is certain that times the Junior Varsity showed
signs of potential ability, their ofthe varsity hill and dalers will have
fense was continually handicapped by
at least three meets Springfield Oct ineffective blocking.
Open Intercollegiates
18, Harvard
The only score of the game came
Nov. 1, and the New Englands Nov. as the result of a blocked kick after
Last year at the Har- only six minutes of play when Gen11, all away.
try, kicking from his own fifteen,
vard meet, Hutchinson came in first was smothered by four Kents Hill
with the Polar Bear squad taking linemen who broke through to block
his kick. The ball, after rolling back
second in the team scoring.
Magee Meets Frosh
The jayvees will have a larger
number of meets probably meeting

Don't be surprised to hear various of the more aggressive varsity football
men answer to the name "Deadwood" when visiting one of Coach Adam
Walsh's daily football practices. In the maestro's. own words, "It's just an
affectionate little nickname I tack onto those members of the squad who are
physically disabled for one reason or another." Looking back over last few
football seasons we find that injuries to the key men of the White offense Bridgton Academy Oct. 24, Gorham
have cost more games than any other reason. Just at present the outstand- Normal Nov. 6 both here while othing Deadwoods are "Base" Latty and BUI Soule both of whom are laid up er dates are now unsettled. The frosh,
with leg injuries.
who were met by Coach Magee in his

•

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

+

Almost any afternoon now you will find Coach Magee oat on
Pickard field performing in two coaching capacities at once. This
killing two birds etc, act is dextronsly accomplished by having his
cross country aquad circling the field under his watchful eye while
at the same time he Is busily engaged In giving the late arrivals
to law varsity grid squad their preliminary contact work.

Kents Hill Beats Jayvees
2-0 To Open 1935 Season

for
«•

mildness
for better taste

Man

—

mm

mSf MEETING
OF FOBBM TONIGHT

THE BO

VOL.LXV

Rises

* •

By Stanley Williams

"AMONG

the

wont

of the attitudes

handed down by upperclassmen

to the incoming "new blood" of the
college is the popular student credo
that no student should associate with
a professor outside of class, engage
tat talk with him on campus, or call
on him at his home. This implies, according to general undergraduate
opinion, that he is attempting to curry favor. But no professor worthy of
the title will allow himself to be influenced by the personality rather
than the actual ability of any one of
his students.
This sort of student opinion, destroys one of the major advantages
of the small college, namely, close
contact between faculty and undergraduates. The alert, attentive, and
friendly student will cultivate friendship with his instructors. After all,
the faculty are human a pile of
blue-books to correct may be to them
what pages and pages of hard reading matter are to the student.
s - r
T\URING the first few days of colrushing is at its
lege, when
height, there are invariably those
who protest loudly against the present rushing system carried on at
Bowdoin. They wish for reform, but
extremely hazy about the whole matter. There is much to be said for delayed rushing, in that it prevents unwise and hasty decisions which may
result in personal misfits, but on the
rushing
"rushed"
other hand the
system, as it has been called; has the
few
virtue of being over within a
days. The freshmen are soon provided with a place for meals, and
with upperclassmen who can give
them valuable advice.

—

.

By William

Frost
Cries of "39 out!" echoing through
the ends early last Thursday evening
signalled the beginning of a vigorously fought proc night In which the
class of '38 claimed a decisive victory.
As in previous years, the freshmen
made their first mistake by turning
out with great enthusiasm several
hours earlier than the time secretly
agreed upon among soph leaders for
the attack. Having congregated en
masse, they marched down Maine
Street singing "Phi Chi" and roaring
defiance to the class of '38, which
was nowhere to be found.
Frosh Construct Defenses

who
"OrienY'
of the
upon perusal of the last issue.
may have said to themselves "There
this
isis something different about
sue, but I don't know just what", may
be interested to find that the latest
change in the paper is the size of
type employed for the general reading matter. This type, known as
regal, is one of the easiest on the
not larger than the
eyes. It is
former (roman) type used, but is
more "open", making each letter
more conspicuous and easier for the
eye to catch. Comparison of this or
the last issue of the Orient with one
published during the last college year
will best illustrate the difference.
s - r
an enrollment of aver six
hundred students, some are already finding classes a little unwieldy and claiming that certain of
the values of the small college are in
the process of being lost. It seems
certain that this will be the last time
college
(for the present) that the
will take such a broad view of the

man

hundred" in the
which limits the
college by-law,
number of students. It is understood
five

decrease

come

will

not

through more severe grading of students' work, but by enforced limitation of next year's entering class.

__
"CWER

•
since

-

The exact route

TALKS ON
DANGER OF WAR

Maine

Amherst, Mass., last Saturday afternoon as the rejuvenated Polar Bears
nosed out Mass. State, 7-6. A perfect placement kick by Sawyer for
the decisive extra point climaxed the
game, in the last three mintues of
play after two determined goal-line
marches had failed.
Sweeping around the ends, charging
off tackles and battering through the
line the White completely dominated
the last period, after Mass! State
had scored and failed to convert in
the third quarter. Adam Walsh's first
Bowdoin team came through courageously in its season opener to win
an uphill game and thus break the
jinx which had dogged the White

be very hard to beat.

how Coach Adam Walsh

is

for funds feels about the Polar Bears' chance
a year, it was of making it two in a row when they
meeting of the make their home debut against Wes?ar, following a leyan on Whittier field Saturday.
Iton Union MonWalsh Praises Spirit
red, this action
"The most encouraging thing about
»nt free admisthe whole game at Amherst," Walsh
tions except the'
said, "was the way they carried the
Since there is a
ball 98 yards 73 plus 25 yards pen;

pi

sufficients

money

in

—

—

the

only to lose it on the 10-inch
line, and then came right back from
the middle of the field with only
individual student Sevy. The petition
three
minutes
to play, to score and
Address
Chanel
follows in part:
win.
Petition by the Vgasque and Gown
"They made a lot of costly misWe,
the Masque and Gown of BowThe Italo-Ethiopian war presents a doin College, do hereby petition the takes Saturday but they still had
threat of worldwide conflict which Faculty Committed on Blanket Tax enough courage and enough fight and
enough poise to come from behind
the American undergraduate can 01 that a sum not Iea» than three hunand win. As long as they play that
afford to ignore, Pres. Kenneth C. M. dred and fifty dollars ($350.00) be way they'll be hard for any team to
allotted to the Mantle and Gown for
Sills warned in a chapel talk Friday
jlick."
use on its productions in the current
Wesleyan Strong
morning.
year.
It is understood that in acAnd they keep on playing that way
"While we are engaged in the or- cepting such funds; the Masque and
dinary affairs of the day, we must Gown agrees to admit all students to if they get Walsh's own spirit. All
not shut our eyes to the momentous its performances, except the one at the fight of a former Notre Dame
events that are happening in the Commencement, on the presentation captain was in his curt but grinning
world at large," Pres. Sills said. "To of Blanket Tax boohs, that it shall be comment, "One down, six to go!" after the game.
1
permitted to charge such prices as it
Wesleyan has much in its favor for
the World War began
thing ominous in the
termen, nine of whom played against
many occurrences."
therefrom shall be deposited in the Bowdoin
are hack. A
last year,
Masque and Gown fund with
I»14, 19&5 Much Alike
of backfteld material includes
passers and runners. Wesleyan"
Then, «r now, the edfiffict her
Committee, and won last year largely through passes
in what seemed to most Americans a
that
no
funds
may be carried over and it comes this year with an intrivery remote region of the world.
Then, as now, there was a general from one year to the next. Such cate forward and lateral passing atwould be funds as are now held by the Masque tack.
feeling that the conflict
kept within bounds. Then, as now, and Gown shall be placed in a savings
Just what the visitors are likely
the President of the United States account under the heading of Bow- to use is unknown to Walsh, there
urged the American people to pre- doin Little Theatre Fund, and shall being a non-scouting agreement with
not
be
used
Gown
by
the
Masque
and
now,
serve strict neutrality. Then, as
wesleyan this year. But passing is
race riots began to break out in our so long as they receive money from
sure to
a centrai "££„£ of
the Blanket Tax.
larger cities."
their attack. Wesleyan won from a
The Masque and Gown has not coast guard academy team two weeks
Lack of skill in establishing methods for securing international good- petitioned for money in the past be- ago and Saturday beat Connecticut
of strength in the cause of a desire to build up a fund State 6-0. Connecticut State is not
will and lack
agencies for peace, the latter "partly toward a Little Theatre, but in at- rated very highly this year and BowContinued oa page t)
because our own nation with its powoa paaw 4)
( Continued
er and resources has held aloof," were
given by Pres. Sills as reasons for the
Tonight
Council
Meets
apparent failure of arbitration peace
attempts in the Italo-Ethiopian disRegulation
Frosh
alties

Blanket Tax fund to take care of this
sum, there will be.no increase in the

since the Tufts

Hall.

Speakers at the Art Building
be Dean Paul Nixon, Capt.
Al Putnam, and Mr. Philip Wild-

their way to the
Mass. State 2 yard marker before
being held for downs, and then undaunted ran back the ensuing Mass.
State punt and staged another march
which culminated in the score by Ara

Karakashian

The

1

CAPT. AL

[

to gain

group after cheers

led by Don Bradford 'S8 and
Fred Gwynn '37 and singing led
by Ditto Bond.
The first rally, Thursday evening, had a still larger attendance. Walsh spoke, the band
played, and the half-hour program was rounded out with singing and cheers.

J

J^*

Take Place Tonight
Moulton Union

&

'

r

is to educate. If the student is unable to assimilate knowledge in any way but
outside
off
this, he would be better
of college. The object of theme and
thesis writing is to consolidate the
efforts of the student and give him
a final -grasp on the subject in hand.
system such as this takes all the
value of college training away from

tural function of a college

By Walter

B

Parker

Conditions in Nazi Germany are
not as bad as American newspapers
report them, according to the belief
of Professor Boyd W. Bartlett. ProA
fessor and Mrs. Bartlett have returned from a year of study and
waste
represents
a
the student and
touring in Europe, during which time
of time and money, if not effort.
he was able to observe much of in- r
terest concerning present day conalso sad that a man who has ditions in Europe.
evidently obtained a brilliant
Sailing from the United States in
training and who is possessed with a July, 1934, they traveled for six
fine mind should stoop to such a months through England and Scotmethod to obtain a livelihood. If this land, and then crossed to Germany
where Professor Bartlett began his
is the value of a college education, it
studies under Professor Sommerfeld
is far better to be back on the farm
at the University of Munich.
milki ng the cows.
Studied Quantum Theorem
Professor Sommerfeld is one of the
leading physicists of the world in the
field of mathematical treatment of
1937
Atomic Theory. Professor Bartlett's
aim in studying under him was to
Freshman candidates for positions learn the latest technique in wave
on the staff of the 1937 Bugle, Bow- mechanics and the Quantum Theory.
"Life in Munich," Professor Barta
attend
doin Yearbook, are asked to
meeting of the board at the bugle of- lett said, "is quite like life in Boston
in spite of all the exfice in the Moulton Union at 7.30 this or New York,
American paevening. Present officers of the pub- citement reported by
For several months after our
lication are: John B. Chandler. Ed- pers.
signs of the Antiitor-in-Chief, Eaton W. Tarbell, bus- arrival we saw no
'

ris

CANDIDATES CALLED

YEARBOOK

A

appointments will be made with
each member pf the class for pic-

Involves Peace of All
"Once more," he said, "a great na
t*on, loved and admired for its con-

'

tributions to art, literature, civilization, has turned to methods of blood
and iron and ruthlessness. There are
many differences between the present
situation and that of 1914, but the resemblances are so striking as to
make all thoughtful Americans pause.

Teaching fellows in the history,
chemistry, and mathematics depart
ments were appointed late last week
by President Kenneth C. M. Sills,
thus completing the staff of six
teaching
fellows announced
two
weeks ago. The last three fellowships
have been awarded to Gerhard O.

Rehder in history, Marshall S. Barcomplicated bour in chemistry, and George Bakmodern times, er Welch in mathematics.
one great nation can make war on
Mr. Rehder, whose home is in Jaanother without involving the peace maica Plain, Mass., received his deof the whole world.
gree at Bowdoin in 1931, graduating
It

doubtful

is

and

intricate

if

life

in the

of

"I say these things to you because with honors in history. He received
do not wish you in the sheltered his A. M. degree at Harvard in 1932
academic calm of colleee life to be and has been continuing graduate
indifferent to events that may affect study since that time. He is a memyour future and the future of your ber of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
children."
Welch Returns
Mr. Barbour is a resident of Portland and graduated from Bowdoin
cum Jaude in 1935, also receiving honors In his major field of chemistry.
He is a member of Alpha Delta Phi
I

Returning From Europe,
Comments On Nazi Government

there is a marris regrettable thatservice.
The na- Bartlett,
ket for such a

few weeks to discuss and vote on a
choice for photographer, after which

|

pute.

Edward Chase Kirkland
an address on the sub"Current Issues on the American Political Scene" this evening
Professor

Jewish Movement."
"In America Nazism is seen as one
hundred percent bad but most Germans see it as one hundred percent
good. One should know the temper of
the people and the causes of the Dicbeiore passing
tatorial movement

judgment."
Professor

Bartlett

said

that

the

American papers report events in
Germany and in Russia and Italy

—

—

too not incorrectly, but with such
biased emphasis on
this
or that
bizarre or unusual bit of news that
the reader gets a distorted idea of
the truth.
From our papers we get the impression that people must speak of
Hitler in a whisper, while Professor
Bartlett found that, quite to the contrary, many Germans speak openly
and intelligently of their dictator.
The people seem far from oppressed
«.
or terrified.
In the same way the German papers, though accurate as to fact,
were able to juggle emphasis on current events in the United States, so
as to give the impression that the
new deal had the almost complete
support of the people.

Enjoyed Passion Play
He found the Germans nearly
everywhere he went glad to have
Americans visit Germany and see for
themselves that they are not reverting to barbarism. They do not want
to be misunderstood.

"We had

the luck to see the last
performance of the passion play at
Oberammergau," Professor Bartlett
went on. "It is not at all commercialized. It was hard to realize that such
an artistic production is the work of
the inhabitants of that little village."
"Incidentally, when we got off the
tram at Oberammergau the porters
who came to carry our bags all had
long hair and beards, part of their
make-up as players."

I

Fraternity.
Dr. Welch was a Bowdoin graduate
in the class of 1922 and received his
doctorate at Cornell. He returned to
Bowdoin in '33 as teaching fellow in
physics, and last year he held a temporary appointment as Assistant
Professor of physics, during the sabbatical leave of Professor Boyd W.

To

Of

In a special meeting of the
Student Council this evening the
question of freshman regulation
will be definitely decided, it is
expected. A meeting of the coun-

on Monday night, and a later
conference with President Sills,
failed to produce any definite
cil

plans.
It was suggested, however, that a board consisting of
several seniors will be given full
charge over the conduct of the
•
yearlings.

Campus opinion has been that
disciplinary body Is quite
necessary to take the place of
Phi Chi, abolished last year as a
result of petitions at the end of
the year by the present sophosome

more
At

class.

the

Monday

assembly,

which was called by Phil Good,

new

president

of

the

Council,

and held at the Zeta Psl House,
the proposal to hold future commencements on Saturday was
voted on and approved.

Elliott, Ph.D., in classics.

Coming Events
9—8.00— Meet-

Wednesday, Oct.

ing of Use Political Forum In
the lounge of the Moulton
Union.
Speaker
Professor
Kirkland.
Meeting of the Student Coun.

—

.

cil.

Friday,
start

11—Rally

Oct.

Wesleyan

game.
front

In

House at

of

6.45,

take place oa

Football,

Sunday,
Chapel.

Oct.

PHI, Class of 39;
Richard Carland.

D.

Malcolm Creighton, Scott Garfield.
Winslow Gibson, John Greeley. Julian Hauks, Ross McClean. Jan Nichols, William Nulty. Gordon Potter,
and Thomas Reilly.
PSI UPSILON, Class of '39; William Allen, Walter Bentrara, Charles

rally

vs.

Field.
IS 5.00

—

p.m.—
Wesleyp.m.

Speaker— Paul Wake-

aeM, MD, of the Central Maine
Sanitarium,
Tuesday. Oct.
Meeting.

ALPHA DELTA
Ingersoll

the

12—2.00

an at Whittier

follows:

to

to
the Art Building

Bowdoin

creased the number of men pledged
over last year.
A list of the houses and pledges

the

steps.

Saturday, Oct.

than last year when five-sixths of the
freshmen joined fraternities.
Largest delegations were pledged
by Delta Kappa Epsilon, Delta Upsilon. and Theta Delta Chi with 18
each and Psi Upsilon with 17 pledges.
Because of the unusually large entering class most of the houses in-

for

and

Fairfield,

Maine.

IS—Second Forum

atatftfafafafataWl

its first

o'clock.

was caught just as the Mass.
State wingman fell flat on his back
but was ruled complete, as it did not
touch the ground. It took three
downs for the enemy to reach the
Bears' 5 yard line, and the Bowdoin's
dogged defense again halted all gains
through the line for three downs.
Koenig then skirted the right end
easily for the score, shaking off a
Bowdoin tackier at the goal-line. The
skin

try for point

was

unsuccessful.

Preceding the lecture, Sydney R.
An excellent performance was givMcCleary '36, Chairman of the For- en by all the Bowdoin players, parum, will conduct a very brief busi- ticularly the sophomores Fitts and
ness meeting at which time officers Ashkenazy who were in the opening
of the organization will be elected for line-up at left end and guard rethe ensuing year. The only other retiring officer is Lawrence L. Pelletier
'36, "Secretary.

spectively for the injured Drummond
and Larcom. In the backfield were
to be noted the hard running of Johnson and Sawyer, and Frye's powerful
a general discussion will take place, thrusts through the Mass. State line,
to endeavor to determine the type of while Reed broke in the clear for
meeting which is most enjoyed by several good runs and returned punts
the members of the Forum. Professor consistently well. Putnam was a rock
Kirkland, who for the past year has on the defense against the numerous
been spending his Sabbatical in re(Continued on na«a 4)
search work in History at the libraries of Dartmouth, Harvard, and
New York City, will attempt to bring
up a number of subjects which will
serve as topics for discussion in future meetings of the Forum.
An attempt is being made at presTwo victories, two defeats and two
ent to revive the International RelaSaturday's gridiron
tions Committee which was instigat- ties were la*t
ed last winter when Miss Betty Mu- results for Bowdoin's six remaining
opponents. Wesleyan and Williams,
ther, herald
of
the International
two rivals, came out
next
White's
the
Youth Peace Movement, invoked the
top side of the score, forecastthoughts of the campus to a brilliant on the
ing stiff opposition for the Polar
(Continued oa paoa t)
Bears after their victorious opener
with Mass State.
Relying greatly on its aerial attack,
Wesleyan went over for a last auar*er touchdown to defeat Conn. State
eight com6-0. It was one of the
pleted forward passes out of twentyfive attempted that placed the Cardson, Dwight Rafford.
inals in a position to score. William's
CHI PSI. Class of '39; Kenneth powerful forces eained another vicBirkett, William Bledsoe, Benjamin torv when thev blanketed Middlebury
Robert 40-0. Forward passes, driving marchDunbar,
Blodgett. George
Foley, Leslie Harris, Herbert Lord, es, an intercepted punt and a fifteen
Myron Mclntyre, George Reardon vard run provided the six touchRobert Russell, Philip Tukey, Fred- downs scored in three periods.
Colby Ties Tufts
erick Waldron, Harry Williams. DunColby and Tufts fought one ancan Whitehill, Peter Wulflng.
EPSILON. Class other to a stubborn scoreless tie after
DELTA
threats by both teams.
m«.ny
scoring
Frank Abbott, David Barnoif '39;
Marshall With the defense constantly outBertels,
Bernard
ford,
Ernest shining the offense, Tufts displayed a
Garcelon,
Louis
Bridge,
•rood aerial frame. Yadwinski of the
Goods peed. Lin wood Groder, Edward
Mules loomed as a dangerous threat
Hyatt, William Ittman. Robert Kasto the Jumbos.
ten, Seth Larrabee, Albert Learned.
Facing potentially stronger teams.
Jotham Pierce, Richard, Rosenfeld Bates and Maine went down under
Edward Scribner, Howard Soule. high scoring opposition. The fighting
George Ware. Class of '38 Basil Garnet team went over for the first
Nicholson.
touchdown against N. Y. U., but from
DELTA CHI. Class of '39; that point yielded slowly to the
Luther Abbott, Leo Leary, Jr., Wil- Violet's sunerior power. Driven hard
liam Brown, Robert Burhoe. John hv N. Y. U.'s fast running back*,

Immediately following the leAurc

TWO FUTURE RIVALS

DEFEAT OPPONENTS

Rushing With 18

Parade
A.

the Political Forum sponsors
meeting of the year in the
lounge of the Moulton Union at eight

when

A 30 yard pass from Stewart to
Adams, an end. was the feature of
the home team's march to a score
as the third quarter ended. The pig-

Deke, D. U., T. D. Houses Lead

Over 155 members of the freshman
Bartlett.
class and five members of the class of
The first three fellowships as stat- '38 have been pledged to various fraed in last week's Orient, were awarded ternities on campus to date. The
to Joseph M. Odiorne, Ph.D., in bi- number of freshmen pledged amounts
ology, Parker Pettegrove> A.M., in to approximately four-fifths of the
English and philosophy, and to Van class—a slightly lower percentage
Courtlandt

in

ject,

(

LAKIN TO ADDRESS

State Scores

!

will deliver

j

APPOINTMENTS FILL
STAFF OF FELLOWS Plan

Year Will

Mtnm (ctm wn unable
more than a yard.

riod, the-

PROF. KffiKLAND
First Meeting Of

apfirst

three quarters, holding the ball constantly deep in Polar Bear territory
and unleashing a powerful attack.
With first and ten on the Bowdoin
five yard stripe late in the first pe-

FORUM TO HEAR

j

Manager, and Richard W.
iness
Sears. Photographic Editor.
meeting of the Junior class will
be called sometime within the next

PUTNAM

]

briefly to the

right tackle.
of the White was

its weakness.
Massachusetts gridmen
peared in control during the

noticeable in

|

gymnasium Sunday evening to
welcome the team home from Its
victory over Mass. State. Coach
Walsh and Coach Magee spoke

through

The passing attack

|

Phlloon 96 will
introduce them. Ditto Bond win
lead singing of all the college
songs.
A rally aniaaag in at least the

in 1933.

Walshmen battered

I

Thurman

game

"

Karakashlan Scores
Taking the ball early in the last
quarter on their own 22 yard line, the

I

FORUM NEXT WEEK

tures.

this

j

will
er.

present

will

That

Upfield

Stanley Williams
Bowdoin's scoring punch, consigned
for many months to the limbo of the
past, was revived at Alumni Field,

I

torn and pans the Deke and Zete
houses, then turn Into the campus, pass Hyde and Apptoton
Halls, and cut across to the Art
Building between the chapel and

a King" movement,
there have been numerous attempts
to copy him. The latest, and one of
the most despicable, is "Every man
has a ghost". A circular letter sent
to Bowdoin students during the past
For its second meeting of the year
week contains an offer to write the Bowdoin Political Forum anthemes for students for a small sum. nounces a public lecture in the MoulA man in New York guarantees his ton Lounge next Tuesday evening by
work as a time-saver and a means Mr. Harrison N. Lakin, formerly of
to a better grade.
our consular service in Ethiopia. Mr.
s - r
Lakin, who knows Emperor Haile
rpHE man in question appears to be Selassie
personally when he was sta*• a well-trained college graduate
tioned at the American Consular
who has amassed a large library of Service in Arabia with Ethiopia unpamphlets and clippings. He says of der his jurisdiction, will talk on the
himself, "My training and equipment present situation in Ethiopia. Mr. La-,
have made it possible for me to com- kin is now retired from active servpose original themes in a very short ice, making his home at York, Maine,
time. At present I have perhaps the while he spends part of his time
largest collection of documented ma- every
year lecturing to various
terial of this kind in the country.
schools and colleges throughout the
These themes are of invaluable aid to East.
me in writing new studies."

FOR

day night. If a]
will allow each
sion to all

Compares Present Situation
To That of 1914 in

A. D. house, past fraternity row,
to College street, where It will

By Harry Foote
Wesleyan has a tougher team

it

SILLS

March
By

year than the one which beat Bowdoin 13-0 last year, but if Bowdoin
will play the same spirited football it
did when it won in the last five minutes against Mass. State Saturday,

will petition

Commencement

of the parade,

T.A. AID

The Masque

Climaxing Powerful

Meet Walshmen

Proposal Wi Afford Free
Admission]
Masque
AndGc
Plays
the Blanket
not less than
decided at the
organization ti
smoker in the

Sawyer Converts with Kick,

Thirteen Lettermen, Wealth
Of Ball Carriers, Will

CLUB

ASKS

karakashian scores
in closing Minutes

THAN LAST SEASON

decide to Ijave rtsnosa Satturday.

8.45 Friday evening,

which will be led by the band,
will be up Maine street from the

Encouraging

VISITORS STRONGER

may

DRAMA'

Walsh Team Fights to
Victory with Rally in
Final Quarter

First

Walsh Declares Performance
At Mass. State Was

band and the" Sigma Nat will
have Ernie George's orchestra.
Other houses art) planning nainri
after the Colby and Bates games
later in the seafon, a few more

hts

block the only entrance. Shivering
in the cold night air, they started a
fire with a wooden ticket office as

parade rally which will start
Alpha Delta Phi house at
wind about
the campus and end at the Art
Building with singing, speeches
and yells will scad Bowdoln's
Polar Bears oft* on the trail to
Wesleyan's scalp Friday evening.

IN OPENER;

;

now sought
make their position impregnable
by piling up old automobile tires to

A

7-6

READY FOR WESLEYAN

Immediately fallowing the footgame and? preceding the
Student council junce two «f the
fraternities oa campus. Alpha
Delta Phi and ffona No, will
hold tea daaeaa. The Alpha
Delta will featun Nate Gatd and
ball

to

at the

STATE

Bears.

and prepared to
sophomore

expected

ard Field, the yearlings

started the

Ej "Every Man

-

Following the footbaH game
with Wesleyan the first Union
dance of the «ea*on will be
sponsored by tfc* student council
this Saturday evening. The dance
will feature tha Bowdota Polar

Having chosen the enclosure, as the
most easily defensible spot on Pick-

Wesleyan Game Rally To
Take Place Friday Night

NO. 9

1935

9,

WHITE DEFEATS MASS.

Scheduled For Saturday

attack.

r

Huey Long

s

football field,

withstand the

WEDNESDAY,
Esfe
OCTOBER

First Dances Of Season

entering the Moulton Union to get
warm for a few minutes, the class of
'39 finally proceeded to Pickard Field
at about half past nine. Here they
entered the high wire enclosure containing baseball diamond and fresh-

WITH,

that the

ME.,

On two successive invasions of the fuel.
Brunswick business district the frosh
Juniors Charge Thrice
Their promising plan of defense,
held up traffic and found outlet for
their enthusiasm by pushing parked however, was frustrated by the stucars into the middle of the street dent council, which decided that it
and onto the trolley tracks. Chief of would be hardly cricket for the sophs
Police Billy Edwards shooed them to have to carry their piles of procback across the tracks before their lamations and molasses pails over a
activities could
interfere mound of tires; so the freshmen were
seriously
with the Brunswick-Bath street car forced to leave the enclosure.
line's operation; one of their
Meanwhile a large crowd of specnumber, Richard Moore, was arrested tators had gathered and parked cars
but afterwards released when the formed a semicircle on one side of
frosh mob had moved off in the di- the freshmen with the high fence on
rection of the campus.
the other. As the class of '38 failed
After gathering in front of the to arrive a group of impatient upperchapel steps for brief "pep talks" classmen lead by "Ditto" Bond and
from several of their number, and
(ConUaotd on pams t)

READERS

phrase "around

ORIENT

Sophs Claim Proc Night Victory;
Frosh Block Traffic, Fire Booth

The Sun
W 9

BRUNSWICK,

(65th Year)

FOOTBALL BALLY
FRIDAY NIGHT

Arnold,

New Men Each

KAPPA

THETA

Arthur Chapman, Harry
Cloudman. Robert Corson, Richard
Foster, Richard Fernald. William
Hart, Philip Lambe. David MacComber, Richard Marsh, Richard Moore.
Warner Clifford, William John Rich. Donald Stevens. Class of
Butler,
Davis. Wilfred Gerard, Eastham Guild. '38, Robert Craven.
Harry Hood, Pierson Irwin. Wiilard
DELTA UPSILON, Class of '39:
Knowlton, Henry LeRoyer, Oakley John Benedict, Graham Churchill. ElFrank bert Coombs, Nelson Corey, Peter
White,
Melindy, Charles
Woodruff. Class of 38; Charles Carl-

Carten,

(Continued oa page 2)

Bates was handicapped by an insufficient

number

of substitutes to

fill

competently the place of injured regulars. The game ended 34-7.
At Worcester a light university of

Maine team bowed before a big and
powerful Holv Crms grid machine
Overwhelmed bv a powerful de-

47-0.

fense the Bears made a net gain of
only two yard* compared to the
crusader's total of 480 yards.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

BOWDOIN ORIENT

rnti
HUM

BTBIwltl,

1871

—

im

In fllrf

Robert P. Ashfcy 18
AmocmU Editor

John P. Chapman

'3«

L

Maaafiat Editara
Richard E. Mathewson *87

Jr., "87

William Klaber,

'37

Stanley Williams, Jr.,
Sports Editars

William S. Barton

*87

Charles F. Brewster

Maxwell A. Eaton

"87

"37

Sua-Editora

William S .Hawkins *88
Robert Laffin '38

James A. Bishop "38
Norman E. Dupe* "38
Harry T. Foote "38
William

Frost

Henry

L.

Nash

Walter B. Parker

*88

Ralph H. Whin

"88
*38

Nearly every- one of these explanations contains its iota of
truth. But none of them, or all of them together, satisfies. Bowdoin's depression must remain somewhat of a mystery.
That athletic prosperity is just around that ubiquitous corner
is the opinion of many. The confer may not, probably will not*, be
rounded this year or the next, but assuredly at some time in the
near future. Encouraging signs are appearing on the horizon.
The Athletic Council is now a thing of the past, leaving the Athletic Director free to pursue a consistent and united policy. Harmony and unification reign in the Athletic Department as they
have not for some time. Coaches have been admitted to the faculty, paving the way for mitigation of the clash between the
academic and the athletic. Changes in the entrance requirements
with a view to making them more flexible have been approved.
Conditions are becoming ripe for a rounding of the corner. Perhaps the depression is over.
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THE FORUM
The Bowdoin

Political

Foram

will inaugurate

another season

of activity at its first meeting this evening. In its long and rather
feeble existance it has undergone several reorganizations but has

been received with any widespread enthusiasm. During the luke-warm excitement over peace and its allied
subjects last Spring, the Forum was suddenly transformed into
an international relations group. Out of this grew several committees whose function it was to gather and present specific economic, social and political data to be used for the promotion and
not, in recent years,

development of peace interest on the campus and in the communUnder such an organization the Forum lived out the collegiate year with a diminishing degree of success.
Yet the lack of apparent interest was not wholly due to that
state of collective collegiate being often described as "campus
apathy", for the Forum failed in part to provide any program of
meetings which would arouse interest. At times what was intended for a broad discussion of political principles would degenerate
ity.

can't help a slight bit of worry, and
perhaps a slight raising of the eye
brows.
can't help feeling that the

We

face?

:

Everywhere

in

Europe the pressure of autocratic reaction

is

challenging the fundamental postulates of the democratic state.
Sometimes the proponents of democracy are met with, the most
fantastic arguments, but more often no argument is granted.
The Forum showed wisdom in choosing Professor Kirkland as
their first speaker. Not only is he one of the most popular lecturers in the College, but is also recognized as an authority on

American economic history. After a year on sabbatical, he should
be well supplied with interesting material on the current economic
and political situation.
J.

P. C.

BOWDOIN'S DEPRESSION
Explanations of Bowdoin's athletic depression are as numerous as they are unsatisfactory. Yet, some time ago a blight "descended on Bowdoin athletics, and there must be reasons both for
its appearance and its prolonged sojourn here.
Some of the most
frequently advanced theories follow.

High and inflexible entrance requirements turn athletes
away from Bowdoin The partial truth of this cannot be denied
when one remembers that the touchdown which enabled Bates
to tie Bowdoin in 1933 was scored by an athlete who tried and
failed to enter Bowdoin. Of high entrance requirements no-one
will complain. They should furnish coaches with a superior type
of athlete intelligent, alert, and quick. Inability on the part of
1)

:

—

coaches to take advantage of these qualities has spelled disaster.
Inflexibility is unfortunate. It has driven away many an athlete
of good scholastic standing who failed to satisfy purely technical
requirements.
2) Strict eligibility rules, high scholastic standing, and failure
to subsidize make Bowdoin an uncomfortable place for athletes

The semi-annual exodus of

And, strangely enough, he seems
to really hit his stride around house

m

development of a national theater.
\ Bowdoin has felt the brunt of this dramatic activity.
Last
year, for the second successive year, the Masque and Gown has
offered prizes to those students who have written plays which best
answer the literary and dramatic requirements of the theater.
Through the aid of the Masque and Gown, the student body has
been able to witness these presentations and judge for themselves

The most

significant stimulus

Bowdoin's "theater" has

lower

its

No

without financial aid from the College,
Now,' due to an intended expansion and the pressing need of
new equipment, the society finds that it will be^cessary- to receive some f<m* froi* Hie CM**, live
solution, which funds has been considerably increased by the
unusually large registration. If the Blanket Tax Cdmmittee should

_^

C «
&

NYA GIVES WORK TO
69 UNDERGRADUATES
Replacing the

FERA

The

EASY

sixty-nine

NYA

will not

The name Magee brings many a track star to Bowdoin, as does the name Miller in swimming but no other sports
possess the same attractiveness. 4) Lack of undergraduate sup-

Government. $1035 will be expended
each month, providing work for about
one-half the total applicants. Everything possible is done for those who
are unable to secure jobs because of

is in

port injures the morale of teams This lack of undergraduate sup- the competition or because they fail
port is a myth, as was pointed out in an Orient editorial last week. to meet the scholastic requirement of
at least half "C" grades or better.
True, some Bowdoin teams have been noticeably deficient in morThe men are distributed in various
ale and team spirit, but just why no-one has fathomed completely. projects on the campus and in Brunswick. Five are in the college re5) Poor coaching: Bowdoin has the highest-paid coaching staff search departments, six in the
:

eve-

ning school, four are library assistants, four lab assistants, four art and
music room assistants, three tutors,
two scout leaders, three in clerk's of:
fice, and about thirty in the physical
education
department,
including
and dissention within the Athletic Department itself: Certain it house and grounds.
The two men acting as scout leadis that the Athletic Council has ever been an evil influence; beers are planning to start a troup of
yond this we do not feel qualified to pass judgment.
Cub Scouts in the town.

MMMMtt

Ellis,

Sewall, Edward
Soule,
Macgregor
Thoroquist, Edward Vergason, Eu-

Initiation
of
fourteen
Classics! Club members, all np-

gene Weeks.

perclassmen, will take place next
Monday night at the Alpha Delta
PM home at the club's Bret
eeting this "ear. Monsieur TUller, teaching fellow in French,
and Van Cortland Elliott, teaching fellow in biology will be
guests at the meeting.
The crab's plans for this year
Include entertaining the New
England Classical Association la
April, at which time the Mostellarls of Plaotus will probably be
presented.

ZETA PST, Class of '39; Richard
Louis Breummer, Philip
Campbell, Horace Greene, Robert
Hamblen, Melville Hutchinson, Robert Hyde, John Konecki. Alvord MacRae, John Matthews, Charles Skillin.
Edward Stevens, William Walker,
Donald Watt. Class of '38 Thomas
Andrews,

m

Read.

KAPPA SIGMA, Class of '39; EdCharles Campbell,
Bartlett,
Frederick
Jealous,
Mark KeOey.
Henry Lucksinger, Wendell Mick,
ward

Rowson, Kenneth Sullivan,
Taylor,
Tinker.
Randall

Walter
Robert

James Tracy.

GROWLER TO APPEAR
AT WESLEYAN GAME

BETA THETA

Class of '39;

PI,

John Cartland, John Church, Willard Currier, William Gardner, Alfred
Gregory, Rowland Hastings,
Everett Jewett, Fred McKenney,
With several major changes, the Robert Mullen, Herbert Richardson.
SIGMA NU, Class of '39; Daniel
first issue of the "Growler" will appear at the Wesleyan game Saturday. Rogers, William Broe. Charles Gibbs,
Graves,
Gillette,
Henry
Six issues will be published during Newell
George Griffin, Daniel Hanley, Thomthe year.
as Howard, Henry Howland, Richard
The column called "Rushing the Merrill, Paul Messier, William MitGrowler" will be done away with. In chell, Austin Nichols, Roy Pillsbury,
its place will appear two parallel
George Shatrtuck. Ralph Wylie.
columns called "We Point With
ALPHA TAU OMEGA, Class of
Pride," and "We View With Alarm". '39; Dorrance Goodwin, Moulton HerIn addition there will be three sep- rick, Charles Hunt,
Robert Hyde,
arate review columns, commenting on Blinn Russell, Peter Stengal, Roger
books, records, and moving pictures. Stover, James Titcombe, Paul WheelNew cartoonists have joined the er. Class of '38 Edward Day.
Staff, and several eartoons by them
will appear. Their will be changes in
the make-up of the magazine also.

MASQUERS ASK FOR
BLANKET TAX FUND

'

m

m

ADDENDUM
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'
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evening, before things really got es»*er way
a nownnS squadron of
freshmen cruised through Brunswick

(

Jv
;
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LAUNDRY

CITIZENS'

Speaking of cops, Bowdoin's ani

'

'
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Off

on

Paid

Bills

j

YOUR CLOTHES WILL
LAST LONGER

UP

Alf Bnt Flat Pieces

Hand

Within a Month

Ironed

Completely

NOT A CHEAP MACHINE
IRONED JOB

AN EASY WAY
A PIPE
ENJOY
TO

..AND

THE MORNING

RISING SUN
<$>

MADE A SURVEY
-PRINCE ALBERT
I

THROWS

GLASS (f) WHICH

mmmmmm

Reed

.

m

WAY TO WAKE

'31. The local administration
the hands of Professors Morgan
B. dishing and Elbridge Sibley, and
Mr. Donovan D. Lancaster, assisted
by Professor Edward S. Hammond.
Mr. Philip S. Wilder, Alumni Secretary, is chairman of the committee.
Each individual student receives
his check directly from the Federal

riam.

perhaps this explanation contains a grain of truth
... 6) Lack of faculty understanding of and sympathy for a
sports program
A few cases of actual, if not intentional, faculty
discrimination against athletes can be cited ...
7) Disunion

Robert. Davis,

Herbert Fisher, Robert Fleischner,
Albert Hughes, James Hunter, John
Maccarey, Burton Mitchell, Peter

of last year,

for

functions of the

in the state, yet

Crowell,

New Members

Administration

should like to see the college establish athletic scholarships for worthy athletes. A good athlete is as valuable an asset
to the college as a fine scholar and as deserving of effort to attract
him here and keep him here.
3) Failure of the college to build an athletic reputation in
more than one or two sports has not helped to draw athletes Bow-

;

Fourteen

wSk^wSS

j

t--

(Continued from page 1)

Classicists Will Induct

looking the situation over. Finally
There's a very interesting exhibi- they put their man-power to work
tion now showing in the Library. In
jiggling cars up. and down until the
(Continued fr
1)
the days when Hawthorne and Long- occupants thought they were being
fellow went to Bowdoin the lads had
tossed in a blanket. Enter Billy. He tempting to save money toward such
an organization, known as the Pot- kidnapped one of the lads and threat- a fund it has limited its production
8-0 Club. The constitution of this ened to put him in the cooler unless facUities.
club is on tap at the exhibition, and
The possibility of reaching a much
the horseplay was stopped. The class
it offers good reading for a quiet
of '39, possibly not recognizing our larger student audience and of imevening. For instance, Article 5th of hero, immediately went to work on proving upon the quality of its prothe constitution (signed, incidentally, the
ductions
under the Blanket Tax will
squad car and Billy had the lime
a
of bis life. It was great sport, but foster the interest in a L ittleJTheatre
.
hardly dignified. After a time they to a greater extent than' the very
'
time an entertainment shall be pro- left him (slightly dazed) in favor of gradual accumulation of a fund. It
vided consisting of roasted Potatoes. molasses.
is assumed that the activities of the
Butter, Salt and Cider, or some other
Masque and Gown as witnessed
You can always predict trouble over a period of thirty-two years
mild drink, but ARDENT SPIRITS
SHALL NEVER BE INTRODUCED. when an immovable object (fresh- are beneficial to the students activeAnd that, children, is how fra- men) meets an but then, you would ly engaged therein (forty-two were
ternities started.
In some respects hardly call the Chief irresistible.
used last year); it is also assumed
we have made rapid strides forward
.- c
•
that the student body should be ensince those days.
couraged to attend as many performCONCLUSION
- c
ances as possible.
Maybe people do have more fun
The sum for which this petition
END STORY
tharl anybody.
asks has been placed slightly above
Mr.
Philoon,
the
Freshman's
that obtained by the sale of student
- c
Friend, has gone, and done it again.
tickets in recent years in order that
This time he borrowed an ancient
new equipment may be bought. New
hack, one known to the brethren as
is essential not only from
We were half way between a cap- equipment
Delilah, and started for Boston. Once
the standpoint of adequate producthere he planned to change to his ital and a comma when the news
tion of plays but also because of the
family car and continue on to the flashed that the football team was
the use of our
fire hazard involved
game at Amherst. But somewhere back. Wild cheers, speeches, bells
present lighting methods. Unless this
it's all fine, and it does your heart
around Boston he had cop trouble.
is granted, it will be neces"Why," asked the cop, "Are you good. Everything comes to him who petition
and Gown to inwaits, and some of us have been sary for the Masque
driving with one light?"
•
crease its price, thereby endangering
Thurman explained his ignorance waiting four years.
student patronage.
of Delilah's idiosyncrasies, and told
the cop he expected to change cars.
He said he hadn't planned to drive
after dark.
"I wouldn't drive that car anytime
except
in
the
dark,"
the
cop
Cotton, Agent
bellowed. "And then it'd have to be
pretty darn dark."
- e

from the Student Council. Obviously the second alternative involves less bother- and could be accomplished with greater ease.
We, therefore, strongly urge that the Student Council at a special
m
meeting (the Blanket "Sax Committee meets Monday) recommend throwing the btjll

campus sentiment.

New Men Each

WEEK

to the Blanket Tax. This red-tape takes one of two forms : either a
petition from the student body or a whole, or a recommendation

neve, would be an expression of general

Rushing With 18

—

Unfortunately there is a certain amount of red-tape which
must be gone through before any campus organization is admitted

to the proper College authorities that financial support be given
the Masque and Gown. Such a recommendation, we sincerely be-

Deke, D. U., T. D. Houses Lead

—

admit the Masque and Gown to its membership, 'there would be
no added expense to the undergraduate. It would simply mean
that the student body would be admitted free of enlarge to all presentations by the society, therefore a saving rath* than an additional expense would be effected.
The Masque and Gown, with a membership of approximately
forty students, has more to offer in the line of entertainment than
several other organizations nqw receiving aid from the Blanket
Tax Committee. A few of thes* subsidized organizations perform
almost entirely off campus, thus making it impossible for the student body to witness the result of their investment. The Masque
and Gown, on the other hand, produces at least three and usually
four plays in Memorial Hall during the collegiate year.

BEAM THROUGH
MAGNIFYING

:

c

-

Maine Street

SPIRITS

^£^^^3^ £5
p

WankerE

But we should like to see athletic attainment differ materially from those performed by the FERA. It will be headcarry more weight in the award of State of Maine Scholarships. ed by State Director Donald E. Mer-

doinwards

at

ARDENT

members, whose training here should make of them
potential actorsy dramatists, producers and stage technicians.
Yet, throughout its history, the Masque and Goum has functioned

subsidize athletes.

And we

c

Before we dig In for the winter,
there's a tragic bit of summer-time
madness to be told. You may remember that last spring Dr. Miller,
Bowdoin's hit-and-run psychologist,
was all hot and bothered about taking a trip to Russia. He planned to
study at a famous school for psychologists and was all set for a rip-roaring time. Well, he got to Russia, all
receiv- right, but the poor guy couldn't find
the school. The damn thing had just
to the upped and gone.
Or maybe Steve

ly interested

and finals attests the National Youth
will
work
one wants to see Bowdoin needy provide
students here.

scholastic standing, relax its eligibility requirements, or

-

LOST FOR THE SEASON

\fist year of Mr. George H. Quinby
For a number of years previous to his appoint- Merrill had it up his sleeve.
Anyway, Vernon, we like you the
ment, he had been engaged in a practical and sefcolarly study of
way you are, without any of these
the professional theater. What he has gained by such experience here. Red-radical ideas.

athletes at mid-years

to the validity of this assertion.

—

it was One
no one in his
is a better baffler than Steve.
But Steve said the Dean was even
better, because the effects of his
baffling last as long as six weeks.

opinion

the rural minds, to such an
party times.
chief forms of interscholastic contest is dramatic competition.
m-c
Whether one likes it or not, the federal government has finally
PRIZE VEST-POCKET PHILrecognized the intrinsic value of the theater, and has already giv- OSOPHY
OF THE SEASON: People
en impetus to a movement which may quite conceivably lead to the have more fun than anybody.

College faculty.

& SON
W. CHANDLER
1M

A

Because who ever

thought

has already done much to rid the society of the inevitable flaws
present in amateur theatrical production. Besides a well experirec- enced director, the society is fortunate in possessing many active-

into a recitation of figures. The leaders of the Forum now
ognize their mistakes and realize that if campus, and not committee interest, is to be catered to, the discussions to be conducted
must embrace larger issues than the comparative armament statistics of the five major powers.
The American student should be as politically inclined as ever
at this particular time. Not only are domestic issues transcending parry limitations, bat for tile first time in a decade or more
the political scene is that of conservatism vs. liberalism. International relationships abroad are being strained to the breaking
point Italy and Ethiopia, we are told, may be only the beginning.

slipping.

is

While we were being troubled with
these awful thoughts, Steve Merrill
slipped in through a window, or he
might even have come out of the
Dean's pocket. Anyway, he got there,
and from that point on We were
baffled by one card trick after another for at least an hour. The Dean

visitor but has stimulated even
extent that, here in Maine, one of the

ed was the addition

F.

heard of anyone looking at Dietrich's

summer

the cortjparative value of each.

Robert P. T. Coffin's First Novel

most beautiful reminiscence found
him face to face with an old harridan, her horrible face made still more
horrible by layers of make-up. This
apparition, said the Dean, turned out
to be Miss Marlene Dietrich. But we

-

"RED SKY IN THE MORNING"

over to the Dean's for our weekly
apples and cigars and found the man
reminiscing about California.
The

cussed here : they are obvious to any cultured group, and, broadly
speaking, Bowdoin has recognized its value and has encouraged
its further development.
The need of a "little theater" is not
only expressed by the members of the Masque and Gown, but
is afso urged by the majority of the student body.
During the last few years the interest in the legitimate theater
has assumed national proportions. The summer months have witnessed the expansion of Broadway from the metropolis to the
rural summer resorts. The awakening of interest has not, however, been confined to the

-Of

WeU. lads, the Dean is back and
Sunday nights are once more an inLast Sunday we mosied

Dean

NO. 234

TO RESERVE A FIRST EDITION—AUTOGRAPHED

R. R, ft, Jr.

stitution.

of Bowdoin's most legitimate extra-curricular activities is
dramatic society. The values of the drama need not be dis-
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
PROP. CUSHING WINS
IN TENNIS TOURNEY

BOWDOIN GRADUATES
Schroeder Cites
OUTING CLUB VISITS
27 Report For
CONVENE AT BOSTON
Lack Of Religion
MOUNT WASHINGTON
Rifle Practice

.

Morgan

B. Cushing and
The colleges of today lay too much
Webster Browne
over Edgar stress upon education and not enough
S. Catlm and David Graham in the on religion, Reverend John C. Schroeflnals of the Brunswick Tennis Tour- der, D.D., said in his chapel address
nament yesterday afternoon, to be- last Sunday,
come doubles champions of the
"The function of religion is to
town. The score of the match was make man understand reality
Edu6-2, 6-2. 4-6, 6-8, 6-3.
cated and religious people should
In the semi-finals Professor Crush- know above all the nature of this
ing and Browne met Professor Boyd world," he declared.
W. Bartlett and Dean Paul Nixon.
Doctor Schroeder said that a reliwhom they defeated in straight sets. gious life is not based on a belief, but
The finals of the singles tourna- on an honest and willing attempt to
ment have not yet be«>n played. Pro- live. He stated that people used to
feasor Cushing will meet Professor think that religion was necessary to
his

partner,

gained a

i

F.

'

five-set victory

i

'

'

j

|

Nathaniel C. Kendrkk today or

morrow

to deckle the singles

cham-

keep them in a straight line, but it
is mainly to make them understand

^

reality.
man not only needs education, but also religion in
order to

to-

pionship.

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
Bowdoin Seal Paper
Exclusive Dealers In

KAYWOODIE

B B B

A

make

We

and D. C. PIPES

TOILET ARTICLES

Felt College
to Students

is

a world of tragedy and
the job of the religious

and educated man, who should know
the mode of our living, to
aid in the solutions of our problems,
said Doctor Schroeder.
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With the graduation of
Elmer Hutchinson, last year's cap*
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the future looks discouraging.

The remaining men who ran last
year— Bob Porter '37, Ditto Bond

Johnny Shute 36, Fred Mann '36,
Charlie Youn^ '38 and Bill Hawkins
'38
are suoolemented by only one
Meats, freshman who has had any experi•

Quality
ence at all. He is William B. Allen
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
from Lincoln Academy. Coach Magee
Imported and Domestic Cheese*. *ad urges any men who have had any
Hon d'Oeuvre
cross-country exoerience or any who
want experience to come out for the
team.

Phone 3

75 Maine St.

FALL TRACK BRINGS
OUT FEW RECRUITS

-

for your

Fancy

Favorable Prices at

and

I

"The prospects for this years
cross-country season are anything
but pleasing. With no reliable incomCards ing freshman material this year, I
must build up a whole new team"
for all occasions
stated Coach Magee recently.
He went on to say that both qualiWatch and Jewelry Repairing
ty and quantity for the team are
expertly done
-

SANITARY MARKET

Printing
Done Well and

Lincoln Sts.

|

lacking.

over
fcervais

,

Varney's Jewelry Store

Have Their

BRANN
Maine

will

as usual to practice

108 Maine Street

Bowdoin Men

—TRY US OCT—

Corner

*

(Portland Road)
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Equipment

&

fall

Stationery

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Up-to-Date

Leclair

this

Last Saturday seven members of
the outing club spent the night af
the Glen House in the White Mountains and the next morning climbed
Mt. Washington over trails partially
covered with ice and snow. The group
consisting of John Halford '38, John
Redman '38, Selah Strong '38, Streeter Bass '38, Ned Dupec '38, Hovey
Burgess '38 and Jan Nichols '39, set
out for Pinkham Notch, traveling by
way of Tuckerman's Ravine.
At the Hermit Lake, the sight of
snow on the headwall gave the range
an Alphine appearance. The ground
on the trail was frozen, and on the
cone, snow-covered rocks made the
progress of the climbers slow and
hazardous. Flurries of snow were frfrquent. After a half hour's rest at
tj, e Hikers Hut on the summit, the
group set out down the Carriage road
and cut off on the Nelson Craig Trail.
The hike ended at the Glen house.

for Gifts

Service

Sales
127 Pleasant St.

Clean

C. A.

Coach Wags of Lewiston

down

FordV-8

STS.

Convenient Gas Service

SIS Allen, Grand Rapids, Michigan

At the first meeting of the Bowtwentydoin College Rifle Club,
seven new men attended as candidates for this year's team. The new
are
whom
freshmen,
men, most of
were given preliminary instruction in
rifle shooting.

and conduct the instruction. A training period of two or three weeks has
been arranged during which time
trigger and breathing control, sightsetting, dry shooting and general
handling of gun will be practiced.
For the varsity riflemen 10,000
Seventy-five alumni were present rounds of ammunition have been remost of which had graduated since ceived and shooting will begin im1920. However, there were a few old- mediately. This year there will prob•r grads present, among whom were ably be a freshman
team Hartley
several members of the governing Lord '36, president of the club,
is
board.
now makii^j)lansJor^many shoulder
There has been a very distinct to shoulder matches. During the sumpick-up in attendance due to the ex- mer Lord was made a director of the
cellent work of the committee chosen Maine State Rifle and Pistol Associaby the club to stimulate interest.
tion.
The club decided to give a tea
Practice dates have been set for
after the Tufts game at which the Tuesdays and Thursdays at 2:30 and
alumni and their wives could meet.
on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7.

Service

Sales

Earn $2.90 Per Hoar

concerning aspects of his sabbatical
year. Professor Hammond spoke on
the work of an admissions officer.
Being new to this office, he invited
suggestions as to
means of distinguishing candidates for admission
on other than scholastic bases. He
also mentioned the present freshman
class and the size of the College.

LaSalle

Pontiac

Novelties

/
The first meeting of the Bowdoin
Club of Boston was held Thursday,
October 3rd at 6 P. M. at the University Club in
President
Boston.
Horace A. Hfldreth "25 presided.
Among the speakers were Dean Nixon and Professor Hammond.
Dean Nixon gave a general talk
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Plans for Bbwdbin 's second year of
debating under the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating ""League are being
completed, Norman
Seagrave *37,
manager of the council, announced
recently. As was the case last year,
E. I. D. L. contests wiH consist of
three triangle debates with the other eight colleges in the league.

The Forum of Maine colleges, held
Maine last year, is scheduled to
take place at Bowdoin this year. This
four-sided debate is a unique performance, and attracted enough attention hist year to be printed in the
Debater's Manual. A subject capable
of varied interpretations, such as last

at

Deal",

1)

for the attack, their spies, posted in
bushes at various parts of the field,
running back for the expected combat.

But

Just before the actual clash

with the "sophs", the charge was de-

one side and the attackers
disappeared into the night. The
juniors repeated their ruse twice, but
the last time annoyed freshmen gave
pursuit and nearly captured one of
the attackers' "rear guard".
fl*fe\l to

FMd

Sophs Sweep

Meanwhile the class of '38 had begun to congregate by degrees in the
Pti U house and at last set out for
Pickard, armed with molasses and
procs, at a little after eleven.
Proceeding stealthily down Coffin Street,

is

—

—

After visiting Amherst, the team
will

go to Schenectady where it will
Urtkm College over radio

GIVE

FORUM SPEECH

(Continued from pas* 1)

though somewhat short-lived hatred
of war and death. It is now without a
head, owing to the graduation last
June of Allan F. Hubbell. The inclination is to conduct the Relations

Furniture

—

PROF, KIRKLAND TO

& SON

Opp. Senior's

£W!GM«

from page

Stan Williams withdrew to the edge
of the field and charged oh the freshmen with horriMe war-whoops.
Aroused at once, the frosh prepared

the sophs entered the field and the
fight began.
Unfortunately for the freshmen,
they had put themselves at a fatal
The Freshman-Sophomore debate disadvantage by lining up against the
wfll take place fn December. Tryouts wire fence, "So that we could not be
for Freshmen and Sophomores inter- surrounded", as one explained. Inested will be held earlier. Calls will stead of having to assault all the
not be issued for the Eastern Inter- freshmen at once, the sophs were able
after the to pull them from the fence one by
collegiate Debates until
one, tear off their shirts, proc them
subjects have been chosen.
with a slap of molasses on the back,
The League schedule follows:
and throw them vigorously out of
Friday, Nov. 15 Amherst at Hob the ring.
Soph Uses Jul Jttsn
yoke; Hoh/oke at Bowdoin; Bowdoin
A surprise for the freshmen were
at Amherst; Bates at Colgate; Colthe tactics of sophomore Jerry Carlgate at WHhams; Wffliams at Bates; son, who put two years of
jui jitsu
Brown at Wesleyan; Wesleyan at training to effective Use in the fracas.
Lafayette; Lafayette at Brbwtt.
In the confusion of the fight enthusiastic Eddy Owen, '38, attempted to
Friday, Jan. 17 Amherst at La"proc" several fellow-sophomores and
fayette; Lafayette at Colgate; Col- even one or two spectators. The
only
gate at Amherst; Brown at Williams; casualty occurred to freshman Richard Rosenfeld, whose ribs
at
were
Bowdoin
Bowdoin;
Williams at
sprung
in a scrimmage.
Brown; Bates at Hofyoke; Holyoke
After about twenty minutes of
at Wesleyan; Wesleyan at Bates.
combat the field was cleared of freshFriday, March 1$— Williams at men and the sophomores' hoarse but
Wesleyan; Wesleyan at Amherst; lusty strains of Phi Chi marked the
end of the
Clad in little or
Amherst at Williams; Brown at Hol- nothing, thefight.
victorious sophs wended
yoke; Holyoke at Colgate; Colgate their way back to college, two of
at Brown; Bates at Lafayette; La- them, Donald Monell and Vasmer
Bowdoin; Bowdoin at Flint, "doing a Lady Godiva" to
fayette at
Winthrop on Flint's motorcycle.
Bates.
%

New

"The

year's subject,
necessary.

HESSEL

12S Maine St.

mimmmyutfumg!

(CMttm*

DEBATERS LAY OUT
PROGRAM FOR YEAR

debate with
Socony
station WGY.
Mobilgas - Mobiloil
CREDIT CARDS HONORED HERE F. J. GOSSELIN

ARNOLD

8T.

Come

BRUNSWICK, ME.

THREE
m
Sophs Claim Proc Night
Victory Over Yearlings

Philco Radio

COLLEGE STYLES AT POPULAR
PRICES

Committee entirely separately from
the Political Forum. Discussion will
take place tonight on this matter in
an attempt to form a definite and
lasting policy regarding this offspring
of the Forum.

FINE SHOE "REPAIRING

ROBERTA SHOE STORE
•4

Home

Next To

Is

MAINE STREET

THE BOWDOIN HOTEL

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

Far Excellent Service

-

Low Rates

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

MIDDLE
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Clothing

LUNCH

FIORI

Tel. 850

ST.

Excellent Food at Reasonable Prices
i Opposite the Eagle

and

Gents' Furnishings

LECLAIR & GERVAIS FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Maine St.
St

of Brunswick, Maine

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

Capital, $175,000

Total Resources $2,700,000

8TUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Twin Elm Tea Room
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—
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12 Cleveland Street
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Flat Rate
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News
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Comedy
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PRINTING
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LIFT
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News
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Sound Act
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-
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for

Brunswick

B.

-

with

Wallace Beery
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-

Jacky Cooper

Comedy

Sport Reel

Hardware Co.

Prompt Service
1S8 Maine St.
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Monday-Tuesday—

Fair Prices
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BARBART COAST
-

FORTIN

with

•
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Edward O.

Tailor and Furrier
4

News

Variety Reel
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

GRIDMEN WIN FIRST GAME; PREPARE FOR WESLEYAN
Spurt In Last Quarter

WESLEYANTEAM

Gives Victory

TO FACE WHITE
WITH VETERANS

l)

Plans

i

i

lineman is
leyan has a strong group of backfield

NEW SWIMMERS

By Stanley Williams
Coach Adam Walsh, and the

entirely new and encourpersonality of
Warren Winger, Dan Harris and aging "pepper" of the entire football squad, have thus far been the dominant
Frank Ketcham, the first three let- features of the fall gridiron campaign The second may be the product of
termen and the fourth a flinger of the first, but certain it is that a well-liked and enthusiastic coach, known
With a total of 16 high school letdangerous passes, are likely backfleld well to the whole student body through his talks at football rallies and by termen, the class of 1939 promises
starters. There is also a good group his booming voice during daily practices, is "half the battle".
the best swimming material of any
of strong sophomores.
first-year group for the last five
s
•
Drummond's infected heel and Bill
years. This is especially significant
The men who faced Mass. State last Saturday displayed
Soule's lame leg will probably be In
since on the present varsity there is
more spirit than Bowdoin teams have for quite some while.
shape to let those men play against
only one man who had made a letter
Having proved that they have "what It takes" to go out
Wesleyah, Walsh believes. He is not
before entering college. A particularand win games, and a reserve of power and courage to use
saying who will start, though, even
ly gratifying feature is
the large
in a pinch, much confidence should be inspired by the vicif he knows. "I may start any of 20
number of lettermen from Maine
tory, close and timely at it was. It is both stimulating to
men," he says. "The Mass. State
schools.
encouraging
White's
supporters
the
team
and
to
the
to
game was about as close as you can
This is the result of a program carhave known victory after a seven game lapse into the
get, and we used 19 men. I don't exried oirby the swimming department
loser's column.
pect to have an 11-man team."
headed by Coach Bob Miller during
s
s
Team Gets Ready
That the Bowdoin passing attack, as well as its passing defense, will have the last four years to popularize this
Saturday's opponent will be tough,
Walsh knows. "Wesleyan is much im- to be improved upon was well proved by the tilt on Saturday. Seven aerial sport in the state. The new A.A.U.
proved over last year they must attempts were made only one which was caught by Manter on the organization has helped to arouse inMass.
State ten yard side-line only to be ruled out. Another was intercepted terest, and many of the outstanding
be," he said. "And they beat us lasl
been
year. The boys have their work cut by Sturtevant, the Mass. State captain, and in general the passes were performers of the state have
out for them, all right." He has been sloppy, the passer often being rushed. On the other hand the Bowdoin line attracted to Bowdoin by the carnitelling them what that work is, since hurried the opponents' passes constantly, although a good percentage of vals and exhibitions which have been
Monday, and today he gave them these passes were completed deep in the Bowdoin backfield, revealing some sponsored here in the last few years.
their stiffest workout of the week. weakness in pass defense there.
Material Is Promising
'Tomorrow we'll begin to ease up,"
•
•
The two most promising Maine
he said; "Friday we'll do little and
An amusing touch was provided at the game (although
swimmers of last season are both in
Saturday we hope they'll raise the
It did not seem so at the time, and merited a few "boo's"
the entering class.
Hutchinson of
roof!"
from the Bowdoin stands) when a fumble seemed to be rePortland High -and the Portland
covered by a Bowdoin man who was covered at once by a
Boys' Club is the State's outstanding
dozen players. As the officials cleared the pile-up, legs and
man in \he 200 yard freestyle. At
arms could be seen twitching at the bottom of the tangle,
the Harvard Interscholastic Meet
and the ball was brought to light under a Mass. State linelast year, he placed second to Johnny
man! This individual, It was later learned, was last year
Higgins, and for the last two years
the wrestling champion at his college.
he has won the Peak's Island swim.
Freshmen racqueteers raised havoc
with the seeded players in the fall
tennis tournament as play entered
the third round. George Monell, seeded number three, Howdie Dana, seediaaf tobacco bamg
ed fourth, and Jack Salter, sixth
seeded player were eliminated by
*otf to highest ilrfcfW
yearling players.
fourth upset seemed imminent
yesterday when Burroughs Allen of
last year's freshman team was leading Frank Purington, seeded eighth,
6-4, 10-10 when darkness forced the
postponing of the match. A minor
upset occurred when Bill Hyde defeated his namesake Lat, who reached the quarter finals last year, 6-0,

Bob Johnson,

in at fullback until late in

,

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Dwight Coultas, into a
additional proof that Wes-

candidates this year.

who was

the last quarter, augur well for the
coming games. Time and time again
in the first two periods Bowdoin was
forced to punt from within her own
five yard stripe. Two of the kicks
fifty yards. Plentiful and wise use of
At a meeting of the Interfraternity reserves by Coach Walsh were instrumental in Bowdoin's score.
Athletic Council last night at the
Sturtevant, the Mass. State capgym, the schedule for the Interfratain, and Keonig, a heavy full-back,
ternity Touch Football season was
shone for the home club. Rossiter, the
released, and officer for the year
team, was inwere elected. Buss Hall was chosen key-man on the State half-time pejured shortly after the
President and Frank Cooper Secreriod and with his absence the attack
tary-Treasurer.
was slowed down. In fact, injuries
The first contests to decide the kept the State guards and ends who
possessor of the Ives trophy will had started the week before against
be on Friday afternoon when the Williams out of the game.
Theta Delta Chi meets the Chi Psi,
.
First Downs Equal
and the Sigma Nu plays the NonFraternity.
Both Bowdoin and Mass. State
At the meeting the eligibility rules made eight first downs, the former
were also made. The following will making seven in the last quarter and
be ineligible
Interfraternity none in the first half of the game.
for
Touch Football: men with major or Mass. State completed five passes
minor letters; men who are out for for a total of 82 yards, one of these
any competitive sport during the In- gaining 30 yards and another 24
seven attempted
terfraternity
season
in
progress. yards. Bowdoin's
These rules will hold for the entire passes were incomplete, while Mass.
State made thirteen unsuccessful
year.
throws, three of which were interThe following men were present at
jcepted by Putnam, Shaw, and Reed.
the meeting last night: Larcom, Chi
Psi; Steer, Beta; Hall, A.D.; Marvin,
Last year the two teams deadlockZete; Lyons, Deke; Thomas, D.U.; ed in a muddy 0-0 tie on Whittier
Drake, Psi U.; Porter, T.D.; May, Field, while Bowdoin won in 1932,
Kappa Sig; and Cooper, Sigma Nu.
and Mass. State won 14-0 in 1933.

Competition

Bowdoin will be slightly outweighed. It win face an all-veteran
line, too, 10 lettermen being back for
those positions. One of the foremost
of these is Kemper Burton,
190
pounds, a center converted from a
halfback on the 1934 squad, whose
passing and punting worried Bowdoin
throughout the contest last year.
Visiting Backfield Strong
Conversion of another regular back
1934,

Mass. State passes as was BUI Shaw.
Several lengthy punts by Frye,

!

game.

from

Made

For Trophy

(Continued front pa** 1)

doin supporters are getting some encouragement from the score in that
'

To White

The

LOOK PROMISING

—

—

—

—

UPSETS OCCUR IN
TENNIS MATCHES

once for a new record.

He

also holds

j

Maine A.A.U. records both
and out. "Bud" White of Auburn is the Maine A.A.U. 50 and 100
yard freestyle champ. He holds the
several
indoors

state interscholastic records for these
two events and placed fourth at the
Yale Interscholastics. Larrabee, 200
yard freestyler and Pierce, backstroke, both from Deering show pos-

i

;

j

sibilities.

From Massachusetts are George
Ware, captain of the Brookline High
team who took third in the 200 at
Harvard Interscholastics, and
Dick Foster from the Melrose Y. M.
C. A. who is a brother to Bob Foster,
captain of the Bowdoin team two
the

years ago.

i

Another newcomer is Carlson, a
transfer from Santa Monica Junior
High who has had experience in the
50 and 100 yard freestyle.
Team Needs Divers
Although most of the new men are
f reestylers, it is expected that several
will show ability in other strokes. As
yet no new divers have been discovered, and anyone who has had any
experience is urged to report when
the call is issued later in the season.

|

j

j

;

i

KEEP UP WITH THE NEW BOOKS BY USING OUR
Rental Library

A BOOK MAKES THE IDEAL GD7T!—COMPLETE MAGAZINE SERVICE
ORDERS ARE GLADLY TAKEN FOR USED TEXT-BOOKS
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THRIFT

The prospects of the Varsity are
as usual, problematical, depending on
the eligibility of certain stars of last

THE READING LAMP

year's outfit.

Those expected to form a nucleus
season's team are: Capt.
Walker, Gates, Seagrave, Rundlette.

Village

Fitts, Savage, Fish and Arnold with
Sampson, Pierce, Frye and Raleigh

168'

for

this

2

Bookshop

MAINE STREET

Brunswick

reporting as divers.

A

United States

6-1.

First

Treasury Bwl&ttf

reach

to

the quarter-final
Rich, ex-Deering
provided the major upset

round was John
player,

who

S&v.

of the tournament by beating Monell
in straight sets 6-3, 6-1 in the first
round.
Following right on Rich's
heels was "Oak" Melindy. After a
straight-set victory over Don Brad-

.-*Mc*lo»-*<wwft- i4BPrciw*'

*m

a numeral-winner last spring,
Melindy eliminated Salter in the
third round 6-2, 0-6, 6-3. Third seeded

ford,

player to

fall

fcfas*

aJSl^WF^

was Dana who

ed to Luther Abbott

in

defaultthe first

round.

Goodspeed Plays Well'
All other seeded players, Bob AshWin Thomas, Dick Bechtel.
Frank Kibbe, and Frank Purington

ley,

reached the round of 16 without difficulty. Good weather has enabled the
tournament to progress more rapidly
than last fall. The third round must
be completed by Friday, and it is

From 1900 up to 1934 the leaf
tobacco used for cigarettes in-

expected that the finals will- be played the latter part of next week.
The showing of the freshmen augurs well for next spring's freshman
and jayvee teams. Goodspeed was
very impressive in losing to secondseeded Win Thomas 3-6, 3-6. Other
yearlings who have shown promise
are George Griffin, F. McKenney, R.
Carland, L. Cohen, H. Graves, and
J. Church.
First

R.
B.

Round

326,093,357

to

lbs.

lbs.;

6-1. 6-2.
6-1. 6-3.

•

For the year ending June 30,
1934, the same taxes were

•

mild ripe tobacco
make a good cigarette.

// takes
to

D. Bryant—J. Arnold 6-2, 6-1.
W. B. Allen— R. Fleischner 6-2, 6-0.
J. Rich— G. Monell 6-3, 6-1.

Knight—V. Hull default
G. Griffin J. Scone default
R. Carland—W. Clifford 6-1,
L. Abbott— H. Dana default

•

Government

from cigarette taxes
$3,969,191

an increase of 2392%

—

1900, the

collected

.

T. Park—C. White default
F. Lewis H. Fisher default
F. Purington-E. O'Neill 6-4. 7-5.
F. McKenney— R. Snow 6-1, 6-4.

J.

30,

13,084,037

Ashley— M. Goldberg

Long—J. Mathews

During the year ending June

creased from

m %m

$350,299,442
an increase of 8725%
i

—a

—

6-4.

lot

of money.

•

W. Ittman— M. Warren
H. Graves—C. Tuttle default
R. Pach—J. Church 6-3, 3-6. 6-4.
W. Thomas E. Goodsoeed 6-3, 6-3.
W. Allen— H. Ryan default
L. Hyde— R. Waterhouse 8-6, 6-3.
W. Hyde—W. Davis default

•

•

6-1, 6-4.

Cigarettes give

—

F.

Kibbe—L. Cohen

a

lot

of

pleasure to a

lot ofpeople.

cigarettes

are smoked today because

6-0. 6-2.

R. Griffin—S. Williams 6-1. 6-1.
L. Leary R. Foster default.

—

N.

Dane—M. Eaton

6-4, 6-1.

R. Bechtel- R. Mathewson 6-0. 6-0.
H. Miller—V. Welch 6-8. 6-3. 6-4.
Marshall—C. Butters default.

S.

W. Parker—H. Howland
J.

Salter—Gibson

6-0. 6-0.
6-2. 6-0.

m

W.

Kierstead -A. Nichols 6-1. 6-2.
O. Melindy—O. Condon 6-0. 6-0.
D. Bradford—H. Maitland default.

6-0. 6-2.
Bechtel— Miller 6-1. 6-1.
Melindy— Bradford 6-2. 6-3.
Ashley—Lang 6-0. 6-1.
Lewis—Parks 6-2. 6-0.

\

6-1. 6-3.

—Marshall

Parker
Salter

— Kierstead

Thomas—W.

that they are

making it a milder and better-tasting

default.

Allen default

C

mmiaaai

is

made

— made of better tobaccos; then again the tobaccos are
blended — a blend of Domestic and Turkish tobaccos.

default

Purington— MeKenny 6-3. 6-2.
Abbott— Ittman 5-7. 8-6, 8-6.
-*

are better advertised.

Chesterfield is made of mild, ripe tobaccos.
Everything that science knows about is used in

7-5, 6-4.

W. Hyde—L. Hyde 6-1. 6-0.
Kibbe— R. Griffin 6-2. 6-4.

Dane—Leary

— they

better

B. Allen— Bryant default.
G. Griffin—Carland default.

—Graves

more people know about them

But the main reason for the increase

Rich—Knisrht

Pach

NLore

»»JJ.

Ijcmtt

* Myiju Tobacco Co.

We

believe

cigarette.

you

will enjoy them.

mm
J. Gerald G. ..ilder
2 Page Street
Town
•
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The

Rises

» •

Farmer Bowdoin

COMMITTEE TO
CONTROL FROSH

* •

LAST

spring, after a rather strenuous Rising Week, the present
class met and drew up
suggestions that Phi Chi in the future should be carried on on a more
moderate basis. There was to be no

New Board

paddling, but only dignified coercion.
The faculty, went a step farther.
From then on. they decided, the
Sophomore society for the regulation
of freshmen was to be a thing of

doin as being winners twice, three
times deadlocked, and four times
defeated since the Pnrpiemen
and the Bean Irat met in 1921.
Bowdoin won In 1982 by .a
core of 7-4, and again In 1933
when Al Putnam pushed over the

Will Consist of

Four Sophomores and

Sophomore

Eight Proctors

LARCOM ^"HEADS
BOARD'S MEETINGS

it

seemed a good move.

Of

all

walks of

life

more than ever

W

in-

m

terested in puW imi *i
gu i uwu *
al issues, undergraduates are dutybound to keep well informed on such

organization like the
Forum can do a great deal to supplement curricular study.
• - r
a mark of recognition of the
honor bestowed upon the college by Dr. Arthur Haas in accepting
the Tallman Professorship in Physics
this year. President Sills personally
introduced him to his class at its first

An

matters.

AS

meeting

last

Thursday morning. The

truly fortunate in having
on its faculty a man so widely respected in his field. Doctor Haas will
hold conferences with members of
his class, in addition to the customary three one-hour lectures per
week. This will provide those stucollege

blies,

will strive for

TOTAL OF 33 MEN
Frye, Manter, and Johnson
Make 68 Yard Gain by
Triple Lateral
By William

By William

Frost

[

in the Union last Wednesday night at the Political Forum's
first meeting of the year. Speaking
to an audience of about eighty students, Professor Kirkland had for his
topic the issues of the coming presi-

'

J

With the exception or punt-

speaking

dential election.
The Chief issue of the campaign,
said the speaker, will be the financial
adminispolicies of the democratic
tration; the Republican party, traditionally the advocate of a business-

a more serious

I

administra-

"Tom Thumb

dents with an unusual opportunity

r

Gown.
r
IIJTTH the boost that this year's en»* rollment has given to the fraternities, in the form of increased
memberships, decline of the fraternity system seems rather remote at

in Hubbard Hall, it was recentannounced by Professor Athern P.
men will be selected
as finalists for the actual competition
to be held in Memorial Hall on November 26th.
The prizes are derived from interest on the Alexander Prize Fund
established by Hon. DeAlva S. Alexander. L.L.D., of the class of 1870,
and consists of forty-five dollars for
first place and thirty dollars for second place. They are given "for excellence in select declamation".

ly

The competition

Gallery.
It is expected that additions to the
lending gallery will be made later
from the Marshall P. Cram estate
and other sources. The rental price of
any picture for the college season is
50 cents half of which is given back
on the return of the picture. Students
or faculty members renting pictures
are to be liable for any damages up

open to Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors, and
all men intending to compete should

-

this college. Last year was hard on
eating clubs. To a college like Bowdoin fraternities are not only beneThere
ficial, but almost indispensable.
on the
is little fear of their being
wane.

Charles Potter Kling of Augusta.
Maine. The bequest also included
bronzes, old silver, engravings of
Boydell's, Shakespeare's caricatures,
and Atkinson's aquatints, all of which
are to be put on exhibition in the Art

Daggett. Nine

is

SINGING TRY-OUTS
Try-outs for membership in the
Bowdoin Glee Club will be held in
the music room of the Chapel at 6.45
Tuesday evening, October 15th, and
at the same hour on Thursday. October 17th, it was announced by H.
B. Lang '36, Manager of the organization. All men interested in this
activity are urged to attend, and
freshmen in particular are welcome,
according to E. L. Campbell '36, leader of the singers for this year.

The Glee Club, under the able direction of Professor Wass of the MuDepartment,

is

planning a busy

schedule, with at least two major
concerts here. The dates for these
have not yet been decided upon, while
as usual [dans for several informal
"sings" and smokers, to be held in
the Union, have been made. A highlight of the season will be the New
England inter-college glee club eontest, won by Wesleyan last spring
when the contest was held in Portland.

was

as the line refused to give an inch.
When they found that there was
nothing to be gained on the ground,
Wesleyan took to the air, only to
find an equally tight defense awaiting
the backfield.
Out of 29
passes attempted by the Cardinals,
only eight were completed, while
three were intercepted.

•

the Great", Purple Strong Favorite After Showing Against Princeton
Last Week; Walsh Says Lighter Polar
Bears Decided Under-Dogs

'

Strangely enough, no one on the

'

I

"they have a heavy line; a heavy, shifty backfield; and plenty of good kick- tually, Bowdoin played three entiretory of the English stage, was chosen
ers and passers. You don't need a much better combination than that to win ly different teams at various times
by the Executive Committee of the
during the game, each team showing
we're not licked yet."
gomes
But
Masque and Gown last Monday eveThere is no doubt, despite last week's overwhelming victory over Wes- itself capable of holding Wesleyan
ning as the play to be presented on
leyan, that the Bowdoin eleven will be the decided under-dog next Saturday and advancing the ball.
December 9th. It will be offered to when
they meet a team which outweighs them by at least ten pounds to
Wesleyan Threatens Twice
the public with an entirely male cast.
the man, and on which there are eight veterans, who last year helped to
Only twice, once in the opening
"If the reception of Tom Thumb
defeat the White eleven by the decisive score of 20-0.
minutes of play and again at the
The Great' by the student body is
*
end of the first haJ* was Bowgood", said Mr. George H. Quinby '23,
It is generally admitted that the Y^ry
director of dramatic club, "it is quite
GIVES
current. Williams aggregation under *?"» on the defensive. The first of
likely that the play will be repeated
Coach Charlie Caldwell is the best- toese the result of a thirty yard
from Johnson to Ketcham, put
Pass
Houseparties.
at Christmas
Trials
clicking,
New England
strongest
ETHIOPIAN
will be given on October 28th, and
small-college team this season; and IJhe ball on Bowdoin s 28, where the
production will start as soon as the
the fact that they were able to hold White held for downs.
cast has been chosen."
The other attempt threw a distinct
"I believe that the concerted action Princeton Tigers to a 14-7 score' SatTax Petition. Deferred
of the League of Nations can stop urday, nearly puts them out of the scare into Bowdoin. Wesleyan unExpected results in regard to the Italy before a fatal Mediterranean small-college class. The team which corked a forward double lateral pass
outcome of the Blanket Tax Petition conflict breaks out," Mr. Harrison meets the Polar Bears this week end play which finally ended on the Bowwhich was submitted Monday by the Lakin. told an audience of well over at Williamstown will be a smarter, doin 48 yard marker. Another pass,
Masque and Gown have, been de- a hundred students and friends of faster team than that which invaded Harris to Hultine, put the pigskin on
the 15. An offside against Bowdoin
ferred for possibly as long as three the college in the Lounge of the Whittier Field a year ago.
Johnnie Salsich, who last year at aided the Cardinal to gain a first
weeks. Although given the stamp of Moulton Union last evening.
Mr. Lakin, a former United States right-half scored two of his team's down on the 5 yard line, but Bowapproval by the Student Council, the
doin, by virtue of fine line defense
touchdowns
Bowdoin,
against
has
petition has yet to be brought be- consul to Italy and also at one time
converted into a quarter- managed to throw Wesleyan ror a
consul to Arabia with Ethiopia under been
fore a meeting of the faculty.
Preceding the choice of the sea- his jurisdiction, spoke under the aus- back where his playing has been con- loss in two plays .until the half was
over.
son's play at last Monday's meet- pices of the Student Political Forum isisjently good. With him in the back
Bowdoin opened up its scoring
ing, President Edwin G. Walker '36, and gave evidence of an intimate field are three other veterans, Stanintroduced the following members of first-hand acquaintance with the his- ley, Holmes, and Moseley, all of spree near the beginning of the secwhom
faced
Bowdoin
last
season.
It
ond quarter when Reed returned a
the Executive Committee: Frank H. torical background of the present
was
Moseley
pass
from
Salsich
to
a
(Continued on page 4)
Swarf Jr., '36, Secretary; Ledgard Italo-Ethiopian war.
which gave Williams its only touchPetition Is Circulated
M. Hall, '37, Business Manager; Asa
B. Kimball, "36, Publicity Manager;
"Neutrality is one of the surest down against Princeton last week.
Drummond Out
MAINE,
WIN,
Paul Laidley, Jr., '36 Production Ad- causes of war," said the speaker in
Starring in the line for Williams
visor; William Klaber, Jr., "37, Pro- reference to the United Stages' posiduction Manager; and Frederick L. tion in the war crisis. "Neutrality are Latvis. Chapman, Cohendet, Lewis, Colman, and Captain Welles: the
'37,
Gwynn,
member-at-large.
must hurt one or the other of the
last three of whom played brilliantbelligerents."
One-Act Plays Scheduled
Last Saturday the Williams team
Mr. Lakin was introduced by ly against the Polar Bears last auImportant in the Committee's distumn. and the last of whom was re- surprised everybody by scoring first
'37, President of
F.
Brewster
Charles
cussion was the formulation of plans
he
u d and final on the Princetonians. At the beginPo™ ble fo
the
to
who
presented
the
Forum,
f
f
1Q
for the annual undergraduate origThe ning of the second quarter Princeton
faculty t° u c hfldown of KV,e J 934 ™" test
inal one act play competition. Set as meeting a petition asking the
backfield combination and the power- fumbled on their own 37. The next
the date of submission is Jan. jth, Blanket Tax Committee for an allot- ful line will present the strongest op- play Pete Salsich
passed to Bill
1936, when the plays must be sub- ment of fifty dollars to the Forum for position Bowdoin will meet this sea- Mosely, Williams fullback who crossmitted to a committee of the faculty the securing of recognized experts in son.
ed the line. Homer Spoffard made up
for selection of the three or four best. the field of politics and government.
In face of this rugged adversary, for the fumble by later dashing 56
The number finally produced will de- Eighty stqdents present signed the the Polar Bears will need every yards for a touchdown. Shortly afterPres. Brewster also anpend on the length of those chosen by petition.
ounce of available fighting material. wards Garry Le Van, of the Tigers,
the committee. The date of produe- nounced the securing of Judge Pat- In the backfield. Captain Putnam. blocked a punt and crossed the line
tion has been scheduled for February tengall of Augusta for a meeting of
standing up. Williams made eight
(Continued on page 4)
24th. The author of each play must the Forum sometime in November
first downs to Princeton's sixteen.
produce his own. Mr. George H. Quin- ZZ"~
ZZ
ZZ
"ZZ
stepping star, "Uncle
|
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BUT BATES LOSES
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to $5.00.

(Continued on pace 2)

"Nix-on Nunnery" Says Dean
As Acute We sleyannesia Sets In
cheer for the Dean shortly thcreafBy Harry Foote
Amnesia has come to the rescue ter; and a cheer for the nunnery,
The ultimate result was the followDean Paul Nixon and the Bowdoin
undergraduate body. It has miracu- ing notice, posted on the main bullously saved the Dean from retire- letin board Monday morning:
ment to a nunnery, and the under"BULLETIN"
graduate body from the loss of Dean
from the College Office
Nixon. It has completely erased from
again is almost rational,
Dean
"The
the mind of the Dean he claims, two
amnesia, however, has set
particulars in regard to Saturday's Complete
events of Friday
Wesleyan game which would have in regarding the
Saturday afternoon. It
been disastrous otherwise his threat evening and this condition may not
is .hoped that
about the score and the score itself.
be permanent. The college secretary
It started at Friday evening's Wesreports that he sits at his desk mutleyan rally when the Dean was called
tering: Thirty- three go get Williams.
on to speak. Himself a Wesleyan
wishes to know why thirty-three
Dean pointed out that She
|

of

1

i

WASS ANNOUNCE

Display Tight Defense
the defense, the superiority

even greater. Time after time, the
Wesleyan team was held for no gain

i

A

Room

way through

By Ralph H. Winn
Bowdoin team can be listed as outBy Ralph H. Winn
"Williams is so much bigger and so much more powerful than Bowdoin, standing. Every one of the 33 men
"Tom Thumb The Great", by Hen- that
wc haven't much of a chance in next Saturday's game", said Coach whom Adam Walsh sent into the
ry Fielding of "Tam Jones" fame, one
Walsh
last Sunday. "The- Williams' team outweighs us", he said; game play e d- with spirit and skiH. AcAdam
of- the earHest eoHesques In the his-

COLLEGE RECEIVES
KLING COLLECTION

Trials for entrance into the annual Alexander Prize Speaking Contest, to be .held in November, will
take place next week on Monday
evening at 7 o'clock in the Debating

twisting his

Early Burlesque to Be
Given with Male Cast

tone in these meetings," stated Larcom, "and attempt to do away with
the 'show' atmosphere of Phi Chi."
The Student Council has already forbidden the formation of any secret
sophomore society for the hazing of mental economic crisis, it is more
freshman to prevent the organization logical to consider the depression as
of a furtive Phi Chi.
a very severe functional disorder in
The abolition of Phi Chi, founded capitalism, and not necessarily orin 1864, came by faculty vote
looks for no
last ganic; therefore, he
spring after a stirring rising week in third "radical" party to play an imwhich much property was damaged. portant part in the 1936 campaign.
The 1938 proclamation, supervised by
In case of a general European
the council, omits but one of the for(Continued on vs* 2)
mer rules guiding freshman conduct
that of obligatory wearing of suitcoats. Sweaters are allowable if without high or prep school insignia on
them.

gallery through which students
and faculty members may rent, for
a nominal sum, pictures from the art
museum for a college year at a time,
was opened yesterday in the Walker
Art Gallery. Engravings, water colors, and Japanese prints are among
the first selection available.
All the items in the first selection
for the lending gallery have been received during the summer from a
bequest to the college by the late

is

MASQUERS PICK
Veteran Williams Outfit
FIELDING PLAY
Meets Bowdoin Saturday

according to Professor Kirkland, is
the question of whether or not the
depression is a climax of the capitalistic system, as some maintain, or
merely a remediable disorder in
capitalism. He believes, that although
there is much evidence of a fuhaa-

Speaking Trials
Come Next Week

gainer,

On

itself
extravagant
tion had shown
and incompetent in money matters,
and that its opponents would charge
with effect on this point.
Discusses Third Party
A problem that has weighty influence on today's American politics,

—

Ara Karakaahian, dependable Polarr ,Bear
.Bear ground

the Cardinals' line and into the end zone for Bowdoin's first scon* ol th
the game, In the second quarter. Despite the apparent
proximity of the Wesleyan tackier* Karakashian was well over for the touchdown. The Polar Bean went on
to score 4 more, touchdowns In the remaining periods of the game.

In this action saet,

*

stated that Roosevelt's

charging, hard-blocking, deceptive, and speedy. The Notre
Dame shift, as instituted by
Coach Walsh, had the Wesleyan
team guessing.

Courtesy of the Portland Sunday Telegram.

j

is

for education in the field of Atomic
Physics.
• - r'
Tjvjr thirty-two years the Masque
and Gown has been an active organization. Its productions, while
necessarily limited, have nevertheless
been of high standard. Like any organization of its kind, it has had
financial difficulties from time to
Its ability to weather these
time.
without aid is proof of its sound charIf its present petition for
acter.
Blanket Tax support is granted, a
Little Theatre may be possible some
time in the not too distant future.
Blanket Tax subsidization will make
and
independence.
financial
for
should do much for the good of the
college as well as the Masque and

sic

On the offense, the team
showed themselves to be hardgame.

|

!

will
relieving distress, but will plead for a
more judicious and thrifty dispensaProfessor
Kirkland
tion of funds.

i

ing, Bowdoin was far superior
in every department of the

j

and efficient government,
admit federal responsibility for
like

Klaber, Jr.

Rolling up the highest score

produced by any Bowdoin team
in the past few years, Coach
Adam Walsh's eleven trounced
a veteran Wesleyan team to the
tune of 33-0. It was the first
White victory on Whittier Field
since the Bears beat Wesleyan
two years ago.

Head
Forum

"I look for the 1936 presidential
campaign to be fought in an atmosphere of passionate humbuggery",
said Professor Edward C. Kirkland,

however.

"We

WALSH SENDS IN

In First Meeting

ris

ued interest throughout last year,
with a sizeable number of students
taking part, proved that there was a
demand for such an organization. In
the present times, with people from

Bear's Power
As Offensive Unit

"37 Elected

Political

Displays

Polar

KIRKLAND SEES
poirncAL issues
Brewster

Home Game

First

touchdowns to win 13-0.
last year Williams swamped the
Bean SSS. In all the nine games
that have been played with the
Purptemen, Bowdoin has crossed
the Williams' goal line only Ave

Cox, Fitts, Smith and Soule
To Act as Sophomore
Representatives

least, the majority of those who
Phi
voiced any opinion approved.
By Leigkton Nash
Chi had always had its opponents,
A Student Council Disciplinary
and the concerted action by the class
of '38 turned the tide. There was Committee composed of the board of
and
four sophomores selectproctors
some rejoicing. Now with a class of
about one hundred and ninety to be ed by the council itself is to take the
inducted into the ways and wiles place of Phi Chi as the organization
of campus life, a problem has arisen. for the punishing of recalcitrant
To answer it, the Student Council freshmen this year, it was decided
Wednesday night at the meeting
has named a board of Seniors and last
of the Student Council.
Sophomores.
In the place of the ancient Greeks - r
too early openly to predict what letter group consisting of one sophosuccess the board will have. On more elected by each fraternity
in former years, the new
the surface the idea seems sound. house, as
But there are already murmurings to committee will be directly connected
with the student government and will
the contrary. The same class that adconsist
for
the most part of uppervocated modification of the old idea
classmen. Rodney C. Larcom, '36, a
On student
is sceptical about the new one.
council member, is to be
the other hand, the student council chairman
the committee, and will
of
certainly should command enough preside over the meetings as the Stuauthority to control the situation.
dent Council Representative.
In the meanwhile, it is rumored
To Hold Weekly Greetings
that official approval will accompany
Andrew H. Cox, David Fitts, Roban attempt to revive Phi Chi next
year. This year's entering class is as ert N. Smith, and David B. Soule are
large as we are likely to have for the second year men who will parquite some time. If Phi Chi is to be ticipate in the organization. The
revived, there is no advantage in other members, besides Larcom, will
be John P. Chapman, Paul G. Favour,
waiting.
Another aspect of the situation is Jr., Philip G. Good, Robert R. Hagy,
the fact that several fraternities have Jr., Frederic S. Mann, Hubert S.
abandoned Hell Week. For a good Shaw, John V. Shute, and William H.
part of the freshmen, conventional Soule, all of the senior class.
Meetings will be held once a week,
discipline will have undergone a
generally in
selected
dormitory
quite radical change. It will be interrooms, as before, and refractory
esting to watch the outcome of this
yearlings will be arraigned for trial
change.
much
as they were last year when
r
s
the regular Phi Chi had charge of
BEGINNING its second year, the the proceedings. No upperclassmen
Bowdoin Political Forum has other than members of the board will
planned an active program. Contin- be permitted to attend the assem-

At

NO. 10

1935

two

.

the past.
At the time

Tilts

Having beaten Williams only
two times oat of nine starts,
Bowdoin will go Into the game
Saturday with small chance* for
revenge for former defeats. At
prevent the record shows Bow-

By Richard Mathewson

16.

WHITE GRIDMEN OVERWHELM
WESLEYAN 33-0 AS RUNNING
A TTA CK, LA TERALS FEA TURE

William* Has Edge In

COUNCIL FORMS

Sfin

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, ME., WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

(65th Year)

FOLLOW THE TEAM
TO WILHAM8TOWN

—

graduate, the
he was being

made

—wouldn't
— who

should go

the butt of the
enough? and
that he
Wilder,
successful

campus pre-game spirit,
wanted Bowdoin to have a

season but wasn't anxious to have
them take all their spite out on his
alma mater, and then went on to
avow, "I won't mind if you beat
them 7-0, or maybe 14-0, or even
21-0; but if it's any more than that.
I tell you, I'll bitterly resent u; in
fact,

I'll

resign

my

position

and en-

ter a nunnery!"

The

Nixon Posts Notice
came back to the Dean

threat

in a way. that even the most hopeful had hardly expected. Bowdoin
beat Wesleyan 33-0.

The immediate results were a demand for a speech from the Dean,
when the score went past 21-0; a

~
5pXra^ri„ pSd^^ Barrels Roll Home As Frosh
connected with
Come Back From Fearful Trips
play
a com\

'

to

necessary.
Closely
this origcontest, is
inal one-act
petition which is being conducted by
the magazine, "Stage". Contributions
to this contest must be sent to the
periodical before they are produced
here. Complete rules governing the
competition may be found on the
bulletin board.
Swelled by thirty-five prospective

members, which more than doubles
(Continued on pas* 21

half a dozen bo

is

Williams?"

Putnam Speak

Coming Events

The Dean's speech Friday

evening,
preceded, followed and often interrupted by enthusiastic cheering from
his audience, was one of three on
the program of one of the most successful rallies presented here in un-

dergraduate memory.
Alumni Secretary "Phil" Wilder
and Capt. Al Putnam were the other
speakers. Wilder drew a roar of
laughter and a mild mixture of
cheers and boos from the crowd when
he anounced his conclusion that
"we're in Paradise, because we have
Adam and we're on the eve of victory." His speech was. in general, in

»

Friday, Oct. 18—Football—BowBicker,
doin Froah vs.
3.00

P.M. Plckard Field.
Saturday, Oct. IS—Chapel, Beading of Maine poems by Prof.
Coffin.
2.00 P.M.— Football,

Bowdoin

Vanity vs. Williams at Williamstown.
Sunday, Oct. 20 Chapel, sermon

—

Howard J. Chidley,
D.D., of First Congregational

by Rev.

Church of Winchester, Matts.
Monday, Oct. SI—Football. Bowdoin Fresh vs. Brunswick High.
3.00 P.M. Plckard Field.

'

Colby's high

Tom" Yadwinski put Colby on the
winning side by picking up a punt
on his 5 yard line, and running 95
yards for a touchdown. Vermont put
on a great offensive but the Colby
three o'clock in the afternoon when line held with good defensive playing.
By Walter B. Parker
Farmers round about the town of he returned to the college.
Colby was hindered by injuries and
Outwit Tfceta Delts
Brunswick had some sleepless nights
Eddie Seay may be out for the rest
On the other hand the Theta Delt of
last week when six fraternities took
year with a severe wrenched
their freshman delegations for their freshman were able to find their *ay
-j^ finaJ ^re
annual ride.
i

the unfortunates the D. U.
freshmen were the unluckiest. After
much wily maneuvering, the upper

The upper classmen drove them

Fanners Awakened
Then followed the usual routine of
waking up farmers to ask for directions.
At one place a woman threw
open a second story window and de-

through Topsham. turned left to Lisban Falls, and then left again to
the Shaker village. Thus they were
headed for home when they stopped,
When the cars turned around to
return the way they came the long
way the freshmen did not follow.'
Instead they stopped at a nearby
farmhouse and found where Brunswick really lay. It was only a seven
mile hike for them
Dekes Make Escape
!

classmen dropped their charges off
in iiairs somewhere around Phippsburg which is about fifteen miles beyond Bath.

j

I

livered the following barrage before

jinx with
13-2.

New

.

broke the six year
Hampshire and won

work of Roddy
sophomore back, was resoon-

The

brilliant

Elliott,
sible for this victory.

He

intercepted

a pass for a touchdown and later
scored again on a kick run-back
Bates did not show up well against
the Green, as they lost by the topAfter Dartheavy score of 59-7.
mouth ran up a heavy score in the
first half the Bates coach gave up the
struggle and put his second team in.
The Dekes dumped out their vicA badly battered and bruised Tufts
tims at Flying Point. The freshmen team put up a game fight against the
'

—

i

^^

...-.,
Maine finally

fore 2.30 a.m.

all

^

^k

;

Of

i

any question could be asked:
"How are you, boys?"
"You are four and three quarters
miles from Bath. You are in the town were to find two barrels hidden along fierce onslaught of the B. U. team,
Garry Famigietti, 200
of Phippsburg. It is 3:45 a.m. You a certain stretch of road and bring headed by
them back.
pound fullback. The left side of the
stop here every year. Good nighf."
They managed to borrow a rubber Jumbo line was noticeable in it '•
And the window went down with a
tired trailer from a kind hearted gen- weakness, and the backfield minus its
slam.
One of the boys had to bring back tleman. Putting their two barrels in captain was not clicking as it should,
a pig. He finally found one in a feed this, they pushed it all the way back After a hard battle B.U. finally won
(cWimud on pasa x)
13-7.
and grain store at Bath, but it was
j

1

^
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CBEMATIO ANNAE LYTICAE

1871

Probably you've all seen the gravestone in the little grass triangle just
to the south-east of Massachusetts
Hall. A lot of freshmen have asked us
about
77 (they wouldn't belive us when we told them), «nd a

P.

Chapman

Maaagmc
VI

Jr.,

Robert Laffin '38

Norman

E. Dupee "88
Harry T. Foote "38
William Frost '38

Henry

U

Nash

Walter B. Parker

Ralph H. Winn

*38
'38

"38
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Sports Editor for this Issue
Charles F. Brewster '87

9BSVfH.

initiat-

ed into the Classical Club on Monday
night one senior, three juniors, and
eight sophomores. These new members are: Abramovitz '36, Barksdale.
Gould, and Hall '37; Marshall, Nalot of upperclassmen seem to have jam, Patt, Brown, Nead, Flint, Wigonly a vague idea about her, so we gin, and Thombs, '38.
thought we'd give you the low-down.
Although most members taken in
The stone really does mark the are Latin and Greek majors and
last resting place of Anna Lytics. those majoring in modern languages,
Miss Lytics used to get buried every to be eligible for membership only a
year by the sophomore class to cel- year of Greek or Latin is required.
ebrate the completion of compul- The club is heavily endowed and
sory mate ma tics. The markers didn't charges no dues.
last long usually, but at its twentieth
To Meet Once a Month
reunion the class of 77 (upon whose
The plans for the monthly meetburial program appeared the name
are not definite, but it is exof Robertus E. Peary as master of ings
it will
ceremonies) the class of 77 decided pected that during the year
with classical societies in other
to rescue its own marker from ob- meet
colleges with entertainments and inlivion. They had it dug up and placed
will be
Papers
formal
discussions.
in the conspicuous triangle where it
now stands, an intriguing reminder of read by visiting clubs.
About April 1, the club will present
a Bowdoin tradition.
Over in Phil Wilder's office you its annual play. It plans also to have
can find a few of the black-bordered its customary banquet.
The officers for this year will be:
programs used for the ceremonies.
Much of those programs was written Franpis Benjamin. '36, president;
In Latin, although the Latin was so Thurman Philoon '36, vice president;
completely man-handled as to make Edwin Benjamin '37, secretary; Nathe ordinary name "Sewall" become than Dane '37, treasurer. The com{he terrifying "Maremurus". Each mittee of the faculty in the club are
man had a specific part to play pall- Professors Means, S. B. Smith, Coffin.
President Sills, and Dean Nixon. The
bearer, chief mourner, and %o on
and each bit of the ceremony was teaching fellows Mr. Van Cortlandt
Monsieur Tillier have
Elliott and
carefully planned.
After the cremating of the analy- been invited to join.
tical geometry books, the whole class
went in procession to the burying
spot. Songs and speeches took place
during the burial, after which each
man walked over the grave to prove
beyond a doubt that he'd been "over
the subject". It all must have been
(Continued from page 1)
pretty ghostly, because, as far as we
know, the ceremonies always took war. Professor Kirkland thinks that
place in the middle of the night. The the question of the United State's astwo sertion of "neutral rights" on the
ritual were
in the
last acts
Democrats
toasts, one to Alma Mater and one high seas, to which the
to "our lamented sister, Anna Ly- are opposed, will assume importance;
concerns
severe losses to shipping
tica."
were
rights
these
unless
would result
- c
asserted. Me expects no issue to arise
GET THEESrO A
on the Democrats' agricultural policy,
the
It was bad enough when one of
which the "grass-root" Republicans
speakers at the mlly last Friday strongly favor, and no sharp differmade the prophetic^pun about Bow- ence of opinion on the recent securidoin being Paradise because we had ty measures for labor.
Adam and were on the Eve of vicRoosevelt's Work to Live
tory. By the way, who was the guy ?
Although there will be a clash on
Sounded sort of like Phil Wilder
government regulafrom where we were, over in Win- the question of
ooptrol of business, the speaktion
or
throp Hall. But the Dean took the
er did not expect the Republicans to
cake. When we got there he was just
policies.
all of Roosevelt's
condemn
promising the lads to hie himself off
However, he predicts the sounding of
to a nunnery if Wesleyan got trimold Republican cry, "Less governmed by more than three touchdowns. the
ment in business and more business
It was a rash promise, and during the
government." The "passionate
in
game Saturday everyone rubbed it humbuggery" he expects will come
in a little bit. We wondered whether
when the Republicans attempt to
the man was angling for another capitalize the adverse Supreme Court
sabbatical or whether he'd been read- decisions of the past few months as
ing Boccacio.
signs of a democratic attack oh the

ANNA
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Iditera

Richard E. Mathewson *87
Stanley Williams, Jr., "87
Sports Baiters
William S. Burton '37
Charles F. Brewster "87
Maxwell A. Eaton "87
Sab-Editors
William S .Hawkins "38
J.itnes A. Bishop 'S8

William Klafcer,

Twelve new members were
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KIRKLAND PREDICTS

"»

PHI CHVS SUCCESSOR

When Phi Chi wag dissolved last spring no-one gave much
thought to the formation of a substitute body. In the midst of
all the excitement and the idealistic approval of those who frowned on paddle-wielding and its allied terrors, it occurred to few
that the freshmen, unhaunted by visions of paddles and strong
right arms, might not behave themselves as befitted their position
in the social scale. This fall, it became quite evident that they
would not witness the boom in the Brunswick beer industry and
the paucity of hello's greeting upperclassmen. Fortunately, the
Student Council has proven equal to the situation and has appointed a disciplinary board composed of the eight proctors and
four sophomores.
Relatively few regret the passing of Phi Chi. It was a hoary
tradition and it provided some amusement to its twelve sophomore
members. But it undoubtedly fostered a certain amount of ill-will
which bore evil fruit during Rising Week. The newly-appointed
board would seem to retain most of the virtues of Phi Chi and relinquish most of its vices. The presence of eight seniors should
make for moderation and restraint, add dignity and authority to
the board's functions, and soften the bitterness of underclass rivalry. The inclusion of four sophomores is wise, for those most vitally concerned in the regulation of freshmen ought to be repre;

CAMPAIGN ISSUES
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Bugle Photographers

MEN

INITIATES 12

Editor-in-Chief
Robert P. Ashler 'St
Associate BdHor

John

Juniors Meet, Choose

CLASSICAL GROUP

GaHertea of NeedMataaelnaseNas was named
profeaaional photographers for
the 19S7 Bugle at the first Junior
class
meeting held last

BAND MAKES PLANS
FOR AWAY GAMES

Peter Sewall

alto horns:
soll

L.

John Rodick

Arnold

Cadman

'39,

'38;

'36,

'39;

Inger-

bass horn: George
drums: William Kier-

'39;

FRESHMAN ENJOY
ANNUAL JOURNIES

MASQUERS CHOOSE
PLAY BY FIELDING

determine a drama suitable for SubFreshman week end next spring. A
committee directed by Thomas Baasett is working on a project to take
the spring play on the road during
or near the April vacation. Contacts
are being made and the committee
hopes to establish a definite number
of stands.

Two

courses which deal with "Tenhave been added to the

cits of peace

R.O.T.C. curriculum at Princeton Uni-

Each year

professional to assist the undergraduate photographers In their
work. Several visits will be made
to Brunswick by the photographera and sittings arranged for the

Juniors this

fall.

Esquire

Magazine

Laffin

'38,

made

his

debut as a vocalist.

Add New Members

Playing for the tea dance at the
The organization has added two
Alpha Delta Phi house and at the new members making the total numdance in the gymnasium last Satur- ber of pieces eleven to last year s
nine.
The new members are Rod Larday, the Bowdoin Polar Bears made
'36, who plays second trombone,
an impressive debut before the pres- com
and Mark Kelley '39, playing a guitar.
ent student body. Leader Tom Mack.
No definite plans have been made
well pleased by the success of the yet for the band's future, but
the
dance Saturday evening, announced general policy will remain the same.
that there will be others following They intend to make trips in the
the Colby and Bates games. October spring to various colleges including
26 and November 2, respectively.
Middlebury, University of Maine, and
Johnny Baker, Bowdoin '35, ap- Colbv. There also may be dances in
peared with the band at the gym the Moulton Union on Saturday
dance as a guest artist. As a student nights later in the winter.
i

(Continued from page 1)

give their names as soon as possible
to Mr. Daggett, whose office is on the

second floor of Hubbard Hall. Judges
for the forthcoming trials will be
Charles V. Brooke, Ernst C. Helmreich, Kenneth J.
Boyer, and Mr.
Daggett.
For the past two years the contest
has been won by Richard V. McCann
'37, in 1933 with a declamation of
"Gentlemen, the King" and last year
with the dramatic presentation of an
adapted tale of Sherlock Holmes by
Sir Conan Doyle. The runner-up in
each case was Edwin G. Walker '36.
Daggett Plans Debate

The

trials

for the

|

teams for the

annual Freshman-Sophomore debate
held each fall will be posted shortly,
said Mr. Daggett, as soon as the questions for the varsity debates with
other colleges can be obtained. The
question used will be that to be discussed by the college team in their
second debate in January, thereby
helping to prepare material for that
contest. Similarly the March varsity
question will be used for the Brad-

bury Debate.
The freshman team, once selected,
be coached by a debater from
the junior class, and the sophomore
team by a senior. The Edgar O.
Achorn Prize of substantial size will
be one of the features of the inter-

will

class forensic battle.

The Tufts Debating team has been
written in regard to the traditional
Bowdoin-Tufts debate this fall, it being Bowdoin's turn to be host. Bowdoin has met this college more often
than any other in verbal battle.

ALUMNI MEETINGS
TO BE HELD SOON

aid may
No student receiving
join a social fraternity or sorority and
continue, to receive aid from the government, was the gist of an announce-

ment made by the West Virginia ReAdministration office in Charleswhich ruling will probably prevent sixteen Concord College students
from entering Greek letter social
groups.

lief
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THOUGH

large, the Bell

Think of

it

Ford V-8
Service

Sales
127 Pleasant St.

(Portland Bond)

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

is

simple in structure.

Trunk: The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, which coordinates all system activities.
Roots: Bell Telephone Laboratories and Western
whose functions are scientific research and

Electric,

manufacture; Long Lines Department of A. T. and T.,
which through its country-wide network of wires links
together the 24 operating companies, handles overseas
service; Advisory Staff of A. T. and T., which advises
the operating companies on all phases of telephone
operation and searches constantly for better methods.

Working as one, these
many Bell System units enyou to talk to almost
anyone, anywhere, any time.
able
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your folks
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call
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COOL,
P.

NATURE TAKE
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ITS

.
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System

as a tree.

Branches: 24 associated operating companies, each
attuned to the area it serves.
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A BOOK MAKES THE IDEAL GIFT!—COMPLETE MAGAZTNE SERVICE
ORDERS ARE GLADLY TAKEN FOR USED TEXT-BOOKS
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THRIFT

,

=5=

was a member and leader of the
Polar Bears for four years. At the

he*

POLAR REARS MAKE
IMPRESSIVE DEBUT
I

SPEAKING TRIALS

1 pair grey check sports slacks.

1 brown fedora and last but by no
means least, 1 full-blooded tuxedo

coat!

NEW BOOKS BY USING OUR
Rental Library

1«8<

ISt Maine Street

John B. Chandler '37.
it Is the custom of the
Junior class to decide on some
editor Is

constitution.

FERA

(Oontlaaed from page 1)

stead '36. James Card '38, John Car- to Bowdoin by 4:30 a.m.
ten '39, Leo Leary '39, Kenneth SulAt one point there was almost an
livan '39; cymbals: David Boxwell end to mirth when a speeding auto
•39.
nearly rammed the procession. The
boys gave a great shout when they
saw the car bearing down on them.
Instead of slowing up, however, the
driver stepped on the gas and rocketed past. Evidently he took the trailer
for a barrier and the freshmen for a
holdup gang.
The Beta's were taken to Bailey
(CoaUnaad from pag* 1)
They walked the eighteen
Island.
its ranks, the Masque and Gown has
with the company
before it a bright season. The new long miles back
and one bob-tailed
men, the preponderance of whom of one live crab
cat.
come from the class of 1939, have
Psi's, too. had a long walk.
Chi
The
elected the following departments,
some choosing two: 24, acting or They were dropped about fourteen
beyond Bath. But they had
stage management; 16, production; miles
nothing to carry back.
10, business management.
Plays are now being read by the
Executive Committee in an effort to
KEEP UP WITH THE

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

plans for the next Bogle whoae

—

tie.

Cohen

"RED SKY IN THE MORNING"

LOCAL COLOR

TEACHERS
WILL MEET HERE

Charles Tuttle

'39.

- of -

Robert P. T. Coffin's First Novel

more than a score attended the

"*

Bishop '38, Dorrance Goodwin '39,
George Wilson '38, Fred McKenney

TO RESERVE A FIRST EDITION—AUTOGRAPHED

meeting.

With the football season in full
"In my opinion" 'ft said Professor
Ever since freshman year we've Kirkland, "the Denwcratic party ex swing, numerous Bowdoin Alumni
Just what form of discipline the board will apply is not known, been bothered by the Bowdoin song ists to hasten the adaptation of gov* Club, meetings are being planned for
in members in various regions of New
with
conditions
"Alma
Mater"
changing
eminent
to
rhymes
that
but we hope that it will take some form other than the wielding
"beata". It just occurred to us that America. Pointing to the fate, after England. Within the next few weeks
of the paddle.
Wilson's the Portland, Worcester, and Penobnowhere except in the state of Maine, the war, of President
that scot County Clubs will hold assemhe predicted
in the state where loss rhymes with achievements,
R. P. A.
accomplishments will blies, while the Bowdoin Club of
horse, would anyone even think of "Roosevelt's
such a thing. Here in Maine, though, not be destroyed by his successors Brunswick, which had scheduled an
"Mater", does rhyme with "beata", and will be incorporated into the important pre-game meeting in the
Moulton Union last Saturday before
and "beata" does rhyme with "Ma- fabric of the American system."
PHYSICS
Forum Electa Officers
the Wesleyan game has postponed
ter", but there's one fly in the ointA brief business meeting of the its convening until a later date.
ment when the Maine tongue goes
Professor
Political
Forum
preceded
On Friday night October 18th on
to work and puts them together you
nominations
Kirkland's
speech.
The
the eve of the Bowdoin-Williams
get "Bowdoin Beater, our dear Almar
of a committee, announced by Sidney game in Williamstown, the Bowdoin
The Bowdoin band is expected to
Physics teachers from all over the Mata".
McCleary, for officers of the Forum Club of Worcester will meet at eight
attend all the three remaining away state of Maine, including represenm-c
for the coming year were all accepted o'clock at One Marston' Way as the
games, according to leader Richard tatives from Maine, Colby, and Bates, MONSIEUR McGEE
by vote of the students present. guests
Baker '37 and Manager Ernest Dal- will convene at the Searles Science
Roland H. Cobb '17, a memThe other day a freshman wander- Charles Brewster, '37, was elected ber of of
ton '37, and will also see service at Building at ten o'clock this coming
the Alumni Council. At this
the Infirmary to have some leader of the Forum; William Burall the home state series games and Saturday morning to participate in ed into
first meeting of the year the guest of
other fixed up. One of the ton, '37, chairman of the program
rallies. Trips away will be deter- an informal meeting which will in- ailment or
honor and speaker will be Bowdoin's
mined by the amount of money clude an address by Tallman Profes- first things he saw when he got there committee with Walter B. Parker, noted track coach, John J. Magee.
awarded the band by the Blanket sor Haas, and a luncheon in the was Jack McGee. The freshman's 38, and Sidney McCleary, '38, as as- Harold C. L. Ashey, president of the
Norman Seagrave, '37, club, will outline plans for the year.
curiosity got the better of him, so sistants;
Tax committee. If any away game Union.
about
Johnson
chairman of the political action commust be omitted it. will probably be
Professor Noel C. Little will open he approached Doc
Penobscot Club To Meet
mittee, with William Klaber, '37, and
the Tufts one.
the morning session, when a discus- the matter.
The Penobscot County Bowdoin
"Who," he asked, pointing to Mc- Euan Davis, '37, as the other memmeetThe freshman turnout has been sion of the pressure-energy concept Gee, "is that little guy?"
bers; Curtis Symonds, '38, chairman Club has definitely planned a
phywill
place.
The
teaching
of
take
especially large, and the organization
ing for the night before the Maine
Before Doc had a chance to identi- of the general progress committee,
is larger than it has been in some sics in school and college will also
with two more members to be chosen game on November 9th, although the
fy him, Jack popped up.
years.
Rehearsals are being held be taken up. Following this the group
place has not yet been selected.
'37,
later;
Louis
Creiger,
chairman
of
"am.
oratorically,
shouted
"I," he
will hhve a luncheon at the Moulton
twice weekly in the gym.
The Penobscot Exchange in Bangor
the head of the Department of Ro- the speaking committee, with AnThe members of the band are: Union, and in the afternoon Professor mance Languages."
drew Cox, '38, and Alfred Cordon, '37. will be the scene of a meeting of the
will lecture on "Cosmological
After the elections, Brewster ad- Bowdoin Teachers' Club at 6 p.m. on
Richard Baker, leader; Ernest Dal- Haas
So that's whom you are, eh, Jack?
Problems in Physics."
dressed the Forum, thanked Mc- October 24th, with Mr. Sanger M.
ton, manager;
trombones: Thomas
m-c
Next week Professors Little and
Cleary for his efforts of last year, Cook of the Maine Central Institute
Mack '36. Winthrop Walker '36, Roy Haas
will go to the New England FASHION NOTE
Wiggin '38, Thomas Gordon '39, Wiltussle and announced the next meeting for at Pittsfield presiding. Dean Paul
Wesleyan
after
the
Shortly
Section meeting of the American
Tuesday night with Harrison Lakin Nixon and Professor Hammond of the
liam Blodgett '39, Richard Moore '39;
Physical Society at Brown Univer- last Saturday three undergraduates as speaker.
Mathematics Department will adTrumpets: Robert Laffin '38, Charles
dashed quickly into the Psi U. house,
dress the group.
Young '38, Fergus Upham '38. Ed- sity in Providence, Rhode Island.
Prof. (Haas will deliver a paper on grabbed clothing from dark closets,
"39,
ward Brown '38. James Tracy
In a survey at Hunter College, New
it on and tootled off
Problem
"The
Physical
cet the Size rapidly draped
The United States Department of
John Konecki '39, Willard Currier
haste. York, it was found that 650 freshman
the
Universe". Like all Tajlman in their car for Portland, post
of
'39, Randall Tinker '39; saxophones:
on the co-eds intend to work after gradua- Interior has computed the average
professors, he will later this year de- At Freeport someone turned
cost of the first year in dental school
Robert Hatch '36, Ernest Lister '38,
'38 disSalter
Jack
light,
and
inside
liver a series of general public lecti
Only one intends to marry.
to be $900.
David Morill '38, William Young '38.
attend
tures covering his particular field of covered that he was about to
W'JJiam Rice '38, David Brown '38,
work. These will probably be held in a show in the following garb—1 pair
Ernest Files '38; clarinets: Paul Gildirty white shoes, 1 blue shirt, 1 loud
Moulton
Union.
the
'37, James
patric '37,
sented.

TELEPHONE NO. 234

Thursday In Memorial Rail. Not

The primary reason far calling
the meeting was to discuss the

BOOK STORE
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THE BOWBOItf ORIENT
DEAN URGES MORE

MANY REPORT FOR
REQUIRED SPORTS

RELIGIOUS INTEREST

A recent survey at the athletic of"College life in my time was collife, with no week ends to in- fice shows that of the 306 men signMid Dean Nixon in an in- ing the attendance sheet weekly
formal chapel talk last Saturday more than one third are Sophomores
morning, commenting on his under- and the rest are Freshmen. Although
graduate days at Wesleyan Univer- required sports do not start for the
sity, "and Wesleyan taught me two two upper classes until December 1,
lessons. The first was the Honor many of the track, cross country,
system in examinations, and the sec- and swimming team men are reporting "to get limbered up", as Jack
ond was Billy Rice".
Magee puts it.
"Like many another high-school
The Freshman squad of 85 that reboy, cheating in examinations and
ported for' foot ball on the first day
classes seemed to me to be a^game,"

A .D.'S, SHJMA NUS
BUND READER TO
Wakefield Calls
"Nix-on Nunnery" Says Dean
HOLD TEA DANCES Truth "Religion"
As Acute Wesleyamnesia Sets In
(AVE DECLAMATION
(Continued from pag* 1)

lege

that tone,

terfere,"

ended with a motto "borrowed from
the classics department," Cavitas

I

|

conf esse d the Dean, "and I always
loved games!" It was a question of
outwitting the professor, and as
such was justifiable in the eyes of
the sub-freshman. But this "cocker
and super- freshman", as the Dean
characterized himself, found himself
snubbed by upperclassmen when, upon explanation of the Honor System,
he eagerly said "Gee, it gives you a
nice chance to crib!"
Billy Rice,
the popular geology
professor at Wesleyan at that time,
was a shining ideal of the religious
powers
of mind and spirit
man whose
were appreciated and not derided by

-A

QUICK LUNCH

—A COMPLETE DINNER
—An

Up-to-Date Fountain

College

Spa

THREE

more

Polar Bearibus.
Prolonged cheers greeted Putnam
as he told briefly of the team's hopes
for the Wesleyan game.
The rally started with a. parade
which was led by the band ahcV which
gained nearly 300 members in its
swing around campus from the Alpha ly Edwards tried vainly to clear the
has dwindled to 74. Track has inter- Delta Phi house up "Fraternity Row" streets. The students were scattered
ested 53 of the yearlings, 30 reported and by the dormitories to' the Art however, when they attempted to stop
an Androscoggin and Kennebec Railfor tennis, 17 for touch football, 8 Building.
Snake Dance Fo rmed
way electric locomotive, the engineer
for swimming and 2 men are excused.
As for the Sophomores, 36 get atSinging of all college songs was led paying no attention to the mob on
tendance for touch football, 35 are by Ditto Bond and accompanied by the tracks, but the rebuff didn't anperfecting their tennis game, 14 hit the band; Bick Lang, Bill Sawyer, noy trjem much for they formed
and chase a little white ball around and Howdie Dana led cheering; and ranks again quickly and wound back
the Brunswick Golf course, and 8 are Thurman Philoon crisply introduced to campus.
out for body building. Varsity foot- speakers. Robert Ashley is chairman
Reports have it that the campus
ball has brought forward 29 sopho- of the committee which made ar- was still rocking with the noise of
mores, 21 Juniors, and 8 Seniors.
rangements.
celebration up to 4.30 Sunday mornGreat as was the enthusiasm be- ing.
the students.
One day during his
sophomore year, the Dean was called
October 22, was potentially planned
to the office of Eilly Rice where this B. C. A.
for the benefit of Freshmen who are
instructor urged him to take part in
a meeting of the religious organizainterested and any others who care
tion scheduled for that week.
to come. Dr. John Schroeder, D.D.,
"I professed no great interest,
At a short meeting of the Bowwill be the speaker. Corclaiming that a virtuous life was doin Christian Association on Mon- it is hoped,
enough of a religious service for a day night plans for the coming year respondence is now in progress in an
college boy like myself. Then Billy were formulated. It was decided to attempt
procure well-known
to
said slowly and meaningly 'No, it is send a college representative to the speakers to come to the college later
not enough just to do your best, you Northfield conference this coming
on in the season.
must do more.' Years of experience in week end.
the world have shown me that these
A meeting on next Tuesday night,
lessons taught at my college are
T
applicable today", concluded the Dean, rinii
urging more wholehearted participaSANITARY MABKET
tion in the religious life of the college by Undergraduates.
for your

PLANS FOR
COMING SEASON

.»..mm GO TO
Bowdoin Men
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Janet Lewis, Virginia Hull, Virginia
Smith, Eleanor Park, Alma Rogers,
Betty Prince, Frances Porteous. and
Molly Emerson. At 7:30, after the
dance, supper was served.
Poutr Bears Play
The Sigma Nus danced to the musk of Ernie George and his orchestra. Chaperons at the Sigma Nu
house were Professor and Mrs. Orren
WilC. Hormell and Mr. and Mrs.
liam Brewster Hanson. Guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Shaw, Mr. arid
Mrs. Joseph Mallon. the Misses Jean

Barbara
Provost,
Beulah
Young, Eleanor Davis, Natalie McLaughlin. Ruth Roberts, Helen Hale,
Louise Brown, Barbara Ross, Mary
Louise Arnold, Erla Brown, and Harserved at 5
riet Ward. Tea was
o'clock and after the dance a buffet
supper was served.
Saturday evening at the gymnasium the Polar Bears again held forth.
The gym dance was a great success,
everyone feeling enthusiastic about
victory over Wesleyan
Bowdoin's
Bill Walker, a Zete freshman pledge,
made a hit with the crowd when he
volunteered a few songs.
Pipes,

Using the text "God Is Truth",
Paul Wakefield of Fairfield, Me. in
the
last Sunday's chapel said that
true searcher of knowledge is ever
humble minded and learns from all
men. So essential hi the love of God
and fellowmen to the Christian gen*
tleman, that when found all else goes

Loots Cardinals:

"Here's the best
proof I know that
Camels are mild—

can smoke them
steadily, and they
never get my wind

blind,

will

rread

j

OUTING CLUB WILL

HEAR SKIING COACH

After examining the devotion to
truth of the scientist. Dr. Wakefield
has come to wonder if "some of our
most spiritually minded men are nut
among our great scientists Who in
their humility feel they know so little, who in fact give us so much. The
true scientist can say 'This one thing
if God be truth, I seek Him
I know;
with all my mind, all my strength in

The Bowdoin Outing Club has been
invited by the Skovstier Outing Club
of Auburn to attend a talk to be given by Dartmouth's Skiing coach,

Otto Schniels,

Auburn on October

in

22nd, according to Richard May '37,
leader of the group.
Coach Schniels will have moving
pictures and new skiing equipment
utter devotion'."
on
display to supplement his
talk.
Paul Displayed Courage
Anyone interested in attending the
H.
Dr. Wakefield placed emphasis on lecture is
urged to communicate at
the courage that it took for Paul to once with Streeter
Bass, '38, at 31
LaSalle
Pontiac
be true to his heavenry vision. He won Hyde Hall. "The admission charge will
his way to leadership by honest be one quarter.
Service
Safes
thinking, by freedom from prejudice.
President
Richard
May will post
He never evaded , suffering. He
ST8.
COR. MIDDLE and
brought a new vision of life, "a de- the announcement of the Outing
Convenient Oaa Service
sire to 'give' that brings far
mote Club's first meeting sometime this
week. All students, especially freshjoy than the desire to 'take'."
men interested in camping, winterSanitary Barber
He concluded with the thought sports, and hiking and faculty memSYLVTO DESCHENES, Prop.
that we should find courage that will bers are cordially invited, he
stated.
enable us to live in a troubled, mad
College Men's
Malcolm Morrell, Director of Phy*
world a life inspired by the better
Hair Cutting a Specialty
understanding of the Creator. Per- sical Education, informed two representatives from the Bowdoin Ski
Again" haps a lonesome life but one worth team last Thursday that, owing to
"Try Us Once— YonTl
living so that we shall look forward
the graduation of John Holden '35,
BBUKSWHJE. Mtj. to meeting our Father unashamed
88 MAINE ST.
last year's captain and former cupand unafraid.
wiiiher at the Dartmouth Carnival, it
Socony
will be necessary to enlist the aid of
some faculty member to supervise
Mobilgas - Mobiloil
this year's attendance-taking in winter sports. Mr. James F. White, inHERE
CREDIT CARDS
Seal Paper
structor in German, who has had
aiding experience in the Bavarian
A.
Exclusive Dealers In B B ft Plena
Alps of Southern Germany, has kindOpp. Senter's
ItS Maine St.
and D. C. PIPES
ly offered to serve in this capacity.

LEON

Print the Orient and

and Gas

—

KELLEY

—

Quick Service

Omm

Alumnus

—
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HAROLD

The

HONORED

Careful Trucking

PUBLISHING CO.

Mgr.

NICKERSON

Swift-

BRUNSWICK

All Kinds

E.

41

WATER

ARNOLD

ST.

Champion,

St.

totally

'91,

"read" from "Disraeli".
This declamation will be open to the public.
A Brunswick boy and Alpha Delt
who graduated from the college in
into the background.
1891, Thompson lost both his eyes
He cited the bible story of the shortly after graduation, one by the
blind boy who was made to see by farce of a tennis ball striking htm.
Jpsus. The rabbis, the elders of the He became a fine reader, and develcity and the lawyers could not under- oped a wonderful memory for pasostand it; it did not fit into their view
aloud to him. Much of
of life. They argued with the boy that
time In recent years has been
he must be mistaken but now he re- spent giving "readings" in all parts of
plied, "This
one thing I know
this country, while he also is a teachwhereas I was blind, now 1 can see." er at the Curry School of Expression
in Boston, instructing the blind.
Conceited Are Wind
Ih 1931 Thompson was given the
He went on to say that likewise
now we evaluate others insisting that degree of A.M. by Bowdoin, shortly
his first lecture here when he
after
"Men
they be consistent with us.
still Insist on limiting us to the Mere also read part of "Disraeli", one of his
physical universe excluding all that Specialties. He has since returned
they cannot see with their eyes and several times to appear before the
feel with their hands. Proud of them- students.
selves such people take the center of
(
the stage and gain more attention
than they deserve. They are the Me*
who cry 'We can see' but who re^
main blind in their conceit"

HESSEL
—— '"MM
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Bowdoin
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TOILET ARTICLES
By a

JAMES B AUSCH, Olympic Decathlon

COLLINS, of the

Thompson

Shop

the Portland Road

Oil
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The first official lecture of the college year win take place next Monday
evening, October 21, at 8.15 in Memorial Hall when Edward Abner

ELM

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

Immediately following the Wealeyan game last Saturday, Alpha Delta
Phi and Sigma Nu held tea dances.
Later in the evening the student
evening
council sponsored the first
dance of the year in the gymnasium.
At the A.D. house, Alpha belts and
their guests danced to music furnished by the Bowdoin Polar Bears.
This affair was chaperoned by Mrs.
Cy Young. The guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Ellsworth T. Runlett, Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Brown, the Misses MarMary
jorie Little, Madeline Little,
Stone,
Lee. Lucy Letsom. Barbara

game Friday evening, even
spirited, was the make dance
through downtown Brunswick which
immediately followed the contest.
Several hundred students and spectators wound through the business section, counting out the Bowdoin score
in a tremendous roar, and singing
and shouting. Traffic was temporarily halted, though Police Chief Bilfore the

drew much applause, and

THEY D0NT
GET YOUR WIND

says: "I've

been a

GOSSELIN & SON

F. J.

Camel smoker

for years. Camels
are so mild they don't get my wind

or cut down

lege

recent ruling of the Coe Colall student exemption

faculty,

from exam privileges

be abol-

will

ished.

Furniture

my speed. And Camel

a better -tasting cigarette; always rich, smooth, and mellow.*'

is

CUMBERLAND

Philco Radio

WED—
COLLEGE STYLES AT POPULAR
PRICKS

or upset my nerves."

_

:.:

with

FINE SHOE REPAIRING

NINO MARTINI

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
64

MAINE STREET

also

New*

Comedy

THTJRS.—

OCT. 17th

"Without Regret"

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

OCT. 16th

"Here's to Romance*'

with
Ellssa Land! - Kent Taylor
also

Cream

Short Subjects

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

FRL—

TeLSSO

OCT. 18th

"Two
Clothing

with
Ring -Crosby - Joan Bennett
Mary Roland

and

Gents' Furnishings

also

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
86 Maine

for Tonight"

Comedy

News

SAT.—

8t.

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

OCT. 19th

"Powder Smoke Range"
with

Harry Carey

-

Hoot Gibson

Boots Mallory
alio

Twin Elm Tea Room

Popular Science

12 Cleveland Street

MON.-TUES.—

Brunswick

Sound Act

OCT.

of 1936"

LUNCHES— 35c

and

45c

DINNERS — 40c

and

50c

»1th

Jack Benny - Eleanor Powell
Robert Taylor

News

Flat Rate

if

21-22

"Broadway Melody

Screen Sons;

Desired

Varney's Jewelry Store
for Gifts

PRINTING

-jm

'

i*

i

i

STUART

-i

ft

-'

-
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Stationery

——

CLEMENT

Town Ranting

Lyman

B.

TOBACCOS!
• Camels

arc

—Turkish
O am a. t. a**** a* c.

MMI

made from

finer,

Chipman,

Next To Heme

and Domestic

— than

(SigmtJ) R.

J.

27

Hardware

m

•

Low Ratea

LUNCH

MIDDLE

8T.

Co.

Fair Price*
196

FORTIN

Excellent Food at Reasonable Prices
Opposite the Eagle

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

any other popular brand.
REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY,

FIORI

•

Is

THE BOWDOIN HOTEL

PMlgas for Fraternity
House Cooking
Prompt Service
1*1 Maine St.

Cards

Inc.

Far Excellent Service

Brunswick

-

expertly done

PORTLAND, ME.

R, B.

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

Fountain Pens

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
108 Maine Street

PURE FOOD SHOP

COSTLIER

-

for all occasions

Winston-Sales*. N.

C

Tailor and Furrier

Coital, S175,*M

Cleaning and Pressing

Total Reaeweea $2,7«MM
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Walshmen Run Wild Over

Javees Overwhelm Maine
School Of Commerce 68-0

Favored Wesleyan Eleven
(Co.Ua.ad from

pw

Ten touchdowns in the first thirty minutes of play gave Bowdoin's Jayvee
team an almost unprecedented victory over a weak and inexperienced eleven from the Maine School of Commerce of Bangor at Pickard
field Friday afternoon. Point after point following the tallies was converted
as the White amassed a total of 68.

1)

THIRTY NEW MEN

football

pant to Wesleyan's 42 yard marker.
An off tackle run by Johnson brought
first down on the 30. Reed, followJOIN RIFLE
ing Bunny Johnson through right
tackle made another first down on
Individual instruction in the finer
the 12, from which point four successive smashes by Johnson and Kara- points of small-bore match shooting
kashian resulted in the tatter's going was given 30 prospective members of
over for a touchdown. Sawyer's kick the Bowdoin Rifle Team by Hartley
Lord '36, president of the club, last
for the point was good.

SQUAD

•gain when Fitts intercepted an at-

last

C

A

C

A

L C

L

Wesleyan 30, when Griffith and
Drake pounced on Home's fumble, the line standing up. Sawyer's placeFrye, Reed. Johnson, and Putnam ment again was good.
For Wesleyan, Johnson, Home, and
hammered their way- down to the two
foot line, from which point Putnam Klinger starred. This backfield trio
carried the ball across the line caused much trouble to the White all
through center. Again Putnam failed the way through. For Bowdoin, the
entire squad played commendable
to convert
The longest run of the game came games, with individual honors being
shortly afterwards, when John Frye impossible. In the backfield, all twelve
men
showed up brilliantly, while the
found a hole through the line ana
dashed twenty yards. When about to line was equally strong. If any spebe tackled, Frye tossed a lateral to cial honors were to be given in the
Griffith,
Ashkenazy,
BUI Manter who was trailing him on to Larcom,
the right. Manter advanced thirty line, they would probably have to go
more yards and lateralled to Johnson Smith, Manter, Drake, and Drumwho was finally downed by Klinger mond for their brilliant offensive and
on the 12, after completing the jaunt defensive work.

The line-ups
BOWDOIN

of 68 yards. Soule carried the ball

around end to a seeming touchdown!
but the ball was called back on a
charge of clipping.
Wesleyan Tries Passes
Desperate in their effort to score,
Wesleyan began to pass from what'
ever position they were in during the
final quarter. However,
these attempts were ill-fated, .for Bunny
Johnson snatched the pigskin out of
the air on Wesleyan's 45 and ran
unhindered, behind perfect interference, for the fourth touchdown of the
day. Sawyer kept his kicking average for the season perfect by con-

Dnimmond

follow:

(FttU. Cox), to
r«.

Griffith

(Crciter.

It

it, Rom* (Cranston)
Robert*), lar
rg. Crahr (Petberbridire)
t e, Voeg-lin (Burtin)
(Tyson. B. Smith), rgIs, Cranaton (Baron, Emmott, Jennlng*)
C. Smith (Healey. CUrkaon). rt

Ureom

(Clapp,

Drain (Barton. D»vU).

It. Wardw.ll
IRowt)
Manter (Newman. Curran), re
to, Jonea
Putnam (Sawyer, Murphy), ah
qb, Fllback (Harria. Johnaon)
Reed (B. Soule. Gentry) Ihb
rhb Klinger (Keteham)

Shaw (Johnaon,

Frailer),

rhb
Ihb.

Fry*

(Karakaahiaa.

D.

Clarke Harria)

Soule),

fb

Burton (Home)
S
4
t
14—88
IS
•
Karakaahian, Put-

fb.

Period*

1

Bowdoin
Touehdewna Johnaon 2.
nam. Sawyer. Points after touchdown— Saw-

—

yer (place kick) S.
Referee— J. A. MeDonough (Maine). Umpire P.
Rogers (Wesleyan). Linesman R.
Drummond (Colby). Field judge— R. N. L.
Good (Colby). Time— 4 15m. quarter*.

—

— C

...but, after all is said

done,

it's

Bowdoin scored on every conceivable play and was equally successful
in

breaking up what offensive the

Bangor eleven had. Not until the final
quarter, which was actually only a
seventh of the game because it was
cut to five minutes, were the Lancaster managed Jayvees even slightly
halted in the massacre of a team
which last year held the Jayvees to
a 13-0 win.

finals 8-6,

Courtesy of the Portland Sunday Telegram.

goal-line for Bowdoin'* second touchdown
In this shot Ralph "Bunny" Johnson has Just crashed his way over the
Bear players who pushed the Wesleyan line back
in the second period of last Saturday's game. The other Polar
on this play are Capt. Putnam No. 11, Fltts No. SO, Grliflth No. 31, and Drake No. 10 .

{

{

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

WILLIAMS ELEVEN

By Max Baton and

FAVORED TO WIN

Burton

Bill

—

6-3.
Bowdoin Scores at Will
Purington has improved greatly
Bowdoin scored for the first time
during the summer. Both his fore- in the third minute of play, before
hand and backhand drives were the game was really under way.
steady, deep and accurate. He placed Twice more in the first period, three
his shots well and put plenty of times in the second, and four timet
punch into them. Ashley started out in the third the Polar Bear team
strongly, running up a 3-0 lead but drove through to the Bangor goalweakened before his opponent's line. It converted all but two of the
steady game.
points after touchdown, usually by
Bechtel showed unusual strength in rushing through the line.
defeating the rising freshman star,
End sweeps, forwards, laterals, inMelindy 6-3, 6-0. The latter became a tercepted passes and plain power
real threat when he marched through plays were utilized in the Bowdoin
Jack Salter 6-2, 0-6. 6-3. Bechtel, offensive.
The unique play of
always a steady player, showed in the game was Curran's touchdown
this match a good deal of additional on
his
own team's kick-off to
offensive power.
Bangor after one of the frequent
Winn Thomas seeded second, eked Bowdoin touchdowns in the third peout a win over Frank Kibbe. The lat- riod. The Bangor receiver flipped a
ter had game point on his own serv- lateral to another Bangor man who
ice with the score four-all in the then threw a long lateral to a third
third and deciding set. But he missed player, lurking near the sidelines, but
an easy shot and Thomas was able Curran intercepted the second pass
to pull through to an 8-6, 4-6, 7-5 vic- and scored unmolested.

Scoring 33 points and using 33 players last year the wildest of pipe
became a Bowdoin reality last Saturday against the heretofore
much heralded Wesleyan eleven. The spectacular Walsh-Rockne-Lancaster
Reed, Shaw, Sawyer, Karakashian, type of attack necessitates not only a wide awake starting team but, what is
Frye, Johnson, and Bill Soule <vho oven more important, a supply of capable reserve material. Wide-open foothas fully recuperated from his knee ball from the opening kick-off to the last whistle enabled the Bears for the
infection will provide Coach Walsh first time since 1930 pile up a total of more than 30 points in one encounter.
with two quartets of equal ball-toting Thorough groundwork in the fundamentals blocking, tackling, and fieldability.
generalship is beginning to pay dividends.
s
s
With the exception of Joe Drummond, whose hip and back muscleAs to the nmt outstanding plays and players, It Is not
strain suffered a relapse in the Weseasy to discriminate. Certainly the long lunges Into the
leyan game, the entire forward wall
Wesleyan backfield by Reed, Frye, Johnson, Ksrshsshlsn,
»
tory.
will be ready to get into the fray.
Shaw, nnd Sawyer demand high honors for the backfield.
Scores of Second Round Matches:
White Line-up Uncertain
Probably the 68-yard run on the triple lateral play by
R. Ashley beat Lang 4-0. 4-1.
Since the non-scouting agreement
Frye, Manter, and Johnson in that order marked the moat
Lewis
F.
beat, T. Park 4-0. 4-2.
which has been observed for several
sensational moment of the game. The futility of good passF. Purington beat F. McKenney 6-8. 4-2.
W. B. Allen beat O. Bryatit 4-1. 4-1.
years between Williams and Bowdoin
ing without a sufficiently capable running attack was
J. Rich beat J. Knight 4-2. 4-2.
is still in existence, Coach Walsh has
shown in the Cardinal offensive. In a frantic effort to score,
J. Salter beat Kien>tead by default.
been unable as yet to learn any defitheir passes totaled 20. Of these only 8 were completed and
G. Griffin beat R. Carland 4-4. 4-1.
L. Abbott beat Ittman 5-7. 8-4. 8-4.
nite plays which Saturday's rivals
three intercepted.
R. Pach beat H. Grave* 9-7. 4-4.
may employ against the White elevs
W. Hyde beat L. Hyde 4-0, j-j.
en.
Some say its the weather and some say its good management, but at any
F. Kibbe beat R. Griffin 4-2. 4-4.
line-up
starting
the
N. Dane beat L. Leary CI. 4-8.
In regard to
rate the fall tennis tournament is fast nearing completion, bringing along
R. Bechtel beat H. Miller 4-1. 4-1.
for Saturday's game. Coach Walsh with it a series of unprecedented upsets among the seeded players. Worthy
O. Melindy beat D. Bradford 4-3. 4-3.
said. "There possibly may be a num- of note are the victories over Ashley, Monell, and Salter by Purington, Rich,
Round Three:
ber of changes made, depending on and Melindy respectively. The showing of these last two hitherto unheralded
R. Aahley beat F. Lewis 4-3. 4-1.
F. Purinirton beat W. B. Allen 4-4. 12-10.
whatever we may be able to learn of freshmen augurs well for Bowdoin's defense of her state series title.
4-2.
the Williams' tactics. If we discover
S
8
J. Rich beat G. Griffin 9-7. 4-4.
whether they are primarily offensive
L. Abbott beat R. Pach 7-5. 4-2.
Perfection of team work seems to have drifted over from
W. Thomas beat W. Hyde 4-2. 8-4.
or defensive we will try to meet eiththe football squad and taken a firm hold on what promises
F. Kibbe beat N. Dane 6-3, S-4, 4-4.
er situation with the proper line-up.
to be the strongest, best balanced, cross country team
R. Bechtel beat W. B. Parker 4-0. 7-5.
I know", he concluded, "that none of
Bowdoin has produced in years. Jack Magee has always
O. Melindy beat J. Salter 4-2. 0-4. 4-3.
Quarter Finals:
the fellows will feel hurt if their
produced one or two stellar performers but this year there
Purinirton beat Aahley 8-4. 4-8.
names don't appear in the starting
are six Including Captain Shute, Bond, Porter, Young,
J. Rich beat L. AVhott 4-2. 4-3.
line-up for they all realize that we
Cowan, and Mann. Boasting six such powerful yet evenW. Thomas beat K<bbe 7-5. 2-4. 4-4.
have more than an eleven man team.
R. Bechtel beat Melindy 4-3. 4-0.
ly matched winners as these, the hill and dalers should be
Semi-Flnala:
They're all going out there to fight,
set for big doings in the coming Harvard and New EngF. Purintrton beat J. Rich 10-8. 4-8. 8-4.
and that's all that matters."
land Meets.
4-8.

dreams

—
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HuKine (OLeary)

Hepburn),

Aihkwur

verting.

With almost the entire Jayvee
team playing. Bowdoin managed to

WK8LRYAN

a

Frank Purington, eighth seeded,
scored the greatest upset of the fall
tennis tournament by beating Bob
Ashley, last year's intercollegiate
state singles champion, in the quarter

week.

The new men are C. I. Arnold, E.
J. Bartlett, W. S. Batty, D. L. Berger, C. F. Brewster, L. W. Bruemmer,
Jr., R. S. Bullerwill, W. J. Clifford,

F. Cowan,
B.
N. Curtis,
Davis. R. L. Davis, N. E. Gillett, G.
M. I* Griffin, E. Guild, Jr., D. F.
Hanley. J. W. Harrison, T. W. Howard, Jr.. H. M. Howland. C. P. JewFumble Paves Way
ett, W. F. Leach, Jr., P. E. Paul Mesfumble of Frye's punt, when the sier, W. M. Mick, W. S. Mitchell. Jr.,
Robinson, Jr., R. M. Stover,
two
minutes
into
the
game was but
Stuart, D. A.
third quarter, led the way for the R. H. Strout, C.
third score. Taking the ball on the Tilden and A. C. White.

'

Upsets Feature
Tennis Tourney

Coach Ralph Wagg of Auburn was
present at a previous meeting held

tempted lateral on the kickoff. Home
of Wesleyan retaliated by intercepting a Bowdoin pass, but lost Wesleyan possession less than a minute
later when Reed snatched the ball
out of the air on the 35 and wriggled
down to the 12. BUI Soule made
eight yards around end, and Johnson
sliced off tackle to score. Putnam
lost the attempt for the point when
the ball hit the goal post.

get one more score when Bob Gentry heaved a pass to Buck Sawyer
from the 12 yard line. Sawyer was
completely in the clear and crossed

-—

i

—

—

Soule

Stan

Notable in the Bowdoin backfield

were

Dave

Soule,

flashed. The summary:
BOWDOIN JV (48)
Cos.

I*

re.

Hepburn, Winiate.
Roberta. \g
Wilder, • •
R. Smith, rs

Davi*.

rs. Alley. Haarhea

V

Upham. Ihb ..
Upham. rhb ....

Barksdale.

D. Soule. fb

JV

80

it-

suit you?

N,ow, when

it

comes to a cigarette that

will suit you. . .you
it's

mild, you

want to think whether

want to

think about the taste

That Chesterfields are milder and
accident

.

taste better is

no

•

The farmer who grows the tobacco, the warehouseman who sells it at auction to the highest
bidder, every

.

man who knows about leaf tobacco

will tell you that it takes mild, ripe tobaccos to

make a good

cigarette.

..

a

In making Chesterfields

grown and Turkish

we

use mild ripe

for

mildness

home
..

tobaccos.

O tW. Uscsu ft Mrsst Tosaoco Co.

tfMMaaa*

Miller

K, Revis

Sawyer

qb. Galea
Ford. Morse
Ford. Louder
Morse. ParacHa

rhb.
1Kb.

81

37

0—48

0—0

Touchdowns. Barksdale. Murphy. Fraxier 8.
Soule 2. Upham, Curran. P. Smith. Points afBarksdale
ter touchdown. Soule (ruah)
t.
(rush) 3, Soule. Referee. Chapman (Bowdoin).
Time, three Una and one Eve-minute periods.

...the question is,
it

Alley.

la.

fb.

self that counts

does

Hebbard

e.
I*.

.

Bowdoin
Ban gor

Wyman

rt,

Clarkeon. Baas, Peakea, rt
Curran, Welch re
Murphy. P. Smith, qb
Fraxier,

BANGOB

(•)

Brows. Jackson. Ford

R

and

the cigarette

and

Frazier,

Barksdale, with Murphy also turning
in a depenable job. In the line HepDavis, Smith, Curran and Cox

bum,

for better taste
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Stanley Williams, Jr.

ITOLLOWING the example of the
" Masque and Gown, the Bowdoin Try End-of-Week Schedule
In Effort to Bring Back
Political Forum has made up a petition for a grant of money from the
More Graduates
Tax Authorities. The sum of
Blanket

fifty dollars is requested, for the purpose of paying traveling expenses of
speakers to be secured for the meetings. It is planned to have one prominent visiting speaker each month.
As the Political or Liberal Forum
(it has been called both) has had an
attendance of nearly a hundred students at each of its last two meetings, it would appear that the organisation is as worthy such a grant as
the debating activities, for instance,
which receive at present a substantial grant for events of much less
interest to the student body as a
whole.
% • t *
rpHAT the Forum intends to be "lib•»•
eral" in all senses of the word
is proved by the fact that its lecture
committee is attempting to secure an
Italian speaker to present Italy's
viewpoint in the I talo- Ethiopian im-

broglio.

While Mr. Lakin, the speaker at
the last meeting, treated the question
in a fair and general way, he was
obviously more favorable toward the
Ethiopian side of the question, and in
general supported the views of the
League, and especially of its two im-

England

members,

portant
France.

and

In giving the "opposition"

chance to air its views, the
Forum will provide another interesting evening for the college, and continue in its capacity as an unofficial

a

fair

"current events class."
•

BEFORE

r

-

many weeks

are past the

Student Council Christmas Dance
Committee, and the various fraternities, will begin to make plans for
their houseparty dances this December. While such affairs have gone
on in the past few years in obedient

BACCAUVUREATE TO
BE ON WEDNESDAY
Whole Plan for Graduation

On Saturday To Be on
Trial for

Year

By William Klaber, Jr.
Radical changes in the program of
the 1936 Commencement have been
planned by the college authorities. In
an effort to get more alumni back for
exerreunions and the graduation
cises, the governing boards of the college have voted to change the present midweek program into one at the
end of the week as a one-year experiment.
This move comes as the culmination of a great deal of agitation on
the part of recent graduates who
felt that the former system of midexercises was inconvenient, and
it impossible for many alumni to
return to Bowdoin. After a great deal
of research into the subject, the governing boards decided to try the experiment to see how well it worked.

week
made

To Graduate Saturday
In this move, Bowdoin becomes the
only college in the country to hold
the actual graduation ceremonies on
Saturday. Many universities and colleges with the popular week-end plan
have the exercises on Monday, while
others favor Thursday and Friday.
"The apparent lack of graduates
has
returning to commencement
fostered this move," stated President
Sills, speaking of the changes. "Many
of the younger graduates who would
found it
ordinarily have returned,
impossible to risk their positions and
come back. The by-laws of the college provided a means of making the

change by stating that Commencepursuit of recognized precedent, a
ment should be held on Thursday unglance at the social affairs of this less changed by a ruling of the govtype at colleges approximately the erning boards."
size of Bowdoin discloses different
Mack Research Done
and perhaps commendable schemes.
The present plan is far from a new
At Amherst, for instance, although idea. For several years in the past,
there are two houseparties a year, no there has been a growing sentiment
effort is made to secure an outstand- for a week-end commencement to aling orchestra for the college dance at low the alumni to come back. Howthe time of winter parties, and the ever, a committee appointed to look
money saved then is later put into a into the situation in 1934 found by
At Wesleyan, correspondence with "other colleges of
brilliant spring promby hearsay more a "rich man's col- the district that the usual week-end
lege" than Bowdoin, houseparty or- plan had many draw-backs. The syschestra expenses are low, more close- tem called for graduation exercises
ly adhering to the many schemes of to be held Monday, which meant that
expense curtailment urged at Bow- most alumni had already returned to
doin from time to time in the past their homes. At the same time, it
was found that attendance had been
few years.
~
(Continued OB Bag* I)
Not much support is given to student council dances at Williams, with
the consequent high development of
fraternity house dances at that colEach fraternity gives three
lege.
dances, one the first night, a tea dance
the next day and a formal evening
following
that, but these are
dance
Meeting for their Thirty-third An"closed" dances, members of other nual Convention, the Maine Teachers'
campus fraternities attending by in- Association convened at Bangor tovitation only. The loss of the demo- day. Many of the Bowdoin faculty
cratic spirit so prevalent at Bowdoin and alumni are participating in offidances is marked, but on the other cial or instructive capacities during
hand the combining of three or more the three days of sessions.
fraternities to pool their - monetary
Professor Orren C. Hormell is a
resources in obtaining an orchestra member of the Association's CommitAgreements of this tee on Legislation, and Professor
is to be praised.
type -are rare at Bowdoin, although Stanley P. Chase is chairman of the
English Division. Professor Coffin,
it is usual for two houses to "supalso, will read and comment upon seport" one another's dances.
A closer cooperation between the lections from his poems for this sesremight
respect
this
sion.
fraternities in
Teaching alumni from a number of
sult in less expensive but no less satMaine educational institutions have
isfying houseparties.
been scheduled for their respective
S • T
linTH the passing of the ancient gatherings. The Bowdoin Teacher's
Saturday evening.
bicycle and the advent of the Club will meet on
William Woodbury Presides
"benzine-buggy", college life necesMr. William B. Woodbury, who
sarily underwent a change, increased
Bowdoin
in the class
from
graduated
facility of transportation resulting in
orof '00, has, as president of the
many week ends for many students. ganization,
the honor of presiding
In years gone by the undergraduates
over the two general sessions of the
remained on campus most of the Convention on Thursday, and the
time, Portland then seeming as far Representative Assembly on Friday.
distant as New York does to the
Mr. Harrison C. Lyseth, class of '21,
Bowdoin student of today. Seemingly presides at Thursday's open session
the change in college life has also of the State Board of Character Eduaffected the singing of the college cation and Accredited Bible
Study,
stumble
now
students
songs
and is secretary for the conference of
through the second verse of the Secondary 'School Principals, in addi"Beata" with the same hesitancy that tion to leading the general session of
characterizes matt renderings of the Friday evening in song.
national anthem.
Other Bowdoin men actively interA recent rally showed unfamiliar- ested in the convention are Frank D.
ity with "Glasses Clinking High", and Rowe, class of '06, a member of the
other instances demonstrate that un- Resolutions Committee; Mr. George
fortunately the singing ability of the E. L^atherbarrow, class of '04; Mr.
The football sea- Frank O. Stack, class of '22; A.
college is failing.
son is the only time of the year that Carleton Andrews, class of '26 and a
the students sing college songs in professor in the University cf Maine;
large groups, and it is to be deplored Mr. Philip H. Kimball, class of '11;
that such poor support is given the and Mr. George C. Purington.
songs played by the band at football
games, in particular the traditional
singing of the "Beata" after the contest. With such an excellent group of
songs as those possessed 4>y Bowdoin
its student body should take pride in
rendering them well.

BOWDOIN MEN LEAD

TEACHERS' MEETING

"
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Colby Parade-Rally
,

To

Be Held Friday Night

A

pre-Colby game parade and
rally will be staged shortly after
evening.
Dr.
•upper
Friday
Atfcera Daggett aad Malcolm E.
Morrell, director of physical education, will be the speaker*.
The parade will form at the
House at 7.45. Leaving there
march down fraternity
It will
row past the Sigma No, Theta
Delta Chi, and Pal IT Houses.
left turn will be made on to College street.
After passing the
Deke and Zeto Houses, the parade win tarn Into the campus
road and march by the eads before cutting across the campus
to the Art Building steps.
Here will begin the rally proper. Songs under the direction of
Ditto Bond assisted by BUI Wee
and the band, aad cheers led by

AD

r
that

"RESOLVED:

the

fraternity

""•system has outlived its usefulness" has been selected by Union College as the. subject of the forthcoming debate with Bowdoin. It is most
probable that Bowdoin will take the
negative. If this be the case, a curious situation will arise, with the

"mother of college fraternities" arguing against her offsprings. Union has
long been called this because many
of the presen t national fraternities
started on the Campus of the Schenectady college. Three of Bowdoin's
houses. PsJ Upsilon. Theta Delta Chi,
and Chi Psi all came originally from
Union. Now it is probable that some
of the members of Unions sons will
defend the system against the mother
herself.

—
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BOWDOIN LOSES
27-6 TO STRONG
WILLIAMS TEAM

Walsh Predicts Hard Contest
In Forthcoming Maine Series

White Outrushes Purple But
Succumbs to Brilliant

Picks Colby as Slim Favorite
In Battle This Week-end
On Whittier Field

A

BUI Sawyer,

Hick

Lang,

REED MAKEsToNLY
TALLY FOR WHITE

Thurman

-

SHOW MUCH POWER

Results of Saturday's Game
To Depend on Injury
Lists of Teams

By Richard JE. Mathewson
Unable to stop the dazzling aerial
attack staged by a powerful and fast
Williams eleven, Adam Walsh's Polar
Bears suffered their first loss of 'the
season last Saturday at Williamstown by a 27-6 score. Although the
rebuilt White Mam outrushed its
heavier opponents it was unable to
withstand the onslaughts of a Purple
team which tool advantage of its
several scoring opportunities.
Bowdoin's only tally came in the
third quarter. Driven back behind
their own goal line, Williams was
forced to punt. Jack Reed took the
ball on the Purple 40-yard mark,
evaded the opposing ends, and sped
down the side-line to score almost
untouched.
In the opening period the White
was outplayed. Williams wpn the

and

Philoon.

Undergraduates are expected
to Join as the parade passes their
house or dormitory. The chapel
bell
off

MAINE BATES BOTH

Returns Williams Punt 40
Yards for Touchdown
In Third Period

Howdic Dana will round out the
prog ram. The speakers will be
.Introduced by

11

Passing Attack

wiU summon those who live
campus and In fraternity

houses not on the route of the
parade.

FATHERS TO BE
HERE SATURDAY
Large Number of Parents of
Freshmen Expected to
Inspect Bowdoin

By Ralph H. Winn
"The Mules—the Bobcats—
the Bears
Not exactly a
peaceful cage into which a "tenderfoot" must be thrown.
At
least

Bunny Johnson

Bucky Sawyer

DEBATERS WILL
GIVE BROADCAST
WGY to Transmit Match

and Moseley kicked. Johnson returned the ball to the Bowdoin 30With Union College on
yard mark. Thenj two line plays resulting in losses, Frye kicked. Jones.
Nov. 18 at Schenectady
210 pound tackle, blocked the punt
"Bowdoin expects a large number and Williams recovered on the 20Bowdoin's
debating
team will,
of fathers of freshmen to attend its yard line. Stanley and Holmes carsixth annual Father's Day to be held ried the ball across in four plays. broadcast over the radio this coming
month when they meet Union College
here Saturday", stated Donovan D. Moseley kicked the point.
at Schenectady on November 18. DeLancaster, who has charge of
the
program.

give

Its object is to

toss,

Stanley Scores
Moseley kicked off for Williams,
using a trick kick which carried the

the

parents of new students a chance to
see the college in the midst of scholastic as well as outside activity.
The day's activities will start with
the regular college chapel exercises,

PURPLE PASSES

Penalties Against,

Freshman class comes
compared with only 19 last

—an increase of over 40 per cent.
day's

program

follows:

—

with Amherst and Wesleyan
occurs on Nov. 15.

.

yds. 10

ball only to the.Jfcyard line,

in this year's

The

.

(

Colby game Saturday with tea
dances immediately, after the
game, and the student council
will sponsor another dance In the
evening in the Sargent Gymnasium with music by the Polar
Bears.

The seven houses who are
planning to hold tea dances are
Alpha Delta Phi, Psi Upsilon,
Chi Psi, Theta Delta Chi, Delta
Upsilon, Zeta Psi, and Kappa
Sigma. The Alpha Detts will
feature Ernie, George and bis
band, Stan Blanchard and his orchestra wUl play at the Chi Psi
lodge, and the Polar Bears will
be at the Delta Upsilon house.
Other houses are still undecided
as to orchestras.

which

Team Takes Negative

where

COFrTN WILL VISIT

WEST AS SPEAKER

A

minute rebuttal.
As yet, no selections have been made for
team
members. It is probable that veterans will be used, although freshmen
five

will

be given equal opportunities to

try out.

Six Veterans

Six

men remain

last year's squad,
ond place in the

Remain

on. the team from
tied for secEastern Intercol-

which

legiate Conference. These men
are
President Edwin Gilpatrick Walker.
Manager Seagrave, 37; Assistant
Managers Andrew Cox, Philip Nead,

36;

STUDENTS PAY LOW
PRICE FOR TICKETS

—

I

NOTICE

'<

I

I

•

:

SPEAKER SUGGESTS

NEW MORAL TESTS

—

Coming Events

—

—

—

—

'

—
—

|
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"The Mule is a stubborn critand I am told that the Colby
team of this year lives up to that
reputation just about 100%.
They have one of the biggest
squads they have had in years.
In Tom Yadwinski they have an
ter,

—

outstanding back dangerous at
all
times. Their defense has
been strong all season, and I
know they have been saving a

few choice bits of trickery to
show us when they are in possession of the ball.

"The Mule is the favorite for
Saturday's contest, but the Polar Bear is rather troublesome
when he is hungry. It looks like
a great series."
Shaw Injured
Bttl Shaw, who has been doing so
well at left half will probably be out
for both the Colby and the Bates
games, owing to a severe ligament
strain in his right leg. There is a
possibility that he may be out for
the rest of the season but Coach
Walsh hopes that with the proper
treatment that he will be available
for the Maine and Tufts games.

Vermont, were tied twice, and lost
once. Colby is recognized as having
potential strength. Much
de-

much

pends on the number of injuries
which the White Mules have sustained in their previous encounters.

B&ckneld Appears Strong
The Waterville college is expected
to bring down a
finely drilled in

squad that has been
the Friends of Amdefensive
tactics.
erican Writers.
Throughout the first part of the seaThe far point of the trip will be son, they have shown the dogged
reached with a talk before the Wom- resistence which often proves to be
an's Club of Minneapolis January 28. too much for the opponent. Passing
Miscellaneous other engagements fol- has made little impression upon them,
while the line has many experienced
( Continued
on page I)
men who have shown ability to stop
rushes, namely Bob Sparkes, Steve

I

MASQUE AND GOWN
TO HOLD TRY-OUTS

is

spoke and
read from his poems, as Visiting
Joe Drummond who was unable to
Poet at Wellesley College. Today he
make the Williams trip will probably
addressed Maine teachers at their
association conference in Bangor, be back in the line Saturday. Rod
Larcom, who suffered a slight injury
again reading from his poems.
After several other engagements in in the Williams game, will most likethis section, Prof. Coffin will begin ly be able to play against Colby this
a week as a guest teacher at the week end.
Colby will enter the game this SatGorham Normal school oh Nov. 27.
December 16 he will be a speaker at urday on Whittier Field as an unone of the "Literary Morning" pro- known quantity. While apparently
grams at the Copley Plaza Hotel in weak from the pre-season record in
which they scored cne victory over
Boston.

Swings West In January
and James Pocock all of '38, and
January 17 he will speak in FarmDonald Bryant, '37.
ing, N. H., and then set out immeA call for freshman aspirants will diately for Ripon College, in Wisbe made as soon as the topic for the
consin, and for the University of
first league debate is announced. The
Wisconsin,
he will spend most
members of 1939 will be allowed to of the weekwhere
of January 19. On Jantry out for team membership by de- uary
22, however, he will speak in
bating on the subject of this first deChicago before

Continued on pas* •)

In an effort to permit more students of Maine colleges to see their bate.
Another non-league debate with
teams in action during the state seIt is
ries, the Maine Intercollegiate Ath- Tufts is now being arranged.
most probable that this long-standing
letic Association has decided to set
a rate of fifty-five cents on visiting rivalry will be resumed sometime in
j
student tickets. This privilege wiU December.
Last year, the debating team lied
be first used by Bowdoin students
when they travel to Orono to wit- with Bates for second place in the
Eastern
Intercollegiate
Debating
November
game
on
Maine
ness the
League in their first year of compe9.
This move comes as the culmina- tition. Although leading when halfway through the final bracket of the
tion of several years of discussion
by the Maine colleges. Realizing that tournament, Bowdoin was finally
humbled by Wesleyan by the slim
the main value in the game was the
margin of one point.
students,
this
body
has
the
to
value
Try-outs for the first play of the
Masque and Gown will be held in the been endeavoring for several years
Masque and Gown room in the Moul to put away games more in the reach
ton Union at 7.30 Monday evening of the undergraduate.
To Have Identification
The try-outs are open to any stuIn order to prevent graft, the main
dent who is at all interested in draargument against the system, it has
matics no experience is necessary.
Entitling his subject "Tests of Conthat each student shall
decided
been
According to Mr. George Quinby,
director, the opportunity for roles in be supplied with credentials which duct", Reverend Howard J. Chidley.
plays this year is unusually good must be presented with the ticket at D.D., of Winchester, Massachusetts,
Director Quinby is hoping for a large the gate. At Bowdoin this will be addressed the student body in chapel
number of men at the try-outs anc accomplished by having the blanket last Sunday afternoon. Dr. Chidley
urges all men interested to come out tax stub of the student punched when based his talk on four tests by which
whether they are members of the he buys his ticket. The stub will, one may judge men through their achowever, be left in the book and will tions.
club or not.
The first of these is as follows:
be presented at the gate for admission with the student ticket. In order "What is the judgment of history on
this question ? What is the testimony
(Continued on pace 2)
of racial experience?" The answer to
this question was, "This is the laboratory of life where the human race
has hammered out certain laws for
itself by bitter experience and at terHarry
Foote
By
dent body too. It was this well which
Thursday, Oct. 24, 7.00 Alexanrible cost."der Price S p ea king Tryouts In
"There's water in the well" was was uncovered last week when workers cleaned out a sewer pipe from the
Stre ss e s Usefulness
Hubbard Hall.
once -a truer part of the Bowdoin
7.S0— Meeting of applicants for
Another medium, "Is it useful?"
sophomore war-song. Phi Chi, than hall.
positions In the Bowdoin PubThe well remained in use for man>
Dr. Chidley stated that thus brings up
it is today. Workers of the college
the
college
expanded be
lishing Co.
discovered that last week when they years after
a host of moral issues which includes
Friday, Oct. 25, 10.30 Parade
more or less accidentally dug up the' yond Massachusetts Hall, and after
the uses of our. lives and of our monBally for Colby (fame begin,first source of Bowdoin's water sup- the first dormitories were built simiey. In connection with this point he
nlng in front of the Cumberply a well alongside Massachusetts lar wells were dug for each of their
said that there were two kinds df
across the drive on the side awaj
Hall.
land Theatre and ending on
possessions the sharable and the unArt Building Steps.
sharable.
Massachusetts Hall was once all of from campus.
Saturday, Oct. 26— Father's Day
Years ago the wells were all
Bowdoin College including the home
A third test included "the effect of
8J80 Chapel
led
by Dean
of its first president, Joseph McKeen. abandoned. Pres. McKeen's well was
our action on personalities of others
Nixon.
The president's kitchen was then in covered with a flat rock and filled in,
and of ourselves. If human exist2.00 Colby-Bowdoin Football
the part of the building which is now and a similar fate probably followed
ence has any meaning, it is the degame on Whittier Field.
the entrance to the Cleaveland cab- for the dormitory wells.
velopment of personality."
Sunday, Oct. 27, 5.00—Chapel led
inet, though there was then no secWorkers who again unearthed the
The fourth and concluding test Is.
ond floor on that part.
well last week made sure of its locaby President Sills. •
"Is it beautiful?" The example of
tion
sewers
and
then
in
respect
to
the
Monday,
Oct.
28, 7.80—Tryouts
Just outside the back door was the
William T. Stead on the Titanic was
for ilrst play of Masque and
one and only well, used not only for filled it in again, perhaps to be represented as an illustration of the
Gown in the Moulton Union.
the president but for the whole stu- discovered many years in the future.
beauty of integrity of character.
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Seven of the eleven campus
fraternities will celebrate the

a "newcomer"

tenderfoot out in the wild, and
wooly west", said Coach Adam
Walsh in an interview yesterday.
"I heard much", he continued,
"of the hectic battles of the
State Series long before I ever
dreamed of Bowdoin. Now that
I am here, it seems that we are
the favorite dish for these unkind animals.

the Polar Bear contestants will probably take the negatfamrtds nf thear
Robert P.-TTffn*m-"Cbfgument. Being visitors, the choice is fln, Pierce Professor of English at
left to them. Since the experience of Bowdoin and a
nationally prominent
Bowdoin has been that fraternities author, this week dips into a speakare indispensable, the team
can ing program which, though st^Jl inspeak from first-hand knowledge on complete, already includes engagethis side.
ments as far ahead as May, 1936,
team of two men will make the and as far from home as Minneaiwlis,
trip, each of whom will speak
for Minnesota.
nine minutes and will then nave a
Monday Prof. Coffin

Stanley and
recovered.
Holmes then carried the ball down
into scoring position with a series of
off-tackle plays. The first pass of the
gams, Salsich to Latvis, was comThe
pleted on the one-yard line.
White line held for two plays, but
Stanley went over inside tackle on
the next. Moseley's kick struck the
upright and bounced back. The quarter ended with the score at 13-0.
In the second quarter the Polar
Bears rallied considerably. Following
his customary policy. Walsh sent in
substitutes plentifully and often. One
highlight of the period was Sawyer's
quick kick from midfleld which
bounded offside within a yard of the
home team's goal line. In the last
minute of the half Salsich provided
the most spectacular play of the
game. Takfhg the ball on kick for-

,

Seven Houses Plan Tea
Dances Following Game

Norman Seagrave, manager and
member of the team, announced that

15

Woodrow

as Pennsylvania and New Jersey attended the exercises. This year an
even larger number is expected since
the number of sons of Bowdoin men

8.00-11.00— Registration at the
office of the Moulton Union
Receive guest tickets for the
luncheon.
8.20-8.30—College Chapel exercises led by Dean Nixon.
8.30-11.00—Visit Freshman classes and tour campus with sons
or other guides.
11.00-12.00—Informal
reception
by the President, Dean, and
members of the faculty in the
main lounge of the Moulton
Union.
12.00 Luncheon in the Moulton
Union.
2.00— Football at Whittier Field,
Colby Vs. Bowdoin.

try.

This debate will be the first ef a
series of non-league
contests with
other colleges of the east. It will
closely follow the first league debate

.

.

To See Game

fall

W

B
Downs Earned

.

At noon, immediately following the
reception, the men will be guests of
the college at a Father's Day luncheon in the Union, after which they
will attend the Colby football game
at Whittier Field.
Last year 59 fathers from as far

to 27 as

bating the question "Resolved: that
the fraternity system has outlived its
usefulness", a two-man team will be
heard over station WGY, one of the
most powerful stations in the coun-

9 17
171 140
Yards Gained, Risking
9 17
Passes Attempted
2
7
Passes Completed
2
Passes Intercepted By.. 1
21 119
Yards Gained, Passing
Kicks, Av Distance .... 49 42
1
9
Kicks Blocked
First

at which Dean Paul Nixon will speak
to both fathers and students.
During the morning the visitors
will have the opportunity of attending their sons' classes and seeing exactly how the courses are being run,
and at 11 o'clock there, will be a reception in the main lounge of the
Moulton Union. In order to have adequate time for fathers to meet and
talk with members of the faculty, the
r eeeptaai Saturday win start half an
hour earlier than last year. All
Freshmen are to be excused from
11:30 classes in order to attend the
reception.

Workers Unearth Well, Once
Whole Bowdoin Water Supply

•

ORIENT

FRIDAY NIGHT

BRUNSWICK. ME., WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 23. 1935

(65th Year)

BOARD CHANGES
PLANS FOR 1936
COMMENCEMENT
By

FOLLOW THE BAND

All

freshmen interested

Young, Carl Hodges, and Bud Hooper.
However, Coach Eddie Roundy will
in try-

out for the Bowdoin PubUshing Company should report to
the Moulton Union tomorrow
night at 7.30. The managership
of the Publishing Company is
.the only salaried position in student activities.
ins;

not have to depend on defense alone.
In the backfield there remains the
triple-threat man, Yadwinski, whom

Bowdoin men recall with sorrow
when they remember last year's game.
Supporting him are Lemieux. another
veteran. Bill Thomas, Charlie Caddoo,
(Continued on pake 4)
1

Dean
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Of
Any Reorganization Of Phi Chi
Indicates Disapproval

By Harry Foote
think the personnel has been very
"Return of Phi Chi to the Bowdoin well picked; and no one need fear
unsatis- that if there's paddling to be done the

campus would not merely be
factory

to-

college;
plored.

We

the administration of the
would be very much dedo favor observance of
freshman rules but we believe the
new Student Council Disciplinary
Committee is very well constituted
and if it is successful it will very
likely be continued next year."
Thus Dean Paul Nixon repudiated,
in an interview Monday morning, rumors that the administration would
like to see a revival of Phi Chi. The
Dean made it clear, too, that the
rumors
were
absolutely without
foundation.
it

won't be capable of it."
Meet Tuesday
Organization of the S. C. D. C. was
announced in last week's Orient. It
will be headed by Rodney C.
Larcom '36, vice president of the student
council, and will include the
eight
proctors and four sophomores. Proctors are John P. Chapman, Paul G.
Favour, Jr., Philip G. Good. Robert
R. Hagy. Jr., Frederic S. Mann, Hubert S. Shaw. iJohn V.
Shute. and
William H. Soule, all seniors. Sophomore members are Andrew H. Cox.
David W. Fitts, Robert N. Smith, and
S. C. D. C.

^

Approves S. C. D. C.
"Neither the President nor myself,"
he said, "wants to see the return of
Phi Chi or the organization of any
similar body. I'm sure the student
council would also regret any such
attempt very much."
The Dean did make clear, however,
that the administration is behind the

new S. C. D. C. in its work of disciplining freshmen who may need it.
"I believe the S. C. D. C. is fully

capable of fulfilling all the purposes
of Phi Chi as well as that organization ever did, or better," he said. "I

David B. Soule.

The first meeting of the S. C. D. C.
was Tuesday evening. The organiza-

tion aims to eliminate the "show" atmosphere of Phi Chi and to substitute
for it a more serious procedure. Student council has forbidden the sophomore class to organize any society
similar to Phi Chi.
Though the S. C. D. C. is aiming to
avoid calling men before it for offenses as trivial as many have been
in the past,
freshmen .who break
rules are to be reported to any member of the committee.
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tary Wallace, following his lecture here, received from the more
Communication
reactionary of the New England papers .
To the Editor of the Orient:
Ministers and educators trouble themselves a good deal today
Last year I wrote several articles
about youth's attitude towards religion. There seem to be two for the Bowdoin Orient, and by the
of several friends, I continue.
prominent points of view the first cries out against irreligious, request
I wan* to say that I think I have the
immoral youth while the other thinks it has discovered signs of largest number of acquaintances of
any
one
outside of the college ranks.
a religious revival. Although it is a difficult question to answer Naturally,
by such close association
dogmatically, it would seem that both contain an element of truth. with the college, I have witnessed
The present college generation quite definitely attaches little sig- many peculiar instances.
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Maxwell A. Eaton

TO LEAD CAMPAIGN

No.

COMES
H DEATH
U HOUSE

TO THE

PSI

A

Maine enabled Bowdoin to win the first Maine gridSuddenly the quiet night was shatThat might have led dne to expect great tered by a weird crash, followed by
the tinkling of broken glass. The
things of White elevens. But since that auspicious year only four hunters hopped out of bed and took
ftate titles, the last in 1921 (when the team was undefeated a hasty look around. One of their
throughout the season), have come Bowdoinwards. Since 1926 [^a^ofTe Zrla^foofe £.
Bowdoin has won but three series games, the last of these in 1930 tridge dead.
It may have been that
the bird
Otherwise
Maine
White
a

victory over

|

—

eleven.

was

the Polar Bears have confined their efforts to "making things interesting" for the other Maine teams and occasionally threatening to win the title.
This year's team is threatening. The most optimistic undergraduates are predicting a state championship. Others limit their

dreams

however, that after restyears, Bowdoin is once more

to a victory or two. Certain it

is,

ing uneasily in the cellar for sl)veral
being considered a factor in Maine intercollegiate football. Promising teams which fail to fulfill their promises are too much the
usual thing at Bowdoin for us to be too hopeful. But not again,
we believe, will we, aa we have so often in the P*3t, wend, our way
sadly homeward from Whittier Field, oppressed with an uneasy
suspicion that, while Bowdoin didn't win, it should have. Gone,

psychic, but then, a lot of queer
things happen of an evening over at
the Psi
house. This is
the first
we've heard of anything going there
to die.

U

m

<

-

c

DVU.
Mister Vyner Brooke, we find, is a
romanticist at heart. He .gives himaway every time he writes one

self

of those lucid little gems on a slip of
paper for his students to translate at
the blackboard. The other day we
wandered into a room in Adams
where he'd just been putting his
French 3-4 men through their paces,
and we found one of his compositions
on the floor. Here it is, sentence number three, just as we found it: "He

was, however, an elegant dancer

Con tinned from pt|i

BUGLE TO GET 1957
COMMITTEE MAKES
PHOTOS NEXT KEEK
ALUMNI DAY PLANS
Plans

are

formulated

being

will

!

j

the Bates

no definite figures can be announced,
a large number of graduates are expected to return.
The committee in charge, including
Scott

C.

W. Simpson

photographer, the Gherin Gallery, of
Needham. Richard W. Sears, photo
arranging appointments.
The same photographer will take
the group activity pictures during the
same period, Sears announces. The
schedule of these will be made out*
editor, is

of Inter-

'0|,

N. H; George F. Eaton '14, of
Bangor; and Thomas C. White '03, of
that soon.
Lewiston;
have announced
Grant and Grant of Lewiston will

vale,
|

j

To Sponsor Contest

ram

to burst the doors in.
got in and a fight follow-

Six poses for two dollars or eight
for three dollars will cover the cost
of reproducing the juniors' pictures
in the Bugle. Prints will be available
at the standard rate per dozen less
the original payment.
Any junior dissatisfied with his individual photos may have them reIn order not to conflict with the taken free if the Bugle board agrees
reading from "Disraeli" by Edward
that they are unsatisfactory.
Abner Thompson last Monday eveIn an effort to get new and unning, the tryouts for the Alexander
been usual pictures for the year book; the
Prise Speaking Contest have
editorial board is planning to run a
night.
Dr.
tomorrow
postponed until
snapshot
contest, open to all stuAthern P. Daggett, director of deseven- dents. The staff reserves rights of
bating, has announced that
teen men will speak at 7:30 in Hub- publication on all photos entered for
the $5.00 prize.
bard Hall tomorrow night.
These pictures can be on any camThe successful candidates in the
tryouts will be pitted against each pus subject. Unusual and interesting
pictures are solicited.
during
finals
sometime
other in the

SEVENTEEN TO TRY
FOR SPEECH AWARD

November.
Those to speak tomorrow night include: R. V. McCann, last year's winner. N. P. Seagrave, and Paul Welsh
Ashkenazy, A. H.
all of 1937; H.

Welch of the

O'Neil. V.

and W.

J.

class of 1938;

Browne, H. Claudman, G.

A. Dunbar, M. Goldberg. W. C. Hart.
and D.
R. L. McLean, D. Stevens,
Cox, N. E. Dupee, H. A. Steeves. E. Wrubel of 1939.

Many specwere lined along the shores.
told to go down near
Island, about a mile from the
bridge.
WeU, a man named Henry
Clay was master of ceremonies. All
were on hand, and I fired the starting
gun. The race was on, but the Frosh
had a bad spill shortly after starting.
the starter at the bridge.
tators

The Frosh were

HOME

Cow

1)

to avoid any complication, a Bowdoin
man will be stationed at the gate to
aid in identification.
All such student tickets will be on
sale on the Wednesday and Thursday before the game. Thursday is
absolutely the* last chance that the
students will have to get such passes,
as the agreement states that all unused tickets will be returned before
Friday afternoon. ^Tickets for the
Maine game will be obtainable on
November $ and 7 at the athletic

SEND YOUR
LAUNDRY HOME
if RAI LWAY
EXPRESS

WeU, they got righted and started
again,
but,
when opposite Cow
Island, a large scow that
used for transporting hay

office.

believe, are the

Junior pictures for the 1987 Bugle
be taken in the BCA Room of

for

in conjuncthe Moulton Union from next Mongame a week day until Tuesday of the following
from Saturday on Nov. 2. Although week by appointment with the class

Alumni Day. to be held
tion with

.

had been

from the
Island was suddenly pushed out from
the shore. On the Island side, a fight
took place. Several black eyes showed up. The scow went across to the
Island with the Frosh tied and bound.
Here they were placed in the barn.
For three days there were no
Franmen Several Professors called
A boat came over for food
and carried it back to the barn. I
met the President of the college and

and
May Expand Plan
interesting talker and the charmdays when the Bears appear to advantage in an
This move on the state series
ing young French girl with whom he
touchvital
one
of
danced many times was delighted games may be the predecessor to a
every column of statistics except th<tt most
general
change
in New England. Vaher handsome partner."
downs, the days when one Bowdoin back in one run gains more with
rious of the colleges, including BowGood God, Vyner, it's perfect!
doin, have been agitating for some asked him his opinion. He said,
m-c
yardage than the entire backfleld of the opposing team, which
such reciprocal agreement. However, "Walter, God must have loved the
nevertheless wins. In short, if, in the coming series, Bowdoin PAGE CLAUDETTE COLBERT
the feeling has beeii that there was fool, or otherwise he would hot have
There's a guy in the Shakespeare too great an opportunity
for graft. made so many of them."
loses a game, we feel confident that we will be able to say with class who keeps
wanting to know Should the plan work in the series
Speaking of modern times, some
when they're going to study AN- games, it is exceedingly probable can recall the visit of the doves and
sincerity? "The best team won."

we

tl.1t
$1.3$

15$ Maine Street

to be played. I arranged

Donald Woodward '36, was chosen The Sophs
to head the Red Cross drive on camed. I had a long job the next day rubpus this fall at a meeting of the Stu- bing arms and legs.
dent Council held yesterday noon at
When the water pipes were laid
the Zeta Psi House. This annual drive
on Maine street, the college authorwill be conducted throughout the colities
were so nervous that there
lege from Nov. 11 until the Thankswould be trouble, that no students
giving vacation.
were allowed down over the Railroad
At the same time it was decided to tracks. There were no mail
carriers
have another gym dance after the in
those days. The postoffice was a
Colby game this Saturday. The Bowone story building down beyond the
doin Polar Bears will again furnish
tracks. Therefore, I had a job going
the music.
to and coming from the mails. As far
The dance held two weeks ago af- as I know, this
makes me the first
ter the JVesleyan game proved to be
official mail carrier in Brunswick.
a success with an estimated numOfficiated at Race
ber of one hundred couples attendMany years ago the college owned
ing. It is expected by the council that
this number will be increased this a large wooden boat house near the
week in view of the fact that a state steam railroad bridge. Rowing was a
series game is likely to draw a larger major sport. I recall an incident that
crowd than did the Wesleyan ga.ne. happened. It was noised about that
the Sophs and the Frosh were to
have a boat race. I was appointed

STUDENTS PAY LOW
PRICE FOR TICKETS

$L4»

I

°LXe™n"a"&m£

battering

$1.98

i

Recalls Maine Battle
cater the meal
Another evening a crowd of freshmen were gathered together in South
Maine. The Sophs could not get in, so
an axe was brought. Two large trees
were cut down and were used as a

K. K. H., «r.

1885

heavily favored

worth while.

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

I

ot
of Freshmen was on the left side near
the Kellogg tree. They had won the
class baseball game, and therefore
hoistedHhe flag they had received on
a long pole. Suddenly the Sophs made
a grand rush for the flag. Down came
the canvas that I had so laboriously
put up in the wind. What a fight that
was! Canvas, freshmen, and sophomores all mixed up. The college had
to purchase a new canvas. Incidently,
Bowdoin won the ball game. More
noise -that night

WOODWARD CHOSEN

»87

THE STATE

upset

^

.

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.
j

the canvas with the help of two men.
The day was awfully dusty, and
there was a large crowd present. A

J. P. C.

The other week Mister Buck and
Mister Kellogg got up a hunting exSERIES
pedition. They put on their guns and
went out to shoot partridges. For a
It was way back in the gay nineties that the Maine State couple of days or so they scoured
the
Series, one of the oldest football conferences, was organized. Bow- country-side, but in all that time they
didn't even see a bird, let alone kill
which
record
series
state
doin had a real team then and made a
one. Messrs. Buck and Kellogg got
has never been approached since. In the days when touchdowns pretty discouraged. One night they
came home to the Psi U house, heavyonly counted five points, the Polar Bear, to put it mildly, beat the hearted and empty-handed. They
subsequent Went upstairs and went to bed. In a
Bobcat 62-0 a point a minute) and the Mule 56-0.
short time they were snoring.

when the

it all

»

CDustard and Cress
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And Many Other Wonderful Book* a* These Unheard of Prices

of the college base-

ball games were played on the Delta,
I was given the task of putting
up a white canvas along the two sides
of the Delta. A Colby and Bowdoin

—

sign,

Sports Editor for this Issne
I

Wednesday, October

iron championship.

last year's

all

I

and and

Religious Thought interest
attendances and long discussions at the fraternity sessions held
each evening for three days, and conducted by a visiting clergy
man But this does not necessarily indicate a religious revival,
though it may quite conceivably point to an emotional revival, a
revival which, to the amateur philosopher, is fundamentally necessary before the world is cured of its many ills.
Thus youth rolls merrily on through the mill of learning;
grasping here and there a message from the past constantly
veering from the temptations of transitory illusions, offered by
"would-be" infallible panaceas
yet seeking always for some

BaatncM Manasar of tka Powdofca Pukliaklag Company.
With Atumaaa, IS.M.

Entered aa aeoond elaat matter at the poatofftee at Bruatwtck. Maine.

William Klaber,

Forum

nev-

Modern
was conspicuously manifested by large game was

spiritual interpretation.

Subarriptloni. $2-00 par yaar Is adrance.

News

It,

;

Ernest R. Dalton '37
FablldMd rrary

nificance to theology

ertheless, is interested in religion, considered in its broadest
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ATOMY AND CLEOPATRA.

R. P. A.

m

-

that all Bowdoin

c

(Extract reprinted from the June 1935 issue of The Bowdoin

Alumnus)

lines.

Mai

Morrell, director of athletics,
The Dekes had Casey over to their views this plan as a great step forhouse for dinner one Sunday, and ward to the ultimate goal where
everything was oka-chobee until the there, will be no admission charge,
greatest Deke of them aU brought the game to be financed by endow-

his
pipe.
Several freshmen ment.
wealth of tradition and partly to it3 out
rushed up with matches. They all did
geographical isolation, is as conservative a college as one could their level best to give the guy a
find anywhere. Every once in a while a group of individuals are light, but he just puffed and puffed
and blew the matches out. Finally
inspired with the ideal of lifting Bowdoin from its customary they gave it up as a bad job. The
lethargy and stimulating it with a few liberal beliefs. For a week trouble, they found out later, was
that Casey was being different, trying
or so, following this effort, the College exhibits a few radical ten- to smoke without any tobacco.
We've been looking into other things
dencies, but soon lapses back into a state of comfortable indifferabout our president. For instance,
ence
the former liberalism vanishing in a thin cloud of inef- somewhere around town, in the Cram
house or in the presidential mansion,
fectual smoke.
there's a picture we hate
to say
Such proved to be the case last year. One week during the this—*of 'Casey on a camel, We've alsnowy season Bowdoin's routine was suddenly interrupted by a ways had a sneaking suspicion that
that nostalgic look in his eyes was
young Wellesley graduate, a delegate of the World Peace Founda- for Arabia Felix. And in his face
tion, whose persuasive personality and disarming sincerity in- there's a hint of the hard-riding,
devil-may-care Bedouin. We're afraid
spired the College along liberal paths. Committees were organized to look at the picture though, beand ambitious students mapped even more ambitious plans to not cause it might dash our theories
against the hard rocks of reality
only transform Bowdoin in a camp of political liberalism, but to you see, Casey might have on that
*
organize the State of Maine for political action, with the aim of old felt hat.
But that isn't all. We have it from
influencing legislation in Washington. Bowdoin had joined the a pretty reliable source that back in
ranks of other colleges with the noble intention of defeating the 1907 or 1908, at New Meadows Inn.
Casey made a clam-chowder record
forces of Coughlin, Hearst and company at their own game. Yet that's never been broken. At one sitapparently the messiahs are still marching along their jingoistic ting in those happy years ,he put
away nineteen helpings of chowder.
path "saving America for the Americans" little disturbed by Just think of it, nineteen.
m- c
voices from the North. Needless to say the spark of liberalism
could not be fanned into a respectable flame by a handful of in- SUBSTITUTION, BURNETT
FOR COFFIN
dividuals. Regrettably enough, Bowdoin had withdrawn again
We hustled through our cereal the
other morning just to hear Mister
into her conservative shell.
Coffin read from his poems in chapel.
Although Bowdoin may house a few liberals, in general the So did a lot of other people, but when
College seems incurably conservative disgustingly so at times. everyone arrived, when the bell had
topped ringing and the organ had
Obviously the spirit of liberalism it more successfully nourished stopped playing, Tristy wasn't there.
consoled
ourselves,
in an institution situated in a metropolis. Bowdoin's strength in Anyway, we
poetry doesn't set so well early in the
a large measure is dependent upon its. continuity
dependent morning. We were all ready to scram,
but, after a hasty conference with
upon that well-worn phrase, "we'll send our sons to Bowdoin in
his colleagues. Doctor Burnett
took
the fall." A college with such a heritage is more inclined to ad- the pulpit. Said Psycho:
"I am no poet."
vance slowly and ca it ously, jealously clinging to the past. The
That settled that, and the service
spirit of liberalism and the sermon of the "whispering pines" are went on, but we still think Tristy
hardly compatible bed-fellows and while Bowdoin, as a collegiate ought to be spanked.
body, may possess a few liberal ideals, they should not be exA miniature air raid by airplanes
and zeppelins was staged by the Unipected to display themselves in any overt fashion.
versity of Minnesota

Bowdoin, partly due to

games would soon

be conducted along similar

CASEY'S PIPE. ETC.

BOWDOIN AND LIBERALISM

games of the State

—

—

.

.

.

—

—

;

R. O. T. C. stulast dents at a recent dance.

The reception given the Institute of Political Science
spring is one indication that Bowdoin is turning out something
more than a forest of conservative dead-wood. The majority of
the student body received more inspiration from the lectures and
conferences of Maurice Hindus and Harold J, Laski than it did
from the platitudinous political harangue of Ogden L. Mills. Another healthy sign was the feeling of resentment generally expressed by the student body at the unfair treatment which Secre-
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Well

pigeons in the chapel one morning,
and the decorations of tissue paper
on the trees. Also the sudden addition
to the Art Qallery of a Model T.
Hoping Bowdoin will win three

ARE USEO TRY
SNAPPING OFF
THE SWITCH
L

hBaAMBP
£,» RATIONAL
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
PHYSICS TEACHERS
HEAR HAAS SPEECH

jE. Thompson
Board Changes Plans Of 1936
Commencement To Later Date "Reads" Disraeli

Physics teachers from all over
(Cuatiaaad from paa* 1)
Maine, including professors
from
Maine, Colby, and Bates, met in the increased by returning alumni over
the week-end.
Searles Science Building at
10:00
The result of these observations led
Saturday morning. An address was
given by Tallraan Professor Haas, to the birth at the new end-of-theafter which luncheon was served in week program which would meet the
objections to most of the other plans.
the Union.
The morning session was opened Having formulated the method, the
by Professor Noel C. Little, and a special committee sent a questiondiscussion of the pressure-energy con- naire to the alumni asking whether
discussing
the they preferred the present plan, the
cept followed.
In
teaching of school and college Phy- end-of-the-week plan, or the weeksics, it was decided not to modify the end plan. Out of 1246 replies, 573
text-book now used in our Physics voted for the end-of-the-week idea,
course. The group then had luncheon while 423 held out for the present
in the Moulton Union,
and in the system. Only 231 wanted the weekafternoon heard a lecture by Profes- end commencement.
sor Haas on "Cosmological Problems
Entire Schedule Changed
in Physics".

be maintained,

would mean a gap

it

An

of the Universe." Later in the year,
he will give a series of public lecof
tures covering his field
study.
These will probably be held in the
Moulton Union.

WEST AS SPEAKER

impreasive dramatic reading by

of three days before the next event. Edward
Abner Thompson,
wellTherefore, it was decided to delay known blind reader and Bowdoin
the address until later in tne week.
graduate in '91, entertained a large
Alumni Gather Friday
group of students and townspeople
The rest of the program will be as Monday evening. His selection was
follows. On Thursday, Class Day ex- the play "Disraeli", by Louis Na«
ercises will be held. Friday will be poleon Parker. Dean Paul Nixon inthe time of Alumni Day. while the troduced Mr. Thompson to his audiactual commencement will take place ence.
Opening with an explanatory preon Saturday.
The impression that the college 'ace in which he connected the subyear will be lengthened by this Ject of his text with the present sitchange is erroneous. The fact that uation regarding the Suez Canal, Mr.
1936 is Leap Year means that the Thompson went on to dramatize the
dates of commencement will be ex- four acts of the play. The character
actly the same as last year. Although delineation was so clear and the
this was not the motivating force, the presentation of the action so vivid
The shift of commencement to Sat- special committee realized this as a that his listeners were held in concomplete cast could
urday will necessitate the entire rear- factor when they recommended that stant suspense.
rangement of the June schedule of 1936 would be an admirable year to hardly have made the dramatization
the college. In accordance with the make the test.
more entertaining.
by-laws, final examinations will start
Consult .Many Colleges
on Wednesday, June 3, two weeks beIn the course of their studies, the
fore the beginning of the program. committee sent letters
fourteen
to
The reading period will be on Mon- colleges in the east. These
included
day and Tuesday of the same week.
Amherst. Bennington, Bates, Brown,
Another significant change will be Colby, Dartmouth. Hamilton, Haverthe relocation of the Baccalaureate ford, Middlebury, Maine, Princeton,
Plans for a classical play directed
!

I

j

I

;

A

I

1

>

•

by Mr. Quinby in cooperation with
the Masque and Gown will be discussed by the Classical Club at its
next meeting early in November at

the Psi Upsilon house.
The play will be presented as a
part, of the entertainment when the
Bowdoin club will be host to the New
per cent of the Haver- Eng i and classical Association
next
ford students failed one or more sub- sprmg. classical enthusiasts and aujects at midyears.
thorities from all over New England
organization
which
make up the
will
...see....
probably meet here some time during
e
-mm\ spring vacation
i
. ..
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der direction of the student council.
e,
Drake
•
The other campus engagement for M«a*.
In. Lareom
Cetoaaaj, r*
the Polar Bears is at the Delta Upsi- Jobs*, rt ".
5, ©rilTUa
Kv PttU
lon tea dance after the Colby game Welle* (Capt.), re
<Caa*.)
Saturday.
ra. sVaea
Si. Johasoa)
Friday evening the dance orchestra
ft. Fry*
will play at the Senior Reception of
***** ky period*:
Morse High school
Bath.
Wililaas*
•
1«
S 14—27
0— •
The Polar Bears are enlarged from BjaU ala,
TawMovat- Sup**, <*). Holmes. UtYls,
nine to 11 pieces this year. Tom Meek
Feints after tonekdowns Mn sssry (».
is leader and William Kierstead is
Substitute*— Williams
Ketaey.
Ostraajfer.
•
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DOWNS BOWDOIN

(Cootiaoed frcsn
n
The first meeting of the Bowdoin
Glee Club is to be held Thursday
low through the winter.
1)
Recent engagements of Prof. Coffin evening at • o'clock in the Music
Boom of the chapel according to a mation, the Williams quarterback
conferinclude lectures before the
notice posted by Edward Campbell, broke to the left and, running at full
ence of New York and New England club leader. Campbell requests that speed, threw a thirty-yard Sat pass
librarians at Lake George, before the all Freshmen accepted into the club, Just as he was being pulled down.
College Club of Lewiston and Au- as well as members from previous Moseley completed the pass with a
burn Oct. 2, and before the Colonial years, be present.
perfect catch
Dames of Maine at Portland Oct. 8.
At the beginning of the last half
Plans far the coming year are still
Monday evening of last week he ap- rather indefinite,
but Campbell ex- the Walsh eleven started out with a
peared before the Poetry Chib of pects that
an informal concert will running attack in which it distinctly
he be given
Springfield, Mass. The program
in the Union sometime be- outplayed Williams. Frye and Reed
gives usually includes readings from
fore Christmas. This will be the first carried the ball, and aided by good
nis own and other poetic works and public
appearance of the year, and blocking, advanced the hall to the
a lecture on other matters of literary will be followed by a tour of several Purple's 15-yard
line- Here, however,
interest.
New England colleges.
the advance was stopped, and WilThe complete itineary of Prof.
liams took the ball. Undaunted, the
To Enter Ceateat
Coffin for the future follows:
Participation in the New England Polar Beers defense tightened, and
Oct. 3ft— Woodford* (Maine) Conaresrstional
Intercollegiate Glee Club contest is Salsich was forced to kick from bechurch.
Nov. < — Cosmopolitan Club of Gorham.
also planned. Last year at this con- side the goal posts, setting the stage
Nov. 2ft— Portland Literary Uniontest, which was held
at
Portland, for Reed's 40-yard run-back. Sawyer
Week of Nov. 27—Gorham Normal School.
place-kick.
missed the
—
Dae. 1* Copley Plasa Hotel, Bostoa, Liter- Bowdoin placed well up towards the
Purple Pa sse s sa
score
ary proo-ram.
head of a list of imposing slhging
„.
Jan. 17 Woman's Chin, Farminjrton. N. H. clubs, and Professor Wasl, who 5
After the kick-off the home team
American Writers,
of
Jan. 22— Friends
faculty leader, expects to do
even opened up. At first its passes failed
Chieaao.
Week of Jan. 1»— Kipon Colle,-*, Wiseonein, better this year, since only three to Click, and Bowdoin took the ball.
and the University of Wisconsin.
The invaders made one first down,
men were lost through graduation.
Clul
of
Minneapolis.
Jan. 2X -Woman's Club
Minn.
The instrumental croup, which is and were then forced to hick. WilFeb. 14— Poetry Club of Hartford, Cana.
part of the club, will start shortly iiamt opened up again, and a series
Feb. 16— Readers
of
Modern Literature,
of passes brought them elose to the
after
the
close
the
football
season,
of
Boston University.
Paul Ivory, student conductor, ex- Bears' goa] at the end of the quarter
Mar. 3-D. A. R.. Bath. Ma.
May 7—Woman's Club. Alton, N. H. «
pects a large turnout, and is, start" the ball was on Bowdoin 's one-half
ing practice late in the fall in order yard line.
Investigation at a girls' college re- not to conflict with the football I On the first play of the final period
Stanley carried the ball through cenvealed that 52% at them do not sleep schedule of the band.
ter, to score. Moseley again converted.
g hours every night; that the fresh,
For the next few minutes the White
man class is the healthiest, followed
took matters in hand again, keeping
and
then
sophs,
the
by the juniors,
the ball in Purple territory. Then
lastly, the seniors.
Stanley intercepted a pass by Reed,
and Williams had the ball in midfield.
Exactly one cow, 7,000 buns and 300
With a barrage of passes, culminatgallons of cider were consumed at the
Two local engagements and one at ing in a beautiful throw, Moseley to
frosh barbecue at Michigan State.
Bath wil) make this week-end a full Latvis, the final score of the game
one for the Bowdoin Polar Bears, was rung up, Moseley once again
undergraduate dance orchestra.
converting.
H.
• Topping
the hat is the gym dance .
Outstanding defensively for the
at Sargent gymnasium here starting Polar Bears were Johnson, Drake,
LaSalle
Pontiac
at 8:30 Saturday evening. A crowd Griffith and Smith. The whole White
Service
even larger than at the first dance line was effective against Purple runSales
is expected, with the Bowdoin-Colby ning
plays. Reed and Frye were outCOR. MIDDLE and ELM STS.
game fans and visitors for Father's standing Bowdoin ball carriers. SalDay helping to swell the crowd.
Convenient Gas Service
sich, Stanley, Latvis, Moseley and
Nearly 100 couples attended the Welles dominated the Williams plagWesleyan game dance, and since 1
Sanitary Barber Shop
more alumni interest accompanies
line-ups:
8YLVIO DESCHENE8, Prep.
the State Series games, attendance fa.
this week will be even greater, it is fcatyte, la
..
re. Master
College Men's
...
it. Smith
expected. The gym dance is held un> WotM.!**)**,
Hair Cutting a Specialty
'

'

_
Twenty-five

WILLIAMS TEAM

Tomorrow Night

ny>

CLASSICAL CLUB TO
PLAN SPRING DRAMA

Address from the Sunday before Union. Wesleyan, and Williams.
graduation to Wednesday, June 17.
The committee of research includThis move has been made in an effort
Dr. David Peters of Columbia says to make it convenient for the mem- ed John A. Peters, Chairman; John
that in general, married women make bers of 1936. It is required that all F. Dana; Lyman A. Cousens; Harrison Atwood; S. C. W. Simpson; and
batter school teachers than unmarried graduating men be present at the address. Should the regular Sunday date President Sills ex officio.
ones.

Singers To Meet

COFFIN WILL VISIT

i

Next week Professors Little and
Haas go to a New England Section
meeting of the American Physical
Society to be held at Brown University, Providence, Rht>de Island. Here
Professor Haas will present a paper
on "The Physical Problem of the Size

THREE

-!
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ARNOLD

ST.

A.

133 Maine St.
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.

m

,
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manager.
Opp. Seator's

rsrs

Oartla.
Roberts.
Wiles,
Cantwwll,
Ja*. Teaney. McCoun. Newmu. P.
,
Stearns. P. Stearns. Herman. Stradley. Stanton.
Simmons. Bowdoin
Newman. Tyson.
Barton. Slenp. Hepburn, Haaley. Cox. Sawyer,
Frasier, Gantry. Soak, aarakashian.

Stark,

HeP» r *n

The freshman of this institution who
thinks the rule prohibiting his smoking upon campus rather harsh, should
consider himself fortunate that this
college does not impose such a ruts
its students ss does the University of Illinois. For st Illinois, there
cushioned back seat, and listened to
our labor leader from that point of
*
vantage.

i

—

Referee— Dunn.
Umpire Goeway. Field
Jadaw Whalen. Head linesman Bergen.

—

—

upon
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CUMBERLAND
Wed.

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

mm

£<*«-~~y

Bowdoin Seal Paper
B B B Pipes
KAYWOODIE and D. C. PIPES

Oct. 23-84

Tsrars.-

-

GRETA GARBO
la

"ANNA RARENINA

,,

Exclusive Dealers In

also

Major Bowes Amateur Theatre

TOILET ARTICLES

i

u<u

F. J.

GOSSELIN

Pictures

FOX NEWS

& SON

"LITTLE BIG SHOT"

Furniture

7V.i»

Oct. SS

Frt.—

Sybil Jason - Robert Armstrong:
OJenda Farreil - Edward E. Horton

also

Philco Radio

YOU CAN

COMEDY

WKW1

*-±

Oct. 26

Sdt.

COLLEGE STYLES AT POPULAR
PRICES
:.:
;

SMOKE

FINE SHOE "REPAIRING

?

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
64

MAINE STREET

"SPECIAL AGEiyH
Betty Davis - George BrW
IftlftO

SOUND

COMEDY
Mob.

A<

Oct. 28-29

JOAN CRAWFORD

WISEMAN FARMS
lee

la

"I

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
Tel. KM

1jd

MY LIFE"
MARCH OF TIME

LIVE

NEWS
Wed.—

Oct. SO

Norma Shearer
Fredric March

Reliable Clothing:

Leslie

atf

Moderate Prices

^*.

la

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

M

^sag^Lai

MAINE

aS^SBBp«-w>pB*aat«*w|

PRINTING
ya
#

Stoefen,

George

STUART

ft

THROUGH"

ST.

Phillips-Jones Shirta

What Big Bill Tilden says about smoking
Camels is worth any smoker's attention. "I've
got to keep in top physical condition," says die
42-year-old "Iron Man of Tennis." "I smoke
Camels, the mild cigarette. They don't get my
wind or upset my nerves. I've smoked Camels
for years, and I never tire of their smooth,
rich taste!" And other tennis stars... Lester

Howard

"SMILIN*

Varney'g Jewelry Store
for Gifts
Stationery

•

Fountain Pens

-

Cards

aawsawax;

for all occasions

CLEMENT

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
expertly done

IBS Maine Street

# Famous athletes have found that Camels don't affect
Camels arc mild and gentle to the throat.
Turn to Camels for steady smoking! There's more
enjoyment for you in Camel's matchless blend of
costlier tobaccos. You'll find that Camels never tire
your taste, and that they never get on your nerves.

Lyman

Next To Hone

B.

Chipman,

and Bruce Barnes...
about smoking Camels. So

Lott,

agree with Big Bill
turn to Camels. VesrV/ like their mildness too!

ciftMe^
!

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS!

5

THE BOWDOIN HOTEL

PURE FOOD SHOP
PORTLAND, ME.

For Excellent Service

PhUgas for Fraternity
House Cooking:

FIORI
17

is

Brunswick

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE

TO BACCOS

Hardware

Prompt Service
1S8 Maine St.

-

Is

Inc.

their wind.

Co.

Fair Price.
Tel. 1SS

•

Lew

Rates

LUNCH

MIDDLE

ST.

Excelieat Feed at Reasonable
Opposite the Eagle

aawaaaaa»jwaaaaaaasaBswaaaaaa*a»a*«aw«Ba*aB^

...Turkish and Domestic... than any other popular brand.
(Stgm*d)
1

<

«

R-

J-

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
.

Wiiistoa-Saksa, North Csnatiaa

R. B.

FORTIN

SBBsBs

BANK

of Brtmswkk, Maine

Tailor and Furrier

Capital,

S17MM

Total Resources t2.7SS.SSe

Cleaning and Pressing

asaaafaUaSsSSsSB.

FIRST NATIONAL
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SIDELIGHTS
SPORT
By Max

Purington '35 Bows To

Thomas In Net

Finals

By Jim
Displaying the best brand of tennis
that 1m has shown to date, Win

Thomas,

'36,

Maine Intercollegiate

doubles champion and number 4
player on last year's team beat Dick
Bechtel, '36, in the semi-final round
of the Pall Tournament and then
downed Frank Purington, '38, in the
finals to win the college cliampion-

In the finals on Thursday, Thomas
faced Purington, the dark horse of
the tournament who had been seeded
who showed a decided improvement over last year. The final
match lasted for nearly two hours
and a half. Purington, after taking
the opening set, found Thomas too
fast in the remainder of the match
and though he played a steady, dependable game, Thomas showed a little too much strength and finally
ended the match and tournament just
as it was getting dark. Score: 4-6,

Good weather made
run the tournament

it

possible to

off in record
time this year. One particularly gratifying feature of the play this year
prosfreshmen
of
number
was the
pects uncovered. These include Johnny Rich, "Oak" Melindy, Luther Abbott and Ernest Goodspeed. Also the
showing of Bechtel, Purington and
Thomas is encouraging in view of the
team prospects for next spring.

WIN THOMAS

—

'86

Maine State double* champion of
year,

who won

the annual

fall

tournament.

last

tennis

^^

WfflfE GRID RIVALS

DEFEAT OPPONENTS
Last Saturday's gridiron frays gave
three of Bowdoin's future opponents
wins and one a decided loss. Colby
fell before
a powerful Providence
College eleven, by the overwhelming

—

—

score of 26-0.
Bates' 6-6 score in the game with
Boston University proved that the
Bobcats have a powerful team on the
field. Keller was the outstanding performer of the afternoon when he led
his team from midfield to B. U. 2yard stripe, only to loose the ball on
downs. Hutchinson, in the final quarter, heaved a pass that put the Bobcats on the 5-yard line, and he again
took the ball and pushed -it over fori
their only touchdown.
McNamara
saved the game for B. U. by spilling
Bowdoin's Freshman Team "B"
Plans for three fall excursions were the try for the deciding point.
scored its second one-point victory
announced at the initial meeting of
Tufts Wins
edging out the Brunswick High
the Bowdoin Outing Club last WedMaine swamped Arnold College 26- by
attended,
inmembers
gridsters,
19-18, Monday in a lively
Seven
nesday.
0, although it was not until the secencounter, both teams making frecluding two Freshmen.
ond
quarter that the scoring began.
The Club decided to climb "Old Higgins pushed over the first two quent costly misplays.
The Frosh opened the scoring in
Spec" this week end; one of the
mountains near Weld, Maine, the fol- touchdowns, and then left it to the the first canto. Starting from midT
lowing Sunday; and Mt. Washington, second and third teams to finish the field, a pass netted 30 yards, two
and possibly Mt. Madison, on Novem- job. Maine made 22 first downs, while running plays put the ball on the 10:
and Rafford tallied from there. The
ber 10 and 11. Anyone interested in Arnold succeeded in making only 3.
attempt to convert failed.
making any of these trips should
Tufts broke their losing streak by
The second period was a wild one,
communicate with Dick May at the
taking
over
the Middlebury Panthers replete with excitement. Bowdoin reKappa Sigma House.
Word was received from Auburn 20-14. Borden was the one who set ceived a bad punt on the Orange's!
30, and a penalty plus Rafford's long
that the siding talk and pictures to the stage for the Tufts
scoring, but
end run produced another touchdown.
be presented there by Otto Schniebs,
Dartmouth Ski Coach, have been it was Keith and Spath who pushed Soule passed to Lucksinger for 13-0.
Dumais Stars
postponed until Thursday, October 24. the ball over for the Jumbo victory.
Brunswick took the kick-off on its
Skiing attendance for Bowdoin upperclassmen began this week. About
The 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin own 15-yard line and tore the Polar
working
on
the
Slaare
twelve men
Bears' line to shreds, with quarterwill see basketball played for the first
back Estes the chief ground-gainer.
lom Hill in Bowdoin Center and taking conditioning exercises under the time. Eighteen to 20 teams are ex- Dumais finally crossed the White's
pected.
goal line for the score. The try fori
direction of Mr. James White.

OUTING CLUB PLANS
TRIPS TO MOUNTAINS

WALSH PRIMES
11

FOR COLBY

is just as high as it was before
This year's Williams team outclasses Bowdoin in
last Saturday's defeat.
Iron pt(t 1)
weight, power, and experience. This is proved undeniably by their valiant
attack on Princeton the week before. Adam's words to the team are worthy and "Twiddle" Rogerson. This comof notice, "Well boys, we asked for no quarters and gave the same amount. bination
looked powerful in last
I'm as proud of you as I was before the game. We went down fighting and week's game against Providence, althat's what counts." Undergraduates have set their hearts on a good fight though they were unable to amass
for the State series pennant, and their undiminished faith in the team is any points.
certainly justified.
The fact that Coach Roundy is givs
s
ing much of his time to intensive
blocking practice portends a hardBrilliant defensive work In the White line-up was done by
fought running game. It has been
Johnson, Griffith, and Smith. In the backfleld Frye and
this weakness in the attack that has
Reed were outstanding ball carriers. Jack, alias Brick,
hamstrung the Mules in their openReed, In the middle of his second year of regular varsity
ing games. Should Roundy be able to
service broke Into the scoring column with a touchdown
stop this hole, Colby may assume unon a punt runback. While Reed's spirited dash makes
beatable proportions.
him deserving of highest praise, it is not for this alone
commend
him.
His
that we
comparative lightness, 180
Injuries Weaken Colby
pounds, seems to be a decided asset judging by his sprints
The doubtful factor about Colby
around the ends. If be can outstep the Williams tacklers,
rests in the fact that they have been
what will he do against our Maine rivals?
badly hit by injuries. Normie Walker,
s
s
brilliant back, has been out for sevSecondhand rumours which reached the college in advance of the home- eral weeks with a shattered arm;
coming team last Sunday gave an alarming picture of the extent of injuries Harold, Mule ace guard, may be
inflicted in the game
Bill Shaw with a dislocated knee, Rod Larcom with through for the rest
of the year,
a broken ankle and Bill Drake knocked unconscious by a blow in the neck. while Eddie Seay, regular guard, may
At the college infirmary the seriousness of the injuries was decidedly mini- have been put out for the rest of the
mized. Larcom's ankle is already back in use after a slight sprain. Bill season by injuries sustained in the
Shaw will rest a few days as a result of a twist which pulled the ligament Vermont game.
Bates,
Bowdoin's second series
slightly. Bill Drake's injuries are bruises and a stiff neck which will not
keep him off the gridiron. Drake and Larcom will line up against Colby, but rival, has also won but one game this
Shaw may be out until the Maine game. Joe Drummond's condition is un- year, having taken the measure of
the relatively unimportant and weaksettled.
er Arnold. However, the fact that the
'
s
s
Bobcats were able to hold the strong
Looking far ahead to this winter's relay season and next
Boston University team to a 6-6 tie
spring's outdoor meets, we find the Polar Bears amply
means that they are clicking well
supplied with capable and experienced distance men. Add
despite the losses they are sustainthe two new-found, or at least newly tried cross country
ing owing to injuries. It is too early
men, Cap Cowan and Charlie Young to the old reliables,
yet to venture a probable lineup for
Shute, Porter and Bond, and the outlook is promising Inthe up-staters, but unless injury predeed. It looks as though the Polar Bean will be making a
vents, Clark, Wellman, and McClusdetermined bid to the Colby- Maine domination of the mile
key, who last year caused the White
and two mile U we can judge by the line showing of the
aggregation so much trouble, will be
White harriers against Springfield.
back in action.

Our estimation of Walsh's team, however,

—

eighth, but

61, 6-4, 10-8.

—

—

The former

victory must have
been doubly sweet as it was Bechtel
who put Thomas out in the semi-finals of last year's tournament. Thomas, who was seeded second, won in
straight sets, 6-1, 10-8, 6-2.
ship.

Eaton and Bill Burton
Bowdoin 6.— A hasty conclusion might cause doubting
brows to frown on Bowdoin's hopes as a serious contender for the State title.
Williams 27

FRESHMAN "B" TEAM
DEFEATS BRUNSWICK

~X

I

point

was

unsuccessful.

A

rew mo-

ments

later
the local schoolboys
blocked a punt on Bowdoin's 5-yard
marker, and Dumais again came
through to make the count 13 to 12
for Bowdoin at the half.
A peculiar error resulted in' the
Polar Bears' final touchdown. The Orange secured the ball by recovering
a fumble on its own 10-yard line. The
kicker then sent the pigskin back
over his own head, and a Bowdoin
man fell on it for the score. Offside
penalties
gave the Frosh three
chances to convert, but all three
failed.

Dumais furnished Brunswick's last
culminating a steady march the

tally,

length of the field. Again the tying
point was not forthcoming.
The White's backfleld. especially
Rafford and Soule, showed up well;
but the middle of the forward wall
proved extremely vulnerable before
the onslaught of the opponents' stars,
Dumais and Estes.
Bntniwirk (18)
-^ (11) Freahmen B
Nieinon. re
Lebel. rt

Manttr, rx
Sander lin. e

rt.

re. Mullen
Benrer (Lamb)
i°k.

c.

Jealoui

Robinson

Varsity Harriers Outrun
Springfield College 18-39
By Letghtoa Nash
Running under unusually adverse
Bowdcin varsity crosscountry squad swamped the Springfield College team at Springfield last
Friday by a score of 18 to 39. The
Two serious scoring threats by Bow- Bowdoin squad took the first four
doin's frosh eleven which brought them places to shut out the home team alwithin reach of Ricker's 6-yard line, most entirely.
failed to bring results as the Bangor
Shute, Porter, Cowan, and Young
school defeated the yearlings, 7-0 on finished In that order to take
the

Yearlings Bow To
Ricker Eleven 7-0

Pickard Field last Friday afternoon.
Ricker's winning play came very
early in the second period. Dorsey at
right-half took a lateral from How-

ard on Bowdoin's 25-yard line and
crossed the goal line standing up.
McNamee then made the conversion
on a place kick. This play completed the afternoon's tallies.

Frosh Threaten
Bowdoin's first bid for

a

score

conditions, the

four places for Bowdoin. Cook,
Springfield mainstay, was forced inand Mann
to fifth position. Bond
placed eighth and ninth to round out
Bowdoin's score. According to Coach
Magee the White team showed unusually strong finishing power, easily
pulling out ahead for the last mile.
Bowdoin men held the first six places
for the first three miles when Bond
and Mann dropped back.
first

Cook Loses Lead

came near the end of the second
quarter when a long punt by Gibbs to

Cook of Springfield managed to
the opponents' 10-yard line rolled off hold the lead for a short time, but
the back of one of the Ricker eleven the four Bowdoin runners Shute,
and was recovered by the White Young, Cowan, and Porter, running
Cubs. This stroke of luck was to no together, passed him at the four-mile
avail however; for just a second be- mark and lengthened their lead subhundred
fore the half ended, the ball was lost stantially in the last few
on downs on Ricker's three-yard line. yards.
Shute's time of 26 minutes, 16 secOnce again in the last period Bowdoin threatened to even the count. onds was good considering the runA pass from Gibbs to Marsh ad- ning conditions. The meet was run in
vanced the Frosh 20 yards. Then a a light rain over a difficult course
series of laterals and forwards from and the warm, damp air made the
Captain Karsokas to Marsh to Gibbs running difficult for both teams. The
brought the White well into Ricker's course followed
a narrow path
territory where the ball was again through the woods for a good part
of the way and ran for two of the
lost on downs on the 6-yard line.
Outrushed in every period by the total 4.4 miles on a hard-surfaced
Freshmen, Ricker was unable to gain macadam road.
Maine Looks Potent
any considerable yardage except on
Whether important as a cog in the two plays during the entire game.
State Series or merely as an inRiflemen Will
I. T.;
The summary:
dividual game,
the Maine-Bowdoin
contest will undoubtedly be the hard- Bowdoin (0)
Officers
Richer (7) Club Elects
est fought. Dating back more
than Hanley, Orgera, le
re, P. Bubar
half a century the annual White Corey, It
rt, H. Peabody
The Bowdoin College Rifle Club
Bear- Black Bear game has been a Gardent, Whitehill, lg
rg, Howard
met Monday night, elected officers,
source of the friendliest rivalry. With Nicholson, Rowson, c
c, McNamee
and discussed the coming meets with
but 11 victories to Maine's 22, Bow- Broe, Jealous, rg
lg, C. Ryder
I. T. and St. John's Prep.
The
doin is "due" this year when it plays Dugan, Shattuck, rt
former meet will be a shoulder-tothe climax of the series at Orono.
It. Hennigan, Slipp
The University of Maine, at pres- Walker, Mullen, re
shoulder match at the range in
ent holds the highest winnings in the
Adam's Hall. New officers of the club
le, Duncan, H. Bubar
State, with three victories and but
are: Hartley Lord
'36,
president;
one loss to its favor. With the ex- Marsh, Currier, qb
'37,
vice-president;
ception of its Holy Cross encounter,
qb, Osborne, Quigley Frank Cooper
Maine has met comparatively weak Gibbs, Ihb
Tom
rhb, Dorsey Paul Favour '36, secretary;
elevens. Although the usual UniversiBradford '37, treasurer; Frank Lord
ty smoothness has not yet become Melindy, Groder, rhb
'38, executive officer.
Ihb, Hall, A. Ryder
apparent. Coach Eddie Brice hopes
that his boys will have found their Karsokas, Soule, fb ... fb, Farnham
After the business meeting, pracstride
by next Saturday's series
Referee— Morrell; umpire Chap- tice was held. The three best targets
opener with Bates.
man; head linesman Gibbons. Time for the evening were those of Tom
Steven*, lg
Is. Garcelon. (Whltehtll)
Howard '38, Bud Guild '39, and Dan
four ten-minute periods.
French, It
It,
Tukey
Two threatening advances by the Berger '39. From now on the rifleJohnson, le
(Onrera)
Is, Maclean
men will practice at the range every
Eaten, qb
qb. Leary Freshman eleven to Ricker's 6-yard
evening at seven o'clock. Applications
St. Pierre. Ihb
Ihb, Rafford
line were repulsed last
Friday on for admission to the club must be in
O'Brien, rhb
rhb, Lockainswr (Ooder)
this week at the latest.
Pickard Field.
fb. Soule
Dunlap. fb
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Rises
By William

* v

Klaber, Jr.

npHE

reaction against the abolition
*•
of Phi Chi was sounded in an
in the latest issue of the
Growler. Bowdoin's humor magazine
stated that they felt that Phi Chi was
a fine institution for the college for
three reasons: it enforced freshman
rules, it was the source of many
editorial

stories
tions,

that lived to become tradiit offered "an unlimited
of amusement" to upperclass-

and

amount

men. Therefore, the writer felt that
the organization was something to be
revered and protected.
Had this been their only statement
on the case, the Orient would not feel
that there was much more to say.
The Orient hat already outlined its
position in this case. It does not believe in Phi Chi. It feels that its function as anything but means of allowing freshman hazing was definitely
limited, and it feels that the new
S.C.D.C. is a vast improvement
s - r

HOWEVER,

Growler went
the
farther than this. The editorial read, "We are fed up with
hearing Phi Chi slammed. Since it
was abolished last spring there has
been a large amount of hallallulia
over Bowdoin's putting away childish
things and undergraduates at last
acting maturely. This is drivel. Undergraduates are notoriously immature and are a lot happier that way.
We can think of nothing more discouraging than a mature undergraduate. Phi Chi offered a generally
harmless outlet for student prankery
and it was backed by the forces of
tradition which, in spite of the progressives, is a fine thing. Traditions
like Phi Chi contribute much to the
appeal of the small New England
college. They save it from turning
into a quarter-baked university."
If the immature student is to be
glorified, much of the purpose of college is lost. The college is intended to
be a broadening influence which
brings out the maturity in the student.
If tradition is to hamper the advancement of the student body, it is a deterrant to the value of college. Any
such condition is unenlightened. The
tradition that stops education and advancement must be abolished. There-

much

DRAMATIC CLUB WILL
RECEIVE B.T.A. GRANT
Faculty Approves Budgeting
of $350 for Masque

And Gown Aid

FORUM ALSO GETS

alumni could not return with convenience. In fact, Middlebury College
went on record in correspondence
connected with this move as saying,
"If Bowdoin can draw Alumni back
in the middle of the week, it must
have a magnet more heavily charged
than Middlebury.".
the other hand,

—

many colleges have tried
Monday commencement—has proven
Itself to be equally distasteful both
to alumni and the students. Monday,
being the beginning of the week, is
also the beginning of business. Many
men feel that they cannot miss such
an important business day. Therefore,
alumni go home before the actual
exercises. Students also find this inconvenient. Many of them are scheduled to start work in summer or permanent jobs on this day. Thus, Monday would defeat the purpose of the
shift.

Saturday, on the other hand, meets
The business
all these objections.
week is not seriously interfered
with, and alumni can return much
more easily. The students and faculty could attend this function and
still be ready for any obligations on

seems

that this
plan will prove to be the solution of
problems, not only at Bowdoin, but
who
have felt
also at many colleges
the same strain but have not ventured a remedy.

Monday.

It

s

-

likely

r

'T'HE Blanket Tax Committee has
A done an exceedingly fine piece of
work in their appropriations for the
coming season. With no loss to any

By William 8. Hawkins
In a faculty meeting, Monday afternoon, the additional Blanket Tax
appropriations for the Masque and
Gown and for the Political forum
were approved. The Masque and
Gown, which petitioned the Association for funds to allow free student
admission to all productions except
the Commencement play, was granted the $350 it desired. Hope had been
expressed that this move would enable a much larger part of the student body to attend Masque and
Gown functions in the future.
With Blanket Tax aid, it is expected that the possibility of improvement upon the quality of dramatic
productions
anticipated
and the
greater student attendance will foster a m6re enthusiastic interest in
the Little Theatre project. Allowance
has also been made in the appropriated sum for the purchase of much
needed equipment.
Forum Also Geto Aid
The $50 appropriation for the Political Forum was granted in full.
With this concession the Forum will
be able to obtain a greater number
of outside speakers for its meetings
this coming year than it has been

rE

Political

r

Forum

also

is

more

Last Touchdown

next Saturday.
Prof. Bartlett will address chapel
in the morning, and at 9.30 the Alumni Council will meet in upper Massachusetts Hall with President Thomr
as R. Winchell '07 of West Newton,
Mass., presiding. At 10.00 o'clock
there will be a meeting of the entire
buildings and grounds committee of
which Mr. Philip Dana, treasurer of
the college, is chairman. This committee is to decide definitely about
the remodeling of Massachusetts Hall
to include more adequate office space.
The college has received permission
from the heirs of the Cleaveland
estate to remove the mineral collection in Massachusetts Hall and display it elsewhere when the hall is remodeled. The building of a third floor
is being considered as a possibility.
Winchell to Preside
At 10.00 o'clock there will also be
a meeting of the faculty and alumni
advisors of the eleven fraternities,
at which Professor Mitchell will pre-

able to before.

The

total estimated Blanket Tax receipts for this year amount to over
$700 more than those of last year.
As a result the B.C. A., Musical Clubs,
Publishing Co., Quill and Cheer Leaders have all received slight increases
in their appropriations. The largest

Sidney Raymond McCleary,
Stephen Evans Merrill, Burroughs
Mitchell. Thurman Everett Philoon,
Harry Barnum Scholefield. John Vanderlyn Shute. Frank Elwyn Southard,
Jr.. Everett Lewis Swift, Edwin Gilpatrick Walker.
Hall.

m*r

»i

Pol
Polar Bear half-back

was Bowdoin's

The

speechless". Guests at the luncheon
are to be the varsity football teams
of 10 and '25, observing their 25th
and 10th reunions. Doctor Frank A.
Smith '12 of Westbrook, captain of
the football team in '10, is in charge.
President Winchell of the Alumni
Council will preside at the luncheon,
which is to comprise lobster stew and
chicken salad. A ladies luncheon will
take place at the same time.
Following the game in the afternoon, President and Mrs. Sills will
be at home to alumni and friends of
the college, and they will entertain
the alumni council members and
their wives informally in the evening.
Arrangements for the alumni day
in the evening have been in the hands
of a committee consisting of Scott
C. W. Sampson '03 of Intervale, N.
H., Thomas C. White '03, of Lewision,
and George F. Eaton '14 of Bangor.

tier Field,

Sunday's chapel speaker will
David R. Porter '06, Headmaster

Forum Tonight

Is to be held in the
lounge room of the D. V. house,

discussion

litis

In

looks

Masquers Choose
'Tom Thumb' Cast
in

the

Monday evening a complete cast
players was chosen for "Tom

last

of

Thumb", the

H. Vogel '36

Dollallolla

.

.

W. S. Bass
D. Stevens
Noodle
C. Goodman
Doodle
G. Crossley
Foodie
Ghost of Gaffer Thumb,

'38
'39
"38
'39

V. Welch '38
D. Goodwin '39

Sheriff

Deputy
Merlin,

A

compar-

Titcomb
J. Card

II

For the benefit of new men in
college the Forum was organized
for the advancement of knowledge on international, political,
and economic subjects. Everyone
is welcome to attend the meetings which are held bi-weekly.

Luncheon was served

at Bow- Clcora
L. Hyde 38
of new Mushtacha
see the
John Redman '38 will act as stage
scholas- manager tor the production. R. Wa-

Union performance will be given at 3.30 p.m.
who In accordance with the recent faculty
at noon. Following this, those
wished attended the Colby football ruling, Blanket Tax books are to be

game

in the

at Whittier Field.

White Eleven Dominated State
Gridirons In "Good Old Days"

!

!

l

1

'
strong football college.
.
Growth in strength of opposition
probably tells most of the story. Bowdoin got the jump in its football development, and when football ceased
to be for the- others also a back-lots
game for Wednesday afternoons and
foolhardy freshmen, their larger enrollments began to tell, in the grid

scores.

White Started Early
The records show that Bowdoin
I

got

been doing light
work for the past few days and may
be available for the Maine game; u
is hoped that Reed and Karakashian
may be in condition by that time also.
Shaw seems to be definitely lost to
the squad for the remainder of the
season although there is a possibility
of his being in shape for the Tufts
game.
Bates will move over to Brunswick Saturday a heavy favorite to
win both their game with the White

into football in its early stage. It was
in 1889 that the "White," in black
turtle-neck jerseys and quilted pants
played and lost— its first football
game, against Tufts at the Portland
base-ball grounds. "The Tufts", as the
Orient called them, had evidently
played before, for they scored two
touchdowns in the first minutes, "us-

—

;

j

i

;

•

!

Keeps Cp
j

ing a V". while "Bowdoin was con
fused". The final score was 8-4 for
Tufts, touchdowns counting only lour
points.

the first game ever played here
it defeated the Boston Latin Scnool.
42-0. and thereafter conquered Port

West Roxbury, 24-0; and
The Bates game was
the first between Maine colleges.
Football then was supported by
land, 16-10;
Bates. 62-0.

(Continued on pas* S)
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Wednesday, Oct. SO, 8.00 Professor Stanwood to address Political Forum, D.U. House.

—

Thursday, Oct. SI, 8.20 Musical
service
with
Chapel
Mr.
Brinkler at organ.
8.20 Prof.
Friday,
Nov.
1,
.Mitchell to hold a special service in commemoration of the
anniversary
of
100th
the birth
of Mark Twain.
Varsity cross country meet

—

Cambridge—Harvard Open
tercollegiate*.

Bowdoin learned quickly. On Nov.
2. in

as

(

In-

—Alumni Day

Saturday, Nov. 2
8.20

Prof.

Bartlett

speaks In

Chapel.
Football Bowdoin
Bates at Whittier Field.

—
S—

2.00

vs.

5.00 Chapel
Sunday, Nov.
David R. Porter,
Speaker,

L.H.D.,

Hermon

'06.

Headmaster

School.

1
.

.

.

.

.

.

8
3
11
33

.Mt.

4

1
7

39

2
4

7

1

SO

40

M

'

It

is,

any attempt of

then, not as a Faculty

mem-

ber but merely as an alumnus, still
interested in undergraduate affairs
and jealous of the maintenance of an
old, sound Bowdoin tradition, that I
venture to call attention to one unfortunate tendency, as it seems to
me, appearing in recent elections. I
do not speak even as the representative of any group,— though, from my
membership last year in the Alumni
Council and from private conversations, I know tbat the tendency in
question has excited remark in various alumni quarters.
I refer to the preponderance of
athletes on the Student Council and
to the virtual exclusion from this
body, in some years, of men not
prominent in athletics. Not that I,
or others who have voiced this criticism, have anything but praise for

ably the State's best ball-carrier,
into the game at the end of the
first quarter and his hard running
and
efficient
passing
throughout the rest of the game
was too little avail against a
Bowdoin eleven which demonstrated a stubborn defense.
White Scores by Ruse
Bowdoin's third tally came in the
fourth quarter with as neat a trick
play as was ever staged on Whittier
field. Sawyer, the regular and dependable place kicker of the White
team, kneeled to hold the ball for

Captam Putnam,

for

an attempt at a

—a
«*

men.

One feature of the game was the
a resident of Rockville
Center, L. I. During his senior year running of Jack Reed, sheer speed
he was president of the Classical carrying him around end for long
Club, business manager of the Quill. gains, one of which resulted in a
Class Historian, a member of the score from the twenty yard marker;
Political Forum committee, and of able and hard running by Karakashco-operation in the
Ibis. He is a member of the Alpha ian; complete
Delta Phi and Phi Beta Kappa fra- Bowdoin backfield; well-timed blocking by the whole team, and a line
ternities.
which
showed
that
fears about that
Two Represent Maine
section of the team being weak can
Philoon is
vice-president of the henceforth be allayed.
Classical Club, manager of the tennis
Yadwinski Stands Out
team, a member of Masque and
None of the White's opponents has
Gown and of the Political Forum. He made much ground this year through
is a resident of Newton Center, Mass.
the forward wall, the efforts of GrifHe is a member of the Kappa Sigma fith, Drake, and Smith, apparently
and Phi Beta Kappa fraternities.
positions,
Shute is a member of the varsity well on the way to all-State
in
track and cross country teams, of the being noticeable. Wilbur Manter
paved the
Mathematics Club, and of the Po- recovering two fumbles
way
for the White's tallies, while
litical Forum, and is the manager of
Curran, a sophomore, substituting at
the Glee Club. He is a member of the
the injured Fitts and
Delta Kappa Epsilon and Phi Beta left end for
Kappa fraternities. His home is in Drummond acquitted himself creditably ?n his first Series encounter.
Wortendyke, N. J.
For Colby the outstanding individFrom the candidates of the Maine
ual players were Yadwinski, Washuk
colleges, candidates will be selected
'Continued on p*t* 4)
to attend a conference at Boston,
from which group two men will be
Hubbell

selected

is

for

the

in the

two scholarships
England district.

New

Prof. Chase Censures Emphasis
On Athletics In Council Elections

slightest danger of
that kind.

being
converted
by
"Bucky" Sawyer in both instances. Even the entrance of
Colby's "Yad" Yadwinski, prob-

Everett Philoon, '36; and John field goal. Putnam was pacing off the
Shute, '36; as Rhodes distance when the ball was suddenly
Scholarship candidates, was made by snapped back. A short pass by SawPresident Sills in last Wednesday's yer to "Junie" Frye caught the Colby
chapel. They were selected by a com- defense napping, and was good for a
"""<* composed of Professors Ham. score. It was the only forward pass
rv.*i„1 "***"<>"•
t luC—a.**«=„«,
c.o„' successfully completed by the Walsh**»
«"«.

awarded

Continued on pane 3)

Following is the text of the address
presented for admission. Students are given in Chapel this morning by Prourged to attend in the afternoon, fessor Stanley P. Chase. He presents
since there will be no reserved seats it to the Orient as a communication.
at that time. Reserved seats for the To the Editor of the Orient
evening performance may be obtained
Dear Sir:
in exchange for the Blanket Tax stub
The election of members of the
and thirty-two cents. The stubs only
will be necessary for admission to the Student Council is strictly a function
of the undergraduates, who would
remaining seats.
Other students who tried out for very properly resent any attempt by
roles but were not selected will be the College authorities to exert inused as extras. Anyone interested in fluence, direct or indirect, in the matSuch a course would certainly
assisting should see John Redman, ter.
ensure the defeat of any candidate
stage manager.
in whose behalf the effort was made.
Happily, at Bowdoin there is not the

Coming Events

228
t

.

Announcement of the appointment
of Aflait Forbes Hubbell, ^35; Thur-

i

Crucial

'39
'39

ing inspecting the college and visit- "Pomcroy" in the short play, "Aning classes with their sons.
At 11 other Way Out", which will be given
o'clock a reception was held in the with "Tom Thumb".
maiq lounge of Moulton Union, at
Two Staged Dec 9
which the men met and talked with
The two plays will be staged on
various members of the faculty.
Monday, December 9. An afternoon

year.

8
123
16
9
78

Vanderlyn

IhawTnd JadljSoS

tive."

Game Is
Drummond has

touch-

man

possibly Ara Kara
kashian, who not only was injured in
the Colby game, but was also called
home because of the death of a rela-

the strongest aggregation
in
Maine.
Bates has an impressive record. Aftic and outside activity.
terhouse '38 and H. Ware "39 were ter swamping Arnold 31-0, they
The fathers spent Saturday morn- named for the roles of "Fenton" and struck two snags in N.Y.U. which de-

of the student body to attend
this meeting and Join in an informal discussion of this worldwide issue. This will be the third
meeting of the Forum held this

C

13

COMMITTEE NAMES
RHODES CANDIDATES

will

and the State series as well. Statistics show that not for 21 years has
this game had such a pronounced
bearing on the crowning of the state
Conjurer.
H. B. Miller 39 champions. Ihe winner of this strug£. Vergason '39 gle will be unquestionably recognized
J.

Parson

.

Penalties

to

Masque Reed, backs, and

and Gown room of the Moulton Union

three

point

B

1

Fumbles
Fumbles recovered by

me," he added, "as
waltz through to
the State title, having overcome their
greatest obstacle last Saturday afternoon at Lewiston." The Bowdoin
team will enter the game
Saturday
SiEJ»
„
m Bservices
Zr^TS.
without A,
the valuable
of Joe
'It

though they

Following try-outs

Punts
Punts average (yards)

A. Bishop

all

Princess Huncamunca.
R. D. Morss, Jr., '38
S. Williams, Jr., '37
Lord Grizzle,
Glumdalca, Queen of the Giants,

program. The purpose of this
atively recent establishment
doin is to give the parents
students an opportunity to
college in the midst of both

members

*m nds

Queen

"Bowdoin entertained more than
annual
60 visitors on its sixth
Fathers' Day, which was held here
Donovan D.
last Saturday," stated
Lancaster, who was in charge of Jhe

Forum, has announced that the

will speak.

sports will be taken at the rally.

doin's

.

dress the Forum tonight on the
subject of the sanctions of the
League of Nations. Charles F.
Brewster, '37, president of the

Burroughs Mitchell will be
master ef ceremonies. Mr. Qulnby, Coach Walsh and Captain

AtWetSe

downs

Yards gained rushing
Passes tried
Passes completed
.Yards gained passing
Passes intercepted by

Performance in Maine Game
Shows Power; White
Badly Crippled

statement yesterday.
"The Garnet squad this year is
composed of smart, fast rugged ooys
who have apparently absorbed a
great deal of sound football knowl-

4.30.

Putnam

First

Laterals tried

where the team will
be practicing. The band will
march down from the Union at

of

goal-line for scores, the try-for-

SATCRDAY STATISTICS

"The Bates football team performed admirably in their smashing defeat of Maine last Saturday", said
Coach Adam Walsh in a press

Mt.

SIXTY FATHERS SEE
COLLEGE IN ACTION

out around right

By James

society's first play of
the year. William H. Fish. Jr., was
selected for the role of "Tom Thumb
be the Great". Other parts are:
F. Benjamin '36
of King Arthur

Hermon School, who was Bowfirst Rhodes scholar and received from the college the honorary
degree of L.H.D. last June.

la starting
first score.

extent

downs, two of which came in the
first quarter of the game as first
Jack Reed, diminutive but fiery
halfback, and then Ara Kara(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)
end with every Colby man blocked out kashian,
dependable
groundgainer, raced over the Blue's

Powerful Garnet Eleven
Favored Over Walshmen
Because of initiations the
Bates football rally win be held
at 4.45 p.m. Friday on Wait-

Stanwood of the
Government department will ad-

last in 1921.
Spirit

Jack Reed,
of the play.

in the
will be, according to alumni secretary, Philip S. Wilder, "practically

Professor

Invites all

Scoring punch was unloosed
to the

Miller.

Stanwood Will Address

and cordially

since 1927.

and at 10.30 an exhibition swim- Initiations Change Plans
ming meet will be held in the pool
For Bates Football Rally
under the direction of Coach Bob

At noon the alumni luncheon

Williams, Jr.

game was the first State Series
contest won by the White since
1930 when Maine was trounced
in a 13-7 upset, and was the first
victory over the Roundymen

side;

gym

Political

By Stanley

Displaying amazing efficiency
and improvement in every department of the game but aerial
defense,
Adam
and
attack
Walsh's Polar Bear gridmen decisively hammered out a 20-0
victory over the Colby Mule on
Whittier field last Saturday. The

luncheon, and the clash of Polar
Bear and Bob Cat on Whittier Field
alumni day

Endless attempts seem to have
than likely to prove worthy of
The small group of last been made to analyze that "someyear has expanded tremendously in thing" which changed so sharply
the first two meetings of the current Bowdoin's gridiron destinies in reseason. The whole secret lies in 'the sped to the other Maine colleges. No
fact that there is now a uniformly definite conclusion has ever been
high standard of speakers. The prob- reached.
lems under discussion are pertinent
It appears that no slackening of
to present day happenings. The talks Bowdoin's support of its teams has
and discussions are led by men who ever been responsible. In spirit, at
are eminently capable of this work. least. Bowdoin has always been a

support.

Frye Takes Sawyer's Pass
From Fake Kick for

will be the chief events of

—

-

BEARS SCORE TWICE
IN OPENING QUARTER

Contest with Bates, Alumni
Luncheon, Features of
Other Budgets Increased,
Day's Program
Except Debating; '68
By William Frost
Sneakers Named
An exhibition swimming meet, a

organization formerly receiving benefits from the blanket tax, the committee has found it possible to add
By Harry Foote
the Political Forum and the Masque
The Bowdoin eleven that beat Coland Gown to the list of beneficiaries.
by 20-0 on Whittier Field last Saturthese
both
of
for
The appropriations
day is reminiscent of the good old
clubs are well worth while. For years
days. Tales of Polar Bear grid teams
the Masque and Gown has been giving
In an that used to over-run other Maine
great service to th« college.
colleges by scores of 60-0 have caused
effort to save enough money to estabthe Orient to make a Bowdoin footlish a little theater, the club had
ball research. And it's all true. We
tried to stay financially independent.
can show you the records.
However, the stress of recent times
But the turn of the century seemed
has made this impossible. If the club
do something to Bowdoin football
were to continue, it would need more to
teams—or to their Maine opponents
support or would have to increase
that nothing, up to now, perhaps,
prices. The appropriation wiil enable
has been able to correct considerably
the society to produce better plays,
Before 1900, the White lost only four
buy better equipment, and serve a
State Series games in 11 years,
greater audience than heretofore.
claiming
all but two state championof
Such an investment on the part
ships;
since 1900 its victories have
the Blanket Tax Committee is well
been scarce in comparison, and it has
worth while.
won only four State Series titles, the
•

Walsh's Eleven Takes
Maine
League Since 1930

First Victory in

FINANCIAL BACKING

the solution

that

Adam

ALUMNI GATHER
HERE SATURDAY

fore, if Phi Chi belonged to a tradi- increase was for
the Musical Club,
tion which hurt the intellect of the their budget having been raised from
alone makes it
college, this fact
$375 to $460. The only reduction—
worthy of being abolished. The ill- a slight one—was for the Debating
will factor becomes relatively minor.
Council.
Professor Mitchell at the meeting
rpHE shift of Commencement dates also announced a provisional list of
'68 speakers. They are as follows:
•*•
to the end of the week is probRobert Paul Ashley, Jr., John Philably one of the sanest ideas connected with graduation which any college lips Chapman, Casper Frank Cowan.
has evolved. The Mid- Week program Bernard Nathan Freedman, Robert
Russell
Hagy, Jr., Lawrence Sargent
for
poor,
had proved itself to be

On
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1935

WHITE ELEVEN BEATS COLBY 200 TO OPEN SERIES

The Sun
» »

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, ME., WEDNESpAY, OCTOBER 30,

(65th Year)

8TANWOOD TO
ADDRESS FORUM

the

men who

represent the College
fields. Proficiency in
it so often
is, with fine manly qualities of character, is surely one title to consideration, and naturally a very important
one in the eyes of a youthful electorate which has been trained in our
American tradition of sportsmanship.
Nor would any unbiassed critic deny
that the majority of Student Council members, past and present, were
qualified for office on grounds quite
distinct from their athletic skill or
prominence. As far as my acquaintance with the members shows, I believe this certainly to be true of the
present Council. Yet it is also true
that every member of that Council if
an athlete. It is no less true that the
two upper classes include very many
men with no special aptitude in
snorts but preeminently qualified in
all other ways for important posts of
leadership. Look over the Student
Directory in your Bowdoin Handbook
for 1935-36. The undergraduate publications (Orient, Quill, and Bugle),
the musical arid dramatic clubs, the
debating association and the Forum
have no single voice in the Council
which is now administering the affairs of the Bowdoin student body.

on the athletic
sports,

when combined, as

Certainly, as we alumni look back
at our college days from the vantage
point of twenty or thirty years later
we find that many of our most substantial and admirable classmates

many whose worth has been proved
by their professional, business, and
(Continued on pas* 2)

LIBRARY EXHIBITING
ROBINSON'S POETRY
A

complete collection of

tions of the

poems

Robinson

of

first coi-

Edwin Arling-

being exhibited at
Hubbard Hall this week. These rare
volumes have been loaned to the library by Mrs. Henry L. Johnson. Also
included in the exhibition is the architect's drawing for the proposed
memorial to the poet which is to be
erected at Gardiner, Maine, the birthpiece of Mr. Robinson.
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the exhibit is a rare edition
of Mr. Robinson's. "The Torrent and
the Night Before", which was privately printed in 18%. and was the
-oet's first book of published poems.
On exhibition with this volume is a
short letter dated December 13, 1896.
and addressed to the late Professor
Henry L. Johnson, in which Mr. Robinson comments briefly, but magnificently, upon this volume. The concuding sentence of his letter reads:
"They were printed privately for
the fun of it. but they seem to be taken more seriously."
Fund Being Collected
With the architect's drawing anoears a message from Mrs. Laura E.
Richards, chairman of the Robinson
ton

is

Memorial Committee, in which is exDressed the hope that, "since the proiect (the Memorial) has been fully
described, the response may be even
more general, and that the Memorial
may become the expression of all
lovers of high poetry throughout the

country."

Although Mr. Robinson was not an
Alumnus of Bowdoin, the value of
his contribution to literature was recognized when the College conferred
the degree of Doctor of Letters upon

him
in

in 192S.

He

New York

ness.

died on April 6. 1935.
City, after a brief ill-

a
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Brunswick, Milne

November Issue Of
Alumnus Appears

BUGLE OFFERS PRIZE
**R BEST SNAPSHOT

Established 1871

Editor-in-Chief
Robert P. Ashley *M
Associate Editor

Various topics of interest to all graduates are covered in the edition of
the "Alumnus" which appeared last
week. The entering class, the football prospects, the Kling estate, the
new Directorship of Admissions, and
the fraternities are discussed by- dif-

>l17

John P. Chapman '36
Manafing Editors

in

equal

chance. Rare or unusual
views that will make this year's
Bugle especially attractive are
what the hoard wants.

ferent writers.

Optimism is the note of Mai MorRichard E. Mathewson *87
rell's article. "Gridiron Opening". EnStanley Williams, Jr., •87
thusiasm in the team and among the
Sports Editors
student body, the College's whole
William S. Barton '37 hearted support of Coach Walsh, and
Charles F. Brewster *87
Maxwell A. Eaton *37
the record of the team so far this
Sub-Editors
year, all go to make the Director of
'38
James A. Bishop
William S .Hawkins 38 Athletics feel safe in urging the
'38
Robert Laffin
alumni to come back and "see a footNorman E. Dupee '38
Henry L. Nash "38 ball team of which you may feel
Harry T. Foote "88
William Frost "88
Ralph H. Winn *38 proud."
Fraternities Discussed
"Fraternities" is the contribution
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
of the Undergraduate Editor, John P.
Chapman. In a generalized compariBusiness Manager
son with other campuses, he finds
Owen H. Melaugh '86
that the houses at Bowdoin have most
Assistant Managers
the disEuan G. Davis "37 of the advantages and few ot
Ernest R. Dalton ^7
advantages common to the fraternity
system. He observes that most of the
Published mrr Wedsaaday surlss the Colitcc Tsar br tka Bt adist i of Bswsoto Coltes*. forces which the critics of the Greek
All contributions ana comniunieaUona should bt sivva to tht Managing Editor by Snnday letter fraternities believe to
be at
Jr., *87

William Klaber,

For those who are Interested
photography, and winning a

$5.00 prise, the Bugle la conducting s> snapshot contest. Any pictures
of interesting
campus
views, groups, or action scenes ha
athletic contests, will have an

The contract for the printing of
the year book has been warded to

Doubleday, Doran and Company Inc.,
Garden City, New York, and the engraving contract has been given to
the Bickford Engraving Company,
Providence, R. I.
There has been numerous responses
to the call for men for the Bugle
Board, with 23 men coming out. They
are: Editorial Board: T. Howard, E.
Scribner, H. Howland, M. Goldberg,
W. Mitchell, B. Budge, J. Hunter,
and P. Crowell; Business Board, W.
Nulty, J. Nichols, A. Aregony, F. McKenney, R. Foley, J. Church, H. Williams, R. Stover, and R.
Merrill;
alKht preceding- the date of pnblleation. The Bdltor-la-ChM is r isjo n atbla for the oditorUi work toward the end of the system Photographic Board, P. Lambe, J.
enlomn the Manuring Editor for arwe and make-up. All •ommaaieationa regarding abaerip- are either nonexistent, or are being Greeley, P. Wulflng, I. Arnold, R.
liona ahouW bo aditreMed to tha Daalaan Manager of the Boirdola Publishing Company. consistently
modified, at Bowdoin. McLean and A. G. Smith.
Subsrriptlona, 12.00 per year In advance. With Alumnus, tS.M.
Increased interest in scholarship, inEntered aa second dan matter at the poatoffict at Brunswick, Maine.
terest in the freshman advisor plan,
and the gradual decrease in hazing at
several of the houses' all point to the
Sports Editor for this Issue
News Editor for this Issue
William S. Hurton "87 improvement of the situation at BowSeveral freshmen who will
Richard E. Mathewson 'ST
doin.
work reliably are wanted for posiIn "Reactions to a New Job," ProNo. XI
Wednesday, October SO, 1985
Vol. LXV
tions on the staff of the Orient.
fessor Hammond predicts that the
college will be able to be even more
No previous experience la necesdiscriminating in the future than in
sary. Candidates may apply at the
the past with regard to admissions.
Committee
Orient office In the Union at
Tax
Blanket
deliberation,
the
of
After a good deal
The increasing number of applica:

NOTICE

MASQUE AND GOWN

has decided to grant funds to Bowdoin's dramatic society. Quite tions will make this possible.
obviously box office fright is much more instrumental in damaging
dramatic production than stage fright. Therefore, freed from its
financial worries, the Masque and Gown will be able to devote
more attention to technical and artistic improvement.
In an earlier editorial, the ORIENT urged the Student Council
"The work of the CCC in the Shento recommend such action on the Blanket Tax Committee. It was andoah and Great Smoky national
parks is most impressive," commentthought at the time that such policy was an expression of, and ed American History Professor Kirk-

7.15

tomorrow

night.

/. P. C.

who returned last spring from while not dining they visited magnifia trip through the south and south- cent old plantation houses and found
west states taken at the end of his the aristocratic tradition of ante
Sabbatical Year's leave. A great lov- bellum days in "gentle disintegraer of mountain climbing. Professor tion". The only evidences of the then
Kirkland found his visit to the two dictatorial government they saw were
on
great parks a high spot of the tour, frequent signs by roads and
and considers that the CCC workers, bridges to the effect that this piece of
in constructing roads, paths, skyline construction was done during the addrives, etc. has put the parks forward ministration of Huey Long and Governor "O.K." Allen. In general, Proby ten or fifteen years.
Professor and Mrs. Kirkland set fessor Kirkland said, he avoided the
out by a,uto in March on wanderings institutions of "higher learning", exwhich took them south into domains cept for the state university, which
of Huey Long and west to Taos ana had a beautiful campus because of
Santa Fe in New Mexico, a country the Kingfish's efforts.

475.00

408.29

475.09

MIMICAL (UBS
PUBLISHING CO

875.90

10S.87

490.00

475.00

476.00

DEBATING

385.00

HI

878.19
458.56

160.00

CHEEK LEADERS

26.00

.

25.00

MASQI'K AND GOWN
POLITICAL FORUM

interested in the agriculture of the
south western desert country, which
is based principally on irrigation. On
550.00
the approaches to Carlsbad, New
S70.00 Mexico, a great irrigation center he
475.90 was surprised to find signs advertis-

ing that fact that shade trees
He said that the
850.00 in the town.
40.00

Totals

9 2,470.00

8 2,124.85

9,200.00

9,900.00

911,670.00

811424.85

'Balance Forward

619.64

Everyone seemed

$11,944.49

ritorial

*The Balance Forward of $619.64 consists of

acute. The Growler published the program as part of the humor magazine
itself. This meant that the reader got
more for his monev. There was some-

Communication
Programs

One

of the
"rackets" connected
with any football game in collegiate
circles, is the publication of the official program. The spectator
of the
game is really at a loss in viewing
ihe game if he hasn't got a list with
the names and numbers of all
the
players. Therefore, the spectator
is
easy meat for the publisher of the
program. It is very easy to obtain
prices well in excess of the real value
of the program, simply because the

crowd wishes
the game.

and

its

its ter-

traditions

to

know who's who

Bowdoin. this year, has reached the
ultimate in such a racket. The offipro«ram, for which the students,
alumni, and any others present, must
pay a quarter gives very little in return. True, the fundamental informa-

-names and numbers— will be

one thumbs the pages diligently, but there is nothing else of interest in the program. The picture of
a pretty lady appears on the cover
telling the reader that the best way
if

to enjoy the game is to
tain type of cigarette.

thing of interest in the booklet

be-

sides football. The program had a more
to a
lasting value and was worth,
greater extent, the money expended.
However, this year, the publishers
have seen fit to divorce the two,
price that the
selling both at the

'NEW DEAL' WILL BE
HISTORY PRIZE TOPIC

smoke a cerNot content

another cigarette nounds
home the same thing concerning the
second product on the page where
the starting line-ups are to be found.
AH in all. the program has been terribly commercialized.
One has to
search during the game to find out
where the players are listed. Even
then, half of the Bowdoin squad is
unnumbered in the program. Everywhere in the program, information
has been sacrificed to the great god
Advertising, with his lucrative rethis,

turns.

Last year, this problem was not so

dertaken by the college, probably the
best agent being the athletic department. It should be a non-profit enterprise. This would be accomplished on
a much smaller scale. It should be
perfectly possible to get all the necesinsary information (at least the
formation now given) on one sheet
folded to give four pages. The first
page would be a cover, bearing the
customary prelude, with possibly cuts
of the coaches, captains, or something
allied to football. The middle pages
could contain the lists of the squads
with names and numbers, the starting line-ups, and possibly some cuts
like the ones Just mentioned. In
either case, the cuts could be eliminated with small harm if financial
questions barred them. This would
leave the back page for advertising,
which would help pay for the programs. Judging ffom the amount of
advertising found in the present publication, it would not be difficult to
get ads enough. It would also be possible if the coats of publication warranted it, to use the back page as an
index of penalties, referee
signals.
statistics of the teams, sketches
of

^lt«ME««MEiE«ME«MIIE«MI«t«IE««Mlllli

TVA

of

Louisiana,
travelled northward

Kirklands
through Ten-

the

nessee, visiting the Norris Dam. They
considered that the peculation of the
Tennessee Valley seemed to be in favor of the government work there;
and they greatly admired the insight,
intelligence, and taste displayed by
the administration in laying out the
Shenandoah and Great Smoky na1
1

ional narks

Professor Kirkland did not, howtry to discover any trends in
politics in the United States 'during

ever,

I

,

.

]

his tour.
ested in

He was

Nj football team, not even Mr.
Yadwinski, could expect to prevaU
against the supernatural forces that
were at work for Bowdoin Saturday.
Walter Johnson, whom we usually
think of in terms of rubbing alcohol
and letters to the Orient, was taking
no chances: early Saturday morning
he got himself a brand new rabbit's
foot. After the game Walter held up
the mystical left for all to admire.

We

yet been chosen but will probably be
from off campus. All wishing to enter
the contest are to meet in the history
conference room in the library on
Thursday. October 31 at 8.00 p.m.
the coaches or players, or any other
signiallied material. What is most
ficant; the program could easily be
insold for ten cents with no loss
Thus, the spectators would
curred.
be able to get what information they
wished by referring to one central
page in the program. The confusion
innumerable advertisements
of the
would be averted. The price would be
far more fair. In this way, Bowdoin
can de-racketise the football pro-

gram.

WILLIAM KLABER,

Jr.

DOW MOTOR SALES
Ford V-8

Saks
127 Pleasant St.

Service
(Portland Bead)

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

we heard him chanting

thought

magic under

his breath.
out, Bates, or the Voodoo'll

Watch
get you

.

.

33 l-3?c

F.

-

W. CHANDLER & SON

PROF. CHASE SCORES

ATHLETIC INFLUENCE

particularly inter-

Works on New History

part of his Sabbatical year Professor Kirkland was
first

c

(CvnUnocd from pas* 1)
"To have spent one's youth at colof former athletes are
as lege in contact with the choice and
abroad in the land.
have just dis- civic accomplishments, were not,
members of any rare and precious, yet to be a blind
undergraduates,
covered the very interesting fact that
prig or vulgarian, unable to scent out
Professor Mitchell, in the days be- team. No group of graduates, perhuman excellence, or divine it amid
fore his dean-ship, used to be quite
haps, some nearer, in ability and per- it's accidents, to know it only when
a nifty little high Jumper. Once he
and fused on us by others,
was a winner in his event. Bowdoin, sonality, to what we like to regard as labelled
should be acclaimed the
the Bowdoin type at its best than the this indeed
rah, Mitch!
very calamity and shipwreck of a
And then this guy Phil Wilder was members of the Boards the Trustees higher education," said President
fifty-odd
Here
are
Overseers.
some stuff, too. When he went to and
quoting
from Will James, in his
Sills,
M.I.T. he made his numerals twice men selected, largely by the vote of
Sunday Chapel address speaking on
for his activities on the tug-of-war their fellow-alumni, for positions of
°f Human Life".
trust and honor. Among them are "The Sanctity
team.
College, it seemed to the President,
men who were notable athletes in
- c
made students lose faith in their pertheir day; but these Varsity letter
HAPPINESS
minority. Now sonal guides. Collegians are attacking
We've had a little clipping floating men are in a distinct
indifference is preof maturity are bound the church and
around the room for quite a while, the estimates
who
those of youth; fortu- valent on every campus. "One
now, and it's about time we let the to differ from
forgets God, however, loses the nonately, neither age nor youth is enrest of the world in on our secret.
bility
of
life".
dowed with clairvoyance. But it mayIt came from an advertisement in
Spiritual Philosophy Needed
whether it ever happens
one of the lesser known magazines. be doubted
the wearers of the "B" in a colThe philosophy of life needs to be
This advertisement rattles on for that
class include all the natural challenged. It should be spiritual, not
about half a column about the joys lege
leaders, even by the standards of one- material, for there is something highof the modern bath-tub and then
and-twenty.
er and more remote than earthly acends up with this key sentence:
purpose is needed, for
HAPPINESS
For the condition described, I have tivities.
one life isn't worth living.
PLUMBING. The completeness and no specific remedy to propose. It may without
As a member of a society we must
of
elecsystem
sheer daring of such a philosophy be that some better
of
men
not so cheaply. Labor
think
haunts our waking hours. Aristotle. tion can be devised, and appropriate
and standards of living
Spinoza, Walter B. Pitkin and the measures to this end might well be conditions
certainly aren't upraising, but the
rest of the boys searched in vain for considered by the present Council.
what International Sanitary Co. gives But more important than any elec- fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man principal will overcome
toral machinery, it seems to me, are
us in five simple words,
any obstacle.
- a
the arousing and the asserting of
War, which used to be a necessity,
AFTER-MATH
student opinion upon a principal
is a present negation of human life.
said a column or two ago that which really lies at the center of all
It is regarded as non-Christian exthe Dean was pretty rash when he civic responsibility.
cept where no alternative is better,
promised to scram off to a nunnery
Faithfully yours,
arid not much can be better which
if Bowdoin beat Wesleyan by more
STANLEY P. CHASE. 05.
destroys life and property.
than three touchdowns. Evidently

We

—

m

A

m

We

there are those among us who hate
to see a man break a promise, because when the Dean walked into his
office the other morning and opened
his mail, guess what he found
rosary. Now that he has the equipment, all he has to do is take the
entrance examinations.
- o

—

ATTENTION,

HOME

m

S.P.C.A.

SEND YOUR

Mister Coffin is in the news again.
Last time he overslept on the morning he was supposed to take chapel.
This time he managed to get out of
bed on time, but in his rush to get to
a class he pulled a weird boner. He
came whipping up Harpswell street
in his car, a look of sublime innocence on his face and ft scared-stiff
cat on his roof. The poor animal
scampered down as soon as the car
stopped, and on his way to a near-by
tree we thought he gave Tristy a dir-

LAUNDRY HOME
a)

public.

At Dartmouth he

EASY

The barn-yard. Mister Coffin, is a
fine thing, but one usually leaves it
at home.
- c

COLLE<f

m

THEORY

We'll

and sure.
rates are

TUNE

of ascratch paper:
I haven't moved for
55 minutes from this seat and I am
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the industrial revolution in this country to the end of the century. Excluding the university libraries, Professor Kirkland noted that private
libraries in general are less efficiently
followed as an alumnus the rejuvenation of the football team under
"Erl" Blake and "Fats" Waller.

Need

For Life Purpose

The shades

working in Dartmouth, New Haven, CONCLUSION: Prof. Catlin's last
Cambridge, and New York on an
statement is false.
Economic Historv of New England
All we can say is, nice work. Bobfrom 1815 to 1900. This book will by.
cover the economic development of
New England from the beginning of

run than

States

Sills

ATHLETIC NOTES

seeing for the first time
Mister Catlin was roaring through
many forms of economic life which a lecture the other day when, «n some
he often lectured about, such as ir- state of professorial absent-mindedrigation.
In Alpine, Texas, for ex- ness, he gave vent to this classicism:
ample, he found the importance and You have to keep moving in order to
efficiency of the windmill graphically stay where you are.
demonstrated, practically every house
Little Robert Gentry, who laid out
having one in its yard. He met sev- two Colby men in one play, was liseral Bowdoin men on his trip, in- tening to the lecture, and Mister Catcluding Professors Abramson and lin's remark set his mind on fire. He,
Lockwood in Washington, and grad- Bobby, toyed with the idea a while
uate students Charles and Hugh Bar- and then wrote as follows on a piece

During the

DISCOUNT

159 Maine Street

.

m

HQOK STORE

ALL BOWDOIN AND FRATERNITY BANNERS
AND PILLOWS IN OUR STOCK AT

BLACK MAOIC

"The New Deal— Historical or
New? "has been chosen as the subject

for this year's Class of 1875 American History prize contest. According
to the terms of the contest, a prize,
to consist this year of about $150. is
composite had formerly cost. This awarded annually to the junior or
means that the purchaser is now pay- senior who writes the best paper on
ing twice as much as he would or- an assigned subject from American
dinarily.
history. Last year's winner was John
The solution is obvious. The pub- O. Parker '35.
in lication of the program should be unThe judges of the contest have not

cial

with

remember

last year's unexpended approwere rooted in very different soil
unappropriated collections amounting to from the Anglo-Saxon background of
,, 4tf< lift New England.
In New Orleans Professor Kirkland
Respectfully submitted by the Committee,
said he spent most of his time eating;
D. C. Stanwood, E. C. Helmrelch, T. C. Van Cleve,
P. M. Brown, M. B. Cushlng.

Football

found

history,

to

totalling $345.15, plus

$274.49.

tion.

New

perate earnestness", every government dam being a fishing center for
8 3.055.00 the population for miles around;
middle of the desert ad9,500.00 signs in the
vertising "minnows for bait" looked
very odd.
$12,555.00
"It is hard to remember," said Professor Kirkland. "that New Mexico
was only made a state in 1912."

Work

From

Mexicans take their fishing with "des- ton.

Total, Athletic

priations

grew

60.00

Non-Athletic

Total.

See

1986-1996

BAND

0.1

the French and the Creole traditions
are combined in distinguished Louisiana cookery. The Kirklands passed
through the state on their return;

land',

which Professor Kirkland declared to
be "more exotic than Europe". At
The Blanket Tax Committee submits the foil owing; report for the year Santa Fe they visited the governor's
1934-1985, and recommends the appropriations shown in the last column for palace, which antidates the landing
of the Pilgrims on Plymouth Rock by
tbe current year.
years, and found the city to be
SI MMAKV
1M5-1JJ* 15
1S14-1MJ
constructed in Spanish adobe archiEstimated
Artaal
Katiniated
Receipts
Receipts
Reeelpta
tecture and to have a dark-skinned
Balance Forward
56740
619.64 population consisting largely of det
9
9 597.80
First Semester Taxes
5,740.00
5,749.00
6,180.00 scendants of the original Spaniards,
and
Indians
Second Semester Taxes
5,480.00
5,980.24
5,950.00 Spanish-Americans,
newly arrived Spaniards and Mexicans. At Taos they saw the only terTotal Receipts
911.787.80
912,749.64 raced pueblos in the United States
911,988.04
I*** Printing Ticket Books
48.55
52.50 still occupied by Indians, and the
48.55
beautiful products, such as pottery,
of native arts and crafts.
Total for Appropriation
811,744.25
812,697.14
911,944.49
Observe Desert Life
Recoei mended
Appropriation.
Appropriatiena
Expended
Being a student and professor of
B.C.A
275,00
9
275.00
$
8 286.00 economic history, Kirkland was much

BLANKET TAX COMMITTEE,

The COLLEGE

Cre^

R, B. H., Jr.

DEPENDS ON GOOD

Prof. Kirkland Tours Southern
States During Sabbatical Year

would be supported by campus opinion. Now that the Committee
has acted favorably, it is gratifying to note the widespread approval which this move has evoked. Such action can be interpreted
as a recognition of the splendid and constantly improving work
which the Masque and Goicn has been doing during the last year
or so. It would be a mistake, however, to fail to indicate the obligation which this society must respect. By ita admission to the Blanket Tax, it has entered upon an unwritten contract with the student body, assuring the latter party of its intention to keep the
standards of its production at a maximum.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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NEW

Five Bands Chosen For

VOCALISTS

Gym And House Dances

ENLARGE GLEE CLUB

Four

A* a result of recent try-outs, 22
new men were taken into the Glee
They are: D. D. Arnold '38,
Bledsoe '39. W. J. Browne '38.

W. H.

deSuze
er
J.

'38.

'38.

C. N. Curtis

W.

P.

Gwynn

'37,

J.

C. N.
H. FishH. Foote '38,

Drake

V. L. Flint
Frazier '38, H.
'38,

'38.

'37,

Graves

Hanks

CM

'36,

39.

F.
B.

'38,

W.

Knowlton '38. H. Lord '38, R. MacLean '39, D. Monell '38, W. B. Park'38, T. Riley '39. H. C. White '39,
and G. V. Wolf.

Plans for the gym dance Saturday night have been made by
the dance committee of the student council, ef which Thompson
S. Sampson Is chairman.
Polar Bears will play, at
and the patronesses will be Mrs.
Sills, Mrs. Oopeland, Mrs. Beyer,
Mrs. Hetmreifih, Mrs Gross, Mrs.
Hammond, Mrs. Holmes,
Mrs. Wells.

er

Present officers of the Glee Club
are: Edward L. Campbell, leader. H.
Bickford Lang, manager, and Robert

No

W.

Laffin,
assistant manager.
plana for the year have as yet

been

announced.

From 10 to 12 Purdue University
graduates are securing employment
each week through the activities of
that university's personnel bureau.

White Eleven Dominated State
Gridirons In "Good Old Days"

CANDIDATES CHOSEN

FOR PRIZE SPEAKING

Anticipating a large

fraternity

houses, the A. D., Deke, Sigma
Nu, and A. T. O. will have lea.
dance* after the last home game
of the season this Saturday, and
one, tise
Pal. Is planning a
tea. The fear orchestras scheduled are, res pec tively; Nate Gold,
Johnny Sampson and hla Shelburne orchestra, Ernie George,
and Carl Broggt.

Club.

R. Craven

of the eleven

THREE

Nine candidates and two alternates
the Alexander Prize for public
speaking were selected at the tryouts,
which were held last Thursday under the direction of Dr. Daggett of
the English Department. The date
for the finals is to be announced lat-

for

(Continued from pits* 1)

13-0 and three days later lost also to
Dartmouth, 37-0. Colby handed the
There out and carry the ball, however, and
seems to have been no coach, but the more than one gain was credited to
coming of Frank Nathaniel Whittier, him. He was also a sprinter, and the

Football

Orient reported that {he University
of Pennsylvania offered him $1,000
to transfer to that school. He stayed

er.

here.

Best "Boston Gentlemen"
The following men were chosen toFor (wo years after '89 Bowdoin
compete for the award: H. H. Cloud- met no other Maine college, though
man, A. H. Cox, C. N. deSuze, G. A. it played Harvard both years, losing
Dunbar, M. Goldberg, R. V. McCann, 54-0 and 79-0. In 1890 its only vicN. P. Seagrave, H. A. Steeves, V. B. tories were over West Roxbury. AnWelch; first alternate, H. D. Ashken- dover, and "Gentlemen of Boston". In
azy; second alternate, L. Cohen.
1891 its only victory was over Brown.
Trie fund for this prize was estab- 22-18. Exeter beat the varsity that
lished in 1905 by Hon. DeAlva S. year. 24-10.
Alexander, L.L.D., of the class of
In 1892 Bowdoin beat Colby twice
1870, and "furnished two prizes of in their first meetings. Football reforty-five dollars and thirty dollars lations with Maine started the fol,

In 1901, 1902. and 1903 Bowdoin
only minor games, except in 1903
ed his strength in the line and he

won
was

The

shifted to tackle.

the day

still

when Bates

rules of

permitted him to

also

fell,

*pull
11-5. Finally, in

a team captained by Walter
Cope Philoon, later West Point star
and an uncle of Thurman Philoon '36,
set back Colby. 52-0, Maine 22-5, and
1904

for excellence in select declamation."
is
open to freshmen,
sophomores, and Juniors.

LUNCH

FIORI
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GOSSELIN

& SON

SERVICE FOR

Complete Lubrication

ARNOLD

Bowdoin Men

•
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123 Maine St.

Opp. Senter's

24-HOUR SERVICE

Have Their

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION

Printing

CLEANING - PRESSING
REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS

Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

New

Bridge

Topsham, Me.

The

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

CO.

We

Hard and Soft Coals

B.

Chipman,

Inc.

38-0.

la

-

Low Rates

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

PURE FOOD SHOP

Print the Orient and

Fuel Oils

For Excellent Service

Phone 3

Lyman

and Maine went down

THE BOWDOIN HOTEL

MAINE 8T.
PROMPT SERVICE

Brunswick

68-0,

Next To Home

86

RECORD OFFICE

75 Maine St.

Capital, $175,000

Total Resources $2,700,000

Alumnus

PORTLAND, ME.

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Dry Fireplace Wood
Varney'g Jewelry Store
for Gifts

The
Lumber and Building Materials
A. K.

Bear claw its traditional
the IT. of M. campus.

MORRELL

'22.

BRUNSWICK
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offense.

Bates is fortunate this year in having a formidable array of ball car-

Manning is back in his former
at quarter, McCluskey at
and Curtin at right half. Keller.
Marcus and Hutchinson alternate at
the left halfback post and supply the
passes, deception and speed which
have made the team so effective.
Wellman. a former halfback, has
been converted to an end position
where his speed and weight will bolriers.

position
full

may

It

be significant however

Maine Threatens Less
The showing of Bowdoin's other
rival Maine, was rather dis-

but "Foxy Fred" Brice
always has a trick up his sleeve for
the game with the Polar Bear and
this defeat should not be taken to
mean that the game at Orono will be
a set-up.
The remaining White opponent,
Tufts, fell before the powerful Williams club 20-0. In view of the 27-6
victory that Williams scored over
Bowdoin, the Jumbos and the Polar
Bear look about even on paper. However, injuries to the Bowdoin snuad
have seriously damaged the chances
of a win at Medford this year.

Camml.

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

OVERNIGHT GUESTS
MR.MCCHAN,

team depends

appointing,

HI STRAIN -i
,QMr * itrr Hfi

Morey-coached

large measure on its crushing power
plays and stalwart forward wall. It
remains to be seen if the Bowdoin
defense, hitherto so invulnerable, will
be able to withstand the concentrated
attack of the well-schooled Garnet

series

Tel. 196

WATCHING FOOTBALL
U

Garnet Proves Power

final whistle.

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

T/l/Ud/ui*CS /NS/DE TIPS ON

GAME, CAMELS

noteworthy.

In holding B.U. to a 6-6 tie, the
Lewiston aggregation hit its stride
once more and with its 26-7 defeat pi
Maine showed the potential power
which the Polar Bear may encounter
on Whittier Field this week end. The

20 first downs, 373 yards gained from
scrimmage, and 19 points before the

DINER

E^TeJ

ly

most games.

PRICES

Drop

Cklck
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consistent Maine opponent,
there that they have been scored upon in
have been games between the two 4 out of 5 games and if the White
schools every year but five since 1889. offense is clicking the fans may be
This week's meeting will be the for- assured of an exciting afternoon.
As an illustration of the power
ty-second. Bowdoin has won 21 times
to Bates' 15, while five games have Dave Morey's boys can supply, it will
be recalled that in the Maine game,
been tied.
after having been held 7-7 for the
first half, they
started a scoring
COLLEGE STYLES
POPULAR march in the second which netted

FIXE SHOE REPAIRING

Fair Price*

8t.

(CooUnvrd from page

feated the Bobcats 34-7 and Dartmouth which piled up a score of 59-7.
However in both these games, Morey's pupils managed to score and the
work of the backs, notably Keller,
135 pound dynamo and Marcus, who
alternated at left half, was especial-

Colby.
Al Morrell, older brother of the
present athletic director was captain
and fullback of the Bowdoin team
which won the last State Series title,
in 1921. Fred Ostergren was coach.
The team did not play Bates, but ster this position considerably. Clark.
beat Maine 14-7 and Colby 18-6. The the other end is a punter of no mean
only game it did not win was a 0-0 ability and will be remembered from
last year as the lad who took the
tie with Williams.
ball deep into Bowdoin's territory
Bowdoin lies for Top
from a fake kick and paved the way
The season of 1927 saw Bowdoin
for the Bates score.
wallop Maine, 27-0, down Colby, 13-7,
Bates Line Strong
and still get held from undisputed
The ability of Stoddard. Martin,
first place by a scoreless tie with
Bates. The seasons of 1929. 1931, Preston, Taylor and Aldrich in the
1932. 1933 and 1934 saw Bowdoin line is apparent from the support
they have given the backs in previous
without a State Series victory.
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1S8 Maine

Down White

AT

Fraternity

Hardware Co.

Prompt Service

expertly done
103 Maine Street
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for

H. H. Ooudman. whose son is now
a freshman, was a fast back in these
years until it was decided they needdeciding touchdown.
In 1907 Newman, father of Fred
Newman '38. place kicked the extra
point on which Bowdoin beat Bates,
6-5, and took the State Series again.
And it was just 10 years later that
the Polar Bears won the title again
by a field goal and a 10-7 victory over

House Cooking

Cards

for all occasions

PUBLISHING CO.

Mgr.

-

Bates Team
Favored To

Mai

9th.

Morrell has negotiated an arrangement with the Maine Central Railroad, whereby two hundred students may be able to go
to the game and back by train at
unusually low rates. If three
hundred boy tickets, the price
will be 81.50 a round trip; for
two hundred. It will be fZ.00.
Details of the plan will be made
public at the rally before the
Bates game. The price of admission to the game being only 55
cents for Bowdoin undergraduates, It Is
hoped that a large
number of Bowdoin rooters will
be willing to pay two or two and
a half dollars to see the Polar

The Delta Sigma Theta Sorority of Competition

WISEMAN FARMS

Just Over

wanting transportation to Orono for the Maine

game en November

Association".

A.M., as Director of the Gymnasium,
in 1880, probably had much to do
with football's start here.

number of

undergraduates

dues from the undergraduate "Bowdoin

then Bates. 12-6.
Win Title in 1904
lowing year with a 12-10 victory for
The Bates victory clinched the
"the Bowdoins." The *93 season was state title, and afterwards the team
Howard University has undertaken
the first in which all four Maine col- was "cheered through town on a
Most of the patients treated at the the partial guardianship of a twoleges had teams.
Massachusetts State College infirmbarge," the students paraded and the
year-old girl.
ary proved to be freshmen.
Bears Hold Crimson
"business men" got up a parade all
Students with an average of 86% or
Bowdoin's first loss to a Maine their own. Finn was especially cheer-*
better at William and Mary may take
college was in 1897, when Bates won. ed, for he had carried the ball 28
unlimited cuts.
10-6. coached by the 1896 Bowdoin yards in six successive plays for the
coach, Hoag. Colby then took a 16-4 White its fourth defeat by a Maine
37 MIDDLE ST.
victory, and the next year Bates won school, 6-0, but Bowdoin beat Bates
Ice
and Maine. The Bates victory saw
again, 6-0.
Excellent Food at Reasonable Prices F. J.
THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
In 1899 Bowdoin held Harvard to two field goals, the first on a Maine
Opposite the Eagle
gridiron, by Captain Clarke. Field
Tel. 350
Furniture
goals counted as much as touchSocony
downs, five points, then, and Bowdoin
won, 16-6.
Mobilgas - Mobiloil
Bowdoin lost to Yale before 2.500
Philco Radio
people in 1900 at New Haven, 30-0.
t-"^""-"--~ '-rrwwwwwrfw.mr CREDIT CARDS HONORED HERE It also lost to Harvard, 12-0, but
those were its only losses. Colby fell,
Colonial - Gulf - Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
A.

•

Morrell Arranges Special
Railroad Rates to Orono

r
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Major Bowes Amateur Theatre
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On

the Screen

THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN
Cleaning and Pressing

with
Zasu Pitts - Hugh O'Connell
Evening Show at 6.00 P. M.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Frosh Block Punt To Tie
Hebron's Unbeaten Eleven
Battling
the
powerful
Hebron
eleven to a 7-7 tie, on the
field
last
Friday,
the

Academy

ONE tiUD OPPONENT
TWO SUCCUMB

Preppers

Bowdoin Freshmen came from behind
WINS;
in the second half to tie and break
up their traditional rival's previously
unmarred slate for the season. It
Bowdoin's three remaining grid
Of
was the first time Hebron, with one opponents, Bates,
Maine and Tufts,
of its best outfits in recent years,
last Saturday's scores left Maine
has been scored on this fall.
overwhelmed 27-6 by the powerful
In the first period the Frosh were Bobcats, now looming as Bowdoin's
slow in getting under way, partly due
chief rivals for the State Championto a particularly stubborn Hebron de- ship,
and Tufts, last on the White
fense, and to the absence in the yeardocket, torn by Williams to the tune
ling lineup of Charlie Gibbs, whose
of 20-0.
speed was greatly in demand. The
During the first half of the game at
Hebron gridsters in the second quarLewiston, Maine held a powerful
ter took possession of the ball after
a frosh punt went outside on the Bates line to a 7-7 tie. In the third
and
fourth periods, however, the enBowdoin 35 yard line and ultimately
converted it into their only touch- raged Bobcat came back to send
down. The half ended 7-0 for Hebron. three more touchdowns across the
goal line. Outstanding players for
Walker Blocks Pont
Bates who will "bear watching next
Rejuvenated after the half the Saturday on Whit tier Field were
Polar Bear Cubs offense began to Keller and Wellman.
click with increasing precision espeBates Outgains Maine
cially in the opening minutes of the
Tiie Garnet team made 20 first
third period, and from this point the
downs to ten for Maine and gained
yearlings had the game in their
373 yards from scrimmage against
hands. Short side reverses inter-

101 for the Pale Blue. Despite the
spersed with forward passes placed
the ball on Hebron's twelve yard line. one-sidedness of the final score, Fred
Here, however, Hebron held for Brice's proteges led by Smith and Dodowns and attempted to kick out of herty showed frequent bursts of the
danger when Walker broke through speed and deception so characteristic
of former Maine teams.
the line to block the punt.
Admittedly the most promising
Taking the ball on the eleven yard
Ijne the frosh scored in two plays small college team in the East, Wilwith Gibbs going over for the score. liams, powerful both offensively and
Kasokas split the uprights for the ex- defensively, was held to a 6-0 margin
tra point thus tieing the score. Gibbs by Tufts for more than three and a
and Kasokas showed up well in the half periods. In the last period, howBowdoin backfield while Walker and ever, Williams increased her lead
from one touchdown to three. The
Corey were outstanding in the line.
Purple's offensive supremacy over the
STATISTICS
Jumboes is evidenced by the fact that
the Williams team gained by rush4 ing a total yardage ten times that
9
First downs
185 103 of the Tufts aggregation. OutstandYardage gained
140
38 ing players for Williams in
Kickoffs returned
this game
81
6 were Billy Moseley, Salsich, and
Total yardage from passes

H

Summary:

Holmes. For Tufts, Borden and Keith
Hebron were the headliners.

Bowdoin Frosh
H&nley, Orgera,
Corey, It
Broe, It

—-^

™

.

.

lg,

le

Tufts Center Outstanding

le, Leighton, Bairstow
The redeeming feature of the secIt, Coan, Campbell
ond quarter from the Tufts' point of
Jorkan, Currier, Young view was a beautifully placed 82 yard

c, Webster
punt by Roger Keith, consistantly
rg, Dwyer
the most spectacular of the Jumbo
rt, Foley
Dugan, rt
backs this year. "Ace" Acerra, spirWalker, re
re, Murphy, McGuire
ited little Tufts center, drew much
Marsh, Leary, Cartland, qb
attention through his brilliant outqb, Tardiff, Arbor playing of Lewis, the much heralded

Nicholson, c
Bardent, rg

Melindy, Gibbs, lhb,
Groder, Melindy, rhb

N

lhb,

Morrow Williams
!

rhb, Prescott, Fallon

Kasokas, fb

fb,

center, who had a decided
weight advantage and whose defen-

work was so effectively against
Dunlevy Bowdoin two weeks
ago.
sive

I

SPORT SIDELIGHTS
By BUI Burton
is in prospect with Bowdoin and Bates, the perennial
doormats and co-inhabitors of the cellar position starting it off by swamping
their respective opponents by substantial margins! In fact the 27-6 triumph
complete rout of the Pale Blue the Lewistonians
most
was
the
Garnet
of the
have registered since 1900. This week we find the two defeated and two undefeated, teams meeting in games which will probably decide the ultimate
winner of this, the most interesting State Series within the memory of

What a

State Series

present undergraduates.

Fighting Polar Bears Shatter
Eight Year "Colby Jinx" 20-0
Karakashian and Reed Run
Wild to Open White

—

•
like a peculiar time to be looking
football season, but consider the possi-

The present may seem
ahead to the

IBM

Scoring Drives

Of the regular Polar Bear line which has functioned so effectively this season only two men, Manter and
Larcom, will be lost through graduation; while In the
backfield Captain Putnam, Bill Shaw and BUI Soule are
the only three seeing their last of varsity service. Now
putting two and two together what do you have? First
there's most of this year's powerful contingent returning
phfe the capable and already well seasoned second team to
aay nothing of the promising recruits from the present
freshmen. Well, on the whole we'd aay that the outlook for
next s eason Is the brightest barring ineligibilities in the
recent history of the college.
S
8
Notable among this year's innovations in Bowdoin football statistics is
the appearance of Karakashian, Johnson, Reed and Sawyer well up in the
ranks of individual high scorers within the state. At present Marcus of
Bates heads the list with twenty points to his credit while Karakashian and
Higgins of Maine are deadlocked in second place with eighteen apiece. Close
behind are Johnson, Reed, and Sawyer, each with a total of twelve counters.
We might also point out that the Polar Bears have already scored more
points this season, 66 to be exact, than have been scored in any full season
since 1930.
bilities.

—
—

8

(Continued from pax* 1)

and Lemieux, all backfield men. The
former seemed to be everywhere at
once running powerfully with a onehand grip on the ball both through
the line and widely skirting the ends,

—

passing

—

—S

Judging from the excellent showing of the varsity cross
country team against Springfield two weeks ago and from
the looks of the squad In last Monday's time trial, Bowdoin
ought to be all set for a big day in the Harvard Open cross
country meet this Friday at Cambridge. That remarkable sextet of Shute, Porter, Young, Cowan, Bond and
Mann who have been keeping together almost stride for
stride all season is indeed a novel development.
Former
Polar Bear cross country units, you will remember, have
usually consisted of one or two stellar performers who were
held down In the team totals by their other less gifted
teammates who usually finished so far back In the pack as
to nullify the performance of the individual stars.

George Griffith, husky Polar Bear tackle, whose aggressive work thus far
(his season has made him the key to the Bowdoin defense. With the Bates
line promising him plenty of opposition, this Saturday. "Griff" is expected
to prove himself a candidate for all-Maine recognition.

Harriers To

Run

the halfway mark Dixon gradually
broke into the lead and finished in
number one position by a substantial
margin. Captain Salminen of the visiting team battled it out with HawBowdoin will enter its team in the
kins of Bowdoin for third place, with
Edged out by a single point, Bow- Salminen finally gaining a definite Harvard open intercollegiate cross
country meet at Cambridge next
doin's Junior Varsity cross-country lead to cinch third position honors.
Friday
according to Coach Magee.
team lost its first meet of the seaFrosh Show Strength
Teams from seven or eight New Engson 27-28 to Bridgton Academy on
Further evidence of promising land colleges will compete in the
the McKeen street course last Friday.
freshmen was exhibited in Hamblen's meet.
Hampered by cold weather Bob DixLast year Capt. Hutchinson '35 in a
on, Bridgton's fast colored runner finishing fifth, while Lyons and Shouand winner of the three and a half kimas of the Jay Vees completed thrilling finish crossed the line in first
mile grind, was not able to approach Bowdoin's score by finishing eighth postion although New Hampshire's
Ditto Bond's record breaking time and ninth respectively. Three other
strong aggregation forced Bowdoin
made in tha Bridgton meet last year.
Bridgton men, Jillson, demons, and into second place, when the team
Win Allen, the most promising of
Johnson in sixth, seventh, and tenth scores were compiled, 52-40. Coach
the freshmen harriers to date, tallied
Magee expects his well-balanced
first for Bowdoin by placing second. places figured in the scoring.
make a
Keeping up a fast pace throughout
Allen, who performed so well for team under Capt. Shute to
fine showing in spite of the fact that
the race, Allen and Dixon remained
the Jay Vees, led the White scorers
New Hampshire will again have fast
abreast of each other, all the while
building up an increasing lead over in the frosh meet Wednesday, which and experienced road men entering
the race.
the rest of the runners. However, at they lost to Deering 23-32.

Bridgton Noses
Jayvee Harriers

At Boston Meet

SIGMA NU
TOUCH LEAGUE B

A. D. TIES

IN

With the Interfralernity Touch
Football season well under way, the
Alpha Tau Omega's are leading
League A with two wins and no setbacks; Alpha Delta Phi and Sigma
Nu lead League B with the same
number of victories and no losses to
date. Sigma Nu also claims the distinction of having run up the largest
score in either league so far 31-0

—

over the Non-Fraternity men.

Last Wednesday the A. D.'s beat
Psi Upsilon 12-6, and Friday the
Beta's look a 7-0 victory over the
Chi Psi s while the Zete's forfeited to
Kappa Sigma, Monday both games
were forfeited the D. U.'s to the
A. T. O.'s and Psi Upsilon to Sigma
Nu.

—

perfectly,

averaging

previously resulted in a score, losing
a yard, Karakashian toted the leather
through the line for a score, Sawyer

again converting.
This march was completed in seven plays. Karakashian carrying four
times to cover a total of 56 yards.
The White machine was running
smoothly, linemen and blocking backs
clearing out the heavier Colby men
to open large holes.

With second string men in for
Bowdoin at the end of the game Yadwinski turned in some long runs, and
a beautiful pass to Paganucci, stellar

Mule end. to reach a point three
from the Bowdoin end-zone.
The whistle saved what seemed a viryards

tually certain Colby score.

lhey aint stream lined
or air conditionedbut they sure are mild

and they sure got taste

.

.

.

made of

mild ripe tobaccos

we

.

.

believe Chester-

fields will

add a

lot

to your pleasure.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
O

more

than thirty yards on punts one of
which was for 55 yards, and always
in at the tackle on the defense. Lemieux and Thomas completed a strong
Colby backfield trio who carried the
ball virtually to a score at the end of
the game, which terminated with
Colby at first and ten on the Bowdoin three yard line.
Colby began the game with some
powerful thrusts through the line,
gaining a first down on their own 45
yard marker after Lemieux made a
20 yard ankle-excursion which nearly shook him in the clear, but the
recovery of a fumble on the Colby 43
yard line by Manter was the cignal
for a Bowdoin march to a score.
Reed, Karakashian, and Putnam, aided by a Colby offside penalty, brought
the ball to the Colby 18 yard line,
where on third down. Reed, following
perfect interference, cut loose around
right end to score standing up.
Karakashian Makes Tally
"Late in the first period the Bear
again uncovered its claws, making a
60 yard march to a second touchdown. A running lateral from Karakashian to Manter was good for 35
yards, and a minute later the former
smashed through left guard for 17
yards to give Bowdoin a first down
on the Colby 9 yard line. An end run
by Reed, the same play which had

19}), Liccrrr

* Myeu

Tortcco Co.
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SMASHING POLAR BEARS CRUSH GARNET ELEVEN 14-0 AS
INSPIRED WHITE LINE OUTPLAYS BATES FORWARD WALL
GRADS RETURN
250 STRONG TO
SEE WHITE WIN

The Sun
Rises

V V
'TWERE

*

the

9 9

are, of course, still

who would prefer
now ill-reputed Phi

printhe tra-

cipal argument is based on
ditions that surround the older body.
This is a legitimate objection. The
singing of "Phi Chi" as a "victory
song" is now in the nature of a paradox. Logically we must abandon both,
or neither. But it is quite possible

Mass. Hall Floors

By Norman E. Dupee, Jr.
"Judging by the attendance at the
men's luncheon and the football
game, the graduates of the college
visited Bowdoin for Alumni Day
were more numerous than in any re-

who

cent year" stated Philip S. Wilder
'23, Alumni Secretary at the close
of a day's program which was run
off without a hitch in spite of poor

at first with varying degrees of skepticism, the Student

Council Disciplinary Committee

n6w

appears to be eminently successful.
Organized in acute recognition of
the fact that something of the sort
has had the
really was needed, it
watchful support of the faculty as
well as the Student Council, and can,
it

seems,

command

prestige sufficient

women

declarations, taken to1 gether, indicate that the need for
a modification along the lines indicated by Professor Chase is generally

(Continued on page

The latter idea, perhaps, may
felt.
be a step too far. At any rate, the
present council is currently discuss-ing the problem, which is in itself
highly commendable. If a change
could be made to good advantage, and
it appears that this is generally believed, the change can come about
only through the action of the group,
jn office at present. Their willingness
to discuss the issue open-mindedly is
an indication of their desire to act
impersonally for the welfare of the
college. The result will be beneficial. \
j

!

|

I

.

Committee by the Student Council at keep alive ;
its meeting on Tuesday night, and
Thompson S. Sampson, Jr., '36 and
William R. Owen "37 were chosen
as the other members of the committee. The longest Council meeting held

D.U. and Deke Houses, it will go
down College street by the Zete
and Kappa Slg Houses, then back
along Harpswell street to the Art
Building. Ditto Bond will be the
Master of Ceremonies.

Team Wins

Harvard Meet For Record

Win

SK

j

The usual Orient meeting for
the giving out of assignments
will be held In the Orient Offices
on the second floor of the Moulton Union tomorrow (Thursday)
evening at 7.00 p.m. Attendance
for frosh reporters will be taken.
Arrange to have someone get
your Job for you if unable to atend.

Advisors Discuss
Chapter Finances
meeting

of

unin
HOLD

,

[

j

j

U. Frosh

Pranks

Feature Hell Week Festivities

i

!

j

i

I

[

j

!

n

j

Deke Goat, D.

!

j

FRATERNITIES

Mass Meeting!

the graduate and
faculty advisors was held last Saturday at ten o'clock in the Moulton
Union to discuss problems concerning
By Ralph H. Winn
their respective fraternities.
An unpatriotic Deke goat who reMost of the questions concerned
finances ar.d the auditing of frater- fused to remain peacefully in his
D. U.
nity accounts. All the accounts were own yard; innocent visaged
found to be either audited by gradu- [freshmen, prettily dressed in their
ate councilors or by the college treas- Buster Brown collars; and generally
urer's office. Another discussion arose worried, vague stares in the eyes of
regarding the benefits of the move- the Zete, Beta, A.D., and Psi U.
ment for fraternities to become local neophytes were more outward signs
organizations. It was debated wheth- a week ago last Sunday evening that
er er not the local charges were pay- Hell Week had once again
invaded
ing too much into the national fra- the Bowdoin campus.
ternities. However, the general opinThe Deke's traditional mascot first
ion was that, though the tendency wandered off on Sunday
afternoon,
was for increase in national ex- and until the next morning was given
penses, on the whole, there were more or less freedom all over campus,
many decided advantages in the con- even to the hospitality of the fertile
nection with the national organiza- pasturage of Casey's front yard. Sir
tions.
Goat was last seen on the loose early
During the last year, figures have Monday morning, butting first one
been collected showing the expenses and then the other of the two Frosh
of the different houses on campus. who were leading him home by the
injunctions
Although the fees are paid in many horns, under express
different ways, the expenses at all neither to eat nor sleep until he was
the houses were shown to be nearly returned to the Deke house.
night
was
Tuesday
open
night on
the same.
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ORIENT NOTICE
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12

Penalties (yards)

82
75

89
tO
4
2

Fumbles
Fumbles Recovered by

Stiff Battle

•
.

.

2

2

2
48
•

From

the goat, and through the long hours

from dusk

to

dawn,

weary

Larcom, Smith, Hepburn, and Drumso powerful Bates made

mond was

more yardage on Bowdoin

Deke

pledges kept vigil. But no or.e saw fit
to attack. On the following noon the

Deke freshmen kidnaped MacCarey,
a D. U. freshman, and Lmnjod'ately an
assault came from the yearlings of
neighboring fraternity house
the
About half way through the battle u
contingent arrived on the scene from
the T. D. house, but the combined
forces
were unable to rout the
Dekes. or obtain the goat.
The high-light of Delta Upsilon'..

came Thursday afternoon when each pledge was
sent down into the center of Brans
wick to perform some "mission." "Ed"
pre-initiation ceremon'es

Sewall. dressed in tails and silk topper, with no pants, and armed with

a huge fish-net, was flitting about attempting to catch anything from butterflies to pigeons.

"Mac" Thoroquist, disguised as a
hirsute radical, delivered a speech in
favor of the Townsend Plan before a
large crowd in front of the Town
(ConUnoed on pmga •)

peace.

With the consent of the Dean
and President the regular chapel
hour has been set backward
twenty ra'nutes for perhaps the
time

the history of the
college, In order to allow ample
time for this meeting.

first

Saturday.

showed their best form to date.
Bowdoin early capitalized on the
reputed weakness of the Bates backs
against passes. Within three minutes
of the opening whistle, the White
passed and smashed their way to the
first touchdown. After an exchange
of punts, in which Bowdoin received
the ball on their own 35 yard line,

Johnny Frye swept around left enu"
behind perfect interference for a 20yard gain. With Bates set for another line play in view of the success
of the first one, Bucky Sawyer called
for a short pass which he sent over
the line to Soule. The receiver got the

j

ball on the run and was not stopped
until he had reached the Bates 30
, ine
second
to
anter took the pigskin to the 5
stri
int Johnny
which
swept , eft end to
s^-ye,.
place-kicked the point.

|

Nov.

7,

8.20

a.m.—

"Tristram and Isolde."
11.00 p.m. Rally Tor
Maine
game on Art Building steps,
parade starting from A.D.
House at 1040.
Saturday, Nov. B, 8.S0 a.m.
Football Special loaves Brunswick station, arriving at Orono
1.15 p.m.
2.00 p.m.— Football

Orono, Maine
Monday, Nov.

vs.
11,

fame

at

Bowdoin.
10.45

Chapel. Special Armistice

a.m.

Day
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Pass Defense Shattered
to Manter, more than

The pass

'

anything

|

1

else,

displayed the terrific

weakness of the Garnet pass defense.
Hampered by the wetness of the ball,
Frye was only able to heave a high
hobbling pass, which should have'
been knocked down by the secondary.
However, Manter was the only man
within reach of

the

From

this point on, the

mmm

anMawaaanWnl
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when

game

it

turn-

(Continued on pass 4)

Mules Vanquish Bear;

i

|

Jumbomen

!

i

jasiern 6-6 in last Saturday's contests. It was not until the final period
that Tom Yadwinski was able to get
loose and thus score a surprising upset over the favored Maine team. The

I

Many

Varied Vocations Chosen

By

Class

Black Bears succeeded

Of '39,' Survey Shows
aspiring young men, found only
fifteen who intended to follow it in

names

after

their

in

checking

the Mule running attack for three
periods and not until a few bad
breaks did their defence weaken and
allow Colby to gain the margin necessary for victory.
In the dying moments of the contest, Maine unleashed a powerful and
dazzling passing attack which started
on her own ten-yard line and was not

many

A large number of this year's entering class, as has been true of past
entering classes, want to attach an later

Tie Foe 6-6

The Black Bear from Maine bowed
o the Colby Mule in a surprising
12-0 upset and Tufts tied North-

j

life.

Journalism interests six of the '39
men, a rather larger number than
usual, and three of them intend to be
athletic coaches. Three intend to en- checked until it penetrated deep into
ter the diplomatic service and only Colby territory. Colby made 13 first
one hopes to enter aviation. Five downs and gained 228 yards, 117 of
the forward pass
members
of the class expect to write which made by
7"a jf^ng
j
anVfive JnorV "intend 'to route.
Down in Medford Tufts came from
ler the fleW of economic
_.
behind in the third quarter in order
_,
to be chenusts; three hope to
Uie definite choices camel, S«
gain a 6-6 tie with a fighting team
two are interested "!
in
. to be dentists; 1
teaching with 27 of the yearlings
from Northeastern. A wet field may
ta advertising, two in
Ani'oratry, one ,n
ipnHino to
tn follow
fniinw this
thi* nmf«MJnn
profe&iion. An
hav€
tending"
ve had something to do with the
engineering, two more in chemical enfact that the Huskies gained only 132
unusual feature was the fact that law
gineering, two in
science,
one in yards, and Tufts but 78.
which is usually one of the most popThe game
natural history, two in archaeology. was
ular vocations interested only 21 of
featured by many fumbles which
Three hope to be bankers, and one ruined
the freshmen while teaching seems to
numerous scoring opportuniexj>ects to enter each of the fields of
ties, and also by the spectacular playhave become an unusual favorite this
publishing. Insurance, marine supering of Roger Keith who has been the
year. Business, too, which generally
vision, shipping, radio, and dramatics.
main cog in the Tufts attack all searepresents the ambition of a great
Another intends to enter the army.
son.
graduation from Bowdoin. In a recent investigation conducted by the
college 32 members of the class of
1939 designated medicine as their
chosen vocation.
In the investigation the number
choosing medicine even om -numbered
those who were undecided or had no
definite preference. Second, to medi-

i
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ball

landed.

ed into a punting duel. Clarke of the
Garnet, managed to outkick Sawyer
to keep the White out of scoring

|

'M.D.' to their

Chapel. Mr. Rrinkler will play
the Liebestod from Wagner's

services.

!

From this season's record
the White will be favored to win, but
taking the number of times Maine has
won in years past makes you scratch
Arrangements have been definitely your head and seek an answer." a
completed for special railroad rates glance at the scores of previous Bowon the "Football Special" which is doin-Maine encounters will show that
to leave Brunswick Saturday morn- the decided underdog has frequently
ing for the Maine game and which risen to unexpected heights in this
will return in the evening, it was angridiron classic.
nounced to the Orient yesterday by
Brlce Is Dangerous
Malcolm E. Morrell. The cost of a
round-trip ticket is one and a half
Due chiefly to their decisive dedollars.
feats of Bates and Colby, both of
Convenience is one of the advant- which won handily from Maine, the
ages of the train arrangement, as Polar Bears are an odds-on favorite
students will be enabled to leave for to annex the State title at Orono.
Orono from the Brunswick station in However, the true situation is better
the morning after chapel, and will be revealed by Walsh's statement, "The
home again that night before eleven Bowdoin team and coaches have the
Excused cuts are being given for utmost respect for any team in any
those who sign the attendance sheet condition, which is handled by *red
Brice. His teams are always well
at the game.
drilled and they always have nice
Attendance Game
execution of their plays. Such an agThe train will be made up in Port- gregation is always dangerous and
land, one
car being reserved for nard to defeat."
Alumni and others starting from
Spirits are low on the University of
there.
At 9.30 the special leaves
Brunswick station to proceed non- Maine campus this week. Injuries
stop to Banger where there will be have benched one or two more good
a forty-five minute stop. The train men in each game, and, as Adam
Walsh says, "This naturally hurts the
will arrive in Orono at 1.15.
It is about a ten minute walk from team development." The Colby frathe station to the field. Inasmuch as cas saw the removal of Jim Dow and
Saturday morning classes are ex- Morris Proctor, which brings the tot
cused only if the the student's attend- al on the crippled list to eleven. Les
ance is recorded at the game and as Hutchins was also hurt Saturday but
Saturday is otherwise a double ct T is expected to see some action in the
day, every student is warned to be Bowdoin game. Three of the heaviest
sure of signing for his attendance be- men on the squad, George Frame,
Wendell Browster, and Francis Mcfore leaving the field.
The "Gridiron Limited" will leave- Alary, are out for the remainder of
Webster Station a half hour after the season. At Monday's practice sesthe close of the game, and will make sion, the worst of the year, Brice
a stop-over in Bangor until 7.30, al- 'said, "I can see little chance for a
lowing ample time for supper. Arrival Maine victory Saturday."
in Brunswick will be at 10.30 p.rr.|
A t Brunswick, on the other hand
Student Railway tickets are on sale prospects are much brighter. With
at the Athletic Office in the Gym'Continued on sags ft
nasium at the regular office hours.

W

in

Coming Events
Thursday,

I

penalties

than they did running the ball.
Backs Also Shine
The game was far from won entirely through the line-play. The entire
backfle
functioned perfectly, backing up the line, passing, blocking, and
running with equal success. Johnny
Frye, Bill Soule, Bob Gentry, Al Putnam, Ara Karakashian and Bunny
Johnson repeatedly smashed their
the other wjll be fighting for a kingdom."
respective ways for long gains. Their
pass defense was decidedly improved
"Far from being over-confident," over the showing made against Wilhe continued, "Bowdoin is on the spot liams and Colby. All in all, the team

Train Chartered
For Maine Trip

thus far this year took place at the
Zeta Psi Fraternity House and was
marked by the transaction of much

important business.
Representing the Student Council,
Norman P. Seagrave of Theta Delta
Chi Fraternity was authorized by the
Council to speak at the banquet of
the National Fraternity Council at
New York City during Thanksgiving
vacation. Seagrave is to be one oi
White
with 24 pt Score
four speakers chosen from representatives of 150 colleges, and will disAs Porter,
and
i\iitia
cuss "Moral Obligation to Enforce
INKIAIIOIVS the Fraternity Criteria with Respect
Shute Place 1-2-3
to the Chapter".
The first fraternity initiations of
Approval was manifested for the
By Louis Garcelon
the year were held last week end when Armistice Day Peace Rally whicn
Compiling an all-time low score of the Delta Kappa Epsilon, Zeta Psi, was
so widely adopted by colleges
24 points, the Bowdoin cross country Delta Upsilon, Alpha Delta Phi. Beta
(Continued on pas* 8)
team decisively won the eighth Har- Theta Pi, and Psi Upsilon fraternities
vard Open Intercollegiate Run in initiated their freshman delegations.
Cambridge last Friday. Bob Porter Largest delegations were initiated
'37 took first place in the long grind
by Delta Kappa Epsilon and Psi Upover the 4 1-5 mile Charles River silon with 17 initiates each.
course, closely followed by Cowan
A list of the houses and iniliaLCs
and Captain Shute in second and follows
Sponsored by the Student
third positions respectively.
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Class of '39 r
Council, the Bowdoin Christian
With his usual "kick finish" Porter, Frank Abbott, David Bamford, DernAssociation,
and the Liberal
who finished 15th in this meet two ard Bertels, Marshall Bridge, Louis
Forum, a student mass meeting
years ago and 7th last year, fought Garcelon, Ernest Goodspeed, Linwill be held in the chapel next
his way up from the rear to win by a wood Groder, Edward Hyatt, William
Friday morning at eight o'clock
margin of five yards in 23 minutes Ittman, Robert Kasten, Setn Larraat which lour representative stuand 15 seconds. Casper Cowan '36 bee, Albert Learned, Jotham Pierce,
dent speakers Hill present pertiand John Shute '36 came in virtually Richard Rosenfeld, Edward S^ribnent issues in connection with
side by side five seconds later but the ner, Howard Soule, and Gecrge Ware.
the Italo-Ethlopian and Euro'39;
judges ruled Cowan second and Shute
Richard AnZeta Psi. Class of
pean cr.ses, and World Peace.
as third clocking each with the time drews
Louis
Breummer,
Philip
This meeting is being held in
of 25 min. 20 s&V
Campbell, Horace Greene, Robert
conjunction with similar mobili"The best balanced team I've ever Hamblen, Melville Hutchinson, Robzation Friday, Saturday, or Moncoached," said Jack Magee after the ert Hyde, John Konecki, Alvord Mac
day on many other college camvictory. "They are a bunch of the Rae, John Matthews, Charles Skillin.
puses in the country in which an
estimated 500,000 student turngamest runners I've ever seen, and we Edward Stevens, William Walker,
Donald Watt. Class of '38; Thomas
out is expected. These mobiliza(Continued on paire 4)
(Continued on nair* S)
tions on the 17th Armistice Anniversary will be interpreted as a
proof of the interest of American
undergraduates in our government's attempt to preserve world

Cowan

Number

.

Polar Bears, However, Are Favorites Over Maine Team
Also Select gfcmpson, Owen;
Riddled By Eleven Injuries; Bowdoin Squad
Seagrave 1>1 to Address
In Good Condition
National Gronp^ By Robert Laffln
"The season's records must be overlooked and forgotten when
By William 8. Hawkins
the Black and White Bears tangle Saturday at Orono," said Coach
'36
was electJosiah H. Drummdnd
ed chairman of the Christmas Dance Adam Walsh yesterday morning. "One Bear will be fighting to

secured.
At ten-thirty the parade will
march op fraternity row turning
off to the Beta House and the
Chi Psl Lodge, After passing the

2)

Cross Country

48
6

Tricky Bricemen At Orono Saturday

PROM CHAIRMAN

nounced by Bob Ashley chairman
of the Rally Committee. Phil
Wilder will be one of the speakers; the other has not yet been

ten out of fourteen members there.
A meeting of the Grounds and
Building Committee was also held to
discuss plans for transforming Upper
Massachusetts Hall into quarters for
the Dean, and the Director of Admissions, necessitating removal of the
Cleaveland Memorial Cabinet. Details

rpHESE two

(net)
215
Passes Attempted
7
Passes Completed
S
Passes Intercepted by
S
Yards Gained by Passes 88
Laterals Attempted
1
Yards Gained by Laterals 15

1

lett

thing in general.
• - r

Walsh Anticipates

COUNCIL NAMES

Starting with a parade from
the A.D. House, the Maine game
rally will be held at eleven
o'clock Thursday night on the
Art Building, steps, It was an-

C. W. Simpson
John F. Dana
from the Boards, and Boyd W. Bart17 from the Faculty. Waldo R.
Flinn '22. Earl B. Smith f)4, Roland
H. Cobb '17, George F. Eatort '14 and
Philip S. Wilder '23 were also present. The attendance figures showed

the student body.
This statement recalls several other suggestions for modification of the
council, which were brought out last
year as communications to the
Orient. One particularly was a plan
wherein each of the various campus
organizations should be represented
by one member. One -objection was
the difficulty which would be met in
discriminating against some of the
lesser groups, and in limiting the

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Maine Game Rally To
Be On Thursday Night

'98

'03,

5

of Punts
Average Distance

p

The arrow shows Johnny Frye, Bowdoin backfield sparkplug, crossing the Bates' goal-line (or the White's
first score of Uie day, early in the first period. The touch down followed a four-play, 65-yard advance, Frye skirting
the Moreymen's right end to drag a wake of Bobcat, players Into the end gone with him.

Also in attendance at the meeting
were Arthur Harold Ham '06, Scott

in other fields, he
qualified to represent efficiently

Students who have bought student tickets at 55 cents apiece
for the Maine game must also
present their Bowdoin Blanket
Tax Booklets at the entrance to
the field at Orono.

(Courteqr of th« Portland Sunday Telegram)

Ten Members Present

There are men

IS

.

at the Union.

cil.

athlete.

Whether it was that the team had
forgotten to read the papers and
therefore did not know that they
were the underdogs, or whether
Coach Walsh fired them with a winning spirit will never be known. All
that is known is the fact that Bowdoin's line not only withstood the
charges of the Bates line, but they
also ripped it to shreds on the offense. Time after time the line sifted
through to nail Garnet backs for
losses, while Johnny Frye, Bob Gentry, Bunny Johnson, Al Putnam, and
many other backs were supplied with
gaping holes through which they
could run for substantial gains.
The superiority of the line was
nothing short of remarkable. Led by
Griffith, the
whole line including
Manter, Ashkenazy, Drake, Burton,

Bowdoin Batea

Downs

Yards Gained Rushing

The program, the 12th annual one
of the series, was opened at 8.20 by
the usual chapel service, at which
Professor Boyd W. Bartlett presided,
delivering a talk
on the Alumni
Council in which he explained its
functions to the students and grads
present. At 9.30 there was a session
of the Bowdoin Alumni Council in
the Cleaveland Cabinet in Massachusetts Hall,
led by Thomas Riley
Winchell '07, President of the Coun-

responsibility is felt within the group,
this should continue to be the case.
*• r
chapel address, disIN his recent
cussing the Student' Council, Professor Chase recommended that a
wider range of extra-curricular activities be represented. He did not
criticize the personnel of the board,
but pointed out that every member

felt,

SERIES SURETIES
First

weather conditions. Two hundred and
fifty alumni attended the luncheon
held in the Sargent Gymnasium Saturday noon, and about one hundred
and twenty-five of their wives were
present at the special luncheon for

unto the occasion.
The new board differs from Phi
Chi chiefly in that the dignity of its
purpose is beyond question. It assures
moderation in its actions. As long as

was prominent mainly as an

By William Klaber, Jr.
Playing the finest brand of football exhibited by a Bowdoin
team on Whittier Field in many a year, Coach Walsh's team
clinched at least a share in the State Series last Saturday when
'they defeated a highly touted Bates team 14-0. Playing an inspired
game, the Bears outclassed the Garnet in every department of the
game except punting, outrushing the opponents 215 yards to 43.
The victory was as inspiring as it was unexpected. While all
experts agreed that it would be a close contest, Bates had been
given the betting edge because of an average weight advantage of
15 pounds per man. It was considered impossible for the diminutive White line to withstand the charges of Wellman and Co.
The wet field, which should have been a factor for Bates, failed
to hamper the Polar Bears at all.

Over 250 Attend Alumni
Luncheon, High Point of
12th Annual Program

TTIEWED
*

FRYE, GENTRY, GRIFFITH, ASH KENAZY STAR

SWIM EXHIBITION
FEATURES MORNING

that such a contradiction could be absorbed into our past without any
great harm.
The all-important fact remains
that the S.C.D.C. appears to be headed for a successful career. One possible cure-all suggests itself, and is noi
without some merit. The old name*
might easily be adopted by the new
organization, and priceless tradition
so preserved.
s - r

Series

White Scores in Early Minutes of Muddy Game; Tally
Again in Third; Passes Instrumental
In Both Counters

Committees Meet to Discuss
Plans for Remodelling

The

To Annex

Favorites

some

the return of*
Chi.

Win Makes Walsh Gridmen

Frye Scores White's First Touchdown

MHaMMaaan*
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Committee Plans
RETURN
TO SEE SERIES WIN Building Changes

250 GRADS

(Bustard and Cress

—
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We've just discovered that this
man Nixon has a trained dog. to
which we well may point, as the
Growler has it, with pride. When the
Dean says to this dog, "Wanta go to
Maine?" it turns green in the face
and rolls over on its back. When the
Dean says, "Wanta go to Bowdoin?'
it jumps up and down and barks witn
jpy.

The Dean should

train this animal
to go into a prolonged coma at the
mere mention of Bates.
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tb,e

the

summer

of 1936.
meeting of the advisors to Fraternities was held at 10.00 a.m.. and
this was followed by an Exhibition
Swimming Meet at the Curtis Pool.
The varsity and junior varsity squads
competed in various events, the two
til

A

SATURDAY AT ORONO

the

freshman

stars,

White, specialists

and

Hutchinson
in the

middle-dis-

first

Friday afternoon and evening and Saturday morning, such an
exodua as Bowdoin has not witnessed in many an autumn will ocThe whole college, student body and faculty alike, will, it
seems, transport itself to Orono, Even a writer of editorials
knows the reason why. Obvious as it is, it ought to be printed in
flaming red letters: Not only is Bowdoin a strong favorite to beat
Maine for the first time in five years, but it is a decided favorite to
win the state title for the first time in 14 years.
Conditions are ripe for an exodus. Out of the Dean's Office
him kindly.
signed ) A Friend.
comes a welcome statement that excused cuts will be given those
Well, Casey laughed and laughed
attending the game. From the Sargent Gymnasium comes the because HE knew it was all a great
big
joke.
He
was
still laughing when
for
leave
will
train
special
a
equally welcome information that
the door opened
and Mrs. Sills
Orono and that undergraduates may ride on it for the round trip whipped past with a handful of letcur.

friends of the college.

price of $1.50. Finally, the

Intercollegiate Athletic Associa-

Maine

—

it has estabtion has done what it should have done years ago
lished special student rates for state series games, which will ad-

mit Bowdoin undergraduates to Alumni Field on a 55 cent ticket.
With visions of a state championship floating about in his head,
with his double-cut anxieties allayed, and with a conviction that
his pocketbook will not too severely suffer, what
Joe Bowdoin will be much in evidence at Orono.

wonder that
R. P. A.

FOOTBALL PROGRAMS, ETC
That the Orient assumes no responsibility for communications
its pages is a fact which nearly every Orient editor has
had to proclaim. An opinion expressed through the medium of a
communication is entirely personal and in no way reflects editorial
policy.
In last week's Orient appeared a communication in re
football programs. Because it was.signed by one of the managing
editors of this paper, some of its readers jumped to the conclusion
that it was an expression of Orient policy. Had it been such, it
would have been printed as an editorial. A member of the Orieni
staff has a perfect right to express his opinions as an individual.
We beIt would perhaps be wise to state the Orient's views.
lieve that the Growler has produced a commendable program, comparing favorably with those of other colleges. But we do feel that
printed in

its price,

freshmen came along and took their
mascot away.
But it's all over now, 'cause Nanny
doesn't live here any more.
m-c

MIRACLE MAN

Mark Twain was born a hundred
years ago last week, and Mister Wumot B. Mitchell, being professor of
American Literature, was asked by a
Portland Service Club to
orate the centenary with

commem-

a little
Well, Mitch was cruising
through a lot of biographical data
about Twain when suddenly he
startled his audience with the remark that "at the age of twelve his
speech.

father died."
At first sight it would appear that
the elder Clemens was a boy wonder,
but we figured that what Mitch really meant was that "his son Mark
was born at the age of eleven."

m

-

c

GREY MATTER

Richard Grey, age about 23, was
mildly, is out of proportion to its value. Either the victim of circumstances the other
should reduce the price of its program, or the Athletic day. He went in to take a Chemistry

to put

the Growler

tuce for the representative.
A short time later one of the nightwatchmen received a call from Casey.
Together they planned to put the
goat up for the night in the College
Stables behind the carpenter shop.
All
this
hospitality
was wasted,
though, because it wasn't long before an apologetic batch of Deke

it

examination, and, as

is

the habit oi

PORTER EMPHASIZES
COURAGEOUS FAITH

Communication

cular youngster.

asked.

Sir,

Until this Saturday I was one of
"No, he lives over there," the guy
those persons mildly irritated by the said, at the same time picking up
Alpha Delta Phi, Sigma Nu, Delta animosity between the two college his plow and pointing it across the
Epsilon,
and Alpha Tau publications, The Growler and the road.

Kappa

Omega

fraternities
held teaall
game last Saturday. The A.D.'s had Nate Gold ami
bis Orchestra, from Portland, to provide the tunes for *heir dances, at
which the chaperons were Mr. and
Mrs. Secrist Sigma Ua mi£ for patronesses Mrs. Ralph Shaw, Mrs. Orren Hormell and Mrs. Malcolm Morrell. and
the members and their
guests danced to the music of Ernie
George and his Arcadians, a local

When the current issue of the
I was incensed to
the point of voicing my own opinion.
In the Growler's editorial (p.7) I
read the reply to Bill Klaber's
charges that the football programs
were a "racket". Assuming that the
Growler is correct in all its points,
there still is no excuse for the type
Orient.

dances after the Bates

Growler appeared

|

I

I

SOPHOMORE - FR0SH
DEBATE ANNOUNCED
Try-outs for

more debate

and

language used
argument
of
throughout. It is a combination of
flippancy and the resentment of a
who has just been badly
child
band
Alpha Tau Omega had forty cou- spanked. Instead of pointing out as
wrong, the
ples enjoying the melodies of Carl to where the Orient was
has turned on Klaber with
Growler
Broggi and his Palm-Beachers. from
viciousness. The Growler
Sanford.
Maine. Their chaperons all possible
personal issue out of it with
makes
a
were Dr. and Mrs. Walsh. The Deke's
references as "exhibimusic was furnished by Johnny such gallant
(plagiarof mental diarrhea"
Sampson and his Shelburne Orches- tion and "Mr. Klaber's pettish disized)
tra. All four houses reported large
approval".
crowds in attendance for the third
Another bone: The Growler bases
and last group of post-game tea- its authority for its caustic reply on
dances.
a "timid" visit to the Athletic DeMrs. Manton Copeland. Mrs. Glenn partment and the said department
Mclntire. Mrs. Gilpatric. and Mrs. stated that they considered the presLarcom were the poureres at a tea ent programs eminently successful
given by the Chi Psi house for re- and therefore it must be so. I would
turning alumni and other guests. This like to point out that there is a world"
affair was also well attended.
of difference between being successSaturday evening the Student ful and being the best possible soluCouncil again held a successful gym- tion. If the Growler stopped trying tb
nasium dance, with the Polar Bears imitate the New Yorker, if it left out
furnishing the music as usual, and a few of its smutty jokes copied from
the customary group of dancers was other collegiate "humor'' magazines,
augmented by large numbers of and. finallyT if it remodeled Its editorial policy from one of slanderous
alumni and their wives.

14 at seven o'clock in Hubbard Hall.
Anyone interested should see Mr.
Daggett at that time. The men selected will participate in the debate
which is to take place December 13.
It is an annual affair for the Edgar
O. Achorn Prize.
The subject of the debate is: Resolved, that the courts of the United
States should be required to enforce
all laws declared unconstitutional by
the federal courts providing that they
are repassed by a two-thirds vote in
both houses of Congress.
This question will be used in the
varsity debate with Boston University
and in the second triangle of the
League. The teams for those debates
and for the Tufts debate will be selected from the squad. Trials for new
men desiring a place on the squad
will be held in the near future. Any
freshmen interested in making the
squad should see Mr. Daggett.

1
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freshman-sophobe held November

the

will

I

|

drivel to one of constructive criticism, the Growler would find itself appredated and "eminently successful."
.

S. K.

JACOBS
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Game

was

disclosed last Saturday after
a session of the Building and Grounus

Committee which met to discuss possible campus improvements. Separate
offices for the President and the

the Board of Overseers, and Professors

Stanley P. Chase '05 and Boyd W.
Bartlett '17, with Mr. William Hall,
Assistant Bursar, as social secretary,
plans for the remedying of present
crowded office conditions will be

drawn

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

150 Maine Street

!
'

Deap, long a crying need, will be provided by the scheme.
Under the guidance of a committee
composed of Mr. Edward Fairing ton
Abbott '03 of Auburn, a member of

up.

May Add Third Floor
floor,
containing at
present the Cleaveland Mineral Cabinet, will probably be rebuilt, and
possibly a third story may be addeo
to the structure.
With the added
space, the necessary additional offices
for the Dean and the Alumni Secretary, and also for the" newly created
Director of Admissions and Publicity
Secretary will be available.
Built in 1802, the year the college
officially opened and during which
The second

classes were first given, Massachusetts Hall at one and the same time
as served as dormitory, chapel, classroom building and administration
building for the college, which consisted of but two professors, including the President, Rev. Joseph MeKeen, and seven students. For several
years the sum total of the college's
physical plant, it was used solely as a
classroom building after Memorial
Hall was built in 1808.

Adams Relieves Congestion
After Adams Hall was built in
1860, Massachusetts Hall was relieved of the congestion brought upon it
by squeezing into it all the classrooms and laboratories of the college.
was thirteen years after the construction of Adams Hall that the
between the second and third
of Mass. Hall was removed,
forming a museum of the excellent
mineralogy collection of Professor
It

Howdie Dana, and Fred Gwynn.
Adam Walsh told the student body
that the Big White was in good condition but they would be up against
some stiff competition from a power-

GRAD

The Bowdoin Alumni

Baggage

Home by

RAILWAY EXPRESS
No

need to burden y oifraelf with the transportation of trunks,
baggage and personal effects at vacation time... sand them
home by Railway Express.

all

• TUNE IN ON
THE RAILWAY
EXPRESS

PARADE

NEWS
Every

•c«k Ires

the

followMie stations:

wan • woa • was
WL6»KW»» WTJ8U

Watch

After the
taken at the

his advice.

rally,
attendance
field for all sports.

was

Dancing classes for the men who
in dormitories have been arranged by the college authorities at
Carnegie Tech.
live

.

Send Your

great deal of the responsibility of the
game rested with students. "It is your
cheering that will lead the team to

was

are

Question

not a|
"Sanctions" was the topic of disrelatively detached body whose only cussion at the meeting of the Politcontact with the College is on Alumni ical Forum, held last Wednesday eveDays and at initiations or through ning at the Delta Upsilon House and
letters to the Orient, Prof. Bartlett at which Prof. Daniel C. Stanwpod
stated in Chapel last Saturday morn- presided.
the
ing. "The ultimate direction of
During the greater part of the
College, for example, is in the hands program Professor Stanwood gave an
and the analysis of the use of sanctions by
of the Board of Trustees
Board of Overseers, which are com- the League of Nations. He said that
posed almost entirely of alumni as in- the use of sanctions can be made
dividuals." he observed.
successful only by the co-operative
Bowdoin Alumni In general, through action of all the nations. Major disthe medium of an Alumni Council putes in the future will be settled by
of
twelve
alumni,
one
which consists
arbitration, and enforced by sanctions
member from the Governing Board, if necessary. He added color to his
one faculty member, and the Alumni talk by telling interesting anecdotes
and more
specifically of international personalities.
Secretary;
through the Council's committees,
Stanwood's
Following Professor
have many valuable functions! A talk there was an open discussion of
Committee on Prospective Students the topic of the evening. A score of
organizes and directs the alumni in students attended this informal meettheir efforts to secure
high grade ing of the Forum.
material for the student body; this
important committee is, naturally,
interested in Bowdoin's press pub- tried for the first time next June.
In closing Mr. Bartlett urged that
licity.
these important works of the alumni
I>auds Placement Committee
are worthy of more recognition from
A Committee on Placement has the the College body and that the present
now quite strenuous task of assisting student body should, as alumni of
graduates in locating jobs. A Com- the near future, realize how vital the
mittee on Undergraduate Activities functions of the Council are to both
serves as a intermediary for better graduates
and undergraduates of
understanding between Students and Bowdoin.
Alumni, and serves as an advising
agency when the opinions of men
Biochemist Hector Mortimer told
who have been through similar situations are desired. Mr. Bartlett men- the American Neurological Associationed that the Committees on Com- tion recently that our skulls grow
mencement and Alumni Day were re- denser as we grow old. And the consponsible for the adoption of the dition is ten times more common in
Week-end
Commencements, to be women than in men!

WT*»»Wr.ST»K»A
nrz • asir • aoan

victory.",

Sanctions

roifflfflTTEES

Bates team.
Mr. Quinby, Bowdoin graduate and
one-time football player, said that a
ful

Forum Debates on

BARTLETT PRAISES

WBAL • aori.
for
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"Are you Schoolboy Reilly?" he

Dear

Wear a Bowdoin Badge,

renovation,
if
projected
plans are successfully carried out, it

Game

m

FOUR HOUSES HOLD
POST -GAME DANCES

complete

Parker Cleaveland, world famous
natural history professor.
In a recent chapel address President Sills stressed the fact that al"Christianity should be a religion though advancing times will make it
of optimism, not of gloom", stated necessary to change over
the present
David R. Porter '06, headmaster of Cleaveland Memorial Cabinet it will
Mount Hermon School, in Sunday be transferred to some other position
chapel. He took as the basis of his
in the college, and will be carefully
talk the statement of Christ, "I have preserved, while a plaque or suitable
the power to fcy down my life and memorial will be set in the wall of
to take it up again." The main point the new floor to show that the Colof his talk was that in interpreting
lege will cherish the memory of one
Christianity too much stress is laid of its greatest faculty members.
upon the first part of that statement
In 1910, a classroom on the lower
and too little on the last part.
floor was made into a joint office for
The idea that a Christian life, is a the President and the Dean, and this
gloomy 75^, he said, wises from tne floor soon became the location for the
emphasis laid upon tnvTbearing of the treasurer's and bursar's office, as well
cross, or the laying town of life, as as that of the college secretary and
the major part of such a belief. We her aides. The offices of the director
should think of the open tomb, rep- of admissions and alumni secretary,
resenting the taking up of life again, and the dean's personal office have
as our symbol of Christianity.
been placed in various cramped corners of the second story museum.
Explains Buddhist Belief
In regard to the idea that one religion is as good as another, he
Rally
Bates
pointed out the difference he lias
found between Christian and BudCheers Footballers
dhist beliefs. He said that while the
Buddhist idea is to retreat from the
challenges of life, it is the Christian
Adam Walsh and Mr. Quinby feaprinciple to enter into active partici- tured in the Bates rally held last
pation in meeting these challenges. Friday afternoon. Despite inclement
Mentioning Peary's expedition to weather conditions a large crowd
the north pole as an illustration oi his gathered in front of the Union and
point, he said that the success of followed the band to Whittier Field.
"Rise Sons of Bowdoin" started the
the attempt came only after many
failures and minor disappointments rally, then followed a long "Bowdoin"
had been suffered and many obstacles and individual cheers for members of
the team. These cheers were led by
overcome.

Department should issue gratis a sheet containing the-names-and- the department, the professor handnumbers-of-all-the-players, leaving the Growler free to charge ed him a conference sheet along with
As another example he mentioned
the examination paper. On tne con- the attitude of Thomas Carlyle when
whatever price it please for its more elaborate product, or the ference
sheet was an outline of next one of his manuscripts had been deAthletic Department should publish a program similar to the week's work plus a set of questions to stroyed by mistake after he had labpresent one but cheaper. Of these alternatives, the second is rath» help the student in his preparation. ored hard and long to complete it.
Dick sweated away for the prescribed The great writer was not discouraged;
er impractical; the first is preferable since it offers opportunity hour and couldn't figure out why the to him it meant the opportunity to
for student initiative and management and ought to insure as good damn exam was so tough. As you write it better.
may have guessed, he was answering
a program as would the third alternative.
the wrong questions.
- c
Probably one of the most cosmocommunication appearing elsewhere on this page suggests
SHADES OF PAUL BUNYAN
politan football teams in the country
the existence of animosity between the Orient and the Growler.
Mister Adam Walsh went up-state is to be found at the University of
promisover
to
look
a
some
time
ago
non-existquite
knowledge,
Dayton.
The following nationalities
Such animosity is, to the best of our
ing foot-ball player known as Schoolrepresented: American, Swedish,
ent.
The editorial policies of each necessarily conflict at times, boy Reilly: he wanted to talk the guy are
Irish, Lithuanian, Austrian, Jewish,
and each is inevitably critical of the other. But a critical atti- into coming to Bowdoin. After he'd Polish, French, Dutch, German,
gone pretty far into the sticks, and
tude and a clash of opinions does not imply the existence of ill-will. had begun to think he was near the Slavic, Hawaiian, and Russian.
R. P. A.
Schoolboy's house, he saw a strapping
young man working a hand-plow in
a field. Adam went up to this mus-

A

and once the only building of Bowdoin College will next year undergo a

floor
floors

(

BOOK STORE

NEW CIGARETTE LIGHTER WITH BOWDOIN SEAL
NEW BOWDOIN SEAL BRACELET
NEW LOT OF BOOK OF OLD SHIPS

Massachusetts Hall, the birth place,

(Continued from page 1)

scheme are to be left to a subcommittee consisting of E. F. Abbott,
of the Board of Overseers and Professors Bartlett and Chase. Work will
probably not be begun in any case un-

of

day of Hell Weex tances and dash events respectively,
George Griffith went for a walk and, also performing. The presence of
while going out Maine street, found D'Ascanio, ace Portland Boys* Club
the Deke goat wandering about in a diver, and several excellent subconfusion.
He freshmeir swimmers added to the ocstate
of
hopeless
brought it back to campus and took it casion.
on a tour of several fraternity houses.
At the Alumni luncheon Thomas R.
Towards the end of the afternoon a Winchell '07, President of the Alumni
smooth, speedy blue Oldsmobile pull- Council again presided. Coach Adam
ed out of a local driveway and headed Walsh, and President Kenneth C. M.
for Casey's house. Among the crea- Sills made brief remarks concerning
tures in the car was the goat. By this college happenings, and Frank A.
time its horns were painted with the Smith '12, captain of the football
emblems of Psi Upsilon and Theta team in 1910 spoke for the 'varsity
Delta Chi. Finally the sleek blue teams of 1910 and 1925.
phaeton arrived at Casey's, stopped
Football Men Honored
for several minutes, and then left.
He also presented Jack Reed '37,
The goat was no longer on the pasand Bill Shaw '36, both on the injury
senger list.
list and unable to play in the Bates
Shortly after five-thirty President
and Mrs. Sills returned from chapel. game, with cigarette lighters for all
The goat met them at the gate and men who played in 'varsity games
'36
was all for going inside, but a sudden this year. Captain "AT Putnam
received a combination cigarette case
shift in the wind made Mrs. Sills
and lighter
decide that she was no great lover
Singing
during
after
the
meal
and
*of goats. Casey himself wasn't too
was led by Edward G. Campbell '36,
eager about it all. so they left the
pianist, assisted by W. J. Browne '39,
animal in the yard.
At the mail-box Casey found a H. B. Lang '36, and Frank Kibbe '37.
The menu consisted of lobster stew
note, and while he stopped to read it.
his wife went inside the house, bent and ice-cream.
Following the football game at
on a humanitarian mission. This is
Whittier Field attended by the largwhat was in the note:
est crowd of the season in defiance
Dear Casey:
of grey skies and overcast weather,
This is to introduce to you a
President and Mrs. Sills held a wellrepresentative of the unwashed
attended "Open House" to all Alumbrethren of Delta Kappa Ejpsilon.
ni, entertaining informally for AlumLike many of his brothers he has
ni Council members, their wives, and
his strong points.
Please treat

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

'37
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SECOND ANIMAL STORY
On

The COLLEGE

R. R. H., Jr.

FTBST ANIMAL STORY

Robert P. Ashley *U
Associate Editor
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THE BOWDOIW fllHENT
POLAR BEARS PLAY
Six Houses Hold
Critics
WINTER SCHEDULE
Frosh Initiations
The Bowdoin Polar Bears, under-

(OonUnocd from pace

1)

graduate dance orchestra, under the
Read.
direction of Tommy Mack, completed
Alpha Delta Phi, Class of '39; Ina busy football season schedule last
Saturday with the Student Council gersoll Arnold, Richard Carland. Maldance after the Bates game. During colm Creighton, Scott Garfield, Winsthe past month the Polar Bears have low Gibson, John Greeley, Julian
played at six affairs, including dances Hauks, Ross McClean, Jan Nichols,
at the A.D. and D.U. houses, dances William Nulty, Gordon Potter, and
after each of the home games and Thomas Reilly.
Beta Theta Pi, Class of '39; John
the Senior Reception at Morse High
Cartland, John Church, Williard Curschool at Bath.
Though there is a temporary lull in rier, William Gardner, Alfred Gregory,
Rowland Hastings, Everett Jewengagements. Leader Mack and Manager William Kierstead are complet- ett, Fred McKenney, Robert Mullen,
ing arrangements for a number of Herbert Richardson.
Delta Upsilon, Class of '39; John
dances after Thanksgiving. The night
before Thanksgiving they will play at Benedict, Graham Churchill, Elbert
the Portland College Club Dance at Coombs, Nelson Corey, Peter Crowell, Robert Davis, Reed Ellis, Robert
the Portland Country Club.
This year has seen an increase in Fleischner, Albert Hughes, James
John
Maccarey,
Burton
the number of players from nine to Hunter,
eleven. This change has greatly im- Mitchell, Peter Sewall, Edward Soule,
proved the band and placed it more Macgregor Thornquist, Edward Vergason,
Eugene
Weeks.
before.
Les
Ranever
than
demand
in
Psi Upsilon, Class of '39; William
cour, trumpet, has been featuring
with vocals to add to the orchestra's Allen, Walter Hiram Benam, Charles
Butler, Warner Clifford, William Davsmooth effects.
is.
Wilfred Girard, Eastham Guild.
Harry Hood. Pierson Irwin, Williard
Raising chickens in their rooms is Knowlton, Henry LeRoyer, Oakley
Charles
White,
Frank
the latest fad of students at Mar- Melindy,
shall College ( Huntington, West Vir- Woodruff. Class of '38; Charles Carlson,

ginia).

David Waldon.

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS

By William Frost
A varied verdict of praise and
censure has Robert P. Tristram Cofin
the
fin's new novel, "Red Sky
Morning", evoked from the reviewers.
Insofar as opinion is agreed, the
critics commend Mr. Coffin for
the
quality

of Ida style;
nevertheless
some berate his plot treatment and
others consider the characterization
not adequate for his tragedy..
Coffin s first novel has the virtues
of a poet's prose,
comments Basil
Davenport in the Saturday Review of
Literature. "It is written in a style
which one may call by that rarely deserved word, beautiful; and if it
presents only the simple, single emotions of a lyric, it does so with all of

a

haunting intensity. In its
painting of the separate scenes, the
struggle of a rowboat with a winter
sea, the dusty treasures of a seacaptain's house, or the
intensity of a
Maine summer, 'Red Sky in the
Morning' is as fine as any of the fine
books that depict that
beautiful
lyric's

itself.
There
nothing absent from his
book which makes life on the coast
what it is."
that
Qddly enough, the least favorable
of "Hamlet", however,
Davenport
feels that it lacks the suspense and of the several reviews of this novel
subtlety which Shakespeare achieves. by a Bowdoin alumnus and professor
In the New York Times Book Re- is printed in the Alumnus itself. Here
view Section, Percy Hutchinson sum- Robert Hale '10, a Portland lawyer

ana

incredible.

.

.

.

The mere dimen-

off."

If the enrollment in Virginia colleges are any criteria, the financial

i

at

Favorable Prices at

RECORD OFFICE

depression of recent years seems to
be a thing of the past. Hollins, SweetState Teachers' College, anQ
the University of Virginia are among
those reporting the largest registration in recent sessions.
briar,

i
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Fireplace
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A. E.

MORRELL
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general conflict after the game is
more or less traditional. In this matter Bowdoin is co-operating with the
authorities in the other colleges and
the students are requested by both
the College and the Student Coun-

Chipman,

B.

of All Kinds

m»»y

Upsilon bouse before Wednesday,
November IS. Freshmen are
especially encouraged to contribute work at this time.
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MOrS ATHLETES AGREE

Next To

who approve of

athletes

Camel's mildness
3F?
fit

Home

la

Some of the famous

-f*.

ffhi

•

suc-

Early Thursday evening the Brunswick Fire Department sped up Maine
street following a general alarm. The
fire,
then under perfect
control,
proved to be nothing more than the
traditional burning of paddles in the
Psi U. fireplace. The fire brigade,
about half the college, and townspeople who had turned out to see the
excitement returned home in disgust.
Paull Writes A. D. Play
The presence of Professor and Mrs.
Philip Wilder at the A.D. House on
Sunday evening somewhat interrupted the plans for the initial revelry.
Boxing matches, and a play written
and produced by George Bertram
Paull were chief bits in Wednesday's
less mitigated program.
Thursday afternoon the unsuspecting Frosh were sent on numerous errands about campus. It is reported
that a great cry went up from the
halls of Alpha Delta Phi when one
yearling who had been sent to the

Fraternity

for

Prompt Service

i

?W

actually

free.

cles.

House Cooking

Miml

I

^r

him

in the week but the annual rope walk
on Wednesday evening marked the
first
major event. Tied together,
blindfolded, and led by Ray West '36
the "lads" were taken in the direction of Bath and subjected to obsta-
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you have searched for cigarette mildness, mark the words of
George Lott, the tennis champion, and the 7-goal polo star, Cyril
If

SWIMMING: Helene Madison,
Stubby Kruger, Josephine McKim,
Buster Crabbe, Jane Fauna.

Harrison. "Camels,'' says Mr. Harrison, "are so mild they don't upset
the nerves or affect the wind. Aqd when I'm tired I get a 'lift' with

DIVING

awes;

never get

I

my

wind." Turn to Camels and enjoy to the

ure that comas from

V

costlier

full

who

interested in the

is

program

for

the winter months.

OLD GBADS PLAN
FOOTBALL DINNERS
Enthusiastic Bowdoin alumni living
in the northern section of the state
will have an opportunity to crystal-

enthusiasm

that

lize

Friday

next

November 8th, the eve of the
football dinner will be held at the Penobscott Valley Country Club in Bangor.
night

Maine game, when an alumni

Dean Nixon, Coach Adam Walsh, and
Coach Jack Magee will be the speakThe November meeting of the Boston Bowdoin Club will be observed
by a dinner to be held at the University Club in Boston at 6.30 p.m. on

November 15th

the night before the

Polar Bear meets the Jumbo at the
Medford Oval.

A

large attendance is expected as
Mai Morrell and Adam Walsh will
address the group, while the central
location of the dinner in the Hub
should assure the presence of many
old grads resident in Massachusetts.
Following the game that Saturday, a
tea is being planned in the Tufts gym.
library for twelve

flies, returned with
the news that he could fine none, but
that there were plenty of bookworms.
Zeta Psi confined its activities to
three short days. Thursday night long
walks and "errands" were in order.
Friday night the pledges were initiated, and on Saturday the banquet

was

held.

Bete Horse Play

Mild

Is

Most docile of all Hell Week
celebrations was that of the Beta's,
which occupied but one night, Tuesday.
Blindfolded, and dressed in
rough burlap, the innocuous frosh
dined on a meal consisting of water
and pepper soup, raw clams, milk in
nippled bottles, with side dishes of
shampoo, and bitter chocolate
to wipe away smiles.
ogs, speeches, and a play concluded the evening. At parting a stiff
dpse of syrup of ipecac was administered to each initiate to insure
him against any ill effects from the
hearty evening meal.

CUMBERLAND
Nov. 6

MARION DAVIS
In
.

TAAE

4j

New*

MISS GLORY"
Comedy

"

'

"The

PRINTING
STUART & CLEMENT

Nov. 7

GAY DECEPTION"
Sound Act

Cartoon

Nov. 8

Friday

"BAD BOY"
with

Town Bunding

James Dunn

Dorothy Wilson

-

also

£. P.

FORTIN

News

Comedy

Saturday

Sam Howard.

the pleas-

This year the Outing Club announces that it is open to any alumnus or any member of the faculty

with
Francis Lederer - Frances Dee

(

:

man

Thursday

Harold "Dutch ") Smith,
Georgia Coleman, Pete Desjardins,

a Camel" And Lott adds: "I understand that more expensive tobaccos are used in Camels. They are gentle on the throat. And Camels

definitely accept-

is

ed, the local club dues of one dollar
will entitle each
to membership
in the larger organization.

—

TRACK AND FIELD: Jim Bauscfa,
Olympic Decathlon Champion;
George Barker, Former Intercollegiate Cross -Country Champion;
Leo Sexton, Olympic Shot -Put
Champio n-

decision to do so

•

'

Helen Hicks, Denny Shute.

Oft rf

to the

college late in the afternoon.

•

FINE SHOE REPAIRING

Tommy Annour.Wiilic M a cfa rian*.

\Jfcfit(£*r h.

ham Notch where they will remain
for the night. On the following morning they will make the ascent up

Wednesday

GOLF:GeneSarazen, Craig Wood,

X

camp near Pink-

expect to reach a

Opposite the Eagle

Jr.;

William T. Tilden, 2nd; George M.
Lott, jr.; Lester R. Stoeien; Bruce

TC.

-

Hartnett,

Tommy Bridge*,
Detroit Tigers; Dizzy Dean, St.
Louis Cardinals; Lou Gehrig, New
Chicago Cubs;

M

Because of the Maine game at
Orono on Saturday, the mountain
climbers will npt leave Bowdoin until Sunday morning. By evening they

Psi U. Blaze Proves Fake
ers.
Psi Upsilon festivities began early

for Gifts
-

Brunswick

1

set

shoes.

expertly done
108 Maine Street

—

Plans for an excursion to the PresRange over the week end of
Day were completed by the
members of the Outing Club last
Monday evening in their second meeting pf the year in the B.C.A. Room
in the Moulton Union.
idential

Armistice

Mount Washington, returning

WEEK

—

Stationery

Try Us Once—You'll Come Again"
BRUNSWICK, ME.
38 MAINE ST.

FROSH ANTICS

ENLIVEN HELL

Mitchell Turns Into Beggar
Burton Mitchell, forced by a leg inMasque and Gown, and Swimming jury to walk oh crutches, stood on the
corner
by Meserve's Drug Store. Over
captain on the ballot sheet.
his eyes he wore dark spectacles; in
It was also felt that by limiting one
hand he held pencils, in the other
representation to groups selected a cup. What is most significant he
from the different campus activities actually sold several pencils!
possible minority rule would be introAccording to Graham Churchill
duced as well as the quibbling for there are just about 4,000 lengths by
advantages among different clubs. It frank-fort on the trolley tracks from
was brought out that whether or not the R. R. Crossing to the Topsham
the Council was comprised chiefly of Bridge. Imitating Simple Simon, Charathletes, athletes would derive no lie Corey sat for an hour, fishing in
particular benefit or advantage as a the horse trough beside the College
result, for matters of that nature are Church.
That evening while doing guard
under the jurisdiction of the Athletic
Department and the Interfraternity duty at the D. U. house, the some•
what rotund Jimmy Hunter was atAthletic Council.
tacked by a group of Grammar School
There are 25 different religious marauders. After the first assault
Jimmy stooped to examine one of the
faiths represented on the campus of youths who feigned
injury, and in a
the University of Alabama.
second deceptive onslaught he lost his

Inc.

College Men's
Hair Cutting a Specialty

PUBLISHING CO.

entirely white cover
wltjh Mack and red printing and
decoration. Anyone wishing to
submit material for this issue
should hand It in to Robert
Hagy at 21 Wlntbrop Uafl or to
Burroughs Mitchell at the Psi

D.U.

7#

CLIP PLANS
WEEK - END ASCENT

oat

an

of last,

act accordingly.

ballot contained a fair representation
of students from fields other than
athletics, there being the editors ot
the Orient and Quill, head of the

Sanitary Barber Shop
SYLVIO OESCHENES, Prop.

BRUNSWICK

Holidays

mm

At Monday's meeting of the dub,
over which Dick May '37 presided,
Council Discusses Election*
it was voted that the annual dues of
(Continued f"»m p«ge 1)
Professor Chase's chapel speech of
a week ago concerning council elec- Hall. When a slightly inebriated gen- one dollar per member would be paytions aroused considerable discussion. tleman who attempted to support him able at anytime during the montn of
Although no action was taken on the was placed in the lock-up by' Police November. Later in the winter the
matter, the general feeling of the Chief Billy Edwards, so eloquent were club anticipates joining the Eastern
Council was that last year's voting "Mac's" pleas for the release of the Amateur Ski Association, and if the

cil to

Alumnus

Mgr.

m

year.

to halt fighting at football games.
This action was taken especially in
view of the next two games at which

Wood

Lumber and Building Materials

last

sored by the National Student Federation of America was turned over to
the Political Forum.
A resolution was adopted to support college authorities in an attempt

PURE FOOD SHOP

Print the Orient and

The

country

ntt be

Jw
Cfcritttmas holidays. The format
J**? Wffl bej*e same a, that

The management here at Bowdoin of
this peace movement which is spon-

PORTLAND, ME.

Dry

year

(Continued from paa* 1)

the

Xmas

Before

TO ORGANIZE DANCE
throughout

Appear Just

Quill Will

Varney's Jewelry Store

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

CO.

COUNCIL PICKS TRIO

Phone 3

75 Maine St.

Hard and Soft Coals

.

sions of Mr. Coffin's theme are so ambitious that they call for a novelist
of the first stature, and somehow I
cannot feel that as a tragedy 'Red
Sky in the Morning' ever quite comes

Printing
Done Well and
The

LIMBER

.

expresses his opinion that "to me the
tragic climax is completely impossible

Have Their

Bridge

.

is literally

Bowdoin Men

Topsham, Me.

ft

picture of the coast

Compared with Hamlet
Comparing Coffin's plot with

TOPSIAM FILLING STATION

BRUNSWICK COAL

Praises Coffin's Realism
and appealing

"More memorable

than the story, at least to me, who
like Mr. Coffin have been born and
reared on the [Maine] coast, is his

state."

24-HOUR SERVICE

New

quiet persuasiveness does Mr. Coffin
bear upon his reader."
Mary Ellen Chase, herself A writer
of many novels of Maine life and
therefore a well-qualified judge of
Coffin's realism, points out, in
the
New York Herald Tribune, that the
characters seem to her real and true
to Maine life: "the story is well told
because it is true, and true because
it is well told." In a very laudatory
review she goes on to call the book
"a novel which marches steadily on
frjom the forboding of its first chapter
to the terrible and ironic tragedy of
its last ... a story which it is impossible to lay aside until one knows
what one has suspected to be the inevitable close."

nrmminiriiiiniim

Colonial Gulf Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
• Complete Lubrication •
-

Just Over

Novel
9
'Red Sky In The Morning
Coffin'$

marizes the story of Coffin's novel,
and goes on to say " 'Red Sky in the
Morning' is a quietly moving book, indeed at times the narrative seems
scarcely to move at all, with such

=e*=

-

Commend

THEEg

Tailor and Furrier

Nov. 9

CHARLIE FARRELL
in

tobaccos.

Cleaning and Pressing

"FIGHTING YOUTH"
Short Subjects

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
Bowdoin Seal Paper
B B B Pipes
and p. C. PIPES
TOILET ARTICLES

Monday
in

Exclusive Dealers In

KAYWOODIE

5*>M;^!youcan

BOW MOTOR

smoke all you want
%

Sales

There's a bit of friendly guidance

say about Camels.

They have

Pine Tree Filling Station
On

So turn to Camels.

distinctive, pleasing taste.

Camels

freely, for athletes find

Camels

tobaccos do make a difference!

a j.

i

the Portland

Bond

OU and Gas

Smoke

don't disturb their "condition." Costlier

Nov. IS

LAWRENCE TIBBETT
"METROPOLITAN"
Cartoon

Comedy

tested

You'll find real hit-the-spot flavor.

A

(Portland Bond)

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Camels for mildness — found that
Camels don't affect sound wiod or
jangle their nerves.

also

in

Service

1S7 Pleasant St.

what men like Lott and
Harrison, Buster Crabbe and Sarazen,

"RENDEZVOUS"
Major Bowes Pictures
Tuesday

SALES!

Ford V-8

for others in

Nov. 11

WILLIAM POWELL

4

4KII II

•

It

NHiMIOM

Camels are made from

finer,

MORE

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS -Turkish and
Domestic— duo any other popular brand.
*&((#

JL

J.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Wiostoe-Saleai. North CaroUaa

Quick Service

GO

TO

TONDREAU'S

SAJWA«? MARKET
for your
Fancy Groceries, Quality Meats,
Freak Fruits and Vegetables

Imported and Domestic CT
Bars d'Oeuvre

LEON

H.

KELLEY

Pontiac

LaSalle
Service

Sales

COR MIDDLE

and ELM 8T8,
Convenient Gas Sendee

HAROLD

E.

NICKERSON

SwiftCareful Trucking
41

WATER

ST.

—
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BEARS CRUSH BON
)

Yearlings Defeat M. C. I.
21-6 For Initial Victory

Leading Harriers In Harvard Meet Last Friday

ON RAIN SOAKED

(CboUnoed from pas* 1)

Scoring twice in the first quarter and completely dominating
their opponents for the remainder of the game, a scrappy Bowdoin Frosh eleven won their first game of the season 21-6 at the
expense of M.C.I, on Pickard Field last Friday. The White yearlings showed decided improvement in all departments of the game.
Especially noticeable was an effective aerial attack with 4 passes
completed out of 6 attempts.

midfield stripe. However, the Bates

position. But shortly after the orig- team bogged down and kicked to the
15 yard penalty for
inal touchdown, Bowdoin pushed the White 23.
ball over the midfield stripe, only to "backfield men in motion put Bowdoin
in a tight spot, but it became still
be forced to punt
tighter when Marcus 'carried the reStarting the second quarter, the sulting punt back to the White 25.

A

made a sustained march From here the Garnet was thrown
the field from their own 25 back 14 yards in two. plays, and Bunthe opponents' 39, before Buck ny Johnson ended this threat by inSawyer was forced to punt over the tercepting a pass and running back to

Polar Bears

down
to

l

only one of the many penalties which
Bowdoin incurred and which set the
team back a total of 75 yards.
As a result of two such penalties,
and the interception of a pass by
Marcus on the Bates 48 yard line, the
Lewiston team got its only scoring
opportunity of the day. An exchange
of punts forced Sawyer to kick from
behind his own line and gave Bates
the pigskin on the White 39. However, alert defensive work by Ashkenazy drove the Garnet back nine
yards in three plays. Bob Gentry relieved the pressure by a 24 yard runback of Clarke's punt.

Score After Half

chance to get down to the Bates 14
yard line. Johnson advanced the ball
to the Bates 5 as the game ended.
No one in the Bowdoin team can
be called a star. The entire team
played a brilliant game. Griffith, perhaps, was outstanding in the line, but
he received perfect support from his
mates. In the backfield, Gentry and
Frye were outstanding.
For Bates. Marcus proved to be
the spark plug of what attack they
showed. Clarke's punting was out-

In spite of the predictions of many
savants, Bowdoin came out after the
half with the same spirit and superiority. Feeling renewed strength, the
White immediately started to march
up the field again. Their advance standing, but the highest credit of all
was halted on the Bates 42 when Mc- must go to Wellman, for his services
Donough intercepted Putnam's pass. at end.
The line ups follow:
Smith and Larcom smashed the next
(0) Bates
two plays for an eight yard loss, Bowdoin (14)
re. Clarke (Cook)
forcing Bates to punt to the Bates Drummond (Cox) I*
(Hepburn) It rt, Aldrich (Count)
Griffith
35.
Bunny Johnson ripped through Larcom (Clapp)
l«
rg. Taylor (Robinson)
right guard for 9 yards, made half a Drake (Burton) c
(Droboeky)
c, Preston
.

yard through tackle, and then took
Sawyer's forward pass on the 20,
scampering across the goal for the
second touchdown with two Bates
men hanging on him. Sawyer again
converted.
Fear struck the hearts of the Bowdoin rooters early in the fourth quarter when Bates appeared to hit her
stride. Marcus took the ball on the
Bates 10 and scampered 13 yards
through tackle. A pass, Manning to
Marcus, placed the ball just over the

.

Aohkenaxy (R. Smith) rg
IK. Martin (McDonouirs. Pickering)
C. Smith (Healey) rt It. Stoddard (Gauthier)
Manter (Newman) re
le, Wellman (Eaton)
Sawyer, qb
qb. Manning (Moran)
.

Putnam (Johnson) lhb
Soule (Gentry) rhb
Frye (Karsltashian) fb
fb,

BOWDOIN

.

rhb. Healey (Frost)

..

lhb. Keller

(Marcus)

McCluskey (Pigncne)
7

7

BATES

0—14

0—0

Touchdowns. Frye. Johnson. Points after
Sawyer 2 (placement). Referee.
(Brown).
Umpire
McDonough
(Maine). Head Linesman, Donahue (B. A.
A.). Field Judge. Rogers (Wesleyan). Time

touchdowns.
Swofficld

four

15's.

.

(Continued from pass 1)

The first score came soon after
Bowdoin kicked off at the opening
whistle, M.C.I, kicked on third down
and it was Bowdoin's ball on M.C.I.'s
40 yard line. A beautiful pass, Groder
to Gibbs, enabled the Polar Bear
the back to score standing, but Karsokas

expect great things from them in
England Intercollegiate Run." failed to convert
the extra point.
The excellent support of Charley
The White tallied again after

covered a fumble on the Bates 10,
but Wellman intercepted a pass to set
the White back. Undaunted, the

White retaliated when Bob Gentry
intercepted Marcus' pass and dashed
to the Bates 33. Johnson proved his
value on the next play when he
smashed offtackle for 5 yards, lateralled to Frye, and took out the
Bates right half to give Frye a

.

,

m*op

By ' to

Pnrtpr
la ViHw
ltlUl
VI W* lo
T.. rt
-mM^^A.
111 XlHrVarU MCCt

goal. In this, Bowdoin was seriously
Bowdoin's 34.
hampered when an attempted lateral
Bate* Defense Tightens
by Frye, after he had gained 24 yards
The final part of the game saw
through the line, was ruled as a forward and the ball was brought back Bates desperately stave off another
Bowdoin
score. Joe Drummond reto the line of scrimmage. This was

New

Young,

sophomore

and Fred Walker blocked a kick and recovered
on M.C.I.'s 10 yard line. Gibbs crossed

star,

Mann, now running in his fourth year
for the White harriers, contributed
greatly to the Polar Bear's decisive

the goal line standing on the next
play. This time Karsokas was sucwin by capturing eighth and tenth cessful in
making the placement.
places respectively. The victory was
During the second and third quarters,
all the more sweet after the same
(Courtesy Boston Herald)
successful passes and the line plung'36,
'37,
Shute
In
Jubilant
men,
a
mood
after
with
few
'36,
Johnny
exceptions,
Porter
Caspar
Cowan
Just
placed
sec-'
right,
Bob
and
Capt.
Left to
ing of Karsokas kept the ball deep
finishing one-two-three respectively in the eighth annual Harvard open Cross Country Championship at Cam- ond to Amherst last year in the same in the opponent's
territory.
After
bridge last Friday. In addition to leading Bowdoin to victory with 24 points, the lowest team score In the his- meet.
Gibbs kicked outside oh the 3 yard
New Hampshire Trails
tory of the meet, these three men were also the first trio on record representing the same team to finish In the
line in the fourth quarter, M.C.I,
The University of New Hampshire lost on an exchange
first three places.
punts and a
was second with 52 points, Boston sustained Polar Bear of
march put the
College third wkh 88, Dartmouth
ball finally on the one foot line. Here
fourth with 116, and Springfield fifth the
Preppers took it on downs. The
By Charles Brewster
with 124 points. Only those who had kick was blocked
and rolled out oi
Some comment was made about campus last week on Bowdoin's failure not competed in the I.C.4A. cross- the end zone
IN
for a safety.
to enter the State Cross Country meet at Lewiston, Oct. 25. Coach Magee country championships, and who had
Karsokas' Runs Feature
readily explained this by citing a rule governing the Harvard Open meet not finished 10th or better in sectional
Fresh from their overwhelming vic- which prevents any team from competing in both a sectional meet and the championships were eligible for comThe Frosh took the kick-off on the
tory in the Harvard Open Intercol- Harvard meet. In other words Bowdoin had to choose between the Harvard petition.
50 yard line and a pass, Gibbs to
legiate Run,
the Bowdoin varsity and the State meets, and the favorable publicity which came with the deThe exceptional victory by the Walker, together with long gains by
cross country team will enter the cisive victory at Cambridge last Friday entirely justifies Magee's choice, Bowdoin men was
Gibbs
and Karsokas put the ball on
extraordinary,
far more strenuous competition oi while at the same time leaving Bowdoin a chance to compete with the Bates, both in being a minor upset and from the 10 yard line in five plays. Gibbs
the Annual New England Intercol- Maine, and Colby hill and dalcrs at the New England meet next Monday. the fact that it was
the first time in scored on the next play through cenlegiate Run which will be run over
the history of this annual fall meet ter. Karsokas again failed to add the
+ + + + + +
the Franklin Park Golf Course in
Back In 1924 Adam Walsh was captain and center of
that three men representing the same extra point.
Boston next Monday.
M.C.I.'s lone tally came late m
Rockne's Seven Mules that septet of fierce charging linecollege finished in the first three
According to Coach John J. Magee,
the game when Swan, left end, inmen without which the four Horsemen would have been
places.
the team was in unusually fine conbackfield.
Last
Saturday
ordinary
It
Walsh's
only an
was
Bowdoin received a trophy for be- tercepted a lateral and scored undition for the Harvard meet as the
molested.
Bowdoin blocked the atSeven Mule* who must be given the bulk of credit for a
ing the winning team, and a plaque
result proved and should have a good
stunning upset which places the Polar Bears on the threswent to New Hampshire for sending tempted placement.
chance to win the New Englands.
The work of Walker and Broe in
hold of its first State Series championship since 1921.
the largest number of starters to the
"Maine, Bates, New Hampshire, and
line. Gold, silver, and bronze medals the Bowdoin line was outstanding'
+
+
+
+
+
+
Rhode Island will all have strong
It is significant this fall to note the faculty's change of attitude from one were awarded to the first second and while Karsokas and Gibbs carried off
teams," said Coach Magee, "but the of jealousy as to the position of athletics on campus to one of cooperation. third finishers respectively.
The sum- the backfield honors. For M.C.I, the
Bowdoin squad will give a good ac- For instance last week a special hour exam was given to football men be- mary for the first ten places follows: Hersey brothers turned in a dependcount of itself Monday." Besides cause of a conflict with football practice. An explanation for
Won by R. Porter (B) second. C. Cowan able game at the tackle positions.
this change of
these old rivals, all the other New
(B) third. J. V. Shut* (B) fourth. J. DownSummary:
heart may be had in a prominent professor's statement after the game SatEngland colleges except Harvard, urday: "The exit of defeatism in football has brought the exit of defeatism in ey (BC) fifth. F. Delear (BC) sixth. 8. L. Bowdoin Frosh (tl)
(6) M. C. L
Whitney (D) seventh. G. K. Quinn (NH)
Yale and possibly Dartmouth are en- scholarship. With
Hanley (Orders) le
re (Gould) Doherty
the football outlook the brightest in years the student body eighth. C. Young (B) ninth. E. J. Chertok
Corey (Tukey. Konecki) h rt (Vail) R. Hersey
tered.
(NH) 10th. F. J. Mann (B).
is working harder and more profitably at their studies than ever before."
Garden t (Garcelon) Is

SPOR T SIDELIGHTS

HARRIERS ENTERED
NEW ENGLANDS

;

:

:

|

:

;

:

;

:

„
Nicholson

m

(Grover) John Dailey
. .
(Rowson) e e (F. Stafford) Thomas
Broe (Jealous) rs
Is (Lyon, James Dailey) Leretta
Duaan (Shattuek) rt
It (Towie) P. Hersey
Walker (Mclean) re .. le (L. Stafford) Swan
Cartland (Leary) qb
qb. Buckley) Rowe
Gibbs (Rafford) lhb .... rhb (Talbot) Fernald
Groder (Melindy) rhb
lhb. Sprague
Karsokas (Soule) fb
fb, Smith
Score by periods:
.

ffuZa

'

and uefwey c>dfo/y
'

BOWDOIN FROSH
at.C.I

.

8—2t
«— «

....IS
o

Touchdowns. Gibbs J. Swan. Point after
touchdown, Karsokas (placement). Referee,
Horrell (Bowdoin): umpire. Chapman (Bowdoin)
head linesman. Donahue (Harvard).
;

WALSH SEES HARD
FIGHT WITH MAINE
(Continued from pace

Well,

to Start With,

from our

own

we

Southland

take tobacco

— mild

ripe

tobacco with lots of natural flavor but

no harshness or

bitterness.

THEN AS A SECOND STEP-

We blend this home-grown tobacco

bitions."

with spicy, aromatic Turkish tobaccos from across the

Turkish tobaccos, you

seas.

VALUE

These

FOR
and
TBV

STYLE

SOCIETY CLUB HATS
LECLAIR & GERVAIS

may know,

have a flavor and fragrance entirely
different

1)

the Doctor's O.K. on Jack Reed and
Dave Fitts, Bill Shaw remains as the
only unavailable player. The forward
wall has proved itself to be invulnerable, having outrushed that of all opponents, so stress will be placed this
week on the White's pass defense,
which has not been especially effective so far.
Although an upset is not at ail impossible and a hard struggle is anticipated, the Fates are smiling on
Bowdoin. Her possibilities are perhaps best summed up in the statement of her popular grid mentor,
"We know we have an opportunity,
but we also feel that it is poing to
take our very best efforts before we
even have a chance to realize our am-

86

from our own.

MAINE

ST.

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $175,000

Total Resources $2,700,000

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

F. J.

GOSSELIN & SON
Furniture
Philco Radio

Socony
Mobilgas - Mobiloil
CREDIT CARDS HONORED HERE

ARNOLD
US

Maine

A.

HESSEL
Opp. Renters

St.

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
Tel. SSO

IMPORTED
English

Hand Made

In a single day people from ten different
states visited

our Chesterfield

PIPES,

factories.

$2.25

8,200 visitors during the past year saw
Chesterfields

made.
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Town, Bowdoin Combine
In Football Rally Tonight

DOCTOR WASS
SUCCUMBS TO
LONG ILLNESS
By Stanley Williams, Jr.
II/TTH the annual fall campaign
"* raising funds

for the

for

the stuit is to
be hoped that they will enroll in the
college Roll Call rather than at home
or In the general town Roll Call. The
yearly action of many of the fraternities in pledging 100%, a dollar per
man to the fund, shows that they are
cognizant of their responsibilities in
this direction.
Some have already

made

In honoring the
conquering football team and Its
coach and In cheering them on to
victory over Tufts next
week*
end In the biggest rally of the
year this evening. Student participation In the rally win begin

students and college band
a parade of townspeople
at the Alpha Delta Phi house
at 7.43.
Two bands will he leading the
parade of townspeople, which has
been planned by business men of
Brunswick. Joined by student*,
the parade will proceed from the
A.D. house around Fraternity
Row as previously and by the
dormitories to the Delta.
The program at the Delta will
be In charge of the Student
Council
Rally Coasostttee, of
will Join

Fostered Musical Activities
At Bowdoin, Students
Told In Chapel

The Red Cross Roll Call is being
conducted by Donald R. Woodward
as the agent of the Student Coun-

By Stwu-t D. Brewer
Death struck the faculty last night,
and the dates of the Roll Call are
from November 11th to Thanksgiv- when Associate Professor Edward H.
away at the Brunswick
passed
Wass
ing.
Hospital, at ten o'clock. The news
s - r
broadcast to the student body
few look upon the Tufts was
in chapel this morning by President
'36,
cil,

lations
It is

Sills,

who

stated:

"The tolling of the chapel belt earlier this morning marked the passing
this earthly Hfe of Edward H.

Wass,

would have to cease.
a rebuke to the college as &

Philoon

-

r

And

%'

°' t" 6-*
/
\n place of
service last Friday

and hry down any

Forum who engineered
To the Forum, and the

j

who

sponsored the meeting,
to the Student Council which backed
it, and to the College authorities who
allowed it to take the place of the
usual service, commendation will be
given by all who attended and who
surely found the affair the best of its
kind given here for some years:
B.C.A.,

S - T

The Bowdoin
Johnny Frye,
In the Maine

al clubs,

and was deeply interested

in

all that affected the musical life of
the college, particularly of the undergraduates.

Everyone knows of

his interest in

the college band. Under his administration the beautiful organ, the gift

and he had
chapel attendance has had of Mr. Curtis, was built,
much to do with the plans and
a high daily average this fall, it very
delighted in its acquisition. For the
interesting to note that despite
Wass had
Professor
few
years,
the early hour of the assembly (8 past
not been in good health and had a
o'clock) and the fact that a chapel
long struggle with pain and disease.
cut on Friday afforded thirty mintried valiantly to carry on, and
utes spare time rather than ten, the He
work with -old time enchapel was entirely filled.
An ex- began histhis
fall. But he was stricktremely serious tone pervaded the thusiasm
arthritis and had to go, to
with
en
meeting, the student speakers being
where he died quite sudhospital
undaunt<Ki by the presence of a dog the
denly about ten o'clock last night.
in the chapel and continuing the proTo many of you he was well known,
gram despite his actions and eventual

WHILE
was

ly"

DEBATE {SEASON
Seagrave and Bryant Argue
Over Ratfio With Union
At Schenectady

reafly-i

By William

Hawkins
non-political and

'37 will

-

hand knowledge.
Face Ex-Manager
That same evening the debatomen

will face
last year's

and who

I

j

'38

•

I

Students Broadcast "Phi Chi"
From Restaurant Over WLBZ

j
1

j

|

!

|

I

|

,

Am

-

:

j

;

Seagrave

'"
By Stuart D. Brewer
"You've seen Bowdoin play, and
ybu know how they play. In footbau,
however, this can be no criterion
you never know what to expect,"
stated Coach Walsh yesterday morning
commenting on the forthcoming
luxts game. Armed with little inlormation concerning the Medford team,
the coach was unable to give more
predictions than this on the contest
with the Jumbos this Saturday.
Continuing, the coach stated, "i
don't know much about Tufts as yet.
They have a good punter in this
fellow Keith, but I don't know what
trians, ventilation, and possibly gar- sort of a game they will
I
play.
dening; far greater window space on haven't looked the scouting report
every floor to be facilitated by over yet, so that I am really at a
making the walls 'which hold the loss for information.
structure up internal, and the exterSawyer Probably Lost
nal waris largely of glass; and a roof
Bowdoin has probably had one segarden capping the building, drainage rious loss as a result of the Maine
tor the rooi to run down tnrough the game in the fact that it is doubtful
•center of the house.
that Bucky Sawyer, able pilot ana
After explaining his model house punter of the White, will see service.
Le Corbusier went on to his plans Sawyer, who injured his leg in the
for a modern city, which include second quarter of the game with the
housing the population in apartment Brown Bears, is still in bad condibuildings raised above the ground, tion, and may be out of the line-up
and leaving over 80% of the actual entirely.

**WT_

lowing Wednesday. Nov. 20. The
question to be considered will be the
same as that of the G.E. debate and
will be upheld by the same affirmative team.
"It is still somewhat doubtful as to

j

I

j

turned

over to a non-college travelit for a hobby-horse,
"Walter" Depressed
i n the
of all
horseplay
^t Walter Johnson, the rubber, silent and wearing a very disconsolate
expression. Questioned, he confessed
that he had nearly turned two shades
whiter when he thought that "Maine"
going to make a third touch*t

it

who used

nu^

^^

wu

down

M ^ tnin approached
wick there were

Bruns-

progressing simultaneously in one car a discussion of
English Literature, a poker gam*,
and a fight over a marker from the
Maine scoreboard. The excursion ended with wild cheering of "Who's State
Champion?" followed by the answering roar of "Bowdoin!'

>

Plans Model City

—

—

8.00,

Debating

,

Vanity

General Electric team at'

ter

Bill Shaw, veteran halfback, who
saw service for one play last Saturday, will probably not be in uniform.
progress, his leg is
still bothersome, and it is doubtfu,
that the coach will risk any further
injury to him. Aside from Sawyer, he

who

were Drake, Ashkenazy,
and Manter. It was the latblocked

Maine's

first

at-

tempted conversion, thus preventing
a Pale Blue victory. Sawyer. Soule,
and Frye stood out among the Bowdoin backs. The former's generalship
was sorely missed, after a leg injury
forced him out of the game, while the
latter was the White's most consistent ground-gainer. Showing his best
form to date this season. Bill Soule
turned in the longest jaunt of the
(Continued on pave 4)
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Net Gain by Bushing
158 136
Average Punts,
Yards from Scrimmage S9 34
Yards Returned on Punts 53 15
Passes Attempted
7 17
Passes Completed
2
6
Passes Intercepted by
1
•
Laterals Completed
1
S
.

.

.

LateralH Intercepted by
I

j

j

i

1

Net Gains
Forwards and Laterals 68 127
Fumbles
2
S
Fumbles Recovered by
S
2
.

Penalties Against

.

10

25

9

Of Last Four Months
Grades Show Increases Of A 's

bulletin
of
final
intellectual interests; his moth- year before. The
was musical. After a youth devot- grades for the last four months showy
ed to study of the various arts, he also an increase in the number of
traveled over the Continent, studying B's amounting to two per cent and

of the year before,

many

er

Cs

to seven-tenths per cent.
the other hand a reduction of

in

(Continued on p«ga t)

ANNUAL RED CROSS
FUND DRIVE BEGINS

On

two
and four-tenths per cent was found
in the number of D's and a one per
cent reduction in the number of E's.
In four courses German 8. History 20. Physics 8, and Greek *0every member of the class received
an A. However, the enrollment in
these classes was only seven, three,
Largest
one, and five respectively.
percentages of A's in courses with
more than ten were recorded in
Chemistry 12 with 50% and in History 14 with 45.4%.
»

—

French Marks Worst
The French department carried
away all honors for severity last year.
The highest percentage of E's ap-

peared in French 2 with 31.6% of the
members of the course failing, and
French 4 boasted the highest actual
number of failures with 17 E's. 11.9%
A committee of ten men have been of
the 143 taking the course.
selected to aid in collections from the
Math 2. which the year before
non-fraternity group. This list inproved a stumbling block for onecludes: Maurice Ross '36; Sidney Mcthird of all those taking it, seems to
Cleary '36; Percival Black '37; Sam- have lowered its standards somewhat
uel Jacobs '38; Roy E. Wiggin'38; Roy as only 12.8% received E's in the
C. Gunter *38; Henry A. Dolan '39; course last June while 15.2% received
Allan C. Ferris '39; Benjamin Kar- A's. However, that a larger number
sokas '39; William H. Browne '39.
of men failed Math 1 the previous
On Friday morning, the dean will semester is revealed by the fact that
speak in chapel on the Red Cross, the Math 1 R class contained 21 men.
an increase of five over the number
its ideals and its work.
.

imM

Griffith,

Bulletin

individually.

Tonight 7.45,
Football
rally
with townspeople, parade to
begin at A.D. boose with rally
on Delta.
Saturday—8.00, Football, Varsity against Tufts at Medford.
Monday 11.00-12.00, Debating,
Varsity against Union College
at Sche nectady and over WGY.

doin line

j

As the most widely known of the Although showing

'

Coming Events

Blue

Bowdoin

,

Under the leadership of Donald
Woodward '36, Bowdoin's annual Red
Cross drive is getting under way this
week. The drive, which will be conducted in much the same manner as
retaining decision debates, although it has the past two years, will extend
Seagrave sees a rather doubtful out- until Friday, Nov. 22.
In organizing this drive. Woodward
come and believes a compromise will
be necessary. In that event colleges, has approached all of the fraternity
houses in view of getting subscriptions
(ConUnoad on pas* S)
through tuese organizations. It is up
to the members of the houses whether they will subscribe en masse or

«•"»

Maine a

Pale

directly from
the
backfield's glaring inability
to defend against a passing attack.
Outstanding in the brilliant Bow-

scores resulted

J

terrain tree for parks, sport facilities,
and other municipal projects.

At Waterville Johnny Crystal and ^f 11)61", 4*16 ^^tern Intercollegiate
Ralph Savage converted a "Bus Debate League will hold decision or
veaT'."
Stop" sign into a turnstile and at- npn." dec '? lon_ de Dlte ' this
Nortnan
Seagww, Uus
to jtarp toll for its use. «* tes
Bowdoin group
The;only trouble was that they £">!
™f
couldn't collect any toll; so they is directing an active campaign for

t«^_

successive line plays netted

minus 12 yards. Both

—

'37 will

Bowdoin's forensic artists then continue on to Amherst for their first
Eastern Intercollegiate League Debate of the year probably on the fol-

i

j

P.

magnificent all

Line Holds Again
In the last quarter the Pale Blue
produced its only concentrated rush>"* a * ta<* of *** afternoon to put
the pigskin on the six yard stripe
with four downs to go. Bowdoin's
dreams of an undisputed state title
were rapidly vanishing into thin air.
But the W"Mte line sfflrened anffTour

i

Handicap Jumbo

Future Cities

—

i

j

and Norman

Sawyer Probably Lost From
Line- Up; Injuries Also

Architect Speaks

On

Of

In Doubt

founders of the International Style
for architecture, Le Corbusier's influence has been felt in architecture
throughout civilized countries. In
(Continued or paste 3)
Germany and in Russia whole aspects
eral Electric team are college grad- of modern architecture have crystaluates, one of the contesting group lized around the word "corbusierismMonday night being a Bates man. us" obviously formed from his name
Harold Tipping, Bowdoin's manager as a convenient designation for his
of last year's team, is largely respon- theories and practice.
Le Corbusier, whose real name is
sible for having started debating at
Three hundred thirty-seven oi
the General Electric school and so- Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, was born
licited this meet with Bowdoin. Both in 1888 at La Chaux-de-Fonds, near thirteen and eight-tenths per cent of
of these first two debates will be Geneva, Switzerland. He is now a all course grades last semester were
A's.
This means an increase of nearly
naturalized
French
citizen.
His
faawarded decisions
ther was a watch manufacturer with one per cent over the marks of the
pen League Nov. 20

'

^

Game

argue the question "Resolved, that
the United States should participait
fully in all sanctions invoked by the
League of Nations against Italy."
The charter members of the Gen-

j

-

Harold C. Tipping '35 of
Bowdoin Debating Council
a member of the General

is

Electric Training school's contingent
*t_ Schenectady. The Bowdoin aff irmstive consisting of Stuart G. P. Small

|

bXSZ

Seagrave
represent the Polar Bears on
P.

first

I

WHILE

and Norman

'37

the question "Resolved: that the fraternity system has outlived its usefulness". In view of Bowdoin long experience with fraternities and of the
fact that several national fraternities
have been founded at Union; both
teams will be able to speak from

I

!

S.

WGY

Bryant

I

This remark brought
home the tenor of the occasion more stages of good humor, the real fun
than any other, and caused a dis- did not begin until after the game.
The return to Bancor was intertinct and noticeable reaction in the
spersed wUh sj^nXdieering by
audience.
sy^paVh^.
exuberant
- r
entertaining was a selfLspcciauy
the S.C.D.C. has without
appointed cheer leader, who did both
doubt accomplished much good the leading and cheering all by himby its serious disciplinary meetings self, as well as innovating a new
unattended by the rowdvism and cheer, "Bowdoin. Bowdoin, Brunswick
which char?»cphysical nunishment
High school!" One lusty Brunswick
t»rizod the former sessions of Ph*
adherent was brandishing a newlyChi. it Seems regrettable that certain
acquired cabbage; an equally exuberof the freshman rules are being openfellow-townsman waved a feather
ant
lv Aaunted. It may be ventured that
duster; while from a platform bethe new system cannot work ideal
tween cars issued the doleful strains
conditions until every man in college
of that inveterate standby of all
while Phi Chi was still in existence
"How,
good-fellow get-togetherers:
:
has graduated, because of a natural
Drv *
tendency to wish to see others punDuring the stop for supper in Banished as he was. but at the same time
the new system depends much on the gor. a motlgy crowd descended upon
maturity of the entering classes. the restaurants of the city. At the
They should appreciate rathei* than "Atlantic Sea Grill" the managetake advantage of the fact that no ment. probably in order to pacify
violent coercive measures are being the unruly group of college students,
permitted them to broadcast "Phi
taken to discipline them.

Saturday's

Lecturing in French to an audiIn its first
non- ence of auout two hundred in the
economic debate in the forensic his- lounge of the Union last night, Montory of the annual Bowdoin-Union sieur Le Corbusier,
noted r rench
College contest, the Bowdoin debat- prophet of modern architecture, exing team goes to Schenectady next plained the essentials of hut revoluMonday, Nov. 18, to debate "The tionary theories and illustrated his
Mother of Fraternities" on the fra- ideas with crayon sketches, lantern
ternity question. This debate, Bow- slides, and moving pictures.
doin's opener for the 1935-36 season,
The principal features of Le Corwill take place between 11.00 and busier's conception of the ideal mod12.00 o'clock in the morning and will ern house are elevation of the entire
be broadcast over the radio from sta- structure on stilt-like columns which
tion
in Schenectady.
would give room underneath the firs:
Upholding the negative, Donald R. Moor tor passage ot autos and pedes-

The subject of Walker's address
was "Propaganda in Peace and War."

mayhap.

Injuries Place Results

START$M0NDAY

Citing the effectiveness of a recent
article displaying vividly the truth
about automobile accidents, he questioned, "Can we not affect people
to others just a familiar figure pass- much more powerfully with the horforced departure.
campus; but we are all in rible reality of war? In other words,
Last spring this column pointed out ing on the
particularly for his serv- can we not issue propaganda for
him.
debt
to
that mass peace meetings of the open
peace just as propaganda for war has
ices to good music."
public place type he'd at Harvard
President Sills' elegy in chapel this been issued in the past and is being
were in themselves militaristic in namorning is a summary of Dr. Wass' .issued now?"
ture, the shouts raised by the crowd
He went on to describe the friendwork as connected with the
being much akin to the roar of a mob life and
college. Dr. Wass was born in Wey- ship of the American people for this
at the declaration of a war, or of an
Mass., on December 7, 1874. country's foreign-born citizens and
audience at a prize fieht. Criticism mouth,
(ConUmwd on p«ggj 2)
« 2)
on
p«g
(Continued
was leveled against such demonstrations. In holding their meeting in the
chapel, and in conducting the urogram in the same way as a chapel
service, one student leading the meeting and another saying the final prayer, the leaders of the anti-war movement at Bowdoin showed good sense.
Thi" over station WLBZ.
By Leonard 4. Cohen
• - r
Back on the train once more, the
Feather dusters waved aboard the
rpHE fact that their own fellow-stuwent
hilarity reached its height. Over the
Phi
Chi
and
Special"
"Football
dents were addressing them face
air from Bangor last Sat- incessant chatter of voices (and the
to face and not in a declamation con- out on the
of
crowd
urday as an enthusiastic
shouts of those who were still able
test manner, assured interested and
from
returned
rooters
careful attention from the audience Bowdoin
to shout) rose maudlin tones from at
The penetration of this enfor each speaker. Edwin G. Walker Orono.
thusiasm beyond the confines of the quartet composed of Timmy Riley,
in opening the program made one of
five Curt Symonds. et al. Ed Chase was
nearly
for
of
evident,
was
college
he
which
the best short speeches in
aboard the train going through the cars with an atconcisely brought home points by di- hundred eager fans
half were townspeople. Al- tendance list, slashing off all the
rect attack on the student mind, voic- at least
Orono was en- names with one big cross. A modern
ing the belief that many of the men though the ride to
of Diogenes by the name of Konecki
then in chapel wou'd doubtless same livened with music from a group
many was traversing the train in search
day die on the field of battle. futiV- band members, and although
on the train were already in the early of a quiet traveller.
ly

*$

a 1S-0 lead at

line,

season, twice rose to the greatest
heights to stave off what seemed inevitable Maine touchdowns. In the
first period, the Black Bears, by the
aid of an offside penalty and a ruling
of interference with a potential pass
receiver, reached the one yard stripe
but were unable to push the ball
across in two downs.

around right end behind perfect Interference
White attacks which put the Polar Bears into

Laifln

stereotyped program to be followed
by Bowdoin students. Rather we are
gathered here to arouse and foster
individual student opinion, and to
point out the important responsibilities resting on the shoulders of us,
as students, in the promulgation of
world peace."
Sees Doable Problem
Burton continued, "We do not say
that the three ideas or solutions
about to be presented will turn out to
be the long sought road to world
peace; but we do feel that when in
the next few years, as voting citizens,
we are called upon to take definite
action in the interest of world peace,
we should be able, through a well
grounded understanding of the question in hand, to stand on our own
feet and decide the matter efficient-

morning has brought just praise tor
the energy and thought put into the
project by the several piembers of
the Political
the meeting.

period.
Sunday Tclaaram)
ground gainer, off for a fifteen yard run
Saturday. This was one of the several powerful
end ot the first half.

(Courtaajr of tk* r>

Presenting proposals for peace,
four students conducted chapel in a
half-hour service held Friday morning. The speakers Edwin G. Walker
'36, Charles F. Brewster '37, William
S. Burton '37 and Norman P. Seagrave '37, spoke before a large audience of students and faculty.
In introducing the speakers, William S. Burton '37 said, "Our purpose
here this morning is not to present

J

the regular chapel

fore the Pale Blue's desperate

and only forstalled defeat
by a goal-line stand in the last
rally,

Neutrality

By Robert W.

6 ""quaffed suc5e g
T^place
mee*flng~~held
*-

*36.

STUDENTS GIVE
PEACE CHAPE

ple in this. If sportsmanship is to
exist in the colleges of today, there
is little reason why the loser should
wish to fight the victor, or why the
victor should be anxious to rub it in
by attacking the field for souvenirs. If such fighting is to threaten the friendship of two institutions
like Tufts and Bowdoin, it is far
better that the fight, not the game,
s

By Richard XL Mathewson
Held to a 13-13 tie by a stunning Maine aerial barrage in the
last half, Adam Walsh's first
Bowdoin team nevertheless annexed the State gridiron crown
for the first time since 1921 at
Alumni Field, Orono, last Saturday. After an early display of
running strength worthy of the
reputation they had gained in
the two previous series games,
the Polar Bears succumbed be-

Speakers Advocate Aid For
League, Propaganda,

whole that this condition exists. TTie
motto "Pair play, and may the best
team win", inscribed on the stands at
Whittier, is hardly used as an exam-

should step.

White Shows Expected Form
In Opening Periods To
Gain Advantage

Pau» Ashley is
chairman. Billy Edwards, Brunswick Are chief, will "toad off"
In behalf of, the town, and win
be followed on the speaking program by Coaches Adam Walsh
and Don 1 ancestor, Capt. Al
Putnam, and President Sills. The
master of ceremonies will ho

from

Doctor of Music, Associate
Professor of Music and Organist of
Bowdoin College. Dr. Wass began his
services at Bowdoin nearly a quarter
of a century ago, coming to us net
from academic but from professional
life.
He was the first man to give
courses in music at the College, beginning these in 1912; he directed the
choir, the Glee Club, the instrument-

USE AEMALATTACK
IN COUNTING DRIVES

which Robert

WHILE

game as being a rivalry in the
class of any of the state series games,
the past two encounters have shown
great rivalry in their destructive
aspects after the game. The resulting
fights in these last years have been
extremely serious, causing damage,
not only to goal-posts, but also to
busses and other private non-combatant property. These past fights
have been serious enough to cause
great concern to the authorities ot
both institutions. Should such conditions persist, it is possible that re-

Brown Bears Come Back In
Last Half To Eradicate
White's 13-0 Edge

when

SERVED ON FACULTY
OVER TWENTY YEARS

this pledge.

will
college's

Join

Music Professor Succumbs
In Brunswick Hospital
Tuesday Night

American

Red Cross now in full swing,
dents should remember that

SUPERB RALLY
BY PALE BLUE
EVENS SCORING

Brunswick and Bowdoin

,

History 8, reputed formerly to be
the hardest course in college, must
have boasted an unusually brainy
group of scholars or else its severity
has been considerably diminished, for
only 6% failed the course whereas
16% received A's.
Quite evidently smaller courses are
the most desirable, for in the courses
with less than ten men only one per
cent or two of the 65 taking such
courses received E's in them while
nearly seven per cent of other course
grades were E's and the percentage
of A's in the small courses came to
37.4% as compared with 12.3% in
courses with more than ten men
Ten Courses Fall None
Neither D's nor E's were recorded
in 10 of the larger
courses which
helped greatly to improve the total
percentages. Strangely enough, however, almost all of these 10 were
marked with an unusually low percentage of A's as well, most of the
marks falling into the B or C class.
Only five courses reported no A's
whatever and three of these boasted
but 17 men between them, none of
whom failed. Of the courses with
more than ten men, 24 reported no
failures while only two reported no
A's. In the smaller courses but two

recorded
failing
grades although
three of these courses reported no
A's.

Among the so-called pipe courses,
art and Music courses maintained
their standing with neither D's nor
E's against them. The total number
of grades given was 2435. 52 less
than last year. Nevertheless, many
cpurses increased considerably.

all
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
BnuuwUk, Mate*

CDustard and Cress
BOWDOIN BEAUTIFUL

E-UWUfced 191

Over at the Alumni Office, a» two
(Continued bam Baca 1)
bits a throw, you can buy one of
then pointed out that this feeling
those new Bowdoin "pictorials." By
would change to one of hatred should
all means get one if you want to see
the beauties that are ours.
After the United States become involved in
a war, and he named "insidious proplooking at these pictures we're sure
aganda" as the cause. The speaker
you'll think this is the smoothest littook the current Ethiopian situation
tle old campus in these parts.
Here on one page may be seen our as an example, saying, "Day by day
our
papers, radio, and news-reels premagnificent polo field, with some

Eaitw-to-Caief
Bobert P. AiUty "34
Associate Editor

John P. Chapman '8#
Managing Editors

Richard E. Mathewson -37
twenty or thirty lads out practising
Stanley Willi*** Jr., *S7
up for the State Series. Here on anSports Erftters
other page may be seen
the local
William S. Barton *37
Charles F. Brewster Vt
newshawks, busily hand-setting the
Maxwell A. Eaton "37
next issue of the Orient. Here we see
f
Sob-Editors
two fencers, gaily togged in costumes
William Frost '38 imported from Boston for the picture,
James A. Bishop *38
William S .Hawkins 98 whacking away at each other in mock
Stuart D. Brewer '38
Robert Laffin '38 combat just as they do every day at
Norman E. Dupee "38
Henry L. Nash *38 Bowdoin. And here's a knock-out
Harry T. Foote »38
Ralph H. Winn *3«
of a picture of the Art Building, and
one you won't forget in many a moon
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
because it actually shows some suckBusiness Manager
er going into the joint.
Owen H. Melaugh '34
Hot dog! What a place! The subfreshmen won't be able to resist these
Assistant Managers
Euan G. Davis *37 pictures, and they'll come flocking up
Ernest R. Dalton *87
to Brunswick in the fall to get the
Ox Colbet Tear tqr tha Studaota of Bowdoin College shock of their lives when they run
Published (tott TT. I
Tl J
All contributions and eommunleatlons should be «i«n to to* Managing Editor by Sunday smack into the rear end of Memorial
Hall.
nirht pmniWin tha data of nubHiwIkai Tba Editor-in-Chief is responsible tor the editoria
column Um Mn'r1 -! BdHor (or news aad make-op. All eonuaaaieations regarding subserip-

William Klaber,

Jr., "37

1

Mas

;

tioaa should be edilisneid to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing
Subscriptions, 12.00 par year is advanoa. With Alumsus, SJ.60.
Entered as second elaaa matter at the poetofflce at Brunswick, Mates.

News

Company.

Sports Editor for this Issue
Maxwell A. Eaton '37

Editor for this Issue
William Klaber. Jr., *87

Four Students Advocate Programs
To Gain and Maintain World Peace

BANNER

The boys in charge of the Bowdoin
banner decided that no Maine man
would touch it, that they would bring
it back safe and sound to Brunswick.

vious to our entering the World War
was perhaps the chief economic factor which finally drew us into the
struggle." "As to the second pro*posal," Brewster said, "with the tide
of war going against the Allies, in
1917, we were practically forced into
the war to save the skins of our own
bankers, who had such huge investsent Italy to us as a mail-fisted ty- ments staked on the success of the
rant who is threatening a peaceful Allies."
™
tion the fact that England, France,

and Germany have done in the past
what Italy is doing now except that
they generally did it on a larger scale*
—or that we have done very similar
things here in the Mexican War and
in Central America?"
Walker labeled our problem twofold: "We must not only propagandize for peace, but we must refuse to

LXV

18,

18SS

BE TRUE?

CAN

ica

—

and

—

all that we see, hear,
War propaganda appeals
the emotions, to hate and fear.
Peace propaganda must appeal to the
intellect, the reason." He urged that
we begin at once and continue peace
propaganda directly after a war, if
one should occur.
He stated in closing, "The task we
have set ourselves is one of years and
decades of disappointments, but one
which we must eventually accomplish
if our world is not to crumble into
that ruin which continuous slaughter
inevitably brings."
The title of Brewster's talk was "A
Real
Neutrality
for
the
United
States". He first condemned America's 1914-17 neutrality policy as a
failure and then contended that her
present neutrality law, by which "An
embargo has been placed on arms,
and President Roosevelt has warned
that those engaged in any kind of
trade with belligerents do so at their

accept blindly

and read.
to

After the game they carefully folded
it up, whisked it away in a speedy
No. 14 car, stowed it in a secret place on the
train, and felt very satisfied with
their work. These guardians of BowIT
doin's honor had done well indeed,
and no heathen hand had touched
Adam Walsh, the college is yours.
the banner, but when they got back
Out of the wreckage of last year's catastrophic season and out to their rooms they looked around
in
of the gloom of years upon years of frustration, you have sal- vain for the thing. Trouble was, they'd
left it on the train, and the last we
with
that
vaged a state title. Material no more promising than
heard it was resting up, after a hard own risk," is "full of holes". "The
which your predecessors strove and failed you have moulded into day's work, in a Portland rail-road embargo," he said, "has stopped only
a fraction of 1 per cent of American
a championship team. Joe Bowdoin is pinching himself to make yard.
trade with Italy."
- c
Proposes Neutrality Plans
sure that he isn't dreaming. For your accomplishment does ap- ADMINISTRATION NOTES
The President of the Political ForWalter Johnson, whose rabbit's
pear in the light of a miracle.
foot did only passing well on Satur- um continued, "A far more effective
Throughout the fall we have sagely shaken our editorial head day, used to be known as Eaf Ames. neutrality is needed. Briefly, as I see
it, it would involve the following two
at what we thought too optimistic optimism: "Optimism has its At the present time he lives down the basic proposals:
road in a house remarkable only for
First: Prohibit exports from the
dangers. It leads one to expect too much. Like Rome, football the sign, BOWDOIN COLLEGE
United States, to any country at war,
.
That athletic prosperity is just RUBBER.
teams aren't built in a day
Casey once walked off from some of munitions or war supplies and even
around the corner is the opinion of many. The corner may not, meeting or other with the wrong of any articles declared contraband
Perhaps over-coat. It turned out that he had by any belligerent nation.
.
probably will not, be rounded this year or the next
Second: Prohibit public or private
swapped with the president of DartPromising teams which fail mouth, who is tall and thin like a war loans or credits here to any belthe depression (athletic) is over .
ligerent."
to fulfill their promises are too much the usual thing at Bowdoin bean.
He proved the need of such measMister Stallknecht, scheduled to
for us to be too hopeful." Our scepticism, with its probably's, give a course next semester
on the ures by showing that "The huge
perhaps's, may's, and might's, proves us but a poor prophet. For Philosophical Aspects of Literature, amount of trade which American business carried on with the Allks prefound
that
he
couldn't
remember
we have rounded the corner to athletic prosperity. The depression what the course was all about. He
t« over. Here is one promising team which did fulfill its prom- finally resorted to buying the notebook of a guy who'd taken the course
ises, one football team which, comparatively speaking, was built
two years ago.
in a day.
Mister Wilder, scheduled to give
a talk at the rally Thursday evening,
and
To the 1935 Maine football champions, to Coaches Walsh
spent a lot of time learning his spiel,
Lancaster who guided them to the championship, and to the Di- waited anxiously for ten- thirty, and'
"War is unchristian and uncivilrector of Physical Education who has infused new spirit into all then, went over to the Delta and ized," declared Kenneth C. M. Silis
found it deserted. Somebody forgot addressing chapel last Sunday afterBowdoin athletics, we pay tribute.
noon. "There must be in this poor
to tell him it was rained out.
Riding on the Maine-game train, distracted world of ours a means of
R. P. A.
Clara Hayes just missed, by an inch bringing about the peace men have
or so, gettingsrnashed over the head dreamed of since the beginning of
ARMISTICE DAY, 1935
time."
with an onion*
"One is forced to admit on the seventeenth anniversary
- c
The President went on to say that
of the first Armistice Day that the idealists and the
this means of securing universal
CLICHE CLUB
pacifists have been heavily routed. Indeed, many of them
The latest thing in these parts is peace lies only in the "collective achave surrendered and gone over to the other side the side
the Cliche Club, founded by a four- tion" of the people. He stated that
of the big guns and the big battalions. The Labor party in
some of A.D.'s. Anyone can be a a wonderful example of collective acEngland has voted for sanctions against Italy even if they
member in good standing by address- tion was shown on Friday morning of
lead as far as war. There is no more talk even of a dising other members with various trite last week at the mass meeting of the
armament conference upon which for years millions of us
expressions.
A conversation goes student body in the interests of world
put our hopes. Arthur Henderson, its chairman, has just
something like this:
peace.
died, but his hope had died first"
'Top of the morning to you."
Roads Peace Article
Sir Philip Gibbs
To emphasize the futility of war,
"Same to you and many of them.
N. Y. Times. Nov. 10, 1935.
By the way, how's everything?"
President Sills read from an article
purporting to express what the feel"Oakie-dokie, how's yourself?"
pathetic was the death of this courageous man ! Far from
"Fine as silk." rAlternative form: ings of the "unknown soldiers" , of
the scenes of his former leadership, screened by sympathetic Fit
France, Italy. Belgium, England and
as a fiddle.)
friends from the terrors of a world going mad, he was allowed to
"Well, nice day if it doesn't rain." the United States would be if they
"Yeah, you never can tell."
could rise from their tombs and addie in a paradise of his own dreams of peace. Little did he know
"Yeah, it's a great life if you don't dress the world.
to what extent a feverishly excited world could rekindle a spark weaken."
Continuing, the President informed
"Well.
his
audience that the causes of war
I
needs
must
be
off.
which had taken him and his inspired colleagues years of frenzied
are economic, and that peace will not,
Abyssinia."
pleading to even partially extinguish. His hope died, not within
and cannot be permanently secured
'Take it easy."
No trouble at all, just as easy as until such causes are removed. In
him, but only in a world impatient of progress. Hope may spring
taking candy from a baby. And a conclusion he affirmed, "peace is not
eternal, but how perverted, how diluted in the breasts of lesser good time is had by all.
an end but a means to establish a
fuller and happier life."
men!
Vol.

Wednesday, November

"Most Recognize Mistakes"
"This means", he said, "that Amermust recognize her past mistakes
profit by them." Citing the need
of public opinion, he begged the aid of
college students in keeping American
business free from entanglement in
foreign wars. The necessity for this
was shown in his concluding statement, "American trade with Europe
from 1914 to 1917 amounted to perhaps 5 billions of dollars that is the
cost of peace. The total amount spent
by the United States in carrying on
the war, together with soldiers' bonuses and pensions to be paid in the
future exceds 50 billions of dollars—
that is the cost of war."
The addresses by students were concluded by Seagrave. who spoke on
"United States Cooperation in Sanctions against
Italy."
His opening
statement was, "It is now pretty well
agreed that, in the event of a general
European war, the United States
could not keep out of it."
He went on to explain how American farmers and business men would
become deeply involved in foreign
trade and finances and that this fact,
plus the inevitable propaganda, would
surely draw us into the conflict. "The
logical conclusion must be," he said,
"that' we have a vital concern in
stamping out War before it becomes
general." "The present Itato-Ethkvpian crisis threatens to develop into
a second world conflagration," he
continued. "The League of Nations
lias undertaken to stop this war while
there is yet time, and the United
States must support the League."
Cites League Sanctions
"Next Friday 52 nations are going to impose sanctions against the
aggressor, Italy ... In addition to
the arms embargo now in operation
against Italy the League plans to invoke a ban on credit and on the exportation of governmentally controlled raw materials to her, as well as
to boycott Italian goods. Other proposals to bar shipments of coal, oil,
iron, and cotton to Italy have been
sympathetically received by members of the League, and it is apparent that only uncertainty as to
United States support retards such

kingdomTDo they men-

little civilized
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How

There

something pathetic,

too, in the wholesale denial of the
peace efforts in the skepticism which scoffs at the
League of Nations; in the cold-blooded acceptance of "facts" as
opposed to "ideals"; ip the panic-stricken temper of humanity
which strangles the most unselfish leadership. When Sir Philip
Gibbs observes that pacifists and idealists have been routed, tie
is probably predicting the outcome of tomorrow's general election
in England. He probably forsees that the Tories will defeat the
liberal parties at the polls. He knows only too well that, in periods
of international uneasiness, even Britannia, aroused by rhetorical
is

infallibility of

;

outbursts of Winston Churchill and his reactionaries, 'prefers to
divorce international high-mindedness from the national con-

and hear the lion roar
America we try to interpret

science,

In

.

.

.

this general apostasy with

England, which in the
past has been deeply pacifist, has abandoned its former faith,
choosing the well-trodden (even if bloody) path to the untried and
comparatively unknown. Motivated by what he considers an enlightened patriotism, the American student encourages with moderate fervor the movement for peace, and discourages with good
natured tolerance the American Legion's pathetic hurrahs for

some degree of optimism, but only

in vain.

"Americanism". He may be amused when certain provincial
newspapers frown at pacifism in college, and other examples of
what has been called, "waving the red flag", but it seldom occurs
to him that what may amuse him today wi, quite conceivably involve him in a narrow and militant nationalism tomorrow. Indeed, propaganda which emerges from an authoritative source is
more damaging to the spirit than that which originates from
any independent "Um".
We are glad that the Student Council, the Political Forum and
in
the Christian Association observed Peace Day appropriately
a chapel service. There is something self-contradictory in a peace
demonstration, fraught as it is with impassioned oratory and mob
hysteria. If peace is ever to be won, it will be in the spirit of peace,
which is to be derived from the calm and reasonable attitude of
the individual rather than from the irrationality of the mass

—

(Continued from page 1)
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Before his coming to Bowdoin, he was
organist and choirmaster at several
churches in and hear Boston, and at
St. Marks church in Augusta. He was
made Assistant Professor of Music in
1916 and Associate Professor in 1922.
He was given the honorary degree of
Doctor of Music by the College in
1928.
He is survived by his wife,
Mn>. Eva B. Wass, a son, Mr. William
E. Wass., of Los Angeles, Calif., and
a daughter, Mrs. George Jackson, of
Orange, N. J.
The funeral services will be held
in the Chapel at two o'clock tomorrow afternoon, and there will be a
processional from the Chapel to the
college lot in the Pine Grove cemetery where a committal service will
take place. Although there will be
no classes in the afternoon, it is suggested that the undergraduates limit
their

numbers
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World

War

declared that similar spirit is a thing
greatly needed today to establish
universal peace and brotherhood.
His talk emphasized the value to
peace of the sacrifices made in the
World War and pointed out that a
duty to maintain that peace descends
upon the present generation.
In the hushed hall Pres. Sills read
the names of the Bowdoin men who
died in the war, and then at 11:00
the chimes played "Taps" in their

.
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nearly 31,000,000 telephones, in
every quarter of the globe.

how

The

next 10 year period may
bring equally important advances.
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CHARGES

station

to-station calls

STUDENT
LIFTS

we

neither have

.

have made great progress in the past 10 years.
Let's see some of the things the Bell System has been
doing in that time.
Since 1925, we've cut the average time for completing Long Distance connections from V/2 to IV2 minutes.
We've made the service more immune to weather — 94 % of
our wires are now in cable. We've
increased the telephone's scope
about 8091
you can now reach
See for yourself

memory.

an Beacon

.

L

EASY

at the service in the

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

embargos or quotas safe for democracy'."
on exports would be helpful, bu: to
Burton wound up the morning's
stop here would be in a measure an talks. He admitted the possible disevasion of our responsibility."
agreement of the other three opinSeagrave called this the critical ions, but he said that what the speak
moment in testing the worth of "col- ers advocated was not strict pacifism,
acceptance by each and
lective action for collective security". but "the
Finally, he put the choice up to us: every Bowdoin student of the respon"In our greed for profits we can nul- sibility to keep himself well informed
in
affairs."
current
lify the world's attempt to check the
conquest of Ethiopia, but we must
His conclusion was "It is up to us
take the consequences if a world con- and to thousands of students all over
flict comes. We can withdraw into a the country, meeting as we are today,
genuine neutrality and take the role to realize not only our responsibilof spectators; or we can assume our ities, but eur capabilities in accomproper place among the peace-loving plishing what the world has been
nations of the earth, and, joining in seeking for such a long time. The
the common cause, approach a little time for us to start is today,
closer to the
realization
right here
of
that the place to
is
start
dream of the great American idealist in college, and the ones who must do
who said, 'We must make the world the starting are you yourselves."

policy with strict

by Pres. Kenneth C. M. Sills.
In his talk Pres. Sills praised the
spirit of courage and duty shown by
those who died in the World War and

STUART & CLEMENT

Chapel.

KA VWOODIE

15« Maine Street

Bowdoin's World War dead were
honored anew Monday rooming in the
annual Armistice Day memorial service conducted in the college chapel

PRINTING
Town BuiMin

W. CHANDLER & SON

Honors Alumni
Killed In

1»

meeting.
J. P. C.

Sills

WASS SUCCUMBS TO
ILLNESS LAST NIGHT

F.

$IM
t-LM
flJ»

The speaker contended that this
country, at present, is promoting the
war by trading with the aggressor.
He said, "A really effective neutrality

For World Peace
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DEBATING TEAM TO
FRENCH ARTIST
BROADCAST MONDAY
GIVES LECTURE
(Continued from pace 1)

(CbaUnoad from pas* 1>

and working

in Vienna, Berlin,

desiring decision debates will hole
them while the others will be nonCon- decision, thus eliminating any cham-

stantinople. Asia Minor, Greece,

Rome.

It is felt by the White team that
the competitive spirit will be' greatly reduced both from the point of
lished hinself as an architect in view of the teams and the audience.
Paris. Unable to And work in his pro- Further that the primary reason for
fession, he obtained a
position as the league is to provide relative ratmanager of a factory. He did some ings and a championship as added
building, however, putting his ad- impetus to the spirit of competion.
vanced architectural principles into Last year Bowdoin tied for second
practice in a small way in a house in with Bates, the winner being WesleySwitzerland and devoting much at- an. The league is composed of nine
tention to the problems of modem teams including Brown, Mt. Holyoke.
Williams, Amherst and Lafayette.
housing.
President Sills will preside at the
After the War Le Corbusier turned
for a time to painting and also began first home contest which is to be with
In
1921
be
Mount Holyoke in the Debating
writing on all the arts.
began the practice of architecture in Room, Hubbard Hall, on November
Paris. It was then, that he adopted 22 at 8 pjn. Edwin G. Walker '36
his mother's maiden name, Le Cor- will conduct the cross examination
busier, preferring to use his own and the constructive argumentation
name. Jeanneret, only for his paint- will probably be undertaken by Philip

Factory Manager
Shortly before the war he estab-

T.

ing.

GO

TONDREAITS

TO

held
las* Friday night on the Delta.
Lighted by a bonfire, and IHuml-

and pionship.

Was

Nead

nated hy the "prognostications"
Linn Weils, the student*
supported
rally
the
which had been postponed a day
on account of rain.
The rally started with a parade behind the hand down
heartily

on Thursday,

come home with "two

PRICES

FINE SHOE "REPAIRING

"When Adam

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

The doormat

DOW MOTOR SALES

Cleaning:

labelled

Sanitary Barber Shop
SYLVIO DESCHENES, Prop.

Pine Tree Filling Station
On the Portland Road
Oil

(Portland Road)

tVMSWICK, MAINE

be

Maine".

Tailor and Furrier

Service

Sales
127 Pleasant St.

FORTIN

takes the evening
will

sidelines of any distant football game
which transmitted a play-by-play
account for electrical reproduction on
the machine. Its claims were investigated by the Student Council, the
machine was given a trial in Memorial Hall, and then, upon a favorable
vote by the student body, one was
purchased by the college for regular

James F. Cox William P. Newman
and Dennis Curran. Their sons. Andy
Cox, Fred Newman and Ed Curran
are all sophomores and all ends on
the squad, and all saw action against
Maine the next day.

train.

MAINE STREET

R. B.

Ford V-8

college

touchdowns and a pair of goalposts." The other speaker of the
evening, Professor Coffin, ended
up his oration with a couplet,

for your

throughout the country.
It claimed to present a program as
real as the game itself by means of
a Western Union connection at the

Several others from the staff of the
were present. Fathers of
^three members of the squad from the
Bangor region were called on to rt.^e
by Pres. Hawes. They were Dr.

Weils, In his forecasts
of the game stated that Bowdoin

would

supposed salvation of the poor but

pleasure of the alumni.

Linn

SANITARY MARKET

•ft

walch had

appropriately been titled, "Lost
In the Drlcxle", or "What Is this
Great Bowdoin Spirit?"

'38.

Brice,

Maine coach, and said that any team enthusiastic gridiron fan of a decade
coached by Brice is a dangerous ago.
team. He said he was sure Bowdoin
Came Well Praised
would give a good account of itself,
Grid-Graph came to the Bowdoin
however, in the game the following campus at the end of the 1923 seaafternoon.
son with enthusiastic praise from Its
Nixon, Magee Speak
makers, the Grid-Graph Co., or poNixon's talk was humorous while lumbus, Ohio, and with the recomMagee indulged in reminiscence of mendation of being satisfactorily
track and football activities to the used by over 500 schools and colleges

the Delta. Ditto Bond opened
the ceremonies hy reading a
poem written by Phil Wilder,
while waiting In vain for the

Fancy

Imported and Domestic Cheeses, and
Bora d'Oeuvre

spoke highly of

Maine
College
and
streets,
through the campus, and onto

COLLEGE STYLES AT POPULAR

Quality
Groceries,
Meats,
Freeh Fruits and Vegetables

rally

of

rally

"&m"

flames
Penobscot Valley Former Student*
Injuries Hit Both
ComfortablyWith <'Grid~Gruph'* Tufts, Polar Bears
Graduates Gather
By Harry Foote
4
Penobscot
Bowdoin alumni of
Bowdoin football rooters of 11
County paid tribute to the success
of "Coach Adam Walsh and the 1935 years ago may have lacked the con?
which
venience
train
of
the
special
Polar Bear football squad Friday evening when they gathered, over 100 served this year's Maine game rootstrong, at the Penobscot Valley Coun- ers, but those who had to stay at
home could have had all the thrills of
try club near Bangor.
.the real thing If one may believe the
Walsh himself, Dean Paul Nixon, advance
publicity for a machine disand Coach Jack Magee spoke at the mantled last week after' 10 years in
meeting, Edward C. Hawes, presithe dust of Memorial Hall's balcony.
dent, was in charge.
The machine is Grid-Graph, the
Fred
Walsh

general types of noise, a large
crowd of students and towns-

people attended the

THRBE

ass
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mmster Bott-Fire Rullu
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inserted in slots in two charts. Another charts listed a number of various plays— punt, pass, intercepted
pass, end run, and several others.

Another showed score, downs, yards
to go and time to play.

One essential part of the rig was
evidently broken before the' machine
was abandoned a ground glass playing field designed to show the exact movement of the ball by movements of an electric light behind it.

ST.

lights at the names of the
players directly involved and at the
names of the plays tried, as well as

by adjustment of the scoreboard.
Derby, as he pulled fancy rheostafor Gifts
tic switches and heavy cables and
Card* other such things from the boards,
Stationery - Fountain Pens
for all occasions
glanced up with a rather mournful
air and the comment, "Hmmmm
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
•
I'll bet this machine cost somebody a
expertly dope
few hundred dollars
."He hopes
108 Maine Street
to be able to find some good use for
the salvaged equipment, anyway.
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Shute— Willie Macfarlane!
Their names sound a roll call of
moments that have made golf-
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ing history, when prime "condition" and healthy nerves were at a

premium- All are outspoken in
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"THE BIG BROADCAST
OF 1936"
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8TCDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED
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much favored Jumbo

before the charge of the Polar
Bear to the tune of 26-12.
fell
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Bedford team

.

Capital, $175,000

ST.

You Properly

So

has suffered three losses, tied twice
and won once. After playing Colby
to a 6-6 deadlock in the opener, they
tied Northeastern by the same count,
beat Middlebury, 6-0. were routed by
Williams 20-0, by B.U., and by
New Hampshire.
In previous games, Tufts has had
quite an edge in the results. The thirty-six game rivalry has seen Tufts
win twenty-one times, tie once, and

Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
Our Aim

Its first presentations, early in the out of seven tries, they held off fur1924 season, were well-attended. Mu- ther' score only by the spectacular 45
was furnished, and publicity pic- yard punts that this stellar back got
tured the contented football follow- away. However. Keith will be rememer sprawling in his comfortable seat bered in other ways by those who
in the warm room with his pipe in saw his rushing and plunging in last
band getting so much genuine thrill season's encounter, which the Medas to pull him from his seat every ford team took 7-6.
now and then to cheer the home
The failure of the backfield to functeam.
tion effectively will probably bring
about a very noticeable change in
Abandoned In 1884
Lew
Manley's team this week. Olhe
But apparently Bowdoin tired of
Borden, stellar Tufts quarterback,
the Grid-Graph. Attendance waned.
The machine was rather balky and will probably be out with a leg injury
sustained in the New Hampshire
not very satisfactory. By the end of
game. Grandison, who replaced bim,
the 1924 season it had already fallen
is an unknown quantity on the ofinto dis-use\ and it was only roused
fense, but showed himself to good efagain last week when Ralph Derby,
fect by his defensive work against
college machinist, brushed away the
the Wildcats. Other injuries which
cobwebs to salvage its electrical
are reported in the ranks at Medford
parts.
are Collier and Smith in the line, and
What he found when he cleared Captain Rendall, who has been i ut
things out was a group of four or for most of the season.
These infive wooden charts which showed still juries, which reports credit to Tufts,
the marks of their last use for some will be a severe handicap to any atlong-past Harvard Yale game. Names tempt to duplicate last year's result.
of players of the rival teams were
Had Poor Season
sic

shown by

Varney's Jewelry Store

86

Opp. Senter's

WATER

ries contests.

(Continued from pa** 1)

the only man on the injured list.
Roger Keith's punting was the only
saving grace of the game between
the Jumbos and the New Hampshire
Wildcats last Saturday which the
latter won by a 21-0 score. Gaining
only 14 yards by rushing and 40 in
the two passes that they completed
is

Darby May Use Parte
lose to the White fourteen times. The
Other details of the plays were most recent White victory occurred

Careful Trucking

"

Dry Fireplace Wood

The machine was to be paid for by
admission prices of 25 cents for membars of the college and 50 cents for
to
townspeople. It was
reproduce
every Bowdoin game played away
frpm home and other important
games such as the other state se-
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preference for Camels.

"Camels are so smooth and mild
they never affect my wind," says

Wood, pictured at the right
he paused to smoke a Camel.
Willie Macfarlane adds: "Camels

Craig
as

are mild.

They don't get my wind."

Miss Helen Hicks brings up the
feminine viewpoint. "There's a delicacy of flavor in

Camels that ap-

peals to women. Camels never interfere with one's wind."

And Denny

Shute says: "I switched to Camels
years ago. I smoke them constantly,
without upsetting my nerves or dis-

turbing

my

wind."

You'll Like Their Mildness Tool

Send Your

Such experiences with Camels can
be matched right among your own
You'll like Camels too.
Camels are made from costlier tobaccos. They never tire your taste.

Baggage
Home by

friends.

SMOKE

ALL YOU

WANT
In everyday

TOBACCOS!

ness
Life's

• r^m»l« ate made from finer,

MOM

life,

physical

big

play* s

part too.

more fun when you feel

*•
,*atfttkaW

Camels don't get their wind

and don't

fie*

REYNOLDS
TOBACCO COMPANY
.M.C

ruffle their nerve*.

'

Thafs

mildness.

real

Try

Camels yourself, and share

mellow favor

TUNC M! CAMEL CARAVAN with WALTER O'KEEFE
DIANB JAMS • TEDHUSING • GLEN GRAY AND
THE CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA^TmwUt ud Thimdar*30
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in the enjoyment of Camel's
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pions and star athletes say:
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No

much

that

means so
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Here's tbs way... merely telephone Railway Expraaa and

—

w hisk them away on fast pas>
wall call for ths shipments
aanjsr trains, swiftly and aafaly to destination. You taka your
train boms with Danes of mind, knowing your baggaga wilt ha
noma almost aa soon aa yon ara. Rataa surprisingly low; two
raceipts—on* at aach

and— insura safe

handling and delivery.

After vacation, wall bring your baggage back again, elimi-

nating all worry, trouble

and unnecessary expense.
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For service or information telephone

AGENCY,
RAILWAY EXPRESS
Phone

Maine Central H-JL station

24-

W

Inc.

Brunswick.

Me

RAILWAY
EXPRESS
XOBNCY

to others.

INC,

p.m. M.S.T., 8:JO p.m.

S.T.— orer WABC-Columbta Network.

need to burden yourself with the transportation of trunks,

bagajaga sod pasaonal asset* at vacation
all hoax by Railway Kxpreaa.

fit-

good. So mark what cham-

EXWMSIVB TOBACCOS

...Turkish and Domestic ...
than any other popular brand.

9 p.av

RAILWAY EXPRESS

^1

COSTLIER

—

NATION- WIDE RAIL. AIR SERVICE

on*
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i
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FOUR

BOWDOIN HOLDS MAINE ELEVEN TO SECURE STATE TITLE
SPORT SIDELIGHTS

J. V. Eleven
WHITE PUCES
FROSH GR1DMEN
AT N. E. MEET BEAT FRYEBURG Loses 19-12
By BID Hawkins
With a total team score of 97
markers, Bowdoin's varsity cross
country runners were forced into
fourth place, only 12 points behind
the winners, the University of Maine,
last Monday in the 23rd annual England I.C.3A. meet at Franklin Park,
Boston.
Bob Porter, number one man for
Jack Magee's well-trained Polar
Bears, finished in ninth position while
Charley
Young,
sophomore ace,
came

loose,

in fourteenth followed directly

«a*J*.

Hunnewell Leads Pack
In the second half Fryeburg reHarriers from twelve New England
ceived the kick-off but could make
colleges, seven men comiieting from
little headway. The ball was soon in
each, ran the four mile hill and dale
possession of the frosh, and anthe
course of Franklin Park's golf course
was on. Gibbs went
and woodland. Porter's time was other advance
over standing up for the third touch22.40 minutes as compared with 22.11
down
through a hole opened at centhat of Maine's Bill Hunnewell easy
pack ter. A pass to the end failed to win
meet
winner

who led the
of the
the extra point.
after passing the first mile marker.
Good blocking by the freshman
Hunnewell finished with no apparent
line and skillful ball-handling by Mesigns of having been pushed to his
Gibbs and Karsokas were deutmost for he was not ever forced to lindy,
cisive factors in the victory.
a closing sprint.
(9) Fryeburg
However his winning time did not Bowdoin Frosh (20)
re, Rolf*
Poore)
approach that of Cliff Veysey's 1934 Hanley (Orgera) le
Corey (Tokay. Konecki) It
rt. Boulder
record figures of 2128. Veysey again Gardent
(Garcelon) Is
rg. Hill
meet
unthis
year's
the favorite of
Nicholson, e
e, Hall
(Jealous)
raMartin
Ik.
fortunately suffered a sprained ankle Bros
(Shattuck) rt
It, Bower* (Staarni)
last week and was unable to compete Dunn
.Walker (McLean) re
la. White
thus leaving Colby with only four Cart land (Leary) qb
men not to score as a team.
qb. MeGan (Foaeett. Ryan)
Gibb* (Rafford) hb
hb. Abbott
hade Island Places Second
hb. Karl
Melindy (Groder. Mullen) hb
fb Hunt
Rhode Island's fast harriers, coach- Kareoka* (Soule) fb
(

I

.

By Harry Foote
Bridgton Academy wounci up one of
Monday
its most successful seasons
morning with a 19-12 victory over
Bowdoin's Jayvees and freshmen at

+

Pickard Field

Most everything did.
Bridgton's superiority in line play
was fairly evident throughout, and
the visiting backs made good use of
advantage. Bowdoin played
that
heads-up football, however, with the
result that the few who watched the
game were ready for anything right
up to the final whistle.
TJpkam Intercepts, Scores
Bowdoin's first score came late in
r
e first quarter wl
f 2Sit2fT^H-t
£! ,£it o% d
intercepted
a pass
raced up the sidelines for a touch«
Henlv neatly
neatlv disposriisnnsdOWnn. with
Dan Healy
ing of the last potential Bridgton
kler. The points knotted things at 6-6,
having
first
through
Bridgton
scored
a 28-yard gain on an interception,
followed by a short pass off the weak
side which left the Bowdoin second-

.

I

Score by period*
ed by Fred Tootell. former Bowdoin
track star, came through for a close
second with 88 points. Injuries also Springfield and Colby.
As outstanding as Hunnewell's vargreatly handicapped their chances
and thus set back Maine's most sity win for Maine was Sawyer's
threatening opponent. In third place freshman victory also for the Biack
was New Hampshire's strong outfit Bears. In a final sprint at the end of
with 92 point* while next after Bow- the yearlings 2% mile run, he outdoin Connecticut ..ith 103 completed distanced Bob Putchard of Norththe varsity low scorers. Other teams eastern although Putchard's team
competing included Tufts, Mass. easily took the frosh crown. Win AlState, Northeastern, M.I.T., Bates, len. Bowdoins only entry finished 21st.
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less credit
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A 6-0 victory over Colby last Mon(Continued from Date 1)
day at Waterville gave Bates second
game, a 50 yard runback of a punt in
place in the State Series competition.
the first period.
This game ended the Series with
The first tally came early in the
Bowdoin in first place. Bates second,
opening quarter. Ashkenazy recoverColby third, and Maine in the cellar.
ed a lateral behind the Maine line, to
Indecisive
action prevailed until
give the Polar Bears possession of
the third quarter when Morin, Bates
the ball on their opponents forty-yard
reserve quarterback, hurled a long

line was foiled by a fumble into Bobcat possession.
In a desperate effort, Yadwinski
and Lemieux resorted to the ah* in
the closing mintues. After reaching a
scoring position the advance was
halted by Marcus who intercepted a

pass.

OUTING CLUB HIKERS

-

,

*" e " nftl score was on a jiass from
kick formation midway in the fourth
quarter, Desontels running 45 yards
with only^air interference for the
touchdown. Two Bowdoin passes and
one of Bridgton's were intercepted in
the few minutes remaining, and finally Bridgton recovered Fraziers fumble ot a P unt on the nine-yard line to
be right back barking at the gates
when *n e game ended.
The lineup follows:
Bowdoin Jayvees (12) (19) Bridgton

Fraternity Football
Schedule Is Delayed

ASCEND WASHINGTON
The Outing Club held its first week
end trip to Mount Washington last
Sunday and Monday. Six members of

Hampered by forfeitures and postponements the fraternity touch foot- the club, Dick May '37, Streeter Bass
ball teams competing for the Ives '38, Ernest Files '38, Bob Mores '38,
Trophy are slowly reaching the finai Spencer Reynolds '36, and Charles
play-offs. On Friday, November 1, White '39, set out at sunrise Sunday
the A.D.'s defeated the Sigma Nu's morning for Pinkham Notch. After
7-0. The game was hard fought witn leaving their cars at the foot of the
tels kicked the point.
the Sigma Nu's dominating the first trail, they climbed the Tuckerman
Bowdoin Takes Offensive
half but failing to score. The Alpha Ravine Trail, eating supper at the
Bowdoin's seeming weakness in
Delts opened up an excellent passing summit. The Lake of the Clouds A.
these plays was soon overcome.
attack in the second half which gave M. C. hut afforded a night's rest, if
Murphy returned the kick-off for 25 Cox (McLean, Dupee) i*
it may be called that; because, upon
them victory.
re (Quinn^'Coen) Kerripati
Murphy' Hepburn (Tbotell) It
yards, Frazier's pass to
arriving at the hut, the mountaineers
..rt (Richard*) Decourcy
The following Monday saw the Chi found that only the kitchen was
gained 14, Bowdoin was offside, Latty (Gardent. Robert*) Ik rjr (Cutter) Stabile
Psi's
upset
the
D.U.S
13
6.
The
list
to
Frazier to Murphy gained 14 again, Davia (Nuholaon. Creltrer, Walden) c
open, and with three persons already
of defaults includes: Psi U to Sigma there, they spent the night on the
c (Pope) DuBcvill
Bowdoin
was offside again, and
B. Smith (Gareelon, Tyson) rg
Nu, October 28; Zeta Psi to Non-fra- kitchen shelves and the floor.
Frazier to Murphy gained 13 to put
Ik (Hoar) O'Brien
ternity. November 4; The Dekes to
the ball on the 28-yard stripe. Two Healy (Duiran, Peakea) rt
The Outing Club became a rescue
It. Sano
the D.U.s, November 6. Cames tha
plays later Dave Soule set out around Newman (Walker. Welch) re
le. T. Foley
party on the way up when they res"qb (Pohimba) DemuteU are postponed or cancelled are: Kap- cued two hikers who were
left end behind interference which Murphy (Foley) qb
disabled
pa Sig vs Sigma Nu, T.D. vs D.U.. with a "charlie-horse" and a bad
cleared the way to about the 10 andi Uph* m <p Smith "•Bn d ^ b
hb
)"?"'*' Kappa Sig vs Psi U. The
from there he squirmed through sev-l.*.^. hb
holiday fur- knee. The men arrived back in Bruns...
.'^TTiilr.
eral Bridgton arms to cross the goal d. Soul*, n>
fb (Winchemer) w. Foley ther disrupted the schedule.
wick at six o'clock Monday evening.
|
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Series

Bates Cops Second Place

i

The try for point failed,
g'Ving Bridgton a 13-12 lead at the
ln the cIear

Walshmen Win

35-yard pass to Frost, right half back,
who crossed the goal line. One of Colby's chances to score came in the
final period when they recovered a
Bates fumble on their opponents 10yard line. Two passes and two running plays netted them only four
yards, and they were forced to surrender the ball. The second opportunity of the Mule to cross the goal

•

ary gaping

Nine new men, most of them freshmen, took the field for Bowdoin at
the end of the first quarter and
Bridgton proceeded to take the ball
to the three-yard line with four suecessive first downs, all gained through
the line, and then over the line on an
end sweep, Garvey carrying. Deson-

+

from this page than
it deserves. With only two short practices between each game, it has been
impossible for the vearlinj;s to come along very fast. In the two decisive
victories over M.C.I, and Fryeburg future varsity men were not hard to find.
Nel Corey. Benny Karsokas. Dan Hanley, Bill Broe, Charlie Gibbs, Bill
w^^'oak^MelindT
er ^"^ _5*
Pau'l Gardent, Tom Dugan, Basil Nicholson, Linn
T
r^T"
rVwi,
.*J *"
«ii seem to have promising futures under
r :« n
Cart,nnd
°hnny
Jr"u"'

^

™

+

Linn Wells' freshman team has received

'

•

+

"Be wary of Fred Brice" was the sentiment expressed
by Coach Walsh last week. At the beginning of the sea.
son he was at the walling wall because all his good men
had graduated. Before the Bowdoin game, he bemoaned
an Injury Mat of twelve men and a squad of only twentytwo. We notice, however, that the Maine Jayvees played
a game last Saturday morning which Is something the size
of the Bowdoin squad will not allow on the day of a varsity encounter. Now the canny Brice has set a date for his
Stop it, Fred, you're
retirement (he's done It before).
making a bunch of cynics out of us.

The game was nip and tuck from
start to finish largely because both
sides were playing wide open ball and

when Melindy anything could happen.

shot a pass to Walker, right end
which resulted in a touchdown. Within the next few minutes the freshmen were again advancing to a scoring position and Karsokas crossed
the goal line. Karsokas kicked both
points successfully.
Gibbs Scores

by Casper Cowan fifteenth. Captain
Johnny Shute, only four seconds behind Cowan, was No. 18 and the final
team score was brought in by Fred
Mann, the 41st runner to cross the
finish line.

To Bridgton

By Ned Dupee
Displaying a superiority in all departments of the game Coach Well's
frosh team defeated Fryeburg Academy 20-0 on Pickard Field last Frithe
eleven,
day. Like the varsity
yearlings used the Notre Dame system opening wide gaps in the prep
and
Melindy
school line for Karsokas,
Gibbs, principle ground-gainers.
Not until the second period did the

freshmen break

By Max Eaton
With the "U. of M. Scare" as the last act, the curtain is down on the State
Series, and the Big White is sitting on top. No one can be justly disappointed
with the team at the outcome of the game at Orono. Those who expected
the Walshmen to run up a big score against the Bricemen based their expectations on previous scores, and this method is notoriously unreliable.
After the first half which Bowdoin took as clear profit, the Maine eleven
recovered and played better football than they had all season. Maybe it was
sheer desperation or maybe it was faith in the jinx that has always favored
them in the Bowdoin-Maine game, but it gave the Bowdoin stands a terrifying taqte of the medicine it used to take as weekly treatment last year. The
deadlock at Orono leaves one stone unturned for next year.

.
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stripe.

Putnam

In eight plays, Frye,

and Soule carried the

ball to within

three yards of the goal.

Frye scored

From

on

easily

there
spinner

a

through center Bucky Sawyer converted.

Sawyer Injured
After an exchange of punts which
put the Bricemen in possession of the
ball in midfield, the latter flashed into momentary action, as Littlehale
went through the center of the line to
pick up twenty-nine yards. Soon afterwards the Maine team was in scoring position, but repeated attempts to

dent the center of the White forward
wall were unsuccessful. Bowdoin took
the ball on her own one-yard line.
In the play, howwer, Sawyer,
brainy and capable director of the
White eleven, was injured. His absence from the game from that point
was unanimously felt to be a major
factor in the Walshmen's failure to
gain an undisputed victory.
Johnson Scores
Bowdoin's second touchdown drive
also started with a Maine fumble,
picked up by Frye on the home
team's thirty-yard marker. A run by
Frye and a five-yard penalty advanced the play nine yards, and Karakashian hit the line twice to eke
out a first down; One of Bowdoin's
two successfully completed passes,
Gentry to Putnam, put the ball within two yards of a score, and on the
third down Johnson carried it over.
In Sawyer's absence Capt. Al Putnam
attempted the conversion, but the
ball failed to rise off the ground.
It was soon after the beginning of
the last half that the irresistible Pale
Blue assault started. Bowdoin, after
an advance well into the Black Bear's
territory, lost the ball on downs. On
the second play Frank Smith dropped
beck and shot a fifteen-yard pass to
Al Doherty, the latter, when almost
stopped on his own forty-five-yard
mark, flipped a long lateral to Elliott,
who ran fifty-five yards untouched
for the Pale Blue's first score. Manter blocked the attempt for the extra
point.

Bowdoin Fumbles
The other Maine score was staged
in the last quarter. Junie Frye, the
sophomore back who has proven to

be Walsh's most spectacular groundgainer fumbled and Elliott recovered
on the Maine forty-yard line. Smith
who, in contrast to the White system, does all the hurling Cor the
Black Bear, threw four successive
passes.

Williams completed the second for
a net gain of fifteen yards. The
fourth

settled

beautifully

the

into

arms of Elliott, racing at full speed,
and already beyond the last man ii:
the Bowdoin defense who ran twentyyards to cross the line standing
Proctor, entering the game 10

five

up.

attempt to kick the point, converted
successfully.

Maine Advances Again
The Walshmen then opened up in
an attempt to make a last recovery
and completed one brilliant pass,
Frye to Fitts. to bring the ball within
scoring range.
A few plays later,
however, another aerial by the same
combination overshot by inches, and
the White attack was stopped. The
Bricemen took possession again, and
marched down the field only to bog
down as the Polar Bear defense stiffened beneath

its

own

goal posts.
line was out-

The whole Bowdoin

^

standing in its play In the first part
of the game. Frye was the greatest
ground-gainer for the White.
Features of the Maine eleven's performance were the passing of Smith, the
plunging of Littlehale. and the playing both defensively and offensively
of Doherty. By his sparkling performance the latter earned himself a place
on almost any all-Maine team.

Bowdoin (IS)
Drummond. Curran.

Maine

(lg)
le

Hardin*

William*.

re,

Griffith. It

rt.

Goiobaki

Larcom. Clapp, Ik
ra\ Reidman. Collette
Shaw. Drake. Burton, c
c. Hutrhins
Aahkenaay. rg
lg. Roderick. Proctor. Reed
.

.

Smith. Healey.

C.

rt
Sidelinirer. Gleaaon.
Fitta. Newman, re

Jacknon

la,

Doherty

It.

Manter. Cox.

Sawrar. Jnhnaon. qb qb.

Hicirin*. Chapman
rhb. Elliott. Rover*

Putnam. Ihb

W.

Soule. Gantry, rhb

F.

Ihb.

Frv*. Karaluuhian. fb
Srora:

"owdoln
Maina

Smf'b.

•

a

Dow

Littlel.ale

fb.
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—A QUICK LUNCH
-A COMPLETE DINNER
—An

Up-to-Date Fountain

Spa

College
Philgas

Ihey do say the/re milder and

taste better

Prompt Service
l tt

and

I've
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tell

for

Fraternity

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.

they satisfy

Maine

•
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Boa*

la
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The Sun
Rises
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ME..

WEDNEpAY. NOVEMBER 20,

POLAR BEAR'S AER

NO. 15

ATTACK ROUTS TUFTS 31-0
SURPRISE RALLY

MASQUERS PICK
DEBATERS MEET
SUB-FROSH PLAY UNION ON RADIO

fine

rooters, the Medford students destroyed desire to get them. The action of the council was prompted by
the fear that the friendly rivalry between the two colleges would be ended if there was a repetition of the
battles which have been staged in
recent years. Authorities at both colleges had expressed misgivings over
any future encounters, and the publications of Bowdoin and Tufts had
come out strongly for law and order.
President Wilson once said. "There is
such a thing as being too proud to
light!" Certainly Tufts proved this
point last Saturday. It is to be hoped
that Bowdoin will follow this example
in future games.
a - r

WE

Husband" To

Be Staged Next

Spring,

By William Frost
Season ticket* tor all plays to
be produced tads year, except the
commencement ptay will be aoM
at f 1.96 for reserved and $LtS
for rush seats it was decided at
last Friday night's meeting of

-

r
state accurately

Bowdoin incurred
with the death of Professor Edwin

Wass last week. Professor Wass,
in the twenty-three years that he
served as a member of the faculty,
had become an integral part of campus life. A lover and student of music himself, he endeavored unceasingly to bring the finest type of music to
the college as a whole. He was the
prime mover in the organization of
the college band and the instrumental club. He arranged concerts held on
campus by all types of musicians,
ranging from symphony orchestras to
soloists. Truly, the loss to the college
has been great.
• - r
fpHFJ co-operation of the town in
-*
the rally last Thursday is the
innovation ot an entirely new feeling.
In past years, the townspeople have
almost dreaded pre-game rallies.
Very often the demonstrations got
out of hand, causing Chief Billy Edwards to put a curb on the proceedings. Last Thursday, this same Chief
Edwards spoke and praised the good
H.

all

undergraduate

"Another

"Tom Thumb" and

Way

Out" en Decem-

GERMANIC ART TO
BE DEMONSTRATED

m

An

(Continued on p-r» T)

RED CROSS DRIVE
WELL UNDER WAY

"Subscriptions have been coming
German
some of in very satisfactorily," Donald Woodward, student chairman of the Amerwhich are Schongaure, Durer, Beham,
ican Red Cross drive, stated Monday.
Cranach, and Holbein.
Woodward, working with Dean
"The exhibition includes work of
Paul Nixon and Mr. Chase, town
the greatest masters of engraving
chairman, hopes that the subscription
that ever worked in that medium,
and it makes a very inclusive ex- fronvthe college alone will mount toward $500. The dean is especially
hibition." Said Mrs. Sessions who is in
collection and its ex- anxious for a good showing at Bowfeeling which existed between the charge of the
doin, hoping that Bowdoin College
hibition.
college and the town. The finest facwill rank among the first of the
Similar Display Later
tor oi all is that the townspeople, not
The exhibition was loaned by the eastern schools in this respect.
the college, originated the idea.
In his chapel address of last FriGermanic Museum of Harvard Unis - r
the opening of the regular
season, the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating League has been unaecided whether or not to award decisions in contests conducted under
its auspices. Ihere has been some
feeling that the votes are tar from

BEFORE

A

great many famous
turies.
artists are here represented

versity with the

aid

the

of

TUFTS HOLDS EDGE
DURING FIRST HALF
Fighting

BMM

Courte»y of

Frye, carrying the ball through the center of the
touchdown, as •Hod" Larcom helps to pave the way.

NasMs Three From
Each Clin To Speak

Council

A

similar exhibition later

in

the

±—

Three men

will

speak

for

STRaNlTQUARTET TO

GIVE PERFORMANCE

cello.

The program:
Quartet in D Minor
Allegro moderato
Andante
Menuetto
Allegretto

C

Allegro

Rowan2e
Allegretto
Allegro

Mozart

Dean Visits Drought Country
As soon as cold weather came on
Illinois,

long

lines

awaiting

their

relief

Nine men appeared as candidates,
including three freshmen and six
sophomores. Theithree freshmen who
appeared and
will
represent
their class in the debate are M. M.
Goldberg. W. C.jHart, and P. P.
Wheeler. Andrew H. Cox, Harold D.
Ashkenazy, and Vincent B. Welch
ware eheaesr'fO'VerjreaeBt the soph©*

no

more class.
The question

via St. Louis, wishing to inspect the

drought country by motoring through
it, and in short "to go places and see
Hugo V\ olf things we probably never could see
again." Leaving Missouri they passed
Minor, op. 51. No. 1
Brahms through Arkansas and the Ozarks,
where they saw cotton being plowed
under, and noted that on Saturday
afternoons the countryside was deserted while people crowded the towns

wick and outside, college students,
and the band and choir which were
directed by Dr. Wass, took part in

Taught Here Since 1912
From the chapel whose altar and
platform were banked with flowers,
the procession went down the walk,
through the 1875 Gateway, down

in
were
outer
court
mean-looking
the party headed southwest, enough", said the Dean in deseri fl-

ing this incident," but as we stood
the homicides, the most ugly
group of cut-throats I have ever seei-..
our guard and guide looked pitifully
small!"
Following this trip the party investigated the famed Carlsbad Caverns of New Mexico, which they de-

among

mmM^mm
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will preside at

M

member

of the State Legislature, and one-time winner of the
prize will be one of the judges. The

attorney,

contest is being supervised by a committee consisting of Professor Helmreich, Mr. Brooke and Mr. Boyer,
with Professor Daggett as chairman.
Music will be provided by Paul S.
Ivory '36.

The first prize is forty-five dollars
and the sernud, thirty. These prises
are provided by a fund established

Ends: Wellman, Bates; Paganuccl, Colby
Tackles: Hodges, Colby; Smith,

'Tor The third successive first down.
Frye then smashed through the center of the Jumbo line to open the

Bowdoin
Guards: Harold, Colby; Larcom,

Bowdoin
Center: Droboraky, Botes

Quarterback: Lomieux, Colby
Halfbacks: Elliott, Maine; Manning, Bates
Fullback: Frye, Bowdoin
Five Bowdoin men have been given
on the mythical first team,
and three on the second. In view of
the fact that the Polar Bears held its
first two state opponents scoreless,
this is not an excess. The presence of
four Maine gridmen on the initial
positions
j

scoring.

Early in the last canto Ginley
broke through to block a punt on the
Polar Bears' 34 yard stripe. Johnson
soon offset this by intercepting a
Keith pass on the 24. After "Friar"
Gentry had picked up four yards
through center, Frye heaved a long
one to Dave Fitts, the fastest man
on last year's Freshman team, who
raced past a host of potential tacklers
to score untouched by Jumbo hands.
Manter Scores Third
A few minutes later Frye executed
a perfect cottin-corner Kick which
went outside on the Tufts 3 yard
line.
Here Keith, who punted well

line-up was felt to be more than justified by the individual showings of
each of them. In the case of the line- most of the atternoon, erred, and the
men, decision was often quite close. ball was out on the 17. On the very
The selections for the backfield were next play Wilbur Manter caught a
V. B. Welch. '38 almost unanimous.
heave trom Frye
the end zone, and
A. H. Cox, '38, has not chosen his
The Orient all-opponent elevens:
the count was 18 to 0.
selection.
First Team
The Bowdoin rooters hardly had
Ends: Latvia, Williams; Doherty,
time to catch their breaths before
Maine
Dave Soule, on a spinner, broke
Hon. Hamilton Fish Will
Tackles: Sldclinger, Maine; Kythrough center and, eluding the
rios, Tufts
whole Tufts team, went over standing
Address Informal Group
Guards: Bernstein, Mass. State;
up alter a run ot 67 yards, the Big
Reidmaa, Maine
Yvhite finally garnered a point-after
Hon. Hamilton Fish, promiCenter: Lewis, Williams
at this juncture, rrye passing sucnent New York member of the
Backs: Stanley, Williams; Yadcessfully to Murphy.
Congress and a candidate for the
wlnskl,
Colby;
Llttlehale,
With a lead ot 25 to
and only
Republican Presidential nominaMaine; Marcus, Bates
a couple of minutes remaining to
tion, will address aa informal disSecond Team
play, tne Polar Bears took possession
cussion group of the Political
Ends: Wellman, Bates; Bedahaw,
on their own 39. Joe
ot the ball
Forum on current political probTufts
Drummond snared a toss from Frye
lems at 1.15 tomorrow noon in
Tackles: Hodges, Colby; Jones,
and was tackled on the enemy's 37.
the Moulton Union Lounge. Mr.
Williams
Then Jack Reed, who had been on
Fish has speaking engagements
Guards: Harold, Colby; Caithe bench since his ankle injury in
tonight at Bangor and tomorrow
man, Williams
the Colby game, passed to Frazier for
night at Portland. He is a former
Center: Acerra, Tufts
a nine-yard gain. He followed this
captain of the Harvard football
Backs: Keith, Tufts; Salslch,
with another one, this time to Fred
Williams Elliott, Maine; Burteam in 1910 and AM-Amerlcan
\
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COLLEGE MOURNS
DR. WASS'S DEATH

the rites.

Walk Among Murderers

Dean Paul Nixon

wm

In Texas in the drought-stricken
regions not a blade of grass was to
be seen, while the skeletons of cattle
fallen by the wayside,
and dark
brown sun-parched crops, were abundant. The travelers found this the
most bleak and terrible part of the
drought country a conglomeration
of arid sky, dust, and shacks.
Warned that the Mexicans were
unfriendly, the Nixons left their car
behind when they crossed the Rio
Grande from El Paso to visit Juarez,
an ancient city of old Mexico. This
city contains the second oldest church
on the continent, the woodwork of
which was built centuries ago by the
Aztec Indians. Although the town
was gay with the atmosphere of a
bull-fight festival week, they decided
not to attend the contest.

On a visit to the state prison the
travelers found it to be onmposed of
an outer and inner courtyard, the
most vicious of the criminals living
by sixes in the inner court, in which
they did their cooking, their cells
opening freely on it. "The common-egarden variety of prisoners in the

Prize Speaking

by Dealva S. Alexander of the class
to be debated is "re- of 1870. In the past two years first
solved that the United States con- place has been taken by Richard V.
gress shall have the power to enforce McCann '37, and the second by Edby a two-thirds vote all laws declared ward G. Walker '36.
The speakers and their topics are
unconstitutional
by the supreme
court." The freshmen will take the as follows:
affirmative and the Sophomores will "A Plea for Mercy," Darrow
H. Cloudman, '39
uphold the negative side.
Freshman coach for the debate "Renascense," Millay
C. N. deSuze, Jr.. '38
which
take place some time in
December, will be Norman P. Sea- "A Farewell to America", Nevinson
G. A. Dunbar, '39
grave '37; Edwin G. Walker "36 will
"The Man Who Had No Eyes", Kanact as coach for the sophomores. The
tor
M. M. Goldberg. 39
speeches made Thursday by all men
"Guilty or Not Guilty." McHenry
trying out were unusually good, acR. V. McCann, '37
cording to the members ot tne debat"The Unknown Soldier," Fosdick
ing council. The council expects a
N. P. Seagrave. '37
good turn out from the upper classes "The Bombardment," Amy Lowell
tor the Bradbury prize oebate, tryH. A. Steeves, Jr., '38
outs for which will be held in the "Jean Valjean" (excerpt), Hugo

checks.

—

breath-taking final period.

For two quarters the Jumbos held
a slight advantage. They succeeded in
stalemating the Polar Bears' powerful running attack which has been
so effective all fall The Big White
could not make
one first down
throughout the entire first half, while
Tufts earned two.
As an innovation the Orient has
Frye Starts Barrage
selected, as impartially as possible,
The spark which ignited the bombardment was a Frye to Murphy
its own all-Maine and all-opponent
pass in the third frame. From then
football teams. It must be remembered that selections were made, for the
IN PASSING BY
all-Maine teams, on the basis of perB T
formances in the state series only,
First downs ..
and, for all-opponent teams, on BowS
2
doin games only. The teams follow:
Yards gained, rushing ..127
All- Mai no, First Team
Forward pass es
15 10
Ends: Doherty, Maine; Manter,
Forwards completed
•
Bowdoin
Yards gained, passes ...216
t
Tackles: Griffith, Bowdoin; SidePenalties, yards
5 S5
linger, Maine
Bowdoin;
Guards, Ashkenazy,
Retdman, Maine
on everything went. Murphy was
Center: Drake, Bowdoin
downed after the catch on the Tufts
Quarterback: Sawyer, Bowdoin
30 for Bowdoin's initial first down.
Halfbacks:
Yadwinski,
Colby;
Frye's heave to Bunny Johnson was
Marcus, Bates
good on the 18 yard marker, and a
Fullback: Uttlehale, Maine
duplicate toss put the bail on the 7

team when Freaanan and Sophomore the Alexander Prize Speaking Condebaters meet ndxt month, it was de- test Monday evening, November 25
cided at the try-outs held in Hubbard at eight o'clock in Memorial Hall. Mr.
George Hill '24, a prominent Portland
Hall last Thursday evening.

Plautus, Raccoons,

in

By Robert W. Laffin
Deadlocked throughout the first
by a stalwart Tufts line, the
Polar Bear eleven unleashed a bewildering barrage of passes in the
last half to whitewash the Jumbos
31-0. Four of the five touchdowns
were scored in rapid succession in •

headed for Bowdoln's

i-

each

the opening of the drive at Bowdoin.
Subscriptions will be taken up in
the various fraternity houses in the
near future, and non-fraternity men
are to take their subscriptions to any
Bowdoin College paid its last reof the following: Maurice Ross '36, spects to the late Edward H. Wass,
Sidney McCleary '36, Robert Hatch Associate Professor of Music, at an
'36, John Crystal '37, Samuel Jacobs
Episcopal service in the Bowdoin col'38, Roy Wiggin '38. Roy Gunter '38,
lege Chapel at 2 p.m. Thursday afLeonard Cohen '39, William Browne ternoon, in respect to Dr. Wass all
'39, Henry Dolan '39, and Benjamin
classes were adjourned.
'39.
Karsokas
The reading of prayers from the
book of common prayers by President
Sills was followed by a cortege to the
Pine Grove cemetery. Nearly all the
faculty members, friends from Bruns-

and Tennis
Occupy Dean During Sabbatical

line,

Comes Monday

In Annual Affair

Carl day, the dean urged each member of
near future.
is the student body wrfo possibly can to
contribute to this cause. The Red

year will bring reproductions of German painting of the Middle Ages and
Several coUeges reel Renaissance. In connection with this
satistartory.
that the student vote is always one an original of Durer will be
biased, and think that too much em- shown. This original is his engraving
phasis is based upon winning. We of the "Prodigal Son", and was gotA large
teel, on the other hand, that tne vote ten from the Kling estate.
is far from biased. In the Bowdoin- collection of other reproductions gotWesleyan debate last year, the stu- ten this summer will also be on view,
dent oody of the Connecticut college but most important of all is the
voted for Bowdoin, while the judges Durer original.
awarded the verdict to the opponents.
Certainly, no bias existed there.
However, this is not as important
as the second argument. The whole
purpose of debating is based upon
proving a point. The contestants try
to convince the audience that they
By Stanley Williams
are right. It would seem a bit pointIncidents ranging from finding himless to have a debate of this sort
self in the midst of a group of dandetermining
of
method
some
without
gerous homicides in the center of a
the winner. Competitive spirit would
Mexican jail to riding precariously
decline, and the debates would soon
along Grand Canyon precipices on
lose their interest, both for the condonkeys, and from being
testants and the audience. Whether diminutive
at tennis by a 72 year old
or not a champion for the whole beaten
departed this life two
league is determined, is immaterial. player (who
match!) to
However, some method should be weeks after the aforesaid
Dakotpursued by which the result of each being temporarily lost on the
the recent Sabfeatured
deserts
an
determined.
debate can be
batical year spent in, and travelling
NixDean
California
by
to and from,
on and his family.
Having spent the summer of 1934
in Brunswick, busily making arrangeOn Monday after vacation, Decem- ments for the proper entrances of the
the
ber 2 the Curtis String Quartet, com- members of the class of 1938,
Dean, and his wife and daughter,
give
a
will
ing from New York City,
concert in Memorial Hall at 8.15 p.m. were quite ready to load up their
Coming from the Curtis School of Pontiac like a covered wagon of pionMusic, the quartet is making its third eer days, and head west. They
to Bowdoin, their other ap- stopped on the way, however, spendvisit
ing several weeks in Rockford, Illipearances being in 1933 and 1934.
The program will consist of two nois north of Chicago, visiting Mrs.
quartets and a serenade by Hugo Nixon's family. It was here that the
BrodWolf. The players are Jascha
Dean began regular work on his Anal
skv. violin; Charles Jaffe, violin: Max translation of Plautus for the Loeb
AronofT. viola; Orlando Cole, Violon- Classical Library.

Is

Orient Selects All-Maine,
FRESHMEN TO
All-Opponent Grid Teams
DEBATE SOPHS

increase

and promote relations between Ger- Cross flag was flying from the Memorial flag pole last Friday to signalize
many and America.

Stops

half

Schurg Memorial Foundation. This
a foundation instituted to

Jumbo Team

Running Attack, But
Dazed By Passes

vote of the judges,
Bowdoin lost its first debate of the
year to Union College Monday morning in Schenectady. For the White,
Donald R. Bnslnt '37, and Norman
P. Seagrave '37, upheld the negative
side of the question: "Resolved: that
the fraternity system has outlived its
usefulness", while
Charles Reeve

ber 9, the undergraduate one-act
play contest on February 24, and
the recently chosen spring play,
"The Queen's Husband".
Robert Sherwood's "The Queen's
Husband", it was decided at the same
meeting, will be produced on Subnext spring.
freshman Week-end
Sherwood originally gained recopulargely responsible for fostering it at
tion as a playwright by his "The
Electric School.
Road to Rome", a Broadway hjt of the General
Bce»e Scores Bushing
a few years ago. "The Queen's HusIn the Union debate, Reeve, the
band" is a brilliant comedy concern- first speaker, took for his central
ing the events on a mythical Island
thought, the unfavorable attitude of
in the Atlantic while the king's wife
the
college
towards fraternities.
is away. The play may possibly go on
Around this he tried to build what
the road in the spring, it was stated.
he believed the ever growing descendFielding's
Two performances of
ency
of
the
organizaGreek
'Tom Thumb", plus the Lawrence Lag- tions. He pointed to letter
such colleges as
ner's curtain-raiser "Another Way
Dartmouth, Williams, and Yale where
Out" will be presented on the second fraternities are coming yearly to figMonday after Thanksgiving (De- ure less in student affairs. "Fraternion p*g» «)
( Continued
ties", he said, "uproot the unity of
the college, do not cooperate, and
destroy the solidarity of faculty, administration and students." Rushing
he cited as being unfair to both
pledges' and fraternities themselves.
He aintained that the coUegn could
exhibition of Germanic Art is
now on display in the Walker Art
building, and will be shown through
November 26th. ,The .collection consists of sixty reproductions of German woodcuts, engravings, and etchings. All of these are works done in
the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Cen-

,

By a unanimous

and Clark Cummings spoke for
Union.
The debate was broadcast
over WGY. That same evening at the
General Electric School in Schenectady Stuart G. P. Small '38 and Norman P. Seagrave met in opposition
with Harold Tipping '35 and Mr. Norton of Bates. The subject: "Resolved:
that the United States should participate fully in all sanctions invoked by
7,
the League of Nations against Italy
was upheld in the affirmative by the
Polar Bears contingent. Tipping, former promoter of debating at Bowdoin and Norton previously sponsor
of the activity at Bates have been

Way As

White Proves It Can
"Take To Air*

At G, E. School; To Meet
ML Holyoke Here
By Ralph H. Wmn

Reserved Seats For
All Productions

formances:

•

"luiue" Frye Leads

TEAM ALSO MEETS
COMPLETE CAST OF
FORMER MANAGER
'ANOTHER WAY OUT
Season Tickets Will Insure Opposes Tipping '35, Now

of the opportunity to meet President
and Mrs. Sills at the regular Sunday
night get-togethers. It seems futile to
say that the upperclassmen recall
these evenings with pleasure. Similar
statements, made with regard to other phases of the same subject, have
accomplished little. However, it is
impossible for anyone to deny the advantage which the freshmen derive
from such a gathering. One cannot
expect to get the most out of college
without establishing personal contacts with the faculty. The open-house
conducted by the president is designed to give the incoming class this
chance. It would appear foolish to
pass by such an opportunity.

loss

NETS 25 POINTS

Debate Season

the Masque and Gown. Since
students are admitted free to the
plays by their blanket tax books,
seaaon reserved
seat tickets win be on sale at
66 cents (11.98 leas fUt).
Seaaon tickets will cover admission to three separate per-

to
ristheimpossible
which

IN FINAL PERIOD

Seagrave, Bryant Lose In
First Encounter Of

Club Decides

almost feel ashamed to allude
again to the laxity with which
the freshmen are carrying on the traditions of Bowdoin. Frequent articles
on this subject have had but little
effect. However, a new aspect has
arisen. Freshmen, for reasons unknown, are failing to take advantage

Serenade
Quartet in

1935
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By William Klaber, Jr.
way in which the Student
* Council of Tuiu averted a goalpost battle after the game Saturday
deserves special commendation.
By
Queen's
offering the posts to the Bowdoin "The
T'HE

r

BRUNSWICK.

(65th Year)

;

tackle that year.

BUI Norton

ton,

'38,

(Continued on pas* 4)

Wosleyan

Now At Lingnan,

WALSH ADDRESSES

Writes About Oriental Customs

ALUMNI AT BOSTON

Harpswell street to the cemetery.
definite impressions are the extent of
At the grave the assembly stood unFrom Bill Norton, of the class of
covered while President Sills gave '38, now an exchange student at the knowledge of most of us about
this huge country.
the committal service.
Lingnan University, China, comes a
it first became known that
A native of North Weymouth, letter to the editor of the Orient, I When
was headed for China, I received
Massachusetts, Prof. Wass studied describing his reactions to that coun- over and over again such playful admusic at Harvard and was choir mas- try and its ways. A section of his let- vice as: "take it easy on the opium;
ter and organist for several churches ter follows:
make sure of a good dowry, if you
in and around Bowdoin. He came to
It was back in last May that I first bring back a slant eyed war lord's
Bowdoin in 1912 as instructor of received word that I had been ac- daughter; and I hope the bandits
music and in 1928 he was given the cepted as an exchange student to won't kidnap you."
honorary degree of Doctor of Music Lingnan University, China. I was
At first the enjoyment was mutual
by the college.
greatly thrilled at the prospect of when my family made such cracks
Bearers at the service were Dean spending a year in the Orient.
as this. But when these seemed to
Nixon, Professor Burnett, Philip S.
Then it was simply a mysterious be the extent and variety of remarks
Wilder, and H. Bickford Lang.
name to me. Now it has become people could think of to make to me
something definitely real and en- on the subject, it became quite boring
to hear them again and again Howtrancingly alive.
#
ever, I would have been just as remy lack of sourceless if I had been expected to
I am surprised at
knowledge and by my many queer remark on China at the time.
and vague impressions of China
Thursday, Nov. 21 InterfraterA Chinese professor of mine while
which I have gained through such
nlty
cross
country
meet.
fiction as Fu Manchu. There are two remarking on the average American's
Everyone eligible
things which the average American impression and attitude on Orientals
(and I one month ago) thinks about put in this humorous anecdote. While
Friday, Nov. 22— Debate with
when the word China is mentioned. on a street-car in New England, he
MS. Holyoke • Hubbard Hall One is porcelain; the other is laun- was sitting beside a gentleman hid8.18 sun.
den in the folds of a newspaper. Suddries.
the American emerged from his
Nov.
24—Chapel, Dr.
Sunday,
We of the West are appallingly ig- denly
paper, stared at his companion, and
Sehroeder
norant of the actual conditions and
said bluntly, "Are you a Jap or a
Nov.
2ft—Alexander
everyday life of the Orientals. We all
Monday,
Chinaman?"
have heard vague assertions about
Speaking - Memorial
Prise
Doctor Lee taken aback for an inthe wonderful culture of China, its
Hall
stant replied. "Excuse me. sir, begreat and ancient civilization, and
fore I answer your question, may I
Monday. Dec 2—Curtis String
the
it is the land of silk and

Adam Walsh
and Malcolm E. Morrell, Director of
Athletics, and moving pictures of the
Wesleyan. Colby, and Bates football
games featured the banquet, last Friday evening, of the Bowdon Club of
Boston. Heid at the University Club
with about one hundred and fifty in

Coming Events

—

that
father of the compass. But these in-

Mas

tCoattaiMB on pas*

»

Speeches by Coach

attendance, the meeting was presided
over by President Horace A. Hildreth
'25.

included in the group at the head
table were Dr. Henry L. Johnson,
assistant coach Donovan D. Lancaster, and trainer John J. Magee and a
group of former football captains.

Give Tea After Game
After the football game on Saturday the club sponsored an informal
tea in Couzens Gymnasium at Tufts.
Several hundred alumni and their
wives were present at this tea, which
was in charge of Abbott Spear "2S».
Secretary of the Club.

The next meeting will be held December 12. The speaker will be Vernon L. Marr '14, Chairman of the
State
Republican
Massachusetts
Committee.
On February 6 the Boston Alumni
Association will hold its annual meeting, and on November 21, at the
Hotel Hawthorne in Salem, the Essex County Alumni Asociation will
hold its annual meeting at which Professor Daniel C. Stanwood will represeat the college.

aaassts.
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DEBATERS

OPPOSE
UNION OVER RAMO

This afternoon we lay to rest a friend,
And speed him with the music that he loved.

1*71

Two

decades' service finds at last an end
where his music moved.
Another's hands are on the organ keys
That he knew well for twenty college years
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College Grants Undergraduates
$47,700 During Past Fiscal Year

Seagrave Concludes Case
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R. R. IL, Jr.

We

colleges today is thSrt

The effective college
of contributing to a better social order.
must be a laboratory where teachers and students together study
existing and proposed social, industrial and political systems and
evolve out of them all, ideals which will contribute to the happiness and welfare of the rank «nd file of mankind." Such were the

m

rally
the other night that shattered a lot of
ideals. It's too bad we have to say

.HtvfnmMv

this,

was

-

full of ringers.

rn -

changing society.
The primary obligation of the

'

saw something at the big

but the band, our Bowdoin band,
There they were,
eight or nine local boys, all dressed
up in black and white, carrying unfamiliar instruments and having a
fine time, the sons-of-guns. Putting
ringers in a foot-ball team is bad
enough, although they say it's being
words of Dr. William Mathe? Lewis, president of Lafayette Col- done quite a kft these
days, but potlege, in an address in which he emphasized the part which the ting ringers in a band beats the old
Harry. It just ain't cricket,
privately endowed independent college should play in a constantly

'

i

|

e

POPULARITY CONTEST
as an academic labora-

There's a notice on the bulletin
board to the effect that certain fresh
tory, is to reconcile the modern mind to those dynamic conditions men (naming
them) are to appear at
which are a part of the evolutionary tendencies of a world society, the Art building on such and such a
day at
in this function the college must perpetuate learning as a living the listsuch and such a time. Below
of names, in red ink, apenergy : otherwise it will become submerged in the stagnant pools pears the calm invitation: Those unable to attend please see Miss Tregof traditions. Once learning loses its living quality, it can not hope
college,

!

j

'

LOCAL TALENT

I

i

|

"Bowdoin College Endowment, by
and legacies, increased during

gifts

the year for general college

Ad

mis-

cellaneous purposes $1,075,560.68, for
scholarships $76,500.00, for mainten-

ance of the Moulton Union $40,559.66,
income added to principal, $3,891.85.
Net loss on sale of investments
amounted to $51,823.59," stated the
Treasurer's Report of the College In
the September issue of The Whispering Pines.

In spite of the falling rates of inthe report says, the College
closed its books with a surplus of
$669.38 by careful expending and an
increase of endowment. Alumm" contributions amounted to $8,822.88 and
the Staff and Faculty of the college
contributed $25,038.23.

terest,

The endowment fund over the pelast ten years has increased some $3,600,00 while the income and the expenses, not counting
scholarships, over the same period
have increased about $200,000 each.
The smallest football squad in the
recent history of Bucknell University
reported for practice there this fall.
Only twenty-seven men came out to
drill at the end of the first week of
riod of the

practice

m

BOWDOIN

UNTAMED

anowan.
A little old lady, who has lived all
to comprehend a dynamic society. For the tragedy of all revoluMrs. Sessions, meet Mfes Tregaher life in New York, came up to
tions has not been so much the cataclysmic character of the up- nowan.
Brunswick the other day before the
Boys, meet Miss Treganowan.
heaval itself as it has been the failure on the part of learning to
- c
recognize the innate evolutionary nature of the contemporary so-
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*"* General Electric School
Faced with inevitable change, learning has often been
Casey introduced the speaker in about the place, seeing all the old ?*«J™*
buildings, hearing about Longfellow,
driven to grope for the wisdom of past centuries—overcome in Chapel Sunday, cocked his academic Hawthorne, and everything.
Friday evening the debating room
Coming
hat, and sat down. After he sat down
Hubbard
Hall will be the scene of
in
the deluge of that whose presence it had not foreseen. The insti- he went to sleep. Suddenly he started aw
'*?" * n 8
" of the chap" the first local debate of the season
f>
l"
ciety.

:

Sh^Vc^^I^lrSS 1X3

'

modern up, listened to the speech a while,
and went back to sleep. A few moinevitable through an harmonious integration of the ments later he started
up again,
probable truths of the present and the permanent values of the rubbed his eyes, took a look at the
situation, and went back to sleep.
past.
We watched this little drama repeat
One hears a good deal today about the limitations which are itself several times during the halfhour, and several times we were
being placed upon academic freedom. Such things as the teach- about
to cry "Shame! Shame,'" but
er's oath and the ousting of "radical" professors from state uni- we controlled ourselves. Not that we
blame
the guy, and it's easy to see
versities are the more apparent indications of the contemporary
how he felt, having felt that way too
dilemna of abortive nationalism. Motivated by the conviction after a hard night, but after all a
tution of higher learning must, therefore, prepare the

mind for the

college president
and therefore progressive trends, are dangerous, awake
in public.
the blessed "saviors" of the country froth at the mouth as every
Hi
day brings forth a new "ism", which they have neither the will REPRIMAND

•that all liberal,

the ability to understand. Enlightened patriots, indeed?
Stupid blunderers, who, like the ostrich, hide their heads in the
tand, fearing even the mirage of truth.
But these are the more obvious indications, and merely reflect a submersive tendency of vast and dangerous potentialities.
Public opinion, as many shrewd political theorists have pointed

ix*r

I

may

accomplish more in thwarting the legitimate aims of
society than any specific reactionary movement. And it is at this
point that we confront a factor which must be considered in any
discussion of academic freedom ; namely, the negative force, inherent in human nature, which tends to devitalize learning and
warp the intellectual character of a contracting society. And this
force has its origin in man's indomitable devotion to tradition,
which is a fine thing in itself and for its own sake, but, when misused, it becomes an essential part of the academic structure and
consequently contributes a dead weight to the living force of
out,

gets paid to stay
-

C

While we're giving people hell, we
might just as well take a pot shot at
Don Potter and his grounds crew.
Here it is the middle of November,
with the ducks gone south and
Christmas in the air, but still the
board-walks aren't laid. Here we are

WO! MAKE

COFFIN

LONG LECTURE TRIP

^'

they suddenly came upon three or
when Edwin G. Walker '36. and Philfour squirrels scampering about un"38, carry the negative of
concernedly.
The little old lady ip Nead
question
Sanctions
League
stared at them in amazement for a the
contingent
affirmative
against an
moment
el

and

then

.

turned

to

her

from Mount Holyoke College. Presi-

escort.

dent Sills will preside at the debate
she] screamed, "How
and the judges will be: Judge Peaabsolutely primitive'"
Madame, you've Iseen through us. body of Portland, Rev. Tubbs of Bath,
and Miss Gail Laughlin, a member of
- e
the State Legislature. The audience
will have a vote in addition to these

"My God!"

Send Your

m

OUR PRES. AGAIN

It may be a little too much of
past^t upon running
through our manuscripts we were
gravely shocked to see that President Sills has been lapsing into the
vernacular.
Forsaking his trustworthy "in the main" and "by and
large" he produced the following two
sentences. In his Baccalaureate address last June Casey rolled off the
phrase "While there is so much illformed and half-baked opinion running riot in the world", and this fall
in his opening chapel talk, this: "M.

l

arrived last week from
France is to be teaching fellow in
that subject during the coming year",
not to mention "n#t to allow halfbaked unprepared youths to enter
college".

Professor Robert P. Tristram CofThem's strong words, Casey!
fin, Pierce Professor of English, will
lecture during the course of the college year in many places throughout
Sanitary Barber Shop
the country. Having recently spoken
before groups at Lake George, New
SYLVTO DESCHENES, Prop.
York; at Lewiston. Maine: and at
and
this
afternoon
Mass.;
Springfield,
College Men's
evening he is to address the Scriblers
Hair Cutting a Specialty
Club and the Woman's Literary
learning.
Union of Portland. This will be Pro- "Try Us Once— You'll Come Again"
In a small college of Bowdoin's character, the force of tradi- fessor Coffin's second visit there this
week, since he spoke on Monday be- S8 MAINE ST.
BRUNSWICK, ME.
tion is prominently in evidence. While it be granted that an inPortland Congregational
fore the
stitution should be proud of tradition as tradition, it should not; Club.
After several engagements in New
follow that a living entity, such as a college, should depend upon
England, Professor Coffin expects to
tradition for its its raison d'etre. As soon as those persons who journey in the latter part of January
are responsible for the custody of learning begin to emphasize the to the Middle West, where he is
scheduled to be at the University of
traditional tastes of the constituents of their immediate commun- Wisconsin. He will lecture before the
in
of American Writers,
ity, so soon does learning lose its progressive flavor. When this re- Friends
Chicago January 22, at Ripon Colgretable point has been reached, the college becomes a party from lege, Wisconsin, January 24 and before the Woman's Club of Minneaporather than a part of the world society.
ICE (g) MELTS
lis, Minn.. January 28.
J. P. C.
Professor Coffin's itineary as follows:
Nov. 18 Portland Congregational
While the traditional "Harvard Apathy" has many times been Club.
FISH (|)
Nov. 20—Scriblers' Club and Womthe subject of criticism, that peculiar Bowdoin inertia to many
an's Literary Union, Portland.
C*TS
of the worth-while experiences the college has to offer has not
Week of Nov. 27 Gorham Normal
been searched by the Orient's editorial searchlight in some years. School.
Dec. 16 Copley Plaza Hotel, BosDespite the unusual interest shown in the Political Institute, and ton, Literary program.
Jan. 17 Woman's Club, Farmingdespite the revival of organizations such as the Liberal Forum,
TO
ton, N. H.
the average student remains as uninterested as before in most of
Jan. 22 Friends of American WriLOUDLY.
ters. Chicago.
the non-curricular cultural offers of the college.
University of Wisconsin in week of
The truth of the matter is that Bowdoin men are missing Jan. J9.
Jan. 24 Ripon College, Wisconsin.
out through sheer laziness and lack of initiative. Such affairs as
Jan. 28 Woman's Club of MinneCATS

ones.

ure will be employed

in

Friday's con-

test.

j

who

iASY

Baggage
Home by

The Oregon method,
a which resembles court room procedofficial

delve into the

Tillier

Last Fridav evenine Bowdoin debaters. Small and Seagrave, were
guests of Bates College in {• nondecision
forensic
contest
on the
same subject of League sanctions.
The chance for pre-season practice
came through the inability of Williams College, due to lack of funds,
to meet with Bates as was sched
Mr. Greenwood, President of
uled.
the Bates Debating Council, was the
presiding officer. On the stand for
the opponents were Mr.
Mr. Isaacson.
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No nead

to burden yourself with the transportation of trunks,
baggage and personal effects at vacation time... send them
all home by Railway Express.
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Every
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM,

Watch

for

Here's the way... merely telephone Railway Express and

home with peace of mind, knowing your baggage win be
home almost as soon as you sre. Rates surprisingly low; two
train

—insure safe handling and delivery.

receipts—one at each end

After vacation, well bring your baggage back again, elrms*

natmg

all

worry, trouble and unnecessary expense.

local

For service or information telephone

announcements

N. C.

—

call for the shipments
whisk them away oa fast passenger trains, swiftly and safely to destination. You take your

well

RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY,

Poor termi of eleven wcaks trc riven
each year. These awy be tsltan eon-

Maine Central R.R. Station

ecatively (gradaatioa In three rears)
or three terms may he takes each year
(grsdaation in four years).
The eatrsnee requirements are intelliseace,
character »nd st least two years of
college work, incladinc the •abject*
specified for Gride A Medical Schools.
Cstslogass snd spplication forma any
be obtained from the Pean.

Phone 24-W

—

—

—
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INC.

ANp AN iASY WAY
TO tNJoY ?IPE

debates and concerts offered by the college are still poorly attend- apolis, Minn.
ed, while many of the college lecturers are seemingly in the presFeb. 14— Poetrv Club of Hartford,
ence of audiences largely composed of the townspeople of Bruns- Conn.
Feb. 15 Readers of Modern Literwick. Most students have never given such events a fair trial, and ature. Boston University.
Mar. 3-D. A. R., Bath, Me.
will not bestir themselves to sample them.
May 7— Woman's Club, Alton, N.
Sponsorship by the college of a lecture or concert attaches a H.
stigma to the event for some hopelessly average member of the
student body. These are those all-too-prevalent undergraduates, Pine Tree Filling Station

—

try to get by with the gentleman's grade or less, in short,

who

want something for nothing. Athletic contests, the movies, beer
parties, and week-ends are their approved recreations, all but the
last marking the herd, instinct which so discourages signs of in-
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THE INDEPENDENT COLLEGE
The Academic Laboratory.
"The great problem which confronts the

^

CDustard and Cress
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tire, burSltr.

Mr. G. Clark Cummings presented
Scholarships, prizes and assistantthe students viewpoint in the decline ships, accounted for the total of $47.to
of fraternities. His main argument 700 which the college paid out
was this: American Greek letter so- students, with more than hajf of the
cieties have six detrimental effects. 580 registered undergraduate^ shar]
ing in the payments. On fhe other
*£ hand, receipts from all students for
tra^agan^'; 3, theV
cial c ' ubs *> they create an undemo- all purposes
tuition, rental and all
'
cratic atmosphere; 5. they are sriob- other things totalled only a little
S. W., Jr.
bish; and 6, they create false stand
over $185,000.
ards of wealth. Since the task of the
Scholarships Largest Share
.i.v
j
*
il college is to develop intellectual imScholarships represent the largest
with
a viblizzard on our hands, half provement, and since these detrisn w n
sr° und and |m ents stand in the way of this de- share of the amount paid to students,
?,
V..
w
?
receiving $23,090. Of this total,
still no board-walks. The campus, so
velopment, Mr. Cummings saw ample 207
to speak, is caught- with its pants proof that the systSu had passed its $2,000 went to four men in the special
State of Maine scholarships,
down. In this crisis, Mister Potter, we useful stage,
which
are the only directly competiden and action.
Norman P. Seagrave in concluding
Bowdoin's main argument said, "It tive ones awarded by the college.
- o
Student assistantships accounted
would be wrong to destroy the syst**'*'*******
total,
$22,800.
tern merely because certain of its parts for the next largest
After the Tufts game, it was &n- are weak Alon 8 with this day of de- Last year's equivalent of the present
nounced to the spectators that Bow- 'valuation, the fraternity has survived, N. Y. A., Federal Emergency Relief
for students, took $8,800 of
projects
weaknesseyare
not
per
ie
inherent
*
doin rooters were free to tear down
the goal posts. Some of die lads culiar to the fraternityjflone but are this amount, with direct college work
mosied down towards the posts and found in all society. The fraternity in departments of instruction, in the
found them surrounded by cops. It realizes these weaknesses. No insti- Moulton Union, and in the gym, lilooked as if the announcement had tution is lost when it is capable ot brary, and other departments of the
been phoney, but it turned out that self analysis." That the chapter hous« college taking the remainder.
Prizes totalled $1315.
the cops were to keep the Tufts stu- provides a home, and that contact
The largest item in student paydents under control. Somehow that with others brings out the best in a
took all the fun out of the thing, and man s personality, Mr. Seagrave be- ments to the college was tuition, with
everybody scrammed home, leaving heved sincerely, and he quoted a a total of $142,450. Dormitory- renstatement from the Union College tals were next. $33,475. The exact
the posts where they belonged.
total of student payments to the colTo Tufts we offer congratulations Bulletin to strengthen his theory.
Conservatism Charged
lege was $186^52.
for sportsmanship and smart psycholEach man was allowed a brief re°8y- The* only mistake was in not
The Union contingent charged
putting cops along the goal-line dur- buttal.
the White with adhering to conservaing the fourth quarter,
tism and tradition, while the Polar
- o
Bears pleaded that there was still
much in the system worth the trouble
THE
of rehabilitation.
I

Sports Editor far thas Issue
William S. Hurton "87

Editor for this Inane
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times more beneficial diversions they have never given
The attitude of tht eager freshman who wishes
everything the college has to offer, and to figure in every activity,
may be naive and laughably impractical, but at least it is preferable to the smug complacency of the rank and file. TrAs does not
mean that a movie is to be avoided, and every Masque and Gown
offering religiously attended. The student out for liberal recreation as well as liberal education, will try everything once, from
football rallies to a visit to the Longfellow Room
'

Vol.

fl.tt

•

dividuality.

Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at

Richard E. Mathewson'

BOOK STORE

CTOABETTE LIGHTER WITH BOWDOIN SEAL
BOWDOIN SEAL BRACELET
LOT OF BOOR OF OLD SHIPS

Donald Bryant, defending the fraternity system for Bowdoin, urged
careful consideration of the subject
1M Maine Street
before the system was abandoned.
He noted the growth in number of
fraternities from six in 1850 to over
2700 at present. "Since 1825", he
said, "all but two of our Presidents
and Vice Presidents have been Fraternity men." Mr. Bryant saw nothing significant in the fact that many
chapter houses have been closed re*
cently. "In the last five years", he
Bowdoin College paid its students
A CI [R
and some- stated, "lodges and other fraternal
I ItCAiJlJllLill IlEilUIlllJ
organizations have met the same durbigthe 1934-35 college years more
a thought. crisis." In conclusion he pointed to than 25 per cent of the amount stuPITrnTfiC
according
to
a
college,
paid
the
dents
rlinilW
INliiIV»M»
to take in the support given fraternities today
report just issued by Glenn R. Mclnby the several colleges.

playing yet. Our eyes are wet with tears
For him who taught us beauty in a song.
The sun is brighter as he goes to rest;
The pines are older, taller, and more strong,
As Bowdoin dust to dust .is finally blessed.

Manacing EdHora
William Klakcr,

choir that

Him

The COLLEGE

(Continued from sac* 11

provide everything which the fraternity provided, and without the three
major detriments of the system,
which he thought were, "financial, so-

In that deep chapel

J.
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Strategic Action Save*

TOWNSPEOPLE JON
STUDENTS IN RALLY

Goal Part* At Medford
weak

The town and the college met toa joint rallv last Thursday
night, celebrating Bowdoln's victory
in the State Series. Several hundred;
gathered on the Delta by the light of
a large bonfire to hear representatives at the two groups.
Chief "Billy" Edwards, representing
the town spoke of the pride
which

ef

|

eoin, the Polar

j

when during the

not surprised
kalf

Bear fans were

last

flatnrdsj

Che

m

tha town holds the team, and of its
Joy in seeing the team once again on
top. He also stressed the good feeling
la which Prof. Clarence
Houston, Tofts athletic director,
officially o ffer ed the goal peats

to the visitors.

Whether thte was merely a
strategic move to take the pleasure eat of aa attack or a truly
magnanimous gesture prompted
by the desire to make Bewdoin
feel pe rfec tly at home has not
yet been disclosed. At any rate,
It seems to have had Ike effect
of earning the dsstrucUve tendencies of the White rooters, for
their exit from the Oval, while
noisy, was free from aay seeaea
of y tolenee and the much teared-

that the joint rally will be continued.
Walsh praised the team for the spirit
thut it had shown, and gave it full
credit for the success that it had this

Sins Vetoes Pride
Captain "Al" Putnam, the next
speaker, thanked the town for its
support of the team. Walsh for his
coaching and his efforts in building up
the team, and the team for its cooperation.
President Sills voiced his pride of
the team and of the support that the
college had "iven it. He thanked the
town for its support, and expressed
his
hope that there would be
more such rallies in the future. He
ended by saving that he hoped to see
victory
a
over Tufts.

the Medford police department
watched the last loyal Bowdoinito

The
Tufts
undergraduates
showed themselves to have less
bellicosity than was displayed at
Orono the week before. The Bowdoin cheerleaders escaped without the loss of a megaphone and
the banner was carried out safely without a profane hand being laid upon it. College officials
labelled this a decided Improvement over the spectacle Which
took place after the Tufts game
last year at Brunswick.

The rally was organized by the
college rally committee in
cooperation with Harry Shulman. acting as
chairman of the town group. The
Thur-

man

Philoon,

under the direction of Mr. Allen

'36.

The

bonfire

depart.

Classical Chtfo

was

Met rill.

i

j

i

i

abandoning all""thought.
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At chosen'moments we may see

this in the people around us. And. inwe may feel it in ourselves, ibis
is our birthright, said Rev. Wilder,
as possessors of souls.

deed,

Then he applied

these

develop-

ments to life in college. One instance
he mentioned was that of some boys
in a house, who happened to play
some records of Brahms on the phonograph, hearing them many times
through a period of weeks. Gradually
they came to realize the meaningful

Bui'ding- Materials of All
A. E.

MORRELL

*22,

Kinds

Mgr.

I

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

F. J.

GOSSELIN & SON
Furniture

Cream

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
Philco Radio

Tel. 380

make

123 Maine St.

A.

It

de-

should be postponed

until this year.

Pommy

This play win be part of the
entertainment to he presented
here next spring when the Bow-'
doln crab will act as host to the

New
tion.

Raymond

PW*

Margaret
Baroness

Miss Fabiola Caren
Miss Muriel Farmnn
Miss Helen Vamey
"Another may Out", written Jhr the
author of "The Pursuit x>f Happiness", has been described by the New
Mrs. Pratt

England Classical AssociaPlans win he made prob-

ably daring spring vacation when
cla ssi cal authorities and other
enthusiasts wHI meet here at the

York Times as "a hilarious cmhodjl
which comes to the defense of the
much-berated but untroubled marriage ceremony." The plot of the play
concerns a popular novelist ami a
in regard to college as a whole. As
young sculptress who, are such
a freshman or sophomore he may
sedulous radicals that they make a
feel only the round of day-to-day
comings and goings. But some time point of living together without the
restriction of the marriage
,

college.

j

j

m

his college career he will sense a
waking-up, a sudden awareness of
surpassing values; and in
the same moment he will feel himself
to be a man.
These things pass surely through
us all, but do we, will we, recognize
them, bear witness to them ? That is
out "spiritual peril". Too many of
us are prone to overlook them, to
pass them by, some even to scorn
them openly. We are afraid, or we
are not awake, or we are proud. The
world will condemn us. or point us
out as queer, and we shrink back
from our soul's duty.
And doing
thus de do wrong, for these experiences of surpassing values reauire of
us meekness and humility, that we
may be able to see in them a portion
of, and an insight into, something
far greater. For they are come, these
surpassing values, out of the great
Almighty, and out of his whole vast
sDirftual universe that pervades all,
from our sense, and sight to far beThese things we
yond the stars.
should recognize, as we live our lives.
Rev. Wilder, of Newton Theological
Seminary, is known as speaker and
Doet.
He was a graduate of Yale
University, and has had considerable
experience with college men, having
been at one time for some years
college's

Hamilton Coi'tge ChapeL

but are

86

MAINE

much

cere mony
surprised at the reac-

tions of the rest of the world. "Greenwich Village," according to "The Nation",

laughing 'at

revealed

"is

it-

self."

"Tom Thumb"

is

Burieaajoa

"Tom Thumb", is the piece de resistance of the program, is a burlesque employing the essential events
of the heroic play. The hero returns
victorious with the captive queen;
the king, for whom the hero has successfully fought, falls in love with
the captive queen, while his awn
queen falls in love with the hero;
the hero, however, demands as his reward the hand of the king's daughter.

There are also prophesies of woe,
murder by the hero to
avenge an insult to his friend, a ghost
scene, a rebellion by the disappointed

a casual

rival of the hero, a magnificent battle
in which the rebellion is crushed, the
celebration of the victory, the sudden

tragic end of the hero, and the extermination of every one else. The
characters of the play as Fielding

wrote it, are anything but herdkr—
the queen, for example, is described
as being "entirely faultless, saving
that she is a little given to drink
and in such mock-heroic treatment
the humor lies."

Lyman

for

|

(Continued from pas*

—

Chipman,

B.

Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

and Tennis

Occupy Dean During Sabbatical

fOontiaoad (ran pas* 1)

cember 9) a matinee at 3.30 and an
evening show at 8.30. Reserved seats
are to be sold for the evening only;
students may secure them lor 28
cents and a blanket tax stub. To afi
others rush seats win sefl for 5q
cents and reserved for 83 cents.
Oast Cemptetod
The cast for the one-act play "Another Way Out", which will fiMaaa.
"Tom Thumb" on the stage, has been
announced as follows:
Fenton, Randolph B. Waterhottte '38

YOUNG MEN
LECLAIR & GERVAIS

HESSEL
Opp. Senter's

was

definite plana, It

cided that

STETSON HATS

Socony
Mobilgas - Mobiloil
CREDIT CARDS HONORED HERE

ARNOLD

%M

Plautus, Raccoons,

DRAMA

Chwaical

operation with the Maaaue aad
Gown, was to be given last year,
but since the club was unable to

offerings of the great music, and
(his realization of surpassing values
put something into their lives that
had not been there before.
student may experience the same thing pastor at

A

the

far 'Mostoflarla', the classical
play which will be given next
spring, will be dhenased.
The production, watch will be
directed by Mr. <«Blaby In co-

I

fire.

Lumber and

CM

|

j

of

wBl he heM at
p.m. tonwrrow night at the Pal V.
House, President Fraaete 8. Benjamin announced recently. Plans

|

Shows College Application
In the lives of great men, such exand the recognition of
them, may become clearly defined
and driving forces. In more ordinary
people they may be .more fragmentary, and buried in the "heavy clay"
of their lower plane of existence. Yet
the evidence of these experiences
breaks through in them sometimes,
showing itself as a gleam of spiritual

SPRING

A meeti ng

"The Faithful Witness" was the
topic discussed by Rev. Amos N.
Wilder, speaking in Chapel Sunday,
November 17, 1985. There are two
things which make a man's life deep,
he said, the first being "the experience of surpassing values", and the
second, bearing faithful witness to
that experience. Under this formula,
he added, we may write the "spiritual
biography" of a man, and that biography will fall naturally into three
division*: what he
saw, how
the
world contradicted him or condemned
him. 2nd how faithfully he bore witness to his vision.
j
Continuing with explanation of the
phrase
"surpassing values". Rev.
Wilder ventured that they are, first
of all, a universal experience of all
men. At some times in our lives we
wake up to them, we become acutely
cognizant of something surpassingly
rich or wonderful in a given field of
life or experience, in the field, it may
be. of beauty, of truth, of goodness,
of nature, of science, of music, or of
any of the thousands of things filling
our lives. To present a pure instance
Of 'thai sensation, he told of Wordsworth, struck by some time and scene
of great beauty and peace in Nature,
becoming for the moment transcendently sensitive to its meaning, its surpassing values, even to the point ot

periences,

THREE

To Meet
MASQUERS DECIDE
For Discussion Of Play

On

I

\

speakers were introduced by

Wilder Talks

j

Which has always existed between the
town and the college.
Coaches
Walsh
and Lancaster
greed that the close feeling between
the town and the college was an exceJImt thing and that they hoped:

*

':
:

'Faithful Witness'

gether in

built
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brotherhood there, and one was arranged between him and the head of
the club, a Dr. Hoyt. This gentleman
began the game at the age of 90, and
at 62 is Southern Caiifornian Veterans Champion. After trouncing the
Deatn severely he announced the fact
that he was a Colby man!
Bean Plays with Janlor Champ
"Although the Bowdoin Alumni

1)

scribed as more wonde r ful than the
Kentucky ones, and there they lunched ia a dining room 750 feet below
the surface of the earth. They Continued to the Coolidge Dam, and the
Grand Canyon. A wonderful sunset
greeted them on their arrival at this*
scenic spot, casting many colors over
the magnificent vista.
The canyon they later explored by
donkey "If you go by conveyance,
you go by that conveyance", as tne
Dean put it), these sure-footed creatures picking their way with a nonchalance not shared by their riders
along "narrow trails on the mountainside, now and then pausing to
peer over long and terrifying drops
to the river bed far below while their
riders clutched frantically for shrubs
to support themselves!
Attadena Rease la Rented
The Boulder Dam was next seen,
the Nixons being among the last to
walk behind the dam in the area now
filled in by a long and deep lake.
Upon reaching California, their destination, they visited San Diego and
also drove up and down the southern
coast, seeking a place to settle for a
few months. Early
November they
settled in Attadena, a part of Pasadena, where they occupied a house
at the foot of Mt. Wilson, under a
towering range of mountains 0,000

m

Associations

California are small,
they make up for this in enthusiasm"
stated the Dean in recollecting attending graduate meetings
there.

George C. Wheeler

'01, head of one
of the groups, several times entertamed the Nixons at his ranch.

To

give the dean opponents "more

his speed" Dr. Hoyt introduced him
to a Mr. Brooks, a Bowdoin graduate
with whom the Dean had many close

Jimmy Wade,

matches.

year

fifteen

old Caiifornian Junior Champion also
participated in the matches at the
club.

The Nixons left California in May,
trip
south
preliminary
a
through the Mojave Desert and the
Imperial Valley, including a visit to
after

Palm

the film stars' fash-

Springs,
ionable desert

m

Twenty-four

resort.

m

the desert they
hours after being
drove between snow-drifts ten feet
high
Sequoia National Park! In
turn they visited Yosemite, and then
proceeded to Stanford in Palo Alto,
feet high.
William Hawley
visiting Professor
As next-door neighbors the Dean Davis, formerly a member of the
and his family had Dr. Spencer At- English Department at Bowdoin.
kinson and his wife, noted wiM-ltfe
Motor Through Oregon
photographers and contributors to
A trip along the Red Wood Highthe National Geographic Magazine. way, which they characterize as the
These people daily fed hundreds of most beautiful drive in America,
birds and animals of all types. These landed them at the mouth of the Cocreatures, fed always, in bright flood- lumbia River where vie party turned
lights
for
photographic purposes, east and headed for Maine via Yelgrew quite used to the artificial sun- lowstone Park, South Dakota, and
light. Even animals by nature mimi- Rockford. The Dean took especial incal, such as the
raccoon and the terest in visiting Pierre. South Daskunk, at peaceably side by side.
kota, where much of his boyhood w?w
The Nixon family by virture of spent and which he found to haw;
tenancy fell heir to fifty or sixty grown considerably from a small
birds which they fed daily, not to western town.
mention a few ringtails, members of
Dean and Mrs. Nixon found the
the raccoon family. The Dean contin- Black Hills of the Dakotas and the
ued his work on Plautus, working in Dakotan Badlands among the most
a study with a wide view on three interesting regions they saw during
sides and overlooking a hundred foot their wanderings. They marveled at
drop to the arroyo below. Mrs. Nixon the ferfflfry of the desert where propworked at landscape painting while er irrigation was prodded. Lost once
their daughter attended school in or twice' on lonely desert roads, they
Altadena.
were cheered by such signs as this
Upon arriving in Attadena the at lonely gas-stations miles from civDean had made inquiries for matches ilization: "Water Free to Customers,
with members amoca^^U^jsjBis otherwise 25 cents"!

m

'$8, Now At Lingnan,
Writes About Oriental Customs

BUI Norton

PORTLAND, ME.

ST.
I study are given in English,
as it would take far longer than a
year to gain a practical knowledge of
Cantonese which has nine tones.
I think that I have a fair opportunity to gather an understanding
and knowledge of the Chinese people, their troubles and problems. That
is a sweeping statement, and if I
scratch fhe surface of it, I should be

which

(GootiaOBd from paaa 1>

WHAT THE MILDNESS OF CAMELS
MEANS TO FAMOUS AVIATORS
Lieu ten an t Comman der Frank Hawks,
U.S.N.R., famous holder of 2 14 speed

records and the Harmon Trophy,
says: "I've been flying for 19 years

and smoking Camels almost as long.

Making speed records

tests

the pilot

as well as his plane. Caraefs never

make me jumpy or bother my physical 'condition' ia any way. As the
athletes

say,-

Camels are so mild

they don't get the wind. And I've
found they never upset my nerves.
Camel must use choker tobaccos.

ask you one?"
"Would you mind telling me what
kind of a key you are, a monkey or
a yankee?"
"Fire away."
The only way to achieve International understanding and cooperation
between the nations of this world is
to establish a mutual acquaintance
between the peoples and races of

satisfied.

I shaH not attempt to analyze or
interpret the actions and happenings

Figuratively
the various countries.
speaking, It is often said that our
world is diminishing in size, and that
nations are coming closer together
through, the facilitation of airplanes,
On the
radios and newspapers.
whole, this is obviously true, as the
products of one country are now the
common wares of other countries.
But frequently the press in rushing
news leads to misunderstanding by
eleminating facts essential to the

in the Far East. I am neither fitted,
qualified, nor capable of this.

My

notations are not news.
I hope these records of my im pressions win serve stmpty to satisfy yoor
curiosity about the simpler and everyday functions of the Orientals. I am
not a student of research or of social
problems. These impressions will not
delve deeply into the character of
Chinese.
the
truth.
I hope that you will be able to
Students when they are still un- aather a few ideas along all of these
bent by prejudice are apt to be more lines by following me vicariously in
broad-minded than when they have my simple descriptions, experiences.
been worn and warned by the ways arKj jmoressions of this part of the
Of the world. It is my privilege to be world. Together we can begin to symen observor tad even a participator gsjflrtize with the Far East and to
fB fae regular Hfe of a Chinese school, jf| back some of our hazy impresLfhgnan University, in Qatsjon, South «Jons into the light of understanding.
China. I B*e i« a dormitory With a
WlLLIAM J. NORTON. JR..
courserroomshate. TWf
September 29. 1935.
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janitors'

offers

I
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twel

separate courses to the janitors and
"colored friends whom they have rec-

INtERHOTSE SINGING

ommenoeo.

The inauguration

of a
competition,

intermoral
fete

CUMBERLAND
nth

COOKIE"
George

COMMIT

tional one. One hundred points maximum will be given on the merit of
each song. On the basis of the ratio of
the size of the fraternity to the number reporting, points will be awarded

Ms*
-I

LIVE Vtm LOVE"
Dei aVe

-

of
singing

a

take place later this year.
Under the dir ec tion of Dr. Brinkler
of Portland, the various groups will
sing before judges some time after
midyears. The winner of the contest
will be awarded a cup to be called
the "Wass Cup" in memory of Dr.
Wass.
Each of the fraternities and nonfraternity groups will sing a college
song, a fraternity song, and an op-

'HERE COMES

NEWS

new type

between the different fraterni-

ties, will

with one hundred again as the maximum. Thus four hundred points are

Everett Marshall

possible.

SONG

The organization is left entirely up
to the individual who must appoint
leaders and choose accompanists.

"MUSIC

IS

MAGIC*

HAROLD

ALICE FATE

E.

NICKERSON

SwiftNEWS

COSTLIER

TOBACCOS!

"I appreciate the mellow flavor
of Camels,'* says Sir Charles Kingsford-Smith, the transpacific flyer,
in a recent interview.
fresh

me

so

when

"Camels

Careful Trucking

SSrd

WARNER OLAND
CHAN

41

uoKHTxrwsam

for Gifts
Stationery

toaaccos

...Tarkiah sad

I'm fatigued,"

Mow.

a****) a. j. aansouje

-

TOBACCO CtntTANT

Taoa.

CAMEL CARAVAN wa* WALTa*
DIANE JANIS • TED HU3ING • GUN GRAY AMD
THE CASA LOMA OKCHESTRA » Tuewfar «nd Thu l iti y
IN!

<

Fountain Pens

•

Cards

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
expertly done
I0S Maine Street

November !5th-Z«th

"SHIPMATES

FOREVER"
TUNE

-

for all occasions

SOUND ACT

he conntroes, "and they are so mild
chat I can smoke any number without thr ow ing my nerves off key."

*

ST.

Varney's Jewelry Store
IN

• Camels are made from

re-

WATER

FIRST NATIONAL

with
Dick Powell • Baby Heeler

BANK

of Brunswick. Maine
Capital, SITS.an*

i

9 p.m. E.S.T., 8 p.m. C. ST., 9:30 p.m. M.S.T., S:50
P. S.T.— oTer WABC-Coltuabia Nerwock.

p. m.

NEWS

MARCH OF TIME

I

Total Resources 12,7©0,#00
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Polar Bear Aerial Attack
Decisively Defeats Tufts
mi

(Owtiaaaa from
Newman, to complete

Bowdoin's

The Jumbos never really threatThe closest they got to the
Bowdoin goal line was when a
blocked punt and a first down gave
them the ball on the Polar Bears' 20.
Three attempts netted no yardage at
all. and Keith's attempted field goal
went into the end zone. K«ith.
Acerra, Smith, and Kyrios starred for
Tufts.
(f) Tofts

Fitts,

Cox,

le

re, Maynard, Baker, Stone
Hepburn, Tootell, It

Kyrios, Boyd
Laroom, Tyson, Roberts, lg
rg, Ginley. McCahon
Drake, Burton, Creiger, Walden.c
c, Acerra, Ranieri
Ashktnazy, R. Smith, Clapp, rg
it,

lg,

Smith

C. Smith. D. Healey, rt
It, Zimman, Radviias, Brentanas
Manter, Newman, Curran, re

Redshaw, Devlin
Putnam. W. Murphy, D. Soule,
C. K. Smith, qb
qb, Grandison, Arbeene
Karakashian, Reed. Ihb
le,

street course.

Running for the Chi

Fred

Psi's,

Mann and Ditto Bond, both varsity
men should figure in the first six
positions if we are able to judge from
,

their showings this fall. In event of
a third Chi Psi placing reasonably
well this trio would offer stiff oppos
tk>n to the Deke continent. Last

Hutchinson

varsity captain, who has been continually finishing among the leaders
this year, will be backed by two Junior Varsity

men,

S.

Hight and H. Ly-

ons. With Charley Young leading the
Betas, Bob Porter the T.D.% and
Cap Cowan the D.U.'s. Much depends

A. Wiper.

Ara Karakashian and* Bob Gentry
frequently had the crowd on its feet
with

brilliant

runbacks

of

Keith

Walsh walked the length of the punts.
Bowdoin bench in the last period and

leg.

That Bucky Sawyer's absence was
felt can be seen in a review of the
variegated attempts at conversion,
which ran from unsuccessful kicks

Charlie Smith proved his versatility in the second half by pulling out
of the line to get off a good punt- and
later trying a place-kick conversion.

In celebration of their highly sucseason. Coach Adam Walsh
and the entire Bowdoin football
squad will be tendered a banquet on

cessful

Tuesday, December 3rd. This will be
the first time since 1921, when the
Polar Bear won its last state championship, that there has been occasion for holding this once common
event. The college, through Athletic
Director Morrell is taking this means
appreciation
its
expressing
of
for the efforts of the

The exact place

White team
for

At this time, also the letwill vote to appoint a captain
the 1936 season to succeed Al

lettermen.

termen
for

first

to punt

against the varsity practice.

no small achievement for

Fraternity Touch
Finals Scheduled

By Bill Burton
That 31-0 defeat of Tufts last Saturday not only marked the end of the
most successful Bowdoin grid season since the war, but also set quite a few
records in itself. First of all it was the Polar Bears' most decisive victory
over the Jumbos in their whole history of football competition, which reaches
back to 1889. Next. 31 points is the highest total ever scored against a Lew
Manley-coached Tufts team by any opponent, which covers a space of 15
Frank Cooper
manager of Interyears. Also, scoring 25 points in the last quarter puts the Polar Bears on
fraternity Athletics, there were fewer
par with Holy Cross for high scoring honors in a single period.
defaults and cancellations than last
•
s
with
year,
more than half the games
It seems that Bowdoin sophomores are a special jinx for
being played.
Two years ago It was Drummond,
Tufts grid teams.
The
playoffs, to determine the first,
Griffith, and Bill Soule who were largely responsible for
second and third places will be
the unexpected defeat of the Jumbos. This year four more
played at Pkkard Field this week,
sophomores Frye, Fitts, Newman, and Dave Soule—
weather permitting. The first game
paced the White with their respective touchdowns to new
will feature the A.T.O.'s who are at
and unhoped for heights in that brilliant fourth quarter.
the head of League A, and the A.D.'s
s
s
who are at the head of League B.
Not that we haven't handed the Walshian football system enough this The other game, to determine the
season, but we predict that even in his absence this week, the same spirit of second and third places, will be beclean, hard playing which characterized the varsity football games this fall tween the loser of the championship
By initiating this new game and the second best team of the
will be noticeable in the coming Frosh-$oph game.
policy of having Senior coaches for the sophomores, this annual interclass winning league, the Beta's and Sigma
struggle, traditionally the most vindictive of grudge battles, is at last de- Nu's being in second positions of
veloping into a constructive eoterprize in building up strength for next year's Leagues A and B respectively.
varsity.
Besides rounding out a banner year for the newly-commissioned
The championship was won last
coaches Putnam, Soule, Larcom, Drummond, Manter, Shaw, Roberts, and
Peakes, as players, we're looking for a variation of the Walsh attack at the year by Theta Delta Chi which took
hands of the sophomores, which promises to be novel as well as effective.
third place in League A this year.
S
8
The results of the Interfraternity
Remember that meeting in the Union last spring when
touch games count toward the Ives
Adam Walsh made his introductory speech to the prospectrophy, a cup given at the end of the
Remember
his saying "We're going to
squad?
football
tive
shoot for the moon no matter where we land." Now with
year to the fraternity having the
the 1935 season drawn to a successful and brilliant close,
highest number of points in the Interwe find that Bowdoin not only shot for the moon but capFraternity touch football, basketball
tured it and brought it home in the form of their first state
and baseball. First, second, and third
championship In 14 years. Next season well be shooting
for the sun, and "Foxy Freddie" or no "Foxy Freddie", the
places count five, three, and one
team win be out after that Black Bear from Orono.
points,

—

this

—

holding the

banquet has not yet been definitely
fixed, but in all probability, it will be
at some point outside of Brunswick,
During the course of the evening,
there will be speakers from the
coaching staff and team, and gold
footballs are to be awarded to all

is

—

fall.

Putnam.
At this time due credit
the

they got."

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Football Banquet
Scheduled Dec. 3

will also be
The Big White got a scare in
frame when Frye's two attempts given assistant coach Don Lancaster
were blocked, the second one and trainer Jack Magee for their
being recovered by Tufts. In fact, so part in the developing of the power
from placement by Putnam and deliberate were all of his kicks that ful White machine. Throughout the
Charlie Smith and poor drop-kicks by the Bowdoin fans were kept constant- season Coach Lancaster made himto the team
self doubly valuable
Frye and Reed to the pass which was ly on edge.
through his efficient scouting activgood, Frye to Murphy.
Walsh's only comment after the
of the
development
the
and
ities
game was, "They're a great bunch of
We wonder whether the Boston fellows, and they deserve everything respective opponents' plays for use

Herald's sports staff frequents the

Nevertheless the Frosh have displayed considerable strength and exhibited great improvement in their
last contest on Nov. 8 with Fryeburg, opening up necessary gaps at
Griffith, It, Drummond, le.
will through effective blocking. To
date the yearlings have relied chiefly
on Gibbs, Karsokas and Melindy as
reliable ground gainers and as passing combinations. In their aerial attack, the 1939 team wields a dangerous weapon, should this trio be
able to continue past performances
against the second year men.
The soph roster will probably reThe finals of the Inter-Fraternity tain
last year's
baekfield
intact
touch football contest will be held Frye, Frazier,
Murphy, and Soule,
this week. Under the direction of who
hammered the 1937 line so con'37,

and Bond supporting Hutchinson fin(Courtesy Boston Herald)
ished 7th and 8th respectively.
From the cellar to the top In one year In the State Series plus impressive victories over Mass. State, Wesleysn and Tufts
Shute Heads Dekes
any team. Notice the victory smiles from left to right, front row: Manter, re, Smith, rt, Ashkenasy, rg, Drake, c, Laroom, lg,
Heading the Dekes, Johnny Shute, Back row, Johnson, rhb Captain Putnam, qb, Karakashian, fb, Frye, rhb.

—

tent in every man who made the trip
except Bill Shaw. The coach declined
to take a chance with Bill's injured

yearlings to make
an impressive
showing. However while the second

year gridders may out-experience the
new men they will not outfight them."
Frosh Show Improvement

'35,

varsity topnotcher, won the contest
in the fast time of 17.44 minutes .over
the three and one-half mile course, he
also lead the Chi Psi trio to the interfraternity championship.
Mann

—

HIGHLIGHTS

lower classes will battle out their traditional post season encounter next
Saturday afternoon on Pickard Field.
While the frosh have been continually
improving as a unit, promising sophomore material has been uncovered as
the season has advanced and the latter are considered slight favorites.
Linn Wells, Frosh coach, anticipating a hard fought struggle stated
"that with the sophs having men of
varsity experience in nearly every
position, it will be difficult for the

be run tomorrow afternoon November 21st at 4.00 p.m. over the regular

McKeen

—

Judge—H.

prised of several men who have seen
varsity service this fall,
the two

"From all present indications, ft
will be a battle between the Dekes
and Chi Psi's," stated Jack Magee,
commenting on Bowdoin's annual Interfratemity Harrier race which will

on Frosh backing as well as Other
reserves that may be mustered to
place them in runner-up positions.
Porter of the Theta Delts is the
rhb, Spath, Hayden favorite to win the race especial lv in
Johnson, Frazier. rhb
view of his fine showing in the HarIhb, Keith, Tervo vard and New England meets. In last
year's road race. Beta Thfta Pi finFrye, Gentry, W. Soule, fb
fb, Abdu. Collier ished second while Psi Upsilon took
third place.
Bowdoin
6
25—31
Touchdowns Frye. Fitts, Manter, Hotel Lenox, the Parker House, or
D. Soule. Newman. Point after touch- the Club Monarch. The Sunday edidown Murphy (pass from Frye). tion bore a note to the effect that the
Referee—P. N. Swaffield. Umpire— Bowdoin team "broke training" imF. J,
Murray. Linesman W. H. mediately after the game.
Marble. Field

By W. 8. Hawkins
With a well balanced freshman
team and a sophomore eleven com-

RUN TOMORROW

year when Elmer

Drummond,

To Clash Sat.

FRAT HARRIERS

ened.

Griffith,

Gridmen Set

I)

•coring rampage.
Consensus of opinion named Johnny Frye a* the outstanding player on
the field. Hi* punts were long and
accurate, be passed with precision,
ana he called playa most of the afternoon. It is impossible to discriminate among the rest of the Bowdoin
team as to stellar performances. The
entire line and backfleld were invulnerable defensively, and offensively
they rushed Tufts off the field.

Bowdoin (11)

Frosh-Soph

i

j

—

respectively.

i

GO

TO

TONDREAITS

DOW MOTOR SALES

SANITARY MARKET

Ford V-8

for your

Sales
Fancy Groceries, Quality Meats,
Freak Fruits and Vegetables
Imparted and Domestic
127 Pleasant

Hon

d'Oeuvre

COLLEGE STYLES AT POPULAR
PRICES

FINE SHOE REPAIRING

R. B.

LEON

FORTIN

Tailor and Furrier

Service
St.

(Portland Bead)

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

H.

KELLEY

Pontiac
Sales

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
64

MAINE STREET

Cleaning-

and Pressing

LaSalle
Service

iiuiTmi

Illlllllllli

Bowdoin Men
Have Their

ELM 8TS.
Convenient Gas Service

COR. MIDDLE and

Printing
Done Well and at
Favorable Prices at

RECORD OFFICE

The

75 Maine St.

a strong running attack.
Seniors Coach Sophs
In the absence of Adam Walsh the
senior varsity men, comprised of
Capt. Putnam, Manter. Drummond,
Soule, Larcom and Shaw will under-

take the coaching responsibilities of
the second year squad In viewing the
outlook for next Saturday's game,
Capt. Putnam stated when interviewed, "We have a potentially good
team, if it can be developed in a
very few days to cope with a strong
and already well organized frosh outfit."

In addition to two regulars, Ashkenazy at guard and Frye at fullback, the soph squad shows much
promise in the amount of material
having seen varsity experience. Fitts,
Cox, Curran and Hepburn with considerable

service

on

the

as well as having worked together
on the junior varsity have shown re-

markable
the

development

throughout

Especially in Johnny Frye,
in a fine record this
there
looms a dangerous
triple threat man.
Perhaps the greatest sophomore
handicap is the short time in which to
organize as a unit. No practice was
held Monday and because weather
conditions, it has been difficult to do
much outdoor work the first of the
fall.

who has turned
season,

week.

Philgas

Brunswick

Print the Orient and

Alumnus

for

Fraternity

House Cooking
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service

-

Fair Prices

188 Maine St.

The

ness

varsity

make up a well seasoned group while
Newman, Murphy, Frazier. and Soule

Phone 3

Paul K. Niven, 1916, Manager

We

sistently and advanced to a 14-0 victory. Outstanding in the line are Ashkenazy and Fitts along with Newman
and Hepburn who will be relied upon
heavily as key men in the sophomore
forward wall. Although the team will
have only two or three days this week
in which to organize, this combination
would seem to be enough to assure

Tel. 195

Next To Home

BRUNSWICK

Is

THE BOWDOIN HOTEL

PUBLISHING CO.

itiiimii.iimifm i m.

For Excellent Service

-

Low Rates

etter Taste
SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Colonial

-

Gulf Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
Complete Lubrication •

•

24-HOUR SERVICE

T0PSHAM FILLING STATION
Just Over

New

Bridge

Topsham, Me.

PRINTING
STUART & CLEMENT

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
Bowdoin Seal Paper
B B B Pipes
and D. C. PIPES
TOILET ARTICLES

Exclusive Dealers in

KAYWOODIE
Tn«m

RiliMinv

The University

tiff

Buffalo

School of Dentistry
A

four year curriculum completed in three calendar years, by
means of the quarter plan. The dental and medical divisions arc
closely affiliated. Dental students have two years of basic medical
study under the direction and supervision of the medical faculty.
Clinical practice of dentistry, in all Its varied aspects. Is supervised
by the dental division and hi connected with the clinics of several
hospitals. These combined Institutions offer an unusually helpful experience in clinical observation, diagnosis, and treatment of dental
conditions. The next regular session will open July 1st, 1986.

For further information address

School of Dentistry, 25 Goodrich Street,BulTaIo, N.Y.
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FAMOUS POET, JAMES
STEPHENS, READS IN
RECITAL 0FP0ETR1
Bard Repeats The Triumph Kappa Sigma Has Least,
Sigma Nu Most Majors
Of 1925 Appearance At
Literary Institute

AT
READING AT UNION

SILLS PESIDES

Poetry^ Writes Itself
Confesses Visitor Before
Large Audience

"My

By Robert P. Ashley,
Repeating his success of

1925,

received by an
enthusiastic Bowdoin audience, Mr.
James Stephens, the noted Irish poet
last night gave a recital of many of
his better known pieces of poetry before a large audience of students and
members of the faculty in the Moulton Union.
Without the aid of notes and text
of his poems, Mr. Stephens presented
a combination of lecture and readings, illustrating his points with quo-

when he was

well

from his works and accompanying each poem with an explanation of its purpose and meaning.
"Poetry and prose are diametrically opposed," he began. "Whatever
tations

Sixty-three major
warnings
and 111 minor warnings went lesued at the end of the first marking period. Of these, 29 major
and 1C minor warnings included
failures la mathematics. RafHsh
failures figured la £2 majors and
19 minor warnings- Following Is
a list of major warnings received
by each fraternity:
Kappa Sig
9
Beta
... 4
Pal U.
4
T. D. Chi
4
A. O. Phi
S
A. T. O.
S
Chi Pal
8
Zete
8
D. U
8
D. K.
8
Sigma, Nu
8
Non-fraternity
8

E

SEAGRAVE GIVES
NEW YORK TALK

,

Supports Fraternity Criteria
?r^o"fd%r;?ust1h^pos, S: Sot
try should be irrational; leave it to
In Address To Group;
prose to be reasonable and sensible."
Is Chosen Sec'y
Illustrates Rhythm
Poet
Mr. Stephens gave several

illustra-

rhythm of verse
theme. In a poem on a mounlines
succesive
tain, he read four
without the slightest pause. "After
reading them I am naturally out of
breath. That is when I reach the top
of the mountain. When 1 am out of
breath I get dizzy; that is when I
look down from the mountain top".
"The fastest thing in modern times
modis a girl. That is one reason why
ern poets don't write about modern
girls. According to Mr. Stephens andon't
poets
modern
why
other reason
write about modern girls is that they
don't dare to, now that young ladies
have the benefit of a college educations of suiting the

to

its

tion.

"No poem has yet been written

By William

Frost

"The Fraternity Criteria are the
essential approach to the problems of
modem college life", stated Norman
Seagrave '37, addressing in the Hotel
Roosevelt on November 29 an audience of about 300 fraternity men, of
whom a third were college undergraduates and many of whom were
college deans and presidents. Having
been asked to address the combined
meeting of the National Interfraterthe National
nity Conference and
Undergraduate Interfraternity Council, Seagrave had for his subject "The
Moral Obligation to Enforce the Fraternity Criteria with Respect to the

Chapter".
The Fraternity Criteria, which
were drawn up in 1934 by the Executive Committee of the Conference
and the Educational Advisory Com-

ME.,

Six Houses Pick Bands
For Christmas Dances
the

ate

orchestras

which to data have been chosen

lected:

Alpha Delta Phi—Billy Murphy
Delta
Rappa Epsllon—Leroy
Wilson
Via Gary and
Theta Delta
his Casa Madrid Orchestra
Zete Fat—Felix Ferdlnnndo
Sigma Nu—Al Stertte and his

IS (JUflfAIN

By

CHAPEL

Lists Vital Forces

When
he

is

one is alone in a room, often
conscious of someone with him.

He wants to pray; but will God hear?
He desires to register upon the surno
roundings. He is answered by

(Continued

self-

on pas* S)

Dikeman

Root, and Newto;
Phelps Stallknecht acted as judges.

line

Cole Thwarted In Attempt To
Lower Ben Haggett's Record
By Ralph
With

the

H.

Winn

same

determination

which was attributed last January to
Benjamin S. Haggett '37, when he
hiked to Portland and back in fourhalf hours,
Donald
teen and one
Newton Cole, a Theta Delt of the
same class, asserted before a group
of his fraternity brothers last

Wed-

symbol or sign but according to his nesday evening that he was willing
to match any bets on his ability to
sincerity and faith.
The most interesting things in life equal or possibly better Haggett's
are those which are not seen. Phy- record.
sical beings are not important; it is
The whole discussion began during
the inner workings which show the dinner when Hal Wyer '37, proposed
person. Food transmits material in- to those seated at the table with him
to energy. From this energy man pro- that they strip to the waist after the
duces vitality which "leads into a meal and go outside
the first
state of mind in the realm of good one coming in to forfeit the sum of
will, purpose, and faith. The earth is five dollars.
The thermometer at
not described most interestingly by this time registered about 15 ".above
its aimensions but by the forces which zero. This brilliant idea got no furhold and revolve it. Success is to be ther than the dining room.
read in vital forces."
Cole Accepts Bets
He said in an article which he had
At the conclusion of the meal, the
just read a "clever" writer had re- agitators' group
assembled in the
ferred to man as a clot on a clod. Theta Delt living room, and someone
.

.

.

"Man is more than that. Man is a suggested that money be staked
very vital clot on a very vibrant against anyone who thought he could
The lanes where God is. the make the round trip to Portland and
clod.
flowing of forces and commerce goes back on foot in less than fifteen
on. In order to feel these man must hours. Veteran Haggett at once volstand in the paths where vital forces unteered, but. unfortunately for him,
move."
all shook their
heads.
Once was

Quinly Feature
Fielding's Play

enough to lose to the same man.
On the edge of the group Don Cole
evidently was giving tne matter serious consideration, for atter several
seconds he accepted the challenge.
Bets assumed such large proportions
in such short order tnat Cole said
he would be forced to withdraw unless they would give him two to one
odds. Strangely enough, they all
agreed.
At precisely eight o'clock Cole left
the steps of the Theta Delt House
with the firing of a gun and the
cheers of his fraternity brothers. He
was clad for his journey in a heavy

hood coat.

On

his

head he wore a

thick wool cap. His hands were lost
in warm mittens. Unlike his successHaggett he chose
ful predecessor

moccasins instead of golf shoes. In
he carried a preciously
guarded pack of Camels. How famous he might have been if he'd
only waited until he got to Portland
to buy them)
About ten-thirty a number of the
brothers began to wonder how Don
was faring. Wink Walker '36, accompanied by Wyer and Haggett started
off in search, and at five minutes past
eleven caught up with him just the
other side of Yarmouth. Fourteen
his pocket

(Continued on pas* *)

Muted Trumpet Virtuoso
Has Brilliant Reputation

Clyde McCoy

ihroughuui West

NOVEL DECORATIONS
tLAn i\tiU fOA rKOM
Orchestra

ed himself, "hopefully."
What bo, attractive young

By Robert Laffin
Clyde McCoy and his Drake Hotel
Orcnestra will play at the Christmas
Gym Dance Friday, December 20, announced Josiah H. Drummond '36,
Chairman of the Dance Committee,

la-

Opportunity knocks, aalth
the proverb, but once.

Monday evening. "He brings a band
of 14 pieces, with the charming Rosalind Marquis vocalist." Although
known to eastern audiences only

COUNCIL VOTES

through his radio oruaucasis and popular recordings, McCoy, "the maesiro
of the muted trumpet," has achieved
great lame
and about Chicago,
Mute-trumpet expert whose 14 piece
where he has been piaymg for the
orchestra, featuring a girl singer, will
past five years.
provide the tunes for the Xmas Hop.
He comes Last for the first time,
highly recommended by the Midwest's leading critics. The ChicagoTribune says of him, "What Vincent
Lopez does with a piano what Phil
Baker does with an accordian what
Frankie 'ITumbauer does with a sax-

EXIKAHOLIDAY
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Must Vote Addition
Oi January 2 to Amas
Vacation reriod

Profs.

!

:

By Norman

E. Dupee
That the college grant January 2,
1936 a full holiday instead of Febi

FREDO, McNliTT

ruary

22. 1936, Washington's Birthday, thus giving students no forced
traveling on New Year's day was
requested by the Student Council last
week at a Joint meeting of the Fraternity Presidents, the Council members and the Dean. This project was
put in the form of a vote, which to
go into effect will have to be approved by the Faculty at its meeting next
Monday, the 16th.
February 22 is to be observed as
an Alumni Day, giving returning
graduates a chance to see the college
in action. It is expected that since
the other days of this type always
occur ;it such crowded times as State
r
game week end and at Com5
«.
,
£l,

!

;
'

j

I

!

:
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familiar view of the college as
today.

As February 22

it

,
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I
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Italian
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New
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a Saturday a
gain of half a day holiday will be

;

lT

,

oiivor jIndiana
Lawyer,

coming would give the alumni a more

j

ophone

ed trumpet; the oxy-acetylene biowtorch of jazz rhythm. He's hot!" Radio Guide predicts, "You'll hear more
of him and
more you hear the
Deal
Fish Hits
more you will like him."
That his popularity was not shortlived is evidenced in the fact that he
By
A. Bishop
Another talk on the ltalo-Ethiopian established a record by entertaining
situation and possibly an address by guests at Chicago's exclusive Drake
eighteen
consecutive
Gov. Paul V. McNutt, of Indiana, are Hotel
for
being considered by oificers of the months. At the same time McCoy
Bowdoin Political Forum for future was broadcasting seven nights a week
programs.
over Station
and both the NaAtty. Michael Fredo, of Boston, an tional and Columbia net works. In
Italian who is well-acquainted with addition to the Drake he has been
the present situation in his native featured at the Terrace Garden of
country, would consider the ltalo- the Morrison and at the Merry GarEthiopian war as it aitects America den Ballroom, both high spots in Chiin his address, next week or early in cago's night life.
the following week.
The setting in which the orchestra
Gov. McNutt, a leading Democrat
(Continued on pas* S)
and former national commander ol
the American Legion, has been invited to speak here on a visit to New
England he is reported to be planr,

Fonim Seeks Noted

^
S^™\^\^™^!£

.

—
—
—Clyde McCoy does with his
cornet — he's the maestro of the mut-

MAY TALK HERE

is

made

should the College authorities
grant the extra day's addition to the
vacation. The moat recent action of this sort was made. two years
blustering of the players, the
ago when a similar request was ning.
meUerdrammer'' effect injected into
Flah Attacks New Deal
granted.
the piece by Director Quinby, and the
Rep. Hamilton Fish of New York,
House-party regulations and the
brilliance of the costumes combined
Ltraternjty codes were also discussed last Forum speaker, vigorously atto achieve a unique effect.
tacked the New Deal" and its pro3
*Tit
Studenl Council only held a regular gram before a large group of stustarred in the title role, his stature
the
at which Hubert S. Shaw dents and faculty members.; in
comparing favorably with that of assembly
'36 and WUliam H. Soule '36 were lounge of the Moulton Uniorv
Glumdalca, the six-foot-six giant
The entire New Deal he characadded to the Christmas dance comqueen portrayed by Streeter Bass *38.
terized as a. "communist, socialist.
mittee
which
is arranging the coming
Robert Morss '38 as the buxom prinhouseparty program, and completing Fascist experiment." Pres. Koosecess Huncamunca, Francis Benjamin
plans for the Student Council Dance velt doesn t know where he is head(Continued on pin 3)
ing, he said. A tax burden almost betobeheld the night of the 20th.
yond comprehension is being created,
with huge sums being spent in
"crazy" projects, he declared.

Xmas

TARKINGTON PRINTS

WILL BE ON VIEW
An

(

i

;

,

j
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The Passamaquoddy dam

Backs A.A.U. Oly mpic Vote

a "typical
i

|

Faculty Evenly Divided On Question; Orient Straw Vote
Also Reveals Both Undergraduates And
r
__^ Profs. Over 50% Anti-Hitler

SILL

*

LAUDS STUDY

1

By

a vote of 330 to 86 trrfTcollege
jvn > *.»«r ..^v~.„„ undergraduates yesterday showed
emphatically in favor of
v» unuii, iiuiinvitj themselves
participation by the United States
Team in the Berlin Olympics, supporting the A.A.U. decision made in
Almost unbelievable figures

OF LATIN HltRAPF
,

I

on the
importance of training in Latin to a
student entering Bowdoin were re-

New York

this

week

attended by Coach

at a meeting

J. J.

Magee. The

vealed to the college Monday morn- faculty voted very closely, 21 to 19,
ing by Pres. Kenneth C. M. Sills in on the same question.
Four hundred and twenty-Six stua talk commemorating the 2,000th
anniversary of the birth of Horace, dents or (OVc of the stuuent bouy
Latin poet whom Pres. Sills described voted in the pill conducted by the
Orient,
emulating other colleges of
as "the greatest lyric poet of all
the country whose newspapers have
time."
The figures given by the president investigated student opinion, while
were those of the past 15 years, and 48 of the 55 memoers of the faculty,
compared the "scholastic mortality or 88% of the piotessors, expressed
their opinions. In ,i side vote on the
rate" among candidates for A.B. deHitler regime in L'ermany 313 stugrees, who present
four years of
dents were "against " as compared to
Latin, and candidates for B.S degree,
91 "for", while the tl.e faculty showwho don't.
ed 35 "against" with but two proLatin Background Necessary
Hitler.
Of approximately 950 who enterTwo Questions Voted
ed for the A.B. degree, over 900 gradThe ballots distributed throughout
uated from the college, Pres. Sills
the college were worded as follows,
said.
Of more than 1,100 who en- requiring
"Yes" or "No" answers, the
tered for B.S. degrees, only somesecond question being narrowly limthing over 500 graduated, he said.
ited to apply to the Hitler regime
know
any
"I don't
better way of In general:
paying tribute to Horace than plac1.
Do you favor the withdrawal
ing these figures before you," Pres.
of the American team from the 1936
Sills concluded.
"The time has passed," he said, Berlin Olympics in the light of such
"when you couldn't be a gentleman alleged Nazi practices as discrimination, unfair play, or use of the
or a scholar without having read Horgames for furthering Nazi ideals conace. But you'll still be a better gentleman and a better scholar if you trary to the spirit of the Olympics?
2.
Do you approve of the Hitler
read him. Latin still

has a very real

value and a very real place in American education."

Coming Events

—

Saturday, December 14 Chapel.
Dean Nixon will speak on "The
Right to Drink"
Sunday, December 15 Chapel,
PreaMent Sills will be the
speaker.
Monday, December 16, 8.15 pun.
Varsity Debate: Bowdoin vs.

—

Tufts. Debating Room, Hubbard Hall.
Tuesday, Decembe r IT, 8.18 p m.

—First public lectnre by

visit-

ing Piwfoaaar Haas, "Do Atoms
Really aSsJat?" Msnlton Union.

New

I

I

;

;

Fish.
Fish,

project

of

oil

paintings

March. This collection consists of
twenty paintings including portraits,
The
landscapes, and figure pieces.
twenty pieces comprising approximately half the collection are to be
here this winter while the other half
will be on display in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.

i

Shows Student Body

exhibition

from the collection of Booth iarkington will be on display in the Walker
Memorial Art Building the early part
of next week and running through

"

'

1

Feature Girl
•

dles.

£"**•
"1890

Poll

\viil

vocalist, r an.ous bugar
iiiues liecoi-fimg

take to house parties Dec. 19-20.
Picture must accompany reply."
Team," the letter-writer sign-

Blanket Tax auspices.
Both plays
were under the direction of George

REVERHuTLEAVITT

a

Bowdoin, or Mr. Desperate aa
the case may be, begged that the
following be Inserted In the Fe-

male
Help
Wanted column:
"Wanted, three attractive young
ladles for three Bowdoin men to

By James A. Bishop
Bowdoin's varsity debaters will enH. Quinby '23.
gage in two non-league debates both
The scene of the curtain-raiser was
at home and abroad next Monday,
At 3.00 pjn. Andrew H. an apartment in 'Greenwich Village,
Dec. 16.
Cox '38 and Harold Ashkenazy '38 New York City, in which a sculptress,
Miss
Margaret Marshall ably porwill meet Boston University in Jacob
Sleeper Hall at Boston. The question trayed by Miss Fabiola Caron of
"Resolved: Brunswick who has acted in many
for discussion will be;
that Congress should have power to of the Masquer's productions, is livover-ride by a two-thirds vote, de- ing with a well-known author, Pomcrees of the Supreme Court declaring eroy Pendleton (Raymond Pach '36),
laws passed by Congress to be un- who is attempting to prove that a
constitutional." The White debaters man and woman ten live respectably
together unsanctified by marriage.
will uphold the negative point of
When Pendleton finds that the
view.
Baroness de Meaaville (Miss Muriel
Cox was a member of last year's Farnum of Brunswick) will
not have
freshman team and competed in the an affair with
him because he is not
Bradbury Prize debate. He also par- married,
and Margaret finds that the
ticipated in the varsity debate with
same
is true in regard to Charles P.
the University of New Hampshire.
K. Fenton, played by R. Waterhouse
Ashkenazy competed in the Alexan38, a dictionary salesman of Greek
der Prize speaking last year, but is godlike physique,
the pair decide to
a newcomer to debating.
marry, evidently to permit extraEncounter Tufts
marital affairs.
Mrs. Abbey, portrayed by Miss
On the same day at 8.15 in the de
.lelen Varney, added a housekeeper
bating room in Hubbard Hall a Bow
.ouch to the comedy, the entire cast
doin team competed of Philip Neat.
ioing a good job with an excellent
'38 and Thomas F. Phelps '38 will bt
-lay full of comic situations and brisk
the
Tufts
on
opposed by a team from
question: Resolved, that Roosevelt's ines. Warner J.'Cufford '39 stageNeutrality Policy is of effective as- managed.
Flah Is Star
sistance to the League of Nations.
"Tom Thumb" is a swiftly-moving
Nead and Phelps will support the
negative. The older plan of procedure farcical comedy first produced in
two main 1730, and represents a successful atwith
will be followed
tempt made by Fielding to parody
speeches and two rebuttals.
Nead was a member of last, year's the heroic plays of his day. The

Clyde McCoy To Furnish
Jazz At Student Council
Christmas Dance In Gym

Herald)

RAISER

By Norman E. Dupe*
With the presentation of Fielding's
burlesque
tragedy "Tom Thumb,
the Great, the Tragedy of Tragedies"

I

Pnu

Direction

Cox, Ashkenazy Oppose B.U. and Lawrence Ljagner's brittle one
act play, "Another Way Out" in MeOn Congressional Topic; morial
Hall on Both Monday afterTufts Comes Here
noon and evening, the Masque and
Gown opened its first season under

WINS DEBATE TITLE

to its responsibilities as

Casts,

Portland

parties In the offing, It seems—
home parties, aye, but few available young ladles.
In a Dtalntive note to the
Classified Ad Department, Mr.

"ANOTHEfcWAY OUT'
Capable

NO. 16

Mr. Joe Bowdoin, using the
pen name of John Desperate, Jr.,
xueaday revealed the desperate
need of three Bowdoin men
(names not disclosed) for feminine companionship In the Immediate future. There are house

Double Program

DEBATERS MEET
TUFTS AND B. U.

LEAVITT INSTITUTE

up

(Bsprtstad (rani

Fielding's Burlesque "Tom
Thumb the Great'' Heads

OLYMPIC SUPPORT

1936

11,

Wanted: 3 Attractive
Houseparty Dates (advt)

DRAMA

FIELDING

^feELESt:^*^^

Rev. Leavitt recalled an
where a student who had heard his
previous Sunday prayer came and
asked him if he hadn't been speaking
more than the congregation;
to
whether he had not he addressed
someone else. God, as that was the
impression made.
I
"I could not say outright that
was speaking to God, for* this student wasn't a child"; said Rev. Leaby
vitt, "but I parried the question
saying that I was speaking to forces."

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

CW—

Continental Rhythm Boys
Delta Upsllon—Don Fabian

ORIENT

MASQUERS OPEN
WITH HILARIOUS

to play tar Christmas Housepartles can ha noted several names
already familiar to Bowdoin. The
following bands have been se-

about water. Many have been written
about ships, and sails, and reflections
in the water, but none about water
mittee. .«pht
itself. My attempt to compose such a
lions for a basis of ideal relations berecent meet with Mt. Holyoke, while
piece resulted in one noun and 13
tween the college and the fraternity.
adjectives."
debating for the first time
In his speech Seagrave strongly ad- Phelos is
"I have always been envious of vocated their adoption voluntarily by since entering college.
seven
in
universe
the
Since Williams has announced its
God's creating
individual chapters.
six
in
it
destroyed
withdrawal from the Eastern Interdays, so I have
Urges Cooperation
collegiate Debating League, M.I.T.
lines. But I have been very merciful
He said, in part:
been selected to fill the vacancy.
about it, since no-one knows when
"In the past few years the col- has
they read the poem ... My poems lege world has changed and it has be- For the first League debate in Janwrite themselves. When I write the come necessary for the fraternities uary, Bowdoin travels to Providence
Brown, and M.I.T. comes to
meet
to
first line I never know what the secalong with everything else to adapt
Brunswick.
ond will be."
themselves to the college life of today. The Fraternity Criteria are the
Quill Material Lacking;
result of a conscious attempt to fill
that need. Serious objections have
Publication Is Delayed been
raised against the chapter on
the grounds that it makes for a disThe first issue of the "Quill",
union and disagreement of purpose
Bowdoin literary magazine, has
between itself and the college. It is
been Indefinitely postponed due
essential that these conflicts be harto lack of material worthy of
Leavitt Institute won »he Bowdoit
monized."
publication, stated its editors,
"It seems to me that in any at- Interscholastic Debating League con
Robert R. Hagy '86 and Burtempt to make the fraternity more test held in the debating room ii
roughs Mitchell '36.
responsive to the needs of modern Hubbard Hall on Saturday. The run
Mitchell said the issue would
college life, we must not jeopardize ner-up was Lewiston High, which
not appear untj after Christmas
the independence of the local chap- missed first place by seven points.
vacation at the very earliest.
participating
of the
scores
ter.
I think that the responsibility The
welAll contributions will be
for
the enforcement of the Fraternity schools was as follows: Leavitt, 483;
comed, especially from freshmen.
Lewiston, 470; Bangor, 463; South
Criteria
lies with the chapter itself.
Generally an issue has appeared
Portland,
Portland,
462;
441; Edward
If it refuses to accept this responsishortly before the Xmas vacaLittle, 435; and Fryeburg Academy,
bility, it seals its own doom; for it
tion, and the postponement is the
thereby admits its inability or its un- 355.
first In the last few years* hiswillingness to adjust itself to changThe award for the best, speaking
tory of the Quill.
ing conditions. It will gradually lose was won by Ernest Andrews ol
its autonomy and identity and it will Bangor with Philip Towle of Soutl
be discarded as an outmoded institu- Portland, second.
tion.
The question was: "Resolved, tha
"I believe that a crisis is facing the the State of Maine should adopt
f
IN
We have general sales tax." In the morning
fraternity system today.
will
determine
session,
one group of schools took th<
here
a
test
which
"Our success is to be measured in whether there is stamina and energy affirmative, the other the negative
of
vital forces, and God is a spirit
left. If the fraternity accepts these In the afternoon, the groups changed
these vital forces," stated Rev. Ashcriteria in substance and in spirit and sides, represented by another grou,
ley Day Leavitt, D.D., pastor of the
tries to carry them of speakers. Professor Athern Pari
Harvard Church,. Brookline, Massa- if it earnestly
to grow and Daggett was the chairman of the af
out, it will continue
chusetts, in Sunday chapel.
Vyner Brooke, Pau
incident flourish; but if it should fail to live fair and Charles

SPEAKS

ORIENT POLL SHOWS

THE BOW

UNDER WAV
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The part

of the collection

now

in

Deal project " to Rep. Boston will be presented at Bowdoin
next year. The entire collection was

an all-American football in the Sweat Museum in Portland the
player for two years at Yale in 1911
year before last. When the exhibition
and 1912, is prominently mentioned opens leaflets explaining the different
as a possible Republican caAuOatc
pieces will be available at the Art

He has been
a member of Congress 16 years, and
declared at his speech here that the
presmt Congress is the weakest.

for president next year.

most vacillating
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Kling bequest
prints from &
M£seavailable
for rental by students
e

in his experience.

Fish was brought here by Charles are
and faculty for pie rest of the year.
F. Brewster '37,
president oi
the
can be rented for fifty
Forum and son of Rep. Ralph O. These pictures
cents of which twenty five cents will
Brewster '09.
be refunded at the end of the year.
Thirty five pictures from the Kling

SOPH-FROSH DEBATE

and Cram

collections

consisting of
colors

water
prints, sketches, and
have alread>-been rented.

f

PftSlVONFD
IAN
LfOil VllLilS 1l0
1
V tlrlll.

A numDer
politan

i

of reproductions (Metrocolor prints; Raymond and

recently
reproductions
The annual freshman-sophomore Raymond
debate has been postponed until the added) will be framed free of charge
first week following the Christmas upon request of the borrower,
vacation owing to conflict with hour
Cases for the Kling Silver are now
exams, and also partly because of the being prepared and two portraits by
ill repute of- Friday
the thirteenth, Suttermans will be sent in the near
The freshman team consists of Mil- future to the Vo6e Galleries in Boston Goldberg, WUliam Hart and Paul ton for reconditioning.
Wheeler. The sophomores are Andrew Cox, Harold Ashkenazy, and
'37
Vincent Welch.
Norman P. Seagrave '37 is coaching
the freshman squad, and Edwin G.
Walker '36 has charge of the sophomore group. The contest judges will
For the third successive year Richbe Professor Helmreich, Professor ard V. McCann '37 was awarded first
Colthe uoioi tne
Sibley and Mr. Mclntyre of
ize in the armual Alexander Prize
lege Office. The question for discusContest, held in Memorial
sion this year is: Resolved, that ConH all onday. November 25th, as
gress should have power to over-ride njne Bo^^i,, undergraduates vied
decrees
of
the
by a two-thirds vote,
tor top honors.
Supreme Court declaring laws passed
Second place went to Norman P.
by Congress to be unconstitutional.
Seagrave '37 who gave one of Harry
Emerson Fosdick's sermons, "The
Unknown Soldier", and Carlyle M. de
Suze '38 was given honorable mei£
tion for his rendition of "Renascence
by Edna St. Vincent Millay.
i

|
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WINS
McCANN
ALEXANDER CONTEST
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3RD CONCERT GIVEN
BY CURTIS QUARTET

McCann in his offering set an enFor the third consecutive year thr tirely new and interesting precedent
Curtis String Quartet of New York in the history of the contest oy reproCity gave a recital at Memorial Hall. ducing a realistic court scene. "Guilty
December 2. The scheduled selec- or Not Guilty" with himself as
Minor by Mozart. judge, plaintiff, defendant, and countions. Quartet in
Serenade by Wolf, and Quartet in C sels. The contest was established by
Minor opus 51 No. I by Brahms, were Dr. DeAlva S. Alexander 70 in 1905
well received by a good-sized audi- and any junior, sophomore, or freshman was eligible to participate. Mcence of townspeople and students.
it
Cann received 45 'dollars for first
After the second intermission
was announced that the quartet place and 35 dollhrs went to Seawould render Beethoven's Cavattina, grave for second place.
The other sjieakers and their topics
Opus 151, in memory of the recently
were as follows: H. H. Cloudman "39.
deceased Professor Wass.
The Brahms selection was fol "A Plea for Mercy". Darrow; George
lowed by prolonged applause, and A. Dunbar '39. "A Farewell to Amerafter several bows, the players gave ica", Nevinson- Milton Goldberg '39,
as an encore a canzonet t a from an "The Man Who Had No Eyes", Kanearly quartet by Mendelsohn. Tho ter; Henry A. Steeves. Jr. '38. "The
America from the Xlth Olympiad, pizzicato work in this selection was Bombardment", Amy Lowell; Vincent
while the faculty treats the partici- especially fine and concluded the eve- B. Welch. "Jean Valjean" (excerpt).
ning's performance In brilliant style. Hugo; Andrew H. Cox '38. "Ropes",
pation question more severely.

regime in Germany?
Seventy-seven percent of the vot-

ing students favored participation,
and 40% of the voting faculty favored it also. Only 20% of the voting
students favored withdrawal, but
44% of the voting faculty deemed
the ethics of the problem to demand
non-participation.
Seventy-four percent of the voting,
and 51% of the entire, undergraduates were definitely anti-Hitler, while
the faculty showed themselves 73%
(of the voters), and 64% (of the total number), disapproving the Nazi
regime. Thus while student opinion is
distinctly anti-Hitler, it does not consider the "alleged Nazi practices"
should warrant the withdrawal of
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on the market known as the Brewster Cigar. This guy Brewster, who is
something of a politician in his own
right and by inheritance, took one of
these Brewster cigars to the recent

(Dustard and Cress
!

By

EatahHshed l»?i

I

Aahky

'SfJ

Cettptnstt '3«

M"»rt*nt Editor*
Wjili»m Klaber,

Jr., »87

this

Richard E. Mathewoon
Stanley Williams, Jr.,
Sports BaKora

'37

Maxwell A. Eaton 97

E. Dupee "38
Harry T. Foots

W

Henry

L.

Nash

'38

"Mister .Fish,"

of

Bridge

"who do you think

Freshman
sang

out,

will be the

GOOD MEALS

and

St.

HORSESHOE BAB

$5.00

mm

.
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Only The Right Kind

fac

J*;_
f J^*"*^!"
triumph, and those pres
ent said he looked a little cocky.
But that ain't all. Casey and his
pipe manage to get into plenty of
trouble, and this time it happened
over at the Psi U. house. After dinner he filled his pipe and looked
around for a light. Mister Ray West

Re-

publican candidate?"
Three guesses:
- c

lalph H. Winn -So
PI BLISHLNO COMPANY

Do

Will

obligingly handed him a match, he
ignited the tobacco, and then he
dropped the burning match into
West's out-stretched hand.
We ask you, Casey, was that the
We've always suspected that there
are two or three Republicans around human thing to do ?
- c
these parts. These radicals have been __^__
doing a bit of undercover work for PHILOSOPHER
The other day in the Philosophy 9
the G.O.P., and at their meetings
they shed tears over a battered pho- (Aesthetics)
the talk got
class,
tograph of Mister Herbert Hoover. around to Wordsworth and his theory
Now they're coming out in the open about the child being father to the
and forming a Republican Club, man. Mister StaUknecht rattled along
headed by Steve Merrill, who goes discussing this theory, and then sudaround pulling Republicans out of his denly he brought in a most illumi-

m

M r*1Bt*T

Owen H. Melangh

whence came the voice
MarshaU Bridge.

to Corner Mill

Maine Streets
formerly 18 Mttl
•

^

XL"??**
Democratic

|

Silence for a moment. Suddenly all
shifted to the little balcony,

*88
»S8
'38

William Frost
William S .Hawkins
Robert LafTIn

Basiness

Mister

Fish.

eyes

S«» Bettors
Jamas A. Bishop *88
Stuart D. Brewer '38

BOWDOIN

P™

:

asked

questions?"

14

Alleys

•

Moved

Students' Trade Solicited
Meal Tickets

Brunswick Bowling,

At this
»t to Casey.
1 matters reached a crisis. With
aU a
ho or <&*?
Ji ^ii thelnBrewster,
;
^: it,
I °» m bit
unwrapped
lit it,
8°?* nsaided

Republican gave his spiel and
the meeting
* to discus-

"Any
Barton

S.

Healthful Sport

Tie Year Around

.

THE SPA

LUNCH

&* to Adam Walsh. Adam took
one l9ok 2' u *mffe '*' and n
2
t
*l JET

,

8ion

William

A

LUCE'S QUICK

}t
I

VI then ^^
opened

»87

Charles F. Brewster '37

Norman

appeared that it was the only cigar
in the house, so Brewster was kind
enough to give it to the man next
him at the table. This person, whoever it was, passed it on, and finally
it

Just before the Thanksgiving vacation the Bowdoin Forum had Mister Hamilton Fish give a little talk
in the Union. Mister Fish, as you
probably know, is tooting his horn
around the .country, angling for a
crack at being F. D.'s successor. Well,

Associate Editor

John P.

football banquet. After the banquet

CANDIDATE

if e» Calli*

Robert P.

R. R. H., Jr.

aBaua

BOWLING

REVIVAL

*8«

t

Assistant Managers

Euan

Ernest R. Dalton *87
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After all the money the Democrats
have spent fixing up the campus and
-ggaaeggenerally putting Bowdoin on its leet,
N*. 16
we say that this Is a hell of a note.

=

SCB

RE MASQUE AND GOWN

nating little personal anecdote. "I
suppose," he said, "that I've always
been something of a philosopher. One
day when * wa
ry ° un g
y aun,t
f_X! _>
took me for a walk in the fields, and,

sleeve.

sss=

™

r

being a bit frisky, kept wandering
away from her. Finally she got
THE OTHER SIDE
frightened and tried to scare me.
" 'Newton.' she said,
lose
'you'll
But Democracy, while we're being

m

-

I,

c

The Blanket Tax Committee's decision to appropriate more
funds in the interests of undergraduate dramatics was vindicated political,
is still alive and kicking. yourself -one of these days.'
last Monday when the Masque and Gown opened its five-play sea- This column couldn't get along with"Instead of hurling a delightful litson with Fielding's Tom Thumb and Langner's Another Way (hit. out Casey, the old Democrat, and this tie lyric at her, I replied: 'How can I
week
he
rings
the bell again.
lose myself? I am me and me is
A larger, more representative, and more enthusiastic audience
"
S. S. Pierce of Boston has a cigar where I'm at.'
was amply rewarded by more spirited and more spontaneous acting than has previously characterized student productions. AH of
which marks the beginning of a new era in undergraduate dramatics an era in which the Masque and Gown bids fair to become a definite reality to the student body rather than a sporadic
provider of entertainment for faculty and townspeople.
It is to be hoped that the fraternities will guarantee the
Masque and Gown sufficient patronage to enable it to reproduce
its two plays during Christmas Houseparty. There is very definite
need for a Christmas play; it fills a decided gap in the houseparty
program. Liast year Spread Eagle was well attended and well received; Tom Thumb and Another Way Out should enjoy like suc" Tis a consummation devoutly to be wished."
cess.
R. P. A. and W. S. B.
,

—

A DEBT OF GRATITUDE
h'*s

tic

The presence here last night of James Stephens, famous for
modern classic, The Crock of Gold, and infamous for his cryp-

authorities a debt of gratitude.

THE

f u ™erclass conCouncil Disciplinary Committee as an overseer ° u
Phi Chi be resurduct. The question arises once more, "Should
rected *"
certain amount
Believing that Phi Chi "undoubtedly fostered a
Week,' the Orient
of ill-will which bore evil fruit during Rising
last spring.
unqualified approved the abolition of that institution
approval on the forLikewise the Orient placed the stamp of its
seem
mation of the S C D C: "The newly appointed board would
relinquish most of its
to retain most of the virtues of Phi Chi and
birth
the
and
Chi
Phi
vices." In the interval between the death of
rules but
of the S C D C, the Class of 1939 showed to freshman
body seemed suffislight respect. The absence of any disciplinary
we confidently
cient explanation. With the advent of the S C D C
improveexpected an improvement in freshman conduct. That
ment has not yet forthcome.
an
What ever may have been its faults, Phi Chi did compel
for its reunusual degree of obedience to its rules. Yet agitation
a failvival seems a bit premature. Pronouncement of the S C D C
perhaps
ure as a disciplinary organization seems a bit hasty and
That body represents an absolute departure from
unjustified.
problem. Experitradition and an entirely new apferoach to the
hashad
ence is supposed to be the best teacher, and the S
methods
but brief experience. It must, develop its policies and ite
final judgment be
should
time
some
for
Not
error.
and
by trial
the
passed. Not until it appears abundantly evident that
is
has consistently failed to enforce obedience to freshman rules
may be a
there
And
Chi.
Phi
of
renaissance
it time to urge the
solution that is neither the one nor the other.
K. r A.
w

CDC

'

custom

SCDC

TAIL COATS

DRESS SHIRTS

If

miles in three hours! Pretty good time
in fact, too good.
A debate began immediately. For
its subject this: "Resolved: That one
Donald Cole return to Brunswick at
once." The pursuers, worried by the
progress made by Cble, naturally
took the uffirmative and after allusions to a roaring fireplace, a cup of
hot coffee, a HOT SHOWER, and a
warm bed, succeeded in carrying the
argument. So stubborn, however, was
the opposition that it took them half
an hour before Don was convinced
that it would be to the advantage of
all for him to retire and he climbed
into the car. All beU were called off,
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leading
FAR above the clouds, onhearingtheand
speaking

airlines,

all

pilot is always within

F.

Prays*
w aYd*ma*

is

Ha

fame
It?

W. CHANDLER & SON

afJCa

-

50c

-

$1.00

on Special Order Only

Freeman

$80

of airports

your
—5=

— via Western

Electric radio telephone.

This equipment, made by the manufacturing unit of the
Bell System,

is

helping the airlines to

for fast, safe transportation. Teletype

service

— speeds

set a

notable record

— another Bell System

printed weather information to airports.

Long Distance and

SWEEPING MONEY- BACK OFFER TO PIPE
SMOKERS SETS WHOLE CAMPUS TALKING!

local telephone facilities, too, play

important parts in airline operations.
Bell System services reach out in

many

directions to

the benefit of industry and commerce.

You can "fly" home by telephone, in
a couple of minute*. Why not do it
tonight?

Station «to- Station rate* are

lowest after 7 P.

M.

"i"

itKLL ti:i

When

i

nioM svsn

you come

fGt

,t<^

back after

\i

SWIAI"

OUR OFFER TO PIPE SMOKERS:
Smoke 20 fragrant pipeful* of Prince Albert.
Vastiest

There's no skimping on quantity,

XMAS

it

the mellowest,

pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the tin with the rest of tha
it, and are will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R.

II roe are

J.

Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

• pipe smoker who

would enjoy a better smoke, this
remarkable you-must-be-pleaaed
offer is right down your alley

1

Get a tin of Prince Albert at your
Smoke 20 pipeful*. If yon
don't say P. A. is the mildest and
choicest -tasting smoking tobacco
yon ever had, return the tin with
"
'
the rest of the tobacco in
dealer's.

yog can use the return coupon to
travel home again or use it at desa

These special school and college rail
tickets, with their liberal extended return Hants, are immensely poaulor wi th
and a great saving to students and
teachers. When you're ready to come
bock after Christmas, buy one and
save a third of the regular two-way
rare. When Spring Holidays come,

Th* Sofa

of school.

The ticket agent in year awn town,
or any railroad passenger representative can give yaw tuM detain
regarding

return

We pack around 50 pipefuls of choice tobacco in the big
2-oance economy tin of P. A. It's
at your nearest campus dealer's!

either.

If yon don't find

tobacco in

and we make good, aa

Yon Be
all

on

the Judge! The risk is
Prince Albert has to

50

pipefuls of swell tobacco in every two-ounce
OB of Prince Albert

us.

satisfy you.

For

told above.

we

And we believe it will.

use only choice,

ripe,

mild

tobacco. Then it is "crimp cut"
for slow burning and cool smok ing.

The "bite"
it

is

removed

to

make

absolutely certain that Prince

Albert is mild and delicate in taste.

limits,

privileges, prices, etc.

Way

la

the tallwoy

ASSOCIATED EASTERN RAILROADS

stsMsMsMBI

$10

distance

BOOK STORE

OHKISTMAS CABIM Of GBEAT VARIETY
SPECIAL BOWDOIN COLLEGE CARDS, Me
F»r Grown Ops

Illustrated Obtainable

Tailored by Hickey

-

with the sky

GIVE BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS

"MONOPOLY"

50c

SILK HOSE

$1.00

.

$6.00

LINKS

and

Cole had completed his contem-

been the
Slated tramp, he would have
nird to have made the round trip in
less than fifteen hours. Two years
'35,
a Beta,
ago Johnny Worcester
walked the distance in fourteen
hours, collecting fifty dollars from a
Portland newspaper correspondent.
Haggett's hike marked the second
record in the history of the college.
Other feats of similar nature recorded in the "annales Bowdiensis"
are ex-Governor Brewster's walk to
the New England track meet with a
classmate from '09, and Charlie
Bohr's run from Lewiston to Brunswick in 2 hours, 18 minutes, last

The COLLEGE

$3.50SHOES

-

TIES
The Formal Coat

.

rOaatlaoad from page I)

TUXEDO JACKETS & TROUSERS
$25 to $50

$2.50

STUDS

speaking terms

rescue party returned to town. The
there wasn't
.
irony of it all was
any fire in the fireplace—or any hot
water for a shower.

Up Marathon

AND TROUSERS

$45 and $70

.

Give

in

it.

—

and at the stroke of midnight the

Cole Persuaded To

if

it

or semi-formal dress and it seems as though the whole world
notices it We take particular care to have our evening dress
apparel as it should be and particular pride in the fact that we
have yet to receive a complaint regarding the correctness or quality of our dress apparel.

SCDC

themThe members of the Class of 1939 are not behaving abunmore
Bare-headed and tongue-tied freshmen are even
of the Student
dant than usual. Doubt is being cast on the efficacy

salt

care for

^___

selves.

play golf in tennis shoes—put
in your coffee—
you
—or do a hundred other things that may not be the
—and you can get away with But be wrong formal

You can

introduction to the textbook used in English 15, forged the

most recent link in the long chain of distinguished personages
which the college authorities have brought to Brunswick as lecturers. The fact that the most distinguished personages usually
make the worst lecturers is of little significance. The Substance
heard,
of a lecture is soon forgotten. But merely to have seen and
as have most members of the senior *J«ie\ J«Jf» Maseflela, William
Butler Yeats, Theodore Dreiser, Henry Wallace, Ogden L. Mills,
and James Stephens is a sum of experiences of great and permaperinent value. For making these experiences possible and for
show with
odically contacting us dwellers in this land of ice and
college
the centres of art, literature, and politics, we owe to the

msmsm
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Communication

Regular Meals

CUMBERLAND
December

11

wltfc

K. Morton

Irene Hervey

•

COMEDY

JfBWS

12

REMEMBER LAST
NIGHT
with

Bdward Arnold
Constance Camming*
Robert Yoaag
Sally Btler*
•too

COMEDY

SPORT REEL

December IS

Fit.

THE COFFEE SHOP

THE LAST OUTPOST

GO

TO

TONDREAITS

wit*
- Claude Rota*
Gertrude Michael
also

COMEDY

CARTOON

December

Sot.

14

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

JAMES CAGNEY
In

also

COMEDY

Mon.

•

December 16

Toe*.

-

SO RED THE ROSE

COLLEGE STYLES AT POPULAR
PRICES
•

Ford V-8
Sales

SOUND ACT

(Portland Road)

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
-

Gulf - Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
• Complete Lubrication •

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
64

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION
Over New Hildg e
Topsham, Me.

WISEMAN FARMS
Ice

F. J.

BE

Seagrave '37 Defends

TO ALUMNI GROUPS

Six Fraternity Criteria

Boston alumni at their next meet-

(Continued from paa~* 1)

——

— ———————

Philco Radio

—

Socony
Mobilgas - Mobiloil

ARNOLD

A.

HESSEL
.

Buffalo, when that club reorganized,
and at Hackensack, N. J.

McCoy will uphold, and even
the high standard set by the
orchestras which have furnished the
in the gym for previous Bowdoin House Parties. The Committee
includes, in addition to Drummond,
Clyde
raise,

music

William H. Soule

Shaw

"36,

'36.

Thompson

S.

Hubert
Sampson,

S.
Jr.,

by the fraternity of an atmosphere
promoting intellectual progress and
achievement; (5) saf; and sanitary
physical conditions in chapter houses;
(6) sound business principles in chapter finances and business relations of
chapter members.
Advocates Criteria
Supporting his belief that the
ideals embodied in the criteria could
become practiced, Seagrave said: "At
Bowdoin we have reached the point

where we are really interested in religions and in peace, and I believe
that we could become seriously inter-

ested in the fraternity.
and William R. Owen
"The Fraternity Criteria together
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills has been with discussion of the problems asappointed to the Advisory Committee sociated with them should be feaof the National Youth Administration tured in college and fraternity publifor Maine,
recently
approved by cations wherever and whenever posheads of the Works Program Admin- sible. Fraternity presidents, student
istration. The selections for Maine, councils, and key men on campuses
announced by Aubrey W. Williams, should be contacted to directly introExecutive Director of the National duce the subject to the student body.
Youth Administration, included Pres- Done in the right spirit, I feel that
ident Arthur A. Hauck of Maine, and such a program would be sympathetically received.
Professor Wilkinson of Colby.
'37.

'36,

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

PRINTING
STUART & CLEMENT

Bowdoin Seal Paper
B B B Pipes

Town

Lumber

A. E.

MORRELL

STYLE

'22,

86

KAYWOODIE

and D. C. PIPES

TOILET ARTICLES

Building

MAINE

Next Ta

Mgr.

Lyman

B.

A Good
Chipman,

Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

Opp. Senter's

Exclusive Dealers in

and Building Materials of All Kinds

TO MAKE YOU BUY
VALUE
TO KEEP YOU SOLD
CREDIT CARDS HONORED HERE
128 Maine St.

and after the meeting
Walsh addressed a gathering of Worcester coaches and teachers at Worcester Academy.
Other recent meetings were held at

Dry Fireplace Wood

LaSalle
Service

oates

CO.

of Worcester

Fuel Oils

Hard and Soft Coals

KELLEY

Pontiac

total sales,

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

Cleaning and Pressing

H.

\

Normandie forever."
The Dance Committee, after studying his recordings and hearing him
at the Normandie. is assured that

Quick Service

FORTIN

Tailor and Furrier

will play will

the

and Gas

ELM STS.
Convenient Gas Service

GOSSEUN & SON

Cream
.

Oil

COR. MIDDLE and

Furniture

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
TW SM

.

Play Hop Music

and at present his discs
lead the list of greatest sales for
both Columbia and Decca. He is not
only one of the country's leading
trumpeters, but also a composer of
note. His most popular compositions
are "Sugar Blues", "In the Cool of
the Night", and "Walkin" In the
Rain".
Praised In Boston
His initial appearance on the Atlantic coast was this fall, when he
opened at the Normandie in Boston.
JOHN W. RILEY,
Chairman Executive Com- The Boston Sunday Post carried the
mittee, Brunswick Chapter, comment. "Clyde McCoy's records
and radio broadcasts have built up a
American Red Cross.
following that borders on the wildly
After
Boston."
in
enthusiastic
Pine Tree Filling Station the first night the same paper said,
"Everybody seemed of the opinion
On the Portland Road
that the orchestra could remain at

MAINE STREET

LEON

24-HOUR SERVICE

•tost

the important key role o; the
drink-loving but timid king, Howard
Vogel '36 as the virago queen, Dollalolla, and Stanley Williams, Jr., '37
as the hissing Lord Grizzle completed

RRUNSWICK, MAINE
R. B.

Colonial

a*

FINE SHOE REPAIRING
Service

127 Pleasant St.

also

NEWS

DOW MOTOR SALES

17

MARGARET SULLIVAN

WALSH BUSY ENVOY

Clyde McCoy

(Continued from pas* 1)

Continued from pas* 1)

'36 In

cured from the faculty, nor the gen- Aart. Biuincn Managers: Edward J. Brown
P. Crowetl 'Sfl
erous donations made by members of Ant.'38.
Production Manager*: Q. C. Wilson •$«,
the faculty in support of our local
J. Dsnnia '88. J. Benedict '39. R. Stover
"39. W. Benham '39, W. Brown '39. D.
activities.
'89, P. Lambe '39.
Watt
The writer has many times stated
since he has been Chairman of the
Executive Committee of the Bruns- dergraduates. This letter is simply to
wick Chapter that locally we could let you know that it is keenly apnot maintain our nursing service and preciated by those of us who have
certain other activities if it were not been devoting our time to this very
for the cordial support which we worth while work.
Very truly yours,
have received from the Bowdoin un-

FRISCO RID

SCEEER SONG

Engage
MASQUE AND GOWN
To
OPEN PLAY SEASON
I

THfcBB

be more elaborate than Ing will hear Vernon W. Man- 14, disciplining body, it cannot hope to
for
The chairman of the Massachusetts State retain the right to discipline itself.
it
has
been
years.
drapes will be black and light blue. Republican committee, in a discus"It would be futile to impose the
Hanging to these, behind each booth, sion of the present political situation. criteria by legislation from above;
SANITARY MARKET
will be a shield and pieces of antique Chicago Alumni will meet on Decem- they would be accepted in name only.
for your
armor, with three light candelabra ber 23.
the roster of principals.
If the criteria are to be made bindAdam Walsh is proving a highly ing on the chapter and on every
John Redman '38 was stage and below each shield. This, phis the usFancy Groceries, Quality Meats,
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
property manager for the production, ual trees and greenery, will give Sar- popular speaker for alumni meetings, member at the chapter, they must
assisted by L. Bremer '39, while Wil- gent Gymnasium a medieval effort. and even the association of Soutnern be taken voluntarily, not as platiImported and Domestic Cheeses, and
'38,
of
California, which met at Los Angeles tudes, but as convictions.''
liam Kiaber, Jr.,
production man- A large shield, bearing a sketch
Hon d'Oeuvre
ager, added another to his list of ef- some college building, will be placed Nov. 22 with Thomas Bassett '37 and
Seagrave went on to mention and
behind the musicians. As in the past Sen. Wallace H. White '99, of Maine, defend the specific provisions of the
ficiently produced plays. No small
territory was in charge of Prof. Stan- part of the effect was achieved by few years the lighting contract has as guests, writes back that it is proud criteria, which call for: (1) unity of
been awarded to the Carlson Light- of the fact that Walsh hails from purpose in fraternitv and college; (2)
ley P. Chase, with the College in the humorous scenery designed and
southern California.
charge of Dean Paul Nixon and Don- painted by Richard Woods '38, the ing Company of Portland.
primary loyalty of a student "to the
Clyde McCoy is known form New
Walsh appeared with Pres. Ken- college, and responsibility or me
ald Woodward from the student body. scenes being portrayed on the pages
The total enrollment of undergrad- 'of an enormous book in mid-stage. York to Los Angeles for his distinc- neth C. M. Sills on the program of chapter for the conduct of the indimonths
fourteen
recordings.
For
Masque
and
tive
a meeting of the New Hampshire vidual; (3) promotion by the fraterThe
Gown Stan"
uates amounted to 465, which probLadxard If. Had 37 his version of his own "Sugar Blues" club at Exeter Saturday. Thursday
Business Manager
ably sets an all time record, and this Production Manager, William Kiaber. Jr.. '37
nity of conduct consistent with good
in he and Mai Morrell spoke to the club
does not include the memberships se- Publicity Manager
Ana B. Kimbmll '36 led all other Columbia recordings
morals and good taste; (4) "creation

Gory Grant

1IRWS

December 9, 1935
the students of Bowdoin College:
In compiling the results of the recent Roll Call for Brunswick and the
surrounding towns which are associated with the Brunswick Chapter
of American Red Cross, it is gratifying to note that our quota of 1700
has been exceeded. As in previous
years the result is largely due to the
very cordial support which the local
and National Red Cross has received
from the undergraduates at Bowdoin.
This year the Roll Call for this
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BRUNSWICK CHAPTER
AMERICAN RED CROSS
To

OUT

HIS NIGHT

HOME COOKING A SPECIALTY

1

Formula

For Your Printing
A brief interview with us
Copy

set exactly right

PORTLAND, ME.

Clean correct proof to you

5*7=

Quick work on our presses
Prompt delivery

ST.

A

Home

Is

THE BOWDOIN HOTEL
For Excellent Service

Low Rates

-

—A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER

price that is right

Bowdoin men use

this

formula for
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Hougland, McClintic- Marshall engineer,
wearing the picturesque engineers' "hard
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HOME FOR THE

for physi-

and energy. When my pep is at
low ebb, there's nothing like a Camel, for a
Camel chases away all signs of tiredness. 1
always get a 'lift' with a Camel. I have preferred Camels for years because of their good
taste and mildness. They never irritate my
throat. That's one way you can tell Camels
are made from more expensive tobaccos."
cal fitness
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QUICKLY
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ECONOMICALLY

Don't spoil the thriM of getting

home

again by worrying

about the shipment of your baggage. Solve the problem by
leaving everything to Railway Express.

We will

call for

your trunks, baggage and personal belongings and send
them home on fast passenger trains through to destination.

You can take your train home with peace of mind— knowing
that your baggage will be there quickly

Express service

is

and

safely.

Railway

a decided economy in expense, too.

After vacation, send your baggage back the

same way.

We

give a receipt on pick-up and take a receipt on desure handling.
For service or Information merely call or telephone

livery. . .double proof of swift,

RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY,
YOU'LL LIKE THEIR
At work and at play
comes s time when

Maine Cent* a! K.R. Station

24-

W

Inc.

Brunswick, Me.

there always

it's pleasant
to heed the famous advice: "Get
s 'lift' with s Camel!" For Camels
increase your flow of energy. And

AGKNCY, INC.

Camels sre mild — s matchless
blend of costlier tobaccos. Your

NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE
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67 Report For Hockey; Bears Meet

Sawyer Elected 1936 Grid

By 26

Captain

Wendell "Bucky" Sawyer, '37, All-Maine quarterback and sparkplug of
this year's championship eleven, was elected captain of the 1936 Bowdoin
football team at a banquet held in the Falmouth Hotel, Portland, on Tuesday evening, December 3. Preceding this election. Coach Adam Walsh announced the award of twenty-six letters to members of this year's squad
*

_

Sills
its

commended

the

achievements this

year, pointing out especially the general rise in the morale of the college
because of the successful football season.
Captain
Putnam presented
Coach Walsh with a desk clock as a
gift from the whole squad to show
their appreciation of -his
work at
Bowdoin this year.

.

WENDELL "BUCKY- SAWYER

such thing as miracle man," he said.
"All I could do was bring out something from down inside you which

you had."
Walsh Awards Tokens
With a word of praise for each
man, Coach Walsh brought the dinner to a close as he presented the

The picking

Harold Ashkenazy for a guard position on
the International News' AllNew England eleven last week is
Bowdoin's outstanding contribu-

twenty-six lettermen with gold foot-

emblematic

of

year's

this

Maine state championship. The footballs were inscribed on front with a
"B" and "1935" inlaid in black, while
the name and position of each player
were inscribed on the back. Coaches
Lancaster and Walsh, Trainer Magee,
and Manager Phil Christie '36 also
.

received

tion to
I
'

,

[

footballs.

26 Letter Awards
The following lettermen were announced:
Albert C. Putnam '36, retiring captain; Wendell C. Sawyer, *37, captainelect; Harold Ashkenazy '38; William
Shaw '36; Rodney Larcom '36; Jack
Reed '37; Charles Smith '37; Richard
Ctepp '37; George Griffith '37; Wilbur Manter '36; Joshua Drummond
'36; John Frye '38; William Drake
'37; William Soule '36; Ralph John
son '37; Ara Karakashian '37; Wil
liam Burton '37; James Hepburn '38

David Fitts '38; Edward Curran
'38; Fred Newman
Claude Frazier '38; Daniel Healy
John Roberts '36; Robert Smith
and Manager Philip Christie '36.

Andrew Cox

I

'38
'38
'37

'38

this

is

of

year's

all-teams.

Johnny Prye and Charlie Smith
both received honorable mention
on this eleven which found such
a large college as Harvard entirely unrepresented ami only
Bowdoin and Williams among
the smaller colleges represented
on the first team, proving the
high character of the honor
awarded to the stellar Polar
Bear sophomore.
Four Bowdoin linerhen, Bill
Drake at center, Ashkenazy at
guard, George Griffith at tackle,
and Will Manter at end won positions on the unofficial Portland
Telegram All-Maine team, while
Captain-elect "Bucky" Sawyer
was a unanimous choice for AllMaine quarterback and reckoned
the most valuable man In the
State this year.
Berths on the All-Eastern
team were monopolized by the
larger Colleges, but It Is significant that Andy Cox, Ara Karakashian, and Bucky Sawyer received honorable mention for
this aggregation.

Turkish leaf tobacco.
tobacco

first

last

Friday night defeated the Portland

Ashkenazy Picked For
All New England Guard

didn't realize

balls,

Portland Legionnaires
The Bowdoin Rifle Team in its
match of the year at Portland

American Legion Rifle Team. It was
the wish of the Ralph Caldwell Post

Brown

I

j
'

list

University will be added to
of opponents of the Polar

Bear Vanity Hockey squad

this sea-

son when the new rivals clash in
Providence on Washington's Birthday, February 22nd, according to an

announcement
Linn Wells.

this

week by Coach

Sixty-seven candidates, an unusually large squad, reported to Coach
Wells last week for practice which
looks well for this year's squad However, the team will be greatly weakened by the loss of Captain Pete

The opening meet of the season is
with the Olneyville Boys' Club on
January 11, at Brunswick.
This
meet will provide an opportunity for
sizing up the material in the Freshman class. With only the M.I.T. meet
away, the college will see the team
in action in the "Curtispool against
Wesleyan, Boston University and the
Dartmouth J.V.'s during the second

By Charles F. Brewster
Athletic director Mai Morrell deserves our congratulations for his sponsering of a banquet for the football team this year, an affair which has been
noticeably lacking in the past few years. The dinner was a great success with
the whole squad of forty-five present. The team on the strength of its record this year certainly deserved this mark of appreciation on the part of the
athletic department, out there is no reason why this enjoyable post-season
affair should not be continued in future years whatever the number of games semester.
in the victory column.
j

Timejhis Season

the

Four Home Meets

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

*57

All-Maine nuarterback and voted
most valuable man in state this year
who will lead 1936 Polar Bear eleven.

since I left college," Coach
told his 1935 squad
in
responding to this gift. "There isn't any
life

Walsh

you

"This year's swimming team prombe well-balanced, but will have
like those of the
past season", stated Coach Bob Miller
In a recent interview. The call for
swimmers was issued immediately after Thanksgiving vacation and progress is now well underway.
About forty-nve men having been
working out daily in the pool since
practice started. A large part of the
routine so far has been conditioning
work supplemented by some actual
(Court*«jr of Portland Praia Herald)
swimming. During the past week,
The Polar Bear football team, 19S5 State of Maine Champions, officially closed their season last week wheat they Captain "Wink"
Walker has been diwere feted to a dinner at the Falmouth Hotel In Portland. Left to right, at the head table, are, head coach Adam recting the drills In the absence of
Walsh, Albert P. Putnam, 19S5 captain, Malcolm E. Mor rell, athletic director and toastmaster, President K. C. M. Coach Miller who attended the
A.A.U.
meeting
in New York.
Sills, Dean Paul Nixon, and John J. Magee, trainer and track coach.

White Riflers Defeat

This has been the happiest year of

my

Swimmers Have
Balanced Team
no outstanding stars

Magee, and Captain Al Putnam.
Sills Speak*
President

First

ises to

Athletic Director Mai Morrell, who
responsible for the holding of a
football banquet this year for the
first time since the Ostergren regime back in the early twenties,
acted as toastmaster, introducing as
speakers President Sills, Dean Nixon,
Coach Don Lancaster, Trainer Jack

was

team highly on

Brown For

Letter men

Mills,

Bob Hawley and Bob Sherman,

speedy icemen from last year's outfit who will be missing from this
year's line-up. Mills and Hawley were
invaluable to the squad because of
their speed and scoring ability.

Bates

Game Dropped

Last year's letter men who are returning include Dick Steer, Bud RuWinn
therford,
Charlie Harkins,

Thomas, and Jack Lawrence

all

of

whom saw

plenty of action last seawill
captain the
son. Rutherford
squad due to Mills' failure to return.

Many men who saw

action on last
year's Jayvee squad have reported
for practice as well. Leon Buck, Stan
Allen, Nate Dane, Bob Dealing, Jack
McGill, and Harold Cross are a few
of these who are seeking varsity
berths this year.

Bates, a competitor of the White
squad for many years has decided to
discontinue varsity hockey this season. However, with the Brown game
and a possibility of games with several other schools to be added to the
lowing positions: off-hand, prone,
schedule, the icemen are anticipating
when President and Coach were able to Joke publicly about
kneeling, and sitting. The five highest
their differences In viewpoint as to the relative Importance
Last Saturday the Bowdoin Rifle a season quite as full as those of forscores of each were to count. The
of athletics and curriculum. President Sills in a Jocular vein
Team won its second match in two mer years.
high scorers were Favour, Wyer and
told of being in Baltimore recently and of being introduced
The schedule for the season folsuccessive nights against the BrunsBurton of Bowdoin and Pratt of the
as from Bowdoin. "I know Just three things about Bowwick Town Rifle Team at the range lows:
Portland American Legion Post.
doin," someone told him. "That's where Longfellow and
in Adams Hall. The conditions of the
The victory was Bowdoin's by a 66
January 4 New Hampahira here
Hawthorne
were
graduated,—
and
where
Adam
Walsh
match
were
that
there
be
will
two
sixweek
there
point margin. Next
Northamatern U.-here
January
coaches!"
men teams shooting ten shots off- January 19 Colby tbtra
be a return match held here with the
s
s
hand with the five highest counting.
Portland American Legion, Ralph
January 1< Colby there
Adam, in replying to the above compliment, didn't miss the chance to take This was a very close match with a
Caldwell Post.
February IS—Colby—there
a good-natured slam at the rigidity of Bowdoin's entrance requirements. victory of six points to Bowdoin. It
February 14 Northeaatern- there
"Rigid?" asked Coach Walsh, rhetorically. "I should say they are. Why, look is expected that these matches will
February It New Hampahire there
at me. After being graduated from Notre Dame, I had to spend four years of be continued about once a month.
Februray 2t— Brown U.—there.
seasoning at Yale and one at Harvard before I could get into Bowdoin!" A
couple of years ago the heads of these two branches of the college wouldn't
have made such remarks even in jest. Now the coaches are members of the te&a&Baaxgxxx^^
faculty under the new contracts and the banquet was only one in a succesJohn O'Donnell '37 winning the sion of incidents emphasizing the growing unity of feeling between the
shot put yesterday took the lead in academic and athletic members of the college teaching staff.
the first day of Bowdoin's annual
s
s
"Christmas Gambol"
meet
track
With the pigskin safely stowed away in moth balls until
which will run four days ending Frianother season rolls around, It Is significant to see the enday. O'Donnell's winning mark was
thusiaam generated by successful football being carried
GORHAM, N. H.
39 feet 24 inches only slightly outover into the sports of the winter months. Witness the
PARADISE FOB WINTER SPORTS
distancing that of Paull '39 whose
unprecedented total of sixty-seven candidates which reMiniature Switzerland
heave measured 38 feet HVs inches.
ported last week for hockey. Add to that the forty-five men
Myriad of Ski Trails
As the other two events yesterday
on the varsity swimming squad now practicing dally in the
8 Miles From the Base of Mt. Washington
the 440 and 880 were trial heats,
Curtis pool and further add the total of well over a hunPLEASANT
FINE FOOD
no further scoring was recorded.
dred trackmen participating In the four day "Christmas
Agreeably Priced
The favorites to take the individual
Gambol" this week in Hyde cage and you have some Idea
title are Phil Good. Johnny Shute,
of the thirst for athletic victories which has seized the unBraley Grey, and Dave Rideout.
dergraduate body.

that Bowdoin's Team should be present at the dedication of its new
range.

There were two seven-men teams
shooting five shots in each of the fol-

—

s
s
The clearing up of the traditional non-cooperative attitude between the faculty and the athletic authorities of the
college which has been wrought by a successful football
season this fall was again demonstrated at the banquet,

WHITE MARKSMEN
DEFEAT BRUNSWICK

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

CHRISTMAS GAMBOL
ENGAGES TRACKMEN

»untaln Cllmbingr

—

SKATE

SKI
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SNOWSHOE!!!
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HOUSE

BOOMS

JUST THE PLACE FOR YOUR

WEEK END

The

strung leaf by leaf and hung

on long racks

like

you see below,

1 he

aromatic Turkish tobaccos

used in Chesterfield give

them a more pleasing aroma
and

taste .

.

Every year we import thousands of pounds

from Turkey and Greece
s

THE IMPORT DUTY

alone

— but Turkish tobacco

pound

a good

The

is
is

35 cents a

necessary to

cigarette.

right

amount of Turkish

tobacco,

blended with our mild, ripe home-grown

to-

baccos helps to give Chesterfields more aroma,
helps to give

them a more

pleasing taste.

CHESTERFIELD— A BLEND OF MILD RIPE HOME-GROWN AND AROMATIC TURKISH TOBACCOS
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FACULTY ADDS OAT

VOL.LXV

SHUTE FAILS

The Sun
By

IN

AD) FOR OXFORD
England Appointments
In Rhodes Contest Name
John Rideout

was presented

Rideout

Shute,

Represent

Maine Before Judges'
Group in Boston
»

By

Stuart D. Brewer

John Vanderlyn onute '36 selected
as candidate to the meeting of the
New England Rhodes Scholarship
Committee, by the Maine committee,

al college debating fraternity.

failed

to receive the final appoint-

That the year 1935 has been one in ment. John G. Rideout, of Colby, the
which the Bowdoin students have other Maine candidate, was one of
shown unusual interest in political the four chosen at the meeting in
events and international affairs is ob- Boston on Monday.
vious.
The inspiration of the InstiBesides Rideout, Dwight E. Robintute, other lectures arranged by the son of Yale; Walt W. Rostow, also
college, the success of the Political of Yale; and C. Bernard Lewis of
Forum, and other influences have Brown, were awarded the wellserved to keep the undergraduate known three year scholarships to Oxwell informed on current questions. ford. The committee which selected
a - r
them consisted of Dr. Lewis Perry,
principal of Exeter Academy; Prof.
ALMOST every Tallman Professor, C.
J. Webber, of Colby; Prof. G. V.
French Teaching fellow, or other Kidder of the University of Vermont
foreign professor who has had occaProf. J. F. Foulton, of Yale; and Mr.
sion to come to Bowdoin has comWilson, a New York lawyer.
C.
mented on the fact that much less inShute;
F. Hubbell '35; and
terest in politics is' shown by underE. Philoon "36; were sent from Bowgraduates on this side of the water.

A

A

Tufts;

No

T

Arguing the question, "Resolved:

That the Roosevelt neutrality

V.

SHUTE

A

|

j

|

|

posed by the League."
Mr. Coolidge saw the possibility of
Italy's soon becoming unable to keep
up the large amount of imports she
now consumes, owing to her diminishing exports and gold supply. The
Roosevelt policy he believed, had the

i

i

of the nation. The policy
of the league, he saki. needed this
United States policy as a contributing factor to its success.
Stresses Neutrality
In the consideration of the more
theoretical aspects of the subject,
Mr. Nead stated that the object of
the League was "to bring about international co-opecation, peace and
security". This was accomplished, he
said, by the enforced economic sanctions and military coercion; by the
partisan judgment of all its members; and by the positive enforcement of all sanctions. Outlining the
American problem he cited the
Roosevelt policy. "Its aim", he said
is the same as it has been for the
past 150 years, namely to keep America out of war. It is an attempt to
make the traditional U. S. neutrality
policy more effective; it is not to
change the aim of the policy." In
conclusion he said "The Roosevelt
policy is unilateral, impartial, and
negative."
Mr. Petravich brought into the discussion the topic of the Japanese invasion of China in 1932, he said,
"This was an act of war and as such
bound the League to action. Because
the U. S. at that time was unwilling
to discuss the affair, the League was

sympathy

WITH

McNutt
Take

A

•

New

of this

Students here pay $12.50 to the
blanket-tax; and the use of the fund
is made public. The same thing is
true of the Bowdoin Publishing Company, which handles two of the college publications and which receives
a large grant from the Blanket Tax.
In a year students who attend both
gym dances pay ten dollars, and if
they go to the Commencement Ball,
thirteen: yet tbey demand no knowledge of the inner workings of the
committees which they themselves
tunc elected to run the dunces.

Rffcert

W.

;

!

Visitors Come From England, Hawaii, West Coast;
11 States Represented

HASS TALKS ON

Laffln

Monday

at

a

ATOMCJHEORY

after-

clashes

on

Opens Series Of Lectures By
Discussing Existence

Of

Washington's

Particles

approximately equal

the
total
to
American railroad system", stated
Dr. Arthur Haas, illustrating the size
of the atom, when he spoke lo a
group of Brunswick people and students in the Moulton Union last eveThis, the first public lecture
ning.
given by Professor Haas in Brunswick, concerned the subject, ."Do
Atoms Really Exist?"
To prove that they do, he showed
slides of alpha particle fog streaks
automatically
photographed
byscientists in Germany and the University of California. By the use of
comparisons, applicable to every-day
objects, he made the size of atoms
imaginable and the strength of unobtainable energy unbelievable.
Thus, if the balanced electrical
charges in the head of a pin could be
divided and the positive charges "fixed to the walls of this building and
the other half (negative charges) to
a train at the neighboring station, in
spite of the distance involved, the attractive force would be sufficient to
start the train off in our direction."
Traces Atomic History
It was Greek philosophy, he said,
that gave birth to the idea of the
atom 2,000 years ago. The invasion of
chemistry and physics into the theory
has definitely established the exist-*
ence of the atom. The discovery of
the electron at the close of the 19th
century changed completely the original concept of the atom. It meant
that something 2,000 times smaller
than the smallest atom, the hydro-

\

j

Conduct Religious Forum In
February; Woodward

Makes Plans
By William Frost
Opening this year's Religious Forum, Reverend Mr. David K. Montgomery, rector of Saint Peter's
church in Morristown. New Jersey,
a member of Beta Theta Pi, and a
Bowdoin alumnus of '27, will speak
in Sunday chapel on February 9. This
will be the first time a Bowdoin graduate has ever spoken at the forum
since its initiation five years ago.
Other speakers at the forum, which
is to be held on February 9, 10, 11,
and 12, will be Reverend Wilmur J.
Kitchen of Boston, secretary of the
New England Student Movement;
Reverend Mr. Roberts, of the Congregational church of Newton Highlands, Mass.; Reverend Mr. Gardiner
Day. M.A., St. John's Church, Williamstown,
Mass.;
Reverend Mr.
Bennett, Christ Church, Fitch burg,
Mass. Reverend Mr. Harold Metzner,
Methodist-Episcopal church of Waterville, Maine; Reverend Mr. Albert
Thomas. D.D.. 1st Baptist Church,
Fall River, Mass.; Reverend Mr.
Webster. St. Peter's Church, Weston,
Mass. and Reverend Mr. Newton Fetter, D.D., Pastor for Baptist students

liquor. Permission

from parents

is

IBIS

can impose effective sanctions." On
this basis Mr. Petravich considered held at Providence. Rhode Island. Nothe Roosevelt policy a great assist- vember 25th and 26th Professor Horance to the League.
mell delivered another talk. At this
In delivering the last main speech meeting he discussed "Reorganizing
(Continued on page Z)
Municipal Government to Increase
'

of

Made For John Desperate
As Many Girls Answer His Ad

—

j

chestra,

|

:

I

MANY CONCERTS
con-

;

—

i

t

;

t

'

nMnf

him.

The

newly-acquired

College

|

ranged, sang,

made

recordings, broad-

cast, and built up a large and enthuencouraged him. No sooner had he siastic following. He has since played
mastered the instrument, however, at hotels, ballrooms, and theaters
than he cast it aside and procured a throughout the west and midwest.
French horn.
The manner in which he was received
is well illustrated by the following
Tackles Trombone
m jo tat ion from 'the Chicago Daily
Mendelssohn wrote his first com- Times. "Clyde McCoy stopped the
position just before he reached 15; .Saturday
nicht show at the Paradise
Schubert started to compose at 14 or Theater with his famous "Sugar

15; Liszt's initial product

;

I

(

the

struction; so they concluded that the
boy had a natural ear for music and

—

"^

entertain

—

'

;

will

i

j

j

satisfy

j

!

I

!

fact that after McCoy had become
proficient at playing one instrument,
he discarded it for another. He seemed to be looking for one that would

saxophone pleased him longer than
any of its predecessors.
In spite of parental objection he
and its guests in Sargent Gymnasium joined a dance orchestra when 12.
Friday night. What this greatest of He toured with this band, as first
saxophonist,
and gained much valunot say,
all radio publications did
however, is that McCoy is also a mas- able experience.
Masters Trumpet
ter of eight other instruments, and
that he never took a music lesson in
Finally, at the age of 17. Clyde
his life!
aonlied his talents to the conquering
The pride of all McCoys uttered his of a trumpet. At last he was satisfied.
At last he had found that he
first cry in Ashland, Kentucky in
1908. From the initial yells and bawls could produce the effects he had been
the neighbors remarked on the great striving for since he had left a highpower of the little lad's lungs; they chair. His reDutation spread and, at
knew he was destined for bigger 19, he was placed at the head of an
things. And hardly was young Clyde orchestra of his own b>^Gus Edwards
a matriculate from diapers to the of Kennaway Entertainment Corporranks of the rompers before he was ation.
J
striving to seduce sweet sounds from
From Louisville. Ky/he was called
a soiled and senile melophone. After to the Drake Hotel in Chicago. His
a few weeks of birds and squawks his first night at the Drake. McCoy inmother heard him playing an old folk troduced his own composition to the C
song she had taught him to sing as public "Sugar Blues", specially as a
soon as he was able to talk, and she trumpet solo. He remained there 18
was both surprised and pleased. Mr. months, a record engagement.During
McCoy pleaded innocence of any in- that time he played, composed, ar-

I

j

Coulter.

Laffin

;

!

—

!

W. Brown.
Zeta— Mrs. Paul Niven; Mrs. Lloyd

eric

ielig'ous views.

"Clyde McCoy! A handsome boy
with a charming personality. Without a doubt one of the best trumpet
players in the music world today."
That is what Radio Guide said of the
man who, with his Drake Hotel Or-

I

Coming Events

—

*

Olin Pettengill.

Also Noted Composer, Vocalist

'

|

modern

By Robert W.

J

I

A.D.— Mrs. Richard Graham; Mrs.
Philip C. Wilder.
Chi Psi— Mrs. Gordon Larcom;
Mrs. Philip M. Libby.
Psi U.— Mrs. Paul Laidley; Professor and Mrs. Kendrick; Mr. and Mrs.

McCoy Plays Nine Instruments;

!

I

follows;

<

!

[

WU-

Nu—

to increasing interest in the
Bowdoin glee club this year, espe-

among freshmen, more

with

'37 as assist-

Kappa
Sigma— Mr. and Mrs.
George Stetson: Miss Doris Hardy.
Beta— Mrs. Wentworth Mailing;
Mrs. Theodore Fowler.
cept Reverend Mr. Roberts and RevSigma
Mrs; Hartley L. Lord;
erend Mr. Montgomery- The Forum Mrs. H. T. Waterhouse.
is to be held under the auspices of the
A.T.O.— Dr. and Mrs. Root; Mrs.
Bowdoin Christian Association.
Continued on iam 1)

Due

cially

Owen

Secure Patronesses
In accordance with the usual custom, each house on campus is entertaining Patronesses for its Christmas
house dance. The Patronesses are as

fraternity wanting any parForum minister as its guest
should pet in touch with Woodward.
All the ministers chosen to date have
been at the Forum in past years ex-

SINGERS TO APPEAR

have b«en made in the government cert trips than usual are to be held
of West Hartford. Connecticut.
He after the first concert here January
emphasized the concentration of pow- 16. according to H. Bickford Lang
er
and responsibility in the hands of '36, manager.
contemastounding success that he is
By Ralph H. Whin
Mr. John Desperate, Jr.. frantic plating the establishment of a perma- the manager in place of a disorganNegotiations are now under way
ized
administration conducted by
Bowdoin undergraduate, and two of nent dating bureau.
for a concert to be given at Westtwelve quasi-independent administrahis worried pals whose fast dwinbrook Junior College, and an attempt
The young ladies from Massachudling hopes to trip the light fantastic setts the Misses Dunker, Burns and tive commissioners.
is being made to pick those best suitat Christmas Houseparties led them Hobbs who signed themselves" "The
ed for the various parts. Plans for a
to such drastic measures as adver- Three Modest Maidens," seemed pretspring trip to Boston are being made.
tising in the Portland Press Herald ty sincere about the whole situation.
Men Still May Join
last week for prospective dates, were
Thursday, Dor. 19 Houseparty
All members of the club are urged
Here is what they wrote:
whisked suddenly into great popularopening Daneen at all fraterto attend the Tuesday and Thursday
"May we submit our applications
ity Monday when six forlorn maidens
nity ha e s in the evening.
rehearsals regularly. There
even'ng
as prospective dates for the Houseanswered their cry.
Friday, Dec 20 4.00— Masque
is still opportunity for those interestThe first three, who hail from dis- party, December 19th and 20th*
and Gown Play, "Tom Thumb
ed in group singing to join either the
"We
are
all
over
twenty,
which
you
disMassachusetts,
Nahant,
in
tant
the Great"
Memorial Hall
chapel choir or the Glee Club. They
patched a self explanatory epistle ac- know is old enough to know better,
8.*o—Formal Fraternity banshould see Lang at the Alpha Delta
jcompanied with flattering photo- whoops. We are blonde, brunette, and
quets
Phi house.
graphs to Sir Desperate in care of redhead, respectively, not all at once,
».•© Gym Dance,
music by
No date has been set yet for the ingentlemen
the Orient. The second group, who We show no partiality
Clyde McCoy
terfraternity singing contest to be
claim as their residence one of the and Harpo Marx prefer blondes;
Saturday, Dec 'l—lzjO— Vacaheld next spring. Alfred Brinkler.
Maine Colleges applied directly to Haile Selassie, brunettes; and Redtion until *»0 Friday morning,
acting director of the Glee Club and
the Press Herald who immediately heads eet bv anyway, so who are you
January 8.
acting instructor of music, will preturned the matter over to Harry to kick!
Monday. Jan. &—8J5—Polyphonsent to the winning fraternity a trograduates
of
"We
are
Essex
AgriculcorreShulman, their Brunswick
Society Concert, Moulton
ic
phy in memory of the late Professor
spondent. Harry has met with such
Continued uu attit 3)
Union
Edward Hamcs Wass,
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'36,

H.Sbule "36,~Hubert S. Shaw
Thompson S. Sampson, Jr.. '36.

and William

ticular

'

Efficiency".
In the talk he drew his illustrations from the recent changes which

'36,

D.K.E.— Mrs. Fred L. Putnam;
Mrs. Wadleigh B. Drummond.
E. Dupee. Jr.. '38.
T.D.— Mrs. Marion D. Caldwell;
TJie Forum was organized five
years ago in an eftort to give the Mrs. Scott Gordon.
D.U.— Mrs. Hugh Wild; Mrs. Fredstudents o; Bowdoin a background

ELECTS FOUR

[

11am

man

Georgia, Dec. 26 to 30.

,

Drummond

Josiah H.

Schroeder To Advise

HORHELL TO SPEAK
AT GEORGIA MEETING

;

try by virtue of his recordings, his

Three more speakers are yet to be
added, one of whom will be a Roman
Catholic Priest. Consultant and Advisor to the forum will be Dr. Schroeder; the Forum Committee consists
of Donald Woodward '36, chairman;
Norman P. Seagrave "37; and Nor-

SENIORS TO RANKS

Chi Psi; Thompson S. Sampson. Jr.,
A.D.; Maxwell M. Small, D.U. The
regular members present were: Robert P. Ashley, Jr., Zeta Psi; Robert
Hagy, Jr.. A.D.; Lawrence S. Hall.
of the public corporations created in
Chi
Psi; Burroughs Mitchell, Psi U.;
many states under the influence of
the federal P. W. A. program. Pro- Edwin G. Walker, D.U.; James R.
fessor Hormell will also attend the West, Psi U.
No 'definite plans were made for
meeting of the council of the association, of which he is a member, which the future, but it was decided to hold
holds its business meeting in con- meetings about every two weeks. At
nection with the annual meeting of these meetings papers will be read
and discussions held with faculty
the association.
Last month at the annual meeting members presiding.
of the National Municipal
League

Mc-

most famous being "Sugar Blues".
The gym dance is being run by a Student Council Committee, headed by

•

of greater Boston.

al-

will discuss some of the governmental aspects of the Quoddy project
in Maine and the political significance

for his snappy trumpet playing,

Coy is just now invading the east His
only other appearance in the district
to date is at the Normandie in Boston.
He is well-known to the coun-

;

so necessary unless the student has
reached the age of 21". The Dean
ended his talk with these words;
Discussing
Oriental
philosophy
"Save your drinking for your declinwith Dr. Newton P. Stallknecht, Ibis,
ing years."
Senior honorary society met recently at the Psi U. House. Dr. Stallknecht outlined the principles of Buddhism, and explained the doctrines
of the Chinese philosophers Lau-Tze
and Confucius.
After a short discussion, four mem"Some Aspects of Governmental
Operation of Economic Enterprises" bers of the Senior Class were elected
members
wttl be the topic of Professor Orren to the society by those six
C. Hormell in his talk at the annual of the Class who were selected last
meeting of the American Political year. Those chosen were: John P.
Association to be held at Atlanta, Chapman, T.D.; Richard O. Jordan.

He

request of the student body.
Houseparty guests will have the
opportunity of hearing Clyde McCoy
play his second New England engagement at the gym dance Friday night.
Noted throughout the middle west

;

j

"Anyone who is getting scholarship
from the college, naturally should
not spend his money on beer and

aid

to the single representative from Hawaii. One girl comes from Spokane,
Washington, while Kansas and Indiana will be represented in the Middle
West.
To See Play
Besides dancing to AtcCoy on Friday and to the orchestras provided by
the different fraternities tomorrow,
the house-party guests will have an
opportunity to witness a return of
"Tom Thumb the Great", a comedy
by Fielding which will be given by
the Masque and Gown on Friday afternoon at four o'clock. The play is
being given again as a result of the

VISIT COLLEGE

gen atom, existed.
"About 1910, physicists arrived at
that conception of the atom which
since then has formed the basis of
atomic theory and which can today
be regarded not only as a hypothesis,
but as an established fact." In 1913,
the scientist Rutherford stated that
not only a geometrical but an arithmetical harmony governed the meeven one cocktail will immediately be chanics of the planetary systems of
(Continued on pax* S)
suspended from Bowdoin."

j

By William Klaber, Jr.
Bowdoin enters a festive mood tomorrow as 206 guests arrive for the
annual Christmas Houseparties. Featured by Clyde McCoy's orchestra at
the gym dance Friday night, the parties will get under lull sway tomorrow evening with the individual
house dances.
J08IAH DRUMMOND
Eleven states, Hawaii, and England
heads the Student Council Dance will be
represented among the girls
Committee
who arrive tomorrow. One guest
who is a native of Great Britain will
comprise the total of visitors from
foreign countries, but the honor of
coming the greatest distance will go

CLERGYMEN TO

be about one million miles long or

Listing threw in paints of attack
against
^TJarThcon spoke
at Saturday chapel on "The Right to
Drink."
In the first place, he warned
against drinking to excess. "Anyone
who gets in trouble with the law
through drinking is not to expect any
help from the college," he declared.
Secondly, it is dangerous to drive
a car after drinking. "If there is an
accident and there would be the
slightest odor of liquor on the breath
of the driver," said the Dean, "he
would be immediately arrested on
charges of driving while under the
influence of intoxicants. Any student
who has an accident after having

'

what
knowing
without
course the American Republic would
take. But in the present crisis it is
different. Now the League knows
where we stand and with our aid

is.

exchange student newspaper Call
ANfrom
Virginia Military

A

—

In

DEAN MAKES CHAPEL
ATTACK ON DRINKING

helpless,

expected to extend his
trip to include an appearance at
Bowdoin.
Governor McNutt, former national commander of the American Legion and one of the country's foremost Democrats, is already being mentioned as a candidate for the Democratic Presidential nomination in 1940.
uary,

r

generally secures orchestras
the top national ranks,

policy
to the

Petravich.
Outlines Three Points
Mr. Coolidge who spoke first for
the affirmative outlined at once the
three main points of the Roosevelt
neutrality policy: 1. The shipment of
arms to belligerent countries is forbidden. 2. Traders engaging in commerce with belligerent countries do
so at their own risk. 3. Passengers
traveling on ships of a belligerent
country do so at their own risk.
"Italy", he said, "is at war in violation of the League of Nations' Covenant, and is under sanctions im-

i

known among

—

Beta Theta PI Hughie Connor
Sigma No—Al Starlta
Alpha Tan Omega Henry Brig-

K

JOHN

MASQUERS TO REPEAT
"TOM THUMB" FRIDAY

Kappa Sigma—Jimmy Cashman

22

of effective assistance
a law.
League of Nations", Nead and Phelps
The only day set aside by this rulwon a clear cut decision over the ing in January 2, 1936. Such a deciaffirmative Tufts team comprising sion does not affect any other dates,
William B. Coolidge and Peter
either this year or in future years.

'

discloses that the student dance committee at that institution is required
to
publish in the undergraduate
newspaper a record of its disbursements and handling of the student
form similar to that
dance taxes.
published yearly in the Orient, by
the Blanket Tax Committee here.

took part in a no-decision debate

at B.U.

Clyde McCoy's Music To Be
Featured At Dance In
Gym Friday

Plans Dance

Theta Delta Chi—Vln Gary
Delta Upsilon— Ernie Fielding
Zeta Pst—Felix Ferdlnando

Ruling Temporary
Being thus deprived of a free day,
the Student Council and Fraternity
House Presidents, at a meeting with
Dean Nixon last week, were given
the privilege of choosing some other
date during the school year as a holiday. After some discussion January
2 was decided upon, chiefly because it
is very often inconvenient for students to haver to make the return
trip to college on New Year's Day.
The undergraduate action was, of
course, only a recommendation, with
the faculty making the suggestion

At the same time, Harold Ashkenazy '38, and Andrew Cox

at least American students are wak- doin to the conference in Augusta
ing up to world affairs, rapidly.
last Thursday. Sbjlte and Riaeout!
"~ •'•*-•
"-"
* - r
were the men chosen at that time
FREQUENT board on the edi- to appear before the New England
The
torial platform nailed up by suc- committee for the final choice.
cessive editors of the Orient has been members of the Maine committee
the urging of more and better pub- were President Clifton D. Gray of
Nixon,
chairman;
Dean
Paul
Bates,
Little could
licity For the college.
be said oh this subject thus far this of bowdoin; Proi. Stanley R. Ash by,
of Maine; Prof. Carl J. Webber, of
scholastic year, however.
Owing to its excellent football rec- Colby; and Mr. Robert Hale, a Portord the college has received an enor- land attorney.
Shute, a member of Delta Kappa
mous amount of publicity. No less
news space, however, has been grant- Epsilon, has had an outstanding recbeen captain
ed to such events as the debates, the ord at Bowdoin. He has
of
the cross country team and, as a
Rhodes Scholarship selections, the
he has starred
speech given by Norman P. Sea- middle-distance man.
squad. He has
grave in New York before the Inter- on the varsity track
Bowdoin been on the Dean's List constantly
fraternity Council, etc.
during his college career, being electfootball victories twice made columned to Phi Beta Kappa last spring.
tops in the New York Times Sunday
Rideout, the successful Maine cansports sections, while all the other
scholastic
games were given better space than didate, has a conspicuous
record. At the time of his «nraduation
last year. In last Sunday's issue the
from Foxcroft Academy, he was givcollegiate section contained a colscholarship to
umn-top article of some length dis- en a special entrance
He has been on the Dean's
cussing debating at Bowdoin, and Colby.
won the
commenting on the undergraduate in- list since that time, and has
Gallert prize in English and
Solomon
terest here in political events.
the Maine Horace Translation prize,
s - r
as well as various scholarships. He is
Christinas Houseparty just a member of Zeta Psi Fraternity and
around the corner, this column is a resident of Hartland, Me.
again reminded of its oft repeated
Lectures
contention that the dance facilities, Fredo,
with eleven houses competing with
Place In January
bands at Xmas parties, are excessive.
saving could be effected without
Due to the distracting influin any degree lessening the brilliance
ence of house parties this week,
of the occasion. The second night of
the address which was to have
Ivy, in which three houses cared ambeen given by Attorney Michael
ply for the total number of guests,
Fredo of Boston on the effect of
proves that.
war on
Italo-Ethioplan
the
Among the undergraduate suggesAmerica has been postponed untions for Xmas houseparty organizatil after the Christmas holidays.
tion has been one that only five or six
Charles F. Brewster, president
houses give dances, and that the
of the Political Forum, has also
bands for these selected houses be
announced that Governor Paul V.
paid from a central fund to which
McNutt of Indiana, who will tour
the
each house would contribute
England some time In Jan-

Institute,

From

Engage B. U. In
Decision Meet

is

—

pfcy

anniversary of the birth of our country's first President is normally a
holiday, but tlpe program for Campus
Day includes the holding of matinal
claims as schmuled. in the hope that
the visiting graduates will be interested.

Phelps '38, Bowdoins' negative team,
defeated Tufts in Hubbard Hall last
Monday evening to score Bowdoin s

students' en-

which in the South has a dance reputation equal to that of Bowdoin in

—

Delta Kappa Epsilon—Ed Mur-

who
The Alumni Committee met last
By. Norman E. Dupee
week and deeped on a tentative pro"If all the iron atoms contained in
gram for Alumni Day, February 22, the head of a pin were lined up, one
to be known m "Campus Day". The behind the other, this string would

first victory.
'38,

be heard at the house*

Pal Upsilon Don Fabian
Chi Psi Hudson-DeLange

birthday, February 22.

By a unanimous vote of the judges,
Need '38, and Thomas V.

fall. Student interest is indeed constantly increasing on these

-

will have

will

tomorrow night:
Alpha Delta Phi—Billy Murphy

noon, approval the recommendation
of the Student Council to extend this
year's Christmas Recess to Friday,
January 3. Tips move was prompted
by the fact that Bowdoin students

By Ralph H. Win*

ings this

it

bands

Council

Bowdoin faulty members,

INITIAL VICTORY
Unanimously

t

special meetift held

Phillips T.

thusiasm will never be reached but

fund could be added to the resources
of the gym dance committee, enabling them to secure the "name-band"
which the students seem to demand.
Unfortunately there seems to be
small likelihood of any combination
whatsoever among the houses. Steps
initiated by one house recently met a
stone wall reception among neighboring fraternities.

By

HOUSE PARTY GUESTS;
HOLDS DANCES, PLA Y

fraternities have
their selections for house
party orchestras. The following

g Motion Of

Stu

DEBATERS TAKE
Win

1

COLLEGE GREETS 206

Selection of Orchestras

ALUMNIJDAY TO BE
HELD* FEBRUARY
MakeT
wary Ruling
Appro

NO. 17

ah

£ Will Be Included
In Cording Christmas
Recess Period

PLAT FRIDAY

1871935

Houses Announce Final

January

rais-

thirty-three cents In addition to
the blanket tax. The curtain will
rise at 4.00 p.m.

students seem more mature and better informed, although they are frequently engaged in street fights over
on which they
political questions
have intense partisan views.
On the other hand there have been
the many favorable comments made
by participants in the Institute of
Politics who spoke here last spring,
and who were questioned by students
in informal discussions following their
lectures.
Almost without exception
they expressed interest and satisfaction in the student groups at these
conferences, and found the questions
This
both intelligent and specific.
has also been true of Forum meet-

same amount. The remainder

a curtain

advance and making payment of

In Europe, they declare, university

The European

a*

er to "Tom Thumb" last week.
The student body has not guaranteed sufficient attendance to
cover the royalty fees and costs
of production for two piaya.
There will be a small r eserved
•eat section with only enough
eats to accommodate those applying In advance and thus there
will be no sale at the door. The
admission price of reserved seats
that
fcs eighty-three cents while
of toe unreserved is fifty-live
cents. Students will be admitted
to the unreserved section with
blanket tax tickets and to the
reserved section by applying in

JOHNS HOPKINS AND
YALE MEN ALSO GO

clearly that a distinct revival is in
progress, one which might indeed result in a resurrection of the Bowdoin
chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, a nation-

that

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER

to give extra
day;svacation

by director
announced
George H. Qulnby that It will be
lmpeeaOMe to reoeat the one act
play "Another Way Out" which

New

Bowdoin

ent season, and the week before
houseparty and vacation finds the
college turning to forensic activities
as well as to dances and holidays.
The excellent schedule of Bowdoin
debating teams, their good showing,
and the fact that a score of undergraduates have voluntarily been connected with these activities, shows

.

ORIENT

urns

in debating at

running high dining the pres-

subjects.

Its

mpuww

!

MASQUERS GTVK

faculty votes

Tom

second production,
Thumb the Great" will be restaged Friday afternoon in Memorial Hall as the Christmas
Houseparty play. However, It
In

SECURING FINAL

» »

ME..

Masquers Will Re-stage
"Tom Thumb The Great"

Stanley William*. Jr.

INTEREST
is

BRUNSWICK.

(65th Year)

Rises

pppwpiiipp

m*

!,
•

THE BOW

TO VACATION

V *

mmm

;

was

at 12;

and at the tender age of 6 Clyde McCoy was an expert on the melophone
and French horn, and he had secured a second-hand trombone!
He experimented with this for
about a year and then traded it in for
a saxophone. It is an interesting

Blues".

The Gym Dance will be McCoy's
in New England
»nd his first in the State of Maine.
There is every indication that Bowdoin students and their euests. like
young Clyde's mother, will be "both
sui'prbed and pleased."
second anoearance

MMHMiMMi

mmmmmmmm^^^

TWO

i

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
iiigJiLA.

Established

EdltM-ia-CUef
Robert P. Aahley

CDustard and Cress
1S71

P. Chapman 'S*
if»i»n«rima> Editors

Vt

Richard E. Mathewson »87
Stanley Williams, Jr., "87
Sports EdiUrm

Charles F. Brewster '37

art

of last year's seniors, who sold his
key to a New York pawn-broker for
three measly bucks. And even at that
he had to jew the guy up from twofifty.

William

MaxweU

We've always wondered Just exactly what the market value was of being • Phi Bete. Now we know, and,
by God. its discouraging. In the open
just about any fraternity yon
can think of will bring a better price.
If you're sceptical, we give you one

John
Jr.,

S.

Burton *87

A. Eaton *87

So, we've given up the idea of joining Phi Beta Kappa.

m

WMUm

-

*88

of Bowdoin men and Maine men,
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING
so during the Thanksgiving vacation
six of each got together to play off
Business Manafcr
the 13-13 tie. It was a touch-football
Owen H. Melangk 1$
game, and, led by Bob Ashley, one of
Assistant Managers
the greatest, touch players Bowdoin
Ernest R. Dalton '37
2uan G. Davis *87 has ever known, the local team licked
the pants off of Maine, 18-12.
dartr* Um Colon* t«r by «m « adnata af BwoSoln College.
This ought to be an annual classic,
All eontribntion* and eom»>«nl««Uoni should bn ajoaa to the aUnarlne; Editor by Sundaj
with tea served between the halves.
ttt sw illls s **• date of pnbBeation. The Editor-! a-CbAW I* mponstMe far Um adltoria- •
eofama Um BUaacins Editor for bows and make-tm. Ail ooenrrranUsatlon* nanjidjii, •ubeertpHELP
llona thooid be aoMramad to the Business Manaaar of the Bowooln rnbnsWss Company.
This guy John Desperate, Jr., has
Sam»rrii*irma. $200 per year la advance. With Alumna.. fl.M
been
burning
the
A.P. wires for
up
Entered so second claw matter at the
at Brunswick.
the last week or so trying to get three
babes for house-parties. According to
News Editor for this Issue
Snorts Editor for this Issue
the latest reports from Harry ShulWilliam Klaber. Jr., *37
Maxwell A. Eaton '37
man, the local reporter and go-between, Desperate has a score of three
Vol. LXV
Wednesday, December 18, 1955
No. 17 in the replies column. Elsewhere in

COMPANY
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FEMALE

:

this

A WELCOME

WANTED

news-organ you can find com-

plete details of the horrible situation,

Welcome, Houseparty Guests There is not much more we can
say.
Orient Editors since time immemorial have been writing
Christmas Houseparty editorials, and they are all the same. There
it always a bleak, bare, snow-covered campus "sadly in need of
color and gaiety."
There is always an* exam-harassed student
body eager for diversion. There is always the defense of house
parties as that on which depend "morale and undergraduate
humor." There is always a reverential reference to tradition.
There is always a toast, a dramatic shattering of glasses, and the
italicized words: To the Ladies.
We can do no more than echo
sincerely the sentiments of our predecessors. We welcome you to
Bowdoin and we hope your stay will be an enjoyable one.
!

R. P. A.

FORUM REVIVAL

but we figured it was "high time for
a little wrist slapping and a little
questioning.
Look here, Desperate, what are
you anyway, animal, vegetable, or
mineral, that you can't find yourself
a woman? Is manhood going out of
style at Bowdoin? And why. in the
name of Venus must you order up
three women ? One's too many for the
likes of you. Or are you supplying
the whole Zete house?
And listen,
stuff, if you have any left over, give

us a ring.

That leaves us wondering about anhouse-party problem. What
house (see adjoining column) is going to have Greta Garbo among its
guests this year? And is Ima Pushover coming?
- c
other

m

DUNK

The other day all the lads in CThe revival of the Political Forum this year has given evidence
swimming were surprised to
oi being something more than the transitory outburst of liber- group
find, on entering the pool, that Dune
alism which perennially seizes a few of the more enthusiastic Arnold was running things. Finally
members of the undergraduate body. For the first time in the re- he blew his whistle, lined them up,
and said, "Well, boys, we're going to
cent annals of the college the Blanket Tax Committee sanctioned have a few exercises." And they did.
an appropriation for the Forum. This is only an inconspicuous be- Arnold put them through a strenuous
chain of muscle-builders, had them
ginning, but it puts this organization on a firmer footing than swim innumerable lengths, invented
ever before and at the same time seems to indicate a desire on the a relay race, and in general had a
fine time. Next day most of C-group
part of the college authorities to formally recognize the place and was lame all over, and only then did
they discover the hoax. Arnold, the
worth of a political club on the campus.
old kidder, was just having fun.
The enthusiastic reception accorded the Institute of Political
m-•
Science last spring by the whole student body led the officers of BETA BAND
And Cy Schribman, the agent who
the Forum this fall to contemplate an organization which would
has a monopoly on New England
serve as sort of a permanent Political Institute for the securing band music, is another man with a
of recognized authorities in the field of government and econom- false face. To the Betas, not as gullible as C-group swimmers, Schribman
ics. It was on this basis that they were able to secure an appro- praised a certain band to the skies.
priation from the Blanket Tax. It*js on this basis that they are He told them they had to sign in a
hurry, or this marvelous band would
laying plans for the future. The turnout of over a hundred un- make music elsewhere. It sounded
dergraduates for each of the Forum meetings this fall to hear pretty fine, but Dick Baker thought
he'd better check up. So he wired a
such speakers as Prof. Lakin and Rep. Fish would seem to couple of friends in Boston, asking
them for the real dope on the merits
prophesy success for this plan.
of said marvelous band. The reply
That the Political Forum demands and deserves the support came back to the effect that: SUCHORGANIZATION IS
of the Bowdoin undergraduate body is the least we can say here. AN-SUCH
NON-EXISTENT STOP DISBANDAs government continues its present day trend of increased regu- ED TWO YEARS AGO.
And the Betas don't want ghostlation of business, a healthy interest in politics is more and more
musk.
becoming part and parcel of the equipment of a college graduate.
m-c
A cultivation of this interest during his four years of college LICENSE NUMBERS
You've probably all noticed that Brathrough such an organization as the Forum is an opportunity he ley Gray, the hardy perennial, has a
Maine license numbered BG-1, and
can not well afford to overlook.
C. F. B.

enough for the ordinary
mortal. But Professor
Gross does
everyone just one better by having

TALLMAN FUND LECTURES

Maine license 144.
For those of you rusty on arithmewe'll explain this hideous pun: a
dozen dozen equals one gross.
tic,

m

(Continued tram pace 1)

—

er College, and are all
the proverbial
attribute which we under*
stand is indespensable at houseparties.
can also cook, and
tells us that when she was a girl at
Wellesley and took in all the houseparties at Harvard, the girl who was
popular was the one who could make
the best fudge.
"We are all medium height and
weight; the height thanks to God,
and the weight thanks to the Hollywood Diet and Rycrisps.
"We are excellent dancers, having
the reputation of tiring all the men
at our Aggie Proms. Who dances at
Houseparties anyway, besides the

adept in

throwing

BULL, an

mamma

We

chaperones????
"As our training

at college made us
very apt students, we challenge you
to teach us anything new in any line.
As you can see, we are very modest
and do not encourage young men in
any way.
"We shall be on our tiptoes with
excitement until we hear from you.

Most hopefully,
(signed)

-

As the end

of the year rolls around,
take this opportunity of presenting oar choice for the title, Worstpun-of-the-year. The other day the
Dean was out walking on the boar*,
walks, followed by a couple of underclassmen. The going was pretty bad,
the walks unsteady and covered with
ice, so that the Dean was always
slipping and almost losing his balance. Once he came within a hair of
falling over side-ways.
"And that," cracked one af his followers, "is the Dean's list"

we

HcVtiii
u*> «**••
Abm WrtaW*

New

JjSrs

vt^sts?

Marten Booth

BrMMWkfe, Maine
Maine
Heejatala, Hawaii
Waaatan, Maee-

Henrietta Brawn
Jaae Oteea
Seje FtatMr
Mane* Ireland
Francfr Portoouo

illiaWaitf

a*,,, Nesrtea, Maa*.

rainy

aeta ta taaWaSa
Anne BarUett
BSHl Beswrtt

Batty

B

Mark
Maiae
Maine

Portland.
Iran**/!**,

UPBItON

PkeBle Thatcher

PorxaSna! Maine

Peaxy T i aaa an en
Barbara renews

i.nfmcaaew. Maa*.
SwaJnpatett. Maa*.
Evdyfc MeCMU
Winchester, Maa*.
Catherine Kirkeatric
Stenehajn. Maee.
Betty Swiat
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of the debate, Mr. Phelps emphasized
the great difference in the policies of
the League, and of President Roosevelt.
The one is international in
scopi*;
the other merely national.
"The Roosevelt policy", he &aid,
works in direct contradiction of the

League's policy. Since Austria and
Hungarv can not export supplies to
Italy by terms of the Treaty of Versailles, the United States, he believed
was the chief reason why sanctions
were not placed en coal, oil, copper,
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Professor Daggett Presides
Professor Athern P. Daggett acted
as Chairman during the debate. He
spoke a few words of welcome to the
Tufts' team and then introduced each
speaker in turn. The judges who gave
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this

policy is in direct contradiction to against Boston University at Sleepthe purposes and goals and ideals er Hall in Boston. The subject was
that the League might have."
Resolved: that Congress should have
In his rebuttal. Mr. Nead pointed power to over-ride by a two-thirds
out that the Tufts' team had neglect- vote, decrees of the Supreme Court
ed the basic issue and had taken only declaring laws passed by' Congress
one phase, the Italo-Ethiopian af- to be unconstitutional. The contract
He showed the fallacy that if called for judges, but since none were
fair.
League countries became involved available, the debate ended with no
our neutrality laws would affect pos- decision. -Bowdoin was, however, tensibly such countries as Great Britain dered the greater applause.

Braakline.
PleaaanlriBe. N. Y.
Reading. Man*.

Chaete

Mr. Coolidge answered

icism by saying that the League dealt
chiefly with war, and that a war.
test case was sufficient. He further
stated that because policies were different they might still arrive at the
same goal and be of assistance to
each other. To prove this he explained the British alliance with Russia in
War. He adthe Turko-Russian
vanced the theory that the U. S. was
even taking a lead over the League

all

Athbary, N. J.

S2X

and France.

and cotton.
Xead Leads Rebuttal
their unanimous decision to Bowdoin
Mr. Phelps explained the apparent- were: Edward W. Bridgham, Esq.,
ly illegal shipping trade from New Bath; The Reverend Mr. Robin GoodOrleans, and offered evidence that fellow. Lewiston: and Mr. Harold T.
Mr.
the government was involved in graft Pulsifer. Litt.D, Brunswick.
all the while it was allegedly barring Coolidge and Mr. Petravich remained
private enterprise in these lines. Cit- at Bowdoin overnight and returned
ing the unusual growth of oil expor- to Medford Tuesday morning.
tation along with other supplies, he
At 3.00 o'clock Monday afternoon,
stated, "When these facts are re- Andrew H. Cox '38; and Harold Ashvealed, it is obvious that our present kenazy
'38
upheld the negative
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LIBRARY
EASY WAY TO MAKE_

AND AN EASY WAY
TO ENJOY A PIPE

With that off our chests, Mustard
and Cress says Merry Xmas.

desk he
started
immediately
to
search for John and his buddies. In
his possession he had three beautiful
photographs which he was to exchange
for those
of
Johnny's contingent.
CLARA DUNKER,
News was quick in spreading, and by
ABBIE B. BURNS,
last Sunday night three groups of
BESSIE HOBBS,
three fellows each
had submitted
The Three Modest Maidens". then*
applications. None of the correto
enclosed pictures
Attached
spondents however, would admit that
was this note:
John
he
was
Desperate, Jr.
"If we don't suit your taste, kindly
Zetes Under Hnspirlsw
send the photographs back before
By Monday night Harry had comthey are missed from the piano and
pleted terms satisfactory to the exalbum, respectively.
girls. Three Bowdoin men
"We also might be able to use pectant
given their word, and photothem should Harvard ever be in the had
graphs were in the mail.
similar fix to the one yon are now in.
Now
to the present no one has
T. T. M. M.."
been able to point an accurately acMore Answer Ad
cusing finger at Sir John. There is
.It looked for a while as if John not one bit of accurate proof who this
Desperate and his iriends were all gentleman is, but there is a slight
set for a big week end. But then clue which might serve as the basis
three more obliging young things had for a fairly conclusive conviction.
to come along to complicate matters. Last Saturday a letter addresed to
It seems that in one of Maine's in- John Desperate, Jr.. at the Sate Pal
stitutions of higher learning there House brought with it the small turn
were three lassies who long had hop- of sixty cents. The letterhead desiged to attend Bowdoin "s notorious, or nated the sender as the Portland
rather noted. Houseparties. After a Press Herald. They begge d humbly
heart to heart talk with a Brunswick to inform "Dear Mr. Desperate" that
girl at this same institution, who in- they were not in the habit el printcidentally had nothing but good to ing such advertisements and theresay for Bowdoin men, they decided to fore could not. feel right about actake the step which was to prove so cepting money for it.

MMRillllllRillt.

Norma Teang

WaDaS&F. Baa*!

Fear term* af clcrga week* ar* given
7*e>. These may be
eon-

c

THE DEAN. UN-SEAWORTHY

When

tural School

fortUnd, Maine

that's tricky

Last night Dr. Arthur Haas of the University of Vienna Tallman Professor of Modern Physics, delivered his first of a series of
weekly public lectures. Those in attendance must have been convinced that Professor Haas is capable of treating his topic in an
interesting as well as authoritative manner. Although the field of
physics is perhaps slightly less adaptable to popular presentation
than subjects of a non-scientific nature, his lectures presuppose no
technical knowledge. The fact the remaining talks of the series
will all be on the same general tdpic will make it possible for constant attendants to get a comprehensive picture of the subject.
The Tallman Foundation has brought many eminent men to
the college and has proved to be one of its most valuable instituNot the least of the Foundation's assets is the series of
tions.
public lectures which Tallman professors are required to give.
R. E. M.

Made For John Desperate
As Many Girls Answer His Ad
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Bowdoin played a weird post-seaWilliam S .Hawkins "88 son game with Maine that maybe you
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l
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MESERVE TALKS TO
Waiter Johnson Runs A Dance, With Orchestra,
Korgen Gives Lecture
Dr. Haas Find* Great Difference
HOUSES WILL MEET
COLORADO ALUMNI
Refreshments and AH, Even Down To A Contest
On Greek Mathematics
IN SINGING CONTEST
Between V. S., Austrian Colleges
Representing the college. Professor
Walter. Johnson has- done -it -again!
W. Meserve attended the
Western Alumni Association meeting His newest idea 4s a dance, but not
held at Denver, Colorado, November an ordinary dance, even though it has
36. The Bowdoin Club of Boston met all the ordinary attractions such as a
December 12 with Mr. Vernon L. good orchestra, refreshments, favMan- '14. chairman of the Republican ours, etc. Walter's dance has someState Committee, as their speaker.
thing else, namely a decided appeal
Officers elected were as follows: President, Rev. Raymond Lang '19, New- to eaeh and every member, of each
tonville; Secretary. James M. Joslin class at Bowdoin College now. Why?
Philip

*2».

Winchester.

Of much

interest to western alumSills' trip to the

be President

ni will

West during the mid-year examinations. He will attend alumni meetings at Chicago. Buffalo. Detroit and

Because of the contest. Let us explain:
Walter is going to give to the class
at Bowdoin or
at the local
high
school, or the club that buys the most
tickets to his dance a bushel of One

eating apples.
Cleveland between January 20 and
Now we could stop right here, and
February 1. Meetings of the alumni the reader would say, "Ah, Walter is
will fee held at the Waldorf Astoria running a contest," and
read on forHotel in New York Citv on January getting about it in a few minutes.
31 and at Philadelphia February 1.
But there is something else that you
men of Bowdoin cannot possibly overlook. The class of 1939 is leading in
the contest! What shame, what mortification must there be in the minds
of the upperclassmen readers! The
freshmen are leading in Walter's contest. Can the upperclassmen let the
(Continued from pas* 1)
lowly freshmen say that their goodApple ton; Dr. Hammond.
ness of heart surpasses the former's ?
The list of guests will be found on For surely a freshman could not exPace 2. A program of Houseparties pect to enjoy himself at a dance in
follows:
the Brunswick Town Hall. Still, the
Thursday evening
Fraternity
class of 1939 leads all the rest.
•pen house dances. Moulton
The biggest attraction of all is
brought out in Walter's statement to
t'nlon will be open
until t
the Orient: "Once upon a time Eve
•'clock.

COLLEGE WELCOMES
MANY PARTY GUESTS

—

Friday—Scheduled Classes
4.00 Masque and Gown

—

play:

"Tom Thumb the Great".
••©—Formal banquets at

Fra-

ternity houses.
9.O0-S.00
sic

—

Gym Dance—Mu-

by Clyde McCoy.
"

-— —

""

had a dream. While she was dreaming she prayed, and she prayed she
would have an answer. Now, I have
been told that I am the answer to a
maiden's prayer. The question
what did she pray? Now kindly

me know when you

see

me

in

ning dress."
1
1

i

i

ii
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let

Eve-
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w
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DR. HAAS DISCUSSES

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

(Continued from page

atoms. This led

1)

to

the
so-called
quantum theory, or the arrangement
of orbits of the electrons in the atoms
according to whole number relation-

failure on the peri of the mailing
department to get copies to
alumni subscribers. This practice
I* carried out for every vacation
period. A subscriber can determine whether or not he has received the proper number of editions by consulting the edition
numbers found at the top righthand corner of the ftrst page-

tribute dividends, when the preparation of a single ounce of gold would
necessitate in the present state of unclear chemistry, the expenditure of
several million dollars for electricity
alone."

—
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require anything, and their students
are older. Most of the students are
very poor. 'Dances' are unknown. The
university pays almost no attention
to athletics."

He went on

many

out

point

to

more

differences, observed in visits
to over 00 American colleges and Universities after long experience in the

University of Vienna.
There are three universities In
Austria, Dr. Haas said, all of them
Private contributions to them are unknown. The
University of Vienna is. BOO years old,

week

Up

at Pentecost.
to very recent years the uni-

all
versities made no provisions a
for athletics among the undergraduates. Mow, however, the Unive-sity
i
tted
of Vienna has provided a room

out with gymnastic equipment.

Casements on Frstentttlea
"Student associations" or "student
corporations" which bear va-ious
names connected with early Austrian
history, or old Latin names, curespend In some degree to our fraterDr. Haas said. Modelled after

nities.

clubs, many of them conmost important to cu.nk
to have as many <iuels
as possible, but others do more for

the

German

sider

it

much beer and
intellectual

life.

Sports and gymnastics are carried
out by these groups very often. Public

swimming

gymnasiums

pools and

are well-equipped and common, and
are often used by the students, too,
Winter sports are as common there
as here, Dr.

Haas

believes.

Vienna

is

not far from the Alps.
The student associations do not
have dub houses, but the members

do usually eat together.
Students Kern Living

Lyman

B.

l

government-owned.

Near East."

call the

Enrollment Reaches 15,000

Although the "gymnasium"

is

the

Its enrollment varies from 10,000 usual stopping-place, a doctor's
deto 15,000 students,, from the age of gree is practically indispensable to
19 or 20 upward, it gives only doc- anyone who aspires to a place in the
tor's degrees
in medicine, philoso- upper classes of Austria, according to
phy, law. and divinity. Its first year's Dr. Haas. Lawyers, doctors, profeswork corresponds to our junior year sors, scientists can not do without
in college, second year to our senior
such a degree. Others who often go
year, and third, fourth and fifth to
on from gymnasium to university are
our graduate school years.
librarians, journalists, and those who
Our freshman and sophomore years aspire to higher political offices.

—

would be spent in Austria at a "gymnasium.'' which grants the degree,

Likes Our System
Despite the greater freedom it gives,
"matura," has much more riglff rethe gymnasium-university system of
quirements even then American coleducation
has its faults. Dr. Haas is
leges, and is the stopping-place for
American system
convinced. "The
the majority of students.
brings the possibility of higher educaThe university has a great many tion to a fir greater number," he
courses, all meeting regularly. Week- said. "Consequently, general educaly conferences are included in the tion in America is much better. It's
work of many courses, but contact greatly to be regretted that our own
between professor and students is university system can Interest so
much less than here.
small a minority of people."
Are No "Musts"
Dr. Haas made very few comments
There are no quizzes, no "rousts" on current affairs in Europe. Asked
Inc.
about the work la be covered, noth- if the Austrian undergraduate body
ing whatever required except the was in general more radical in politpassing of a single very difficult final ical beliefs than our own, he replied
examination at the end of the tour or that there are more Socialists there
five-year period, and the publication but that they are "Socialists in the
of a detailed thesis.
English sense, not in the Russian."
A strong student movement "in reThe who* university course is supposedly spent in prepara tion for the cent years for union of Austria with
final ex«mlnationi however, the work Germany was eliminated by governbeing usually limited to a specific ment interference, he said. He pointstudy throughout, the thesis, too, ed out that governmental control of
usually requires a year's research, or universities is not restricted to Austria, but is common, to nearly all
more.
October countries of continental Europe, and
The* school year begins
and runs to July or August, with a he praised the Austrian government
universities
three-week vacation at Christmas, far its support of the
fire or six weeks off at Easter, and a through the recent hard times.
Beys Attend School Here
Dr. and Mrs. Haas, and their two
-j;-; -r
boys, George and Arthur, live at 9
Longfellow avenue, and the boys, who
speak very little English yet, attend
school in Brunswick. "They pick up
words quickly," Dr. Haas said, "and
Dee. 18th
they like it very much. They especialWed.
ly liked to see the football games."
SfilPCAFfc
Mrs. Haas was educated in Chiwith
cago, and Dr. Haas has made three

Wood

LEONH. KELLEY

TOPSHAM FILLING STATION

By Harry Foote
A higher education with only one
examination to peas and only sine
thesis to write, with no req dir eme nti
about class attendance, completing
work, or choosing courses, and with
very little organized social life Is
what any Bowdoin upperclasaman
would get If he were to transfer to
an Austrian university.
Dr. Arthur Haas. Talhnan professor of physics who gave his ftrst public lecture last night, teid about the
many points of difference between
Austrian and American systems of
education in a rece nt in tervie
Ha Small Ceflefea
"There are no small colleges, like
Bowdoin, in Austria," said Dr. Haas.
"The universities are big. they don't

A great majority ot tne students
are very poor, Dr. Haas says. They
spend most of their time trying to
earn
a living and study and attend
has buildings all awt Vienna and no
campus, and was probably the best- classes whenever they get a chance.
But in another field, the artificial equipped school in the world at the Many of them are from foreign countransmutation of atomic nuclei, prac- beginning
tries, particularly "what Americans
of the century-

tical utilizations are expected. LawAs concerns the dream of the al- rence, in California, has produced an
chemist, that of producing synthetic unheard of substance, radio-sodium,
geld, Dr. Haas stated that "a cor- which has the indications of taking
poration for the production of gold the place of radium for medicinal
would hardly be in a position to dis- purposes.

ships.
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Plans tor an '"W-fraternity singMr. Reinhardt Lunde Korgen. Ining contest are being made by Mr.
structor in Mathematics, delivered a
Alfred Brinkler, Instructor of Music.
Through Mr. Brmkler's generosity, a lecture on the subject of Greek Mathtrophy, to be known as the Wass ematics before twenty members of
Memorial Cup. in memory of the late the Math Club last Friday evening
The annual Stanley Plummer Prize Edward Hames Wass, is being pro- in the Moulton Union. In the course
Speaking will be open to all members vided.
Each house will sing three selec- of his address he gave special attenof the junior class announced Dr.
tion to the importance of the Greek
Athern P. Daggett recently. The tions; one a college song, one a fra- mathematician,
Apollonius.
speeches 'are to
original composi- ternity song, and a third any other
John F. Presnell '36, President of
tions on any subject of interest to song to be selected by the fraternity.
the writer and not to be longer than Although the contest win not be hefa the club, opened the meeting which
10 minutes. Those competing in the until the middle of February, several was the second of the year, and inAt the first
already making troduced Mr. Korgen.
finals will be chosen both for the of the Houses are
subject matter of the essay and the their preparations. The award will be meeting, Mr. Presnell led a discussion
made, not only for the quality of the on the subject of anti-aircraft mathemanner ot delivery.
for
also
matics.
the
It
is
the
custom
for senior
but
proportional
The prize is described in the col- singing,
lege catalogue as "The income from representation by the various houses. math majors to deliver the lectures.
largest The purpose is to cover interesting
81055, to be divided between first and Alpha Delta Phi. with the
in the choir and Glee matters in the subject not included in
second
this representation
places."
Ordinarily
the classroom work. Other members
amounts to about $25 for first prize Club, is making a strong bid.
Other -musical events planned for of the faculty present at last Friday's
and $15 for second. The finals of the
the recital of the meeting were Professor Edward S.
are
the
future
|eompetition will be held some time
Polyphonic Society and the Hammond, head of the Mathematics
Portland
between mid-years and the Spring
Professor
Cecil
T.
vacation. It was won last year by Glee Club's concert. The former will Department;
Lawrence Hall, Chi Psl '36 and the be held in the Moulton Union on Holmes; and Professor Noel C. Little.
No meeting of the club has been
year before by Joe Fisher, D.U. '35. January 6, and the latter on January
Memorial Hall.
scheduled for January, but one will
All those interested should see Pro- 16, probably in
be conducted each month thereafter.
fessor Daggett at their earliest convenience.
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COMEOt

MEWS

Dee. iota

THE PERFECT
GENTLEMAN

trips to this country, the first in 1927.
This year is the first he has spent in
teaching here, he said.

He is the author of several important books on modern physics, six of
which have been translated into English. His works may also be read in
French, Italian, Spanish, Swedish,
Greek, Russian, Polish, and Finnish.
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#ith

Barnard Senior. Elizabeth Hall,

won the National Collegiate Shon
Story Contest recently held by Story
Magazine out of a competition
vhieh 224 universities and colleges

Frank Morgan

m

Cicely Courtneidfc*
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The

states
were represented. Bowdoin was represented in the contest with stories
participated.
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They're such an acceptable gift such ah easy solution of your problem. And Camels ill the bill
so perfectly. They're made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS than any other popular
brand. They are die accepted cigarette of the
social, business, and athletic worlds. Their fi n e r tobaccos give that pleasant " lift" — that sense of wellbeing so appropriate to the spirit of Christmas.

fall

A Good

At your nearest dealer's ~^sj
you'll find this gay pack^H
age — the Camel carton — 10
packs of " 20's"— 200 cigarettes.

I&nce Albeit
Fine tobacco for Christmas. For more than a quarter bf a c«nrury the mellow fragrance of Prince
l
Albert has been as much a part of Christmas as

in

the cheerful red tin
in an

attractive Christmas

Here's a full pound
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real glass

humidor

that
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a. c.
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mistletoe and holly. So to the pipe smokers on
your Christmas list give Prince Albert, "The
National Joy Smoke." It's the welcome gift. For
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more men choose Prince Albert for themselves than
any other pipe tobacco. Let every pipeful of
Prince Asbert repeat "Merry Christmas" for you.
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Swimmers Vie For Places
In Annual Christmas Dunk
By Dick Fernald
.
The Annual Christmas Dunk, the
three day meet that makes divers into
breast strokers and sprint men into
distance swimmers, opened Monday
afternoon at the Curtis Pool with the
running off of four events.
The 440 free style opened the afternoon, with two heats, the best time
from either one winning. In the first
heat, MeJ Hutchinson '39 raced down
the first length to put himself in a
quarter lap lead, which he lengthened to a full length after eight
laps. Brewster Rundlett '38 was one
lap behind at this point, and held
that position for the remaining nine.
The final times on the event were:
First,
Hutchinson, 5.43:2; second.
Rundlette, 6.12:4; third, Joe Pierce
'39, 6.47:1; fourth, Joe McKeen '36.

RIFLE TEAM DROPS

MEET TO COLUMBIA

s

—•

The

All of which Indicates that the unvoiced, but inevitable
slogan of the 1SS6 State Series of the three other Maine

Turkey Winner

After Vacation

team suffered

first

unofficial

Bowdoin

College

basketball

colleges will be "Beat Bowdoin". Foxy Freddie, Eddie
Rounds', and Dave Morey represent a trio of gridiron brain
trusters to whom Polar Bear football supremacy seems to
have given a new stimulus However, never let it be said
that a Walsh-coached Bowdoin team was content to rest on
Its laurels. What a series there'll be next year with all four
state teams looking forward to Increased power, deception,

its

—

with Brownie Parker '38 and Major
Seagrave '36 in second and third positions. Final times: First, Carlson,
2.37:3; second, Parker, 2.59:1; th^rd,
O. Seagrave, 3.10:4; fourth, MacRae,

3.26:3.

—

The 150 yard backstroke was the
next event. Bob Burhoe '39 started
out with a flash of speed, but soon
tired and let George Ware '39 take
first position, which he held to the
finish. Seth Larribee '39 set a steady
pace for this first beat, and passed
Burhoe after a few laps. In the second heat, it was a close race all the
way through, between Scott Marshall
Powers '36. Powers finahead in the last two

When time was taken,
Powers took third place over Burhoe by one second. Final times: First,
Ware, 2.09; second, Larribee. 2.24;

First, May, 2.46:3; second, J. Hooke.
2.52; third,
H. S. White, 2.52:3;
fourth, Sampson, 3.24.
Yesterday the 50 yard free style,
the 50 yard back stroke, the plunge,

Powers, 2.30; fourth, Burhoe,

The 200 yard breaststroke proved
to be the comic race of the afternoon,
as everyone in the second heat was
disqualified; two scissors kicks and
one illegal turn were used. In the
first heat, Dick May '37 held the lead
to the end, while H. E. White '39 and
John Hooke '37 fought it out for sec-

Rifle

defeat of the season when
it received the returns of the postal
meet with Columbia University on
Dec.
14.
Three positions, prone,
kneeling, and standing, with the highest five men scoring yielded a 1319 to
1270 victory to the opponents. Favour
and Bradford were again the high
scorers of the White team, although
they. fell far short of the entire Columbia team's scoring.
Hartley Lord, Jr., president of the
Bowdoin Rifle Club, has arranged
meets for the freshman team with
the Auburn and Lewiston High
its

Carlson Wins Free Style
In the 220 yard free style several
contestants threatened to take the
lead, at six laps, however, the leading three had strung but with about a
half length between each other. Jerre
Carlson '38 held the lead all the way,

third.
2.31.

suspicions.

Braley Gray Leads Field
To Win In Track Gambol

Men
To Start Work

Basketball

team is making plans for
second season and will start practice immediately after vacation. This
year the hoopmen hope to use their
guaranteed income on each game to
buy uniforms, and later in the season
Linn Wells may coach the men. Last
year Wells voluntarily helped them
and speed!
and went on several of the trips.
s —- s
Bowdoin can not afford to ignore athletic trends at the three other Maine Carl Connor '36 is acting as manager.
colleges. All signs now point to a revival of intercollegiate basketball in the
The team called the Polar Bear
state. Bates has dropped hockey this year and Maine has never supported Independents, announced that practhat sport, thus leaving the path clear for the hoop game at the Lewiston tice on Tuesday and Thursday nights
and Orono institutions. This year for the first time the freshman, basketball will begin after the Christmas reteams at Colby and Maine will be allowed to compete in two scheduled cess. A schedule of opposing teams
BRALEY GRAY
schools. Beginning immediately after games.
has been arranged through the ef- winner of Jack Magee's annual Xmas
s
s
the Christmas vacation, the White
forts of Harold Ashkenazy '38, Ralph
Gambol
riflemen will begin a series of match'37,
Johnson
On top of all this comes the approval last week by the
and Claude Frazier '38,
es with M.I.T., the U. of Maine, the
the three survivors of last year's schools: Winslow and Madison High
Maine Athletic Board of an intercollegiate basketball game
schools at Portland. Farmington NorInter-collegiate postal matches, and
between an all-star intramural team and Northeastern
team.
mal, Bates freshmen. Northeastern
the important State League series.
University at Orono, March 14. Further the Athletic Board
Practice Hours Limited
at Portland, Boston University at
The scores for the match were as
said that they were giving "very careful consideration to
Interfraternity
competition
will Portland, Portland Y.M.C.A.. and the
follows:
varsity basketball". The Immediate reaction of informed
prevent the team from using the floor Brockton Y.M.C.A.
Columbia University
expert* to this statement was that varsity basketball at
OITin the afternoons, and outside teams
Last year the Independents won
Maine Is only a year away. Bowdoin athletic authorities,
Pronc KnwiinK hand
Total
will use the hoops on certain eve- every game except one. This defeat
too, should give "Careful consideration" to the adoption
D* Sauto
96
86
89
271
nings throughout the year, hence the was inflicted by the Winslow High
Rata
»7
89
.77
2(3
of a sport which Is spreading rapidly among Eastern colMoniif. W
95
82
M
2U
college team will be limited to the school eastern Maine champions. The
leges after having gained tremendous popularity In the
Mr.siir.
H.
98
83
81
22«
above stated times for practice.
Winslow hoopmen took the game by
Chenowvih
97
82
81
2(0
past few years at Mid-Western institutions.
Bowdoin College
Basketball is not an official sport one point. In encounters with four
•
s
other teams the Bowdoin team won
OffIt is often said that Olympic athletes competing in the Pentathlon are at Bowdoin, and those playing it do so
Prone KnaaHnx hand
Total
every
game. The other opoonents
at
their
own
volition.
It is urged,
Favour
94
269 as versatile as they come. However, speaking of versatility, Bowdoin's latest
87
78
however, that those who have had were Bates freshmen, the Bath ShipBradford
98
82
78
268 Christmas gambol brought out the diversified
talents of the "perennial"
Lord. F
Northeastern- University
97
8C
73
266
builders,
Braley Gray who brought home the turkey, and of the runner-ups, Capt. Phil experience in either high school or
Lord, H
97
9«
(6
266
Normal. Each of
Farmington
and
Wytr
96
75
71
212 Good and Bill Owen, all three of whom garnered points in four different prep school come out for the team.
twice by
The schedule includes the following these teams were beaten
events. Several promising freshmen including Hamblen, Allen, and Dolan
the White team.
ond place. Coming down the final made impressive debuts in the Hyde cage
and should prove themselves
length, Johnny was about an eighth of
invaluable to Magee cohorts throughout the coming season.
yrewMXraarsTr^^
j
a length ahead of White when the latter began to (Jo the Butterfly stroke,
conditioning exercises and drill in
better known to the Curtis Pool as the Candidates for Fencing
fundamentals. At present, most of
Johnny Higgins style, sending him to
Practice Under Quinby the practice period consists of indithe finish line only three-fifths of a
vidual bouts stressing the customary
second behind Hooke. Final time:

The Bowdoin

6.59:2.

'38 and Dick
ally forging
laps to win.

SPORT SIDELIGHTS
By Charles F. Brewster and William S. Burton
Three weeks after the close of the 1935 grid season the University of
Maine announced extensive plans for winter football practice followed by
a more intensive spring session including one or two full game scrimmages.
This week Coach Roundy followed suit announcing that Colby, not to be outdone by Maine, would begin workouts for the 1936 season directly after
Christmas. Thus far Bates has made no official statements but we have our

I

With the unusually large turnout
of 16 candidates, the fencing team is
looking forward to an active season

exercises in attack and defense. For
the time being work is limited to the
foil alone, lack of equipment not permitting the use of either epee or sab-

under Coact Pat Quinby. Five men er.
As yet no outside matches have
and the 75 yard medley relay were have returned from last year's team,
run off. Today saw the end of the and there seems to be -some promis- been scheduled. However, negotiaing material among the new candi- tions with other Maine colleges are
Dunk with the final four events; the
being conducted, and it is hoped that
100 yard free style, the 100 yard dates.
Practice
be°an
following
the several intercollegiate bouts may be
breaststroke, the 150 yard medley reThanksgiving vacation with daily held during the winter.
lay, and the diving.

Mountain Climbing
SKI
SKATE SNOWSHOE!!!
MT. MADI
GOBHAM,
N. H.

PABADISE FOB WINTER SPORTS
Miniature Switzerland
Myriad of Ski Trails
8 Miles From the Base of Mt. Washington
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By Bin Hawkins
After winning the 440 and placing
second in the 40 yard dash earlier in
the week, Braley Gray clung to Oave \
Rideout in the pole vault Saturday \
to tie for first at 11 feet in that event
and carry off the winning turkey in
the annual Christmas track gambol
by a margin of two points.
Following close behind were Good
17, Owen 16 Mi. Hamblen 15, Dolan

\

\

\
\

and Hood 12%. The first three
won turkeys and the other three, all
freshmen, were awarded chickens in
a track gambol which included over
125 competitors. Coach Magee ex14,

pressed much satisfaction with the
results and also with the potentialities of the freshmen and the possibilities of a strong frosh team.
Competitors drew a list of 5 events
and were obliged to enter 4 of them.

Good Takes Hurdles
Phil Good, runner-up to Gray, eastook the low hurdles, was second

ily

in the 440, third in the high jump,
adding his last point in the shot put.
In the highs Owen led the field with

Hamblen

second, showing

'39,

promise for a

first

year man.

much
Ham-

blen snowed further possibilities by
winning a second in the mile and a
third in the 40 yard dash.
Dolan '39, topping the high Jump
ahead of Stanwood, finished first at
5 feet 11% inches, giving evidence of
ability in that event; while Hood '39
•coppod the last scoring position with
three thirds and a fourth. Stanwood,
with a second in the high Jump went
out for first place in the broad jump.
Owen taking second.
Hall Wins Dash
In a very close finish in the 40 yard
dash C. C. Hall nosed out Gray although the time was a little slower
than last year. The finish of the mile
provided a thriller when Hamblen
drew up to Lyons but was not able to
pass him in a closing two lap sprint.
Johnny Sbute was not at all pushed
in the two mile and easily won it
while Winn Allen '39 outsprinted
Hight for a second place.
Ditto Bond in the 880 brought in
the best time for the trials and in
the finals took an early lead not allowing Shute to overtake him at the
finish. In the first event of the week
ODonnell won the shot put while
Paull '39 nearly reached his mark.
The other weight event, the 35 pound
weight, was taken by Skillings at 30
feet 5 inches; 97 feet 6 inches gave
Clark the discus.
The contestants, listed as they finished, are as follows:
40 yard dash. Time: 4.4 sec.
e. C. Hall, Gray, Hamblen, Mitch-

Genty, Fox.
449 yard run. Time: 53.1 sec.
Gray, Good, Deane, Soule,

ell,

Lord,

Hawks.
880 yard run. Time: 2 min. 4 sec
Bond, Shute, Hood, Dolan, Watt,
Allen.
Mile run. Time: S min. 12

sec

Lyons, Hamblen, Lord, Hood, Dolan,

Owen.

Two

mile ran. Time: 10 min. S2 sec
Shute. Allen, Hight, Williams, R. T.

Hyde, Grey.

Low

Hurdles. Time: 5.3 sec
Good, Deane, Hood, Sandler, Dolan,
Karsokas.
High Hurdles. Time: 6JS sec.

Owen, Hamblen,

Frazier,

C.

C.

Hall, Watt. Lyons.

Broad Jump. Distance: 19 ft. 7 In.
Stanwood, Owen. D. Soule, tie between Lyons and Fox, Reardon.
High Jump. Height: 5 ft. 11 V* in.
Dolan, Stanwood, Good, fourth tie
between Bradford, Hamblen, Healy,
Rafford, D. Soule. Swan.

Pole Vault. Height: 11

ft.

First tie between Grey and Ridethird tie between Hawks and

out,

Owen,

fifth

between Allen and

tie

Hood.
Discus. Distance: 97 ft. 6 in.
Clark,
Gardent, Mitchell,

Ix>rd,

Tootell, Jealous.

Shot Put. Distance

S9

O'Donnell, Paull,

ft. 2»/:

Healy,

Ingalls,

OI&dd Good
SB lb. weight. Distance: SO

in.

5 In.
Karsokas,

ft.

Skillings. Curtis, Allen,

Clark, Mitchell.
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The Sun
Rises

»
By

BRUNSWICK,

(66th Year)

DR. PERKINS

^

America"

Prominent Eisavist, Writer

In

Little

Here In February

Of Fiction, Will Y isH
Campus In April

ZOOLOGLSf~COMES
AS D. U. LECTURER

DATE OF ADDRESS
NOT VET, ARRANGED

To Be Theme Of Talk

Choice Continues Record Of
Noted Speakers Under
Cole Lectureship

Moving Pictures Taken On
Expedition Will Also
Be Presented

By

By Ralph H. Winn"
Dr. Earle Bryant Perkins, Bowdoin
assistant professor of zoology at
Rutgers, and zoologist of the Bryd
Antarctic expedition II has been engaged to give the annual lecture
sponsored by the Bowdoin chapter of
Delta Upsilon. Dr. Perkins* address,
on the topic "Life in Little America," is scheduled for. Friday evening,
February 21, the opening feature of
the nejvly inaugurated mid-winter
alumni week end.

DR. McGORRILL

Rutgers.
for the teaching members of the colThroughout the two years which
lege to produce the play at this time.
with the Byrd ExSince there is no other available time Dr. Perkins spent
was pedition in the land beyond the sun,
was constantly at work making a
he
put off. The various members of the
of
the lower types of
study
thorough
faculty have been famed in the past
frigid waters
for their acting proficiency, and it is life which exist in the
with sorrow that we miss an oppor- adjacent to the South Pole. On his
extended fishing trip he gathered sea
tunity to see them in action.
life from the Bay of Panama to the
s - r
Miller again staged a fine Bay of Whales.
The result of Dr. Perkins' discov-

ON

COACH

Western New York Association, on
Wednesday, January 29; New York
City Club, Friday, January 31, at this
meeting President Sills. Professor

Hammond,- and

-

Adam Walsh

will

speak: Philadelphia, Saturday. Feb-

ruary

1.

INTERHOUSt SINGING
CONTEST SCHEDULED

fete will mark the inauguration of an entirely new sort of mterfraternity activity.
The various groups will stag three

songs each before judges the winner
of the contest receiving a cup to be
called the "Wass Cup" in memory of
Dr. Wass.
A college song, a fraternity song, and the third an optional selection will comprise the number
sung by each fraternity and nonfraternity group.
Use Point System
A point system will be the basis for
grading the singing, a maximum o:
100 to be allowed each selection. Also
further credit of 100 points will be
awarded on a basis of the ratio of
the size of the contesting delegation
as compared with the size of the fraternity. Thus a total of four hundred
points is possible.
Organization of
each group including the appointment
of the leaders and accompanists is
left entirely to the houses some of
which have already begun preparing
for the event.
Early in the fall the Orient advocated a revival of group singing

sia's future.

Bowdoin

Analyzes Average
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j

saw not only what

Man
I

was sup-

n^kT thlngTno°tTf

*** advertising value *for Russia,
was elected secretary Philips said
Dr. MeGorrill, "and only three
Wilder, alumni secretary, attended
times was prevented from doing
the dinner, the primary purpose of something I desired taking
picfor
*32

—

r

rpHE Masque
A sponsoring

and Gown is again
an original one-act
play contest for Bowdoin students on
Monday, February 24. In the past
these contests have been praised for

among

•

undergraduate

activities.

President Sills concurred with the
opinion and furthered the cause in
one of his chapel speeches soon after
the Orients initial mention of the sub-

I

which was to elect new officers
country from
the coming year. Prospective candi- tures." Entering the
he proceeded through
dates for Bowdoin from New Jersey Helingfors
(Continued on pas* 2)
were discussed.

!

i

|

I

liect.

Under the able guidance of Dr.
Brinkler temporary instructor in muwho is carrying on Dr. Wass'
work creditably both in the class
room and as director of the musical

!

sic,

I

Freshman Rules Have Reason,
--.—«-« **«
now a
Dean Nixon Informs Yearlings*"*
I

*

reality.

bringing out latent talents among the
students and giving a means of exFollowing a notice posted last Fri- entailed; quite apart from the enSeveral day on the bulletin board inviting, in joyment it gives upperclassmen to
pression to these talents.
manuscripts are already being writ fact requesting all freshmen to at- put you in your ] ace an enjoyment
p
ten. and more are solicited by the tend Dean Paul Nixon delivered the
£^.fi appreciate next year yourMasque and Gown It is hoped that foUowmg address in last Saturday s
lves £uite apart from the wide> if
lS
k
lS
ea
tr
tl
he
ch& ** 1 on Freshman Rules:
humorous, interest in you which these
°i
ri:
n
r
a
^t
hv
standards
the
high
set
by
the
up the_
encourage; quite apart
Qf
&
plays of former years.
Universities in this country where a from all such results which add to
s - r
Freshman, unmolested by anyone, un- the general acquaintance and bonit may be a rather mundergraduates or Faculty, as long as homie in a small college such as this,
dane matter, one of the most fre- he stays out of gaol, can run his own it's a salutary thing for you Fres;.quently voiced complaints in under- social life, and maybe become an ac- men to be made to feel that you are
graduate, and perhaps faculty, cir- complished man of the world at the Freshmen and to submit to the sitcles^ is that concerning the difficulage of eighteen. This program no uation gracefully. It's good practice.
ties
walking across campus in win- doubt has its attractive features. Its Many of these Seniors will have to
ter. The board walks, so long as they
big defect is that few people at such do pretty much the same thing nex«
are kept free of accumulations of universities seem to care whether the year as cub employees of some crotice and snow, and as far as they ex- Freshman is there or not, or what be- chety boss.
The ex- comes of him.
tend, serve their purpose.
The Rules about drinking and runpense involved in completing the syswith undesirable girls
It has long been Bowdoin's theory ning around
tem of board walks cannot be prothat a Freshman is something rather need no explanation or defence. 1
hibitive. We feel that any action on
might be absolutely enforcthe subject would receive instant stu- special that he's here to be informed, wish they
upperclassmen sentiment here
disciplined, laughed at and befriend- ed by
dent approbation.
ed; that if he doesn't need at least at Bowdoin. You Freshmen can very
s - r
one of these things, he's too remark- profitably leave till Sophomore year,
of Bowdoin's newer institueven
much later, such indisputable
or
ought
perhaps
able a Freshman and
tions, the Religious Forum, is
to skip that year or perhaps get his proofs of your intelligence and vibeyond doubt here to stay. The grat- diploma immediately.
rility.
itude of the college is due to its origAs for the Freshman cap the reaBy no means all of the influences
inators. With a list of visiting reBowdoin Freshman is im- son for that is obvious. It identifies
ligious leaders fully as impressive as to which a
any of the past, the event this year mediately subjected by upperclass- you at all times and places. It's a oeshould prove highly successful. How- men are beneficial. But I think the cessary part of becoming known here,
bene- both to undergraduates and to facever, as is the case with anything of so-called Freshman Rules are
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The faculty play, to have been produced by the Masque and Gown in
coniuncton with the faculty, has been
definitely called off, it was announced
early this week.

i

THOUGH

;

ONE

—

'

you Freshmen and ulty members. Without it. some of
you might be mistaken by some Sophfor some Seniors, or .vice
grass, loud clothing, singing Phi Chi, versa, and of course that would be
campus smoking— I think there is stark tragedy.
sense even in such idiotic demands
Finally, the Bowdoin "Hullo". It
on Freshmen. Quite apart from the may seem to you Freshmen so percampus as lecturers present nr>t th* entertaining thought that probably hjoctory a thing that it ha_> no yaj'i'J
least of the undergraduates educa- the fathers of man.- of you obeyed But it has. You can't say "Kuilo" to
these same rules, or tock what was
tional opportunities.
(Coctiaatd oa p*_« t)
ficial, both for
for the college.

Even those Rules about matches, omores

'

which, however, will be produced if
possible early in the next school-year.
season
Holders
of
tickets
to
M»«nue and Gown nerformances,
which were to have included the proauctton oi a Faculty Play, may use
their Faculty Play stub (numbered
2) either for the admission of a second person to any one of the remaining plays, or for obtaining a cash rebate at the door proceeding any one
of the performances to be given durj ng the rest of the season

Coming Events
Thursday,

Bowdoia

16 Uorfcey
Colby at Colby.

Jan.
vs.

Friday, Jan.

17— Double Debate

with Brown, here and at Providence.

Hubbard

Hall.

SjM

—Organ

Sunday, Jan. 1»

p.m.
Brrjtal

at _ftt(-ra.

Tbere will h« ao dksprt aertfre
on Friday or Sat«>tia> because
of reading period.

ilifillll______l

OLNEYVIIAE~CLUB

to the Judges.

the three or four best, the

TRIMS
Visitors

num-

Higgins of the Olneyville
Club finished the 200-meter
breaststroke in 2 minutes, 40 and
3-5 seconds, 2 seconds better than the
old record, held by Leonard Spence.
Smashing four pool records as well,
the Providence natators trounced the
Boys'

and the runner-up, the
final decision of the Judges being made Immediately following
the performance of the plays.
Prizes for excellence In acting
may be announced at a later

Bowdoin Jayvees 58 to 19.
For the first two lengths Higgins

COACH BOB MILLER

date.

Sponsor of the world record breaking
swimming meets held in Curtis pool
featuring Al'ce Bridges and the Ol-

ARGUERS MEET

neyville Boys' Club.

BROWN FRIDAY
«

Religious

Forum

Speakers Chosen
The Reverend Wallace Anderson of
the Faith Congregational church in
it was recently announced, has been added to this
year's group of religious leaders who
will conduct the Forum for Religious
Thought beginning Sunday, February
9th. Conducted under the auspices of
the B.C. A., the Fifth Annual Forum
Springfield. Mass.,

will be continued

through Wednesday

of that week, there being a minister
at each fraternity house and at the

Moulton Union.
Donald Woodward '36. Chairman of
The Bowdoin team which will de- this year's Forum, further announced
debating
the list of clergymen engaged to date.
negative
in
the
fend the

U*

seugruve cross-qop.
Bowdoin Ashkenazy Rev. Harold
Metzner.
Methodist
will speak first and Cox do the exam- Episcopal Church, Waterville, Maine;
ining.
R*v. Albert Thomas. D.D.. First BapCox and Ashkenazy will go into the tist Church, Fall River. Mass.; Rev.
debate armed with much previous ex- Mr. Webster, St. Peter's Church,
perience in arguing about constitu- Weston, Mass.. Rev. Newton Fetter
tionality and the federal courts. In D.D., Pastor for Baptist students of
December they debated the same Greater Boston; and Rev. David K.
question with Boston University, and Montgomery, St. Peter's Church,
they were also on the winning soph- Morristown, N. J.
omore team in the debate with the
At the Houses the visitors will confreshmen on the same question last duct one-hour conferences after dinweek. In both these former debates ner. Denomination conferences will
they supported the negative.
also be held during the day for those
fnen who want to confer with the
at

.

leaders of their

CLASSICAL SOCIETY

MEETS

IN

MUSEUM

own

sects.

Assign-

ments of leaders to the Houses will
be made upon application to Mr.

Woodward.

used the butterfly stroke, seeming to
lose scarcely any
speed when he
dropped into the less powerful style.
At seven lengths he was a length up
on the remainder of the field. He
finished the 200-yard breast stroke in
2 mintues 27 and 3-5 seconds to set
a new pool record, breaking the old
one, which he set himself in 1934, by
five seconds. His time was equal to
the national intercollegiate record set
He then went on to 200smash the world's record
for that event by two seconds, his
time being 2 minutes 40 and 3-5 seconds.
last year.
meters to

Breaks 440 Record
Another pool record was broken in
the 440-yard freestyle when Higgins
tore almost fifteen seconds off the old
record to win in 5 minutes 8 and 2-5
seconds. He and Stanhope were together for almost the whole race,
while Mel Hutchinson held up the
Polar Eear end of the event by staying with Higgins very well, having
lost only a half lap at 12 lengths, and
being only one length behind in the
grind at the finish.
Saltysiak took home still another
pool record when he clipped 3 apd
2-5 seconds from the time few the
220-yard freestyle. In the 150-yard
backstroke Stanhope brought the record for the pool down four seconds.
Mrtrj
fhU I Usiud having been held
by Branch, an ace swimmer who was
unable to make the trip with his club
for the meet.

M

Belay Provides Interest

The Bowdoin team put on an exhibition of surprising power that pushed the invading swimmers in almost
every event. Bud White sent the local
spectators into a frenzy of excitement
when Chrostowski missed the turn in
the 50 yard freestyle and White came
in only a fifth of a second behind;
Chrostowski finished about 1 and V4
seconds under the pool record which
he set in 1934.
In

the 400-yard relay

Classical Club

met

in

the Art Building at 8.00 p.m. Tuesday, January 14, 1936. Several members read papers and Mrs. Sessions
also read one on Greek Vases. The

W.

K. Fletcher Elected To
Manage Varsity Football

William

Fletcher

'37

has

been

members also viewed the Bowdoin elected manager of varsity football
Collection of Classical Pictures. Later for the ensuing year. Charles Brewthe club repaired to the Delta Upsi- ster '37 was chosen for next year's
freshman manager at the same time.
lon House for refreshments.
Nothing has been done on the Clas- The managers were elected by Athsical Club play for this year as yet. letic Director Malcolm E. Morrell.
but it is expected that work on it will Coach Adam Walsh. Captain Albert
start immediately after midyear ex- Putnam, ex-manager Philip Ciiristie,
aminations.
and the team, as a whole.

Mai Morrell Sees "No Chance"
For Advent Of Varsity Basketball
By Harry Foote
kind.
The latest and supposedly best"The college feels it is doing
founded of the many rumors which enough for the athlete," he saia.
have swept Bowdoin in recent years "Those who feel that basketball
with the idea of basketball as a var- ought to come because it would give
varsity experience to a new group
sity sport has been killed a-blooming.
men are largely deceiving themMai Morrell, said definitely Monday of
selves. The athletes in school are, in
that there's simply "no chance" of
general, a group of men who are suvarsity competition in the immediate
perior at whatever they try, and they
future.
would dominate basketball just as
Basketball has been discussed at they dominate other varsity
sports.
every athletic council meeting for a
"Our general feeling is that we are
year and a half, according to Mr.
doing enough for the athlete, that we
Morrell, Bowdoin's athletic director,
need
to do more for the non-athlete.
and that in itself is some encouragement for those students who are ra- We have to have the main gym floor
to maintain what we're doing now in
bid fans of the game. But it is as far
that direction."

the

Polar

Bear combination of Gerry Carlson,
Mel Hutchinson, George Ware, and
Seth Larribee put up a strong de-

when

fence

The Bowdoin

TANKMEN

Johnny

author

while

V.

Another world's record fell in the
Curtis Pool last Saturday night as

m wh

tion,

J.

Win By 58-19 Score,

Despite Improvement
In White Mermen

ber depending on their length,
mill go Into rehearsal for production on the twenty-fourth. Authors should note that plays Impossible of production wins the
college's so e
at limited stage
and lighting equipment will not
be considered, despite excellence
of authorship.
Prises of fifteen and ten dollars wBl be awarded the winning

In spite of the sincere efforts of
Director Quinby of the Masque and
Gown and those of many other interested members of the faculty it was
discovered that to produce the play
at the only time of year feasible
would necessitate rehearsals being away as ever, he says, an4 he told
carried on during the Mid-year Ex- why.
amination Period. With this difficulty
Finances, Facilities Hinder
it was impossible to cast the play,

'

m

this sort, the cooperation of the undergraduates is necessary. It has
not been lacking in the past.
This is only one of the extra-curricular t-M-nts scheduled for the next
two months. Collectively, the visits
many outstanding men in our
oi

200-Meter Breast
Stroke Two Seconds
Under Old Time

These Judges, Professors Coffin, Cashing, ana Stanwood, will
grade use manuscripts before
February tenth, at which time

will deliver

fiw singing

Thursday, February 6, the Boston As- view, while even the greatest authorsociation will hear President Sills and ities hesitate to prognosticate Rus-

Club of Bergen County, New Jersey,
last Friday President Harold W. Files

Swims

room of Hubbard Hall at 8.15 o'clock Among these are Rev. wilmur J.
will consist of Andrew Cox and Har- Kitchen of Boston; Rev. Mr. Roberts
Ashkenazy; and the affirmative of the Congregational Church, NewPlans are well underway for the old
team to be sent to Providence will be ton Highlands. Mass.; Rev. Gardiner
Inter-fraternity Singing Contest to
Maurice Rosa and Norman Seagrave. Day, MA., St. John's Church, Wiltake place on February 22nd, Alumni
main

The Bowdoin club of Ann- Arbor many, said the speaker in opening.
will meet Saturday. January 25; and But there Is no final or thoroughly
for the same day the Detroit Club is accurate wdrd on Russia, the impresplanning a dinner. At -their dinner on sions depending much on the point of
Professor Coffin.
At the meeting of the

JOHNNY HIGGINS SETS
I^EW WORLD*S RECORD
/A CURTIS POOL MEET

Of

ment seems more fundamental in nature than those of Italy and Ger-

•

Ann Arbor Club Meets

vitally concern* them.

s

first

One Act

To

second semester on the effect of the
war on America.
Italo-Ethiopian
Governor McNutt of Indiana is also
scheduled to speak here in February.
Bases Talk On Visit
Dr. MeGorrill was introduced by
William S. Burton '37. Leaving Bowdoin Dr. MeGorrill went first to the
University of Chicago. He later became Professor of religion at the University of Colorado and at present is
the rector of the Fountain Street
Baptist Church of Grand Rapids,
Michigan. His talk was based on a
visit to Russia made last summer.
The Russian governmental experi-

time in several years.
President Sills will tour the west to
be present at the meetings of various
alumni associations. The following
is the list of the Bowdoin clubs which
are to meet in the near future, and
which the President will attend:
Chicago, on Monday, January 27;
Cleveland, on Tuesday, January 28;

For the

SEVERAL

which

SmSs**, <*!»**«£&*-««•!»

'

writing

original

S. Mayhew in memory of her niece
Discuss Congressional
Mrs. Samuel Valentine Cole with a
Supreme
Review
gift of $4,750 to the college. It has
brought such prominent speakers as
Court Decisions
William Howard Taft; Alfred Noyes,
William Lyon Phelps. Hugh Walpole,
A double debate with Brown will
George Herbert Palmer, John MaseProvidence
field and Alexander WooUcott to the take place here and in
this Friday evening with Bowdoin
college.
Mrs. Gerould may be widely recog- supporting the negative here and the
nized by undergraduates as 'the au- affirmative side of the same question
thor of "Habakkuk", a short story at Providence. The question is: "Recontained in a freshman anthology, solved that the courts of the United
edited by Cynthia Ann Pugh.
The States be required to enforce all laws
title of the lectuse is not known as declared unconstitutional by the Federal courts provided that they are
yet, but will be announced later
passed by a two-thirds vote in each
house of Congress."

The talk and the succeeding open
discussion were the features of the
Forum's first meeting this year. The
next speaker to appear before the

(Coatfaraad .n psc* t)

NO. 18

Play Contest sponsored by the
Masque and Gown, wlH be held
this year on the twenty-fourth
•f February la Memorial Hall, It
Was announced recently. All
manuscripts of plays most be
submitted typewritten, to Edwin
Walker at the D.I7. House on or
before February third, at which
date they are to be turned over

The Annie Talbot Cole Lectureship
was founded in 1906 by Mrs. Calista

the chief features of modern Russia
described by the Reverend Milton M.
MeGorrill of the Class of 1919 in his
talk before the Bowdoin Political
Forum in the Moulton Union last
Monday night. "The Russian ship is
continually striking against the rock
of human nature" he said, in describing the only partial working put of
Russia's "experiment in a new kind
of living".

this college year, the production

TO ATTEND
AUJ1HW 'MUli HNCIb

who has been

Mrs. Gerould,

since her college days, is a graduate
of Radcliffe College and as early as
1900 was winner of a prize for the
best story in Century's competition
for college graduates.
Some of her
works include "Conquistador", "The
Aristocratic West", "Valiant Dust"
"The Great Tradition", and "The
Light that Never Was". She has also
written a great many stories, essays,
and verses for magazines and papers.

M0DERN1RUSSIA

SILLS

Gerould,

April.

GIVES TALK

Miller is able to get world-recordholders to come to the Curtis Pool ia
significant In itself, -but H 1a even a
greater credit to him and the college that these stars come to Brunswick to try for world records. Coach
Miller has done a remarkable job in
bringing swimming into its own at
Bowdoin and deserves much credit.
s - r
months ago, Professor
Chase spoke in chapel about the
sad state of affairs to which the student government of the college had
fallen.
He charged that one had to
be an athlete in order to be elected
to any post of importance in the
class.
Actual organizing ability and
merit were disregarded. At the time
that he spoke in chapel, Mr. Chase
invited a reply to his charge by printing the text of his speech in the
Hoping to get student reOrient.
action to the speech, the Orient
did not write anything further on the
However, no student opinsubject.
ion has been voiced in the matter.
The topic dropped out of sight in a
wave of apathy and has probably been
forgotten by most of the students. Such
a situation is entirely unhealthy to
any organization. With a fundamental policy at' stake, the student body
has simply refused to cooperate and
give its opinion. This is written in
this column not to voice the feelings
of the Orient on the subject, but to
put before 'the college a problem

Nash

Imllerton

college by the Annie Talbot Cole Lectureship this year, according to a recent announcement. No definite dates
have been set for the event except
that it will be held some time in

Dr. Carte B. Perkins ti.

significant about

swimming meet last Saturday
when Olneyville Boys' Club again put
The fact that Mr.
in appearance.

Leigfctoa

Katharine

prominent fiction writer and essayist
will be the lecturer brought to the

'23,

1936

The annual

aJLELECTORE

"Life

15,

February 24 Set At Date
For One- Act Play Contest

Will DELIVER

His talk will be illustrated with
motion pictures which he himself
the speech was the fact that the au- took during his two years at the
Polar
regions. These films are genthorities backed the S. C. D. C. in
be the best
their disciplinary work. He stated erally attributed to
brought back by any member of the
that the committee was ably selected
expedition.
to guide the freshmen, and hinted that
Studied Lower Type*
the use of physical as. well as mental
Shortly after his graduation from Addresses Forum Meeting;
power by the committee was consid- Bowdoin in 1923, Professor Perkins
Michael Fredo To Be
ered to be a function of the disciplin- received the degree of Doctor of
Next Speaker
Philosophy from Harvard. It was
ary group in cases of necessity.
from the contacts which he made
h - x
with Professor Copeland during the
Tremendous progress in industrial¥T is to be regretted that the faculty years of study with him at Bowdoin, ization, a great loss
of human and
to devote his life to
play, scheduled to be presented that he decided
research in scientific fields. For sev- personal values through the stamping
right after mid-years has been posteral years he has been a valued mem- out of individualism, and a very obponed until next year. Circumstances
department
of
biology
at
the
ber of
scure and unpredictable future were
beyond the control made it impossible

What was more

WEDNESDAY/JANUARY

ANTARCTIC TRIP

are due to

the Dean for his chapel talk last
Saturday. In no uncertain terms the
Dean intimated that the freshman
rules had been established for a purpose and that anyone who didn't like
them could "transfer to a larger inThe most
stitution nearer Boston."
impressive part, of the talk was the
fact that the widely-discussed rules
were shown to be useful in helping
The
the freshman to get started.
Bowdoin "Hello" needs no explanation.
It is used in order to get the
freshman acquainted on campus. It
is significant of a large bond between
Dean
all the students on campus.
Nixon also came out in favor of the
drinking rule on the grounds that the
freshman should try to get started in
his studies without such distractions.
With such reasoning, the Dean assured the freshmen that there was
every reason to obey the rules.

ORIENT

MRS.GEROULD

D. U. Lecturer

TO LECTURE ON

9 V

William Klaber, Jr.

CONGRATULATIONS

'23

ME.,

COLBY HOCKXT
GAMS TOMORROW

they held

down

the Ol-

neyville natators to only the half
length lead that Soltysiak picked up
in the first hundred yards. The 300yard medley relay, the last event on
the program, again drew the crowd to
its feet when Norm Seagrave in the
backstroke held an even position with

Bipelowe, and the next hundred yards
of breaststroke saw Kasten roar
ahead to win that section of the event
by inches. Fish, in the free style had
the hard luck to make a bad turn
with only twenty five yards to go,
but Bowdoin took the event in the
end because Olneyville was disquali(Continued on p«_r» S)

SOPHS WIN ANNUAL
I.YTERCLASS
The

DEBATE

1938 won by a 2-1
decision the annual Freshman-Sophomore .debate held last Thursday evening in the Hubbard Hall debating
room. The Sophomores, Harold Ashkenazy. Andrew Cox. and Vincent B.
Welch, upheld the negative against a
team composed of Paul Wheeler, William Hart, and Milton Goldberg. Individual speaking honors went
to
Ashkenazy. The question was: "Resolved: That the federal courts should
be required to enforce all laws declared unconstitutional, provided that
they have been re-enacted by a twothird's majority in both houses of
class of

congress."

Judges Can Interpret
Maine Adopts Basketball
The Sophomores argued that past
That basketball seems destined to
experience did not indicate the need
First, he said, is finances. "Bowdoin come to this section soon seems evialready has varsity hockey and var- dent, however. The University of of a radical change; that to take the
sity track during the winter season, Maine, with no other winter sport power from the Court would destroy
and we found out in the Orient poll except track for its 1,000 men, is the balance of power typical of the
American system; and that necessary
iast year that as between hockey and playing one game this winter and will
basketball the majority of the stu- probably make basketball a varsity changes could be accomplished by orderly
constitutional
amendment.
dents prefer hockey." The vote then sport next year. Mr. Morrell said.
was 115 for basketball and 266 for
Colby has no facilities whatever They also pointed out that judges
hockey. However 302 wanted both if for the game but win consioe-r n were fitted to interpret laws; that
possible.
when the new college now in prospec- they are trained legal experts, whereas congressmen are better fitted to
But even more than finance it is a there is built, its athletic officials say. make
laws.
question of facilities, he said. Bow- Bates dropped hockey this year,
The Freshmen maintained that the
doin, committed to an athletics-for- though it has told Mr. Morrell it sees
decisions of the supreme court on
all policy, would have to simply shove very little chance of basketball "for a
the constitutionality of legislation ofits
intramural basketball program couple years."
ten involve matters
policy, rather
out the window if basketball were
Bowdoin is itself something of a than of law, and inofsuch
cases the
made a varsity sport because the pioneer in the sportvfor its first in- final decisions
should be made by a
team would need the floor.
tercollegiate

"We'd have to turn the gym floor
over to the basketball team afternoon and evening just as we turn the
rage over to track and the rink over
to
hockey,'' ,Mr.
Mrtrell
said
Thera'd be r.c time fet •..orfj-at-'rnit;
basketball or anything of the

basketball game has already been played. "Polar Bear Inde-

pendents," all Bowdoin students, met
Northeastern University on the local
floor last year. (And Bowdoin won).
This year th* independent basketball
team v.tblj given a mrney apprrpria-

popularly elected legislature, directly responsible to the people, rather
than with a permanent court composed of legal experts.
The judges were Professor Ernst
rhri*tian Holm/eirh Professor Newtno F^c'iv
Sta-lkneUtt, and Mi.
Glenn R. Mclntire.
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m

ity indefinably reminds students of their place
the college and
is an unwritten freshman rule. No news .spreads faster than that
given out in a chapel speech it is a medium much superior to the

The COLLEGE

Cress

Oftustarct acid

BOOKSTORE

;

by

virtue of the unusual

on the opposite side

fact that the student is able,

'9%
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BOWDOIN PL BLISBTNO COMPANY
Owen H

has been mentioned by President Sills aa sufficient grounds in itself for the retention of the system.
Finally, it is interesting to envision the college without daily
chapel. There is indeed a need of a suitable time and place for
religious thought. The chapel is the central building of the campus, symbolizing its place in the college as a whole. It is significant that many returning graduates favorably mention the chapel
and its services as one of the features of their college years which
they best and most frequently remember. Any one who has attended Seniors' Last Chapel in the spring at once realizes what
it all means.

Ernest R. Dalton
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EXAM SCHEDULES
semi-annual source of confusion ami dijowftefrt its the arrangement of examinations at mid-years and finals. Many a student finds himself buried under an avalanche of consecutive examinations, making it impossible for him to study sufficiently for

Such has been the case

this year.

Numerous com-

ule has remedied
fault

is

little.

K

Most everything

in

Japan

is

would seem advisable to adopt a system by which the student himself could distribute his exams evenly over the examination period. This could be done by the preparation of a permanent schedule. There- will of necessity be yearly changes to allow
for alternating courses and for courses which are temporarily
suspended because of sabbaticals. However, the schedule could
remain, for the most part, unchanged. This schedule could be
It

seem

to

flt

PLATONIC

|

!

!

the traffic.
I say traffic, but our conception
of the word does
not comply
in
Japan. I have heard about the wild
driving of the Paris taxicabs. but I
am sure that the mad driving in
Tokyo equals if not surpasses it.
They follow the rule of every man for
himself. If a small
appears
hole
ahead in the traffic there is a general
charge for it by all the cars
sight.
The first one there wins, and the losers swerve off to one side or jam on
all brakes. I do not understand why
overpopulation is still a problem in
Japan since the advent of the motor

I

;

;

i

Then, the people themselves are
very short. The houses are built in

proportion to the inhabitants.
We
had to lower our heads going beneath
ear.
every doorway within the native inns.
This series will be continued In
The diminutive tables about which
the people sitting on the floor take
an early issue.
i

m

34 Years Old, Hubbard Hall

Now

Is

Thus, responsibility for arranging a
schedule would rest with the student himself.

the

find themselves

m

this

predicament would hardly

i

Nearly

!

—

his face.

And you

to

know

his

know

can't

face very well without

more apt

getting
per-

name and

haps to know the man himself. And
very often in this life of ours it's the
casually
formed
acquaintanceship
that proves the most productive. I
should add here that the upperclassman who pays no attention to a
Freshman's "Hullo" ought to transfer, to, to
well, to a large institution
nearer Boston.
Small college life has. many valuable elements that life^n a great university lacks.
Great university life
has many valuable elements that life
in a small college lacks. Let's not lose

—

—

—

they've know in all their rich experience: if the present Freshman class is,
as many Sophomores allege, breaking
the Freshman Rules with unmatched
abandon, I hope these words may
help lead them to mend their ways.
If they are unamenable to words,
either mine, or those of the Senior
members of the S.C.D.C, I feel confident that the four Sophomore members of that Committee will show
that they were not picked to serve on
the Committee merely because of
their good looks and verbal vigour.

e

Director.

Athletic

Mass State

!

I

I

last spring Thurm took the jayvee
raqueteers down to play Exeter and
upon his arrival found the Exonians
already engaged in a match with the

Harvard Freshmen. What would we
do without him ?
in - a
To the troth of the following
we do not swear, bat anyhow It's
a good story. Some-one dared
Jan NlehoH, or maybe he dared
himself, to drive his ear on the
frozen Charles River of Wellesley. Sold river wan studded wltii
signs "Unsafe for Skaters". Jan
was no skater, so. no doubt urged
on by a desire to emulate Phitoon's lee exploits, he drove Ms
car on to the toe and, a few minutes later, drove It off.

\

i

well

equipped

in

years'

fifty

j

time.

That was

in 1902.

Mr. Lewis, the congenial gentleman
behind the piles of newspapers in
Hubbard Hall (also known as the li-

offset the

by the new system. This plan
an extremely difficult schedule.
While such insurance Would not be absolutely perfect, it would be

brary), estimates that, in the past
three or four years, one and one- third
floors of the stacks have been filled
with new books. Only two-thirds of

helpful.

j

j

|

;

one

floor

remain to he equipped with

General's son, JoHn. resulted in the
willing of additional capital to the
growing institution. So Hubbard Hall
is undergoing operations tending to

improvement.

sion at a Zeta Psi supper, we hesitate
to say meal, was centering arouna
the Masque and Gown's recent presentation of "Tom Thumb the Great"
and, in particular. Streeter Bass's
magnificent piece of work as queen of
the giants. Someone allowed as how
Streeter was a beautiful female. The
mention of the magic word, female,
awoke John Estabrook from one of
his economic dazes: "Who's she, a

Those few students who have visnewspaper room in the past
few weeks may have noticed the
change in that room from individual
lamps to a continuous, convenient
system of illumination. A similar
system is contemplated for the refer- town woman?"
ence (or reading) room, which Is to
experiment is a paragraph
be improved still further by the re- of this
RUTGERS ALUMNI
the
moval to it of tables upon which now from
ited the

examination methods of the college would reading material before the building
will have its capacity! And, according
probably result in improved scholastic standing for many stu- to Mr. Lewis, one or two years should
dents.
It would eliminate the troublesome and time-consuming see this accomplished.
Then what will Bowdoin do for rest the periodicals, with new tables MONTHLY: that the life cycle is
work of arranging yearly schedules. We believe that in such a
"The fact
stacks? Someone has timidly sug- being bought to take their places.
completed every year during the
plan lies the solution of an extremely troublesome problem.
gested an annex, in the form of an How everything will he arranged is
short weeks of summer enables
not yet definitely decided, but that
ell, to the rear of the present strucW. K., Jr.
science to pooh pooh the talk of
will
some
made
is
there
be
changes
would
serve
the
course,
ture. This, of
in the

purpose; but

PRO COMPULSORY CHAPEL

it

would necessitate the

suspended animation over incal-

certain.

cuable periods of time. And it is
that life forms in the
Edsel Ford Mountains need revive only two weeks out the
years which leads Dr. Perkins to
the hope that he may be able to
bring his jars of algae back to
life in the temperate Jersey climate. He is not at all certain of
the result, but the experiment
is appealing."
Delivers Lecture Series
During these winter months Dr.
Perkins is delivering a series of lectures throughout America. The tour
is being sponsored by the Biology
Building Fund of Rutgers College. A
percentage of the receipts from each
lecture will be contributed to this
this fact

If the policy of the Orient as reflected in its editorials could
DR. PERKINS '23 TO
McGORRILL SPEAKS
more nearly represent the majority of student opinion rather than
GIVE D. U. LECTURE
ON RUSSIAN LIFE
primarily the views of one individual, or at most those of the few
who compose the paper's board, a drive of some dimensions might
Continued from pace 1)
(Coatinoad from page 1)
be made against continuance of compulsory chapel at Bowdoin.
eries recently have been generously
central Russia via Leningrad and
Judging by the general up-to-the-hilt use of cuts, the little knot of Moscow, visited the particularly presented to the scientific world in
the form of countless numbers of
students, on pro and otherwise, always gathered outside chapel to beautiful region of the Crimea, and pickled specimens including many
waylay the monitor after the service, the numbers of the daily left the country after visiting the old- varieties of tunicates, algae, braehiopods, and tapeworms from the stomcongregation earnestly engaged in last-minute "cramming", and est region around Kiev.
achs of penguins. He has proven quite
In compiling a personal list of the conclusively that all forms of inverthe welcome with which any slight deviation from the normal,
I

Rus- terbrate life exist in the icy waters of
speaker found him to be of the Antarctic, and that the lower
forms of verterbrate life are also exa very dreamy nature, much more
istent but not nearly so abundant.
given to meditation than "American
Discovered Much Plankton
efficiency".
He also has a Pollyana
Down and back Dr. Perkins dragphilosophy in expecting everything to ged the Pacific Ocean with a spework out all right, despite imperfec- cially constructed conical net with a
tions. This attitude is interesting in canister-like trap. The object of his
regard to its effect on the social ex- search was plankton, the microscopic
fife of the sea.
Each specimen he
periment there. The average Russian photographed
in its natural form beis not primarily interested in politics,
fore he pickled it. As he approached
while in the experience of the speak- the Antarctic he found that while other, he. has a lack of "fundamental in- er life receded, the presence of planktegrity", and cannot and will not al- ton became much greater even to the
point of giving the ice a yellowish
ways keep promises.
characteristics of the average

such as the entry of a dog, ; s received, compulsory chapel is the
pet bane of Joe Bowdoin.
The case against required chapel attendance is obvious; it
concerns itself mostly with the painful necessity of getting up
"early", and includes other such non-spiritual but very human objections.
It represents the same disfavor shown an 8.30 class.
Other than in grumbling, and occasional doggerel verse submitted
to the Growler or the Dean as the mentor of Latin 2, this displeasure is little manifested. Once a year at least, the President quells
the annual rumors to the effect that the requirement will be lifted,
to advance reasons for its maintenance, and to remind the undergraduates that the college is generous in its granting of cuts.
Arguments for compulsory chapel are just as compelling, if
leas suited to the popular taste.
True, its religious value may be
nil, except to a very few, in view of the rebellious and indifferent
spirit which compulsion itself inspires, Yet mere contact with a
religious service cannot fail but have some effect
surely attendance by compulsion is better than none at all. Harvard, for all
its thousands, shows an average of but 53 students in attendance

sian, the

is

everywhere

In addition to the plankton speciRus- mens which Dr.
Perkins discovered,
he found also several different species
of algae in the Edsel Tord Mountains.
Some of these he has brought
back to the United States unpickled,
with the hope that he may be able to

in

pictures of Lenin and the symbols of the Soviet being as prevalent
as likenesses of Hitler and the swastika in Germany. Women do much of
the work that men do here; their oc-

cupations range from mining
street car driving to hospital

marriage

|

bureau

management.

and induce them to
anu climate of New

A

great effort is being made toward
cleanliness, the street being cleaned
thrice a day. Dr. MeGorrill found little spontaneity in the people or in
entertainment such as the
their
movies and the theatre, which seemed
labored.

The elimination

fund.

The address which Dr. Perkins will
Bowdoin will be illustrated

Back of a Medal
FIRE was
telephone

mo-

of the profit

live

in

the

Relieving the girl operator, he handled all calls . . . sum. . . 'til buildings on both

moned help from nearby towns

and the telephone building caught fire.
Quickly he disconnected the small switchboard . . moved
improvised a telephone station in a field.
it to safety .
In 20 minutes he re-established communication. Next
morning, the rescued switchboard was installed in new
sides collapsed

.

. .

. telephone service was resumed as usual.
.
That telephone man received the Vail Medal . . . one of
several awarded each year to Bell System employees for
outstanding public service. Devotion to duty . . . day by
day as well as in emergencies . . has given
America the world's finest telephone system.

quarters

.

with motion pictures which he himself made during his two years at the
Polar regions. These films are generally attributed to be the most excellent brought back by any member of
the expedition.
Following the lecture there will be
a reception to Dr. Perkins in the living room of the Delta Upsilon House.
Dr. Perkins is a member of the Delta
Upsilon fraternity.

in ix
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SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

warmer

Jersey. Explanatory

ligion at its best.
Orthodox Rushas obviated the need of adver- sian church had The
only emotional and
is one of the greatest
no national appeal. The Russian canthis country.
They not be blamed
for reacting against
have not been entirely successful in the only religion
he ha* ever known.
eliminating competition "human naAbove all the Russian system has
ture is stubborn". The economic pro- destroyed
much in using art, drama,
cess in Russia is put on a basis of and music
for propaganda purposes,
need, and supply for that need.
the speaker felt. "Can a nation afford
The family in Russia is the device to put the strings of propaganda and
whereby the State may be promoted. coercion on the finest expressions of
Loyalty to the state Ls pr imary and life?" The values which reside in
the individual should be devoted to persons who know how to live, am?
the state and not his family. This is the group expressing the best in culopposed to the American view that ture/have been wiped out.

tisements, and
contrasts with

.

give at

.

$1.00— Reduced to

the family is not merely a biological
entity but is of spiritual value.
Dr. MeGorrill said in regard to
the attempt to build a state without
religion that the
average Russian
does not know of the constructive
ethical potentialities of Christian re-

tive

raging through a Virginia village at midnight. A
there from his home . . . found the

workman sped

central office in danger.

tint.

Profit Motive Eliminated

Propaganda
sia,

—

7*c
Duke

university

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM,

N. C.

,
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his

i

fairly

benefited

Pit day at a voluntary service.
Ten minutes of comparative quiet for reflection and prayer
provide at least some opportunity for inspiration to those who will
bestir themselves to receive it
The educational and spiritual
value of many of the talks are commendable. Those which apply to
daily life prove the most popular, and beneficial.
Musical services, offering individual undergraduate talent with instrument
and voice, bring sincere and prolonged applause. This same student liking for the musical element of the service was substantiated by the popularity of the afternoon organ recitals played daring
the semester examination periods by the late Professor Wass.
Above all, daily chapel serves aa an integrating force in the
life of the college.
It bring* the ataatota together, serving Bowdoin as a sort of general assembly. The filing out by class senior-

know

;

offers a type of insurance against

Such a change

(Continued from par* I)

a man very many times without
looking at him. You can't look at him
very many times without getting to

the advantages of the one without
gaining those of the other. Few of us
would be content to see the general
friendliness here on the Bowdoin
campus become the chilly aloofness
noticeable in the yards of certain
metropolitan institutions of learning.
Our Freshman Rules certainly oo not
foster chilly aloofness. If the present
Freshman class at Bowdoin is, as
many Sophomores allege but I have
known Sophomores to be wrong,
sometimes the freshest, wisest class

—

;

obvious weakness of this plan is the fact that a student
might sacrifice useful courses in order to get a schedule to his liking. But since the schedule will remain the same during his entire college ?areer, he should be able to select his courses ahead
of time so as to secure a satisfactory schedule and at the same
time, include the courses most useful to him. Under such a system,
there should be relatively little need of a man finding himself confronted with a series of bunched examinations. The few who

might

NIXON IN FAVOR OF
FROSH REGULATIONS

When the kind-hearted old philan- construction of something new, and
thropist. Gen. Thomas Hubbard, gave what about tradition? According to
Bowdoin College a brand new library, the dearly loved tradition the Colanything new
the inevitable skeptics frowned and lege should never have
scowled disapprobation they knew except Teaching Fellows and French
are
that such a small institution could textbooks. Thus the authorities
never buy bibliography in quantities no doabt still open to suggestion.
After donating' the library, Gen.
large enough to begin to fill such a
an
Hubbard
established
generously
m-e
colossal
structure.
But President
Here's one that harks back to preHyde and the Faculty were almost endowment fund on which to run it
the Christmas Houseparty days. Discuscertain that the new edifice would be The death, in redent years, of

An

number who would have

& SON

158 Maine Street

would be delighted to meet Bowdoin
on the courts, but for one fact they
had no tennis team. Diligent readers
of this column will remember how

Stocked With Books; Overflow Expected By 1938

at the start of the semester.

-

W. CHANDLER

Item number three: As manager of
team, Thurman wrote
Mass State and asked for a match
next spring. Back came a letter from

I

posted or published in the catalogue before the student registers

correspondence with

F.

the tennis

m

i

small American truck-gar-

women

those who subsequently used said
book, it was turned over to Mr.
Boyer. That horrified librarian
instantaneously subpoenaed Mr.
Philoon and delivered a withering leetare on violating the sanctity of, disturbing tile peace of,
defeating the purpose of, and
disrupting the routine of the, library.

l

physic-

are

them. One such letter, of which
he was particularly fond, he used
aa a bookmark, but forget to
remove ft when he returned the
book to the library. After the totter hod gone the rounds of aH

into the sur-

Japanese railroads are built on the
same small scale and operate on narrow-gauge track. The small engines
and freight cars reminded me more
of toy electric trains than normal
ones. Even
the automobiles
have
shrunk. Undersized Fords and Datsuns made up a good proportion of

{

dens.

is possible.

e

-

and appreciate Phi Bete Keys
dangled eonapicuously from gold
watch chains, and he engage*,
aa beSt* a true classics major, to

roundings.

I

ally small. Two reasons explain this.
First, the people have no room to
spare, as they are crowded together
in an average density of 433 persons
per square mile. The farms in the
country are tiny plots of land which

directly responsible for

that a solution

I

I

But rearranging the schedhas merely shifted the burden. This
many poor grades. We believe resemble

plaints necessitated a rearrangement.

their meals

In a recent issue the Orient
published an article by William
'88,
J. Norton
now attending
Liftnaji
University hi Canton,
China, for a year, written before
he left that country and describing; Ms feelings at the beginning
of Me adventure. This week the
Orient's best and most reliable
"foreign correspondent" gives Ma
impressions of Japan, on a trip
through that country made whHe
on Ms way to China.

MsnataB,

Thus endeth

Item number two: Thurm HAS
admirer* back In New-

Norton '38 Describes Visit To
a The Land Of The
Rising Sun"

A

each course.

m

life.

women

Sparta Bditor for this lasw
William S. Kurton •87

Editor far this

Vol. IJCV

moved before, in his
item number one.

"87

All i— litalluaa aa4
•iebt precadlaa; Um date of
;

disappeared, then another, and finally
disappeared entirely. Bat not
for long. He climbed out of his hole
in the ice quicker than he fell into it,
which was faster than he had ever

Thurm

W., Jr.

S.

"87

.

tion, and Thurm, thinking of Mustard and Cress no doubt, made his
way toward it Yells failed to arrest
his breakneck speed.
First one leg

*3«

Assistant

$2.00

has been doing it again "with unmatched abandon", as the Dean
would say. He began doing it way
back during Christmas vacation.
Thurm was playing hockey (news in
itself).
The pond had an iceless por-

culiar to the small college. This purely practical consideration

Oapman

Monopoly

Jr.

Friend (known to
the Classical Dept as T. Everett Philoon), periodical provider of fodder
for this supposedly humorous column,

sad recognize them, and promotes the feeling of fellowship pe-

P. Asnfey *36

Johtt P.

A,

R. P.

side seating arrangement, to see every one

The mere
Editor-ia-Chkf

Robot

%
The Freshman's

bulletin boards.

Established 1871
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THE BOWDOOT ORIENT
To Study At
West Point, Harvard

Seniors

He

will resign the latter.

MftEE

No Hope For

Varsity Basketball
Philio G. Good, Rodney C. Larcom. Morrell Gives
and H. Bickford Lang have been
Future,
Definite Decision
In
College
accepted at the Harvard Medical
School for entrance next fall, in conside of the central gym building from
sideration of their records at Bow(Coatinuad from pac« 1)
Four members of the present sen- doin. Lang has been active
the swimming pool. It could be so
collesje
tion for equipment but is still pracior class have recently received noti- musical ocganiaartsas and as a cheerconstructed that w* could put in
fication regarding their acceptance at leader.
He is a member of Alpha tically independent of the depart- squash and handball courts under the
other universities for further college Delta Phi. Larcom, a member of Chi ment, without coaching, managers, pitch of the seats. With this addition
work. John Presnell, Jr., has received Pal, is outstanding as a football and gate receipts, letters, and the rest. to the intfaffiural program we could
One general solution was held oat relieve congestion on the gym floor
an appointment to the United States track man. He is president of the
Military Academy through Senator S. C. D. C. and vice president of his by Mr. Morrell.
would become a posFrederick Hale. This is the second class. Good is captain of this year's
"What we need to complete this de- and basketball
appointment Presnell has received, track team and president of the sen- partment now," he said, "is a natural- sibility from the viewpoint of facilthe first being to the National Guard. ior class.
ice covered hockey rink on the other ities."
a>—
m»
»«—»— "
"i.inii—tia
"
"
Wanted, one covered hockey rink.
Jr.,

As

Near

m

Polar Bear Riflemen

Of

At the regular business meeting of
the Rifle Club held January f in
Adams Hall Frank Lord '35' was
elected president for the coming year,
Thomas Bradford '37 was chosen vice
president with Frank Cooper '37, sec-

;

I
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TO COLLEGE MEN WHO WOULD LIKE
TO SMOKE A BETTER PIPE TOBACCO

HIGGINS SHATTERS

Kinsolving Speaks

Choose New Officers

On Forces Of

(Contlnverf from pa** 1)

"In order to have

the vision of fled because of an Illegal start
good living, we must have evfl as a
One of the most interesting feabasis of comparison. Life is a per- tures of the evenmc was the
diving,
petual choice between the two, and •specially
the superb work of Oftieywhenever we go to evil we go to the vfllfi's Lacombe and Bowdoin's Tom-

Reverend

unreality,"

Arthur

—A

and Frank Guild

'39,

QUICK LUNCH

—A COMPLETE DINNER

Spa

College

FGPRTfN

ARNOLD

HESSEL

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and

CO.

sonification of this evil.
"I admire those men who in right
living trust themselves more than
those who trust to the gove rnment.
It is not in our power, but there is a
sublime power that can change us."
In speaking of the evils of war, the
speaker stated, "there will be no war-

Dry Fireplace Wood

Lumber and Building Materials
A.

IS.

MORRELL

- PRESSING
repairing

*t

.

.

.

ABOUT

B.

Chipman,

ft GE1TVAIS
MAINK ST.

PORTLAND, ME.

when

nine.

The world-record breaking event
was timed by six A.A.A.U. official
timers, thus insuring

acceptance.

itis

The summary:

Won

440-yard free style:

by Hig-

gins, Olneyville;
second.
Stanhope,
Olneyvhie; third, Hutchinson, Bowdoin. Time, 5 mm., 8 2-5 sec. (New

pool record).
206-yard breast stroke: Won by
Higgins, Olneyville; second, Soltysiak.

OlneyvHle;

May,

third.

Bowdoin.

Time, 2 mm., 27 3-5 sec., (new pool
record).
Note: Continuing on to two meters,
Higgins broke the world's record ot
2 min. 42 6-10 sec. Higgins' time was
2 min., 40 3-5 sec.
220-yartr free style: Won by Soltysiak, Olneyville;
second,
Babula,
Olneyville;
third,
Ware Bowdoin.
Time: 2 min. 18 4-5 sec. (New pool
record).
100-yard free style: Won by Chrostowski, Olneyville;
second, Wilde.
Olneyville; third. White, Bowdoin.
Time, 54 3-5 sec.
50-yard free style: Won by Chrostowski; second. White, Bowdoin;
third. Gates, Bowdoin. Time, 25 seconds.
15t>-yard back
stroke:
Won by
Stanhope, Olneyville; second, Vik,
Olneyville; third. Nicholson, Bowdoin.
Time, 1 min., 41 1-5 seconds. (New
pool record).
400-yard relay: Won by Olneyville
(Soltysiak. Babula, Wilde, Bigekm).
Time, 3 min. 48 1-5 seconds.
Diving- Won by Lacombe, Olneyville;
second, Sampson,
Bowdoin;

—

world as long as national selfish- third, Frye, Bowdoin.
300-yard medley relay Won by
ness and greed are rife. There is as
far as we can see no solution but Bowdoin (Seagraves. Kasten, Fish);
that we lift ourselves through God Olneyville disqualified.
above these traits."

Inc.

—

He

"Religion

concluding,

in

said,

comes to us with the promise of the
remaking of men, therefore the remaking of our situations. How can we
escape so great a predicament
neglect so great a question?"

Home

Next To

T—
CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

j

Johnny Frye also did a
work, particularly

he rated three eights on his back
jack-knife. Sampson's best (five of the
evening was his backward spring
with one somersault when he was
judged with two eights and a six. The
most impressive and beautiful dive
was Lacombe's running one and one
half somersault,
tuck position, on
which he was given two eights and a

less

PURE FOOD SHOT

LECLAIR

THE NATIONAL

of All Kinds

Hgr.

Lyman

CLEANING

EVERYBODY'S TALKING

'22.

War

Greed Causes

Fuel Oils

Soft Coals
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Prince Albert
JOY SMOKE

fine piece of

Woods

—An

Read the fair and square proposition at
the right. We publish it, knowing that
in Prince Albert we've got the quality...
the mellowness... the taste and aroma
that college men wfll appreciate. So now
we ask that you, too, try Prince Albert.
Mote P. A. 's special cat. ' 'Crimp cut,
it is called. It has a lot to do with why
Prince Albert packs bo neatly into the
bowl and bums so cool and mild. Only
top-quality tobaccos are used. Ordinary
tobacco will not do.
P. A. is packed in a big 2-oance economy tin. Smokers get around 60 pipefnls
from a tin. Fifty pipef uls and no bite 1
Because of its many advantages, Prince
Albert has become the largest-selling pipe
tobacco in the world. Join up with P.A.
...under oar you -must -be -pleased plan!

my Sampson.

Lee

Kinsolving. Pastor of Trinity Church
'37 treasurer; in Boston, declared in chapel last
executive officer Sunday. Discussing the theme, "Right
completing the list. These officers and wrong living," Dr. Kinsolving addressed his audience briefly but fawere elected for the calendar year- in- miliarly.
stead of for the college year as was
"I was asked several weeks ago
done last year. Professor Boyd W. whether modern youth was interested
Bartlett, it was officially announced, in this problem," Doctor Kinsolving
confided.
"I answered that I was
consented to act as range officer, and
rather in doubt if they were interwill be present at the matches to see
ested in anything else."
"What are we going to do about
Up-to-Date Fountain that the National Rifle Association
match regulations, are carried out.
the evil of the world?" he asked.
Three teams have been entered in Answering, he said. "This is the centhe state postal matches which start tral question of your generation. At
this week and continue for ten weeks. least we can talk about it. It's surely
on the week of February 8 and will better to be concerned with it than
terminate with the shoot off for the to be careless about it. However, we
New England championship at Con- must do more than talk about it. If
necticut April 4. A postal match will there were a skunk in the parlor, it
be held with the University of Indi- would be more laudable to remove it
R. B.
ana on February 15, and the team than either to ignore it or to' be negwill make a trip to Boston to shoot ligent about it.
with M.I.T. and Harvard on March
Calls Evil Inflammation
Tailor and Furrier
13 and 14. The club is also negotiatContinuing. Doctor Kinsolving said
ing for a match wkh the University that Jesus' doctrine, sufficient unto
of Maine in the near future.
Cleaning and Pressing
the day is the evil thereof, is as apA postal match with St. John's Uni- plicable today as it was in his times."
versity, Brooklyn, N. Y., is scheduled The church season of Epiphany is
for Thursday. January 16. On Friday, significant of the conquest of evfl.
January 17, the team will shoot a re- Jesus' solution to evil was the subMobflgas - MeWloil
turn four position shoulder-to-shoul- stitution of clean living for it. Don't
der match with the Portland Ameri- go around worrying about the aggraCRBDIT CARDS HONORED HERE can Legion. Bowdoin won the first vation of mass wrongs in the world,"
conscientious and
match
held earlier this fall in Port- he advised. "Be
A.
earnest with your own life."
123 Maine St.
Opp\ Sealer's land by more than sixty points.
"Evil," he said, "is defined as an
inflammation that spreads, and wherever it spreads it rots and it spoils.
The evil of the world is what sways
us from the right. Satin is the perretary; Richard

WORLD'S STANDARD

Evil

if
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offer
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR

SPORT SIDELIGHTS
By

WHITE QUINTET
White Six Lose Varsity
OPENS SEASON
Opener To Northeastern
Opening this year's hoop season on
February 3rd, the Polar Bean, unBowdoin basketball unit, will
take the floor led by a fast forward

By Jin Bshop
The Bowdoin vanity hockey squad,
handicapped by lack of practice,
dropped the opening game of the season to Northeastern here last Wednesday by a score of 8-4. Lawrence,
Rutherford, Harking, and Dearing
starred for the Polar Bean in the
game.
*

combination of Frazier and Cartland
with Smith at center and strengthened on the defense by accurate passing
guards, Johnson and Ashkenazy.
This first string team backed up by
Tucker, Shattuck, Manter, and Bill
Walker, as reserves now face eight
opponents according to the tentative
schedule. Among the hoopmen to be
met are squads 'from Winslow, the
1935 runnerup for the state high
school championship, Madison, Farmington Normal, Portland A.C., Portland Y.M.CA, Lewiston Semi-Pros,
and the Bates fpeshmen. Arrangements are also being made for a
game with Portland High school.
Play Practice Game
According to Harold Ashkenazy,
Captain of the Polar Bean, the starting lineup for the coming season will
stand as previously stated, with the
exception of Charlie Smith who may
not be available for out of town
games in which case either Shattuck
or Will Manter will see service at

The Bowdoin six showed itself parweak on defense during the

,

period and the Northeastern iceto pile up a substantial
lead.
However, during the last two
periods the defense improved and
most of the action was in Northeastern territory with players of both
teams massed around the visitors
first

men managed

net.

Blalek Outstanding

CAPTAIN BID RUTHERFORD

High point 'man for both squads
and star of the game was Blalek of

Veteran center and mainstay of the
potentially strong but inexperienced

Northeastern who made five goals
with one assist. Although the Wellsmen succeeded in tying the score
once in the ftnt period when Harkins
scored after a pass from Dane,
they were never ahead and the visit-

Polar Bear sextet.

J. V.

on

center.

tories last week. Their first

Thomas, Dane, rw
.

Bass, Allen, rd
Id,

Benjamin. Wenzlow

Scoring by

Laystyam

period*.:

1st Period

Northeastern,

Mitchell

(unassist-

ed).

Northeastern, Bialek (Kussman).
Bowdoin, Thomas (unassisted).
Bowdoin, Harkins (Dane).

27

Northeastern, Bialek (unassisted).
Northeastern, Bialek (unassisted).
2nd Period
Northeastern, Bialek (unassisted).
Northeastern, Bialek (unassisted).
3rd Period
Northeastern, Bialek (unassisted).
Northeastern, Benjamin, (unassist-

The

Kussman

Melindy.

fought, particularly in the first pe-

In the Dixfield game, both
teams scored in the first period,
neither showing any particular advantage. In the last two periods the
Jayvees came back strong, driving
home four more goals to overwhelm

(Mitchell).

Bowdoin, Buck (scrimmage).
Bowdoin, Hawkins (Lawrence).

The line-ups:
two games were hard BOWDOIN
Play

riods.

ed).

Northeastern,

firet

Bean

1

the visitors.
In the third game, the Polar Bean
romped to an easy victory over an
inexperienced Rockland team. Glover

s

Curritr,
j

j

Roamfald
Griffin.

I

j

Dana. Kellogg.
Coomb*, rw

—

s
s
Genial "Doc" Johnson, we find, does not alone limit
his medicinal talents as college physician to the details
Witness
the Ingenious shoulder
management.
infirmary
of

Stevens, y
Jealous (Hanley.
|

i

'

Referee

Hardin* (Marsh)
g,

Aradri

Butler), rd

— French.

—Three

Time

rd.

brace complete with extra ligaments which the

Id.

Child*

It minute periods.

(Crane)

little

giant

of the infirmary has deftly fashioned from two inner tubes
for Hank Dolan, ace freshman high Jumper. Judging by
Dolan's promising leap of six feet and three-quartes of an
inch, last Saturday In the Froah meet with Portland High,
we have a Jumper of no mean ability in our midst.

Ski

T&m

Participates

In Three

Bob
ROCKLAND jump
Salter*.
Carland,

lw, Pnaslee, (lfarriner)
(Dane. Cross. Girard. Learjr. D.
Allan Learned), e
e. Glover (Doriran)
Foley, Owen, Danni*. G.
rw. Gray (Billinrs)

Clifford
(Upham,
Griffin), lw
Park (Corey) Id

—s

Too much cannot be said to congratulate Coach Bob Miller for having
the nationally known Olneyville Boys' Club Swimming team come to Bowdoin for another session of world record breaking performances. With a
freshman aggregation which handed some of the best natators in the country encouragingly close competition. Bob Miller is coming into his own as
one of the leading swimming coaches of the East. Backed up by capable
stare coming up next year for varsity competition such as Bud White, who
was barely edged out in the 50 last Saturday by Mat Chrowstowski, national AAU 50 and 100 freestyle champion, Bowdoin's bid for recognition in
the New Englands next year is not to be taken lightly.

the scheduled

win was

—

—

wick town team,

the
Westbrook
registered
over
Eagles, 4-3- on January 6th. Dixfield
the game and had little difficulty in
High was next to fall to the tune of
subduing the reserves 48-26. Tucker
5-1, on January 9. followed by a deand Shattuck showed up well for the
cisive 8-0 rout of Rockland last Satlosen.
urday.
Several freshmen including Rosenand Gray made good individual showfield, Arnold, Melindy, Hanley, Stevens, and Jealous in making; their in- ings for the visitors. Coach Linn Wells
took advantage of the situation to
itial performance for Bowdoin showed up as excellent varsity prospects give his entire squad of 27 men a
who may see service after midyears. chance to perform under fire.

lw, Mitchell, Shea, Fielding
rd, Wetherell, Fraser
Lawrence, Id

I

Last Saturday evening in p!ace or
game with the Brunsthe Polar Bean
staged a practice scrimmage between
two teams from its own squad. Team
A comprised of the first string lineup dominated the play all through

Though handicapped by unfavorable weather conditions for practice,
Bowdoin's strong Junior Varsity icemen annexed three impressive vic-

Northeastern

Dearing, Buck, lw rw, Rickey, Bialek
Rutherford, Harkins, Smith, c
c, Callahan, Kussman

.

ICEMEN TAKE

FIRST THREE GAMES

led the scoring for the greater
part of the game.

McGill, Steer, g g, Abbott,

—

official

ticularly

The summary:
Bowdoin

BUI Burton

In yean past interfraternity basketball held a prominent place among
undergraduate activities. One reason for the recent decline in student enthusiasm is the present set of eligibility rules. Two typical games were played
last week with respective scores of 63-3 and 45-17, in which the handicap
worked by eligibility restrictions was graphically portrayed. It is small wonder that both players and spectators if there are any have lost interest in
the interfraternity leagues when one team so unnecessarily outclasses the
other because of outworn eligibility rules.
s
*
Taw requirements might easily be altered so as to permit
all memben of the various booses to play except those otherwise engaged in intercollegiate competition on the hockey, track, and swimming teams. Thus not only the fraternities having powerful teams at present would not be
penalized but also the others, now handicapped by lack
of eligible men, could bring their quintets up to standard.
Such a move toward improving the calibre of these games
would also be helpful In deciding the vanity basketball
question. Obviously, the arguments of those favoring an
official Bowdoin Ave would carry much more weight with
the Athletic Department If they had organized student
support behind them and here is just the chance to build
up the accessary enthusiasm.

Day Carnival

Laffin placed sixth in the ski
at the recent Winter Sports
Ski Carnival of the College Invitation
won
by Dartmouth for the
Meet
fourth consecutive year and held at
Lake Placid during Christmas vaca-

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. In
the nine mile cross country race on
Monday morning Bass and Beck placed 17th and 26th respectively. That
afternoon
the team entered the
Slalom Race, the course of which was
zigzagged for a half mile down a comparatively steep hill and marked at
intervals by flags about four feet
aoart In this Laffin placed 12th and
Bass 21st.
Tuesday morning Bass finished 21st
and Laffin 27th in the Downhill Race
the rest of the team following further back in the pack. Bowdoin entered no participants in the four man

Also representing Bowdoin were
Dick Beck '37, Streeter Bass '38, and
Charlie White '39.
Arriving at Lake Placid on Saturday, December 28, the team had an
inter*emng day in preparation for cross country relay race that afterthe full schedule of the following, noon.
tion.

—

Frosh Tracksters Down
Portland In 86-18 Victory
By W.

HOCKEY TEAM SET
FOR COLBY BATTLE

Hawkins

8.

In a sweeping 86-18 victory over
Frosh
Bowdoin's
Portland High,
track team romped away with its
first encounter of the 1936 indoor
last Saturday at Hyde Cage.
season
With the first state series game
but the 600
with Colby scheduled for Monday Taking first in all events
visitors in
postponed because of poor ice condi- and relay and blanking the
events, the freshmen hung up
tions the Polar Bear rinkmen are seven
and equalled
scheduled to journey to Waterville three new meet records
tomorrow for the delayed series open- a fourth.
Allen, high scorer with 12 points,
er. The date for the postponed game
Gibbs, Hood, Hamblen,
has now been tentatively set for Feb- together with
outstanding
ruary 4. Besides the three state se- Dolan and Melindy were
the freshmen with Gibbs and
for
ries games with Colby, the White will
two firsts apiece.
taking
play a return engagement with Hood
winning
easily
Northeastern, and a two-game series Keniski of Portland,
1:19 4-5
with New Hampshire, later hi the the 600 in the fast time of
and taking a second in the low hurseason.
dles, starred for the visitors.
Although weakened by the loss or
Three Records Fall
"Hocker" Ross, now with the AmerNot allowing the Blue and White
ican Olympic team in Germany, the
the field events, the
state champion Mules still retain the to score once
three new recservices of Pagnucci and Lemieux in Frosh here made their
Melindy came
the forward wall, Shean on defense ords. In the shot put
and Thompson as goalie from their through with a heave of 46 feet 4H
record
existing
the
better
inches
to
1935 aggregation.
by
slightly more than a foot. Gibbs'
They are however, hampered by leap of 20 feet 4»/j inches in the
lack of practice and have not had any
inch
of
an
quarter
broadjump added a
collegiate opposition as yet. A short
to the old mark, while Dolan hightime ago they squeezed out a 1-0 win
jumped past the six foot mark to
over the St. Dom semi-pro outfit at
6 feet \
Lewiston Bowdoin has shown im- place the new height at
of 5 feet 7%
provement in the last two games, and inch against the old
although noticeably weak on defense, inches.
in pracfield
While dominating the
the White may pull a surprise and
tically every event, the Frosh showed
upset the favored Mules.
themselves to be a well balanced outfit, in that their five leading scorers
wpre all within three points of each

m

FRATERNITY FIVES
START SCHEDULES

other.

In the opening event Hamblen
to annex first in the
high hurdles, closely followed by
Bobryck of Portland, thus giving the
Frosh an early lead. In the next
event Gibbs. Mitchell and Hamblen
in that order swept the forty, although the time of five seconds flat
in the finals had previously been bettered by Mitchell in the trials at 4 4-5
seconds to equal the existing record.
Hood starred for the first year men in
the low hurdles leading two opponents in a very close finish at the tape.
Hood Takes 300
Again in the 300 Hood was impressive leading the field for the entire
distance, while Hamblen came up
strong in the final feet to force Karsokas into third place. Following
Portland's ace, Keniski, in the 60u,
H. Soule of the Frosh yielded nearly
a 20 yard margin to take second leading Woodruff, third, by about the
same distance. Dolan himself a former luminary for the visitors showed
great promise in the field events by
placing second in the broadjump at
18 feet 11 Vi inches as well as his first
in the high jump.
Win Allen, after easily taking the
1000 yard run finished almost shoulder to shoulder with R. T. Hyde, win-

came through

Five of the eight Interfraternity
basketball games scheduled for this
month have been played off with the
AD. and A.T.O. quintets setting the
pace in the initial games on January
6.
The high scoring team to date,
the A.T.O.'s, chalked up a 63-3 score
against Kappa Sigma. Outstanding]
player for the A.T.O. outfit was "ZA.
Haire who hopped off with 27 points.
Bobctt R. Hagy showed up well for
the A.D.'s when they wrested a 45-17
victory from the Delta Kappa Epsilon
on the same evening. Neither of the
games for Wednesday night of last
week were played, as the Chi Psi's
forfeited to Non-Fraternity.
i

]

{

ner of the mile, to give the Frosh
strength in the distances and then in
the final event tied Mitchell for first
in the pole vault. The yearling mile
relay team of Jewitt, Gibbs, Hood,
and Karsokas established a good lead
in the first quarter to cross the line
first only to be disqualified for having crowded a Portland runner off
the track.
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B. Mathewson
prices have been in the
past a continual cause of comBeundergraduates.
plaint among
cause many of the texts must be
printed in limited numbers, and because some of them involve typographical difficulties, their prices are
necessarily higher than those of other
kinds of books. And each student, being forced to expend ten or twenty
dollars in one lump at the first of
the semester, is apt to be intrigued
by the thought of a possible reduc-

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

Campus For

By Richard

*

Fifth

Forum Of

Annual

Day Offers Grads
Chance To See College
At Work, Play

Special

Religion Here

Student Council

NINE OF MINISTERS
REVISITING

r

-

AN

of

affairs,

there

would prove
move.

is

to be

room

for

what

a very popular

• - r
r\N the subject of texts, another
complaint might well be registered. Students in elementary courses
are usually coming into contact with
the subject for the first time. It is
these
in
texts
essential that the
courses be authoritative, clear, and
unbiased. In some instances the
books chosen by the department seem
to fall somewhat short of these requirements. Members of the course
are compelled to try to follow an author who, in his painful attempt to

vT

to his readers, fails to say
anything at all. Or, trying to be perfectly clear, he confuses the issue.
Or, he writes in a language entirely
foreign to his readers.. Better texts
must be available, if due consideration were given to their choice.
• - r
a matter for editorial comment
the value to the college of the an-

talk

down

AS

nual Religious Forum is worthy but
time-worn. However, there are a few
particular features of the Forum
which are particularly notable. It

one essential way from all
of the other attempts at ex»ra-eur-«
ricular betterment of the student
mind. It was developed by. and is almost exclusively run by and concerned with, the students themselves. The
record of its establishment as an annual function speaks for its popularAttendance at the conferences
ity.
has always been good, and the discussions have always proved interesting to those who participated. Hypocrisy is uniformly absent. It must be
often, in fact, that the visiting clergymen, inwardly at least, are thoroughly
startled by the fi inkness with which
beliefs are stated.
To repeat an evident fact, the Re-

differs in

is completely worthIn a few days it causes a
taking of inventory
than most communities get in a year.

ligious
while.

Forum

more general

•

-

r

ITHDR one reason or another, there
•T seems to be somewhat of a decline in the production of intellectual
As the Presiliterature at present.
dent has commented in chapel, the
editors of the Quill have had diffienough
together
gathering
culty in
suitable material to make up their
first issue. Members of the Masque
and Gown report a similar lack in
the number of original one-act plays
submitted for Ihe society's annual
contest. The cause or causes for this

Discussions Each Evening
In Fraternities, Union,
Feature Occasion

Marvin Finish Puts
White Ahead Of N. H.
B. U. Relay Teams

Brilliant

By Norma E. Dupee, Jr.
The fifth annual Bowdoin Forum %
Modern Religious Thought will be
brought to a close in the discussion
groups tonight. Fourteen clergy-men
for the past two evenings have conducted discussion groups at each of
DONALD R
'M
the fraternities and the Moulton
Union between the hours of seven Vice-President of the Bowdoin Christian Association who beads the Reand eight.
The subject of this year's Forum is ligious Forum Committee which
"A Christian's Conduct". Nine of last brought fourteen ministers to Bowyear's visiting clergymen returned to doin fraternity houses far evening operation.
discussions.
lead the discussion groups.
After luncheon in the gym with
The opening address was given in
music by the band and a program of
chapel Sunday afternoon by the Revspeakers, the guests will be entererend David K. Montgomery "27, of
tained at 1:30 by a dress rehearsal of
the St Peter's Church in Morristown,
the next Masque and Gown performNew Jersey. The Forum officially got
ance in Memorial Hall. There will alunder way at a joint meeting of the
so be two or three representatives
leaders in the Union, Monday afterfrom the advanced public speaking
noon.
class. At 2:30 the Glee Club will hold
Heimretck Give* Talk
dress rehearsal in the Moulton Polar Bear hurdle
In aUnion,
ace who beat seme of the nation's best tlmbertoppero
At this meeting, Donald R. Wood- Four Classes Represented
after which the alumni are inward '36 gave a lew words of introBradbury Contest; To
vited to visit exhibits by the various at the BAA. meet la»t Haturday, equalling the world's record over the 45
duction on behalf of the committee.
college publications in the rooms on yard high sticks three times in trials and the anal.
20th
Feb.
He was followed by Mr. Helmreich
the second floor.
who addressed the ministers as a repVaried Athletic Program
By Harry T. Foote
resentative of the committee of the
Wins Council Cup
The Athletic department opens its!
Faculty on Religious Activities. RevFour teams will compete for the program at 3:30 with two exhibition
pffl
erend Mr. Bennett, who is in charge $105 Bradbury Debate Prize a week meets
-•
Third Consecutive Time
wmmm9wm ««-»,
at the Curtis pool. First will be
of the leaders, outlined the "Do's and from Thursday. The question is "Rea J. V. meet with Huntington School
Don'ts" of the theme of the Forum. solved, that the social security legiswhich the Polar Bear freshman
For the third successive semesOn that same day, a quiet hour of lation of the last Congress is detri- in
stars may be seen in action, and folScholarter,
Student
Council
the
meditation was conducted by the mental to the best interests of the lowing
_- ~,.
this, a meet between the var.
M _
ship Cup was won by Alpha
Reverend Wallace A. Anderson.
American people."
MCtJeary , r resneU,
ROSS,
sity and Boston University.
After
Tau Omega. As usual, the nonDr. Anderson was leader of the
Andrew H. Cox '38 and Maurice
meet (here will be exhibitions of
Vogel Receive Highest
fraternity group achieved the
Forum in 1934 and is staying at the Ross '36 will take the affirmative this
haTuiVSn'an^frt^ii^i^".'^!!'"!^^
basketball
and
fencing
m
the
gym
•*« »nri
highe st scholastic average.
Sigma Nu house this year. He has » CT »inet sviwin n
Scholastic
Honor
nasium
which
P"*** to »« of intraveling experience
flr^i

WOODWARD

Boston Garden

and Forrest Towns of Georgia had
beaten Good to the tape a week before at the Millrose games in New
York when Allen equalled the world
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Kappa Sigma

b
rg
The Reverend James E. Burke, the
and Harold C. Tipping '35 e
h
t
only native of Maine among the min- wonlast year, with Cox
isters, is at the Jffcota
uRa CM {s
ec on d.
****!*-*
made
at
the
Untontorthelr
accomii-i„ from
r_~ Brown
m.„
House. Gardiner M. Day, a man much
Win
nidation. At 7:15, an informal smokinterested in young people's work at
Ashkcnazy and Cox won a varsity cr is to be held in the Union at which
Williamstown, Mass.. is staying at the debate for Bowdoin on Friday evening
the president of the student council
A.T.O. house.
of reading period, Jan. 17, beating Phil Good, will act as toastmaster.
Dr. Newton C. Fetter is another Brown by a 2-1 vote. They argued
Football Movie at Smoker
clergyman well versed in Student against a proposal to give Congress
with
Unithe
Activities in connection
n
p
power to override a Supreme Court
versity of Michigan and as Y. M. C. decision.
u
A. secretary of that same university.
The same evening a Bowdoin nega- for informal discussion between numHe was a member of the forums in tive team lost to Brown's affirmative bers. Among the speakers will be
1934 and 1935 and is at the A.D. at Providence on the same question. Coach Adam Walsh who will illus(Contiaoad on pace S)
Seagrave and Ross spoke for Bow- trate his remarks with movies taken
of the 1935 football
series.
These
doin. The vote was also 2-1, with the
films will be especially appreciated by
audience for Bowdoin.
who were unable to see the
Two of the stiffest debates of the those
White
in action this fall.
are to be held March 20 on the
LIST year
For the past few weeks the
social security question the Bradbury
speakers are using. Lafayette wilt alumni office has stamped all outgoing mail with a seal, to be found
A new record of nine straight-A send its affirmative team up from elsewhere
in this issue,
urging all
men and 41% of the class on the Pennsylvania on that day, while
Dean's list was turned in by 1936 Bowdoin's affirmative will meet Bates alumni to "come back for Campus
Day".
when the first semester's marks were at Lcwiston.
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The Lafayette debate is to be taken down, word for word, by stenographers and published in the "University. Debaters' Annual." a standard heel on debating. Arrangements
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introduced Pro-

answer

not a
letter for excellence in athletics, nor
an office voted upon by their fellowstudents— it is rather election to Phi
Beta Kappa. Let me remind those of
you who are to receive this honor to
use your scholarship to good advantage. The college thinks little of
an athlete who does not try to make
the team.
It should feel the same
way about scholarship."
Chase Explains Election*
Professor Chase explained the reason why only four instead of the
usual five men were chosen at this

Sherwood Eddy, internationally famous Y. M. C. A. figure, author, lecturer, and world traveler will speak
at Bowdoin next Monday night under

Forum

the auspices of the Political
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There will be a meeting of the
Ours Blanc at Mr. Harold T. Pulhlfrr's home, 85 Federal street at

connected with being a follower of
8.00 o'clock tonight to discuss the
Christ, We didn't choose God.
He
presentation of French one-act
He chose all men everyplays. All men Interes t e d. Includwhere to be his witnesses, witnesses
ing freshmen, are cordially Into a life and thought and course of
vited to attend.
action whose roots lie deep in the
eternal verities of God."
Convictons Needed
'Two things are vitally necessary
if we are to face the issues of our
time. First, b. certain sense of confidence and conviction: Secondly, constrtictive daring and heroic action".
said Dr. Montgomery pointing out
A pleasant surprise came to four
that young people of today are with- members of the 1935 Bowdoin Bay
out religious and moral convictions,
Expedition last Friday
of Fundy
"I ask the college to discover new
and practical applications of the prin- when they went to Kent's Island for
a visit, to find that Mr. Alger W.
ciples laid down by the master

:

;

i

(

chose us.

;

j

I

j
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an amalgamation of modern materialism and old traditions
and customs. There are great industrial cities with large factories, subways, department stores and complicated electric advertisements. Never
before had I seen such a concentration of neon signs as along the
"Ginza", or main street in Tokyo.
The whole country is linked together by a remarkably efficient and rap-

Japan

id railway system.
Many of the people wear western
Votes By-Law Change
clothes, but a good proportion still
recommended
Council
The Student
adhere to their native costumes. The
colthe
by-law
to
a change in the
colorful and picturesque, but wadlege committee on Physical Educa- dling kimonos of the women are as
tion in relation to cheer leaders. With impractical from the viewpoint of the
this change the by-law will read:
wearer as the loose dressing-gown
"Cheer Leaders: There shall be one style clothes of the men seem to be
head Cheer Leader each year chosen comfortable and practical. Women
by the Student Council at the begin- wearing the extravagant and fancy
ning of the football season. There hair-dresses of the old style are not
shall be (wu assistant Cheer Leaders very common. But occasionally one
chosen by the Student Council from sees an old fashioned woman with
a list submitted to it by the head chalky-white face from many layers
Cheer Leader after suitable try-outs. of powder, high and elaborate hair
"The senior Cheer Leader shall be arrangement, broad sleeved flowered
awarded detachable Cheer Leaders' kimono with a large 2 "obe" or bow
letters with crossed megaphones, to in the rear, and flat wooden shoes
be awarded at the beginning of the hardly visible beneath the ample
football season of their senior year, skirt.
provided that they were candidates
Leaving the busy cities, one is .<oon
for Cheer Leaders in their Junior hi an agricultural scene which, ex-

many

large electric power
lines, seems to be similar to that of
centuries ago.
Small thatched cottages are scattered in small groups
on the edges of green rice fields.
Fanners taking their produce to

cept for

is

marKet

in

\

crowded. The Japanese people have
developed train riding to an art The
combination of squatting cross-legged
on the floor and sleeping with a block
for a pillow gives them the ability to
make themselves comfortable anywhere. Riding in the crowded 3rd
class coaches gave us the opportunity
to view the average people of the
country!

j

I recall a sleeping couple on a seat
opposite me during one trip. The
man next to the window was resting
in

Western

style

with

his

head

propped up in the corner. The woman
was squatting sideways on the seat

!

,

with her legs tucked beneath her.
Her cheek was resting against the
seat-back, and she seemed to be perfectly comfortable. She was concerntrain
ed only enough when the
(CoaUaaed on pa** *)

;

I

I
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shall

so
not

graduate stereotypes, visionless

men

that

this

beloved

place

lacking in convictions, but Christlike leaders, pupils of true teachers,

both marked by a certain heroism

and daring."

Coming Events
Saturday, February

—

1.1

Mr. Pike, a noted sportsman and conservationist, was one of the financial
supporters of last summer's expedition and has shown much interest in
Bowdoin's ornithological and expedi-

Wesleyan. Curtis Pool.
Sunday, February 16 3.00 p.m.
The Right Reverend John B.
Italian, Bishop of New Hampshire, will sneak in chapel.
Monday, February 17—8.30 p.m.
Dual Track Meet with Colby.

—

800 pju. Sherwood Eddy
speak la Union Lounge.

will

4

The purpose of the week end visit*
to Kent's Island, during which the
four undergraduates were accompanied by a local mechanic. Elmer
Dunning, was to overhaul the 38-foot
launch belonging to the Bowdoin Biological Station, and used last summer for transportation of members
and supplies from Lubec, easternmost community in the United States,
to the meteorological and ornithol-

year.''

uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuttuul

had

just presented Bowdoin with a powerful forty-two foot cabin cruiser, specially
built for work in the Bay of Fundy.

Pike, of the class of "25,

tionary work.
1.30 p.m.

Vanity Swimming Meet with

various cities in
the
East.
Chief
among these was the New York Dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria, while in
other such important cities as Cleveland, Philadelphia,

nial of Horace,

i

j

j

(Continaad on pag* 2)

FOUR FI^RNITIES
HOLD EWIATIONS

Mr. Leighton deliver-

Fernald, William Coolidge Hart, PhilDenton Lambe, Leo Henry Lcary,

ip

atian Irony".

Jr..

David Haynes Macomber. The
had no Hell Week, having abol-

T.D.'s
ished

it

last year.

ATO's

The

ATO

station

on

Initiate
initiation was

afternoon. Feb.
breviated Hell

Wednesday
ogical research

8.

Saturday

following an- ab-

Week

lasting from
through Friday night. On

Kent's Saturday night a banquet was given
for the initiates and alumni. Those
initiated were: Ralph Clifton Gould

Island, twenty-four miles southeast of

Lubec.
Ralph Savage '38. Robert D. Morse
John A. Crystal '37, and William
O. Gross "37, leader of the group,
were those who made the trip. A visit
was paid to Mr. Pike, who operates a
bird santuary, founded within the
past year, in that region before proceeding to the island. It was at this
time that Mr. Pike, who has been
connected with the Kent's Island Research Station Project since its very
beginning, made the presentation of
the new cruiser to the station.
The new vessel, unnamed as yet.
has steam heat, electric lights, and
accommodations
for
comfortable
sleeping for six men. As the Bay of
Fundy Is one of the worst navigating
areas in the world, what with sixareas in the world twenty feet from
high to low fall, frequent fogs, and
much dampness, Bowdoin's new boat

Stengel, Roger Mackintosh Stover.
Richard Hamilton Stroud, James
Henry
Titcomb,
Paul
Purinton
Wheeler.
Chi Psi Lodge initiated February 8.
They had a mild two-day Hell Week.
Monday and Tuesday, after which
they admitted the following initiates,
all from the freshman class: Kenneth
N.
Birkett.
William H. Bledsoe.
George A. Dunbar. Robert E. Foley.
Herbert M. Lord. Robert C. Russell.
Frederick A. Waldron. Duncan K.
Whitehul, Harry E. Williams. Peter
F. Wulfing, Myron S. Mclntire. About
twenty-five alumni attended the banquet tendered the new members Sat-

(Continued on p*s* 2)
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and Buffalo, Bow-

doin graduates gathered to welcome
the President.
On Saturday January 26th the
President addressed a group of Bowdoin Alumni at a luncheon meeting
given at the Union of the University
of Michigan by the Bowdoin Club of
Ann Arbor. That evening he attended
dinner at the Hotel Wardell in
Detroit under the auspices of the

ed an address on the subject, "Hor-

Pike, '25, Gives Biological Station
Powerful 42 Foot Cabin Cruiser

j

Japanese trains are quite satWfactory and comfortable.
tried
all
I
three classes, but found 3rd class the
mosi interesting, economical and so

possible the election of addi-

More than three thousand miles
were covered by President Sills on

"?"»' members. I predict that thus
Four fraternities held initiations
wUl happen this year."
The annual initiation of the Alpha during the past week as follows:
of Maine Chapter cl Phi Beta Kappa The initiating fraternities were Theta
Delta
Chi. Alpha Tau Omega, Chi
<<** P» a <* Monday evening at 6.45 in
the Alumni Reading Room in Hub- Psi and Kappa Sigma.
Theta Delta Chi initiated Richard
bard Hall. Following the closed mecting the alumni and initiates attend- Sawin Holt and Robert Keenan Craved the annual banquet at the Moulton en, both of the class of '38 and the
Union. President Sills presided and following freshmen: Luther Dana Abintroduced Mr. Lawrence B. Leighton bott, Robert Davies Burhoe, John
Carten.
William Herbert
'28, instructor of Greek and Latin, Vernon
and tutor of Literature at Harvard. Brown, Jr.. Robert Eugene Corson.
In commemoration of the bi-mcllen- Arthur Chapman, Jr., Richard Clark

I

wheelbarrows or by hand

dot the roads.

1

JJ

his recent trip during the mid-year
review and examination period when
he attended the meetings of alumni
associations as principal speaker in

^
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and the Bowdoin Christian Association. The lecture, on "Fascism, Cornmunism, and Christianity", will take
place in tile Moulton Union Lounge
at 8 p.m., it was announced yester- time:
"It may seem surprising that with
day by Charles F. Brewster '37, head
of the Forum, and Norman P. Sea- a class which has broken previous

'

lap.

;

fessor Chas<; praised the worth of the
dncient honorary society. He said:
"When the members of the several
colleges are asked what honor they

8.4ftft

Phi

mark for the 80-yard high hurdle
event with a time of 7.5 seconds.
Both Equal Record
Both Good and Allen equalled the
record time of 5.8 seconds to win
their trial heats as
well as their
semi-finals, and Good
again duplicated the world mark to defeat Allen
in the finals. Ray
McLaughlin, the
other Bowdoin entry in the event, won
his heat and qualified for the finals
to take fourth behind Good. Allen and
Milt Green of Harvard.
Vale Marvin's brilliant anchor leg
carried the mile relay team to a stirring victory over New Hampshire and
Boston University for the other outstanding Bowdoin achievement of the
evening. Fox, Owen, and Stanwood.
running the first three quarters for
the White, had yielded Lesky of New
Hampshire an 18-yard lead but Marvin ran a whirlwind last lap to overtake Lasky on the back stretch and
a -good ten *a
ening applause from the crowd. The
Polar Bear's winning time was 3:31.4.
Despite a remarkable anchor leg by
Hood, the freshman relay team of

^^T^ *«-f|heSst

urSy^nSn?

scholarship records we did not elect
grave '37, secretary of the B.C.
A graduate of Yale, Mr. Eddy was five members. This is not, however,
led early in life to the Orient, and because of the lack of suitable men.
was for twenty years head of the Y. It is rather because from a number
C A in A8 *8
*" u P* to * tne- of men whose claims were so nearly
Takimr n<s hU tnnio -Th™i „ Con
r-«„
duct inS ^h»t.Kn " en<:i minute speaker who keeps abreast of even, the faculty members were reRe
YS J hia profession and has juV intense in- luctant to make a choice at this time,
This is not a final election. Others
will be chosen in June. Although we
are ordinarily limited to twelve initiates from a class, the society has on
Among Mr. Eddy's books are "Pil- several occasions by special action

whom

i

r

;

;

members.

eight are Sophomores, who, having)
received half A's and half B's, are entitled to six cuts in each course.
Sixteen men received straight A's;
nine Seniors, five Juniors, and two

B> Ralph H. Winn

o^S ^SHERW00D EDDY TO

MONTGOMERY TALK
OPENS FIFTH FORUM

lence. The Bowdoin squad is especialEighty-six men made the list, all ly anxious to repeat the 3-0 victory
are entitled to un it scored over Bates in their last
but eight of
limited cuts this semester. The other! meeting, in the spring of 1935.
its

12.100
.11.904
11.428
10.551
10.16S

j

SENIORS DOMINATE
LATEST DEAN'S

released last week. Trailing far beDebate to be Printed
Both Bates and Lafayette have a
hind the Seniors, the Junior class is
represented on the list by only 20% wide reputation for debating excel-

.

Nu

11. Psl Upnlleu
12. Alpha Delta

|

.

Beta Theta PI

10.

,

.

Defte UstUoo
Delta Kappa KpsTton

8.

!

of

j

The averages:

athletic

1.

here.

|

w.nw

in
had much
Europe and Russia. Mr. Bennett, at £l£rL£ii*i!!ft.?ti!£.
„ P.
p Seagrave
the Deke house, has been at Bowdoin Bryant •«
37 and Norman
for the past three year* and has in- •37 will have the affirmative against
spired and stimulated many students Harold D.Ashkenazy '38 and wtluam

A A

last Saturday.
Allen, who is national
inter-collegiate champion, was a strong favorite to win the event since both
he

EIGHT SURVIVE

DAYS

MuuuttuuuuuuuTI

Avenging his earlier defeat at the
Millrose games, Phil Good, ace Polar
Bear hurdler, three times equalled
the world's record for the 45-yard
high hurdles and sped to victory over
Sam Allen of Oklahoma Baptist University in the final of that event at
the annual B.
games in the

i

FOR

ITie Council voted to send a petion
college committee
tion to the
grounds and buildings to authorize
the laying of more board walks on
campus, especially from the 1875
gateway to the chapel and to finish
ihe one from the chapel to the north
west corner.
It also voted by the Council to sugthat college
gest to Mai Morrell
workmen be employed to take care of
the hockey rink and the outdoor
board track. This would take a great
burden from the players, coaches and
managers in these sports.

To Sponsor

By James A. Bishop
Starting with Dr. Earle M. Peron "Life in Little America".
Bowdoin's first annual mid-winter
Alumni Week End will get under way
Friday evening. February 21. The
Dean will be in charge of Saturday
morning chapel and it is planned also
to have a special musical program.
'Classes will be held as usual, and
faculty members have been asked to
provide special work for the benefit
of alumni wherever possible without
disrupting their course outlines. This
will be an opportunity for returning!
graduates to see the college in actual

Freedman, Lawrence L.I Bowdoin was represented in the
Pelletier. John F. Presnell, John
V. book last year also, by. a verbatim
Shute. Everett L. Swift and Howard repor of a four-way debate between
COUNCIL SETS
H. Vogel, Jr.; Class of 1937, Edwin B. Maine colleges at Bangor.
Norman P. Seagrave '37. manager
Benjamin. Dan E. Christie. Richard
CLASS ELECTIONS C.
Clapp. Benjamin W. Norton, and of varsity debating is making the arDaniel W. Pettengill; Class of 1938.! rangements for these coming debates,
Class election dates were set by Walter B. Parker, and Frank H.i in conjunction with Athern P. Dagthe Student Council at the Theta Purington.
gctt, deba ting
"
" coach.
*Jr
Delta Chi House on February 4. The
elections will take place in Mem. hall
as follows: 1939. Thurs.. Feb. 13; 1938,
Mon.. Feb. 17; 1937, Tucs., Feb. 18;
1936. Thurs., Feb. 20.

WHITE RELAYMEN
TURN IN VICTORY

kin's talk

of

Of

45-Yard Hurdles

To Show Movies

general symptom remain obscured.
The remedy is the individual initiative of those who may be able to help
better the situation.

In Trials, Finals

Smoker Sat Night;

CAMPUS

Mark

Thrice Equals World

Track Captain Phil Good

swimmingTtoack
MEETS SCHEDULED

By B. C. A.
In Sunday Chapel

Sponsored

In

average expenditure of about
twenty dollars a year by each
student makes a total of over .twelve
thousand dollars. If a ten per cent
saving were possible in each department under the plan outlined above,
it would mean a total saving to the
undergraduate body of something in
the vicinity of twelve hundred dollars every year. These are of course
If 'they
only approximate figures.
represent anything like the true state

NO. 19

1936

12.

Good Tops Allen, Collegiate
ON CAMPUS DAY
Champ, In BAA Hurdle Win

Montgomery Opens Forum

tion.

partment.

SAT.

BUST PROGRAM

rr*EXT book

department
Economics
the
books are often ordered by the de-»
partment, and delivered directly to
members of the class at cost. This
practice often effects an appreciable
saving. There is no obvious reason
why ft could not be done in every de-

ORIENT

WESLEYAN

COLLEGE PLANS

Fourteen Ministers Visit

Rises »•

• »

SWIMMING MEET WITH

THE BOW

MONDAY NIGHT
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'37,

Edward Howard Day

'38,

and

tin-

following members of the class of
Dorrance
Haven
Goodwin.
Charles Oliver Hunt, George Leslie
Hill,
Robert James Hyde. Blinn
Whittemore Russell, Jr., Peter Dodge
'39;

nSnT^S^nUhnU^n«sMnMnUa«aMnhUUnMnhhnh
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Establish**
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By

R H

R.

,

William

KUWr,

Jr,

*W

John P. Qidpmsn

*86

M*»l>tl Editors
Richard E. Mathewson '37
Stanley Williams, Jr., •87
Sports Editara

to see a
poet, and

lady

is

last

summer we came pretty close. TTiis
particular member of the species, the
one we Just missed, came up to
Brunswick during the summer vacation while we were home writing a

"feathers" or folds back when npt in
use, in order not to set as a drag on
the foiward progress of the vessel.
This power plant will drive the

major paper. She and her cat were

tram

"So

Coffin, respectively.
Butch for short.

Aaatotant Managers

Ernest R. Dalton

FACULTY

—

;
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Bowdoin PabUakiac
b* ailili
I
to t*« BniocM Manager of
Atamnu..
Subnerlpttona. $2.00 per raw la advanea.
Emerad aa ataoad data matter at Um portofflc* at Brnniwkk. Main*.
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News

Spssta Editor for thia Issue
Charles F. Brewster '37

Editor for t»ia Issue
Stanley Williams. Jr, '37

Vol.
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IBM

18,

m

*87

Euan G. Davis
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THE RELIGIOUS FORUM

-

lost

colleges and universities
between 30 and 40 percent

cruiser eighteen or nineteen knots
per hour. In addition to this motive
power, the boat is equipped to hoist a
storm-trysail; in the event that both

Unpublished Poems of Emily Dickinson
The Last Fwritan—George Santayana
The Hurricane

BE YOUR
VALENTINE

(By the Authors

And

GET THEM AT

15 Jordan

Gladly

F.

Larock's Greenhouses
Tel. 21

BOOKSTORE

The COLLEGE

of their scientific instructors.

kET FLOWERS

well equipped for safety and emergency, for She is powered with a 150horse-power sterling gasoline engine,
plus a 90-horse-power auxiliary engine using a separate propeller which

good

looking for Mister Coffin, to talk
about whatever things poets talk
about. But Mister Coffin had gone
William S. Burton '37 away, just like the rest of us, so the
Ch«rlet F. Brewster "37
lady poet decided to make the best of
Maxwell A. Estop "3:
a bad thing by taking a good look at
William Frost *3« Bowdoki's campus. She and the cat
lames A. Bishop "88
Stuart p. Brewer "38
William 8 .Hawkins "88 were sight-seeing one day, when
Robert Laffki '38 right in the middle of the «^mpn«
Norman E. Dupe* "3S
Hemry L. Nae* *Sh the cat had kittens, which is rather
Harry T. Foeta 'Si
funny in itself. But the pay-off came
Ralph H. Winn *88
when the lady poet promptly named
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
the two kittens Henry Wadsworth
BaaiMss afanaaer
Longfellow and Robert Peter Tris-

Owe* B. Melaugh

CABIN CRUISER

'Continued tram page 1)
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engines g»e out,* or the* sea becomes
too rough for them, this would enable, her to head into the waves. She
is also fitted with a powerful searchlight, and all necessary navigating
devices.

The cabin cruiser will be of inestimable use this coming summer,
for which plans are already under
in forming a new expedition similar to those made during the past
two summers. The personnel is now
being made up for this projected trip.

Hank and way

c

one guy that likes to make
his examinations interesting as well
Biochemist Hector Ijlorton told the
as vaguely stimulating. On the midrecently
Association
year, the Literature boys were asked Neorological
we grow
to make an imaginary college fac- that our skulls get denser as

Casey

is

ulty of the various men they had
studied. Usually
Plato was made
chairman of the Philosophy department, with Aquinas as assistant professor.
Christ was either Dean or
President, and so on. Probably the
most brilliant work of the imagination was produced by the man who
elected Saint Paul for Alumni Secre-

and the condition is ten times
more common in women than in men.

older,

|

I

tary.

Once again the Forum of Modern Religious Thought has made POLITICAL
NOTE
the College acutely aware of its debt of gratitude to the Bowdoin
Passing Chandler's the other day
Christian Association. That the nightly gatherings at the frater- on the way home from a movie, we
noticed a book sate in the window.
nity houses are both valuable and enjoyable, that they have be- For fifty-nine cents, any one that
come an integral part of Bowdoin life, and that they are antici- cares to can buy On Our Way by
Franklin D. Roosevelt. It occurred
pated with eagerness and recalled with pleasure by a portion, at to us that Chandler's is none too sub-

The fireside discussions tly calling to our attention the passis undeniable.
ing of an era.
manner of problems religious, ethical, philosophical, poOr, if you prefer, for the same price
litical, and economic
are a welcome intellectual respite from you can get a good translation of
Lyaaateata. Or Fraakenatein.
r.oring over textbooks and taking down lecture notes. The quesm-c
tions treated have a more vital and immediate reality than the ERRATA
To editors, both great and small,
more abstract topics of the classroom. It is unthinkable that such frequently come prize journalistic
discussions are not provocative of some healthy reflection and boners. We could almost wish we
were an Orient editor upon learning
serious thought. Regrettable it is that the number of participants of the latest effort handed in by an
is not greater. But, however small, that number affords convincing enterprising member of the da«s of
'39, who, it seems is either no hand
evidence that modern college life is not entirely a mad whirl of at the telephone or hasn't removed
wild dashes to Boston, Bath, and Portland, radios and vietrolas, the debris from his Eustachian tubes
in some eons.
bridge games and bull sessions, varied with occasional but feverSent out to get "Art news", he
least,

of the student body,

of all

ish

—

—

cramming.

The Bowdoin Christian Association

the public eye.
It performs many a valuable but inconspicuous service. Consequently when it offers such a conspicuous benefit as the Religious
Forum, it is only fitting that the College take stock qf what
it owes to the B.C.A.
R. P. A.
is little in

EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBfNSON
Soon to be erected in the Gardiner Public Library is a tablet
x-ojwmoworating Edwin Arlington Robinson. The policy of the
Governing Boards not to subscribe to memorials, charities, etc.,
prevents the College administration's contributing officially to
the fund. Thus it is gratifying that th.e English major group has
stepped into the breach and undertaken to make a small collection.
Edwin Arlington Robinson was never a member of the Bowdoin

undergraduate body or the Bowdoin faculty, yet his connection
with the College has been, in some respects, close. Bowdoin was
the first institution of higher learning to recognize this greatest
of American 20th century poets, when, in 19g5, it conferred on
him the degree of Doctor of Literature. Since that time, Yale has
followed suit. Then too, Bowdoin and Mr. Robinson are scions of
the same soil, for the latter was Maine born and Maine bred. His
birthplace was Head Tide, a small village near Gardiner. In the
latter town he spent his boyhood, and was graduated from Gardiner High School. In the library room in which his memorial is
to be placed, he passed much time studying and reading. Still living there are old friends and relatives who can spin many a yarn
of his boyhood and recall him as a shy, retiring, yet warm-hearted
youth who made friends easily. Maine and New England are
much in his poetry, and Gardiner figures prominently aa Tillbury

presented the following concise paragraph for the editorial o.k. "On
Washington's birthday, February 22,
there will be an exhibition in the

Bowdoin Gallery, of Washingtonia
from the Cling Depressed."

m
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-
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Poor Casey has been so often the
butt and rebuttal of this column's
stories that it would seem high time
someone recalled that classic tale related to us by a gentleman from Portland, concerning none other than Mrs.
Casey. It appears that in the course
of small talk a discussion of pipes
(not courses) developed, and Mjrs.
Sills, describing her husband's collection of smoking implements announced that he had one of the famous trademark so popular with all
pipe-smokers. It was called, she said,
the "B.V.D."

When

Hugh Walpote was

author

(and this Is one Mrs. Casey
gleefully tells on herself) he was entertained at dinner at the Pre? 'dent's.
here

Unfortunately, during the evening,
Bowdoin's "First Lady" found thai
her memory for names had failed her.
Walpote was descending the stairs,
and Mrs. Sills wished to direct him
to the drawing room. "Right this way,
Mr. Bonaparte" said she.

FOUR FKATERNfllES

HOJOTATIONS
(Continued from pag* 1)

unday night.

Kappa Sigma

initiated both Friday

and Saturday nights after Hell Week
which extended from Monday through
Certainly it would be regrettable, if, from the list of donors to Friday. The usual banquet for the
the Robinson Memorial fund, Bowdoin were conspicuous by its initiates was held Saturday night
with speeches by Leon Jones '13 and
absence.
R. p. a.
Donovan D. Lancaster '27, the faculty adviser. Those initiated: Matson
M. Lord '38, and the following firstSills
year men: Charles E. Campbell, Jr.,
Edward J. Bartlett, Jr.. Wendell M.

Town.

Covers 3000 Miles On His
Visits To Eastern Alumni Groups
t

(CbnUaaad from paea
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!

I
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P. T. Sullivan-

Speakers at the dinner were Francis

1)

Bowdoin Club of that city. There
were about thirty present, including
members' wives.
Monday evening, January 27th,
President Sills was in Chicago where
there was a record-breaking attendance of the Chicago Alumni Association at the University Club. Tuesday
evening be went to Cleveland where
Mayor Harold H. Burton 09 president of the Bowdoin Club, presided

McKenney

Mick, Randall B. Tinker, Mark E.
Kelley, James E. Tracy, Jr., Kenneth

'15,

the president ot the

NOTICE TO ALUMNI

dub, Professor Hammond, and Presi-

dent Sills.
Last Friday night. Dr. Sills spoke
at a dinner of the Bowdoin Alumni
Association of Boston at the University Club. Wallace M. Powers '04, retiring president of the association,
was the toastmaster. Other speakers
were Professor Robert T. "Coffin and
Doctor L. MoConaugby, president of
at the dinner of the Cleveland group.
Wesleyan University and former
A meeting of the Bowdoin Alumni member of the Bowdoin faculty.
Association of Western New York
Elect New Officers
on January 28th, and was attended
New officers of the Boston dub
by Dr. Sills. On Friday evening was
held the annual dinner and meeting elected were Melvin T. Copeland '06
of the New York Alumni Association of the Harvard school of Business Adat the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. A large ministration, president; George W.
Howe 11 and G. Clark Brooks 12,
gathering was present,
including
Coach Magee and the relay team and vice-presidents; Felix A. Burton '07,
treasurer ;and Stuart R. Stone '30,
track men participating in the
Mill-

games at Madison Square Garden the following night.
Moviee
Saocva
Rufus H. Stetson '08, as president
of the group introduced the speakers,
who were President Sills, Professor
rose

Am

Hammond.

Director of

Admissions,

a college is an institution
where men teach and where youth is
taught, and the only way to improve
a college is to improve the teaching
and quality of the student body"
Dr. Sills took a definite stand for
the continuance of the classics and
at hema tics as course requirements
in Bowdoin and other institutions.
"During the past few years," he said,

and Coach Adam Walsh. The elections of the awnriation were held,
and at the end of the program movies
of the home football games, and also
the Maine game, were shown, with a
running
commentary by
Coach "the candidates admitted for degree
Walsh.
of Bachelor of Arts under the four
Saturday noon President Sills at- Latin requirements (at
Bowdoin).
tended a luncheon of Wellesley over 90% obtained
the degree.
Alumnae in New York in his capacity the candidates for Bachelor Of
of
as trustee of that college. That eve- Science, where no
Latin is required,
was held at the Buffalo Athletic Club but where two or three years may
ning there was a dinner of the Bow- be presented, about
44*
received the
doin Club of Philadelphia in that city. degree."

M
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Divide
world, we are informed on
The
good authority,
divided
of people — those
to two
is

in-

classes

who
who

get spring vacations

and those

don't.

Not wishing to complicate the
present political situation we refuse to run on any Share-TheVacation platform; let those who
cannot do otherwise continue to
get out of the status-quo side of
bed every morning.

As to vacationists, we are reliably informed that these also are
either they are blissfully unaware of the fact that a
tation is drawing near, with the
consequent danger of having nothing better to do at the last minute
than spend the time back home in
Peoria; or else they are baffled
about where to go on their vaca-

sub-divided

;

v

tion except to Peoria.

In case some vacationist asks
you what you are doing for spring
vacation this year, we'd like to call
to your attention two little numbers which, by coincidence, we've

shaken up ourselves. One lasts
eight days
two in Havana (grand
climate, but nevertheless the warmest place west of Paris) , one in Nas-

—

sau (Heaven's own Paradise beach
with all the celestial trimmings)
and the rest of the time op what
conservatives describe as a "floating
palace", the S. S. COLUMBUS.
This cruise is March 28 to April 5

and

is

custom made for you from

rates to dates.

.

Going

town with Luckies

to

A LIGHT SMOKE
of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco

.

other, being over Easter on
is for
the aforesaid

The

consideration of acid

COLUMBUS,

provement

Or drop

in,

in flavor;

and controlled

—a

superior cigarette
rette, a cigarette

ASK YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL
AGENT, he is an authority on
such matters.

bal-

All these combine to produce a

would divide
that half of the
spring vacation.

cruises

world that takes a

alkaline

uniformity in the finished product.

Kingston of Jamaica and again,
Havana. ... It looks as though

two

-

ance, with consequent definite im-

nine days starting with April 10
and visits his Sublime Excellency
Port-au-Prince of Haiti, besides

among themselves

bodied tobaccos

modern

made

—A

ciga-

of rich, ripe*

Light Smoke.

write

or telephone

Hamburg-American One
Hecth German Cloyb
252 Boylston

St.,

Luckies are jess acid

Boston, Mass.
Ixcssa •» Acidity of Orhar Fasukw SraaaH Over Lucky Sarfk. Cisarsfra*
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School of Dentistry

secretary.

In New York President Sills said to
the alumni tbat "Stripped of all non-

The Great

these

'

essentials,

Drag Store

Allen's

The University of Buffalo

I

'«*">

»

A few

year curriculum comparted la three r dander yeara, by
> of the quarter plan.
The dental and medical schools are
closely affiliated. Dental student* have two yeara erf basic medical
study under taw direction and supervision of the medical faculty.
Clinical practice of dentistry, la all ita varied aspect*, 1* mpervtaed
by the dental division and I* connected with the oltalc* of several
hospitals. One month 9f hiterneahh) in a hoapital of
beds, during
the senior year, offering unusual experience In clinical observation,
dia gnosis and treatment of dental conditions. The next regular
ses«•
sion will open June***. 19S6.

htuiMMDfNT CHUMCAt
Uk*C*ATC*IB AMO UktAACM MOUPS

'IISULTS VEIINfO bY

UM

—W&.

Far farther information address

School of Dentistry, 25 Goodrich Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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NORTON DESCRIBES
frrfo Upholds
Viewpoint On
JAPANESE CUSTOMS

No-risk offer wins college smokers
to O better pipe tobocco!

The

(CcmtlniMd from nag* 1)

ItaiJM
Ethiopia
the

Italian side of

--.

present

stopped at a station to open her eyes

as instant.

for

nesdays

of me, a foreigner,
forced a man sitting across the aisle
and forward a seat to be quite a conhe tyjd to sti
Nitijrall.v.
tortionist.

The presence

%&#&£».
into the

the Pplttjpal
Forum by ffiofaael A. Fredo, 4 imminent Boston attorney. Mr. Fredo is
a noted naHrinoi figure in

S
and with both

nead out from behind
bacH and proceeded to exin* me minutely. And this remarkposition a* maintained so long
was in view.
Most of the people as soon as they
ate settled down remove their shoes
or slip their feet from their simple
wooden footgear. This is natural, as

and)

his

Fredo

shoes are not worn in their houses.
their feet from the floor they
either stretch them straight out before or double them up beneath them.
In another seat a mother and small
daughter fitted themselves together
space-savins manner.

,

a,

the IXa,
cussipp which
speafte
er was pi

duced by

her $malJ earthen-ware pote.
Everywiere jure went in J
her
head rested as they were treated thought
consideration. It was not
slept. Another wwpan, inondppof their
a wf>oIe seat, was doubled up have people go out
help us. At nearly' evei
.rtably with her bead on the
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The value

and the absence of

houses with the students. During their
stay at the college tfte clergymen
have had the facilities of the gym,

also

Claire Trevor - Kent Taylor
also
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CAMEI25 MONEY. BACK OFFER

of fraternity life.
formal discussion

stilted formality has been
stressed,
the ministers living at the fraternity
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of 1,800 at the University of VViscon- College, is the advisor of the group.
sin, 87 were shown to have been a At 4 in the afternoon yesterday xhc
guests were welcomed at a tea at the
success in life.
President's home.
The Forum is designed to serve
both the clergy and the student ?.
The students are brought into contact with some of the leading clergymen of New England. At the same
time, the ministers gain a close-up
Feb. 1 *i»
jvediwsday
view of modern youth in college

tourist.
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teams reveals that most of Donald
Woodward '36. Thompson
S. Sampson, Jr. '36, Norman P. Southem are outstanding successes.
grave '37, and Norman E. Pupec .Tr.
Reverend John C. Scfcroeder.
nQf 97 bright graduates from a list structor of Biblical Literature at the

were met by a'
the Japan T

travel-

I

football

Socony
Moeilgas - Mobiloil
CREDIT CABD8 HONORED HERE
pipeful*

T

,

captained the University of Vermont

sisted us in
ing has been solved very well in
Japan! At every station men sell a Kobe he even spent
evening getting
standard lunch for 20 sen (about 6 and
a hotel and then acting as our
cents U. S.). It includes two wooden
sohal guide about the oify. fri
bbxes, one of rice and line of various
experience, Japan is a
Japanese foods, besides wooden chop- from my
comfortable land fpr
sUbks. Hot tea is also available in ant and
.

fan

i

SWcfri »p t <»»
from her feet to

wpoden aim rest.
tV Problem of eating while
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House. No person is beitef known 1
at' 'the
Ney England college
stupenis "than
tnaa
ouege students
Union, under the auspices
ita*r KlfcSfi,, who
Student Council. These dances,
Sjg grwD. Reyerer J
the exception of February 7~
aer;
well-known to
Id E. MetznerT
"
held Saturday evejun
be
sfudents arid WaterVUle res turoujjh to the spring vacation.
fpr bis stimulaf ing sermons, is
orchestra will be increased to twe
at the t>U. house: Dl». Montgomery
,
pieces, and "Freshman KeQy
27. the first alumnus leader, has been
sjnging guitar player,' will be the fc'a- at bis own house, Beta Theta Pi.
tured Vpcajist.
TTirough his family connections and
Under the direction of Leader chapel talks the Reverend Pen Rob"Tom" Mack the band is planning a erts returns as a man not unfarailu r
busy winter season, starting off wtth with and to the college at -the £eta
three iops thjs month- The first w4» Psi bouse. At the Chi Psi lodge is t r e
be at the Bar Club, a lawyer s society Reverend Albert G. Thomas who
14th of this comes for a second year with the rein Augusta, en the
month. On the 22nd the orchestra wflj spect of many on campus. As a. rciv
the non-fraternity
ptaV at the Brunswick Town Hat) resentative to
and ("• the 28th they will go with group is Reverend. Stephen Webster,
the Glee Club to Portland for a 1ojn* new to the Forum but with mu<h
background
in
this
type of work- This
concert and dancemay also be said of Reverend Amos
Leader Mack, who does ail the arN. Wilder who leads the Psi U. disfor the orchestra, has re-

rangements
cussions.
cently completed Ave new arraageVisitor* Lead Service*
bjents for the combination, which will
The chapel services of the past
be featured on Saturday. The Polar three mornings
been led by Rev.
wars have at present a tentative job Ben Roberts onhave
Tuesday, and this
for next summer with the Cunard
morning by Rev. Wilmer Kitchen. ToSteamship Company for whom they
morrow
morning
the last speaker of
have worked twice during the past
the Forum will be the Rev. Stephen
tji-O years.
Webster. At 8:30 the clergymen will
meet in the Union with those faculty
A survey of the 34 men who have members who so desire and any mem-
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Good Equals World's Record Thrice-D
Good, McLaughlin

(Continued from page 1)

doln runners cut that down to a yard
or two at the tape with Hood just
failing to match Graham of
Islands finishing sprint.

Rhode

BUI Soule qualified in the preliminary heats of the 50-yard dash but
faded to reach the finals of that
event when he was shut out- with a
fourth in his semi-final heat. Soule
also failed to figure very prominently
In the broad jump when his best leap
after two fouls was 21 feet. 10 inches.
Dave Rideout in the pole vault was
forced out at. 12 feet, 6 inches and
failed to place in the rather stiff competition which included a number of
vaulters in the thirteen foot class.

Howie Niblock. former Bowdoin and

New

finished
champion
the shot put which saw

England

fourth in
Boston College
of
Dimitri Zaitz
spring a surprise victory over Jack
Torrance.

Enter
Encouraged

made by
last

WiH

Wellsmen Drop

New York Meet
by

the

BAA

Wins Interfratemity Swim
A powerful well-balanced Delta Kappa Epsilon team won the interfraterjuty swimming meet Saturday night at the Curtis pool by running up a total
of 37 points, the largest winning score for the meet in recent years, while
the Theta Delta Chi mermen collected 26 points to take the runner-up position.
Other fraternities finished as follows: Zeta Psi 10, Non-Frat 10, Psi

7*4

By

Charles f\ Brewster

U

Coach Bob Miller must feel elated over that interfratemity swimming
was accounted for by classes. Strange to say the Freshman class
easily dominated the meet, winning practically half of the points in the seven
meet last Saturday night. We've taken the trouble to figure out just how the
dropped their second straight game in individual events And on top of that the Sophomores scored another third
three days to a fast skating Colby of the points, leaving exactly one-sixth 6f the evening's honors to the two
sextet by a score of 7-4.
upper classes, if our Math I calculations are correct.
As in the game here last Saturday
8
S
the Mules showed a definite superiThe precis* figures give the Yearling* a total of S5 point*.
power,
and
scoring
ority of speed and
White aad Hutchinson earning 10 points each. The Sophoagain it was only the brilliant work
Rundlette, Nicholson, and
with
firsts
three
captured
mores
of the two Polar Bear goalies, Jack
L. Pierce and enough more to amass 21 points. The Juniors
McGill and Dick Steer, that kept the
trailed behind with one first place by .May and 18 points In
score down as low as It was. They acall, while the Seniors brought up the rear with 8 points. If
counted for 60 stops between them,
figures prove anything. It would seem that five-sixths of
made
just one less than McGill

A D

9,

9,

and Kappa Sigma

5.

scoring

In scoring their record total the
relay

BOW TO YMCA

event.
In spite of

In their first scheduled game of
the year the Polar Bear independent
basketball team was nosed out in
a thrilling tilt with the Portland Y.
M. C. A. five at the Hyde cage last

S

anueei S.

Bowdoin: Arnold

ICE

2,

Denring.

SEXTET LOSES

In two home games last week end
the Polar Bear hockey team bowed to

New Hampshire

4-0 on Thursday and

then came back full of scrap on Saturday to hold an admittedly superior
Colby sextette to a 4-2 victory.
Colby, which had previously administered a 4-3 defeat to the same New

Hampshire team which so easily outscored Bowdoin on Thursday, was a
heavy favorite to take the Polar
Bears, but with Goalie Jack McGill
making a record number of 61 stops
the White sextette made it an exciting battle for three full periods with
the more experienced Waterville
•
team.
.

8

The figure of Ray McLaughlin taking the hurdles In
stride with Phil flood is again a familiar sight around the
Hyde cage. "Mac" was Bowdoin track captain back In 1933
and at that time established himself as one of the greatest
all-around trackmen in the history of the college by winning four first places In a single State meet. He returned
to college the middle of January to resume work on his
major and is eligible to represent the college In club and
AATJ meets but not in intercplleglate competition. He's fast
rounding Into his old tune form as witnessed by his placing fourth to Good last week end in the 43 yard hurdles

Lawrence.

TWO HOME FRAYS

I

—

Athkenaxy. rg 3
Helenas, r« . .0
Johnson, Is ..5

event at the

BAA

games.
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Totals
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Siwar, r*

4

1
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utticfifid.
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Totals

1

18

7
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meet records in
both the 50 and 100 yard free style

son, tied the present

t

,.|

4

10

2 46

sprints.

Pierce Wins Diving
In the diving. Leonard Pierce
(DKE) took honors for the evening
with a score of 75.34, beating last
year's winner, Sampson
(AD) by
6.31 points. The 400 yard medley relay gave the crowd the most thrilling
finish of the
evening when Ware
(DKE) made up Seagrave's ten-yard
lead and pulled ahead on the last lap
to win by a fraction of a second.
The 150 yard back stroke was an
even
battle
between
Nicholson
(DKE) and Seagrave (TD) until the
last two laps when Nicholson pulled
ahead to finish only 4 seconds behind
the meet record.

HOOP LEAGUE LEAD
The Sigma Nu's downed a favored

s

aren't".

AD quintet 33-24 in a hard fought
battle last Monday night to take a
commanding lead in the Interfrater*
nity Basketball League over their
nearest rivals, the DU's and AD's.
The standing of the League as the
schedule reaches the half way mark
is as follows:
LEAGUB A

rHama

Non-frat

2

ATO

2

DU
AD
DKE
Pal U

I

Kappa Sic
Chi

•

Nu

Zcta Pal

Pal

Won by Delta Kat>Kssten. Larrlbae)
third. Alpha Delta
Phi. Time: 3.31:3 (Psi U disqualified).
320 yard freestyle: Won by H-jtchlnson
(Zeta Psi) second, Ware (DKE) third. Run.ltetw (TD) fourth. Foster (TD). Time: 3.31 :3.

W

2

Bats

The summary:

LEAGUE B

W

TD

of other fra-

Hutchinson (Zeta Psi) besides winning the 440 free style set a new meet
record of 2 minutes 31 and 3-5 seconds in the 220 yard free style,
breaking the old record by 11 seconds.
He led the pack all the way
but Ware (DKE) pushed ahead of
Rundlette (TD) after 3 laps, and
nearly caught Hutchinson in a last
minute sprint for the wire.
Dick May (Kappa Sigma) also set
• new meet record of 2 minutes, 46
and 4*5 seconds in the 200 yard breast
stroke. White (Non-Frat), the only
other double winner besides Hutchin-

SIGMA NU GARNERS

Under the college rule allowing Freshmen to enter varsity competition
after Mid-years, "Inky" Arnold has already proven himself a valuable addition to Linn Wells' hockey team in the two weeks he has seen service.
"Inky" also provided some amusement for the spectators at the Delta last
Saturday. Colby's icemen appeared to enjoy body-checking Arnold, the
smallest man on the ice, but invariably it would be the burlier Colby puckster who would stagger or fall, while "Inky" skated blithely away. The
rarest bit of humor during the afternoon: a Colby player slithered into the
Bowdoin cage, whereat Goalie McGill and one of the defense stood together
before the entrance and kept him prisoner. "It's all in the game," they told
him. "but

1

members

ning to three

OFF

—

they

that

fact

ternities Mel Hutchinson, Dick May
and Bud White.
Hutchinson Seta Record

—

Bowdoin: Bock. Arnold, Harklns. Steer.
Goals--Cbiby: Hsnnlgaa. Lemieux 2, Pai

the

proved themselves a remarkably well
balanced unit. DKE was forced to
yield individual honors for the eve-

Saturday night, 40-38.

Hayes of the Forest City quintet
sunk a long shot in the last few secall the swimming talent In college is concentrated In the
against Colby last Saturday.
two lower classes. And another thing. The fact thai every
onds of the game to break up a tie
"laky" Arnold Stars
Is stronger than the previous one
class
entering
nnd
succeeding
give his team the margin of vicacquisition
"Inky" Arnold, a recent
tory.
proves swimming Is a growing sport at Bowdoin, and not a
from the J.V, team, was Bowdoin's
Playing together for the first time,
little of that Is due to the efforts of Bob Miller.
chief offensive star, scoring two goals
the
Independents found themselves
S
S
during the afternoon. Derby Lawtrailing 34-22 at the half, but they
rence and Bob Dearing made the othBowdoin unquestionably made the most creditable performance of any of
er tallies for the White, but Capt. the four Maine colleges who competed together for the first time this sea- Then uncovered a scoring spree which
Bud Rutherford as usual played an son at the Boston Garden last Saturday. Colby was the only one of the four tied the score at 38 all with seconds
to play. Frazier, Johnson and Kibbe
outstanding all-around game.
who failed to win her mile relay race, but while Bowdoin and Bates were were
outstanding for the home team.
The summaries:
clocked in the same time, the Maine quartet was nearly two seconds slower.
The summary:
(7) hOLBY
BOWDOIN (4)
The only athletes from the state to place in individual events were all BowBowdoin (38)
Portland T <4«)
Dealing, rw
Iw. Paganutri
doin men. Coach Magec's two most spectacular performers, Phil Good and
Rutherford, e
r, Lemleux
G F P
Thomas. Iw
rw. Hannlgan Vale Marvin, received further honors after the meet was over when BAA Praxier. If ...S
S
10 Gillan. rf ....2 1 t
Bus. rd
M. Waller officials accorded them three votes and two votes respectively toward the
Cartland.
rf
..2
.3
Murphy, rf ..3
1
•
Lawrence. Id
rd, Sheehan
John Hallahan Cup for the outstanding athlete qf the evening. Only seven Kibbe. e, rf ..3
McGill, (
.3
S Hays*, if ....«
g. Thompnon
It
Sparc* Colby: Gainer. Sfstricae, Ryan. DuO. of the hundreds of athletes present were even mentioned for the cup which Tucker, a
.0
Leavitt. e ...1 • 1
Davenport. Young, Cadere ti e.
was won,by Venzke, with Good fourth and Marvin fifth in the ranking.

trip.

Dekes won both the 300-yard medley
and the 400-yard relay, took
firsts in the ISO yard backstroke and
the diving, and played men in second
or third positions in nearly every

INDEPENDENTS

—

den* this Saturday night.
The cream of the nation's
hurdlers will be there, Including
'Towns,
Southern
Conference
champion, and Sam Allen, naA.A.U. champion whom
tional
out at
the BAA
Phil nosed
games.
The Colby dual track meet
originally scheduled for Saturday
has been postponed to Monday

New York

KE

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

scoring
high
In a hard-fought,
game played at Waterville last Monday, Linn Wells' varsity pucksters

games.

Track Coach Jack Magee announced yesterday he had accepted the Imitation of the New
York Athletic Club to have both
Phil Good and Ray McLaughlin
compete at Madison Square Gar-

to allow for this

Game

Colby

showing

his stellar hurdlers at

Saturday's

f^f>—

300-yard Medley Relay:
Ppailon (NlehoUon.
M
second. Theta Delta Chi

....8
2
1

:

:

:

:

;

(New

t
•

pool

record).

Won

60 yard dash:

by White (Non-Frat):

second. O. Snag rave (TD) : third. Carlson
(Psi U): fourth. Gates (Psi U). Time: .34:4.
Dlvinz: Won by L. Pierre (DKE) second.
Larribee
(DKE)
Sampson (AD)
third.
fourth. Stevens (TD). Winning score: 75.34.
440 free style: Won by Hutchinson (Zeta
Psi) : second. Rundlette (TD) third. J. Pierce
(DKB): fourth. WaAer (TD). Tune: 4.43:3.
160 yard backstroke: Won by Nieholwm
(DKE) i second. N. Stag-rave (TD) : third.
Wrlch (TD): fourth. 3. Pierce (DKE). Time:
:

:

:

;

I

1.6*.

3*0 yard breastrt roke

Sigma)
!

ten

:

:

Won

May

by

(Rap: -a

third, Kasecond. Hooka (Psi V)
fourth. O. Seagrave (TD). Time:
:
:

(DKE)

2.4«:4.

10* yard freestyle: Won by White (Nonthird. <*rlson
Frat) : second. Ware (DKE)
(Psi V) : fourth. Gates (Psi U). Time: .84:3.
400 yard relay: Won by DKE J. Pierre.
Ware. L*rrlbe*. Bridge) second. Theta Delta
Time:
4.14:3.
Delta
Phi.
tblrd.
Alpha
>Cnl;
:

:

!

imm

R. B.

FORTIN

Tailor and Furrier

and Pressing:

Cleaning:

for Fraternity
House Cooking:

Philgas

FIRST— ripened

in the sunshine

.

Picking

part of the stalk

when

Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices

.

and picked leaf by leaf from the right

haf tobacco

in

the

Virginia

and

tfie

Tel. 195

158 Maine St.

"Bright" robacco f/e/d* of

fully ripe.

Carolines.

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital. $175,000

THEN-— each
right

day's picking cured

by the farmer ...

time and in the right

Total Resource* 12,700,000

STUDENT PATBOSAGR SOLICITED

at the right

way

... no

A Good

'splotching"or brittleness, but every
leaf

of good color and

Formula

For Your Printing
A brief interview with us

flavor.

Copy

set exactly right

Clean correct proof to you
Quick work on our presses

Prompt

A

delivery
price that is right

Bowdoin men use

this

formula for

their stationery, postcards, fraternity forma, Invitations and other
printing. It works splendidly.

TheRecord Office
—

—

Telephone S
Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Printem of

IDs Orient and Alumnu.

COLLEGE STYLES AT POPIXAR
PRICES

T>pt of

bom

curing"

/ear*

•

ustd for "Awe-

FINE SHOE REPAIRING

tobacco.

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
64

MAINE STREET

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
Bowdoin Seal Paper
B B B Pipes
KAYWOOODS aad D. C. PIPES

Exclusive Dealers in

TOILET ARTICLES

DOW MOTOR SALES
.

Hogsheads of l»af tobacco
"ageing " for two years in
storage warehouses.

for

FordV-8

mildness

Sales

lor better taste

121 Pteaaant St.

Service
(Port nnd Road)
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ALUMNI TO RETURN

VOL. LXV
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A

quartet from the Bowdoin
Glee Club, under the direction
Of Alfred Brinkler, will broadcast
over station WCSH, Portland, at
The
6.50 Sunday, February 28.
occasion Is an address to be given by President Sills, together
with officers of the State Department of Education. Arrangements for the broadcast are bells; made by Mr. Brinkler and
Harrison C. Lyseth, tl.
The quartet Is composed of
Geoffrey R. Stanwood *38, first
tenor; Edward L. Campbell 'M,
second tenor; Richard V. MoCann
'37, first baas; and William P.
Drake '37, second baas. The accompanist will probably be Daniel H. Fox '37, who Is the regular
pianist for the Otoe Club. The

Stanley WHuaras, it.

Grads Will Have Chance To
Inspect Bowdoin In
Action Saturday

into contact with people who
are recognized leaders in their particular fields. A liberal education in replica is provided by talks varying
from Sunday chapel sermons to forceful addresses made by prominent men
appearing under the auspices of the

WILL HEARPERKINS
LECTURE ON FRIDAY

would aeem that the winter
months are the "open season" for
lectures at the College, each week
witnessing two or three occasion upon which interested students may

come

Masquers, Athletes, Singers
To Help Provide

Program

Forum. While the college

Political

has granted money to the Forum in
order to aid it in paying the expenses

Alumni

to

that time received no official aid, it
has been evident that both organizations have increased in vigor and attempted to respond to the responsibility thus set upon them.
The Forum has provided such
thought-provoking speakers as Mr.

Lakin. lecturing on the Italo-Ethiopian imbroglio, Representative Fish
on the New Deal, the Reverend McGorrill on Russia, and two nights ago.
one of the most interesting talks of
the year, that by Sherwood Eddy on
"Fascism, Communism, and Christianity". If the Forum keeps in its
stride, it will more than do its share
of giving undergraduate opportunities
to enlargen their mental horizons.
s - r

rpHE Masque

and Gown,

EDDY SEES

SOCIALISM NEXT
Speaker Condemns Fascism

As

Declining Struggle
Of Capitalism

j

:

C RAT HANSON WILL

I

j

:

The acting awards for the two

on criminal research February 29.
Mr. Hanson has attained great fame
through his investigations of conditions in the underworld of Chicago
and other cities.
His career as a criminologist startpd when he regained consciousness,
battered and bleeding in a closet,
where he had been left for dead by
racketeers, after he had interfered in
a crooked election. Soon afterward he
^g nt aV undercover investigator* Into

!
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;
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189 Students Get Scholarships
Totaling Approximately $24,000
j

Easton, Mass.
The first five of these men entered
Bowdoin as State of Maine Scholarship recipients. Four of them received
straight A's at the conclusion of last
semester. Presnell recently was noti-

Everett L. Swift

One hundred and

eighty-nine undergraduatcs of the College who will
share the annual scholarship awards

totaling about $24,0O0were announced
fact Monday by President K. C. M. Sills,
chairman of the committee on stuthat so many of its educational facilthe dent aid. The awards average someities are made possible through
what over $100 each, with the excepdonations of loyal graduates and
tion of the four $500 State of Maine
friends of the college, ranging from
Scholarships granted to members of
scholarship funds to bequests of art
the Freshman Class following comby
overlooked
often
is
collections,
petitive examinations last spring.
benefiting
are
who
most of those
John Vanderlyn Shute '36 of Worfrom the privileges offered by the colthis tendykc, N. J., received the largest
lege. It is interesting to note in
dispensation, the income from the
regard that Bowdoin's endowment
$12,000 Emery Fund. Shute. who this
recently passed the eight million
year represented Bowdoin as one of
mark, now totalling $8,028,063.26.
the Maine candidates for the Rhodes
Scholarship, last June was elected to
col-

DOLAN, WHITE, RICH

TO LEAD FRESHMEN

fied of his

'

;

j

I

appointment to West Point,

&&„

treasurer of his class.

Chapman Wins Award
John P. Chapman '36, of Swampscott, Mass., and Richard K. Barksdale. '37, of Winchester, Mass., were

awarded respectively the Symonds
Scholarship, and the Deanc Scholarboth for excellence in the study
English Literature. The Moody

Two

ship,

of the larger awards were sectional ones which give financial assistance to men from certain localities. Oscar S. Smith '38 of Richmond

For the first time in sixteen year*,
nonthe freshman class elected a
the
fraternity man to lead them, when received
Stanwood-Alexander
Henry A. Dolan was chosen president Scholarship, established with a prefin the elections last Thursday night. erence for students from that town.
At the same time. Harold S. While, Elmer W. Allen '39. of Newcastle,
another non-fraternity man. was received the Clara Rundlett Achorn
elected vice-president; and John H. Scholarship, which is awarded preferRich, a member of Theta Delta Chi, ably to a man from Lincoln Academy
was made secretary-treasurer.
at Newcastle.
The elections oi Dolan and White
Among the recipients of the Kling
came after the Student Council had Scholarships founded in 1934 by
disallowed a previous balloting be- Charles P. Kling of Augusta were
cause of an evident combine. It ap- James A. Bishop '38. of Presque Isle;
peared at first that Harry' P- Hood Dan E. Christie "37. of Milo; Benhad been elected president, but it was jamin H. Cushing. Jr.. '38. of Portdiscovered that the final count for land; Benjamin W. Norton '37, North
to Anson, William R. Owen '37. Augusta,
the vice-president was identical
that which had elected Hood.
John F. Presnell '36, Portland, and

'36.

Jo hn H. Rich. Jr.. '39. was the reof another of the large donations. the Charles F. Libby Scholarship, given to a Portland resident who
is pursuing a classical study at Bowdoin.
At the recent Freshmen elecwas chosen secretarytions, Rich

Phi Beta Kappa.
Local Prizes Given

of
Scholarship, for proficiency in
istry

Chemwas won by Robert H. Cotton

Brookline, Mass., while H. Louis
Creiger, Jr., '37, received the John P.
Hale Award, offered to some student
who ranks in scholarship among the
first two-thirds of his class.

'37, of

David B. Soule '38, of Augusta, son
of Alfred M. G. Soule, was given the

j

Class of 1903 Scholarship, the capital
of which was donated by the Class of
1903 on its tenth reunion. The income from this fund is to be given to
worthy descendants of members of
class.
The Purinton Scholarship for
i

men from Brunswick and Topsham
was awarded

to Joseph

McKeen,

Jr.,

;

i

I

a direct descendant of Joseph
McKeen, first President of Bowdoin.
'36,

time has come.

this

Urged To Remain
"He undoubtedly would have given
his work in football a year ago,

up

We

as

Describes Eccentricities

ing g^irls might present floor shows
homes between courses of
a banquet.
clude Eaton Tarbell, chairman; with
After Miss Nelson s paper. William
John Reed, and Robert Gentry as
nes 36 read a tr»atise on the
,:.

Tarbell Made Chairman
The Ivy Day Committee will

v
political

his assistants.

l
philosophy
of
1

Isocratcs.

Don

and

making

ment keenly

is

felt."

STUDENTS ORGANIZE
SECOND DANCE BAND
A second student dance orchestra
has been organized through the ef-

A

forts of M.
Dane '37. who is acting as manager. The orchestra, which
„ caUed the Bowdoin Collegians,
made its first appearance at Walter's
at the Town Hall January 9.
SmC* en * h8S Sh °Wn UCh imDrovement under the direction of
P
John T. Konecki '39.
So far, the orchestra has one definite engagement. This will be at the

,

3^ *

^

piled c*r tihr shrftaHers;

the wish of the College to
time man as Manager of

full

the change
now. His years of valuable service
in football at Bowdoin are greatly appreciated and his loss to this Depart-

in private

Other officers to be elected include:
William Fletcher, Class Marshal;

is

the Union,

in-

,

it

have a

.

\

i

!

j

!

',

Winn

some years that sooner or later
the Union would demand all of his
and he informs us now that
for

energies,

In her paper, which opened the
meeting, Miss Nelson described the
Roman cena, or banquet, in detail
citing several
unusual
customs*
Romans often changed their clothes
between* courses at dinner;
guests
usually brought their own napkins;
remains of a meal were thrown on
David Rideout.
the floor since no plates were used,
Robert Porter, star distance runand a host might camouflage his?
ner of the track squad, was elected
dining
room floor with mosaics
vice-president of the class. Crowell
representing discarded bits of food;
Hall, also a track man, was made
reciters, musicians, or Spanish dancsecretary-treasurer.

first
;

here than the representatives of those

H.

"Don has been Manager of the
Moulton Union ever since the Union
opened, which limited his work with
the Athletic Department to coaching
football in the fall. We have known

from Bates ware unable has
been
come because of the snowstorm.

to

the
dent, having served in that capacity
floor and a new office for the
during his sophomore year. He was
Bursar on the second floor are the all-state selection for quarterback of
principle changes in Massachusetts
the football team by virtue of his
Hall shown in the first plans, comstellar work in all departments of the
pleted last week, for remodeling the
game.
hall next summer.
Owen has also served as a class
The offices of the President and of

J

I

By Ralph

Lancaster's resignation was motivated by his increased duties in managing the Union. His action was made
against the wishes of Mr. Morrell.
He will remain at Bowdoin as the
full-time manager of the Union.
In making his announcement Mr.
Morrell said: "We regret very much
indeed to have to announce that Don
Lancaster has resigned his position
as Assistant Football Coach at Bowdoin College.

j

Wendell Sawyer, star quarterback

and captain of the football team, jvas
e lected TMMni ian t
last night in Memorial Hall. William
Owen, track star, was voted most
popular man at the same time.
In preparation for the coming Ivy
House Parties, Richard Baker was
elected chairman of the Ivy Dance
Committee. Those chosen to serve
him are Ledgard Hall, Virgil Bond.
Mahlon Dane, Richard May, and

the Director of Admissions on

!

become available the following scholastic year.

championship team this fall.
Acts Voluntarily

if he had not been urged to continue
as assistant football coach.
are
glad to have had him this year, and
know that he did more than his share
delegates from
the University of [to help
Bowdoin's
Maino; and Professor Thorry, Char- championship team,
lotte Howland, Teresa Henderson, and
"We are sorry to lose him, but we
John Dolan, came from Colby. Reprealize that more and more work

JUNIOR CLASS PICKS
SAWYER AS LEADER

PLANS TO
ALTER
HALL

'

I

vade Brunswick each winter or spring
and purchase used books from students at negligible prices. These are
never kept in Brunswick or resold to
Bowdoin undergraduates, whereas if
held in the undergraduate store they

of Athletics, last Monday.
By this action, Lancaster ends a
period of nine years' service to the
department. For eight years he
coached the freshman football team
with conspicuous success, while he
served as assistant coach to the

P
P r
m
KjhTnf
thrf™?rth
nnTfi
«h censtylist
of the
fourth and
fifth
Frederick Gwynn, Class Poet; Na- turies B. C. In the third and final
COLLEGE
Richard
paper
of
the
evening
Thurman E.
than Dane, Class Odist; and
'36,
Philcon
discussed Macedon and
McCann, Class Orator.
MASS.
Sawyer, newly elected president, the Corinthian League up to 322 B. C. Sub-Deb dance in Portland about
President Sills, who was not able to
has been well-known in campus afSeparate offices for the Dean and fairs. This is his second term as presi- attend the meeting, sent a telegram
1£«J
.JJ- e
m
n
cen made and Sfcfc
wul

(

1

By William K labor, Jr.
Overburdened by his duties as man-

ager of the Moulton Union, Donovan
D.
Lancaster,
assistant
football
coach, tendered his resignation from
the Department of Physical Education tfo Malcolm E. Morrell, Director

|

there is a great deal of
for economy and advance
acter.
in the methods of obtaining new text- Chicago's gangdom
courses, it should
Inner contradictions and moral invarious
books for
Knows Public Enemies
Continued on page 2)
not be forgotten that an agency for
he
did
similar
work
in
Later
manyused text-books exists right here at other cities. It was in this capacity
the college, run by the Moulton that Mr. Hanson
interviewed many of
Senior class elections will be*
Union, and located on the second floor the most infamous characters known
held tomorrow evening at 7.00
of that building. New books would to gangland, including
AI Capone and
p.m. in Memorial Hall. Besides
naturally have to be ordered from the members of the Dilunger
gang and
the regular class offices of Prespublishers in order to effect any sav- the Dillinger family.
ident, Vice-President, and Secreing, but closer co-operation by proMr. Hanson has attained no small'
tary-Treasurer, the upper classfessors and undergraduates with the
men will elect a marshal, an
store amount of fame as a lecturer on subbook
second-hand
student
jects
pertaining
to
gangs. Among his
orator, an historian, a poet and
might also result in some economy.
best-known
are
"Government by
an odist. They will also appoint
For instance, the Union book-store Gangland". "Ganging Up on Gang-' a Cane committee of three, and »
will frequently offer higher prices for land
"Kidding the Kidnappers", and
committee of five to arrange for
old text-books still in current use "Gangland Sets the Pace".
the commencement program.

•

best

'

j

!

Mr. C. Ray Hanson, internationally
known lawyer and criminologist, will
come to Bowdoin to deliver a lecture

room

of the small
THElegedependence
on endowment, and the

ABRAXAS AWARD

actors, instituted las* year for
the
first time, will again be
presented
this year. A prize of (10 will be given
lor the best miliiiisHsJ iintlhy by an
actor participating in any of the
three plays and another of $5 is to
tries.
"There will be no peace while this be awarded to the next best. The
half-madman, half-genious and his prizes which will be awarded to the
gang, (and I weigh my words) rule winning plays have been doubled
Germany," he said. "Mussolini has the author of the best play in the
been killing thousands to make room opinion of the judges to receive $30
for an overflowing population; and while $20 will go to the author of the
Japan is capturing the trade of the second prize presentation.
Any interested Alumni will be welOrient by building a cotton empire
come at the dress rehearsal on Satur»» China; China is sinking into
day afternoon of Alumni Day, FebBabylonian serviUsm.
ruary 22nd. This annual one act play
Scores Wealth Distribution
One of the causes Dr. Eddy gives competition is comprised entirely of
student productions which are writis a poor economic foundation. A recent report of the Federal Trade ten, acted (as far as possible), and
Commission says that one per cent directed solely by the undergraduate
of the people in the United States body. However Mr. George H. Quinhave fifty-nine per cent of the wealth by, director of the Masque and Gown
There are fifteen million unemployed; wiH ««"ye »" ^e capacity of advisor
with no work to give them; there are to all the authors on direction and
millions of others in slums and pov- production.
""ty, dangerous to health and char-

!

LECTURE HERE SOON

Morrell Expresses Regrets
Over Loss; Praises
Service Record

QUINCY TAKES

Hill,Macomber, Stroud Have
Highest Average Since
Contest Began

,

WHILE

second-hand book companies who

N.

—

.

,

judges to pass upon, but the inclusion
of another tried and proved play, selected by Director Quinby, will fill
out the evening's entertainment. This
competition, involving only undergraduates, who write, direct, stage
and act in the plays should be all the
more provocative of student support

HAD COACHED BOTH
FROSH AND VARSITY

possible.

Home

1

mand.
At present the one-act play contest
is under rehearsal. As was mentioned
in this column last week-, there was
a dearth of material for the selecting

Union Given As Reason
For Resignation

From

1

.

Increased Duties in Moulton

MAINE CLASSICS
STUDENTS MEET

j

;

.

Lancaster Resigns From
Coaching Staff After Nine
Years; Remains In Union

North Quincy High School of
Massachusetts won the Abraxas Cup
for 1936 awarded each year by Bowdoin College to the preparatory school
represented by at least three men in
the Freshman Class, whose work has
of Principle," a comedy by Martin been most satisfactory. The MassaDON LANCASTER
both chusetts school had a point rating
Flavin, will also be presented
to
the student of 28.666, the highest average at- who resigned from his position as asnights in addition
the award was first sistant football coach in order to
Elays, it was announced by Mr. Quin- tained since
cast
following
of
characters
manage
the Moulton Union.
y. The
established in 1915.
will appear in this play— Miss Katrina
North Quincy was represented in
Nixon. Charles S. Goodwin '38. John
victory
George
L.
of
Wolits
by
Hill
T. Konecki '39. Latimer B. Hyde '38,
David H.
Macomber of
H. Woods '37, William laston,
Richard
Browne, and James P. Hepburn '38. Squantum and Richard H. Stroud of
West Duxbury. Following are the
Welsh Produces Again
Paul Welsh, who will present a first five schools in order with the
ranking of each:
satiric comedy, 'Man of Honor", has
had plays selected for the final con- 1. North Quincy High School,
18.666
Mass
test for the past two years previous
Colby, U. Of M.
Portland High Schodl .... 17.250 Guests
to this. Welsh's play. "Asylum" won
15.000
Sanford High School
second place in the 1035 contest and
Join Bowdoin Group
13.166
own
Mass.
in
his
play,
was
awardLatin
School,
acting
he
Boston
At Sills
Newton High School, Mass. 12.222
ed a prize given to the best individual actor in the undergraduate plays.
The award was made on a point
His 1936 presentation having an all basis of A equals four, B equals three,
By William Frost
male cast, depicts a Strike occurring C equals two, and D equals one, and
Requirements of classical etiquette
on a bus line and is written from a E equals minus two.
at elaborate Roman banquets were
sociological standpoint.
Last year the cup was won by Ban- described in a paper read Friday
"In Some Idle Brain" a comedy gor High School with an 18.000 ratnight by Miss Virginia Nelson of the
by Gould, involves the author of a ing, and in 1934. a 14.625 standing
University of Maine at President Sills"
book who finds himself face to face
the award to Deering High house, where the Classical Club held
with the characters he has portrayed. gave
its fourth meeting of the college year.
Vergason's "Tramp- Tramp-Blank" is School.
The gathering was a joint meeting of
a short witty farce oamedy telling of
the classical societies of Maine.
th e v^y
f two tramps with a maid
Professor Andrews, Ralph Wentand an old maid at that,
worth, and Miss Nelson were the
Award Acting Prizes

By Norman E. Dupee, Jr.
Offering "socialized planned economy" as a solution. Dr. Sherwood
Eddy, author, lecturer, and world
traveller, addressed a gathering of

Cta— as To Be Held

has put on in recent years. The enthusiasm shown by both the cast and
production staff of 'Tom Thumb" was
noticeable, while the play met with
increased interest and approbation
from the student body. This came
partly as a result of the afternoon
performance to which under the new
system students were admitted on
blanket tax stubs, and was evidenced
by the presentation of the play at
houseparty time owing to popular de-

the undergraduates. part of whose blanket
tax funds it has received.

DR.

gason

NO. 20

To Give

Continuing his aeries of lectures, Professor Arthur Haas,
visiting professor on the Tallman
Foundation, will speak tonight
on the subject, "Is the Universe
Infinite?" The talk will be given
In the lounge of the Moulton
Union, beginning at 8.15.
In this aeries of lectures, Professor Haas Is endeavoring
to
present to the laymen the latest
theories In physics. These leetares are being delivered In nontechnical language In so far as is

H

William S. awkins
by Paul Welsh '37. Franklin
s by
Plays
and Edwin L. Ver'39 will be produced
in
the
finals of the One Act Play Contest
sponsored by the Masque and Gown to
be held on Monday ana Tuesday, February 24 and 25 at Memorial Hall.
The judges Professors Coffin. Cushing. ana Stanwood, Who made these
selections, will also judge the plays at
their final production on Tuesday evening and award the prizes.
A fourth one act play "A Question
F. Gould, Jr. '37

The college will follow normal class students, professors, and townspeople
routine Saturday morning with the in the Moulton Union Monday night.
afternoon and evening given over to painting a dark picture of world
special events. Many guests are ex- problems. Dr. Eddy based his statepected to arrive Friday night for the ments on a recent journey through
D.U. lecture, and some will probably Asia, Japan, Russia and America
stay over for special chapel Sunday
Sponsored by the B.C.A. and the
afternoon.
Political Forum, the speaker analysed
Alumni who attend the D.U. lecture the various governmental problems
at 8.15 in Memorial Hall, will hear a now in evidence, saying as the keyfellow alumnus, Dr. Earle B. Per- note of his speech. "The world is a
kins '23, who is another in the impes- troubled world, and Fascism is one
ing list of Bowdoin's polar explorers.
f the wrongs."
Perkins will speak on the topic
Foresees War
..
..
„ ,.
"Life in Little America," describing
Mussolini won his people by Cathhis experiences as zoologist for thi
-Dr. Eddy continued, and HitsecondByrd Antarctic Expedition. °»«s™ confiscation,
^cadchanging
by
»er,by
Motion pictures which are arAong the
faculties, won his people^ Today
best taken on the expedition will ac- «n«
Germany has one million armed sol
company the talk.
diers, nine million drilled civilians,
First interested in zoology while an
infinite poison gas
undergraduate here. Dr. Perkins has trained war pilots,
resources, and a growing navy. It is
since gained prominence in the study.
move like the recent Italo-EthioHe has been on the staff of the Rut- apian
conflict that will give Hitler a
gers University zoology department
ovci
ia*e over
Austria,
a take
chance to
cnance
u> annex *u*iri
for several years, and his work with
Memel. ^watovak^andexpan d to
the Byrd ESedltion has conclusively,
T*e*
Russia.
proven the existence- oral! forms' of!
already extended to seventeen countC—tin—d as two* 3)

similarly.

its responsibilities to

in action

representation.

' produced what was termed by
many one of the best plays the club

and attention.
With the spring play, "The Queen's
Husband", which will serve as a subfreshman week-end play and may
possibly go on the road, and the Commencement play in June, the Masque
and Gown will play its part in an-

Bowdoin

once more when the college presents
its. first mid-winter Campus Day on
Saturday. Classes, fraternities, the
athletic department, various extracurricular activities and the annual
Delta Upsilon lecture, as well as
alumni meetings, will entertain those
who come.
The day's program is considered an
experiment by the college and its
alumni association towards providing
alumni more opportunity to see how
Bowdoin is managed than they are
able to get on football week-ends
and at commencement. No canvass of
probable attendance has been made,
but the program has been well-publicized and officials hope for a good

In the three months which have
elapsed since two new Blanket
Tax Appropriations were made to The
Political Forum and the Masque and
Gown, organizations which had up

will see

Prize Winners Will Receive
Double Amount Offered
In Former Years

|

1936

Second Tallman Lecture

WELSH, GOULD AND
VERGASON SELECTED

ORIGINAL PLAYS

a?*
19.

Professor Haas

Masque And Gown To Hold
Annual Contest Finals
Monday, Tuesday

program will consist of several
of the Bowdoin songs, both preceding and following the a dd r ess
*"
by President Sills.

By Harry Foot*

of its lecturers in so far as is possible.
there has been no slackening of the
efforts in securing speakers to appear under college auspices.

THREE AUTHORS
WRITE, HtESENT
ONE-ACf PLAYS

To Broadcast From WCSH

ON CAMPUS DAY
THIS WEEK-END

r

swering

Bowdoin Student Quartet

ALUMNI RETURN

The Sun

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK. ME.. WSDNESDAYpPEBRUARY

(65th Year)

Rises

ACTORS TO PRESENT

THE BOW

FOB CAMPUS DAT

» *
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present.

The

present treasurer's office will be divided into offices for the Dean and
the Director of Admissions.
Upper stories will be reached by a
winding staircase from the present
entrance. The Treasurer's office at
the west end and the Alumni Secretary's office at the east end will take
up the second floor, while a third
floor will be constructed on the level
of the Cleaveland Cabinet balcony
and will serve as a faculty meeting
room, with one extra office.
Felix A. Burton '07. of Boston, is
architect for the improvements.

Coming Events
Wednesday, February 1U—8.15—
Lecture by Dr. Arthur Haas in
the Moulton Union.
Thursday, February SO 4.00
Meeting of the UmJtarlan-TJni-

—

veraaiist student* with the Rev.
Sheldon Christian hi the B.C.A.
room of the Moulton Union.
7.00 Senior Class Elections In
Memorial Hall.
Friday, February 21 8.15 D.U.
Lecture in Memorial Hall
Dr. Earle B. Perkins, '23 subject: "Life In Little America".

—

—

—
—Campus
exhibitions
by
—Special
Club, and Masque and

Saturday, February 22

Day

Glee

Gown, Memorial

—J.V.
—

2.00

Hall.

Swimming

meet

with Huntington School.
Varsity swimming meet
with Beaton University.
4.00— Exhibition track meet in
the cage.
Sunday, February 23—«.S0—Glee
Club Quartet broadcast over
3.00

WCSH*
Monday - Tuesday— February 24
and 25 8.15 pun.—One-act

—

Play

contest

sponsored

Masque and Gown

la

by
Memorial

>

^J^ KT-SKX

^

made up

entirely

of test wishes to the classical societies represented. Professor
Quinby
spok? to the club briefly about plans

f
,.?
announced
later.
Features Trombone Trio

for the Mostellaria of Plautus, which
is to be presented at
Bowdoin on
April 4th and 5th.

of

'

|

!

The orchestra

is

Bowdoin students. They are: John
Konecki '39. first trumpet, trombone,
and flute; Dud Tyson '38, second
trumpet and trombone; Roy Wiggin
vice-president
officer before. He was
'38. trombone: Pete Dane '37. first
of 1937 last year. As a freshman, he
1938 saxophone; Julian Hanks '39, second
captained the track team.
saxophone; Dorrance Goodwin '39,
Frederick S. Newman was elected third saxophone; George Cadman '38.
president of the Sophomore class at bass viol; Jim Hepburn '38, piano; and
the class elections, Monday. Geoffrey Chuck Kline '39, drum.
12 R Stanwood and Robert N. Smith
a
*v
were elected vice-president and sec- tra will be a trombone trio. Arrangeretai*ytreasurer, respectively.
ments are being made to obtain spe,
l
Definite plans^ for
Newman, a member of Theta Delta cially prepared music stands and
n
1 1
nity aflnging |» n *«*
- fo VXL Chi. is well known as a member of white gabardine dinner jackets to be
J
1
h
Stanwood used as uniform,.
Wass Cup were
s a member of
an Alpha Delta Phi, is
since its appearance on January 9.
track squad. Bob Smith is active the orchestra has been rehearsing
Se^^L^wTthMr^BrinkTeri the
football and track. He is a several new numbers, and expects
both
'"
presiding.
instructor in music,
Pi.
of
Beta
Theta
member
to
continue playing next summer.
held
at
The competition will be
Memorial Hall and the public will lie
Each fraternity
invited to attend.
or fraternity
will sing one college
song and one song of their own
choosing. According to Mr. Brinkler
the method of singmg will be left en-

WASS CUP CONTEST
TO COME
w» MARCH

—
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FRED NEWMAN WILL
LEAD CLASS OF

!
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Mrs. Sessions Unearths Sketch
By Early Flemish Master Here

up to the individual houses;
may be harmonized or sung in
any number of parts. Points will be
given for enunciation and singing in
tirely

By James A. Bishop
After having reposed in comparafor 125 years among
tune, while fraternity spirit will be the art treasures of the college, an
stressed rather than excellence of attractive pastoral landscape included in the original Bowdoin art betone in the judging.
quest was last week discovered to be
Thomas to Judge
authentic product of Pieter Breughel,
The three divisions ot competition an old Flemish master who lived in
on which each group will be graded the early part of the sixteenth cenwill be the two songs with a possible
per- tury- The discovery of this art treasscore of 100 in each and the
ure was made by Mrs. Sessions, new
centage of the members of each fracurator of the Art Collections.
ternity participating also with a posThe beauty of the sketch had been
sible score of 100 which will equal n
previously noticed by other connoistotal possible score of 300.
but until now it had never been
A committee of three will judge seurs,
recognized as the work of its' true
of
Thomas
B.
John
competition.
the
characteristics of
Portland will be the chairman of the erector. Certain
technique evident in the
Breughel's
judges
two
committee and the other
attracted Mrs. Sessions' atwill be announced later. Seven of the sketch
inspection of the
her
during
tention
eleven houses have already signified
their intention of entering the com- colli?ction and led her to make a clospetition with several houses still in er ittudy of it. Her deductions were
'20, who is
doubt. If sufficient interest is shown confirmed by Jerre Abbott
Brinkler an Jiuthority on the art of Breughel's
Mr.
in this competition,
hopes to sponsor songs later in the) period, and the landscape was irnsprmg with the whole college taking mediately placed in the vault for
part and possibly using the college safe-keeping.
The artist who created the draw1
band for accompaniment

songs

MMHM

tive obscurity

j

!

j

j

ing

was born

in

1S23 and spent most

of his life in Antwerp, Belgium, where
he did the greater part of his work,
He is noted for his contribution to
the speed and fluency of brush-work
in his period and is said to form the
connecting link between the early
Netherlandish painters and the epoch
of Rubens. Van Dyck, and Jordaens.
Although the specimen found in the
Bowdoin collection is a simple pastoral scene, he is best known for his
humorous pieces, the best collection
of his works being found in the Vienna gallery.
As soon as possible following its
discovery, the sketch was forwarded
to Knoejfler and Co. of New York
for treatment and framing. Mrs. Ses-

who is spending her vacation in
at present, is supervising
the work. Following this renovation,
the drawing is to be lent to the AUyn
Museum of New London, Conn., for
its exhibition which will be held some
tune in March. The work will return
to Bowdoin and be on display for students and other art critics around
the first of May.

sions,

New York

tmmmm
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erty. Justice, mercy, class conflict, as
did Marx, but we (Christians) haven't
progressed. There is going to be an
upheaval within the next ten yeara,
Dr. Eddy believes, and its form depend*, on the victory of education
over barbarism or vice-versa. Humanity has gone from slavery to feudal-

CAPITALISM WANING

CDustard and Cress

SOCIALIST DECLARES
Brimnwirk. Maine

EfttaMiafctn

By

l»7l

GROftft

R

R.

H., Jr.

^

(Continued from Base 1)

INSULT

Mister Gross, the Justices are cracking the system. Un»
local bird-man, packed his car for a der slavery, workers were owned by
KtUUr-ia-Cfcicf
trip. Evidently
a bit of scientific * few; under feudalism, serfs went
Robert P. Ashley '36
ornithology was afoot, and the car,*™" th* property; under capitalism.
was loaded with equipment, clothes a few possess and many are helpless.
and almost everything but the kitch- The country of Russia which occupies
John P. Chapman '£'6
en sink and the three owls. While he one sixth of the globe, having the
Managing Editors
was making last minute preparations, largest increase in population from
William Klaber, Jr., "37
Richard E. Mathewaon '37
brushing his teeth and aU that, per- the biggest number of people in the
Stanley Williams, Jr., *37
sons unknown swiped the whole bus- world, has been producing evil with
Sports Editors
iness.
A few days later the cops its Five Tear Plan, but with the evil
A slow **" steadv
William S. Barton "37 found the car, completely stripped there comes a
Charles P. Brewster *87
5°°f
Maxwell A. Eaton "37
and abandoned. The equipment was progress in industry, agriculture, sogone, the clothes were gone, and even ciology, and education is seen by Dr.
Sab Editors
v
period
the
pf years
in
««[
William Frost TW the tires. But in the back seat the
lames A. Hi shop *38
u
William S .Hawkins "38 thieves had left one article, damning w* 1,ch *? e *** visited Russta. Russia is
Stuart D. Brewer '38
Robert Laffin '38 evidence of their inherent snobbery, the only country having no unemNorman E. Dapee *38
Henry L. Nash *3K a freshly laundered Gross night-shirt. ployment.
Harry T. Koote '3S
Russia Progresses
- e
Ralph H. Winn "88
While other countries apparently
BIRD LOVER
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
slip backwards, Russia progresses at
Up until a few weeks ago, we were the enormous rate of a 400 percent
Business Manager
disgustingly lacking in ornithological increase in production and distribuOwen H. Melaagh '36
lore.
Well, yes, we knew a few tion. It seems strange that those
Assistant Managers
Euan 0. Davis *37 species, robins and sparrows and clay Atheists are the first to give to the
Ernest R. Dalton *37
pigeons, and those rare birds that are poor, but "Thank God someone is doblown.
But taking Mister Gross's bird mg it".
PwMtahM tvwrr Wartnaaday <nri<( th* CoUaaa Tear by Um Stadaata af Bu aOatn College. study
course has opened up new visThe question obviously arises,
All rontrifcotiona and corn muni nations rhoald ha stvaa to tba Maaarfng Editor by Sunday
tas to the imagination and made life "What is wrong with Christianity?"
oltfNt ttfaradlnx tha date of publication. Tba aWwr-in-CMef la raaporalbla tar the saitoriai
worth living. We discover that the Christ emphasized economics, povrnhinm th* Manas-ia* Editor for new* and maaa a p. All aaaaiaaalirallaaa regarding aabacria~~
poets were scientifically

Some time ago

ism to capitalism, down a

hill.

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
NEW STOCK QF MONOPOLY,
SEE THE

AT PRICES

The

nest day will be a new day of socialized, planned economy.

'

$1.98

NEW BARGAIN BOOKS DE LUXE EnrnoN
flJtt

TO

$8.95

Books Which Formerly Sold At

From

Students knowing of any prospec-

F.

tive applicants for the 1936 State of
Maine Scholarships are asked to notify Mr. Daggett or Mrs. Hayes, ai
soon as possible.

S9.0O

To

SI7.ae

W. CHANDLER & SON
150 Maine Street
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ahould ba addrawed to the Busineac ataaaser of the Bowdots PublUfc'as Onbpaas.
8uWri|»:lor.». iJ.fin per year Is advance. With Alumna*. W.50.
Entered
aerond claai matter at the psataffle* at Broniwieb, Maine.
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The aim of any intramural
To such a policy the College

"»

attain thiR end, the present set of

£L™

undergraduates getting attendance in or competing in varsity

aim of these regulations, lew

this

who

will find fault.

-
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sport.* in season.

With

m c
ON THE DEBATING FRONT

Last week Bowdoin's debating team
went down to Providence to battle
FACULTY AT PLAT
Blown over "Resolved: that the
When the recording committee last with
United States Congress should be emmet, there was a lot of hollow laughpowered to repass a measure which
ter among the professors at the
has been invalidated by the Supreme
Court," or something like that. Soap
tution a freshman named Learned
box Seagrave, arguing for Bowdoin
The case
n
th it a sc w v
on the affirmative side held that the
- .^ .
?l ...
parallel in ?v.
the history of
the college Supreme Court had acted contrary to
Once there was a man here named the will of the people, etcetera, and in
Hope, and Mister Hope was distress- general he put up a pretty good case.
ingly void of intellectual dexterity.
His case was so good, in fact, that
The faculty met and, as we under- at the end of the debate the audience
stand is frequently the case, split !gave the decision to Bowdoin. Ho*
into two factiqns, one in favor of givevp,.
^th the judges voted for
ing the guy another chance and one
Brown. Announcing defeat to Coach
in favor of tossing him out on his ear.
Daggett. Soap-box sent the following
After considerable amount of fruit- telegramless discussion, a slightly deaf but
-JUDGES AGAIN THWART WILL
w
BT 6e
OF PEOPLE".
P
.Mr. President, „ he asked, "have

interfraternity eligibility rules was drawn up. Roughly, it excludes from intramural competition all varsity lettermen and all

there are, however,

'

Means saw the essential hypocrisy involved, and instead of holding sham
classes he avoided actually giving
ajourns by posting notices on the bul
letin board. These notices read something like this: "By 8.30 Friday morn-

off-

m

is

To

you guys knew

breasted cow-catcher.
Some fauna, hey, kid?
- c

sports projrram

is "athletics for all".
admittedly pledged. The Athletic
Department has earnestly endeavored to devise a system of intramural sports which will reach those students outside the pale of

the intercollegiate program.

of

I

No. tO

19,

INTERFRATERNITY ELIGIBILITY

—

;

hand that our little feathered friends
run temperatures of around 110 degrees in the shade ? But bird life is on
the rocks at this time of year, and
we're looking forward to the field ing. Professor Means will have broktrips in the spring, when we all get up en his ankle."
at six o'clock in the morning to make
And that, fathers, is -being damn
life-history studies of the double- white. Take heed and do ye likewise.

Sports Editor for this Issue
Maxwell A. Eaton '37

Editor for this lasae

William Klaber.

wet when

they labeled the robin red-breasted.

Many

aim and
that their broadening would bring the intramural program nearer
its ideal goal. They point to the fact that more than one fraternity, unable to field a team of a calibre anywhere near that of the
opposition, builds its team around ineligible men, to the great
believe that the rules defeat this

!

;

|

|

|

,
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detriment of "athletics for all". One thing is certain. If the present
accomplish its purpose, ineligible teams must
be barred from the interfraternity leagues. This may increase the
number of forfeitures and will undoubtedly increase the number
of one-sided scores. But it will at the same time enable the intramural program to reach more of those whom it is intended to
reach. Whatever brings "athletics for all" closer to realization is
to be encouraged.
Possibly a slight broadening of eligibility might be welcome.
The exclusion of lettermen is just, obviously. Excluding those who
actually represent the College on varsity, junior varsity, or freshman teams is also just, for equally obvious reasons. But to exclude
those who merely get their attendance in varsity sports involves a
manifest injustice: they have not the ability to represent the College and they are not permitted to represent their fraternities;
they are given no chance to enjoy athletic competition of any sort.
The "athletics for all" program cannot be said to have succeeded at Bewdoin it has hardly been given a chance. Perhaps it never
will succeed, because those to whom it is offered refuse to take advantage of it. Then the eligibility rules must be modified to admit
in interfraternity basketball, for instance, lettermen who earned
their shingles in fall or spring sports for, in no event, do we wish
to see interfraternity competition done away with.

-

..

-

we abanddned Hope?"

K*t of rules is at all to

RED TAPE
Recently we heard about a practice
now out of use but decidedly worth
reviving. Mister Means, as far as we
can determine, was both the originator and sole devotee of this business.
The administration frowns upon the
faculty's giving adjourns on houseparty days and other festive occasions, so it often happens that the
boys show up for classes only to have
attendance taken, after which they
can go back to play. But Mister

mm w)

i
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Th* American Tobacco Company

A COURSE IN JOURNALISM?
A possible addition to the curriculum of the College would be
that of a one-semester course jn journalism. Several arguments
can be advanced in favor of such an addition. A great number of
colleges and universities have established journalism as a profitable and popular study. The English Department is not lacking in
instructors capable of, and no doubt willing to give the course.
The field is promising enough to insure a sufficient enrollment.
The subject matter is of a highly specialized nature. There are
many mechanical requirements, acquaintance with which is essential to any one entering the trade, but which could be easily
mastered in one semester of study.
Perhaps the chief objection would be that journalism is a subject too technical for study at a college traditionally devoted to
the Liberal Arts. But it is certainly no more so than accounting,
statistics, or any of the advanced science courses.

Each

LIGHT SMOKE
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
For twenty-five years the research

R. E. M.

of

DALLAS SEEKS WIDER
CONCEPTION OF GOD
Three stages

the acquirement of
the understanding of love, patience,
encouragement, and knowledge of
God were outlined by the Rt. Rev.
John T. Dallas, Bishop of New Hampshire, in a talk belore the student
body in the college chape] last Sunday.
Bishop Dallas declared that the
first stage began in the home. "Here",
he said,
"everything
progresses
smoothly as We are in the process of
learning, and as we
are not old
in

enough

to reason everything out for
ourselves, we accept facts on their
face value.

College Change* Views
little world called college",
he designated as the second stage
in the series. "Here," he claimed, "we
are apt to blame all our disappointments in love, understanding, patience and encouragernents on others
and not realize that it is ourselves
that are destroying the illusions that
we form in the home.
Pictures that we had formed in the
home seem small and inadequate and
we seek a greater understanding of
God. The turmoil that we meet in
college makes the small misunderstandings that we encounter in the
home seem small indeed. Then, slowly, as we acquire a better comprehension of the facts we form new-

•The
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world our illusions
stroyed as

are

that

as

no

little

cigarette— namely, a

provements combine

cigarette

into the
de-

finer

having a

ponents, with

again

find that there is no
understanding, no love,

and very

improvements, and that

measurably

we

patience,

We believe that Lucky Strike Cigarettes

staff

The American Tobacco Company
worked steadily to produce a

embody

has

and new conceptions and we
are once more at peace with ourselves and the world."
ideas

The Bishop pointed out
we leave college and go out

puff less acid —Luckies are

a

number

of genuinely basic
all

these im-

produce a
superior cigarette— a modern cigarette,
a cigarette made of rich, ripe-bodied tobaccos—A Light Smoke.

minimum ofvolatile com-

an improved richness of taste

-"A LIGHT SMOKE."

to

encouragement to be

found.

"We now

begin to realize", he asserted, "that we must, from now on,
work out things for ourselves and
that we must get a new conception of
We finally find that God is
God.
larger and more beautiful than anything that we have yet encountered
and we discover that this is the God
that our mothers taught to us who is
found in the heart of every man."

"Can you really talk through a wire?" people still asked
when this telephone switchboard went into service
back in 1881. G. Apparatus was crude

— but the idea was
ridicule.

took hold in spite of

—

Rockefeller Institute
i

Marshall Barbour, who has been
serving as teaching fellow in chemistry for the first semester, has re-

women work constantly
toward one goal: enabling
you to talk to anyone, any-

signed from this position to become
chemical technician to Dr. Max Burgman at the Rockefeller Institute

Why

number
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where, anytime.

for Medical Research in New York
City.
Recommendation for the position

doin in the class of '35 with highest honors in chemistry.

It

Today there are more than 13,000,000 tele-

phones in the Bell System—telephone conversations
average 60,000,000 daily
the service is faster and
clearer than ever. C Telephone growth and improvement will go on. For Bell System men and

Barbour Leaves For

came through Professor Kamerling,
formerly with the Institute, and from
Waldo F. Flinn '22, who is assistant
business manager of the Institute.
Barbour was graduated from Bow-

right.

;

— service limited
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PE-BODIED TOBACCO -"IT'S TOASTED''

"

THE BOWDOIN

A TREAT
for

THREE

offer helps pipe

find

what they want

ECONOMIST
«n*CONOMY",

like
"romance",
"Caribbean", and 'nostalgia", is one of those words that sets

XL

smokers

RETURN TO CAMPUS

Dean Paul Nixon will welcomealumni back to college in Saturday
morning chapel service. Registration
will

—

i

|

ing again.

I

However, nobody is anybody
today unless he's an amateur economist, preferably with a plan for
everybody. We have a plan too,
which has the distinction of not_
having been declared unconstitu-

!

!

|

tional.

|

S. S.

Cruises of

l

COLUMBUS

to tne perfect

from

are custom
model of the

The 8-day

economist.

cruise that

'

i

Xew York

!

on March 28
and returns (count the days to
make sure you have them all) on
April 5, frees you from hotel bills
ashore, yet gives 2 days in Havana
and one in Nassau. You see the
COLUMBUS besides being a big,
swift, luxurious ship is also a palasails

I

i

Another plan

is

you double up on hotel and ship
(with plenty of room to quadruple,

St.,

Boston, Mass.

the

ni where possible.
The special program will start with
a luncheon in the Union at 12.30 at
which Pres. K. C. M. Sills will speak.
John F. Dana '98. of Portland, president of the general alumni acsociution will preside, and an undergraduate entertainment of some special

will have the
dancing to the

of

music of the Polar Bean in the
Moulton Union every Saturday
night nntll Easter, beginning
next week. The undergraduate
dance band mad* Its hrst local
appearance of the year at the
Union last Saturday evening. It
will be at the Town Half Saturday of this week, and then will
swing into the weekly series February 29.
The band, already enlarged
this year from nine to 11 men,
may add another saxophone for
the coming series, according to
Leader Tom Mack.

LOURS BLANC PLANS
FOUR FRENCH PLAYS

!

.

pipafuls

of

fra-

grant tobacco in
>»» 2-ounca tin
of Prinoa Albert
;

IF. J.

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

CO.

GOSSEUN & SON
Furniture

students,
proficient
in
College
French though not members of
L'Ours Blanc, are invited to take
part in the tryouts for the casts.

demonstrate his prestidigitation.

will

Phil Good '36 will be in charge, for
the Student Council, though the
meeting will be quite informal.
day, will
Rev. John C. Schroeder. D.D.. lecbanquet Saturday evening.
turer on Biblical literature, will conWalsh to Show Movie*
Alumni who missed the 1935 foot- duct the Sunday chapel service at
ball season will see nevertheless a 5.00 pjn.
Two special exhibitions will be on
few snaps from it when movies taken of the various games are shown view for the alumni. The library will
in the Union lounge at an all-college show the development of the Bowdoin
during the past 75 years, while
Bugle
Adam
7.15.
Coach
at
begin
smoker to
Walsh will speak. Steve Merrill '36 the Art building will show an exhibition of authentic George Washington
curios from the Kling bequest. The
art building will be open an extra
CLEANING - PRESSING
half-hour Saturday morning, until
REPAIRING
12.30 p.m., as well as at regular
hours.
initiated last week, and
will initiate Satureach hold their initiation

which

Philco Radio

MAINE

86

Dry Fireplace Wood

Lumber and Building Materials
A. lb

MORRELL

'22,

Socony
Mobilgas - Mobiloil
CREDIT CARDS HONORED HERE

of All Kinds

ARNOLD

Mgr.

A.

three.

Tom Bradford '37. Paul Favour '36.
and Frank Lord '38 were higMpjporers
for the White. The work of»lajor"
Seagrave '36 was particularly noteworthy considering his inexperience.
The club will shoot a return match
with the Portland club on March 20.
In the intercollegiate meet with Vermont University the Bowdoin rulers
amassed the highest total score they
have ever shot in a intercollegiate
meet.
In the first week
of
the state
matches, the sharpshooter division of

SANITARY MARKET
for your

Fancy Groceries, Quality Meats,
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Opp. Senter's Imported and Domestic Cheeses, and
Hors d'Oeuvre

CUMBERLAND
Feb. 19

Every Saturday Nig ht

April

ton and vicinity on or around April
15, and a possible joint concert with
Westbrook Junior College were anthis week by H. Bickford
'36. manager ^>f the club. Arrangements are not yet definite.
At a meeting Thursday evening,
February 6, it was decided that in the
future the managership of the club
would be awarded as the result of

nounced

.

Lang

competition. Any Freshman wishing
to compete for the position should
give his name to either H. Bickford
Lang, the present manager, or Edward L. Campbell '36 at the A.D.
house.

TWO MAINE ALUMNI

.

June LanR

-

P. Denaco '26 and many alumni will
join with President Kenneth C. M.
an alumni dinner to express
their constant interest in the College.
The Bowdoin Club of Portland will
convene on Thursday, Feb. 27, for
their annual "President's Night" at
which President Sills will be the guest

Sills in

speaker.

^—

with

SaxesmA

To Boston For

Plans for a concert on March 2 by
the Bowdoin Glee Club, a trip to Bos-

The Student Council announced
that the new Scholarship Cup is
ready to be presented. The last Cup
This month will witness two meetwas annexed by the Alpha Tau
Omega house for having the highest ings of especial interest to alumni of
scholastic average for three succes- Bowdoin College. Tonight, the Penobscot County Bowdoin Club will meet
sive semesters.
at Bangor, where President Edward
C. Hawes '16 and Secretary Richard

Wednesday

v?tlf

can Legion of Portland last Friday
night at the Legion range. The meet
was the third with the Portland riflemen, Bowdoin having won two of the

ASSOCIATIONS MEET

ST.

TONDREAITS

TO

GO

HESSEL

128 Maine St.

PORTIAND TEAM
With a score of 878 to 875 the Bowdoin rifle team defeated the Ameri-

Under the guidance of Monsieur the team tost both matches. The two
marksman teams each won one and
Tillicr the French Club. L'Ours Blanc,
lost one. The state matches this year
nature is in preparation.
has chosen four French plays, which
are being based on wins and losses
Play* To Be Presented
will be given in conjunction with the
club
will
give
an
At* 1.30 the glee
Brunswick Alliance Francaise. The instead of aggregate scores as in the
informal concert in the Union lounge. plays, which will be presented some- past. This system is favorable to the
and at 2.00 dress rehearsals of the time during the week preceding the Bowdoin team since its poor beginMasque and Gown's one-act plays spring vacation, aw? Ce Que Passe, ning can be overcome during the remainder of the season. The necessity
will begin in Memorial Hall.
Jean Vite, Le Colonel, and R/tsalie.
An athletic program will begin at
The casts for these short plays are of doing two-weeks' shooting in the
2.00 and continue until supper-time. to be selected tonight at the home of three days after mid-year exams unJayvee swimmers will meet Hunting- Mr. and Mrs. Harold T. Puteifer, who doubtedly was a disadvantage to the
ton School at 2.00; varsity swimmers have taken an active interest in the riflemen.
meet Boston University at 3.00. Mr. Bowdoin French Club and as memQumby's fencers perform in the gym bers of the Alliance Francaise will
Glee Club Plans Trip
at 4.00, and at 4.15 two fraternity assist in the preparation of the plays.

LECLAIR & GERVAIS

Fuel Oils

DOWN

RIFLEMEN

Bawdotn students

Sigma Nu, which

COLUMBUS

252 Boylston

throughout

morning at the Moulton Union. Alumni will be welcomed at all classes
meeting through the morning, and faculty members have been asked to
plan study of special interest to alum-

Chi,

if you care) for nine days during
which you pay respects to Haiti,
Jamaica and Cuba's Havana. This
sails on April 10th.
It would pay to go on the

fjamburg-Rmccican Line
north German £loyd

conducted

tion

the Easter Cruise

COLUMBUS on which

just for the ideas
gleaned for your private yacht to
be built when you've made or /and
married your tenth million. The
bars, dance floors and bands, swimming pools, gymnasiums, the Jeeves
service and the array of receipes
are truly inspiring. You can even
get quite a fine invitation list from
the ship's manifest, perhaps even
that tenth million so delicately introduced above. Your Travel Agent
knows—Ask him.

be

basketball teams will play. An exhibiprogram of relay and hurdle
races in the cage will begin at 4.30.
Fraternities will entertain their
alumni at supper, or the meal may be
obtained at the Union. Theta Delta

tial floating hotel.

of the S. S.

Antarc-

Dean To Speak

—

Dance Series Next Week
opportunity

t)

in

ture.

"Economy is hard to shout,
worse to practice"—"Cling to pennies and dollars stick to somebody
else"
"A watched pot never
boils" etc., etc Our head is whirl-

The Spring Vacation

life

tiea.

There will be a D.U. alumni gathering and reception for Dr. Perkins in
the fraternity s lounge after the lec-

—

made

MS*

(Continued from

invertebrate animal
I

the mind whirling. '"Economy is
the first part of generosity" "Xo
girl elopes twice with an economist"

the

Polar Bears Start Union

MANY ALUMNI WILL

Money- Back
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Chipman,
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Inc.

Comedy

News
Thursday

PURE FOOD SHOP

Feb. 2S

PORTLAND, ME.

George Raft

Natural digestive action

Rosalind Russell

notably increased by smoking Camels

FIRST NATIONAL

In

HAD TO HAPPEN

IT

ulate

The effects on digestion are
known to all! In this connec-

feeling

.

an interesting fact
that smoking a Camel during
or between meals tends to stimtion,

it

is

and promote digestion*

Enjoy Camel's mildness

. . .

the

Comedy

Pictorial

Feb. 21

STUDENT PATBOWAC* SOLICITED

CORONADO

by Camel's matchless blend of

Smoke Camels

Capital, $175,000

Total Resource $2,700,000

Friday

of well-being fostered

with
- Betty Burgess

HAROLD

Manny Downs

costlier tobaccos.

for diges-

News

NICKERSON

E.

Swift-

also

Major Bowes Pictures

Careful Trucking

—

tion's sake!

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine

also

People in every walk of life get
"keyed up". .live too hufriedly.

Saturday

Feb. 22

41

WATER

ST.

TOUGH GUY
with
Jackie Cooper - Joseph Callela

Drop

in at the

also

Sannd Act

Cartoon

Monday

Tuesday

-

MISS BRUNSWICK

Feb. 24-25

DINER

Jeanette MacDonald

Nelson Eddy
In

ROSE MARIE

Visit

Our New GriU Room

also

News

Popeye Cartoon

Brunswick's Best!

COLLEGE STYLES AT POPULAR

WISEMAN FARMS

PRICES
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Ice

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE

Tel. S50

GEO ROE LOTT,

tennis

champion, knows

Colonial

-

enjoy what

delphia restaurant, renowned for two generashown above, as they enjoy choice
foods. William, of Kugler's, who presides over
the famous dining room, is speaking to one of

and good food go together. Oar patrons

tions, are

I eat

Gulf - Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
Complete Lubrication •

naturally prefer quality tobaccos, judging

24-HOUR SERVICE

tad get

more good oat of
the diners. William say* of Camels: "Camels

T0PSHAM FILLING STATION

it."

Jast Over

by

the popularity that Camels enjoy here. So
we try to keep well stocked with Camels."

R.

OSTLIER

TOBACCOS!
amels are made from fmer,

Bridge
Me.

FORTIN

'

PRINTjNG
STUART & CLEMENT
Tawa

Philgas

Fraternity

for

House Cooking
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Hardware
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Cleaning and Pressing

Domestic —than any other papula* brand.
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Tailor and Furrier

MORE

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS-Turkrsh and

MAINE STREET

•

a beneficial effect on digestion. They help me to

grand old Phila-

64

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS

bow

over-exertion strikes at
digestion. He sayst "I
smoke a lot. Camels have

GUESTS AT KUGLCR'S,

•

FINE SHOE REPAIRING

Cream

Maine

Co.

Building

HADLEY WATCH BRACELETS AT
VARNEY'S JEWELRY STORE
$2.50 TO $5.0*
A

Vary Satisfactory Bracelet
White Gold Watches 2 Price
'

-

Fair

St.
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Repairing
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Good Wins Second
Place In N. Y. A. C. Meet

After tying the world record of 7.4 Allen ran second to Good at the B. Agames last week over the 45-yard
seconds in his trial heats, Phil Good,
Would these two conditions be remedied if all men, except those engaged
captain of the Bowdoin track team, distance, he was still heavily favored
winter athletics, were made eligible? We think not. Upon lifting the
bars to lettermer. the inequality would remain but the houses with more
finished second to Forrest Towns of to win at New York.
Both Good and Towns tied world lettermen would dominate the field.
the University of Georgia in the 608
8
yard high hurdle event at the annual records consistently in their trial
But this Is not the principal rea s on for oar support of
New York Athletic Club Meet in heats, although the Georgia timberthe existing rales. The sports editor who would abolish
Madison Square Gardens Saturday topper beat Good to the tape by nearIs unmindful of the purpose of the prohibition against
them
night Before a crowd of 13,000 peo- ly a yard in the final. Ray Maclettermen. It is not Intended to serve as a handicap to
ple the southerner sliced one tenth Laughlin,
the other Polar Bear
house* with a large supply of lettermen, hot to give the
of • second from the existing record hurdler entered, who had finished
athlete of medium ability a break. This Is consistent with
fourth in Boston, failed to place Satto win the event in 7.3 seconds.
the athletic policy of the college I*, "athletics for air. If the
Sam Allen of Oklahoma Baptist urday. Both Bowdoin men were inpresent eligibility rales were a boHsh ed this sport would be
University was in the lead until ten vited to compete in the meet as a
enjoyed by "the few highly trained and specialised" athletes
result
of
their
stellar
performance at
yards from the finish tape when he
at the expense of the mediocre athletic talent found in
tripped and fell headlong. Although the B. A. A. games.
every house. It seems to us that the present rales are fairest since they leave intramural athletics to the leas gifted
athlete. There Is ample opportunity in varsity sports for
the letterman to distinguish himself.

A
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MERMEN LOSE

By Max Eaton

TOWESLEYAN;
RECORD FALLS

risk of stirring dissension in the Sports Department, we take this
opportunity to disagree with an opinion expressed in this column in the
January 15 issue. At that time one of the sports editors criticized the eligibility rules for interfraternity basketball, blaming them for excessive inequality among the teams and the consequent lack of interest in the sport.

With the

m

1

Records Set As
Track Squad Routs Colby

By Bin Hawkins
Dominating nearly every event
from the start, the 1936 edition of
LITTLE Jack Magee's powerful well-balanced
Paced by Degnen's setting a New
track outfit overwhelmed a somewhat
England Intercollegiate mark of 2
minutes 31 and 1-5 seconds in the 300
By a score of 43 to 23 a superior weaker Colby aggregation to the tune
yard breaststroke, the Wesleyan freshman tank team defeated Edward of 96 H to 29 Mi last Monday afternoon
swimming team swamped the Bow- Little High of Auburn Jast Saturday at Hyde Cage. In a series of startling
performances, the Polar Bean estabdoin natators 56-21 at the Curtis Pool at the Bowdoin Pool. The outst
standlished three new meet records, a new
Saturday.
ing event of the meet was the 200
equalled two forBuss Gates provided the biggest yard relay in which the freshman college mark and
mer meet records while limiting the
thrill of

FRESHMEN BEAT

«

—

New

EDWARD

™ * ewe

the afternoon when he press
W) and Blizzard all the son and White came within two-fifths white-Muirroi;
places, both captured in the weight
in the 100 yard free style to fin- ci a second of the Pool record,
events.
about a second behind his rivals.
In the 200 yard free style, Bud
Bill Owen, Bowdoin's crack sprinter,
In the 200 yard breaststroke Dick White of Bowdoin outdistanced his
outstanding performer of the duel
May took second place after being! brother Wallace of Edward Little the
encounter, placed in five out of six
outdone by the record-holding Deg- who took second place. Dick Foster events in which he competed. Taking
nen.
of the Freshman team vied with the
the 40 yard dash in record-equaling
younger White for the second berth time, after having topped the high
Rundlette Wins 220
The Polar Bears won their only but was outdistanced in the final hurdles in runner-up position to Phil
event in the 220 yard free style when sprint.
Good, he went out to lead Good in the
Tanner (W) was disqualified by an
Souter Wins Dive
first half of the lows being edged out
illegal turn.
In the breast stroke Freshman Al by a slim margin at the tape. In the
Bruce Rundlette the
winner swam the whole distance with Maorae and Bob Kasten easily pre- field events he captured a third in the
a strong stroke and finished about dominated. Souter, Edward Little's pole vault and tied for that position in
twenty feet behind Tanner. Brownie ace diver, won first place tn the dive. the high jump.
Parker and Masson (W) had a close Seth Larrabee, by netting two sevens
Good Takes Hurdles
battle for the next position in the find a six in the back jackknife, gainGood, true to style, took both hursame event, Masson triumphing by a ed second place for the Freshmen,
dle races, again repeating his past
In almost a dead heat Marshall performances of equaling the world's
bare margin.
Rundlette again came through to Bridge '39 and Hays of Edward Little record al 5 4-5 secondslnthehighsi
take second place in the 440 yard finished the fifty yard free style with W hUe in the lows barely missed hitfree style,
again competing with the latter getting the decision at the ting the established meet mark. CasTanner (W). Norm Seagrave gave! finish line. Freshman Pierce romped; per Cowan, leading Merrick of Colby
the team another second position in through the backstroke to pull down j n a closely contested 600, took more
the 150 yard back stroke, Pullman jin easy first place.
than a second off the old BowdoinW) winning by only a half lap.
Colby record, although Marvin's colWesleyan Takes Relay
3
In the last event, the 200 yard re- **5f varsity meets the Portland
lay, Buss Gates and Bill Fish sent
the combination off to a flying start, University on the 22nd of the month. from the
Joh
Shute uncor
Raining a three quarter lap lead on
sprmt to take the 000 tWe,VC
Wo- by
i equal anthe Wesleyan quartet. The visitors, .Pullman. Desn&n. Biiiimrd). Tim*. 2.u 3-5. yards ahead of Bond and
however, saved their best men, Brok220 >»nj free style: Won by Rundlette. other former record; while Rideout
,oln:
th
d
d
,
w
,
"'
vaulting 12 feet in the pole vault for
en and Blizzard, until the end. This 2 "J
^}"
o! 5!i
"/ST
!f
(Tanner.
Wesleyan disParker, Bowdoin.
<-»«,
t
fi _ff
i„
*i«iiT„^j„i_
"ie nrst tune *" *"« BOWOOln /-•_>._
pair overtook the Bowdoin swimmers, qualified). No Uma.
Cage
Broken cut the lead down to a half
so yard free »tyie: Won by Seisle. We*- and Dave Soule broad jumping 20 feet
Wa1
G
Bo
t
10 inches set down the last two new
a"d Bhzzard proceeded to ob- j£»»

ed Seigle

'
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THE

proved wise and Bowdoin
tallied three more times, with Lawrence getting two in thirty seconds.
Coach Raymond did Wells one better in the final frame by sending both
his defense men up. and the red-jerseyed players had nicked the netting
Last Wednesday the Bears dropped three times before the middle of the
their final state series tilt to Colby period. After the change of ice, howby a 9-3 score at the South End arena ever, Bowdoin rallied and the Huskies
in Waterville. Lemieux, Paganucci, were unable to score again.
and Walker were the big cogs in the
Bialek of Northeastern was easily
Mule victory, completely dominating
the most outstanding man on the ice,
the play with their brilliant passing
while Lawrence and Arnold played

!

line

PUCKMEN WHIP
NORTHEASTERN

biteiess blend you'll

attack.
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Bowdoin held Coach

Millet's

well for Bowdoin

pu-

!

Colby ran wild and had shaken the

of a

strings five times when the whistle
blew making the count 7-1.

powerful

University

of

New

Hampshire team Saturday afternoon
by a count of 5-0. Jack Lawrence re-

Puck Hits Steer
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ceived a sprained ankle when he skat
ed into soft ice by the boards in the
second period while Kerr and Martin
of New Hampshire also received inthe ice. The last stanza was fought on juries. The poor condition of the ice
Jf^h,
ie
d
even terms with each team scoring greafly ha^idlrapp^ both teams? and literate that and win the' race. LikeDiving: Won by Broker. Wesleyan: second,
twice.
wise in the 300 yard medley relay .lone*. Wesleyan third. Sampson. Bowdoin.
slowed the game up considerably.
444 yard free »tyle: Won by Tanner, WanGarnering its only win of the sea-j
Blizzard took the anchor-man posithird.
teyan
second.
Rundlette.
Bowdoin
son, the Polar Bear sextet nosed out
tion and pushed. his team to a one Halley. Watdeyan. Time. 5.30 3-3.
Northea-stern 5-4 at the Boston arena
159 yard backstroke: Won by Pullman. We*
Bowdoin's ski team finished 7tn lap advantage in winning that event.
third.
earlier
an wine.
night to
avenge
Friday iiigm
iu avcn
rnuaj
.
„uU *&* ccomDctinc
Sampson took third position in the :*yan aecond. Seagrave, Bowdoin
B c au
f
i
the
°
r
°™**
3-5.
1. 45
Ma
VSftsleyan.
Time.
««
ue.
defeat. In the absence of Steer, Jack
diving, one of his best being a one
""^J"
200 yard brea*Utroke: Won by Desman,
«J
McGill performed creditably in the annual Middlebury Winter Carnival and onc ha , f back somcrsau jf with a Wesleyan
third.
second.
May. Bowdoin
White net.
last week-end. On the return trip half twist, netting three fives. Brok- Hooke. Bowdoin. Time. 2.31 1-5 (Betters New
n
)
Goals by Arnold and Deering put three members of the team sper.t en. the winner, was the outstanding
i^* yard
free style: Won by Seijrle. Weeley190
y« r7ftlee
Bowdoin ahead by a 2-1 count at the Sunday afternoon in Springfield, Vt., man and winner of this event. His
third. Gates.
; second.
Blisaard. Wesleyan
end of the first period. In the secbest dive of the afternoon was a run- Bowdoin. Time. 57 seconds.
W
n
4
rt
y
ya
ond. Well's strategy of sending Jack taking 2 firsts, 2 seconds, a third and
Br^ r.%l
a.
u *no^.
Lawrence up the ice with the for- a fourth place in the meet there.
position which the judges gave three rime, 4.05.
It was during this period that a
puck hit Steer in the eye, forcing the flashy Polar Bear goalie from

flying

;

W ^^ M

(

In a game marred by poor ice and
injuries, the Polar Bear club went
down in defeat before the onslaught

pils to a scant 2-1 lead during the
first period, but in the second frame,

^

meet records. In 300. Marvin setting
a sizzling pace, lost his stride in the
last lap but was able to finish in first
place, although in the mix-up Fox lost
his runnerup position to Turbyne of

Colby.

Mageemen Win Mile
Bob

Porter, after running second to

Shute

in the mile to save himself for
the longer run, let Deverber set the
pace for the first mile and a half of
that 25 lap grind, and then took the
lead to the finish. Still closely pressed
by Devesber, he crossed the line 1-5
of a second ahead of his own college
record mark, although it still lacked
2-5 of a second of equaling the time
set last year by Cliff Veyaey.
The capture of the 16 pound shot
and 35 pound weight events comprised the only two first places that
went to Colby. In the former event,
Hodges outdistanced O'Donnell by
four inches, while in the latter LaFleur took first at 40 feet 11 H inches
with Hodges in second place. Ingall's
hurl of 112 feet 10 inches followed
next by Healey's gave Bowdoin the
first two places in the discus. Soule,
Hall and Stanwood swept the broadjump in that order while Stanwood,
Deane and Owen left the Mule only
a tie for third in the high jump.

NOTICE
The Bowdoin

unofficial basketteam, the Polar Bears, will
play an exhibition basketball game
against a group of men chosen
from all the fraternity teams ea
ball

Saturday at 4.15. The game is
played for the benefit of

this

being

alumni returning on Campos Day.
The all-fraternity team will be
chosen from the following Hat of
men: Bob Hagy, Phil Christie, Elmer Fortler, Don Cole, Carl Connor, John
Green, Dave Brown,
Percy Black, Z. Z. Haire, Norman
Field, Ben Norton and Al Tucker.

—^

QUICK LUNCH

—A COMPLETE DINNER
—An

Up-to-Date Fountain
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College

A Good
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For Your Printing
A brief interview with us
Copy
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delivery
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Rises
By William

PAUl WELCH
TAKES FIRST

V V

Bowdoin Forensic Team
To Meet New Hampshire

IN

DRAMACONTEST
Klaber, Jr.

TJOWDOIN'S first attempt at hold- Gould's
Farce, "In Some Idle
** tag a mid-winter Campus Day
was a conspicuous success. Many
Brain", Awarded
alumni returned to see the college
Second
Prize
in action, a thing

which they have no
opportunity to do on football weekends.
The group which did return
was mostly comprised of Maine men,
especially those of the Portland
group. This was, perhaps, to be expected. It would be exceedingly dif
flcult to get alumni to return hun-

VERGASON

*Z»

BEST ACTING

WINS

AWARD

Hyde, Woods, And Goodwin
Perform Capably In
Flavin Play

dreds of miles until the idea of Campus Day is found to be successful.
It is to be hoped that in years to
come, there will be a greater number coming back from farther afield.
a - r
npilE gratitude of the college is once
•*
more extended to the Delta Upsilon Fraternity.
For a number of
years past, this fraternity has been
holding a special lecture for the benefit of the college.
The appearance
of Dr. Earle B. Perkins '23. is more
than fitting in this role. Dr. Perkins,
who is another of the ever-growing
list of Bowdoin explorers, presented
a fascinating first-hand account of
life with Admiral
Byrd in Little
America. The pictures, with which

•y Ralph H. Winn
Paul Welsh '37, Bowdoin's outstanding amateur playwright, last
night won first prize for his play, "A
Man of Honor", which was presented
in Memorial Hall in the annual one
act play contest sponsored by the
Masque and Gown. Second prize was
awarded to Franklin F. Gould '37,
for his clever farce, "In

Some

Idle

Brain'V in which a modernistic author
his char-

ORIENT

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

BRUNSWICK, ME.,

(66th Year)

Work Led To

American Statistical Association,
and during the past tow years he

Many

Cities

Contact With
Capone, Dillinger, And
Other Criminals

By James A.
"Government by Gangland"

SILLS CENSURES

will

TEACHER'S OATH
WCSH

ogist in the

Moultoa Union tomorrow

Mr. Hansen has included this appearance at Bowdoin ta an extensive
crusade he is making against crime
conditions throughout the United

In Program Arranged
By Dr. Brinkler

His interest in emme began after
he had been beaten and left for dead
by racketeers as a result of his investigation of a Chicago election. Following this he received an appointment as official investigator of underworld operations in Chicago.
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popular athlete.
of last

week

A glance at the Orient

will reveal that this

is

The play
modern dress,

duction.

j

ta

I

will be presented

The cast has not yet been fully seAlmost every important/office
went to men who have mackA name lected but includes: Tranio. the lead,
for themselves athletically. It seems Richard Barksdale; Grumio, Frank
improbable that only men endowed lln Gould, Jr.; Phikuaches, Roy Wig
true.

!

\

!

abilities* of leadership are those
are proficient in athletics.
Prowess on the athletic field seems
to be the only means by which a student may make himself well known.
It is quite possible that the athletes
may be the best endowed for the Job.
This is written, not in criticism of
the past elections, but in criticism of
the election system.
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field.
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Luncheon, All-College

MAY BE CONTINUED
AS ANNUAL AFFAIR
Students

WUder

By Harry
Over

"

noon, and the all-college
smoker in the evening, both
held!n
the Moulton Union lounge.

ter's degree from Columbia University In 1925. While at Bowdoin
he was a member of Phi Beta
Kappa and Zeta Psi fraternities.
Arrangements for the talk are la
charge of Charles F. Brewster

A majority of those who returned
are residents of Brunswick,
or other communities near Portland
the col-

lege.

PHILIP

•57.

S.

WILDER

Alumni Secretory of the College who
planned and managed Bowdoin '» first
mid- winter

BOARD SELECTS

Campus Day.

CANDIDATES DR. PERKINS '23
Chapman, Hall, Freedman,
GIVES IHJ. TALK
'68

Walker. McCleary, Swift
Will Be Speakers

Motion Pictures Accompany
Address On "Life In

season.

Dean Speaks in Chapel
The Campus Day program

really

1

Dr. Perkins' intestigations of seal
life were the object of a small expedition away from, the main station
and. laboratory, which included Francis Dane, Jr.. '31, brother of Nathan
Dane, III, '37. They kept daily rec-

ord! of the weigh tiof some 150 growing seals; and Pefkins exhibited at
(Continued on

put

3)

Make Record
vide a hotly contested 220-yard freeIn the 220-yard breaststroke
of Bowdoin, Buzbee
Maine interof P. B. C, Marble,
from Deering,
scholastic champion
and Stone of Hebron Academy will
to win.
favorite
with
May
a
compete,

style.

May and Hooke

.

— —

'

—

i

I
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BRADBURY DEBATE
COMES TOMORROW
Four teams of two men each will
compete next Thursday for the Bradbury Debate Prize of $105. The question "Resolved that -the social security legislation of the last Congress
is detrimental to the best interests of
the American people" has been chos-

Two teams will compete in the
en.
afternoon and two in the evening.
Harold D. Ashkenazy '38 and DonBryant '37 wUl uphold the
ald
affirmative side against William C.

R

and Norman

Seagrave

Hart

'39

'37 in

the first debate. In the second
G. Walker '36 and Thomas F.

Edwin

P.

Phelps '38 will have the affirmative
against Andrew H. Cox '38 and Maurice Ross '36. These teams were selectFor women, the 50-yard dash and ed as a result of five minute tryout
100-yard backstroke will be offered. speeches given on February 6.
Brunswick High School has the outDaggett Arranges Debates
standing girl swimmers in the state,
If an affirmative and a negative
with Mary Johnson -and Alice Comee team each win, another debate will be
heavy favorites in the dash, and held to determine the winner. But if
Beti:y Copelandt who may be able to two affirmatives or two negatives
defeat the present Maine A. A. U. win. then the judges will decide the
in] winners on a basis of the debates
Gordon,
Elizabeth
champion,
the second event.
they have heard.
The carnival will end with a diving
A non-decision debate with New
exhibition by Santo D'ascanio. pres- Hampshire University will be held
ent New England interscholastic low here in the debating room on Febboaid champion, and the finals in the ruary 28. Arguing against a proposal
Maine interscholastic and grammer to. give Congress power to override a
school 50-yard championship events, Superior Court decision will be the
Since the proceeds or this meet are Bowdoin team of Vincent B. Welch
to lie used for the hdvancement of '38 and Davis Clark '38.
swimming
interscholastic
Professor Athern P. DAggett, deMaine
blanket tax books Annot be used bating coach, is in charge of the dt*
-bates,
Admission will be 2$-csata.
,

m

avast**

moyies of the Wesk*yaa*-Caiby. Bates
and Maine football games of the season just passed, commenting on the
playing meanwhile. The coach announced that the college will seek to
make pictures of every game next

.

—
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knots
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Coming Events

2£

invisible

otherwise

Coach Adam Walsh then presented

j

Try In Swim Carnival Saturday

Btal

ropes and
audience.

opened on the previous evening with
the Delta Upsilon lecture by Earle
B. Perkins '23. Dean Nixon opened
the Saturday program with a talk in
more specialized fields of study were morning chapel
in which he pointed
among the party that went south, out to undergraduates
the value of
more than 21 sciences being repre- learning
the larger view the alumnus
sented.
has of college.
and deDr. Perkins mentioned
Twenty classes meeting during the
8^.^ lhree achievements of the ex- morning welcomed alumni visitors,
pedjtion: the thickness of the ice cap and after the noon program an exwhich covers the "bottom of the tensive program of extra-curricular
world" was accurately measured by activities got under way. Dress rethe device of setting off dynamite hearsals ©f the one-act plays were
charges deep in the snow and com- conducted from 2.00 to 4.00, while beputing from the speed with which the tween the same hours junior varsity
resultant sound waves were reflected swimmers dropped a meet with Huntupward from the bottom of the polar ington School and varsity swimmers
sea. the discovery of small inverte- lost to Boston University in the pool.
brates which live in pools fer inland
Stern Wins Fencing
from the Antarctic ocean; and life
Ted Stern '39 won the fencing
history studies of the polar seals.
matches conducted in the gym by
Coach Quinbys beating Roy Gunter
Investigates Seal
'38 in the finals after winning his
The tiny invertebrates which Dr. preliminary from Louis J. Hudon '38.
Perkins discovered and which proved Gunter beat Richard W. Sharp '37 in
that forms of animal life really ex- the other preliminary.
isted inland away from the sea were
The Polar Bear Independents deflashed on the screen and described f^ted the fraternity all-stars in a
by the lecturer. Their habitation is in basketball game which immediately
melting
by
formed
pools
mountain
followed, while Dekes, T.D.'s and
snow during the short Antarctic sum Betas won inteVfraternity relay races
mei For the rest of the year they run off in the cage at the same time.
harden, and arc able to resist the
Several alumni remained over Suntremendous sub-pero temperatures day for chapel in the afternoon.
and keep alive

BANGOR GRADUATE
CLUB HEARS SILLS

Alice Bridges To

1

Macee

the unexplored territories near the
soulh pole. Geologists, physicists,
chemists, biologists and members of

.

j

Skit Mimics

disappear, tide

whj* showed

.

j

_

Pres. Kenneth C. M. Sifls addressed
the 84 men who attended the
luncheon briefly welcoming them back
to
campus for the program. He was followed by a brief comedy skit written
by Dean Paul Nixon and presented
by the Dean and three undergraduates. WUliam S. Burton '37,
Simeon
Aronson '37, and Malcolm L. Creigh-

of the senior class who shall write research work accomplished, but also
The the structure of the expedition's "lifdeliver the best oration."
ted on. a basis oi exceU Jfe city" the trip. tto"^e»rZ>ahyvl
lence bott
treatment of the {to the BaySPWhafes. ^nsporWHBn
in v.he southern polar regions, and
subject and its delivery
The faculty committee in charge of eveiyday activities of the entire perthe contest consists of Professors sonnel of explorers.
Wilmot B. Mitchell and Thomas C.
Scientific Work Described
Van Cleve, and Assistant Professor
The primary purpose of the Byrd
Athern P. Daggett.
expedition. Dr. Perkins stated, was to
discover new scientific facts about

%D

YEARBOOK TO
PAGE ££g
HAVE LARGER
—

He added,
however, that the general
participation, particularly on the
part of students, was gratifying and
encourages
the continuance of Campus
Day as
an annual event.

pictures taken of the expedition, films
not only the scientific

about forty or forty-five dollars, is
awarded annually to "that member

MEN

—

WUder

S.

too early

it is

yet to
kno^ whether or not the
program

will be repeated next year.

and

To

1

Alumni Secretary Philip
said today that

John P. Chapman, Bernard N.
Little America"
Freedman, Lawrence S. Hall, Sidney
R. McCleary, Everett L. Swift, and
Edwin G. Walker, of the senior class,
ton 39. An* incident in the
By William Frost
life of
have been chosen to speak in the finCoach Jack Magee was the source of
Vivid glimpses into the day by day the comedy.
als of the class of '68 Prize Speaking
contest, it was announced recently. existence of the members of the secThe
luncheon
program ended with
This selection was* based on trials ond Byrd Antarctic expedition were an informal concert of two Bowdoin
given to a large, enthusiastic audi- songs and
held last Thursday night.
three others by the Glee
Neither the subjects of the various ence at Memorial Hall last Friday Club.
'23.
Perkins
Earle
night
Dr.
B.
by
speakers nor the date of the contest
Merrill, Walsh Entertain
has been determined as yet, except Perkins, himself a D.U. of the class of
The room was packed for the evethat the event will take place some- '23, delivered this year's D.U. lecture ning smoker, over which John
V.
time within two weeks, #t the con- on the subject, "Life in Little Amer- Shute *36 presided, Stephen E. Merica."
rill 35 was well-applauded
venience of the speakers.
for a halfDr. Perkins, a well-known zoolo- hour sleight-of-hand demonstration In
The prize, consisting of the income
from a fund erected for that purpose gist, brought with him to Bowdoin which he made lighted cigarettes,
by the class of '68, and amounting to five reels of some of the best motion playing cards, and coins appear and

j

J

T. Foote

100 Bowdoin alumni returned
to Brunswick Saturday
for

'

.

Visitors.

Gratifying,
Declares

{hTcolleges first Campus Day,
or mid-winter alumni gathering.
High-spots of
8* 8 P1 *™" were
th^alumni
iV^J?
luncheon
at

modern
toward
progressive
and
"Organic life," said Professor Haas, thinking, S*»d at the same time not
"appears only possible on planets re- becoming radical.
volving around a fixed star, and a
Tomorrow night. February 27, the
fixed star surrounded by a planetary President Will be^ the speaker at the
system presents an exceedingly rare
annual meeting of the Bowdoin Club
Mathematics 2R. long-time leader in mortality rating, retained its posi- phenomenon. In our star system of Portland, which will be held in
Two houses, Thcta Delta Chi and t ion at the head of the field last semester, according to the college's official which includes about a hundred bil- the Cumberland Club at 6.00.
Sigma Nu, chose "Campus Day" for grade report, issued late yesterday. With thirty percent E's, that course had a lion fixed stars not more than ten
_*
their initiation banquets. Sigma Nu
ten percent margin on the runner-up History 1. As is always the case, all thousand of them at the most have
Give
Offers
initiated during the week-end. while Freshman subjects showed themselves to have a greater than average num- planetary systems. We need but re- Columbia
member the fact that the other planThcta Delta Chi. although it held ber failing, only English 1 and Chemistry falling below ten percent.
Students Vocation Test
baninitiations earlier,, delayed the
Three courses, German 3. Greek 19, and Psychology seven reported one ets of our own solar system cannot
would
that
more
alumni
quet in hopes
hundred percent A's. The complete report, together with a comparison with be inhabited and also bear in mind
Columbia University has made
be present.
how young human civilization is comformer years, follows:
arrangements with the college to
•
pared to the age of the earth, and
FIRST SEMESTER 1985-36
•
Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell was
administer the Strong Vocational
it appears not impossible that the
COURSES WITH 10
the toastmaster at the Theta Delt
OR LESS
Tests to Interested students. So
earth is the only stellar body inhabbanquet.
The speakers included
Total
far, 47 men have registered for
James Chandler, '08, H. P. Chapman, Course
Grade A r/rA B
C "/,C D
E VfE ited by thinking beings at the presthe tests. The office reports that
'30. Richard S. Chapman. '28. Arthur Chemistry 11
ent time."
6
2 33.2
4 66.7
» at least 75 must enroll in order
•5 50.0 1 1Q.0
Chapman, '94, Robert S. Fletcher, English 5
10
40.0
"Thus," he concluded, "perhaps
to Insure having the tests given.
'34, and Professor Elbridge Sibley.
1
English 23
8
12,5
12.5
3 37.5
3 375
mankind though inhabiting an insigAll these Interested should leave
English* 31
6 I 50.0
1
16.7
2 33.3
Sigma Nu Inducts Eight
nificent stellar body could neverthetheir names and 75 cents deposit
8
3 37.5
2
25.0
3 375
less be assigned a unique and distinat the college office.
Sigma Nu initiated ten men. They French 7
7
3 42.8
3 42.8
14.3
1
guished position 'within an immense
were: Charles F. Gibbs, George M. L. French 11
1
7
14.3
6 .857
universe."
Griffin, Thomas W. Howard. Jr.. Hen- French 15
3
3 1()0.0
Kar- German 13
The date for the next in this series
ry M. Howland, Benjamin A.
2 50.0
4
2. 50.0
of lectures by Professor Haas has not
sokas, Richard E. Merrill, Paul
E. German 15
7
4 57.1
14.3
1
28.6
yet been set. but will be announced
Messier, Austin P. Nichols, William Government 11
3 30.0
3 30.0
10
20.0
10.0
1
10.0 soon, and will probably be about
1
V. Broe, and Daniel F. Hanley. all) Greek 3
3 75.0
4
1
75.0
of 1939. Among the alumni who re- Greek 7
March 18.
Alice Bridges, women's back stroke
6 100.0
6
turned were Melcher Forbes. '32,1 Greek 19
champion of the world, will revisit
6
4 66.7
33.3
1
Lendall Smith. '31. Sylvio Martin, '22, Italian 3
the campus to participate in the
5
3 60.0
1 20.0
1
20.0
John Fay. *35, and Al Morrell. '22.: Latin 3
annual Swimming Carnival in the
7
3 42.8
3 42.8
1
14.3:
Professor Hormell, Professor Morrell. Mathematics 5
Curtis Pool at-eight o'clock Saturday
2
7
2 28.6
3 42.8
28.6
and Dick Read, "36, were also pres- Mathematics 7
evening. Held last year as a means
Thursday, February 27 8.15—
Mathematics 9
7
4 57.1
1
14.3
2 28.6
ent.
contribution to the Olympic Fund,
of
Lecture
Mr.
C.
Ray
Hanson
by
Music 3
1
33.3
3
2 66.7
the meet this year will have its proen "Government by Gangland"
Music S
1
25.0
1
25.0
2 50.0
ceeds devoted to the advancement of
1937
la the Moulton Union.
Physics 3
2 25.0
2 25.0
2 25.0
2 25.0
swimming in Maine.
interscholastlc
Afternoon
Evening
Physics 5
.and
2 66.7
1
33.3
Miss Bridges, who succeeded in
Bradbury Debate ta debating
i
2
66.7
1 333
the
setting a new world record at
Psychology 5
room of Hubbard Hall
8
1
3 37.5
125
4 59.0
last meet. wiH attempt to better one
An increase in the page size, pro- Psychology 7
Friday, February 88 8.15 De1
1 100.0
of her own marks. The, Whitinsville
viding a more economical and more Sociology 3
bate with University of New
1
16.7
1 16.7
3 50.0
16.7
Association, of which Miss
Swimming
attractive make up on each page, is Zoology 7
Hampshire
6
2 33.3
3 50.0
16.7
Bridges is a member, will send two
among the changes to be made in the
Saturday, February 29—8.00
Courses With More Than 19 Men
other entrants, both girls, who will
1937 Bugle. The introduction of page Art 1
Mate* A.A.U. Swimming Car22
6 275 14 63.6
2
9.1
give diving exhibitions from the high
designs in color will be another new Art 5
nival and Exhibition at Curtis
27
5 185 21 77*
1
3.7
low boards. One of these, a four
and
feature; layouts of many of the sec- Astronomy 1
13
5 385
3 23.0
5 385
year old girl, has given spectacular
tions will be newljE styled. Work on Chemistry 1
93 10 10.7 22 23.7 37 39.8 18 195
March
6.5
6
performances both in low board divthe yearbook is coining along mod- Chemistry 3
Reverend FraakMa P. Cole of
39
4 10.2 10 25.6 12 308 10 25.6
7.7
3
ing and exhibition swimming.
erately, John B. Chandler '37, Editor- Chemistry 5
21
the Wuuston Church, Portland
f 95 6 28.6 8 38.1
4 10.0
1
45
Four Maine A. A. U. chahipionship
in-Chief, declared .recently. Most of Chemistry 7
44
loaday, March 2—Glee Club
9.1
3
8 .182 16 36.3 11 25.0
5 11.4
events will be held, two for men and
the individual photographs have been Chemistry 9
19
4 21.0,
Concert - Memorial Hall
9 47.4
4 Sl.O
2 10.5
two for women. Hutchinson. Rundtaken, and it is hqped that those re- Economics 1
19 16JL 52 44.1 28. 23.7 12 10.2
March 8—7,99 Senior
1 18
7
lett, White. Ware, and Carlson, outmaining will be cotfpkted at an early Economics 3
12 545
la Memorial
4 18.2
2B
standing Millermen, and Feeney of
date*
(C
11
the Portland Boy'* Club should pro*

INITIATION DINNERS

By

Participation

Into effect several of

Mathematics 2R Holds Lead In
Mortality Marks Report Shows

ALUMNI RETURN TO

to

Smoker In Union

is equal to the speed of light
President Kenneth C M. Sills
speaking at the regular meeting of
Suggests Finite World
last
the Bowdoin Club of Bangor,
The physicist expressed his opinion Wednesday
evening, discussed the adthat modern physics rather suggests
vantages of participation in the extrathe idea of the finiteness of the uniactivities in college life.
verse as a necessary consequence of curriculum
praised Coach Adam Walsh's rethe principle of equivalence between He
victories, and spoke of
mass and energy. The radius of the cent football
emphasis given in colincreasing
the
finite universe he believes to be about
to physical education.
ten times as large as the distance to lege
talk dealt with Kent's
Part
of
his
the most remote actually observed neoff the coast of Grand Manan,
bulae. On the basis of this the mass Island,
presented to the college as
of the universe would have about the which was
laboratory by John
same relation to the mass of the a geology field
concluded by defining
earth as this latter mass bears to a Rockefeller. He
the college's position as being liberal
cherry stone.

this rate
rays.

Annie Talbot Cole Lectureship has been
for the

play will be presented before the New
England Classical Club, which will
hold its meeting at Bowdoin
this
year, on April 3. It will be presented
for the student body as a Masque and

Edwin Benjamin; Theopropides, Thurman Phi loon;
and Misargyrides, Benjamin Freedman. The
lidamates,

i

Twenty-First of April

The date

established as April 21.
This lectureship, which last year
brought the famous raconteur of
yarns, Alexander Wootleott, will
this year sponsor as guest speakMrs. Katharine Fullerton
er
Gerould, noted novelist, essayist, and short story writer, whose
short story, "Habakkuk" brought
her nation-wide fame In that

gin; Philematium, Nella Barber; Col-

with

who

On

Campus Day Brings 100

faculty since receiving his Mas-

States.

'

Of Midwin ter Gathering

the New Deal policies. Due to his
administrative duties he has been
unable to teach since June, 19S4;
and the leave of absence granted
him at that time has been extended to last throughout the
current college year.
Professor
Abrahamson was
graduated from Bowdoin In 1926
and has been a member of the

be

acters.
Declaring that a teachers' allegiEdwin L. Vergason, portraying a ance oath bill might be an "entering
young Negro tramp in his own play, wedge" for political domination of
"Tramp. Tramp - Blank", was chosen other educational activities. President
he accompanied his talk were ex- by the Judges as having presented Sills attacked the proposed legislaceedingly interesting and illuminating the best individual performance of tion in an address delivered over
Knew Ctpone
on the subject of the hardships and the evening. To Welsh, who last year Station WCSH last Sunday. President
took first prize for acting and sec- Sills' speech was the principal part
accomplishments of the expedition.
His success here, treated a demand
a program, arranged by Mr. for his services in many other
The Orient has always felt that this ong prize for his play, went this of
large
Brinkler and Mr. H. C Lvseth. "21,
cities where he was instrumental in
contribution by Delta Upsilon is one year's second acting award, thus rewhich also included several songs by
bringing racketeers and criminals to
of the greatest made by any frater- versing the results of the previous
the Bowdoin quartet.
season.
nity to campus life. In the future we
"There is, of course, no objection Justice. His work has brought him
*PJ«.UV WTO* POOMtnrjg
into contact with some of the most
hope that the .fraternity will be able
• Professor
Daniel C.
Stanwood, to taking the oath itself," said Pres- noted criminals of this generation.
to keep up the high standards which
ident Sills, "and when properly called
it has set. and that the D.U.'s will speaking for the other Judges. Proa duty but a Among thosq whom he interviewed
for, it is not only
ultimately be only one of a number fessors Robert P. T. Coffin and Mor- privilege; many of us have done so and investigated were Al Capone and
B.
Cushing commented on
of fraternities who are rendering such ban
on many occasions. But I should like members of the Dillinger gang.
Since entering upon his campaign
service to the college. It is in this Gould's play. He said:
much to call the attention of
"Mr. Gould is to be complimented very
way that the fraternity can be of
people of the State of Maine to of arousing public sentiment against
on the originality of his plot, a thing the fact
greatest use.
that it seems to me very un gang-rule, Mr. Hansen has become
the
which is not always obtainable in an desirable to single out the profession well known throughout the country
s - r
amateur contest of this sort.
teaching for this requirement, and as a lecturer and writer on topics
AGAIN the college has witnessed Besides the two major prizes for the of
why teachers more than Journalists, concerning crime conditions and the
the coming of the original one- best acting, the Judges feel that menunderworld by his vigorous attack on
editors, and radio broadcasters?"
act play contest. To many, this con- tion should be made of the very capthese evils and his thorough underCompulsion Unfair
test is one of great importance. It is able performances offered by Mrs.
have standing of the subject.
Compelling teaches, who
one of the few ways in which under- Kenneth Boyer, by Mr. de Suze, and
shown the highest type of patriotism,
graduate creative talents are given by Mr. McLean."
full opportunity for expression.
It
A fourth play, "A Question of loyalty, and devotion during the years World Probably Finite
gives the undergraduates a chance to Principle", by Martin Flavin, directed of depression, sometimes in communiexperiment with unusual ideas in by George H. Quinby, was presented ties able to-pay them little or nothing
Declares Doctor Haas
over extended periods, to take such
plot, acting, and staging.
in place of the usual fourth amateur
seemed to President Sills a
Whether or not these plays last is play, which it was this year impos- an oath
poor way of repaying them for]
"If today all the fixed stars, exnot too important. One of the plays sible to produce because of the lack very
contrasted our cept the sun
He
loyalty.
their
suddenly extinfrom last year's contest was present- of suitable material. The play, a comv were
simple patriotism in schools with that guished, nothing
whatever would reed off campus by a non-college group edy, dealt with a young workman
conof German and Russian State
veal this gigantic catastrophe to the
somewhat later in the season. How(Caatiatad «
trolled schools.
ever, the importance of this contest
AiSougThe conceded that Maine
^tJvSSTvS!
40
is that it gives the undergraduates
schools are "somewhat freer" from ?.?
J**1*?*1 j»jfertbur Haas, Vis-Resent-'mm Experience in phry-wrumg The ^CfiasstcMts
pdnUcal contrbTThatf stflfttfielghlior'- !""f """"A ^^T?„' *
n
short plays of this year may be the
ing states, he saw no need fof such > the f^ "? *? k,n h ** ««* °? >«*"Mostellarius"
April
In
father to a broadway hit of the fudemeasures. He said, "There has been »)«*• £ Ml* "n'^rse Infinite
ture.
.Hveredm the lounge af the Moulton
Rehearsals of the Classical Club no political influence brought to bear Union Wednesday evening,
• -' r
on the State Department of Educaplay, Titus Plautus' "Mostellarius" or
Professor Haas continued discussrpHE class elections held during the "The Haunted House", are rapidly tion for a number of years, but every
A past two weeks have more than progressing and the play will be pre- now and then one hears of an excel- ing the possibilities of travel between
justified the
accusations made by sented within the next month. The lent superintendent, an efficient prin- planets. If it was possible to reach
other planets, he pointed out, a maProfessor Chase in chapel some translaton that will be used is by
(ConUnned oa pace »
chine which could reach the sun in
months ago. It may be remembered Dean Nixon, who is considered an auabout seven minutes would still rethat he charged that athletics were thority on Plautus throughout the
quire at least nine years for a trip
the supreme test of leadership.
A country. Mr. Quinby has modernized Cole Lecture Will Occur
to the nearest fixed star even though
class office would go to the most the dialogue and will direct the pro.

and putting

evening.

met up with a number of

College In

At Introduction

has been active In formulating

the subject of an address by C. Ray
Hansen, noted lawyer and criminol-

Speaks Over Station

Action

A

CHOSE WOK AFTER
BEATING BY THUGS

In

unconstitutional."

Alumni View

Prosperity'

5.15 p-m. Wednesday, March Kth
In the lobby of the Moulton
Union.
discussion will follow.

Ray Hanson Has Studied
Underworld Conditions

.

'Jobless

Professor Abrahamson Is at
present on leave of absence from
the college while pursuing Iris
duties as Works Progress Administrator for the State of Maine.
He to a member of the America.
Economic Association and the

power to override 5-4 dec isions
Supreme Court declaring

The White speakers will uphold
the negati ve side of the q u es ti on,
favoring the granting of power
to Congress to reverse decisions
of the court on legislatlem. According to an agreement between
the two teams, no decision wUl
be awarded.

On

HERE SATURDAY

of the

legislation

NO. 21

Prosperity" will be
the topic of Albert Abrahamson,
assistant professor of Economics,
In his talk under the auspices of
the Bowdoin Political Forum at

DISCUSS CRIME

C.

1936

26.

Abrahamson Will Speak

LECTURERWILL

by Davis Clark IS and
Vincent Welch IS, will resume Its
schedule by uuMsslaf, New Hampshire here at 8.15 Friday evening
in the Debating Boom. The question for disco— ton Is: "Resolved,
that Congress shoul d he given

MAY HANSON

SPEAKS SATURDAY

-^

""•^^•••••••"ip
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

TH* BOWDOIN ORIENT

of freshmen would'help win over some of the houses
initiating during the second semester.

tic itmnclfng

now
1171

session

Editor-in-Chief
Robot P. Ashley <3f
Associate Editor
John P. Chapman *8f
Managing Editors

M

—

solution which would allow the more cautious houses to
earner would seem to be to make the first informal freshperiod more important. Grades might be given out
by advisors four weeks after college opens, and again be determined three weeks later, the week of Alumni Day. This crowds
much into a short space of time, and would be a burden on professors, but no other way out seems clearer than this co-operation
with the fraternities by the college.
S. W., Jr.
initiate

Jr.. *87

.

V

Ralph H. Winn

first

when Alumni Day

The only

Richard E. Mathewson *S7
Stanley Williams, Jr.f 'ST
Sports Editors
William S. Burton "87
Charles F. Brewster *87
Maxwell A. Eaton
Sub-Editors
James A. Bishof> T!8
William Frost "38
Stuart D. Brewer '38
William S .Hawkins *38
Robert Laffin *3N
Merman E. Dupe* "38
Henry L. Naah "8*
Harry T. Foote "38

William Klaher,

Pipe smokers glad they tried rV A. on
oney-Back offer!

semester has been but seven weeks in
occurs/ in the middle of November
a
short time in which to be assured of the ability el a. freshman to
remain in college. Freshman courses have had up to then but
comparatively few acid tests in the form of hour examinations.
Unfortunately, the

E*UMWwd

*

nnpsw*

*88

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING CDMPANT
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man warning

ABRAMSGNS LEAVE
TO LAST TILL JUNE

SPEAKS

ON PRODIGAL SON

The Executive Committee of the
Governing Boards of Bowdoin College
"When a man becomes himself, he held its test meeting in Portland,
arrives at the place where God is." January 18,
at which time Professor
emphasized Dr. John C. Schroeder at Abramson's leave of absence
was exchapel last Sunday afternoon com- tended through
June at the request
PuMlaftce «ear> Wadneadajr *eri»e »« CoUaca Taar fcy the Sta ll aW ef
menting upon the Bible Story, "The of the government, for whom
he is
AN pontHhotlon. and eommunioatlona should bo alvaa ta the
Prodigal Son". He stressed his point now
employed as economic and politBivV. puiejatoas «*• 4au of aabNaation. The RdUav.ia-Ch»af la
further by reading the story in which ical advisor.
The teaching fellows
mtDtiin tha> Mnnaidna aVIitor for new* and make-e». All iBia taual aa W
the son, after leading a life of licen- were
authorized to remain for the
tSona ihouM ha addrawad to tka Bu«irw*« Manas** of
tiousness which in turn led to desolasecond semester and the present re%l»rri|KJM>. H.aa per
la advance. Wltli Alummw.fS.Sa.
tion and despair, suddenly saw the
duction of 5% in staff and faculty
Katered aa aeaaad elaaa matter at tha paetafflee at Blua rweaa,
error of his ways, asked forgiveness
compensation was voted to be indefiand obtained it.
nitely continued.
the
Dr. Schroeder admonished
Sports Editor far thss
News Batter for this
Members of the board present at
William S. Hwrten *37 people who claim that the lesson of the meeting were Messrs. H. H.
Menard E. Mathewsoi. "37
"The Prodigal Son" merely gives an
'25. Andrew C. Swan '11. SherPierce
opportunity of easy forgiveness to
man
H. Shumway '17, Robert Hale
Ho* tl
Wednesday, February SS, ISM
Tel. LXV.
the wastrel who has led a false life
by claiming that "without the knowl- 10, and President «Sills.
edge of forgiveness we could never go good or beautiful,
then you are doing
on our way whh hope."
what life meant for you to do.
Commenting upon Dr. Butler's esDelivering a quotation from Rabbi
Successful was the College's first annual (we hope) celebration say, in whieh the author mack* claims Silver, Dr. Schroeder
gave his final
that graft, politics, and war will soon example on
the point he meant to
of Campus Day. The program was varied enough to satisfy the become
extinguished because they bring out.
"A scientific age reared in
Averse tastes of visiting alumni. That the majority came from are not constant with human nature materialism
becomes a pessimistic
at its best. Dr. Schroeder showed age leading to
Stoicism, cynicism, and
areas net far distant from Brunswick is neither surprising nor that human nature
is not always at
finally to despair. Increased knowl-

Owen H.

Me!
Assistant Managers

Ernest R. Balton

G. Davin

<E«n

Vt

tt

:
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CAMPUS DAY

discouraging. Alumni could not be expected to travel hundreds of its best.
Cites Lincoln
miles to participate in an innovation, the success of which was
Men have not the courage to stand
If and when Campus Day becomes firmly by their own opinions. "Why think of
when
nations are like rats in a
established and its desirability more universally recognized, out- peace
entirely problematical.

may be expected to return in greater numbers.
In the fall, Alumni Day reunites Bowdoin and its graduates;
In the spring, Commencement performs that function; Campus
Day fills the gap between spring and fall. It cannot, ought not,
and was not intended to supplant either Alumni Day or Comof-state graduates

corner thinking only of fighting. Why
persist in calling men kings when
actually they are knaves?"

edge brings but decreased happiness."
The lecturer in closing impressed
his audience the fact that, "If
there is meaning in our life, then we
have come to a place where we are
face to face with God."

upon

"When one comes to one's self,
something happens to him," went on
Mr. Schroeder. He cited as one example the case of Abraham Lincoln
who, one day at a slave auction said.
"If ever I have a chance to hit that,
mencement. Each plays a distinct and useful role.
ril hit it hard." Another example was
Two serious obstacles stand in the way of the eventual success shown in Pearl Buck's "Exile",
wherein Mrs. Buck's grandfather
•f Campus Day. One is the difficulty of winter travel. The other could see that in order to attain freedom of thought Tor himself arfd his
it. the lack of any special event with the drawing power of a State
town-folk it meant starting a new
Series football game or the Commencement exercises and Dinner. and toilsome life in a strange land.
This lack must be compensated for by further diversifying the Both these men had God in them because life had a definite meaning to
Campus Day program. An intercollegiate hockey game and an them. All raUgions say that when you
intercollegiate track meet would offer tempting bait to alumni. do your dufr or pursue that which is

•
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INITIATION DAY

15« Maine Street

smo ke

For Digesti ons Sak<

Last Friday evening delegates from each of the fraternities met
with Mr. George F. Eaton '14 to consider the question of setting
a uniform date for fraternity initiations, preferably to coincide
with the fall Alumni Day. If most, or all, of the houses on campus
could hold their formal banquets on Friday or Saturday night of
lhat autumn week end, there would be added to the Maine, or on
alternate years the Bates, home football game a further incentive
for many alumni to return to the college. The plan, brought up
by
the Alumni Council, is being investigated by the fraternities
at
present, whose delegates will soon meet again to attempt to iron
out difficulties and fix on a common date.
The great advantages resultant from such a combination of
events are obvious. It-is always the aim of each fraternity,
espe-

Oameis
l,

Smoking Camels Found to Ease the
Strain and Promote Weil-Being
more complex. The pace
grows faster. Where do we see the
effects? Frequently on digestion, so
often overtaxed by the* busy whirl!
Life gets

It

significant

is

that

smoking

Camels has been established as a
definite aid in promoting good
digestion. You'll find it worth while

cially at initiation time, to have as many of its
graduates as possible return to the chapter house, and this applies
on a larger scale
to the college as a whole.
Commencement

Week, and the

$17.50

Have More Copies Coming

Exhibitions and interclass contests will not do. Perhaps the Delta
Vpsilon lecture would be more welcome on Saturday night than

A well diversified program properly publicized
success of Campus Day.

$3.95

FORMERLY PUBLISHED AT

SANITARY MARKET

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DENTAL SCHOOL
A

TO

First Shipment of

BIRDS OF AMERICA,

Phase

College

Have Sold Out Our

to torn to Camels yourself. They
have a mildness that never grows
tiresome. Make the pleasant ex'

perience of smoking Camels part
of your daily life, and see how much
more zest you have for smoking and
how your digestion is measurably
improved. Camels set you right**

IRON MAN.

fall

Alumni Day are admittedly the two occasions rtpon which
the
alumni return in greatest numbers. That number could
be increased by the new plan.

Murray

Murdock (in center),
of the N. Y. Rangers,
has played over 500

Alumni Day would then be the preferable date for the

straighthockey games.
"I often have to eat

initiations of all fraternities.
At present five houses initiate
then, one does so after the formal warning

and run," Murray says.
"Camels help me to

The

fall

period and Thanksgivfive initiate following Mid-Years. In
some cases
national rulings, in others motives of caution,
have made late
mitation popular. A more definite early appraisal
of the seholas-

ing,

and the other

CDustard and Cress
8TOsW

We

for some reason or other, attended the Campus Day luncheon the

digest

the early history
of the
Olympic
Games. What. Jack, no interest in
Mr. Carnes' treatise on the political
philosophy of Isocrates?

m

-
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BOYERISHNESS

We

don't know whether Professors
Mitchell and Van Cleve were indulging in a little joke, or whether they

other noon, and heard the following
tale of the omniscient Casey told by
one of his delegation mates, who just felt tfiat common yen for my
wished to demonstrate that Prexy is lady nicotine, but at any rate, when
that earnest guardian of the hall of
not "infallible".
Hubbard. Mister Boyer. entered the
It appears that the Oekes during
hallowed precincts of the Debating
Hell Week asked their neophytes of
Room
the other afternoon, he found
old to get one live fish each from the
Messrs. Mitchell and Van Cleve, who
Androscoggin. The party chartered were
listening to an aspiring student
a launch and cruised from Merry- '68
speaker or two, calmly puffmg on
meeting

bay to Brunswick and back cigarettes.
At sundown, just as they were
Mr. Boyer was taken exceedingly
about to leave. Casey got a strike
and, upon hauling in a fish, asked a aback. However, he rose immediately

.bHrsI

al day.

comrade

to

mark

the spot, so that the
others could fish there the next day.
On the way home, proudly toting
his fish, still alive, in a pail, Casey
turned to the classmate in question.

"How did you mark the spot?" he
nked.
"Ori. that was easy" replied the
otner. "I cut a notch in the side of
the launch just where you pulled the

to the occasion and instead of reproving the smokers, and despite the fact
that it was still light outdoors, he

turned on the light.
This done Mr. Boyer pondered a
moment, embarrassed. Finally 1»e hit
on the solution. He advanced again to
the light switch, turned off the lights,
and left the room without a word*

The smoking continued.

Ssli in."

"You nincompoop" exclaimed Fresh

demonstrating early his force- HELLILULIA
ful vocabulary, 'How do we know we
Usually this column has in past
can hire the seme launch again to- years picked on the Boston
Herald

Mb.

And now we come to one ofmodern life's most
gracipus privileges— dining at Keen's English

Chop House

in

New York... famous gather-

ing place of those

"We've nocked

who

enjoy good living.

that patrons

who appreci*

TUME IN ! CAMEL CARAVAN
with WALTER OKEEFE
DEANE J AN1S, TED H USING
GLEN GRAY *nd the
CASALOMA ORCHESTRA
TueadeTaavd Thursday- 9p.m.

ES.T..Saji.C.S.T..9:»Bja,
N.S.T..S:JO p,m. P-S-T.-over

ate fine foods also appreciate fine tobaccos,"
says William, of Keen's. "Camels are a favor-

We've noticed that our guests who
smoke Camels during and after meals seem
more pleasure in dining."

ite here.

to find

COSTLIER

TOBACCOS!

ABC-Colamhia Netwoik

for it* typographical error jokes, but

Cornels

now

FBOFESSOR MAGEE
Jack Magpc te heartbroken. He was!
to he the guest of honor at the recent meeting of the Classical Out.;
but politics called him elsewhere.
Thurm Philoon delivered a lecture on

mtmmmm

it is the Portland Press Herald's
or else our own Casey has
turned «o profanity. In their report
of his speech over WCSH last Sunday
night,
the Portland paper quotes
Casey as saying the following: "We
do not want to have anything like
"Hell Hitler!"
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THE B0WD6IN OWfiNT
BELFAST

VOCATIONAL DAY
uvprpool

Aw tQSTOW-NBW yO*R-MOKT«EA4.
through your focal tgynt

CIMMWHITIESTU

Vocational

March

23rd.

Day this yea*
The Alumni

will be

Council

B.

First

C

With nine of the meet's twelve

HAROLD

E.

NICKERSON

Swift—
41

WATER

here. Seniors who in the end
may need college help in securing
positions will be making a big mistake if they fail to take advantage
of Mr. Lary's visit.

down

Careful Tracking
ST.

7
9

to

Economics 11
Economics 13
Education
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

HOME

SEND YOUR

RAILWAY
EXPRESS

it.

whisk

it

away

andbringh back again. Railway
Express service is safe, swift

LECLAIR & GERVAIS
86

and delivery service in. all important cities and towns. • For
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The quartet, composed of Geoffrey
R. Stanwood '38. Edward L. Campbell
'36, Richard V. McCann '37, and William P. Drake '37, opened the program with "Rise Sons of Bowdoin"
and after the President's addresa,
with

it
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cipal or an inspiring teacher who has
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influence."
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The first activity of the expedition,
after the supplies had been unloaded
and transported to the cite of Little
America, was the building of habitations for the men. Houses were set up
in the snow, their walls and floors
havir.g been brought along completely constructed.
At first deep holes
in the snow were dug for protection
of these dwellings, but it was soon
would
discovered
that
blizzards
quickly pile up drifts covering the
houses anyway. Therefore, the second set of buildings were located on
top of the first. Tunnels in the snow
interconnected all the rooms.

-

9.1

MORRELL 12.

of

AB

intention to bio*.

trv to

make him

give

uo

his nefarious

Whales, and skis we re standard scheme, all to no avail. The digger
equipment for traveling in the moun- was well portrayed by Charles Good'38. Not until a young girl, played
tains and hilly, regions of the conti- win
nent. Airplanes, which were of great by Katrina Nixon, tries her persuavalue- to the expedition, were mount- sive powers is he convinced that his
ed on skis instead of wheels or pon- "question of principle" can be distoons, when in use at the base station. carded for a time, while he enjoys
life.
In the supporting cast were:
Dogsleds and teams of huskies John Konecki '39, Latimer Hyde "38,
were, of course, of great importance. Richard Woods '37, William Browne

also possessed several
tractors for carrying equipment for
the 1>oats to the "city*
The trail
used was T% miles long, although the
14.7
base camp was only 3 miles from the
bay.
total of more
than 9,000
2.8
miles, said' Dr. Perkins, was covered
5.1
by the tractors in unloading the
7.1

22

23.4

the

The expedition

25.5
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2931
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12
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%B Cs AC

of

huge, sluggish animals'.
Several means of transportation
were used in Little America. Or. Per6.4
kins himself skied often to an emer7.5 gency station
he had near the Bay of

8.3
10.2
28.5

1
10.5
1
31.6 18
15.4
3
38.0 15
27.3
2
50.0
37.1 10
3
30.8
33.8
3
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3
20.0
7
r
D's

3
7
13
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25

5.0
9.5

1

pictures

<nuseu

!*» ha dissuaded from his
<j a large bank,
near which he was .v^ging a hole
for his dynamite. In tiiin the owner
of the building,
a Cle.-gyman, a
Judge, a communist, and a policeman

"**..„
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Winn Alien Outstanding
Winn Allen of the Frosh took the'
lead in the 1000 from the start and.
although hard_presaed by two of the
Purple tracksters, put on a finishing
sprint which gave him the event In
the mile Allen sought to keep pace
with the brilliant stride of Mel Potter, but Potter quickly went out into
the open to finish well in the lead
after a remarkable closing sprint.
The 600 developed into an exciting
race when Howie Soule after following two of the Purple for the first
two laps sprinted ahead into third
position. Karsokas, followed by Hood
who had previously won a first and
second in the two hurdles events,
dominated the 300.
,

LAUNDRY HOME

Well

9
13

Allen's further competi- Government 5
7
seriously handicapped, al- Government
lowing the yearling trio of Hood, Government 9
Mitchell, and Hamblen to sweep the Greek 1
Historv 1
lows.
tion

17
31
21
29
188
187
35
31
24

1

1

4

25
French 1
Hamblen in the highs to a six second F-ench 3
French
5
finish and was staging a good fight
for the lead in the 40 yard dash when German 1
he pulled a leg muscle thus forcing German 3
him into third place. Gibbs running German 3
neck to neck with Mitchell had the German 7
edge in a close decision to capture German 9
Government
first and second respectively m the

same

if

Awarding To

Three Courses Show

WINS ONE
ACT PLAY CONTEST
'37

(Coatlnani from par* 1>

first

Bowdoin's
their credit.
Frosh tracksters decisively defeated
places

PURE FOOD SHOP
PORTLAND. ME.

Stiffest

College's Report;

Bureau conducted by the University Club in Boston, and subs*- Deering High 73-22 last Wednesday
Inc. dized by various New England col- in their third indoor duel encounter of the season. Jumping 5 feet 10
leges including Bowdoin.
Hank Dolan, outstanding
Mr. Lary will he here all day inches,
March 23rd tar interviews with Sen- Frosh high jumper set the only new
iors who desire the college's help in meet record although Mel Potter,
ace
distance
runner
securing jobs. There are forms at the Deering's
College Office which seniors should equalled the standing mark of 4.40
fill out immediately, inasmuch as Mr. 4-5 for the mile.
Neal AHen, Deering's potential
Lary wishes to have these forms' sent
him for examination before he cornea timber topper, easily led Hood and

Chipraan,

Year Courses Are

Deering Runners 73-22

WELCH

Placement Committee have enraged
for that day the services of Mr. Stanley
Lary, Director of the Vocational

Lyman

Frosh Tracksters Rout

THREE

MM

'39,

and James Hepburn

'38.

Gould's play. "In Some Idle Brain",
a satirical farce in which the
author of such stories as Buck Rogers
and Tarzan was confronted with his
characters and their sentiments concerning his plots. The cast included
William Frost '38. the author; Frank
W. Kibbe 37. Lord Feverstone; Mrs.
Kenneth J. Boyer. Deborah; Thurman E. Phiioon '36, Cicero; Edwin B.
Benjamin '37. Milton; Mrs. Emily
Holmes, Miss Milton; Richard B.
Carland '39, Baron du Boisvert; and
Richard W. Baker '37. Gil. Robert D.
Morss. Jr., '38, served as stage manager for Gould's play.
"Tramp Tramp - Blank", Vergason's short farce comedy involved an
English tramp and a Negro tramp
who together decided to sleep one
night at a supposedly deserted house.
After numerous complications they
learned that the estate belonged to
the late grandmother of the Englishman.
Welch Writes. AcU
The appearance of the grandmother's ghost, and the customary fear of
the Negro provided the humor of
the piece. Edwin G. Walker "36, portrayed the part of the English tramp,
O. Pettingil Greene. He was supported by Edwin L. Vergason, the author,
who played the negro, Pislumsiv, and
Elizabeth Riley, the ghost. Co-stage
managers for the production were
Philip H. Crowell, Jr., '39 and John
C. Benedict '39.
"Man of Honor", contribution of
Paul Welch, veteran one act playwright, concerned a group of sightteeing lecturers who decided to strike
along with the drivers of their bus.
One of the lecturers who promoted
the strike is able to convince all the
others of the wisdom of his idea. Lecturers and drivers together send a
petition containing their demands to
the owner of the line. The owner calls
a meeting of the group of dissatisfied
workers, from which the promulgator
it absent. Another lecturer desiring
tc carry on the cause for decency's
sake is fired from his position for daring to stand up for his rights. The
play is written from a sociological
standpoint.
The cast includes: Ross L. McLean
'39. Dan Riner; Paul Welch, Tony

was

Kalnvro; Cartyie, N. de Suze "38,
George Eldon; James P. Hepburn '38,
Joe Paul; Harry T. Foote "38, Chet
Opp. Senear's Bullen; Basil A. Latty '37, Tim Delaney; Everett L. Giles '39, George
Pasana F. Bryoa Thomas '38, Ben
Thomas; Alfred E. Hughes, Jr., '39.
Arnold Hite; Charles M. Call '37, Hubert Nixon; Samuel K. Jacobs '38. M.

ARNOLD A. HESSEL

Mar.

BRUNSWICK. MAINE

12S Maine St.

;

/

_

Blakery; and Elizabeth Riley, waitress. Charles Call acted as stage man-

a ^jUdMZOfce,

ager.
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Clinch League
Basketball Championship
D.'s

Running up a record breaking
•core for the 19M season of 69-«,
clicking Theta Delta
Chi basketball unit annexed the
Interfraternity championship of
League A by overwhelming the

a smoothly

By Ned Dupee
The results of the second week of
the State Postal matches, in which
the Rifle team is entered, show that
the first team, the 'Sharpshooters',
has won one match and lost three;
the second team, ihe 'Marksmen',
have won two, lost one; Bowdoin's
third team has won one and
lost
three. These State
matches which
last ten weeks began January 19, one
match a week being shot against ten
teams.

For the week ending February 8,
Bowdoin stands third among six
teams competing in the Intercollegi-

ROUND ROBIN CLOSES
1936 HOCKEY SEASON

Kappa Sigma Ave but Monday
Led by Brown at center,
runners at guard and Bean la
forward position, a trio who con-

evening'

tributed 81

of the

points,

the

Theta Delta completed a perfect
season with Ave victories with no

At present D.U.'s, Sigma Nu's,
and A.D.'s are tie with three wins
each in the race to head League
B. This being the last week of
league competition, all games
must be played off by next Saturday. March 4, Is the date set for
the playoff between the Theta
Delts and the winner of League
B.

By Leighton Nash
final game still to be

With the

play-

second annual hockey 'round
robin" tournament with which Coach
Wells was winding up the hockey season, was forced to be discontinued
yesterday because of the heavy snowAs the tournament
fall and thaw.
ended the "Half-breeds" and the
"Gas House Gang" were preparing to
battle it out for final tournament
ed, the

honors.

The "round robin" started last Friday with five teams entered and the
winner was to be decided by elimination. Playing on these teams were all
the men out for hockey, with the ex-

ception of the seniors who aided in
ate matches. Yale leads the list with
the capacity of officials, and the
a score of 1382, only Ave points beteams were made up to be as equally
low the record. Vermont is' second
matched as possible.
with 1346, and Bowdoin next with
In Friday's game the "Mongrels"
1335. U. S. Coast Guard
Academy,
defeated the "Mugwumps" by a score
Rhode Island, and Connecticut, the
of 3-2, and the "Gas House Gang"
other members of the league, follow
downed the "Terrors" 3-2 to end the
in that order.
first round of the tournament SaturTeam Going To Maine
day, the "Half-breeds" drawing a bye.
On February 29 an eight man
Monday afternoon the "Half-breeds"
IN
team, probably composed of Hartley
walloped the "Mongrels'* 4-2 and
Lord '36, Frank Lord '38, Paul Fawere to meet the "Gas House Gang"
vour '36, Tom Bradford '37, Bill BurPhil Good, Bowdoin track captain yesterday afternoon to decide the
ton '37, Frank Cooper '37, Hal Wyer and ace hurdler, was forced to con- championship.
'37, and Orville Seagrave '36, will go tent himself with fourth place in the
Practice Periods Limited
invitation
meet. 65 yard hurdles at the National Into Orono for an
During the hockey season this year
Three positions, standing, kneeling doors A.A.U. meet at Madison Square
and prone, will be fired, with the five Garden last Saturday night.
The Coach Wells has kept a complete and
high scores counting. This is a event was won by Sam Allen of Okla- accurate record of the actual amount
shoulder-to-shoulder meet in prepara- homa Baptist University with a time of time which the team was able to
tion for the M. I. T. and Harvard of 8.7 seconds. Good's chances for a spend in practice and in competition.
encounters on March 13 and 14. "I victory seemed excellent after his de- He included in this record the amount
expect that these three matches will feat of Allen in the B.A.A. games the of time spent in keeping the rink in
give us a definite advantage in the week before.
good condition as welL
coming Intercollegiate finals in ConAccording to this record there were
Ray McLaughlin, Bowdoin's only
the
necticut," stated Hartley Lord,
36 days during the season from Denewly retired president of the organ- other entry in the meet was defeated cember 31st to February 15, which is
by Sam Allen in the semi-finals, after
ization.
winning his trial heat in 8.9 seconds. the regular varsity season, which
The club is taking in three new
Forrest Towns, came in second in were available for practice. Of these
the
members who will undergo
Moreau 36 days, 19 were actually given over
in
condensed the N.I.A.A.U. meet, with Al barely to practice and to games, a total of
preliminary training
Louisiana third. Towns
of
William H.
form. These men are:
24 practice hours. Fourteen of the
Davis '39, Robert E. Rohr '38, and escaped elimination in the semi-finals, 36 days were given over to shovelling
George M. Wingate '37. A new peti- when he and Charlie Pessoni of the the rink after the heavy snows, but
tion has
been presented to the New York A. C. fought for second the actual time spent was more than
Blanket Tax Committee for expenses place in the heat won by Good in 8.8 that spent in practice, or approxiPractice periods
mately 49 hours.
seconds.
of ammunition and trips.

PHD, GOOD PLACES

NEW YORK MEET

SPORTBySIDELIGHTS
Bill

Natators Dj*op Meets To
Huntington And B U Units

Barton

Besides boasting the only college-owned rink in the state. Bowdoin might
also claim the equally dubious distinction of having no doubt the only college
rink in the country where the coach and his small but loyal squad are forced
to shovel off and care for their own ice. Considering the comparative brevity
By Dick Fernald
of the hockey season, it is not quite consistent with Bowdoin's traditionally
Bowdoin natators received a rough
open minded position toward athletics that the hockey squad should be
forced to spend almost twice as much time clearing off the rink as they did act back Saturday in the double header swimming meet which saw the Junpracticing during the season just past.
ior Varsity nosed out by Huntington
School 35-30, while the Varsity finally
Why Is It that NYA workers could not be transferred—
succumbed to Boston University 42to the shoveling off of the rink raIf only temporarily
35 after leading 35-34 up to the final
ther than picking up tacks in the Hyde Cage or guarding
relay event
the college victrola In the music room? The work itself is
Two new pool records were hung
notoriously simple, if monotonous, aa there seems to be no
up in the Huntington School meet
real reason why part of the regular grounds crew couldn't
Instead
squaring
Delta
of
when Wood negotiated the 50 in 23
the
the
corner s
help out over on
4-5 seconds and Prymak,
also of
of every little path across the campus. If the powers that
Huntington turned in a beautiful 1
be demand Vanity Hockey In preference to vanity basminute 3 4-5 seconds 100 yard backketball, we suggest at least giving the hockey squad a
stroke as the feature of the day's
chance to practice without llrat tiring themselves out by
performances.
wielding shovels and snow scoops.
8
8
In the Varsity meet Bruce RuftdOn top of the previous discussion comes the startling rumor that funds krtte took both the 220 and the 440
especially donated for a covered hockey rink are now available but the ques- yard freestyle,
both events being
tion of location on the campus is now delaying things beautifully. It seems packed with excitement. In the 220
that some building is necessary on the north side of the gym to balance the Brace's steady pull piled up a subswimming pool in order that the symmetry of the campus may be preserved. stantial lead that even a. powerful last
Maybe we're not architectually minded, but we think a nice indoor rink with lap sprint by Horlich of B.U. could
space for squash courts, etc., would look mighty well out on Pickard field, not even touch. Captain Walker was
barely edged out of second place in
symmetry or no symmetry.
the same race by inches.
8
8

best thrills of the afternoon when
both he and Mileikis put on last lap
sprints in the 150 yard backstroke,
Norm pushing ahead to nose out his
rival at the finish line.
Bud White,
up against the stiff competition of
Wood in the Huntington meet, did a
fine piece of work in finishing a good
second to the pool record breaker.
Dick May and John Hooke continued
Bowdoin's consistent scoring by taking the Varsity breaststroke.
As the final event of the afternoon

—

came

winner of the 400 yard relay as to
who should take the meet. It proved
to be a fast race all the way with
Bowdoin losing by only half a lap.

—

—

buttles of these trackstera at their beat. To date three of
the original four baton passen have each broken three
college indoor records of long standing. These three new
records are for the lap and a half, the SM, and the 800,
each of which Is an integral part of the regular time
trials held year in and year out for the mile relayera.

At present Braley Gray holds the lap and a half mark of 22 4-5 seconds,
while Vale Marvin is credited with two new standards, 44 4-5 seconds for
the 390. and 1 minute 15 seconds fiat for the 600. Jeff Stanwood who has
beaten the old college records for all three of these distancs was just a foot
or two behind the record breaking performer hence the credit received by
him has been negligible. What a team the White would have had if no pullejl
muscles or sprained ankles had interfered at critical moments; in fact it vfis
while trying to regain the 390 record he had tost a few minutes previously to
Marvin, that Gray hurt his ankle and was forced out of the Millror e games
early in the season.

were usually limited to an hour and a men took part in the nine varsity
team spent many hours games with such teams as Colby,
at a time clearing the rink to make Northeastern, and New Hampshire,

half, but the

possible to practice.

This year 46

men have

as members of either the varsity or
participated junior varsity teams. Of these twelve
i

i

Summary

ord).

220 Freestyle—Won by Rundlette;
second, Horlich, Boston
third, Morisini,
Boston
Time, 2.33 2-5.

University;
University.

50 Yard Freestyle—Won by Gates,
Bowdoin; second, Taylor, Boston University; third. Powers, Boston University. Time, 25 4-5 seconds. (Hedquist. second, disqualified).

440 Freestyle—Won by Rundlette.
Bowdoin; second, Morisini, Boston
University; third, Walker, Bowdoin.
Time, 5.49 2-5.

much for the Bowdoin speedster.
George Ware swam one of the best
races of the afternoon in the Junior
vanity meet when he took the 220
in the fast time of 2.30. 3 3-5 seconds
faster than the time for the same
event in the Varsity event. In the
same meet, the J.V. 200 yard relay
combination of O. Seagrave, Seth
Larrabee,
Mel
Hutchinson
and
George Ware won the event with a
quarter lap to spare.
Norm Seagrave provided one of the
too

8- 8

it

Varsity

300 Yard Medley Relay— Won by
Boston University (E. Gordon, Gould,
Hedquist). Time, 3.23 (New B.U. rec-

Gate* Takes Dash
Buss Gates put on a thrilling race
in the 50 yard dash when he won his
event over Taylor of B.U. in another
split second finish. Gates, however,
was beaten out for the number one
position in the century when a last
minute spurt by E. Gordon proved

Though hard luck seems to have dogged the tracks of
the Polar Bear mile relay quartet this year with costly
injuries to keymen, It Is reassuring to note the true cape-

up, the score stood Bowdoin
B.U. 34, thus leaving it up to the

35,

150 Yard Backstroke—Won by SeaBowdoin; second, Maleikis,
Boston University; third, McKeen,
Bowdoin. Time, 1.54 2-5.
200 Yard Breaststroke—Won by
May, Bowdoin; second, Gould, Boston
University; third, Hooke, Bowdoin.
Time, 2.43 1-5.
100 Yard Freestyle— Won by E.
Gordon. Boston University; second,
Gates, Bowdoin; third, Hawley, Boston University. Time, 57 4-5.
Diving— Won by Taylor, Boston
University; second, Sampson. Bowdoin; third, Maskell, Boston Univer-

grave,

Alumni Entertained By
Varied Athletic Program

i

In addition to a dual swimming sity. Winning points, 65.87.
400 Yard Relay—Won by Boston
meet, athletic contests of the first
annual Campus Day. Saturday, Feb- University (Hedquist, Horlick, Moriruary 22, included a fencing exhibi- sini, E. Gordon). Time. 4.04 3-5.
tion under the
direction
of
Mr.
Jayvees Summary
George H. Quinby. basketball game
50 Yard Freestyle— Won by Wood,
l>etween the unofficial Polar Bears Huntington; second. White,
Bowdoin;
and the Interfraternity All-Stars third, Seagrave, Bowdoin. Time, 23
which was won by the Polar Bears, 4-5 seconds New Bowdoin
Pool Rec36-27. and three interfraternity relay
ord).
(

taces.

At 4.00

in the

100 Yard Breaststroke— Won by
Kasten,
Bowdoin; second,
Haas,
Huntington; third, MacRae, Bowdoin.
Time, 1.15 3-5.
220 Yard Freestyle— Won by Ware,
Bowdoin; second, Pitts, Huntington;
third, Hutchinson,
Bowdoin. Time,

Sargent Gymnasium.

Mr. Quinby. fencing Instructor, presented an exhibition of fencing with
men competing. In the first

six

match between Hudon and Stern,
Stern was the victor. Gunter defeated
Sharpe to win the second match. In 2.30.
the third and final match Stern won
100 Yard Backstroke— Won by
over Gunter to emerge the only man Prymak,
Huntington; second, Nicholundefeated.
son, Bowdoin; third. Caulfield, HuntThe basketball game between the ington. Time, 1.03 4-5. (New Bowdoin
F'olar Bears and the All-stars was
Pool Record).
finally won by the Polar Bears, 36-27.
100 Yard Freestyle— Won by Wood,
after a close and erratic struggle.
Huntington; second, Carlson, BowFYasier, Cartland, and Coffin starred
doin; third, Larrabee, Bowdoin. Time,
for the Polar Bears;
and Manter, 35 1-5 seconds.
--,,
„,
Tucker, Hafer, arid Bean each acDiving Won by Watson. Huntingcounted lor si* of the All-stars

—

tal-

Johnson, Huntington;
Bowdoin.
150 Yard Medley Relay—Won by
Huntington (Prymak, Haas, Pitts).
Time, 1.27 3-5.
200 Yard Freestyle Relay— Won by
Bowdoin (Seagrave, Larrabee, Ware,

ton; second,

lies.

Polar

third, Stevens,

Bean Triumph

The fint quarter, a seesaw battle,
ended with the score 11-10 for the
Polar Bears. From then on the Polar
Bears gradually Increased their lead.
At the end of the half the score was

track
interfraternity
17-14. The third quarter was marked approaching
by the Polar Bears accurate passing meet instead of the varied distance
which closed 27-23. During the last relay used in recent years.
I

quarter the
stare

drive of the All-

final

was stemmed and the Polar

Bears triumphed.
Probably the most exciting compe-

]
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Bowdoin men use

race, the T.D.'s. run-

in 2-15 flat. In the next race
the Dekes, Rideout, Reed, Shute, and
easily outdistanced the
A.D. quartet Hanks. Hall, Curtis, and
Stanwood to turn in the fastest time
of the afternoon 2.12 4-5.

Howie Soule

'

;

A Good

first

Swan, Rick Porter and Leary,
the Beta second team of
Upham,
Bradford.
and
Gregory

Young

tition of the day came in the exhibition interfraternity relay races in

whichthe Dekes came through on top
having" negotiated the 1120 yards in 2
minutes 12 2-5 seconds just one fifth
of a second ahead of the Beta first
team. Rumor has it that since this
two lap relay for the alumni was so
successful, that it will be used in the

In the
ning.

defeated

The last race between the Zetes, D.
Soule. Gentry, Marvin, and Hamblen
and the Beta first team of Smith,
Jewett, Owen and Tarbell were surprisingly well matched.
The lead
shifted back and forth several times
until in a beautiful anchor man tangle Tarbell and Hamblen fought it
out running shoulder to shoulder the
whole distance with Tarbell in the
pole position finally forging ahead to
win by inches. In this race Vale Marvin stellar anchor man on the varsity
mile relay unfortunately sustained a
pulled leg muscle which may keep
him out of the interfraternity meet
next month.
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M. Msthewson
not the recent addi-

tions to the campus boardwalk
system can be hailed by the Orient as
the triumphant culmination of a long
and arduous editorial attack, they are
clearly a cause for rejoicing.
The
past insufficiency, while not a major
defect, had for years been irksome to
every one. This year, with a heavy
snowfall
promising spring floods
throughout the country, campus navigation with an incomplete system of
boardwalks would have presented
problems all but insurmountable. But
the good work is not yet complete.
Gaps in the network still persist.

ORIENT
4.

CRAY

HANSEN
LECTURES HERE
BOWDOIN IN NEW ENGLAND MODEL
LEAGUE OF NATIONS AT WILLIAMS ON CRIMINOLOGY

SIX STUDENTS WILL REPRESENT

Stilt

Relates Own Experiences
Sydney R. McCleary '36
In Election Abduction
By Chicago Thugs

32 Colleges Assemble Next

Week For Three Day
Conferences

DISCUSSES CAPONE,

Bowdoin Representatives To
Act As Uruguayan
Group In League

Luxurious Prisons Termed

BRUNO HAUPTMANN

DEBATERS MEET
NEW HAMPSHIRE

"

CHANGE
DATE OF CLUB PLAY

THREE MAINE A. A. U.
SWIM MARKS FALL
IN MEET SATURDAY

President Of Maine WiU
Speak In Sunday Chapel
This coming Saturday evening
Arthur Andrew Hauck, President
of the University of Maine since
1934, will address the college faculty, and on Sunday will conduct
the chapel service. During the
three years previous to his
presidency he was Dean of Lafayette College, having previously been Assistant-dean at An-

"Bud" White,
Set Two New State
A.A.U. Records

Dick May,

College of Portland, Oregon, con-

For Commuters"

ferred Its A.B. degree on him,
and the Teachers College of Co-

E. Dopes, Jr.
Citing personal experiences, and
giving observations drawn from his
travels, C. Ray Hansen addressed a
large gathering in Uie Moulton Union
last Thursday evening when
he spoke on "Government by Gangland". Mr. Hansen Is
well known
throughout Uie country as a lecturer
and writer and came to Bowdoin on
a crusade against crime.
He urged that the germ of criminality be killed in Its infant form
and claimed that Uie end of the
reign of gangsters could be brought
about by Uie honest power of Uie
ballot, as most continuance of crime
depends on crooked politics,
he

Lounge

stated.

elates Abduction
To show how politicians function

in

a large city election he told how he
and a friend as watchers to "provide
for Uie sanctity and integrity of Uie
ballot" were beaten by men while a
policeman and a lawyer looked on,
taken to a room of Uie poor section
of Chicago and thrown into a closet. At
night they were taken out, beaten
again as a warning not to interfere
witt) a
system, and left in the

SPRING SURPRISE
Alice Bridges Nears World's

and Social Science. Reed

tics

"Conscientious Colleges
By Nonnaa

BRUNSWICK GIRLS

President Haock served as
sergeant of the Sanitary Corps
during the World War. He Is
Presbyterian and Is a member of
toe American Academy of Poli-

Record In Backstroke
Exhibition

lumbia did the same with Its
He spoke at Bowdoin a year
ago at the Alumni banquet and
proved a very popular speaker.

Three Maine A.A.U. records were
established, two by Bowdoin natators,
in Uie second annual Bowdoin swimming carnival held in Uie Curtis Pool
last Saturday night. In an exhibition
swim Miss Alice Bridges came within
three-fifths of a second of establishAlice Bridges, national backstroke
ing a new record in the 100 yard
star hatting from Whittnsville, Mass.,
breaststroke.
who paid another visit to toe Curtis
Dick May set a new Maine A.A.U.
Pool last week for the annual aquatic
record in Uie 220 yard breaststroke.
carnival, giving exhibition event*.
Bud White hung up a new state mark
in Uie 220 yard freestyle, and Mary
80
Dances:
Johnson of Brunswick broke Uie
Maine A.A.U. mark in Uie 100 yard
Polar
to

JUDGES SELECT
FOUR DEBATERS
Ashkenazy, Bryant, Ross,
Cox, In Bradbury
Finals Tonight

Attend Union
Bears

By James

A. Bishop
In Uie semi-finals of the annual
Bradbury debates held last Thursday,

Andrew H. Cox
'36,

'38

and Maurice Ross

team

composed of
and Edwin A.
Walker '36 in Uie afternoon session,
and*in Uie evening Donald R. Bryant
'37 and Harold D. Ashkenazy '38, arguing for the affirmative, were
Judged Uie winners over William C.

Thomas

Hart

'38

couples Including faculty members, swimming competitors, and
visitors attended the dance. The
chaperones were Professor and
Mrs. Boyd W. Bartlett, Prof, and
Mrs. Elbridge Sibley, and Prof,

F. Phelps '38

and Norman P.

and Mrs. Kamerling.

Seagrave

A similar dance will take place
this coming Saturday, and on the
following ones up to the Easter
vacation.
In the midst of this
season, including high school and
out of town jobs, it was announced by Leader Mack that he
wUl probably be able to take his
orchestra to Boston for engagements. Somewhat of aa Innovation this year have been the
crooning of a trumpeter Bob
Ij*ffln, and original interpretation^ of popular songs on the
guitar and aa inimitable dance
by "Snake Hips" Kelly.

'37.

woods. When testifying against his
This is the first time in three years
abductors the policeman and lawyer that Uie teams selected for the finals
denied any such happening.
have been of opposing sides, making
He told how fictitious names were it possible to select the winner by a
used to swing an election. From an final debate. In other years Uie
empty house came 466 votes, from an judges have had to base their choice
empty lot 365. In a large city like on Uie total points scored by each
Chicago, it would thus be possible to team.
gain control of Uie 25 electoral votes
Walker Speaks Well
and swing a presidential candidate.
The question chosen for the conIn order to have evidence against test this year was: "Resolved; that
Al Capone he went to him as a con- Uie social security legislation of Uie
fidence man. As irooks are always last Congress is detrimental to Uie
looking for new schemes it was easy interests of Uie American people."
enough to learn now they thought Very convincing cases were presented by all Uie teams, and in both de(Continued so pace »
bates Uie winners were chosen by 2-1
i
decisions. Walker, although not on a
disposition of public policy within the
winning team, gave Uie moat logical
reach of the people. It is a movement
rjr speech eh any art torn
u
ing such important cases as the
Scott Decision and the Income Tax
IN
evening debateTwere: ^'^Charies
by a
case, which were invalidated
Vyner Brooke, Mr. G. O. Rehder, and
5-4 verdict, he pointed out the fal
Casts for Uie three French one- Mr. Philip M. Brown.
lacy of such circumstances. A further
The final debate
which Andrew
check by Congress, he believed, act plays to be presented late this
would destroy the possibility of er- month by L'Ours Blanc and Uie Al- H.»Cox '38 and Maurice Ross '36 supliance Francaise were chosen last porting the negative will oppose Uie
roneous interpretation by one man.
week at meetings of the dramatic affirmative team of Donald Bryant '37
Welch List* Dangers
Welch, who opened Uie debate for committee. Six undergraduates will and Harold Ashkenazy '38 will be held
Bowdoin, attempted to expose Uie take part, while M. Maurice Tillier, this evening at 8:15 in Uie debating
dangers in Uie proposed plan. Chief visiting fellow in French, will act- in room in Hubbard Hall. The judges
among these was Uie fact that it did one of Uie plays as well as helping di- selected to officiate are as follows:
Mr. George H. Quinby. Prof. Elnot strike at Uie heart of Uie prob- rect the others.
An evening of dramatic fare will be bridge Sibley, and Mr. Charles Vyner
lem and that relief would be but
temporary. The eventual goal of Uie afforded by the plays, which event Brooke.
proponents of the scheme would be will make this Uie third successive
complete abolition of Uie Supreme year of such activity by the Ours
31
Blanc, Uie college French Club. This
Court,
In support of his case, Welch year, as last, Uie plays will be presummed up United States govern- sented in conjunction with Uie Almental structure to show how ef- liance Francaise, a town organization.
bal- They will probably take place in Uie
ficient the present checks and
The awarding of thirty-one medances work. The control of relations Burnett play house where they were ical scholarships
totaling $7,000 was
between state and national govern- given last March.
announced recently by Professor
ment he explained as another funcThree Plays Caeted
Manton
Copeland, chairman of the
tion of Uie Supreme Court which
committee on medical scholarships
The casts are as follows:
might be corrupted by legislative
Iiere.
This amount represents a
Oilers
Ceux Qui Paaaent
dictation of Court policies. "... A wiser
slight increase over that of last year's
procedure for control is Uie process Cambrioleur,
Stanley Williams, Jr., '37 total award and is taken from the
of amendment by which our constitu'37
Garcelon
and Merritt scholarship
Ralph
Gould
d'affaires,
O.
Homme
people
tion can be corrected if Uie

Dean Paul Nixon who is a recognized
authority on Plautus. and has made
translations of several other classical

NEW

INITIATION

Grumio

Discussion at a recent meeting of
the interfraternity committee to investigate the possibility of a general
initiation day showed a majority of
houses seemingly in favor of an autumn or "early" common initiation
date, to coincide with Alumni Day

week-end.
According to Thompson S. Sampson, Jr., '36, head of the committee,
the results of analysis of the situation
of each house will be gone over by
the delegates tomorrow night. Sampson was made chairman, and Rodney
C. Larcom,

Jr., '36,

secretary, of the

group at a meeting on February 21st.
Alumni Lead Meeting
The meeting held following the
Perkins lecture in the Moulton Union
was led by George F. Eaton '14, and
Roland H. Cobb '17 of the Alumni
Council, which appointed them to a
committee to investigate the matter.
One man attended from each fraterbeing nine houses repredelegate
was excused while DKE failed to send

nity, there

sented.

The Delta Upsilon

a representative.

Of the five houses now generally
holding "late" initiations, Alpha Tau
Omega was the only one bound to
initiate after Mid-years by a national
ruling, while Sigma Nu must await
the first formal ranking period. Theta
Delta Chi did not wish to bind itself
to any date prior to Thanksgiving.
The fraternities were represented
by the following men: Alpha Delta

. .

Tranio

Roy Edward Wiggin

Theopropides, Thurman E. Philoon *36
Chauffeur, Herman L. Creiger, Jr., '37

Simo

William Frost

'38

Bernard N. Freedman
Nathan Dane, 2nd,

"36
'37

Misargirades,

Phaniscus

,

The three of us, a fellow and co-ed
from Pennsylvania State University
and I, deserting our original party of
25 exchange students in Japan who
would travel Uie length of China by
boat, set out by rail through Korea,
Manchoukuo, and North China to
Shanghai After rushing through this
vast territory in about a week, we
again joined the group at Shanghai
and continued leisurely and restfully
down the coast to Hong Kong, only
90 miles 'from our destination, Can-

rial Hall on Tuesday evening, March
it was recently announced by
the College Music Department. The
group will be led by Paul E. Melrose
of Portland, the present conductor of
the orchestra.
This concert will be the Orchestra's
48th in 13 seasons, and is a yearly
musical event at Uie College. The
Portland Symphony Orchestra was
for some years under Uie baton of a
Brunswick man, Charles A. Warren.

17th.

I

I

*>

Korea was

the

most

attractive

country scenically that I have seen
in the beaten tracks we followed in

top of the wearer's head.
We had no trouble entering Manchoukuo. and we obtained our visas
at the border, because United States
does not recognize it as a country.
From Uie desolate, dusty city of
Mukden we headed south over plains
stretching flat and level to Uie horizon on either side. There was a small
army of Japanese soldiers on Uie
train for protection against bandits.
This same train one week before had
been held up by bandits who made
silver
shipment,
off with a large

David I. Brown '38
Docteur, Madeleine Caron
Les Trente-Sept Sous de M. Monteaudoln
Lablche
Zenon Ouellette
M. Monteaudoin
Madame Monteaudoin,
Mrs. Morgan Cushing
M. Tillier
Penuri
Edward W. Najam '38
Notaire
Madeleine Caron
Fernande
Yvette Picard
Josephine
David R. Hirth '36
Isidore
Tristan Bernard
Le Oaptlf
Docteur

Femme du

—

I

|

i

The list of men receiving awards
together with Uie medical schools at
which they are studying is as follows:
Charles M. Barbour, Jr., of Newport,
McGill; Richard H. Barrett of Norwich, Vt., University of Vermont;
Preston N. Barton of South Amherst,

sMsMMsMil

—

—

—
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Bridges Misses Record
Alice Bridges, in her special exhitroke swim.
100 yard
flat. One of
turned in a time
tures of this
Uie most interest!
of her turns.
event was the ej
girls'
I's
Brunswick's HighUie Misses
relay team composed"'
Mary Johnson, Louise Gross, and
Alice Comee garnered a surprise victory over the experienced Alice
Bridges, Mary Sadowski, and Florence McVay, representing the Posse
Nissen school of Kendal Green, Mass.,
in Uie 150 yard medley relay to establish a new record in that event of
1:49 2-5 seconds. This was Uie chief
upset of Uie evening.
In Uie 220 yard freestyle Bud
(ConU&Md on ptn 4)
bition

GLEE CLUB SINGS IN
FIRST HONE RECITAL
gave its
conceTTTnTnYee* years"

Qowcdoin Glee Club

oJaHfiflr *ntsTl5i

•

m

Memorial Hall last Monday evening,
some forty-five men singing under
the direction of Mr. Alfred Brinkler.

The program was opened with "Rise
Sons of Bowdoin", and featured other
Bowdoin songs In a well-received
repertoire.

The numbers sungwere:

Pulsifer Reviews Last Issue
Of Quill, Praises Mitchell '36

—

Coming Events

VM

women's backstroke before a packed
gallery of some three hundred specThe meet, last year desigtators.
nated as an Olympic Fund meet, this
year was to raise funds to further
Maine scholastic swimming.

Now Let Every Tongue, Johann
Sebastian Bach; The Hunter's Farewell, Felix Mendelssohn; When All
Geoffrey
World Is Young.
Uie
O'Hara; Prelude from Cycle of Life,
Landon Ronald; Down Among the
s{>are time. He recommended arriv- Dead Men, arr. by Vaughan Williams;
ing early at Uie choice of a business; Eight Bells, arr. by Marshall Bathollearning about some industry from emew; Chorus of Uie Peers, Arthur
friends, alumni, or faculty members; Sullivan; Discovery, Edward Grieg.
The program also included 'Torna
taking standard
self-measurement
folk song)
tests; looking over Uie books on the a Sorrento" (a Neapolitan
vocational guidance shelf in Uie li- and Schubert's "Serenade", given as
"37.
brary; and reading business maga- vocal solos by Richard McCann
He accompanied himself on the aczines.
cordion.
As an encore he sang
Recommends Strong Test
"Moonlight Madonna".
The rest of Uie Dean's speech fol'Cello Solos Feature
lows in part:
Paul S. Ivory '37 played Uie fol"A couple of weeks ago the pos- lowing group of 'cello solos, with Uie
sibility of taking Uie Strong
Voca- accompaniment of Mr. Brinkler at
tional Test was announced.
By last Uie piano:
Wednesday only fifty men had signed
Andante from Concerto Op. 7. No.
up for it, including eighteen Seniors. 1, J. Klengel; Serenade Espagnole Op.
A couple of weeks ago notice was 20, No. 2, A. Glazenow; Arioso,
posted that a Vocational Advisor was
Bach.
to be here for interviews with
Uie
George Wolf '37, replacing William
Seniors, and that forms were to be
Browne '39 who was unable to sing
filled out at once for his immediate
achis scheduled baritone solos on
use. By last Wednesday only
four- count of illness sang "Duna" by Mcteen Seniors had done so. I wish that
Gill and "Requiem" by Sidney Homer.
I could believe that all but fourteen
In conclusion of the evening's recital Uie group sang a philosophical
(ConUnund on page 3)
ditty concerning the advantages and
disadvantages of study, followed by
"Bowdoin Beata". Malcolm Cass '37
was at the piano, while Mr. Brinkler
conducted.

fund.

killed about 4 people, and wounded
(Continued on pas* 8)
20 more.
But we were spared an adventure
with bandits, and arrived safely at
the ancient and still
old-fashioned
city of Peiping.
We had vaguely Le Captif,
heard that a Language School was a
Charles F. C. Henderson '37
good place tb stay, so we piled into Geolier
Ludger Ouellette
Editorial Note:— The Managing
a rickety model "T" taxi and chugged L' Advocate
Fabiola Caron
up broad streets teeming with rickOn the evening of Wednesday, Feb- Editor much regrets that lack of
shaws, donkey drawn carts, and ruary 26th, Uie Alliance Francaise of space prevents him from printing the
whole
of Mr. Pulsifer's article. The
pedestrians.
Brunswick had a talk on Abyssinia,
Suddenly our apprehensions were or modern Ethiopia, given by Mrs. second half of It will appear la the
raised as to what kind of a place we Raymond Davis at Uie home of Mr. next Orient.
were headed for. when Uie flivver and Mrs. Harold T. Pulsifer. Several
turned up a filthy, narrow alley and students, and Dr. and Mrs. Sills atThe first number of the Quill has
stopped before a break in the closely tended Mrs Davis, whose husband arrived before the swallows dared,
pressing walls which lined Uie alley. was American consul at Aden, Ara- but not by much. The editorial exBut inside the wall our fears and bia, directly preceding Mr. Lakin, planation is that there is a dearth of
doubts vanished, for we found our- gave a vivid description of the coun- writers in Bowdoin College, not
selves before a large, modern buildtry of Ethiopia, with its combination more, in fact, than might bunk coming surrounded by a lovely garden
civilization and savagery. She dis- fortably together in one of Longfeland draping trees. We felt as if we of
cussed the present Italian "Colonial low's numerous Brunswick rooms.
were in an oasis surrounded by Uie
Expedition" as she preferred to call The editors seem a bit discouraged
mad bedlam of Uie groveling swarms it. The talk was followed by ques- over the fact that they are comof humanity in the noisy and dirty
pelled to sit around with "Welcome"
tions and discussion.
city without.
on Uie editorial door mat, with so
few feet to cross the editorial threshCity Is Walled
old.
But Peiping is a magnificent proof
of the past glories of China. For 500
Frankly, if one percent of a college
years the capital of China was located
body is really interested in writing, I
there, and Uie Emperor lavished milTonight
7 JO
Interfraternity
should let Uie rest go hang. A collions on palaces, temples, and other
lege paper, gentlemen, is primarily inLeague Play-off.
Basketball
beautiful buildings about Uie city.
tended for the delight and developT.D.'s Terms Delta Upsilon.
The "Forbidden City" was Uie resiment of its own staff. If it provides
Thursday, March 5th &.M pun.
dence of Uie China Emperors and
its editors with an opportunity for
Mrs. Preston Rice will talk on
their families for about 280 years beself-expression
and experience, ft has
ns
flower garde
Moulton Union
fore the Revolution in 1911.
sufficiently and worthily fulfilled its
Lounge.
Here the Manchu ruler entrenched
purpose. So I hope that at least two
Friday, March •—«.O0 pan. Peiar
himself in his royal settlement surmore issues of the Quill will appear
Bear TnispiiiiYat- vs. Portrounded by a massive wall and a
this year, even if they have to tread
land U.
broad moat. Then outside of the
on each other's heels.
HVttier Gjsn.
Forbidden City in Peiking only his
Before I pass to a survey of Uie
March
8aturiMty,
Manchu retainers were allowed to
current issue, a thought, or what has
Oh
Dance
Moulton
Union.
la
live. The great gates in the city wall
disguised itself as a thought, occurs
Music by the Bowdoin Polar
were closed at night against Uie
to me. To use a word beloved of
Chinese who clustered in a settlestatisticians, is there any correlation
Sth—-&M
ment against Uie city wall outside of
between Uie rise in Bowdoin football
Arthur A. Hauck of
these double
protecting rings
of
and Uie decline in Bowdoin authorMaine will speak la chapel.
Manchus about the Emperor.
ship? In the next few years some

—

|
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PORTLAND SYMPHONY
TO PLAY HERE SOON
Memo-

i»*r»

Norton Describes Railway Trip
Through Korea To Manchoukuo

C

annual concert in

(Cnnttnwd nn

*

Undergraduates: who hefed vocattc-n^
«uklanoe "•** now receive 1t frok
*
a
faculty placement committee of
seven professors;' announced Dean
Nixon in last Saturday's chapel. Pror
fessors Bartiett,- Cashing,. Wilder^
Hammond, Hartman, Hormell, and
Root will make up Uie committee.
Speaking on Uie subject "After
College—What?" the Dean
first
stressed Uie advantages of deciding
on a career during college and of
making some preparation for it in
!
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Pinacium
Virgil G. Bond '37
Stage Manager, Francis Benjamin '36
Production Manager, Isaac Dyer '36

v

•i

COLLEGE AWARDS
MEDICAL AID GRANTS

'38

Nella Barber
Helen Varney
Callidamides, Edwin B. Benjamin '37
Delphium
Florence Walker

Beta Theta Pi, Richard M. Steer landscape.
Sigma Nu. Philip A. Christie '36;
Wear Curious Costumes
The Koreans, both men and womand Alpha Tau Omega, Thompson
en, wear distinctive white costumes.
Baxter '36.
The woman wear several layers of
skirts and a vest, usually of satin.
But Uie men wear Uie more striking
costumes. This consists of a long,
loose, white robe and a black stovepipe hat which is very small by our
and perches on Uie very
Orchestra standards

The Portland Symphony

|

Philematium
Scapha

Asia. The railroad struck off immediately from Fusan where we landed
from Japan into the many hued
mountains and followed Uie edge of
Raymond
a broad, shallow river which wound
Psi
through a narrow, snakey valley. Here
Theta Delta Chi. Stanley Williams, Jr., and there at the foot of a yellow
'37; Zeta Psj. James S. Dusenbury, Jr., mountain slope
a small colony of
'37; Kappa Sigma. Richard T. May brown adobe houses blended into the

will give its

i

,

Philolachen.

||

-

Franklin F. Gould, Jr., '37
Richard K. Barksdale '37

Phi, Thompson S. Sampson, Jr.. '36;
West "36;
Psi Upsilon. J.
Rodney C. Larcom, Jr.. '36;
Chi

'37;
'37;

DEAN EXPLAINS NEW

|

is

as follows:

DAY

—

m

i

of characters

Repeat

Following the swimming meet
last Saturday evening, the Moulton Union sponsored another of
its weekly dances with music by
the Polar Bears. About forty

upholding Uie negative, defeated

an affirmative

Swim

By Dick Fernald

HA

FRENCH DRAMAS

Mr. George Quinby who also modernized the dialogue of the original text.
The translation being used is that of

The complete cast

t

PRESIDENT

NO. 22

m

The.
"MosteUaria" which was
scheduled for performances on March
23 and 24 will instead be presented
twice on the, 24th, with a matinee
in the afternoon for students and an'
other presentation in Uie evening.
The production is being coached by

writers.

DELEGATES DISCUSS

M.

1936

—

facilities.

OF

IN SUNDAY CHAPEL

tioch.

MEMBERS CONSIDER
ETHIOPIAN PROBLEM

Bowdoin for the first time has
been admitted to the New England
MASSACHUSETTS Hail, the oldest Model League of Nations and will be
of the college buildings, is un- represented by a delegation of six
dergoing a renovation, the spirit and students at the League conference
letter of which are equally commend- at William's College on Thursday,
able. It is a much-discussed fact that Friday, and Saturday, March 12, 13,
many of the buildings would be none and 14, it was learned in a letter rethe worse for repair. This is, of ceived recently from the Secretarycourse, a general condition every- General of the League.
Ex-President of Bowdoin Political
Thirty-one other New England col- Forum, who will attend the Williams
However,
where, in recent years.
any considerable brightening of the leges are sending delegations to the Model League of Nations aa the only
Model senior among the Bowdoin delegates.
college's physical aspect seems well ninth annual session of the
including
League,
all
the
three
of
worth while.
The plans present what appears to Maine colleges, Bates, Maine, and
be an effective layout. On the ground Colby. Bowdoin's delegation of six
will include Sidney R. McCleary '36,
floor, offices for the Dean and the
newly-added Director of Admissions William S. Burton '37, Richard H.
Woods '37, Norman P. Seagrave '37,
will replace the present treasurer's
and Charles F. Brewster '37 who is
quarters, leaving what is now the
making arrangements for Bowdoin's
joint office of the Dean and the Presiparticipation in the League, as President to be occupied by the President.
dent of the Political Forum.
A circular staircase just inside the
Bowdoin Upholds Negative
To Represent Uruguay
front door will lead to the Treasurer's
Bowdoin has received the assignnew section, and the expanded AlumOf Plan Giving Congress
ni office, on the second floor. A third ment of representing the country of
Control Of Court
floor will be built in, including an as- Uruguay at the Assembly and in the
meetings.
Delegations
sembly hall to be used for faculty committee
preparing for the League assimilate
•
By Ralph Winn
meetings.
all the knowledge that they can re- r
In a no decision debate, Vincent B.
SYNE particularly praiseworthy as- garding the policies of that country Welch '38 and F. Davis Clark "38, met
which
they
represent,
and
approach Winthrop Skoglund
and Everett
pect of the plan is that the exthe study of the various committee Huntington of New Hampshire FriIn exterior will not be changed.
topics, not from their personal point
day evening in the debating room in
ception to the sad fate of some of the
of view, but from that of their par- Hubbard Hall. The visitors took the
other architectural creations that in- ticular nation.
affirmative of the question, "Rehabit the campus, the appearance of
Both the model sessions of the
Mass. Hall has never been challenged. Assembly and the Council will devote solved: That Congress should be
given the power by a two-thirds vote
It is well-styled, and it holds a unique attention this year primarily
to the to override 5-4 decisions of the Suposition in the history of Bowdoin. Italo-Ethiopian problem. The CounCourt declaring legislation unIt is fortunate that no need is seen cil will attempt to find a solution for preme
constitutional."
for external alterations.
this dispute that will be satisfactory
Skoglund, speaking first for the af» - r
(Continued on pace 3)
firmative, gave an explanation of the
activities augur
IF these carpenterial
subject and attempted to show that
a general house-cleaning about
it would not rob the Supreme Court
to spring up among us, we suggest
of its power to declare laws unconCLASSICISTS
for first consideration the quarters of
stitutional except in 5-4 decisions.
the Chemistry Department in the
"The plan", he said, "places the final

Searles Science Building. With nearly
as many, if not more, students than
usual taking their Major in that subject, K Is appBrwrr^hat the laboratories are sadly inadequate. Although
this may be an old story, it can do no
harm to bring it to light. Too large
on enrotlment in sciences, in an institute not devoted chiefly to technical pursuits, is probably not desirable. On the other hand, the college
has always attracted a large proportion of pre-medical students. To
these, training in Chemistry is essential. If it can be avoided, they
should not be hampered by lack of

mm
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scientifically minded student
might
be interested in providing a graph
showing Uie number of athletes in
each year's entering class in rela-

j

tion to Uie number
of editors of
school papers who matriculated.
I haven't any idea what the figures
would show, but I might .remind Uie
editors of the Quill not only that
"tieyond Uie Alps lies Italy," but also
that Uie school editors of yesterday
are the college editors of tomorrow,
—and very possibly Uie writers of
literature Uie day after that. So far
no college conference, has made rules
against Uie proselyting of school edi-

might be an interesting, even
if an immoral, experiment to try.
It
would certainly be an original one. I
can just imagine the cheers which
would resound at Uie next Bowdoin
Alumni Dinner if it could be announced that Bowdoin had captured
Uie school editors of Exeter, Andciver,
Groton, Uie Boston Latin
School and Uie Augusta High.
tors. It

This issue of the Quill is not Uie
best which I have read, since I came
to Brunswick, nor is it Uie worst. It
contains some mature writing and
some verse of promise. It contains
one critical article which actually
surprised me into going to my library
shelves and renewing my acquaintance with Uie author discussed.

The opening article is by Mr. Burroughs Mitchell. He writes of an auwith
whom I. having no
thor
academic reputation to sustain, may
be free to admit I am totally unfamiliar. It is a great comfort to have
(Coetiouad on pas* 3)

REV. COLE SPEAKS

ON LENTEN SEASON
The

greatest of the Lenten oppordignity
tunities is "recapturing the
of human life", stated the Reverend
Franklin P. Cole in his chapel address last Sunday. In a few words he
traced the history of Lent and then
spoke of some of Uie opportunities
that Lent presents.
After mentioning that Uie forty-

day Lenten Period as we know it
was not observed until after Uie
Council of Nicea in 325 A.D. and that
originally Lent was chiefly a period
for physical denial, such as

absten-

tion from butter, cheese and meat,
which was required by the early
Eastern Church, Dr. Cole continued

with some of Uie more modern ideas
concerning Lent.
"The denial of innocent luxuries is
valuable as an exercise of selfmastery", but some excesses can be
a "denial of intelligence", he warned.
As a salient examnle of the latter he
mentioned Uie self-imposed suffering
practiced by Hindus.
Lent should be a "period of ioy. not
a period of morbidity", reminded Dr.
Cole. Quoting from "Man and
the
Unknown" written by Dr. Korell, an
eminent biologist and surgeon, he
said, "Human lrfe is now too standardized; man should emphasize his
uniqueness" and "our social order
can be and should, be improved'*.
Such problems should be considered
during Lent, according to the speaker.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

TBR BOWDOIN ORIENT
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EsUMaVd tin

lb a nan ten. Maine

HORTKULTORBT TO
LECTURE THURSDAY

(Dutcard and tvt$e
h.

c * a.

r. A.

s note: That* wffl He nothMrh. Preaten RJee noted horticuling about T. Everett Philoon in this turist will give a talk on flower gardens in the Moulton Union next
- c
Thursday at eight o'clock. Her taflc
Editor in fafc*eT
will be iBuatrated with
autoehrome
Uext to a parade we taw •
Robert P. Ashley "36*
slides of her famous gardens.
magician. So does Caaey. At the
The Cabin Gardens, as they are
Associate Editor
reaaat aiuusaf aaa>tasataot v stave
called, are well known in the Middle
MerriM was aWy performing, aft
P. Chapman 14
West and are visited by people from
file sa*ne time patting aver geest
Managing Editors
far aad near. They are situated hi
cracks at the expanse of such
William Klaber, Jr.,
Richard E. MatlleWson '87
the Kent Hills, near Grand Rapids,
efjaa
Aa^VeWeBeWe;
/Wawn
n^PTMaaVtrVH
BftaW
"87
•Stanley Wifliama, Jr.,
Mich. *
and
Johnson.
t rfcek
Wakes,
Dae
Sports Editors
Forced to the country in search of
three
Wilham 8. Burton *37
Charles F. Brewster 17
health,
Mrs. Rice created on two
la pr ogress } Caaey
Maxwell A. Eaton t?
acres
a series of gardens of outstandall
ing
merit. Having a thorough underSub Editors
Immensely. Touchstone Merrill
standing .of the principles of design,
William Frost '38
lames A. Bishop 119
carefully Instructed the audience
Mrs. Rice has so mndacaped the
William S .Hawkins 18
Stuart D. Brewer '38
Ave
to remember the sequence
place as to provide the greatest variRobert Laffm 18
of hearts, queen of diamonds, see
Norman E. Dnpee 18
ety in garden interest. Her hobby is
Henry L. Nash Ik
Harry T. Foot* 'SS
of spade*, threatening aft any asothe culture of rare perennials, iris,
Ralph H. Wtan "3*
ment to tost the audience's mempeonies, and Japanese iris.
ory, while looking meaningly at
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING
President Kenneth Charles MorBusiness Manager
ton Setts. Snaaanly Casey's hapCommunication
Owen H. Melaugh "33
ha was. the
py smile vanished,
Assistant Managers
,
R7
tretnhiiag
schoolboy
again
New York CHy
BYnent R. Dalton T7
aad he waa heard to mumble,
February 2©, 1936
-Oat dear, I'm afraid I've forgot»«*** P*""**
Editors, The Bowdoin Orient
Pluihilt«
PuUlrtwd «»wt Wedneeaa, *iHn« the CoUege Yaa* a* th»
ten!"
While
it is a pleasure to find news
*"~£
to tfct Hassan*
be
«*«
AouM
eammwIeaOon.
aa4
All coat**-****
an - e
of
interest
to
the
Museum featured
t«
Edltor-to-CMef
;»'»
The
publication.
.lrht preceding the etoe of
The fraternities have been, sent cir- in the columns of the Orient,. I feel
end make-up. All mini laliall
eelumn the HtMttmr SdHar lor
PubHeMas Oomsany. culars from the Birth Control League it necessary to call your attention to
Mom anoald to adibeaead to *• Sualaaaa Manager of the
think it a fine one serious error of fact in your reof Massachusetts.
per yea* hi advance. WMfc Ahmmu,ja*»idea. What really delights us is that cent article on the "discovery" of a
eanmd eaue matter at (he poetearlee at
the League's headquarters are on Joy drawing by Bruegei at the Museum.
Street.
Credit for the original identification
this Issue
far
Editor
Sports
- c
of the drawing belongs, not to the
News Edttor for tfcte Isaae
ITT
Brewster
Charlea F.
The Kight Reverend N. E. DaCurator, but
to Professor Frank
Stanley William*. Jr. 17
pee, Jr., has contributed one to
Jewett Mather of Princeton, who
No. tt
The o ah. Arriving in Brunswick
published the drawing with its cor1»S«
Marefc
4,
Wednesday,
Vol. LXV.
p.m. Sunday night after a
rect attribution in an early issue of
aft

cofurnn.
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TOBACCO—"IT'S TOASTED"

Art in America (1914).
For some unaccountable

week-end of mild dissipation in
Newton apd its suburb, Boston,
he was next seen, at 1 a.m. Monday morning, driving off to Bath
in the company of two fair damsels claiming reataaam in that
city.
What's the matter with

FRATERNITY DEBTS

reason,
this fine drawing, in spite of Profesone of the
sor Mather's attribution, remained
At a district conclave held this past week-end by
comparatively unknown to students
a finance
fraternities represented at Bowdoin, a description of
of Bruegei. The steps recently underHampshire was presented.
taken by the College to insure its
plan used by the University of
proper preservation and' more suitaThe
those
Newton
girls.
college.
fraternity
is
a
Bowdoin,
This university, much like
ble framing, as well as the fact that
- c
part
u 'S
be included in the important
different Creek letter societies are inte*rral and indispensable
case*f Bowdoin informality
J°the col- Copey. the local sea-worm man, was f.*»»"}»tion of drawings to be held at
of campus life. Recognizing the value of the fraternity to
the
AU
w
1
actually heard; in Zo 2, to say "gave T
i'l,
f
keep
power
to
London
during
its
within
March, should
go far
everything
lege, the University has done
to" ratner
rather man
than "save
rise to
gave riee to"
to .
toward
it from this
conv
Hampshire realiied
parative obscurity".
the houses solvent. In order to do this,
Neal Offers'* Nttle questionmust
I should be most grateful
if
you
that all possible leaks, through which debts could be accrued,
naire for today
What ean yo# would
call this correction to the atmake of the following "Nooky"
these leaks was the failure to collect bills from
tention of your readers.
l>e plugged.
statements
?
Very truly yours,
men, and the subsequent failure of alumni to pay. In

New
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Among

graduating
order to stop this, the college has refused to graduate men who
are in debt to fraternities.
The success of this plan has been remarkable. An official of
the university stated that it had immediately changed three of the
fourteen chapters from insolvent groups to money-making organizations. When the men were confronted with this ultimatum, the
doubtful accounts of most of the fraternities were paid.
At the time this was instituted at New Hampshire, the situation
at Durham was far graver than it is now, or has been, at Bowdoin.

a fact that most of the houses on campus have had
difficulty with this matter, amounting at times to large amounts
of money. Fraternity men who do pay are. actually presenting

However,

it is

non-payers with their college education.
Several houses at Bowdoin have met this problem by requiring
all initiates to post a bond to cover indebtedness to the fraternity.
This has, admittedly, proved successful in most cases. However,
there is one weakness in this. Such a bond often will require
someone who should not be responsible for the education of a man
to pay large amounts. Were the college to hold up a man's degree,
only those interested in seeing' him graduate would pay.
Such costs must be considered as part of the price of education.
A man must eat and he must have a shelter while he is at college.
If he is housed on college property, or if he eats at the college
cafeteria in the Unicm, he is held responsible for these debts before he can obtain a diploma. In fact, the college is even more
strict and allows no-one to attend classes if his bills are too long
overdue. Thus, the college recognizes these bills to be vitally connected with the man's schooling.
The college must recognize that the fraternities are, in a sense
aiding in this problem of housing and feeding. The facilities of
the college are too inadequate to handle the entire student body
in either of these services. If the houses are rendering such service, they become of great importance to the college and must be
perpetuated. It is the duty of the college to co-operate in any way
which will help put the fraternity on a firmer financial basis.
Thus, the problem is of collegiate as well as individual importance.
No fraternity will go in the red from this cause alone. However,
it is one leak that can be prevented.
While the problem is not too
acute at present, the experience of New Hampshire should be
guarded against if possible. It would seem that some such action
by the college would be the best safeguard.

W.

"Build a house on tie North

BARBARA SESSIONS

and every room will have a

Pole,

southern

"Declination

name

Curator, Bowdoin College
Museum of Fine Arts.

exposure."

"That wont cot any
hour angle."

lee

another

—knit
U you

is

for latitude

on an

live in

heaven."
The writers

are offering a
prize of one copy of "College
Physics" by Little to the man

who

ceaaea nearest to writing a
explanation
the senIn ease no repute are
made, the prize will be given to
J». C. Little.

1

sane

The Editor of the Bowdoin Orient,
The Freshmen are inviting the return of Phi Chi when they act so disgracefully as they did at last Thursday's chapel.
Those of us who sought the abolishof Phi Chi did so in the belief
that the youth who came to college
now were manly enough not to need

ment

tences.

such discipline. But when the Freshlack even the common decency
to be courteous to the memory of the
College's great men and to her presthis col- ent officials, they certainly need the
umn was heard yesterday to confess strict disciplining that was a part of
uncomfortably, "Do -you know, it every freshman's life in years past.
would be awful paey! for me to go
Sim
huts!"
at do you think?
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-
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Luckies are less acid
Exeats of Acidity of Other Popular Brands Over Lucky Strike Cigarettes
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THE "BOWDOIN INDIFFERENCE"
The administration is indeed to be congratulated upon the seMr. C. Ray Hansen, prominent lawyer-criminologist of
who was recently brought to the college as one of the

lection of

STANDARDIZED
UNIFORMITY

Chicago,

lecturers sponsored through special college appropriation for vis-

As

iting speakers.

emphatically shown by the enthusiasm accord-

ed him during his short stay here, the students appreciate the

them instruction and
more nearly equal proportions than is usually
college sponsored lectures).
Not that any of the

choice of a speaker and a subject which offer

entertainment
the case (in

in

speakers heard heretofore this year are to be disparaged in the
but

least,

we do

feel that

Mr. Hansen was definitely a fortunate

selection.

Much has been

said

and no doubt much more

Bowdoin students' lack of
charge

is

We

be said about

The

interest in visiting lecturers.

valid enough, but

whenever

the strictly student viewpoint
sion.

will

is

this subject is discussed

not allowed full enough expres-

are indeed proud of the fact that lofty academic tradi-

tions have been maintained at Bowdoin, but naturally there are

times when scholarly lectures

speakers

year or two.

well be

"assets in the making." It dealt with

many problems whose

convenient handset telephone, the dial system,
magnetic alloys, overseas and ship-to-shore radio

more classroom-like

tele-

of

its

its

smoke.

more lectures of the Hansen type
"Bowdoin indifference".

mmmmm
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Why not telephone home ntleaMt once
each week? For lowmt rates to mott
points, call station -to- nation after 7
F.M. daily, or any rime Sunday.

at-*

W.

S. B.

BELL

all

of which

on the character

combustion and the constituents of

In
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the manufacture of Lucky Strike Ciga-

have been

shew*

that other

popular brmndt have an excess of acicL
*y over Lucky Strike of from 3*5 to 1001

me perfection of

LIGHT SMOKE.
lit

LUCKIES ARE LESS ACID!
tscenft aheenkaa tests

rettes all of these properties

few

will sound- the death knell of

effect

standardized with care for

Hence the

caused by the excellently varied program of speakers.

— uniformity; of product—

a few examples.

just

tendance at most college functions, which increase has been largely

fill

have a far-reaching

better.

lectures of the past

There has been a noticeable increase in student

physical properties

ness, moisture-holding properties, uniformity

of

new

Today more than 4000 men and women are carrying
On this work to make tomorrow's telephone service
still

Upon them depend the

of the cigarette, such as weight, size, firm-

The truth of this statement is indicated by improvements already developed and now in daily use. The

phony ore

details of cigarette

manufacture are of surprising importance.

solution will be of great future

value to telephone users.

— no matter how distinguished the

— do no especially appeal to undergraduates.

lack of support for the

The simple mechanical
of Bell Telephone Laboratories might
THE workcalled
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find their ideal pipe

men
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Ray Hansen Presents
Lecture On Gangland

LATEST QUILL ISSUE
(Contiawd from pan*

THREE

—

fcRIBtoT

PULSIFER CRITICEES

n

(Ckmtmat from pas*

readted the point in life where one
can admit ignorance. Mr. Mitchell's
critical article* have always seemed
to me the moat mature of those of
any undergraduate who has been at
Bowdoin during the past few years.
His work has a professional quality,
both in its structure and its approach, which is rare in college
journalism. I have been perhaps leas
interested in his review of James
Farrell than in some of his other
work, but perhaps that is because I
am • Httle out of sympathy with any
writing linked too closely with an
ism. Mr. Mitchell is convinced that
Mr. Farrell can both write and
preach, but the evidence which
he
presents has not led me into Chan-

'

criminal's career.

In the Hoxtein case, when the accused was asked to point out the

man who committed

the crime, Hoxtein raised his finger and pointed to
one of the jurors. This was a miscarriage of justice, owing to failure
of quick action, Hansen claimed.

Kipling
Recalls
frankly tired of strong wriwhose strength is as the strength
of ten because their words are impure. The big, big D, and the more
prevalent big. big B are not the only
hall marks of literature, I should like
to prove my point by suggesting that
some of the strong writers of today
might profitably turn back the pages
of time and read "The Record of
Badalia Herodsfoot" by the late
Rudyard Kiphng. There is strong
writing for you, though the roughest

Ten* of Haoptrmra
"Hauptmann might Just as well
ladder"
his name on the

have put

said the lecturer in discussing

the

handcase. The
experts'
testimony meant
definite proof of the

famous kidnaping
writing

much, and the

similarity of the wood-nicks

on

the

Bronx carpenter's plane proved to be
from wood brought from North
word which I recall is "slut". And Carolina. Such a relationship was
there is besides a much better under- shown by mathematicians to be passtanding of human nature and the sible only once in a, billion times.
Hansen contemptuously termed a
motives that move men and women
than you will find in all the "pro- jail a "conscientious college for comletarian" writings which I have read. muters", telling of a boy who was
penitentiary and
I like the first two of Mr. Freder- shown through a
ick T.andis Gwynn's poems. They nar- then went out to become guilty of
-

rowly escape having successfully at- extortion. Paroled men are taken in
tained the simplicity and the direct- by gangster upon their release, and
ness of the best of Sarah Teasdale's are not allowed to go straight. As Al
poel ry- Simplicity is a dangerous, and Capone said "Once you're in. you're
to crime.
difficult thing to strive for, as read- in for good" in reference
ers of Wordsworth are
sometimes The only way to have righteousness,
aware. A little more care in- his according to the speaker, is to disilrhythms, the change of a Word or lusion a critical America. Only then
two. and these poems might deserve will the crone bill cut the cost of
publication anywhere. Mr.
Gwynn's living by 25 to 30%.
"Invitation to the Dance". I do not
premest fill does not depend on food"
find so happy. There is a
striving
after effect in this poem which keeps is true, but I do not think it is
my feet on the floor. His line "su- poetry.
:
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.
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"Later on this year a number of
employment managers will be on the

campus to interview Seniors. Through
them, and through other business

men who

so trOt*

he-

cited

Mr. Huntington discussed 4he Raflroad Pension Act which last year was
rendered invalid by the Supreme
Court, by a 5-4 decision. Considering other such close verdicts,
Mr.
Huntington pointed continually to
the mistake of such power. He would
Mae to see ore more check added to
the atawjit structure that of Con-

are amroalry willing to take
a few Bowdoin graduates, and
through our alumni, a number of you
Seniors can get placed, if you seem
to be the right sort. Be sure you prepare for these interviews and prepupon the Supreme Court. The
aration includes information, dress, gress
present limit* were almost impotent,
and manner.
he believed. These were the ones he
"Beginning this year, the college Cited; anpeachment.
possibility of
will ask Seniors who need help to fill
changing the number of judges, powout certain forms, copies of which can
of Congress to prevent an issue
be submitted to employment man- er
from
coming
before
the
court, and
I
agers. Beginning this year, also,
amendrnent. In place of these he
have asked certain faculty members would
impose the legislative check
to aid me in giving vocational counsel
which would take from the Court its
faculty
to undergraduates. These
members are Professors Bartlett. illegal arbitrary powers.
In concluding the debate far the
Cushing, Wilder, Hammond. Hartman, Bunnell, and Root. Taken col- negative, Mr. Clark accredited the
146 years of
lectively, this group has a consider- Supreme' Court with
successful
action. At aD
tunes, he
able knowledge of quite a number of
occupations which may most 'inter- thought, their decisions had been fair
and
just.
To
prove
relative unthe
est you. The routine is to see me
first; then to see one or more of these importance of the few 5-4 decisions
men, or accessible alumni, as 1 may of history'* Mr. Clark took them up
one by one. "If you take away 5-1
suggest: then to see me again.
"Any personnel and placement sys- decisions, there will be 6-3 decisions.
tem depends on early and earnest One vote will always decide the veruse by the men it is meant for early dict and Jre of the affirmative feel
and earnest use. A promising job that our present structure should be
seldom goes, in these or any days, to left as it is," he concluded.
oft

—

—

—

man who

merely receptive. There
is an old Latin adage by which you
Freshmen and Sophomore* should
profit: 'Don't wait till thirst has you
by the throat until you start to dig
your w»!H* ".
a

is

1)

to both parties and to the
findings and derisions

League.
the

of

published in
Model League are
pamphlet form and a copy of this is
sent to the League of Nations at

Geneva.

(Continued from pas* 1)

Mass., Harvard; Charles C. Bilodeau
of Brunswick, Columbia; Chester W.
Brown of Head Tide, University of
Rochester; Eugene E. Brown of Bangor. Tufts; Ernest L. Coffin of Bar
Harbor, BostonUniversity; Walter F.
Crosby of Danvers. Mass., Tufts;
George P. Desjardins of Brunswick,
Hahnemann; Leon A. Dickson of
Portland, Howard University; Harvey
F. Doe of Weeks Mills; Jefferson;
Clement L. Donahue of Presque Isle,
McGill;
Gerald H.
Donahue of
Presque Isle, McGill; Richard A. Durham oil Ipswich, Mass., Columbia;
Jacob S. Fine of New Bedford, Mass.,
Yale; Paul E. Floyd of New Sharon,
Harvard; Edwin M. Fuller, Jr., of
Bath, Tufts; Ralph B. Hirtle of Maiden. Mass., Harvard; Robert S. Hormell (Harvard) of Brunswick, Harvard; Elias E. Long of Portland, Uni-

CUMBERLAND
THE CRUSADES
with

Henry Wlfeexon

-

MEN TO ATTEND
MODEL LEAGUE

1936

The

MEDICAL AID GRANTS

Lerett* Yoang

SIX

(Cbatuaaai fram

COLLEGE AWARDS 31

4tk

For Digestion's Sake

Over Supreme Court
from pas* 1)

Seniors had their jobs already.

Oil

.

-«

Debaters Consider Vote

Continued from pe#» 1)

(

they owned the pdriee. Of the 200
evidence against them,
150 were convicted.
Roses used to Influoaci election
were blowing out the side at a
cement wall after refusal to join a
fake County Concrete AssorJntio*
and throwing electric light bulbs
lata
filled with hydrogen sulphide
beauty parlors if the shops would
not enter a bogus association. Hansen
described DiUmger as obtaining ininformation as regards
side bank
safe and locks by posing as a salesman, in- a discussion of the notorious

am

DEAN EXPLAINS NEW
PLACEMENT SYSTEM

1)

men who had

dler's store.

I
ters

wmmmmmmmmmmmm

wm

FOX NEWS WEEKLY

The March of Time has signified
desire to devote a section of its
April issue to the
New England
Its

Model League and is planning to
film the opening assembly on Thursday, March 12. Arrangements
also
being made to broadcast this assembly over the radio.
The expenses for sending Bowdoin's delegation to Williamstown
are being met out of the proceeds
from Walter Davis Fund for fostering of interest in International Relations at Bowdoin. The preparation
of the official delegates for the questions to be considered in the
As-

an

sembly and the Committees

is

being

carried on as an activity of the Bowdoin Political Forum with the help
of Prof. Kendrick.
versity of Chicago; Seth H. Read of
Belfast, Harvard; Albert P. Royal.
Jr., of Freeport, Tufts; Harold L.
Seigal of Portland, Jefferson; John
D. Schultz, Jr., of East Orange, N. J.,
Jdhn Hopkins; Charles F. Shevlin Of

Jamaica. N. Y., Columbia; Edwin A.
Smith, Jr., of Lynn, Mass.. Tufts; J.
Frederick Stoddard, Jr., of Milwaukee, Wis., University of Wisconsin;
WDliam R. Tench of Cleveland. Ohio,
Tufts; Douglass W. Walker of'Thomaston, Yale; F. Burton Whitman, Jr.,
of Wollaston, Mass., Columbia; Arthur B. Woodman of North Haven,
Boston University.

March 5th

Smoking Camel

Cigarettes Aids in Assuring

'Natural Digestive Action
"Harry— harrr— hurry" seems to be
the order of die day. People get
caught in the lockstep of modern
life. Tension finds the weak spot,
so often— digestion. Smoking
Camels improves digestion wards
. . .

off the consequences

of harried,

nervous living. Camels gently sti mu-

late digestive action.

Wallace Feed

They promote

the feeling of well-being and good
cheer so necessary to the proper assimilation of food.

yon right!
smoking Camels for digesyou may enter a whole
new world of smoking pleasure.
In a word, Camels set

And,

in

tion's sake,
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-
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Warner Banter
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TROUBLE
wMk
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-

PORTLAND, ME.
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—A QUICK LUNCH
—A COMPLETE DINNER

—An Up-to-Date Fountain
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FINE SHOE REPAIRING

Caaital, $175,000
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ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
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Careful Trucking
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Swift—

alee
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SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
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-

Gulf - Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
9 Complete Lubrication •

24-HOUR SERVICE
THE FAMOUS GOLD COAST DINING

ROOM

(above) at the Drake Hotel in
Chicago. Here the fragrant, delicate smoke
of Camels rises while Erik, famous maitre
d"hotel, watches alertly over all to see that

no wish goes unsatisfied. "So many of our
guests smoke Camels," Erik says, "for they

T0PSIAM FILLING STATION

have found that choice tobaccos add to the
pleasure of the meal Camels are tremendously popular— a leading favorite here."
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR

Sophs Pin Close Defeat On
Polar Bear
Frosh Tracksters 53^-50/2 Riflers Win
By
Hawkins
Maine Meet
and

1936 Maine Rifle Champs

Bowdoin Swimmers Lower
Two Maine A.A.U. Marks
ii

BUI

TO,

In one of the most exciting
closely contested battles of FreshmanSophomore trade history which was not decided until the completion of the
final event, the second year runners turned the tide to their advantage by a
In the first shoulder-to-shoulder
three point victory of 534-50% over the powerful Frosh team last Saturday meet ever held between the two colafternoon in the Hyde Cage.
leges, the Bowdoin Rifle team decisively beat the more experienced
When the yearlings unexpectedly
University of Maine Riflers last Satwon the pole vault, their lead in- Freshmen Choose Allen,
urady at Orono with a score of 1268

creased to four points with only the
discus left to tell the story. Up to the
finals of that last event the Freshmen
had the meet clinched, for Melindy's
qualifying hurl was a dose second to
BUI TooteU's, but Skillings of the
Sophomores, in third place until his
last try, came through with a heave
that led the field. It was enough to
give the upper class an ascendency
which toppled the Frosh for the* first
time this winter after a series of four

remarkable

Hood Track Co-Captains
Harry P. Hood aad E. W Infield
Allen were voted co-captain* of
the freshman track team at a
meeting of the team last week
preceding the dual meet with
Brtdgton Academy.
After Hood and Allen had tied
twice In the individual balloting,
the idea of bavins; oo-captala*
was suggested by members of the
quad rather man attempting to
vote off the tie.
Hood who is a member of Psl
Upsilon fraternity has been outstanding among the yearlings in
the high hurdle and M0 yard
events and as a member of the

victories.

Staawood Stan
For the first two events, the hurdles and mile run, yearling strength
led the score, but from that point on,
the see-saw course of the count was
highly indicative of two almost equally balanced units.

Six of the twelve
places went to the Sophomores,
while the victory of the Frosh relay
team over a favored and more experienced second year team brought their
total to five
the remaining event,
the high jump, being tied for honors.
Jeff Stanwood, competing in five
events as well as the relay for the
Sophs, turned in the most outstanding
performance with one first, a tie for
another, and two seconds to tally 15
points. After placing second to Hood
in the high hurdles, running in the
40 yard dash finals, and tying Hank
Dolan in the high jump at 5 feet 10
inches, he dominated the 440 yard
first

•

freshman relay team which competed in the B.A.A. games. Allen
was captain of the freshman
cross country team during the
fall and has led the scoring

—

dash over Karsokas and Hood,

in-

creasing his initial margin to a 15
yard lead at the finish. His 20 foot
8 inch leap in the broad jump placed
him in second position to Charlie
Gibbs who bettered 21 feet

Young Wins Twice
In the longer distances Charlie
Young starred, easily taking both the
880 yard and one mile runs. In as much
as the Frosh tracksters excelled in
numbers, they were able to distribute their outstanding men in the
events where they could pick up the
most points, while it was necessary
for the upper class to use their best
men in two or more events.
The summaries:
45

yard hick hordl**—Won by Hood. F.
SUnwood. S; third. Hsmblsn. V.
:

the first year men in the
mile and 1000 yard events during the indoor season. He has also shown some promise In the
pole vault and discus.

among

Time, ( 2-5 seconds.
Mile run— Won by Young, S: second, Allen.
F: third. Hyde. F. Time. 4.44.
40 yard dash— Won by Soule. S; second.
Mitchell, F: third. Smith. F. Time, 4 J-6 sseonds.

—

880 yard ran Won by YounV S; second.
Lord. S; third. Hamblen. F. Time. 2.S ZS.
440 yard ran— Won by Stanwood, S second,
Karsokas. F; third. Hood. F. Time. 64 £-6.
Hlch jump Tied by Dolan. F. Stanwood.
S: third, tied by Eeardon. F, Fitts, S. Height.
i feat 10 Inches.
;

—

—

Broad jump Won
Stanwood, S: third,
(eat 1

by Oibbs. F: second.
Soule. S. Distance, 21

1-2 Inches.

Shot pot— Won by Paull. F :' second. Reardon. F; third. Bishop, S. Distance, 40 fast
11

Inches.
SS lb weight— Won by Tootell.

Karsokas. F: third. Shillings,
feet

S.

S: second.
Distance, S8

10 inches.

vault— Won by Mitchell. F; second.
S: third. Allen. F. Height. 11 feat.
Discus— Won by Skillings. S; second. Too-

Pole
Diller.
tell.

S: third. Melindy. F. Distance, IOC

feat,

10 inches.

Relay— Won by Freshmen (Gibbs,
Hamblen, Karsokas). Time. 2.12.

Hood,

be decided on March
loser of tonight's

11,

game

when the

will play the
in the win-

team that was runner-up
ner's league.
Chi Psi in

standings of the League which
low:

Kneeling: Frank Lord

Harold E. Wyer '37, Thomas M. Bradford 17,
Standing: Paul Favour '36, Frank L. Cooper, Jr.,

. . .

its

of every style of swimming staged
by little eleven year old Miss Patricia
Grey of Whitinsvflle A.C. She swam

'36.

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

fol-

The summary:

Tntita Delta Chi
Noit-fraternity

S

•

4

Alpha Tan Omega
Bats Theta PI

t

1
t

1

4

Maine AAU 100 yard backstroke
championship women Won by Johnson, Brunswick High; second, Noone,
Portland; third, Copeland, Brunswick.
Time, 1 min. 25 1-5 seconds. (New

S

record).

LEAGUE A

'38,

William S. Burton '37.
week.
Last Friday the Bowdoin Fresh- '37, Captain Hartley Lord
men Rifle team made its debut by
defeating Cony High School by 83
points and on this Friday will go to
Augusta to shoot a return match.
Scores of last Saturday's meet:

Kauva Sigma

Won

LEAGUE
Won

Lost

Lost

Delta Upsilon
•
S
Charles F. Brewster
Sigma Nu
1
4
When Bowdoin beats Maine at anything, it's news! But that victory of Aljha Delta Phi
Prone Kneeling Standing Total
Bewdein
t
S
80
20 the Polar Bear Rifle team last Saturday was a real accomplishment. The
SS
F. Lord
ST
259 baby of minor sports at Bowdoin was organized just a little over a year
98
71
90
H. Lord
247
87
8*
W. Burton .... 84
It's no easy matter in such
swimming, golf, and tennis.
247 ago on a par with
82
OS
70
P. Favour
24« a short time to start from scratch and build up a rifle team which can defeat
88
92
88
H. Wyer
12*8 on its home grounds a veteran Maine aggregation which has the benefits of
Maine
Prone Kneeling Standing Total years of compulsory military training behind it. Incidentally, in as much as
Tomorrow night the Polar Bear In87
280
80
Veagua
98
280 Bates and Colby do not support a rifle team, that Maine victory gives Bow- dependents, Bowdoin's unofficial bas79
SB
Fortier
289 doin its second State championship this year.
84
79
98
Abbott
ketball team, will travel to Richmond
280
77
Berry
SO
98
for their eighth encounter of the seaS
8
223
78
Oldreive
90
87
son. On Friday night they will play
Last Saturday's Swimming Carnival compare* favorably
1212
Portland University here in Brunsin attendance and variety of competition with the Olympic
wick at the Whittier gym.
Carnival staged by Coach Bob Miller about this time last
IN
A tentative schedule has been aryear. The chief difference seems to be that the proceeds last
ranged for the Polar Bears through
year were donated to the American Olympic Swimming
tho month of March which include*
fund, while this year the money raised is to be used in the
games with the Colonial Club of
very Worthy cause of furthering tnterscholastlc swimming
Bath, the Portland Junior College,
in Maine, probably for the purchasing of a schoolboy chamAt the New England amateur fencand two games with the Portland
pionship cup.
ing meet held last Friday night in the
Athletic Club at Portland on a home
8
S
Salle d'Armes Beroy at Harvard,
The records show that in the long history of nearly twenty years of Sopho- and home basis. The Polar Bears
Bowdoin's swordsmen, Richard W.
have also entered the Portland Y. MSharp '37 and Louis L Hudon '38, more-Freshman track rivalry, the underclassmen have never once been able
to conquer their second-year brethren. Back in 1928 occurred the most com- C. A. tournament which is to start
placed third and fifth respectively.
9. Linn Wells will coach the
The Polar Bear fencing squad, plete rout with a score of 80-24, while last week's three point win for the March
team for the tournament.
Sophs
is the closest margin of victory ever recorded. At the same time the
coached by George H. Quinby, meets
This year the Polar Bears have
in the two decades of its existence has built up an
regularly in one of the rooms on the Yearling track team
amazing
of only one defeat by an outside team in dual com- been under the capable management
equally
record
The
first floor of the gymnasium.
Ashkenazy '38, Ralph Johnmen are divided into those who have petition and that by Bridgton Academy back in the early twenties. The of Harold
'37. and Claude Frazier '38. Of
had experience and those who have only conclusion to be drawn from this seemingly contradictory evidence is son
one year's training under Coach Jack Magee counts for a great deal tho seven games already played, the
not. The first group boasts six mem- that
Bears have won four.
toward balancing the Sophs as a unit.
bers and the second eight or nine.

By

POLAR BEAR FIVE
TO PLAY RICHMOND

M

—

PUCE

MEET AT HARVARD

esterfields are

freestyler,

a ISO yard medley, complete with a
League A and DKE, half length of the famous "Higgins
Zeta Psi, and Psi U in League B fail- butterfly breaststroke", and then she
ed to engage in competition regularly proceeded
to execute a series of ex*
and hence do not figure in the final hibition dives from all three boards.

Orono.

—

SBBBSBBBBBBSBSSSSem-SSSBSSBSBBSBBBBBSBBBlSSSBBSSMSnSSSS

...an

Jayvee

TO CLASH TONIGHT

— —

FENCERS

powerful

White,

led all the way, but it was a close
race to the finish between Mel Hutchinson and George Ware of Bowdoin
for runner-up position, Hutchinson
Tonight at 7.30 Theta Delta Chi. pushing ahead in the last lap to take
League A basketball champions, will second place. Dick May bad little
encounter Delta Upsilon hoopstere, trouble in romping away with a win
winners in League B, for the inter- to the 220 yard breaststroke, setting
fraternity title.
a new record; the surprise of the
Whichever house cornea out on top event came when Kasten, a freshman,
will receive five points toward the
pawed Marble of the Portland Boys'
Ives trophy, and, of course, the dis- Club to get a third.
tinction of being the College ChamThe high spot of the evening's enpkms. Second place on campus will tertainment was a sterling exhibition

to 1212.
Frank Lord of Bowdoin was high
scorer of the afternoon with a total
of 269 in three positions prone,
standing,
and kneeling with ten
shots from each position. Besides the
two Lord brothers, Burton, Favour,
and Wyer who all figured in Bowdoin's scoring. Cooper, Tuttle, and
Tondreau also made the trip to

Harvard on Schedule
This Maine victory gives the Polar
Bear riflemen a record of three wins
and two losses this year in intercollegiate competition with two importmatches
shoulder-to-shoulder
ant
scheduled at M.LT. and Harvard next

DU HOOPMEN

—

Maine AAU 220 yard breaststroke
men's championship Won by May,
Bowdoin; second, Busbee. Portland;
third, Kasten, Bowdoin. Time, 3 mins.

—

(New record).
220
Maine free style championship: Won by White. Bowdoin;
second, Hutchinson, Bowdoin; third.

4 2-5 seconds

AAU

Ware, Bowdoin. Time, 2:27 (new
Maine record).
ISO yard medley relay for women:
Won by Brunswick High (Mary Johnson, Louise Gross and Alice Comee)
second. Posse Nissen School (Alice
Bridges, Mary Sadowski and Florence
McVay). Time, 1:49 2-5 (new Maine
.record).

Maine AAU fifty yard free style for
women. Won .by Comee, Brunswick
HJgh School; second, Corey, Portthird,
Johnson, Brunswick
land:
fourth, Lucas, Portland. Time, 31 seconds.
•

Frosh Tracksters Win
Bridgton Meet

5540

Jack Magee's well balanced Frosh
track outfit turned the tables to overpower a slightly favored Bridgton
Academy track crew by a score of
55-40 last Wednesday afternoon in
the. Hyde Cage to remain undefeated
four indoor meets
agri the prepsters
advantage In the
yearling team
lead by their
itsv

usually there

{of

_th

jtfce

sev-

running events,
captured

generally

second and third positions at the expense of the relay for which Coach
Magee substituted a second team.
owever, by sweeping the high jump
and taking first and second in the
shot put and broad jump the Frosh

a con'king good

H

built

up a. safe

lead.

THE ONE
AND ONLY

Starts Sweet

Smokes Sweet
Stays Sweet

NOTHING ELSE HAS US FLAVOR

w
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THE BOWDOIN HOTEL
For Excellent Service

•

Low Rates

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
Bowdoin Seal Paper
B B B Pipes
aad O. C. PIPES
TOILET ABTICLE8

Exclusive Dealers in

KAYWOODIE

A Good

Formula

For Your Printing
A brief interview with us
Copy

set exactly right

Clean correct proof to you
Quick work on our presses

Prompt delivery

A

price that is right

Bowdoin men use

this formula for
their stationery, postcards, frateratty farms, Invitations aad other

atiattag. It

e Sterne
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8ATURDA1

ROSA
PON5ELLE

MABTINI

works

splendidly.

The Record Office
3 —
Paul K. Ntren, Bowdoin 1918

Manager
Printers of

The Orient and Alumnus
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UNION DANCE

THE BO

8ATUBDAY NIGHT

VOL.LXV

The Sun
• •

Rises

Tournaments To Start
At Moulton Union Soon

BOWDOEV SENDS
SIX TO ATTEND

*

billiard, pool,
tournaments will

In Rhineland

By

Charles F. Brewster
Bowdoin's six delegates to the 1936

New England Model League of Nations will leave Brunswick tomorrow
to attend the three-day session of
the League to be held at Williams

no longer (if
ever was) a laughing matter. The
fundamental rights upon which the
educational system of this country
are based, are being assailed.

College this week-end.
The revised list of members of
Bowdoin's delegation which will represent Uruguay in the Assembly and
Committee meetings includes Elmer
A. Fortier '36, PhuTp A. Christie '36,

Those reading the account of the
last

Massachusetts

in

Thursday cannot

foolishness of

it all.

fail to

see the

The committee

s - r
truth of the matter is that the
is neither legally, ethically,
or psychologically correct. The very
constitution which these legislators
hold in such awe clearly gives the
people the right of free speech (First
Amendment), even on subjects of
controversy with the government.
Therefore, it is illegal. Ethically, it
is wrong as it keeps teachers from
stating their true beliefs to those people who should hear, them. Psychologically, the weakness of the law is
found ftv the fact that it publicizes
communism much more than the actual teaching would. The person who
Is Torbldden
a thing has a
greater desire ,lo have it. Thus, the
law lonly increases the interests of
the sjjrdent In communism.

which has evolved in Europe in
the past week, however, the discusModel League will probably be more general in their nature.
Six Committees Formed
The work of the Model Assembly
will be divided into six committees:
I,

The

Development

Good, Larcom,

of

fraternity.

pulse".

to tk« Applies ticm

Prize Awarded
Economic EmbarSwift and Freedman have made to
and Naval Sanctions;
Committee VI, Slavery in date no final decision as the respecEthiopia. Each member of a delega- tive subjects of their papers. Swift
Among those who have come out tion's sextet comes prepared to rep- has chosen as his provisional title,
against the teachers' oath is Spike resent his particular country in one "The Re-dedication of Democracy",
MacCormick, Bowdoin alumnus, who of these committees.
while Freedman is undecided between
is well-known as the New York ComTomorrow will be devoted to regis- "The Right to Live", and "Conflict
missioner of Correction. MacCormick tration and in the evening the open- and Cooperation".
stated in a lecture recently that he ing Assembly will be addressed by
Among all of the prizes offered to

is a varsity football man, was
president of his class in his freshman
year, and has been a member of the
Athletic Council and the Student
Council, of which he is this year vicepresident. He is a member of Delta
Kappa Epsilon.

thai

•

Dr. Tyler Dennett. President of Wil- undergraduates of the college, The
liams College. Committees will meet Class of 1868 Prize
is considered one
during Friday morning and early aft- of the most
important. The prize iternoon. At four there will be a reself, which amounts to approximately
(Contlssed on

by Edwin O. Walker

activity with Bates arguhaving resumed last year
a lapse of some time.

at Cumberland Theatre. Free admission tickets may be obtained
from Coach Linn Wells.

This year

is

newed

Pulsifer Concludes Criticism Of
Quill; Discusses Note On Watson

the legislature.
- r
the commitIT is to be hoped that
tees arranging for the Ivy and
act
Commencement dances will
promptly. Past experience has shown
that the sooner the committees act,
the better is the orchestra obtained.
The past committees have built up
a conspicuous reputation for securing
the best bands available. It is the desire of the college to see this record
perpetuated.
- r
column tries to avoid preaching as much as possible. However, we feel that it would be wrong
to neglect the breaking of the sign on
the Campus Barber Shop. It would
seem that some students have little
comprehension of the actual expense
which such actions cause. During the
past year, several such things have
happened. We feel that they are absolutely unnecessary and only cause
hardship to the townspeople. There
are many ways in which college students can have fun without causing
actual damage.
ifi-oup into

effective piece of work.
If Mr. Hagy wishes his stories to last
was
longer than a four-day beard, I sugconcluded here.
gest that he does not substitute refMr. Samuel F. McCoy's "Henry" erences to a popular motion picture
does not seem to me wholly suc- actor for the more laborious work of
cessful.
There is some sage ad- actually describing his characters.
vice which I may have quoted That is a short cut unworthy of Mr.

main

Pulslfer's Review
given In part last week. It is

Note:

THIS

member of the track and varsity
cross country teams, and of the College Glee Club. This year he has
served on the Student Council. He is
a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon
and of Phi Beta Kappa. Richard O.
Jordan, a member of Chi Psi fraternity and of the College Gym Team
will deliver the Class Day Poem.
William Sawyer is chairman of the
Cane Committee, which also includes
Philip A. Christie and Wilbur B.

Mr.

it is

an

members of the senior
class were named Friday as provisional
Commencement
speakers.
These men will submit Commencement parts to a faculty committee
Thirteen

under the chairmanship of Professor

Wilmot B. Mitchell, and from their
number the four speakers and one
alternate will be chosen.

The list comprises Robert Paul
Ashley, Jr., of Waban, Mass., Francis
Seymour Benjamin, Jr., of Portland,
John

Phillips

I

!

'

(ConUaiMd on pas*

ion,

t)

Sub-Freshmen

Alpha Delta Phi—"Swabian Folk
"Come Troll a Stave and
Drink a Measure"; Chi Psi— "The
Winter Song"; Delta Kappa Epsilon
"Phi Marching Song"; Delta Upsilon
"Sweet and Low", "Down
Among the Dead Men"; Beta Theta
Pi—"Wooglin to the Pledge", "The Courtesy U. of M. Extension Service
Loving Cup"; Zeta Psi "The Deacon President of the University of Maine,
who spoke in Chapel Sunday
Went Down", "Hurrah for Zeta Psi";
Sigma Nu— "Hail, Sigma Nu", and
Song,"

— —

—

the Cornell

Alma Mater.

HAUCK TALKS

IN

Portland Orchestra To

CHAPEL SERVICE

Give Concert Tuesday

Urges Graduates To Make
Real Contribution To
Social Progress.

By Norman

E. Dupee, Jr.

A

The question which President
Honolulu Symphony orchestra, he
has also been a baritone soloist and Hauck gave as an introduction to his
a noted euphronium soloist. His own talk was "Why haven't college gradcompositions include the overture uates made more of an impression on
the society in which they live?" He
"Pegasus."
The program will include "Ase's tcid of a letter sent to him by an inDeath" from the "Peer Gynt" suite dustrial journalist, who commended
men who had been collegehighly
by Grieg, in memory of the late
Prof. Edward Hames Wass, Mus. D., trained.
Grves Answer
for 20 y ears college orgarfist and
member of the *i mis ic "department.
Concert HeM Annually
The Portland symphony plays here formidable social and economic probannually. Its concert next week will lems' which confront us, knowledge
and skill akme are not enough.
be its 48th in 13 seasons.
The overture "II Gaurany,"' by A. Poverty and distress have not been
Gomez, win open the concert. Miss banished by an overabundant producGraff am will play the concerto in D tion; the increase of efficiency and
major, adagio, by Hayden, and the technical skill has not prevafted unorchestra will then play the three employment; political science removements of Beethoven's fifth sym- search hasn't freed government serphony in C minor, allegro con brio, vice from political pressure; stress
placed on ctixenship doesn't make our
andante con moto, and allegro.
After an intermission the orches- country known as the most lawtra will play "Liebestraum,"
by abiding of nations."
"Next June. 125,000 students will
Liszt, and the number honoring Prof.
Wass. Miss Ward will then sing the be graduated from colleges and uniaria "Caro None," by Verdi, and the versities in the United States, a numorchestra will conclude with the sec ber greater than in the case of any
similar institutions in all the rest of
ond Hungarian rhapsody of Liszt.
Admission to the concert will be the world. The hops' for a better sofree for students and 40c for out- ciety rests on two things: first, the
siders.
knowledge and skill which the col-

g^M^^e^^^

leges are giving the world, and second, a greater concern for the common good, each being dependent upon
the other."

Chapman

of

—
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By James A. Bishop,,
tragedy,
Christopher Marlowe's
the Jew of Malta, will be the play
presented at Commencement this
year, it was announced after an executive meeting of the Masque and
Gown staff Monday afternoon. This
selection is not intended as a break
with the Shakespearian tradition

which has

been followed in the
choices of former years.
The production staff of Masque and
Gown have agreed with the English
department that occasionally some
other Elizabethan playwrite should
be represented for purposes of comparison and contrast. Inasmuch
as
this play was Shakespeare's
source
for the "Merchant of Venice", presented last year the apparent deviafrom custom is not really great.
Produced Recently
Marlowe, a
contemporary
of
Shakespeare, has not been revived
as frequently as the latter dramatist
but the "Jew of Malta" his most famous work, has been produced several times within recent years and
has proved very popular. Although

tion

any group which
is
"If there
eral other numbers.
using
The orchestra will be under the di- should feel a responsibility for
ability for the furrection of Paul Melrose, of Portland. its influence and
and
cultural, civic,
Soloists who will appear with it are therance of the
comMiss Helen Ward, soprano, and Miss humanitarian interests of the
munities in which they live, it conKatherine Graffam, 'cellist.
sists of those who have had the adLeads Infantry Band
Melrose is now leader of the fifth vantages of a higher education," said
Hauck of the
infantry band at Fort Williams in President Arthur
Chapel
Portland harbor. He has conducted University of Maine, in the
during his first
in the past the orchestras of Walter address given by him
last Suncampus
Bowdoin's
Damrosch, Albert Stoessel, and the visit to
Paris Opera. Once 'cellist in the day.

March

In these distressed days, he de21.
clared, leaders are not dominated by
The lecture, second given here by a sense of justice. The changes they
Knight in recent years, will be the have brought about have established
annual Achorn bird lecture, made no community of the free but a compossible by a fund of $2,500 given in munity of the dominated
and op1928 by Mrs. John Warren Achorn pressed.
in Memory of her husband, of the
"Such a thing won't happen here,"
are
who
class of 1879.
those
"if
concluded,
he
Captain Knight has traveled widely equipped for intelligent leadership
and spent much of last year in South will follow those principles of brothAfrica watching a rarity known as erhood which are still the only source
the "Martial Hawk-Eagle" and de- of our hope for a better tomorrow."
termining its range. He has lectured
in Great Britain and America with
uniform success.

tragic, it is rich in melodrama
and
suspense.
The plot concerns the efforts of a
wealthy Jewish merchant in Malta to
regain his property after confiscation
by the state. The similarity to the
Merchant or Venice is readily apparent and makes an interesting comparison.
Seniors Invited
Try-outs for the cast selections
will be held during the first week in
May. The cast is quite large, but has
no outstanding roles other than that
of the leading character. Seniors are
especially invited to participate; expressly those. will be accepted who
can remain at college until the day
before commencement. The produc-

staging as the "Merchant of Venice".
Try-outs' for
the Sub-freshman
week-end play, the "Queen's Husband", will be held on March 17, at
7:30 in the Masque and Gown room
in the Moulton Union.
This satirical comedy is the product

Sherwood whose "Idiot's
is to be the next presentation of the Theater Guild with AlLunt
fred
and Lynn Fontanne. "The
Queen's Husband" was played successfully about seven ur eight years
ago with Roland Young cast in the
leading role. His portrayal of the unwilling king was considered one of
his finest characterizations.

of Robert

Delight"

Polar Bears Draw Thirty
Couples; Repeat Saturday
Bowdoin's Polar
couples to the Moulton Union
lounge Saturday evening for the
fourth in their series of informal
dances, which will be continued
each Saturday evening at least
until Spring
vacation.
Fred

Gwynn

who

'37,

with the

is

now

undergraduate

pianist

dance

orchestra, made his debut aa m
vocalist Saturday in the novelty

number "Momma Don't 'Low It."
Mark Kelley '89 and Lea Rancour also sang.

The group
for a

Is

again negotiating

summer engagement with a

transportation company, similar
to those which took the Polar
Bears to Paris last summer and
to the West Indies the previous
summer, according to Leader

Tom Mack

'SO.

N. Y.A. Employs Ninety Students

On Large Diversity Of Projects

MRS. PRESTON RICE

Swamp-

TALKS ON GARDENS

scott, Mass.,

—

j

A partial list of fraternities entering and the songs they will sing follows*

Hall at 8.15 Saturday evening,

—

•

"Queen's Husband" Comedy,
To Be Presented For

year.

Walker.

Bernard Nathan Freedman of Haverhill. Mass., Lawrence
Sargent Hall of Haverhill, Mass., Sidney Raymond McCleary of Maynard,
Mass., Burroughs Mitchell of New
York City, Thurman Everett Philoon
of Newton Centre, Mass., John Finzbefore in a Quill review to the Hagy's skill.
ner Presnell of Portland, Maurice
effect that the author of a story or
Mr. Walker's poem in this issue of Ross of Biddeford, Frank Elwyn
an essay should complete his work the Quill is, I think, the one which Southard of Augusta, Everett Lewis
and then tear up the first page. It carried off a prize last year. It is not Swift of Easton, Mass., and Howard
seems to me that Mr. McCoy must especially original in thought or Hollister Vogel, Jr., of Woodmere,
have torn up the first two pages, for image, but it is competent in meter N. Y.
e jumps a little beyond the distance and verse. It presents a picture which
required to get into the middle of is understandable and appealing. It
things. I still don't know where shows marked "influences", but then
Events
Henry came from, and the rather influences are not too strongly to be
hurried conclusion of the story leaves condemned, providing they are conme mildly wondering whether I care fined to undergraduate work, and
Tonight, 8.00 p.m. Swimming
very much where he has gone to. The provided they supply a jumping off
meet, Portland Boys' club JV's
story has some vivid moments, but place for something better. I recall
vs. Bowdoin C group.
I think it 'is weak in construction.
distinctly that Conrad Aiken as an
Thursday, March 12, 8.15 p.m.—
undergraduate went through several
Interfraternity Otoe Club eonThe three poems by the guest con- phases showing the influence of
tributor, Mr. Harry Brown, did not Keats, Francis Thompson, and Masetest tor the Wass Cup. Memomove me greatly. They are reminis- field. Certainly Aiken is a writer who
rial Hall.
cent at moments of Mr. T. S. Eliot, has since developed a style remarkSaturday,
March
14 Track
and the author certainly strains too ably his own.
Meet, Freshmen vs. So. Porthard for his effects. They are strained
land. Whlttier gym.
Mr.
Lawrence
Hall's
To
S.
"Charof
to the point where the interest
Sunday,, March
IS President
this writer, as well as the conversa- acters in Dust" I should give another
SfUs will speak in chapel.
tions to which the author refers, have title. I should call it "Notes for a
Monday, March 16, 8.15 pan.
been ruptured. The two free verse [Novel". In its present form 'it is
'68 Prise Speaking la Memorial
poems seem to me to be easy writing neither a novel nor a short story, and
Hail.
jit- leaves the reader with
a feeling
and hence hard reading.
Tuesday, March 17, 8.15 p.m.—
Mr. Hagy's story "His Wife Was of disappointment. Perhaps "now it
In Memorial Hail, Concert by
Having a Baby", is, within its limits, jean be told", but in the present inPortland Symphony Orchestra.
the most complete sketch in this is- stance it certainly has not been. Mr.
Wednesday, March 18—Professor
sue of the Quill. It suffers a little {Hall has failed to make his characHaas will speak on "Physics
from the complaint of mistaking ters real enough to enlist the symand Philosophy". Moulton Unwhat has come to be miscalled virili- pathies of the reader in their mis-

ity for literary strength, but in the

HOLD TRYOUTS FOR
SPRING PLAY SOON

Memoriam,

'In

for group singing 1936*.
is being given in the bope
that the winning house will again put
it into competition at this time next

The cup

Changes Are Costly
"Concern for the common good"
he explained in words of Horace
Capt. C. W.
Knight, billed as Mann "Be ashamed to die until you
R. Hagy, Jr., William B. Flynn. Jr.. "the Eagle Man," will give
a motion
Maxwell M. Small, and Winthrop B. picture lecture on birds in Memorial have done something that will benefit your generation."

—

The question was "Resolved, that tbe

Edward

scribed

Hames Wass,

CAPT. KNIGHT WILL
GIVE BIRD LECTURE

The Commencement Day
Committee will be in charge of
Thomas H. Mack and includes Robert

Coming

Donald R. Bryant '37 and Harold
D. Ashkenazy '38 were winners in
the tinals of the Bradbury debates,
held in Hubbard Hall last Wednesday.

TO BE GIVEN AT
COMMENCEMENT
Masque and Gown Chooses
Marlowe's Drama As
Annual Play

Manter.

'

ASHKENAZY, BRYANT
WIN IN BRADBURIES

one vote.

the second of re-

Next Monday at 4.S0 BiU Carrigan, well known Red Sox coach
of previous years will show sound
pictures of major league baseball

era, it

after

Walker Chosen Poet
Edwin G. Walker, a member of
Delta Upsilon. active in literary and
dramatic circles,- and a varsity debater, was chosen to be Class Day Orator. John V. Shute was elected Class
Historian. Shute is an outstanding

Show Motion Pictures 13 Seniors To Try For
Commencement Parts

ette here.

of

}

Ex-Red Sox Coach Will

same

column is not a communist, but
he would sincerely adhere to the
cause if he felt that it would in any
vay tend to bring a more intelligent

to

and Har-

take the negative on the
question, opposing Lafay-

will

this

team won by a two

'36

old D. Ashkenazy '38, will meet
Bates at the Little Theatre on
the Bates campus Friday night.
Ashkenazy, as witness presenting the main argument, and
Walker, aa lawyer conducting; the
cross-examinations, will take the
affirmative of the question, "Resolved: that the social security
act passed by the last congress
is detrimental to the best interests of the American people." On
the following Friday Bowdoin

unhampered, and when he has found
believes to be right, to express it freely, courageously and to

Social Legislation of the Last Congress is Detrimental to the Best Interests of the American People." Taking the affirmative, with Ashkenazy
as lawyer and Bryant as witness, the

is the interest from
the $1,000 fund which was given to
Bowdoin as a gift by the members
of the Class of 1868. It is awarded
yearly "to that member of the Senior
Class who shall write and deliver the
best oration".
From the members of the Senior
Class are chosen fifteen tentative
candidates for competition, by a faculty committee consisting of Professors, Wilmot
B.
Mitchell,
Athern
Daggett, and Thomas C. Van Cleve.
As many of these fifteen who wish
may present papers. No one is compelled to do so. The men are chosen
on their ability to speak and write
the English language.

forty-five dollars

In the final triangle of competition In taw Eastern Intercollegiate debating league, Bowdoin's forensic team, represented

what he

Tne writer

•)

Arguing Social Security

Dr. Conant of Harvard has sounded
the battlecry. We must have academic freedom in the country. This
freedom "involves the right of a professor to search for this thing we
call truth, to search unimpeded and

the best of his ability."

pm«

Debaters To Visit Bates

•JEW OF MALTA'

the competition the whole company
present will join in singing college
songs, and following the announcement of the winner the silver cup
will be presented. The cup is
in-

Portland's symphony orchestra will
Philip G. Good was elected President of the Senior Class at the class present a formal concert for Bowmeeting Tuesday Inarch 3. At the doin students and Brunswick resisame time Rodney C. Larcom, Hu- dents at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday evening
its
bert S. Shaw, and! Josiah H. Drum- in Memorial Hall, including in
mond received the offices of vice- program three movements of Beethopresident,
secretary-treasurer, and ven s famous fifth symphony and sev-

of Sanctions, B.
goes, C. Military

felt that one of the greatest causes of
delinquency in modern youth was the
lack of interest created by a stereotyped public school curriculum. According to an editorial in the New
York World Telegram, he said that a
teachers' oath would vitally affect
this.
It Would rob the teacher of any
originality by which she could hold
the interest of the class, and would
tend to create more criminals. He
stated in part. "I am convinced that
the usual public school curriculum
has little reality or significance for
tens of thousands of children and that
from this group the juvenile delinquents tend to come. Grinding them
through grade after grade and stuffing them with facts which have little
to do with their life interests in a
process which creates problem children and problem adults."

Shaw Win

Hubert S. Shaw, who came to Bowdoin as a State of Maine Scholar,
this year a member of Student CounMcCleary will speak on the cil, a member of the varsity football
"America and the Present Eu- and baseball teams; his sophomore
ropean Crisis." Hall has entitled his year assistant manager of hockey; a
talk. 'The Law of Poetry", Walker member of the College Band, and achas designated as his subject, "The tive in the Masque and Gown, asRight to Think", and Chapman has sumes the office of Secretary-Treasselected "Art and the Social Im- urer. He is a member of Sigma Nu

Committee HI, The Coordinating
Committee A. The Relation ot Non-

Arthur A. Hauck

possible points; for each of the two
songs, 100 possible points or a total
of 300 possible points.
While the three judges are deciding the winner of the contest after

In Senior Class Election

jects.
topic.

Backward Areas; Committee II, The
Redistribution of Raw Materials;

nw* LeMue Uenbm

TO COMPETE

erett L. Swift, Bernard N. Freedman,
and John P. Chapman. Of these six,
four have definitely chosen their sub-

sions of the

Committee

choosing.

By Ralph H. Winn
Six finalists who will compete in
the annual Class of 1868 Prize Speak- marshal
Rodney Larcom, was re-elected
ing to be held next Monday, March
Larcom has been
16th, in Memorial
Hall at eight- vice-president
fifteen in the evening, were announc- prominent as a member of the varsity
ed last Sunday afternoon by Profes- track and football teams, as a member
sor Wilmot Brookings Mitchell, advis- of the College Band and Instrumental
Club, and has served on the Student
or to the competitors.
.
The six Seniors who have been Committee on Athletics. He is a
chosen are Sydney R. McCleary, Law- member of Chi Psi fraternity.
Drummond Is Marshal
rence S. Hall, Edwin G. Walker, Ev-

crisis

1

tournaments

Committee Selects Seniors
To Compete In Finals
For '68 Award

in

to be represented by delegations as
well as Bowdoin.
Originally it was planned to haVe
both the model sessions of the Assembly and the Council devote attention primarily to the Italo-Ethiopian problem in an attempt to find
a solution for this dispute that will
be satisfactory to both parties and
to the League. In view of the war

law

pool

own

En thwsl as sy Counts
Judges of the contest will be John
P. Thomas, chairman,
Herbert S.
Kennedy, and Frank N. Dinsmore,
all members of the Portland Men's
Singing Club. The 'houses will be
judged from the standpoint of enunciation and enthusiasm shown,
and
points will be awarded as
follows:
for the size of the group in proportion to the total membership.
100

IN '68 SPEAKING

land colleges. The three other Maine
colleges, Bates, Maine and Colby, are

tors.

'

SIX

Williamstown will
be attended by thirty-two New Eng-

rpHE

and

its

respectively.

Charles F. Brewster '37, President of
the Political Forum who is serving as
Secretary of the delegation.
32 Colleges Attend
The opening Assembly of the ninth
annual session of the Model League

tomororw night

21st,

billiard

Norman P. Seagrave '37, Richard H.
Woods '37, William C. Hart '39, and

not only accused Dr. Neilson,, president of Smith, of being affiliated with
the University of Moscow, but they
also showed very conclusively that
they had no knowledge of what would
be the result were this man to be a
communist. In fact, there has seldom
been such a demonstration of ignorance on a subject by any legislature.
Dr. Conant brought this out when he
queried the committee as to what
their definition of communism was.
The spectre of armed revolt was uppermost in the minds of the legisla-

*

In addition to the
finals of the billiard, pool,
and
ping-pong contests on the tournament night will also be an Interfraternity
bridge
competition
which will be supervised by
Faculty referees.
Last year In the ping-pong
finals, Frank Purington '38, beat
out Dick Beehtel by the narrow
margin of 3-6, 8-6, 7-5, 6-2. L. A.
Dickson and E. E. Long, who both
graduated but year, won the

3-Day Program To Take
Up This Week's Crisis

it

held

OTHER SCHOOLS

March

triotic" attitude. It is

expected to number about 250.
Each of the various groups will be
assigned sections of the auditorium
and will pass to the/ stage in turn to
compete. The order* In which the
groups will sing wfll be decided at
a meeting immediately before the
contest when the lenders of each of
the house glee club* will draw lots
for their place on the program. Each
group will sing on* college or fraternity song and ote other song of

tournaments and the winners
will be awarded cops on tournament night sometime In April.
Undergraduates who wish to
enter most register at the Union
office on or before
Saturday,

WILL PARTICIPATE

from an unbiased source. At first,
most regarded this law as a laughable incident that would soon be forgotten. However, the state of Massachusetts has persisted in its "pa-

investigation

member

College Sessions

31

By Leigh ton Nash
Seven houses andThe non-fraternity group will enter the competition
for the Wass Memorial cup in
the
Interfraternity Sing to be held in
Memorial Hall tomorrow night at
Total contestants are
8.15 o'clock.

mittee, John
Presnell,
Percy
Black, and Boy Wiggln. Any
of the undergraduate
body may enter one of these

Brewster Leads 'UrugruayV
Delegates In Williams

NO. 23

1936

Seven Houses Will Enter Wass
Singing Contest Tomorrow Night

and
ha

ping-pong
held at the Moulton Union during the next few weeks under
the direction of the undergraduate members of the Union Com-

MODELLEAGUE

By William Klaber, Jr.
subject of teachers' oaths has
to be one of increasing importance to the student of today. The
right to teach without restraint has
never before been challenged in the
United States. Now one of the New
England states has gone out of its
way to keep the students of the state
from learning about communism.
They seem to feel that the only way
to prevent the spread of communism
to this country is to make it illegal
for the student to get information
come

11,

•

The annual

T*HE

*

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK. ME,, WEDNESDAY, MARCH

(65th Year)

WASS CUP CONTEST
TOMORROW NIGHT

Mrs. Preston Rice, of Grand Rapids,
Mich., a friend of Prof, and Mrs.
Daniel C. Stanwood, gave a public
lecture on gardening in the Moulton
Union lounge Thursday evening, illustrating her talk with stereopticon
slides of her own gardens.

A

member

of several horticultural

a widely-known garden lecturer and has spoken on her
societies, she is

present tour at the University of
Michigan, Boston, Newton, Chestnut
Hill.
Portland and several other
places.

Mrs. Rice showed many natural
color photographs of the gardens on
her estate, most of which were in the
form of a large shield, with a wide
border of perennial flowers which is
18 feet wide in places.
Slides Show Pr ogress
Behind this plot is a grove of evergreens and a rectangular formal garden, all connected by a winding
flagstone path. At the back of the
formal garden is a tea house. Every
tree and shrub on the property was
planted by Mrs. Rice and her hus-

The

slides

English. Henry A. Dolan Jr., '39,
teaches French; Edward L. O'Neill,
Almost as great a variety of proj- Jr., '38. teaches bookkeeping;
Bion R.
ects as the FERA, its predecessor, Cram '37, typing; Bernard
N. Freedboasted of last year is included in man '36. English; and
Horace
the program of the National Youth Buxton '37, mathematics.
Administration at Bowdoin this year,

By Harry Foote

C

The night school enrollment is
which employs 90 undergraduates and
has already payed out $4,74622 in about 60, though attendance averages
less than that. The courses are abwages.
solutely free and the students range
Nobody is reading tombstones or in age from high school students
to
surveying country fire hazards on the middle age.
year;
fffderal student aid plan this
Two men working in the town libut there are undergraduates at work
on such unexpected things as com- brary are getting wide experience.
"they
pilation of vital statistics for the The librarian in charge says
Brunswick region (a continuation of charge books, put them on the
the gravestone reading) and secre- shelves, keep the tables in order, sustamp
tarial work for the Brunswick police pervise the children's room,
matron, in addition to nearly 30 and paste new books and help in
other projects.

Compile Fpitaphi
John W. DUler '38. who did

gravestone reading last year, is cominvestigahis
piling the results of
the help of
tions this year, with
Robert D. Martin '39. The project is
aimed at clearing up many obscure
records of Brunswick's early residents.

Robert K. Craven '38 is acting as a
clerk in the office of Miss Mary Leo,

were arranged to show Brunswick's

the progress of the garden through
the seasons. Until the last killing
frosts, the garden is gay with bloom.
Close-up color photos showed the
and texture of
delicate shadings
many rare and unusual blooms.
Mrs. Rice emphasized the need of
accent in gardens, and declared that
interplanting to secure succession of
bloom is even more necessary.

the

police

matron.

and such

Typing

other ways." They are Myron S. McIntire "39 and Robert L. Taylor '39.
Seven Guard Pool
One of the oddest jobs is that of
Caspar A. Cowan '36, who is Cub
Master for a troop of boys between
the ages of 9 and 12 enrolled here In
the Boy Scout Cub movement. Scott
C. Marshall '38 helps Cowan in running meetings of the group, planning their special work and taking

them on hikes.
Boy Scouts and

Girl Scouts

also

the chief benefit by the N. Y. A. in that six
duty. Wells Wetherell '38 is doing life guards and a swimming instrucsimilar work in the office of
the tor are employed by it to supervise
their use of the college pool. Roy
State Welfare Board here.
Six men are on the staff of the Gunter '38 is the instructor, and the
night school which meets twice a life guards are Scott Marshall, Norweek at the Brunswick High school man P. Seagrave '37, Robert H. Cotbuilding. Paul Welsh '37 is principal ton '37. Leonardo E. Buck
'38.
Jo"the principal's duties are mostly seph McKeen. Jr.. '36, and Richard
janitorial," he says
and also teaches
(OoaUasaa *• pas* S*
letters, reports

is
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Brnwwkk. Malae

EstaMlsfced

exemplified in as simple a feature as their sweat-shirt and corduroy dress styles.
In no manner is the immaturity of the student of the small
college more clearly shown than in the fact that he is denied the
unlimited "cut' privilege, which is a blanket rule extending over
It would seem that the metropolis
all larger university students.

1171

Robert P. Ashley
Associate Editor

John

P.

Chapman

many more

temptations to thwart study, and that required attendance would be the more necessary, but it is only in
the lesser brethren, jn size, of the collegiate world that the undergraduate is forced to attend classes, unless he achieves certain

would

*36

"36

Managing Editors

offer

Richard E. Mathewson "37
honor grades.
Stanley Williams, Jr., *87
Sports Editors
Late last fall Amherst celebrated a new and more liberal policy
William S. Barton "37
Charles F. Brewster *87
with the extension of the unlimited cut privilege to all. Perhaps
Maxwell A. Eaton *87
is not a wise experiment in a small college, but the others will
this
Sub Editors
William Frost '88 do well to regard its trial with interest With an intelligent stuJamos A. Bishop *S8
Stuart D. Brewer '38
William S .Hawkins 'SB
Robert Laffin *38 dent body, which understands the reason, for its being at college,
Norman B. Dupes *88
Henry L. Nash "88 and takes that fact as an educational privilege, the scheme should
Harry T. Foots tH

w.iiiwn Klsber,

Jr.,

•37

Ralph H. Winn

*88

BaabiMs Manager
Owen H. Melaugh *3S
Assistant Managers
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Sparta Editor for thla Issue
William S. Hurton »87
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A PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT?

We Have in Stock a Few Copies of
UNPUBLISHED POEMS OF EMILY DICKINSON
FIRST EDITIONS AT $2.50

Colls*)*
.

0f Prr—nHw Mtdi*i*4
Men find in it unutual

eppOTtomtia* for

eareer

HARVARD UNIVIRSITY

Birds of America $3.95

DINTAL SCHOOL
daatal praleaaio*: *A "Cbaa
Saaaal. Writ* ft cmuUtu*.
ffc*

£

F.

VFMtSSSkVtMttS.

is

Out of Stock Again

& SON
W. CHANDLER
1M
Maine Street

deplorable

which they

to classes, for

It will

!
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week or so ago by Dean Paul Nixon on vocational guidance and the new faculty placement committee raises
again the perennial question of a personnel department at Bow- Harold Pulsifer Writes
doin. For a good many years the Dean and certain members of
Criticism Of Last Quill
ihe alumni have felt that there is a definite place in every Liberal
Arts college for some agency or department to help the under(Continued from paga 1)
graduate determine his life work. Perhaps a single permanent
fortunes. If you prick them they may
placement and vocational adviser on the faculty would suffice. But cry, but they do not bleed.
I was amazed to discover in this
another plan offered in the Dean's Report for the year 1933-34
issue of the Quill "A Note on Sir
seems worth repeating here. It suggested that a department William Watson", by Frederick Landis Gwynn. Why
should an undercould be organized whose members would have as their functions

The

A

BOOKSTORE

The COLLEGE

DENTISTRY
Pkf

parents are actually paying. Basically all education is self-educathe best professor in the world could do nothing with an
unwilling class which would not listen to him. The mental attitude with which the curriculum is approached is important. If
each student would think it through, realizing that his main business here is the training of his mind, and that a class cut is a lost
educational opportunity, even if of minute nature, the undergraduate body might eventually develop that mature outlook which,
would entitle them to full cut privileges.

tion

Sabatripttou. K.00 par raar la adranoa. WlUl Alumnus. II.W.
Bntatad aa •aeond clam matter at the poatofflea at Bmnawlck. htaJua.

Editor for this Issue
Richard E. Mathewson '87

NEW

THE

working their way
Euan G. DaTia VT
necessary occasions.
This attitude is paradoxical, and is akin to the one in which
the student grumbles at course assignments, for which he or his

Wednaaday <h>rin* the CoUssc Taw by Um Stodwta of Boardoi* GoUas*.
Poblfthcd
All witribotloni and aamiimnl utUona should b* ttiv»n to the Mana«in« Editor by
visa: prer*dlnB tha daU of publication. The E<litor-ln-Chtaf la taapo p albla for tha
potamn tha Mana*in* JSdltor for
and maka-up. All eonununlaatlona raaudinc
Nona ahooid ba liiln— < to Ik*
laiaa Manaaar of tha Bowdola Pabllahias Compaajr.

News

•

it seems that here students
are, on the average, paybe noticed that very few of the men
through cut classes unless on rare and very

must be forced

ing sixty cents apiece

Rrnest R. Dalton "87

;

How

work, without abuse.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Vol.
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talk in chapel a

S.

W., Jr.

remark which I once heard Carl
Akeley make. Akeley was the sculptor and explorer who was responsible
for the conception, and in large part
for the construction,
of the great
African Hall recently opened in the
American Museum of Natural History in New York City. "Why does
Roy Chapman Andrews want to go to
China to discover the missing link?"
he asked, "there are plenty of them

wandering up and down Broadway."
Perhaps Mr. Gwynn and I are missing links from the Victorian era

still
William allowed to wander loose
around the
Watson? Even tardily born Victori- streets of Brunswick.
I am glad to
ans like myself have almost come to walk with
him.

graduate be interested

'"1.
To collect and analyze the results of each student's work in
each of his courses. This would enable the department to become
familiar with the strong points and the weak points of each student,
and to determine any special leaning or natural bent which he may

in Sir

think of Watson as we think of Alfred Austin. It has been Watson's
misfortune, as Mr. Gwynn not only
"2.
points out but demonstrates, to be
This being done, the department will next help him to select
remembered for his worst rather
his future courses in such a way that they will line up with his natural '
than his best. And his worst, in all
ability, and help him to develop his strongest talents. This does not
conscience, was very bad.
mean that difficult and less interesting subjects should be discarded,
This is the article which sent me
but that the emphasis of work should be laid in the proper place.
"3.
to my library shelves to refresh my
Members of the department through association with the
memory of Watson's poetry, and I
students and with the various need of business and professions 4n
am grateful to Mr. Gwynn for the
the outside world should be able to, guide the student along the
suggestion. The 'article "A Note on
proper channels and save him years of wandering before he finds
Sir William Watson" is a competent
work that L« congenial and for which he is adapted."
and stimulating piece of criticism. It
but
could
desire
That
not be as concrete a proposal as. one
is the writing which
interested me
it gives the college a; working basis for experiment, and the most in this issue of the Quill.
All of which still
leaves
unanOrient is glad to stand squarely behind this plan as an ideal to swered
the question as to how Mi*.
strive for; ^Manv Wtfleges and universities have some such type Gwynn discovered Sir William. Posinvariably its chief weakness has sibly the answer is to be found in a
o£
have.

'

may

personnel department, but
the apathy on the part of a section of the student body who
refuse to profit from the opportunities offered them.
Bowdoin's experience in a placement system for graduates
dates back some fifteen years when the present scheme was or-
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Quaker Stages
TO BOSTON
12:30 P.M. -3:30 A.M.
$2.00 0. W. - $3.60 R. T.

NEW YORK
$4*50 O.

Alien's
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$8.35
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Drug Store
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FOR THE COLLEGE

ganized. At that time some two hundred alumni of the college offered to serve as directors of alumni placement committees in various cities and an equal number offered their services as advisors.

MAN

The trouble with such a system is that the undergraduate must
know exactly what field of business he wants to get into before
the Dean can send him to particular alumni experts in this field
for advice. In addition to this alumni help, a number of employment managers visit the campus every year with the offer of a few
jobs to Seniors. This placement system is of immense practical
value to the Bowdoin graduate who has already determined definitely on the life work he wishes to pursue, but the appalling thing
is the number of students, even in their fourth year in college,

Who

Majors
In Smartness
CuwrrlHit 1936.

who have

not as yet decided on a career. It is to aid this large
group in our undergraduate body that a vocational department

SPRING SUITS AS

SHOWN AT BENOirS

would be created.
Recent signs here at Bowdoin of the growth of interest on the

$16.50

part of the student in matters concerning his future are encourWhereas three years ago only thirty-six men signed up
for the Strong Vocationnal tests offered by Columbia College,
this year there are nearly three times that number.
Such selfmeasurement tests are by no means 1009f efficient in determining
to which of some thirty vocations a student belongs, but they are

New

aging

bound

to help a great deal in getting

him

*•

am #H-H

t

In the last analysis, then, the success or failure of any system
of vocational guidance depends on the active cooperation of the
students it is meant to benefit. The college authorities two or
three times in the past have had excellent personnel men here on
the Bowdoin campus, but the records fail to show that any considerable number of students ever sought their counsel. Now this

year for the first time Bowdoin undergraduates will be offered the
opportunity of obtaining vocational advice from a committee of
seven faculty members, having among them a knowledge of quite
a few varying occupations. Also on March 23rd the college has
secured for Vocational Day the services of Mr. Stanley Lary, Director of the Vocational Bureau conducted by the University Club
Boston.
Certainly the college is doing its part. Now it is up to the
student body. If the undergraduates in sufficient numbers will
grasp these opportunities for what they are worth and show some

HATS

and

intelligent self-interest in their future careers

—

what

by using

—

aids the college now offers, then
and only then
will the
permanent personnel department at Bowdoin approach any complete realization.
possibility of a

— $4 to $7

Styled by Berg

SHIRTS
New

Pattern*

-

-

Mallory

-

— $1 to $2

Worsted and sport fabric suits.
Tweeds and Cheviot*—stripes,
overplaids and checks— in
inverted pleat and free swing
styles.

TIES

Pour

In

Bows-

Shetlands. Unusually smart is
the suit with gusset sleeves and
side vents.

$35.00
J
Hound and Horn Shetland—

4 for $1.50
Manhattan 50c Quality Shirt*
and Short*

Many are the virtues of the small college extolled to attrack
students at them, but it is rarely if ever that maturity of the
student body comes under either of these heads. While the undergraduates of the larger institutions, often located in cities, are
generally credited with discernment and dignified bearing, many
of the smaller institutions are contemptuously termed "cow" colleges because of the attitude and behavior of their student bodies,
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cigarette tobaccos

Lucky Strike Cigarettes.
They include preliminary

line

balance, with consequent definite

improvement in flavor; and controlled uniformity in the finished product. All these

for

the higher heat

("Toasting"); consideration of acid-alka-

analyses of

treatment of tobacco

combine to produce a superior cigarette—
a modern cigarette, a cigarette made of rich,
ripe-bodied tobaccos— A Light Smoke.

typical English Sporting fabric
—very rich in color and design
plain and sport back.

—

$50.00

SLACKS
AH Wool

— $2.95 and up

New Designs
Pleated Models
-

SHOES —

$5.00

Sports Model* and
Siytea

and up

New

Fine worsted— tweed and Shetland fabrics— custom made
to
your individual measure.

Spring

laoant crfaicol teste show*

that Other popular brands

-

TOPCOATS AT
BENOITS
$17.50

- $19.50 - $25.00
$29.50 • $33.50

hove an axcass of acidity
Strifco of from

over twefcy

53Z to 100*
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C. F. B.

THE UNLIMITED CUT PRIVILEGE

a period of years, certain basic

the tobacco selected; use of center leaves;

Hand*

SHORTS — 39c

Over
tion

Fine worsteds— New Tweeds and

— 65c to $2
In

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
advances have been made in the selec-

Colors and Collar*

Spring Patterns

A LIGHT

$22.50

Dobba

$29.50

in

lively

— featuring
ing

38 only.

started in the right di-

rection.

spring woolens

window pane check and plaic
ids
In inverted pleat— Box pleat and
other sport backs. Sizes up to
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Now

it's

your turn to accept

OKLAHOMA
says:
always recommend two days in
Havana, followed by a gulp of one
day in Nassau doing the Australian
crawl off and on Paradise Beach.
"Before and after there should
be an ocean voyage, preferably on
the S. S. COLUMBUS, a ship with
a dance floor as smooth and swift
as the ship herself, swimming pool,
bars, gymnasium, luxury lounges,
gorgeous cuisine, ineffable service,
and a passenger list that entities
the ship to look like a royal prince
going to call on a queen.

"Furthermore, this aforesaid

COLUMBUS

acta as a hotel in
ports, thus obviating extra expense
and various troubles in picking up

a new crowd from the shore and
hotel porches, especially in Havana.
Besides, the aforesaid passenger

such as to make the most particular person quite content with
what is, be he a male or she a female."
list is

"PA. Is mild and smooth— with never a
touch of harshness," says George Demas, '36.

Now, through a marvelous

dis-

of modern science this
8-Day Cruise of the
which Ok. Mill, so highly praises,
(an unbought testimonial) b made
available to those of moderate incomes, as well as those without
any incomes of their own.

covery

COLUMBUS

PIPEFULS

Smoke 20 fragrant

UNDER NO-RISK OFFER

If you don't find It the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to ui at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.

pipeful* of Prince Albert.

(Signed) R. J.

Pay

attention

close

There are two

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

COLUMBUS

LBERT
pipeful* of

50
F. J.

THE NATIONAL

in

you going on the

JOY SMOKE

this:

return

fair

first cruise.

.

every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER
Hard and Soft Coals

Discussing "Physics and Philosophy," Doctor Arthur Haas, Tallman
Professor of Physics, will give the
third in his series of popular lectures
in the Moulton Union at 8.15 next
Wednesday, March 18. The subject
will include ideas which "have exerted a decided influence upon the
evolution of the physical world picture, and have proved to be of a special philosophical importance."
Professor Haas has -recently received an invitation from Harvard
University to be a guest at the coming' Tercentenary and to give a brief
lecture in the section of problems of
Cosmogony. During the spring vacation he will talk at the University of
Rochester, Notre Dame, University
of Syracuse, McGill, Brown, and Yale.
There will be two more lectures in
the present series here.

GO
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On

subsequently written.

The

and Gas

plum: A certain young professor on applying for a football
ticket was pleased to note a former pupil selling tickets. "Can
you fix me up for a good seat,
this

Al?" he innocently and

——

.">," our hero
fixed me up in
replied. The young professor saw

the game from the most remote
rear section of the bleachers.
- e
Here's one that's a bit hoary, harking back to last June; but it's too
precious to be allowed to rust in oblivion any longer. It was the night
before marks came out. Discussion in
a distinguished group of undergraduates (we were perhaps the most distinguished) naturally turned to the
forthcoming grades. Observed Max
Eaton, "Guess I'll go over to the office early and get some good ones before they're all gone."
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BOSTON-NEW yORK-MONTRCAL
Book through your local agent

CUNARDWHITESTAR

WISEMAN FARMS
Cream

m

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

CUMBERLAND
NEWS

Deaf

DREAM TOO MUCH
also
CARTOON
March

Thursday

One from my clients, Mr. ToVdman Pbilsjom, sezj ythat he tinks
,

12th

HER MASTER'S VOICE
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
also

VARIETY REEL

SOUND ACT

lawyers.

m

March

Friday

- c
The Polar Bears, our unofficial
basketball team, meet with adventures in their many wanderings. Itseems, too, that they are possesed
with not only athletic ability but
typical Bowdoin avidity for all that's
good in life. In the game with Portland University, Kibbe, thrown out
easly for excessive fouls, was seen to
sit unperturbed through the rest of
the game, blissfully reading "Marius
the Epicurean".

13th

THE VOICE OF
BUGLE ANN

sake of the positive beneficial effect

with
Lionel Barry more
Maureen O'Sullivan

Eric Linden
Also

NEWS

COMEDY

'

March 14th

Saturday

Sir,

he done enuf to fill that Sloosterd
und Crass Colyum of \lo»rs for
do rest from de year. Unlass you,<
ect promptly, ve vill be forced to
sue for non-l'bel.
Yours very truly,
Michael O'Kafferty
Ruben, Ruben, Ruben, * Co.,

wit*

Camels have upon digestion. Camels
stimulate and promote natural processes of digestion. And above all,
with their matchless blend ofcostlier
tobaccos, Camels bring a supreme
enjoyment of mildness and flavor.

™/?

.

March 11th

liLY PONS
I

Smoking Camels Helps to Ward Off Indigestion
Caused by the Breathless Pace of Modern Living

-o

Our failure to include T. E.
Philoon in last week's column
threatens to involve the firm of
Mustard and Cress in serious legiuiiimmg episuniruiun. The
sue following
al difficulties.
£f"»'
tle (it
came to us through the
I) wuT explain:
mail)
Bodln Orient
Brunsswick, Mane

Tel. 350

Wednesday

happily-

way you

asked. "Sure, Just the

Fres*
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r Digestions Sake-smoke Camels

pundit's aspiring young
Johnny French, garnered

scout,
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Quick Service

afoul of public speak-

Government 1 class how they
should have organised and outlined their mid-year exam, to say
nothing of what they should have

and Law-

rence G, M. Lydon '36 are doing special research work in the psychology
department. In the history department Abraham A. Abramovitz '36 is
doing more research and so is Nathan
Cope '36 in municipal government.
Herbert F. Richardson '39 is assistant
in the biology department. Carlyle N.
deSuze '38 is drawing charts and
graphs for the economics department.
A varying number of from three to
a dozen others do extra work under
the supervision of the department of
grounds and buildings.

the Portland Road

Oil
.

•

fell

.

ing, and Sophos (founder of the
Sophistic Philosophy) went down
oa philosophy and Greek.
Mr. Hormell, the local red
scare, spent a week telling his

while Dan E. Christie '37 is assistant
in the Physics department.

Ice
I

(quoting;

Carlyle) wrote mere lolly pop*
than poems' and a good many of
them were all-day suckers"
.
Hol mes "Pretty soon well have
the teache rs' oath In Maine, and
I wont' be allowed to talk about
RADICALS any more".
This same Professor Holmesqueer statistics reveal that at
Bowdola once upon a time freshman Gauss (knew ii to mathematicians and physicists as a great
mathematician) flunked Math 1,

—

IRELAND

pundit offers

Bright sayings of our profs:

m the mathematics department
Maurice Ross 'S6 and in the French
department— David R. Hirth '36 and
Everett L. Swift '36. Chemistry department assistants ..e Erwin E.
Morse '36 and Ralph C. Gould '37.
'36

e

-

Hartman—" Tennyson

Conduct Special Research

K.C.

H»^

m
for «sis week:

A dozen undergraduates are employed in instruction or research in
various departments of the college.
"Tutors" are in charge of seminars

Harold C. Dickerman

Sir:
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qoffon^lfas*.
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'37.

ST.

ToitrLoattTravrlA gkt inows'bolhdruhrs

Mobiloil

Mrs. John Doe
22 East 46th St.
New York City
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Pine Tree Filling Station

HWpORED HERE

lEDCT<ifcjABDB

Meats,

Quality

CLEANING - PRESSING
REPAIRING

it
'

Sotpny

Groceries,

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Imported and Domestic Cheeses, and
Hon d'Oeuvre

tive of the -generosity that motivates your entire life.

Dry Fireplace Wood

TONDREAITS

satellites recently sent out:

for your

which you go should be proof posi-

Philco Radio

TO

SANITARY MARKET

for Haiti, Jamaica and Havana x
and returning April 19th. This
being a day longer than that on

CO.

By R. H. C. * R. P. A.
The Bowdoin Publishing Company,
marvellous organization that it is, is
not infallible. Here's a transcript of
the heading of a letter one of its

(Cbntisaed from' pat* 1)

HAAS GIVES NEXT
TALK WEDNESDAY

.

The other cruise is an Easter
Event, sailing on Friday, April 10,

GOSSELIN & SON

CDustard and Cress

eeption of the delegates by Dr. and H. Foster '38.
Mrs. Dennett and officer* of the
Basil A. Latty '37 is painting the
League.
walls of the
three-story
stairway
At a dinner Friday evening in the which leads up to the zoology deWilliams' gymnasium Bruce BUven, partment in the science building. The
Editor-in-chief of the New Republic, dark stairway will be painted white.
will make an address. At luncheon Several others are doing miscellaneon Saturday, following more Com- ous cleaning Jobs in the same buildmittee meetings that morning, Dr. ing.
George Blakeslee, Secretary of the
Aa last year, the college's victrola
Foreign Policy Association, wJJl de- in the music room is played for those
liver an address on "Comparison of who care to listen, at regular hours.
the Attitude and Policy Adopted by
The complete library of records
the United States in Cooperating with and scores was donated by the Carthe League in the Manchurian Crisis negie foundation. Donald R. Woodof 1931-32, and the present
Ethi- ward '37 is in charge; others emopian Situation."
ployed there are Wuliam H. Davis
39, William J. Brown, Thomas
H.
Mack '36, and Harlan D. Thombs

for
.

This, the first cruise, fits exactly
your vacation. It sails on March
28, Saturday afternoon, and returns April 5, Sunday evening.

fra-

frul tobacco in

Furniture

to

you per-

cruises;

suade your financial backers to go
on the second cruise of the

Winston-Salem, North Carolina

ARE

MANY AND DIVERSE

(ConUnmnd from pat* 1)

"For the Spring of the year I

SMOKE 20

DELEGATES GO
TO MODEL LEAGUE

SIX

MILLIONAIRE

NO-RISK OFFER!

P. A's.

THREE
Ni A PROJECTS

EXCLUSIVE STORY

Lyman

with
Franchot Tone - Madge Evans*

Chipman,

B.

Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP

also

CARTOON

SOUND ACT
Mon.

-

March 16th

Tues.

PORTLAND, ME.

17th

-

JAMES CAGNEY
PAT O'BRIEN

HAROLD

NICKERSON

E.

Swifts-

in

CEILING ZERO

Careful Trucking

also

NEWS

CARTOON

41

WATER

ST.

NATIONAL BANK

COLLEGE STYLES AT POPULAR FIRST
PRICES

of Brunswick,

FINE SHOE REPAIRING

Maine

Capital, $175,000

Total Resourcsa $2,790,000

ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
«4

BTUDBNT

MAINE STREET

aCK SOLICITED

PA'

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
Colonial

-

Gulf - Socony Gasoline and Motor Oils
* Complete Lubrication *

24-HOUR SERVICE
Modern life in one of its most attractive phases
—the beautiful Trianon Room {abovr) at the
Ambassador in

New York. Louis, matt re

at this celebrated

come

dining place, says:

to the Trianon

Room

from

d'boul

"Our guests

New York and

from

all

over the country.

It is interesting

T0PSHAM FILLING STATION

to see

how they agree in preferring Camels. Those who

Just Over

enjoy dining here also appreciate the delicate
flavor of the finer tobaccos in Caiy^fa Qagajfj

i

saijsjMR

R. B.
INI. ..CAMEL CARAVAN
WITH WALTER O'KEEFE
DEANE JANIS e TED HUSING
GLEN GRAY AND THE
CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA

TUNC

Tuesday and Thursday— 9 p.m.
E.S.T., 8 p jn. CS.T-, *50 p.m.
S.T., 8:30 pjk P.S.T—oeer
WABC- Colombia Network

M

New

Bridge

Topsham, Me.

are an overwhelming favorite at our tables."

FORTIN

a

ulna

On—

COSTLIER

Tailor and Furrier

finer,

Cleaning and Pressing

for

Fraternity

House Cooking

Elgin

K

.$37.50 to $45.00
$19.00 to $35.00

V

Price

Fine Watch Repairing

CLARENCE FIELD

-

Watchmaker

Maine Street

PRINTING
en»^awass»ss»>s»sssja»»eassM--i si

Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prwupt Service - Fair Prices
1M Maine St.
Tel. ltd

:

Yellow Gold. .$29.75 to $50.00

Hamilton— 17 Jewel.

108

Philgas

MORE

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS -Turkish and
Domestic — than any other popular brand.

l

i

Gruen—White Gold—',

TOBACCOS!
Camels are made from

i

VARNEVS JEWELRY STORE
WATCHES

j

asaaaaa*a»»sssssss»ssaasaa»assss»sssss—

STUART & CLEMENT
Town

Building

«
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Baseball Squad Reports
For Pre-season
April

19th,

squad of 37

for

m

4*t-yard

freakrelay
quartet
In practice sliced

week
IX second* from the
which

last

COURSE^JO ENROLL

active infield
the cage yes-

practice for baseball
terday. As in previous years the first
two games will be exhibition encounters with Bates on April 19th
and with Colby on April 24th.
Coach Linn Wells will be handicapped this season by an unusual lack
of veteran material. Only five of last
year's lettermen, Bob Gentry, Bill
Shaw, Buss Shaw, Johnny Frazier,
and Bunny Johnson, besides the vet-

eran mound men Will Manter and
Are Karakashian will be playing this
year.

Few

Catchers Report
Gentry and Bui Shaw are inflelders
and Frazier and Johnson have had
experience in the outfield. Buss Shaw
will not be catcher this year and it
is uncertain at present to what position he will be assigned. Bill Shaw at
first base is the only member of the
squad who can be certain of his assignment.
As usual there is a scarcity of candidates for the catcher's position.
Two freshmen. Nels Corey and Fred
Jealous, are the only men vying for
the catcher's position. Coach Wells
will have two starting pitchers, Will
Manter and Are Karakashian. Gould,
Buck, and Allen are certain to see
action as well. Among the freshman
hurlers Groder and White are show-

Encouraged by active support from
the Maine AAU, organized boxing
made its appearance at Bowdoin Friday afternoon when about 20 men received preliminary instruction in the
fencing room. The class has been recruited through the efforts of George
Griffith '36, and will be under the direction of Mr. William
Portland, secretary of

AAU

Brown
the

New

Ene>

will repre-

lowdotn la the New BngInterooUegiate Bw li imil ag
meet to be keM at Williams
College Friday tad Saturday,
March IS and 14, aloag with
May, Walker, Gate*, Hooke and
from tke
vanity

Ml) STARTS BOXING

a rather Inexperienced

men began

Ike crack Polar Bear

man

reahmao record

By LeJgatoa Nuh
first game scheduled

With the

SPORT SIDELIGHTS

Frosh Relay Quartet
Breaks N. E. Swim Mark

Largely due to tke spectacular
of Bud White, who
turned In a 82 8-fl second hundred
with tke that relay start, tke
fmihinaii
quartet of
White,
Hutchinson, Larrabee and Bridge
ha* be
turning" In Increasingly
encouragtng marks la recent
time trials,
la light of present performances tke yearling quartet may
be expected to lower tke existing
s tandard at 4 minutes 2 seconds
to around S minutes 49 seconds.

recent meeting of the Greater Boston Bowdoin Club, an interested
Alumnus, James Hamburger '08, brought forth the suggestion- that an allMaine track team be picked annually, which team would compete as a unit
against some powerful college, or a like combination of colleges here in the
East or even in the Middle West. This suggestion was, appropriately
enough, addressed to none other than Jack Magee, the speaker of the evening,
who was definitely in favor of the idea.

practical experience coaching boxing
teams throughout the state and is
now interested in promoting intercollegiate competition. He will be on
hand every Friday afternoon to give
personal instruction to all candidates.
George Griffith, who is responsible
for introducing the sport here, has
been actively interested in boxing
ever since winning a Golden Glove

Dick

May and John Hooke

Tournament

while attending high
school in Providence. Other men who

8—

—

S

Basketball Championship
In a

fast,

play-off, the

A

the League B leaders,
last Wednesday night 21-18 in a surprisingly well balanced battle, the
outcome of which was in doubt until
the final whistle.
The end of the first quarter found
the Theta Delts trailing 6-2. By half
time, however, they had edged out a
7-6 lead over the D.U.'s, and by the
end of the third quarter the T.D.'s
had increased their lead to a three
point margin with the score at 13-10."
Bean Clinches Game
Heaviest scoring was during the
final period as both teams fought to
retain the lead. With less than a minute to play, Phil Bean, probably the
outstanding player of the evening,
clinched the game for the T.D.'s by
sinking a difficult angle shot. The
contest was marked by consistently
fine defensive work by both teams
in a game which proved to be the

INDEPENDENTS WIN
FINAL GAME 47-27
Bowdoin's
unofficial
basketball
team, the "Polar Bear Independents",
its scheduled season with a
record of 7 victories to 3 defeats with
a 47-27 triumph over Portland Unicompleted

the dates of annual nation-wide meets but all these difficulties may be worked out in time. All difficulties considered, however, we feel the plan has infinite possibilities
and the ether Maine colleges are urged to present their

exciting championship
Theta Delta Chi quintet,

Interfraternity
Basketball contest, downed the Delta

Upsilon

Fish

Choosing candidates for this state-wide team would be
simplicity Itself as those winning places in the annual state

meet might automatically be accorded births on the all
team. Such a system would raise the state track meet to
new Importance over-riding whatever agitation there may
be at present for the discontinuance of the meet altogether. Of course technicalities as to the date, place, etc,
of the proposed intersections! meet are necessarily Influenced by major and final examination periods as well aa by

Theta Delta Chi Garners

winners of League

Buss Gates and Harold Cross came
through to capture first and second
respectively in the 50, which lead was
never threatened by the home team.
In only two events, the 150 yard
backstroke and the diving were the
M. I. T. tanksters able to garner
of
firsts when Dodge and Gardiner
Tech led the field in their respective
specialities. So
complete was the
Bowdoin domination of the other
events that the Engineers were held
"WINK" WALKER,
captain of 'S6 varsity swimming team to a single second place and four
thirds to complete their scoring.

An intersectional dual meet, perhaps with Penn State, Princeton, or Ohio
State, might be arranged, which teams could indeed provide the All-Maine
aggregation with plenty of competition, with a very fair chance of success
and mutual benefit. Such a meet if held annually somewhere in the vicinity
of Boston would be certain to draw heavily on the combined Alumni groups
of the Maine colleges, as well as allowing the athletes themselves to compete against men of their own calibre.

will participate In tke varsity
breaatotroke events while Rundlette la expected to go places la
the distance swims and Buss
Gates may place In tke 09.

looked well during the first practice
were: Basil Latty, William Too tell,
Wells Wetherell, Bill Hooke, Fred
Mann, Benny Karsokas, Howie Lyons,
Bob Hamblen and Nels Corey.
Meets Planned
If a sufficient number of capable
performers can be developed a meet
is planned with the Harvard seconds
ing plenty of promise.
for some time in April. On the same
Clark College Scheduled
conditions there will also be a contest
To relieve congestion in the cage
during regular practice hours and with the University of Maine which
has supported a boxing team for some
permit the team to get in more inIf any special talent is found,
tensive training before their schedule years.
the college will be represented in the
begins Coach Wells may decide to
have special evening practice sessions Maine AAU tournament which is to be
held
within
a month. Winners in this
for the outfielders.
Shortly after the season opens, on tournament will go to the Nationals
and there compete for positions on
April 27th the team will start on its
annual 'southern trip' returning on the United States Olympic boxing
May 2nd. This year a new opponent, team.
If representatives can
be found
Clark College in Worcester, has been
added to the schedule. Other games from each house or class, it is planned
scheduled for the Massachusetts trip to conduct an intramural tournament
during
week
the
following
the spring
and
Wesleyan,
Amherst,
include
vacation. All those interested should
Tufts.
see George Griffith or report to the
A Brunswick boy with a scientific fencing room at 3.30 on Monday,
bent melted and evaporated a sample Wednesday, or Friday. To insure
of the recent fall of brown snow. The against injuries, men are matched as
residue was a fine bluish powder, to weight and ability, and anyone interested is urged to come out regardclaimed by weather bureaus to have
less of his previous experience. Athcome from the southwest—via the letic attendance will be given to those
stratosphere.
reporting three times a week.

of seven first places, Bowdoin's Varsity mermen came through to annex
an impressive 59-17 victory over the
Engineers in the Boston University
Club pool last Saturday. The Polar
Bear swimmers piled up a substantial lead in the opening event when

>

—

Maine

boxing commission.

Mr. Brown has had a great deal of

By BUI Burton
Smothering the surprisingly weak
M. L T. natators under an avalanche

S—

It has long been our contention that stellar track athletes from Maine's four colleges have not In past years received due recognition for their consistently Ugh ratings In
tke various nationwide meets. One obvious reason for this
condition Is that the Maine colleges are confined In their
dual meet competition to Boston and vicinity, whereas their
comparative national standing, Le., of a specially picked
All-Maine team, warrants competition with larger and better known opponents. Take for Instance, Bates' placing
third in the 1C4A meet last spring, far ahead of colleges
and universities many times Its size.

swimming

of

Swimmers Hand
Defeat
M. I. T.

Varsity

By BUI Barton
At a

viewpoints.

versity in Sargent Gymnasium on race of the afternoon.
Friday evening. Other games, tentaNotable among Bowdoin's
to be played this month, have been
cancelled, due to lack of funds.

invitational dual meet would
Aside from whatever publicity
bring to all four colleges and the athletes themselves the idea would do invaluable service in promoting whole-hearted cooperation along with a spirit
of healthy competition throughout the state. In this plan we feel there is
found the long-sought answer to the unnecessarily bitter athletic relations in
Here indeed there is an
all intercollegiate competition within the state.
opportunity not to be overlooked which in itself will be a long stride forward
in the interest of amicable athletic relations in place of whatever petty rivalries may have been built up in past years.

Theta Delts' 21 points single handed.
Johnny Green of the D.U.'s also
showed up well, with 10 points to his
credit. Officiating were Linn Wells,
referee, Norman S. MacPhee, Timer,
As recently announced Coach Jack
and Frank Cooper, scorer. The play
off for the second place between the Magee. preliminary trials for the anD.U.'s and the A.T.O.'s is scheduled nual interfraternity track meet will
begin Tuesday afternoon, March 17,
for tonight.
when trials for the broad jump, high
Masque and Gown reports that its jump, and pole vault are scheduled.
copy of "The Queen's Husband", by Trials heats for the 440 will be held
most closely matched interfraternity Robert Sherwood, is missing from the on Wednesday, while on Friday afterdramatic club's room in Moulton noon both trials and finals for the
battle in years.
High scorer for the game was Union. Mr. Quinby would appreciate discus and 35-pound weight events
Bean, who contributed 15 of the the prompt return of this book.
will be run off.

point

winners were Harold Cross and Dave
Fitts, who but recently became members of the varsity squad. Cross outBecause the Independents made did himself capturing first in the
such an excellent showing against century and second in the 50 while
more experienced quintets, and be- Fitts showed up well as a member of
cause every member of this year's the victorious 400 yard relay team.
In the 200 yard breaststroke won
group except Wilbur Manter will return next year; Harold Ashkenazy, handily by Dick May, an interesting
one of the three managers, has made race developed between Hooke and
engagements with about 20 teams for Vonnegut of Tech for second position.
,On the last lap Vonnegut resorted to
contests in the 1936-37 season.
r
This year's schedule was a rigorous the "butterfly stroke which cut down
one, including meetings with several Hooke's substantial lead to a matter
experienced clubs. The Polar Bears, of feet, but the sprint came a little
however, achieved the distinction of late and Hooke managed to retain
having beaten at least once every second place.
team they met. Their comparative
power was demonstrated last week,
Riflers Score
when they overwhelmed the fraternity all-stars 72-24 on Wednesday and
Victory Over Cony High
took a hard-fought 64-46 verdict from
a flashy Richmond aggregation the
following evening. Although Johnny
In a return meet with Cony High
Frazier has scored at least 12 points at Augusta last Friday, the newly
in every game; team-work, rather organized Frosh rifle team took over
than the starring of individuals, is their opponents by a score of 852-751
responsible for the success of the for their second victory of the year.
Polar Bears, according to Ashkenazy. Griffin, Guild, and Davis of Bowdoin
each securing a total of 172 points
in the combined standing and prone
positions were high scorers of the
m=et supported by Messier and
Stroud whose tallies followed closely.
tively scheduled with Portland teams,

—
the proposed
S

five,

Stan

Probably the outstanding performance of the meet was turned in
by Bill Fish as anchorman on the
Polar Bear medley relay team. On
the last leg Fish started out even with
Captain Patterson of Tech picking up
a small lead, and although he missed
one of his turns and had to go back,
Bill touched out first
to
win the
event which proved to be the closest

INTERHOUSE MEET
TRIALS BEGIN SOON

,

i

Freshman

1

I

1

I

J

j

j

•

—

The total score of this meet showed
considerable improvement over that
of two weeks ago when the yearling
squad met Cony on the Bowdoin
range in their first shoulder to shoulsignifirsnt in that it •was accompllshmatch. Last week's victory is doubly
significant
that ij^was accomplished at a strange npngcTlty a first year
team inexperienced in shoulder to
shoulder matches: Sometime in April
the White squad Will meet the University of Maine frosh in a duel encounter. -

m
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Cffor

centuries the

world has gone

to the Near Eastfor its flavors

and

aromas and spices.

and today Chesterfield imports
thousands of bales of tobacco from

.

•

.

Turkey and Greece to add

flavor

and

A Good

fragrance to Chesterfield Cigarettes.
Turkish tobacco

is

expensive.

Formula

For Your Printing
A brief interview with us

The

Copy

set exactly right

import duty alone is 35 cents a pound.

Clean correct proof to you
Quick work on our presses

But no other place except Turkey and

Prompt

Greece can

raise tobacco

of

A

this par-

delivery

price that

is

Bowdoin men use

ticular

aroma and

flavor.

right
this

formula for

their stationery, postcards, frater-

nity forms, lactations aad other
printing. It works splendidly.

This Turkish tobacco, blended

with our own American tobaccos in

TheRecord Office
— Telephone S —

the correct proportions to bring out

Paul K. MvfD, Bowdoin 1916

Manager

the finer qualities of each tobacco,

Printers of

The Orient and Alumnus

helps to make Chesterfields outstand-

ingfor mildness andfor better taste.
.

for
..

OlM*.

for better taste

DOW MOTOR SALES
Ford V-8
Sales

Service
W **•?•!
HBCKSWICK, MAINS
^

»*•
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VOL.LXV

The Sun
Rises

V V

9 9

Haas Lectures Tonight;
Abrahamson Next Week

HALL TRIUMPHS
IN ANNUAL 1868

Stanley Williams, Jr.
relations between the
colleges can be no better

*

Maine
cemented than by such events as the
visit of Dr. Hauck, president of the
University of Maine, to speak in a

recent Sunday chapel service. Football games and track meets do much
in this way, while debates and forums
make for better understanding between the institutions, but the value
of the interchange of speakers is not
to be underestimated.
For instance, on the occasion of the
alumni luncheon preceding the Bowdoin-Maine game here in 1934 President Hauck spoke, while last fall
President Sills was guest speaker at
a similar banquet for Maine alumni.
Close and courteous attention is invariably given on these occasions,
marking the interest and friendly attitude of audiences toward such
guests.

a - r
the advent of spring and the
Easter Vacation, the Student
Council and the S.C.D.C. will return
to the campus faced with the problem
of running off the new "Rising Day"
program successfully. The S.C.D.C.

WITH

experiment will undergo

its

baptism

of fire. It is not too early to bring attention to the difficulties inherent in
the "Rising Day" situation, and to
recall the excesses which led to last
year's faculty action.

Talks On "Law Of Poetry
In Memorial Hall On

Monday Night

FIVE OTHERS ALSO

PRESENT ORATIONS

Winner Compares Effect Of
Poetry

On Lawyers, On

life In General
By N.

B. Dupee

Lawrence Sargent Hall

'36,

speak-

ing on The Law of Poetry, won the
'68 Prize Speaking contest last Monday night when he competed with
five other seniors in Memorial Hall.
The prize is an amount of money
coming from the $1,000 fund given
by the class of 1868 "to that member
of the senior class who shall write
and deliver the best oration".
Hall made an analogy of the effect
poetry has on a lawyer* and poetry on
life. The physicist lecturer demonstrates how a card, divided into red,
green, yellow, and white quarters appears gray when rotated at high
speeds. In the dark, a spark from an
electric light shows the separate colors. The professor says it demonstrates a law of optics, but he tells
only half the truth. "What you saw

• - r
large audience, and the fine
•*•
program, of the Wass Memorial
cup singing contest held in Memorial
Hall last Thursday night gives evidence of a very splendid revival taking place at the college. In the words
of President Sills, "the college can be,
and is, a singing college".
Better and more frequent singing
of the college songs has been stressed
in chapel by the President several
times during the past year, and was
also mentioned in this column. While,
contrary to announcement, no college songs were sung by "the whole
company" at the contest, or by the
several
houses participating,
the
singing interest and ability revealed
applies to Bowdoin's own songs as

was life standing still, and the spark
resembles poetry in life."
When a child asks what makes the
watch tick we do not answer, so this
little Socrates takes the watch apart
to see just what does happen. The
"full-grown" man who does the same
thing sees a design like that which
makes the world go round and keeps
the stars in their orbits. A committee sent to see the man who preferred
to read poetry instead of Fortune or
Time were not a little shocked when
the lawyer told them that "A poem is
the image of life expressed in eternal
truth". Practicalities of life aren't
the realities of life.
Poetry A Mirror
Poetry is a mirror which makes
beautiful that which has been diswell.
torted. This lawyer type is fast dys - r
ing, this kind of a man who doesn't
YT is to be hoped that this contest want his watch only as • time piece,
* will enjoy long life, and that it this man who doesn't see life in a
distorted way.
will not languish for lack of

rpHE

was,
Rededication of Democracy", John P.
Chapman who spoke on "Art and the
Social Impulse", Sidney R. McCleary
on "America and the European Crisis". Edwin G. Walker on "The Right
to Think", Bernard N. Freedman on
*
so.
"Conflict or Co-operation". Music at
Bowdoin graduates can remember the beginning and between every two
the spring days, not so very long ago, speakers was furnished by Richard
when fraternity groups gathered V. McCann '36, who played his piano
on porches after supper to sing a few accordion.
songs. A revival of this, and possiJudges of the contest were the Revbly even the holding of a general col- erend Charles M. Tubbs of Bath, Lu-

steady existence.
In a measure it
will be a concern of
the winning
house to see that the cup is put back
in competition each successive year,
and judges, donor, and the President
emphasized the hope that this will be

lege get-together sing sometime in
the spring would complete the infusion of singing interest in the college. It is the traditions of this type
which should be clung to, or resuscitated, by the college in preference to
the more violent but less worthy historical features of college life, such

as Rising

Week which eke

out a

lingering existence.

"ACCEPT atrncisM
WELL", SAYS SILLS
Open-minded acceptance of

crit-

icism, whether it be of himself, his
college, his state, his nation, or his

world,
strong

is

one of the

Christian

first

marks

character,

of a
Pres.

C. M. Sills told Bowdoin undergraduates at Sunday's chapel serv-

Kenneth
ice.

"The Christian religion is dynamic,
not static," he said, "and has no room
for complacency. Consequently, if one
desires to make the most of himself
to the end that he may contribute
best to the attainment of the ideal,
he must be on constant guard against
all those forces that make a man content with what he is and prevent him
from striving to be what he may be.
Distinguishes Types
"In the growth of the individual
soul one thing often overlooked is the
way one should take criticism not
criticism that is mere fault-finding,
but criticism that is an impartial assessment of men and their doings."
Pres. Sills distinguished carefully
between honest, sincere criticism and
criticism which is not fair-minded.
Unfair criticism is especially present
in America's discussions of public af-

—

he said.
Honest Criticism Differs
of you 10, 20 years hence
will find this out if. as I hope, you
will then be playing your part in the
political life of state and nation. In
the game of life you will have to
learn that there will always be harsh
and bitter comments from those on
fairs,

"Some

the bleachers; the best answer to
such thoughtless fault finding is that
or Bishop Berkeley: They say! What
say they? Let them say!" But beware
of being a grandstand critic yourself."
Honest criticism is entirely different however, the president warned.
"Anyone who is growing into real
manhood ought constantly to welcome criticism that will overcome
inevitable faults and make him more
of a man. The way in which a person
takes criticism, like the way in which
he takes adversity, is a pretty good
test of the real man within."
Criticism of a beloved institution
should likewise be accepted and acted

upon, he emphasized; and the quesiCootioacd on pass I)

aata^sk*^^

"Physics and Philosophy" will
the subject of Professor
Haas's lecture In the lounge of
Moulton Union this evening at
8.15; Professor Haas Is continuing a series of talks on modern

he

PRIZE SPEAKING
By

T^RIENDLY

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK. ME., WEDNESDAY MARCH

(65th Year)

physics.

The next Union

lecture,

en-

"Jobless Prosperity", will

titled

be delivered a week from tonight
by Albert Abrahamson, assistant
professor of economics at Bowdoin and a graduate In the class
of ISM. Because of his duties as
administrator ProMaine

WPA

Abrahamson has been on

fessor

leave of absence from the college since June, IBM. He hi a
member of the 'American Economic Association and the American Statistical Association, as
wen as the Phi Beta Kappa and
Zeta Pal fraternities.
After Professor Abrahamson's
lecture, which Is being given under the auspices of the Bowdoin
Political Forum, an Informal discussion will take place.

ZETA

PSI

WINS

WASCONTEST
Alpha

Beta Mentioned

Delt,

As Seven Fraternities
Try For Trophy
By

Leigaton Nash

Singing "Hurrah for Zeta Psi" and
"The Deacon Went Down", the Zeta
Pal fraternity annexed the Wass
Memorial cup for group singing at
the

first interfraternity

singing

con-

Memorial
Thursday evening. Honorable mention was given to Alpha Delta Phi
and Beta Theta PL
A feature of the performance of
the winning houses was the work of
Jr.
its leader Jonathan W. French,
test held

Hall

in

last

Predicts Stiff Battle In

Interfraternity Contest Friday

I

Quinby Direct! Presentation
Of Mostellaria Acted
In Modern Dress

hundred per cent of the house taking
part.

Immediately following the performance of the last house and while
the judges were deciding the win-

—

—

College Continues In Spite

Of

And Impure Water

Track Meet

OWEN, YOUNG, MAY,
PUT BETAS ON TOP
Coach Foresees Many New

Dean Nixon's Translation To
Be Used On Three-Level

Records; 100 Men Will
Enter Competition

Classical Stage

By Ralph Winn

By Porter Jewett

Marking one of the few times on
record when Plautus' "Mostellaria"
has ever been staged in modern
1
dress, the Classical Club's production
of this ancient comedy will be presented next Tuesday afternoon and
evening under the direction of George
H. Quinby.
Using Dean Nixon's authoritative
translation as a basis, Mr. Quinby has
re-written the entfr? play, modernizing the dialogue and introducing
topical references, to several scenes
he has employed present day Negro
dialect
Barksdaie Plays Lead
Work on the scenery to be used in
the play has advanced rapidly within
the last week under the direction of
production manager, Isaac Dyer, '36.
According to custom the stage will
be constructed like the old classical
stages, on three levels. The general
exterior set will comprise a street
and courtyard scene in the center of
the stage. On either end will be a
city dwelling house. In keeping with
the up-to-date characterization, the
scenery will be of a stucco design.
Most of the actios) of the play win
occur in the courtyard facing the au-

With every prospect of providing several new records, the
interfraternity
annual
track
meet will get under way in the
Cage this Friday evening. Keen
Above (left) Is Coach lack Magee track mentor of the White, who pro- competition is expected in all
diets a close battle in the coming meet. Bight Is Vale Marvin, whose events of the contest, and a close
leg injury will keep nun from run nlng, losing several necessary points
race is predicted between D.K.E.
for Zeta Psi.
and Zeta Psi by Coach Jack Ma-

Lary Will Confer With

modern

To am

those
interested
should apply to the Dean for
cards concerning appointments.

a wily,
,tes,
a very
will be portrayed
<37;

roue
1,

seniors.

All

and

will

be

'38.

drinking.

As

flood levels rose,

the

MELROSE CONDUCTS
SYMPHONY CONCERT

COLLEGE ANNOUNCES
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMS
Maine Scholar-

MEN GO TO
MODELLEAGUE

Many

International Affairs

Discussed At Williams
College Meeting

Graffam,

'cellist.

Included in the program were three
movements of Beethoven's fifth symphony in C minor, and "Ase's Death"
from the Peer Gynt suite by Grieg,
which was played in memory of the
late
Prof. Edward Hames Wass,
Mus.D., Bowdoin college organist and

member

of the music department for
20 years. Miss Ward sang the aria
"Caro Nome" by Verdi, and Miss
Graffam played the concerto in
minor, adagio, by Haydn.

D

COUNCIL TO CHOOSE

PROCTORS THURSDAY
Applications for proctorships for
the year 1936-1937 are now being received by the Student Council. All
desiring proctorships must place
their applications in the
hands of
some member of the Student Council
before Thursday, March 19.
The present Board of Proctors consists of the following men: Winthrop,
Robert R. Hagy, Jr., and Hubert S.
Shaw; Maine, Philip G. Good and
William H. Soule; Apple ton, John P.
Chapman and Paul G. Favour, Jr.;
Hyde, Fred S. Mann and John V.
Shute.
In the hands of this Board rests
the maintenance of order in the
dormitories and the responsibility for
their proper care. Acting as
chairman of the Board of Proctors is the

men

—

—

—

—
—
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"I look forward to this meet as
the most interesting, most closely
contested, in many years. This is the
year in which there will be more
than a hundred men, many of whom
are outstanding, competing. I expect
that there will be some records brokfirst

en.

"The old-time two -lap relay

will

be run and it is impossible to predict which of the fast teams of the
A.D.'s, Dekes, Betas and Zetes will hit

By Charles W. Brewster
the tape for the best time. I also
Bowdoin's six delegates represented think
that

the well-balanced freshUruguay at the ninth annual New man team will
do more scoring than
England Model League of Nations, as any other freshman
team ever has
over 400 students from 37 colleges

Marvin Injured
Favored to place in the 40-yard
dash will be Bob Smith. Dave Soule,
Bill Soule, Bill Owen. Charlie Gibbs
and Burt Mitchell. The only disappointment of the meet will be the
failure of Vale Marvin to contest the
discussion of the Italo-Ethiopian dis- 440 yard run with Braley Gray. Marpute less then twenty-four hours be- vin, suffering from a pulled muscle
fore the League at Geneva took the wfll be unable to renew this annual
rivalry which has featured past insame step.
terfraternity meets.
62 Nations Re presen ted
Bob Porter is expected to break
With Mount Holyoke heading the a record
in the mile with Johnny
list by electing the
Model League Shute or Charlie Young
In
President and sending 42 students to the 45-yard high liiiirtlssfollowing.
Phil Qeod.
nrjavsent scdew 4MroPreftt nations, the
Bill Owen, Dave Deane, and Geoffrey
groups from the 37 coheges present
Stanwood will probably finish in that
took the parts of 67' me ber and 5
order.
Bill Owen has so imnon-member nations of the League. provedHowever,
in the last few weeks, accordEach delegation represented as a*^ ing to Coach Magee, that he may
curately as possible the actual stand-, take a first in either or both the
hurgathered

week

at

Williams

College

last

end.

Confronted 'by the problem of giving attention to the Rhineland crisis
despite original plans to concentrate
on the Ethiopian situation, the Model
League by a vote of 27-23 postponed

April 27, 1936, at Brunswick and at
seven secondary schools in various
parts of the state. Four scholarships
of $500 dollars each will be awarded,
one for each of the four districts into
which the state is divided for the
point of its particular nation when
competition.
«
The examination wfll consist of such questions as the Italo-Ethiopian
three parts, the first to cover Algebra debate, military, naval, and economic
and Plane Geometry,, the second, sanctions, and redistribution of Uaw
English, and the third, general
in- materials were brought forward for
formation. The first two parts will discussion. The success of this year's
last two hours each, and the third, Model League was emphasized by
Senator Thomas of Utah in his final
one and one half hours.
The examinations will be given in critique when he said he had not heard
eight places in the state. These are "a single false note in the votes or
Memorial Hall, Brunswick; Houlton speeches of delegates from any naHigh School; Rockland High School; tions during the three day session."
Fryeburg Academy, Fryeburg; CoEthiopia vs. Italy.
burn Classical Institute, Waterville;
A humorous note was injected into
Bangor High School; Farming ton the proceedings of the first night's
State Normal School; and Washing- Assembly as the Amherst "Ethiopian"
ton State Normal School at Machias. delegation, arriving late, came into
Notify Authorities
the flag-decked League chambers
Any students or alumni knowing of with blackened countenances, barelikely candidates for the examination
feet, and white-sheeted capes to plead
should leave their names with Prothe cause of Emperor Haile Selassie
fessor A. P. Daggett or Mrs. Hayes.
against
a stubborn black-shirted
All candidates must be residents of
the State of Maine and attending "Italian" group from Williams Col-

m

•

Under the baton of Paul Melrose,
leader of. the fifth infantry band at
Fort Williams, the Portland Symphony Orchestra gave a concert in
Memorial Hall last night. Soloists
with the orchestra were Miss Helen
Ward, soprano, and Miss Katherine

Coming

mmmtMmmmm

gee.
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University

nearby colleges to And Jobs.
A graduate of Bates, Mr. Lary
has visited Bowdoin on Vocational Days for several years and has
aided in the placement of many

comic

in
the
the leading
played by

jamin,

Boston

Club will be on campus next
Monday and Tuesday and will
hold conferences with undergraduates who have filled oat vocational blanks in the Dean's office.
Mr. Lary is Director of the Department of Education and Vocation at the University Club. One
of the major functions of his department is helping seniors in

'37 is

d

Vocations

in the placement of
seniors, Mr. Stanley C.

Bowdoin
Lary of the

found

be

On

Seniors

dience.

Faced with a water shortage, no pumping station also went out of
and the failure of most trans- commission, leaving the town with
portation
facilities,
Bowdoin has approximately two and a half days'
managed to survive the worst flood of water supply in the Topsham tank.
the Androscoggin in forty years and Orders were issued forbidding showDean.
keep running on schedule. While it ers, and any unnecessary use of wawas rumored over the week-end that ter. College authorities seriously conthe college might be closed due to the sidered closing school until the supply
Events
water shortage, conditions were so was augmented. However, by late
favorable Sunday night that Doctor Sunday eyening, the pumping station
Johnson was able to notify fraternity was again in running order, and the
Tonight,
8.15
threat
of
shortage
was
banished.
stewards to buy supplies for the comHaas Lecture on "Physics and
ing week, there being little doubt
To the general confusion of the
Philosophy" at the Moulton
times was added the news that the
that Bowdoin would remain open.
Union.
The first anticipation that the flood Maine Central Railroad bridge over
Friday, March 20—
river
was
slowly
the
being
washed
conditions
might become serious
S.SO p.m.
Finals of InterfraCaught
by
steel
understrucout.
the
came Saturday morning when stuternity Discus and 35 Pound
dents awoke to find no electricity in ture of the bridge, a large floe of ice
Weight Events.
Brunswick. Flood waters had put the was slowly forcing the steel-work out
JO
P.M.
7
Interfraternity
Brunswick plant out of condition ear- of line. It is estimated that at least
Track Meet at Hyde Cage.
ly in the evening. For a few hours, half the college was spread along the
8.15 P.M.— Debate with Lafaycurrent was supplied from the Bath river bank watching the edifice unette—Hubbard Hall.
plant, but this source failed shortly til it finally gave way before a force
Saturday, March 81
after midnight. It was announced at of 1.4 tons per running foot. For a
P.M.
Interacholastlc
Track
the time that hour exams would be time it was feared that the vehicular
Meet at Hyde Cage.
postponed if lights were not available bridge was also doomed. The rising
8.15 P.M.—Capt. C. W. R.
by Saturday evening. However, by waters were forcing ice against the
give
Knight
will
lecture
on
four o'clock in the afternoon, the four-year-old structure toward the
Birds— Memorial Hall.
power-house of the Cabot Mills, still end of the afternoon. However, the
9.00 P.M.— Dance In the Moulbeen
level,
had
conwater
danger
disappeared
as
river
slowthe
above
well
ton Union. Music by the Bownected with the town system and ly sank during the early part of the
doin Polar Bears.
light was furnished.
Monday, March 28—
evening.
Vocational Day.
A second crisis came when it was Many students, coming from northTuesday, March 24—
found that the drinking water supply
had been polluted by rising waters. ern sections of the state were left in
I JO and 8Jt P.Mw—Classical
drawn
was
a
colwhich
precarious
when
the
situation
water,
Club Play Memorial HalL
The town
Wednesday, March 25—
from riverside wells, was found to lege considered adjourning. By radio
Abrahamson Lec8.15 P. M.
be unfit for use, and warnings were reports it was discovered to be imture at the Moulton Union.
(Oontinoed
I)
on
sag*
sent out to boil all water before
lights,

Dekes Will Be Close
Contestants In Annual

Zetes,

Figure In Interfraternity Meet

BENJAMmTTsMALL
BARKSDALE TO STAR

members present with one

—

Klaber, Jr.

It*

Magee

for the Stajg of

of

Dance

By William

STAGE PLAUTUS
FARCE ITUESDAY

NO. 24

1936

arrangements
from Boston by
Seven Compete
the Masque and Gown, and it is exA total of seven houses were rep- pected that they will arrive in time Announcement has been made by
resented in the contest, their num- to be used in the-coming play. The
the College of the coming examinabers varying from 37 up to the Zeta new equipment will include two new

ners, the entire gathering joined in
singing "Old Black Joe", and members of the glee club rendered several songs. After a few words from
President Sills and from Mr. Brinkler, the donor of the cup, Professor
Mortimer P. Mason announced the
winning group and presented them
cien P. Libby '99, Portland, and Donwith the cup. Mr. Brinkler expressed
ald W. Philbrick '17, Portland.
a hope that the cup would be placed
year by
in competition again next
the winning house.
Polar Bears Will Give
Draw for Order
Last
Saturday
The order in which the houses were
to sing was decided by a drawing of
Concluding their current winlots immediately before the program.
ter** series, the Polar Bears will
list of the fraternities taking part
A
play In the Moulton Union this
their appearance,
in the order of
Saturday evening. Leader Tom
with the songs which each rendered,
Mack, anticipating the usual
follows:
large turnout that this last dance
Alpha Delta Phi—Swabian Folk
draws, has arranged special novSong, Come Troll a Stave.
elty numbers and orchestrations
Chi Psi The Winter Song, The
for the event.
Walking Around Song.
Spring bookings Include apSigma Nu Hail Sigma Nu, Corpearances at the University Club
nell Alma Mater.
la Boston on Wednesday, April
Delta Kappa Epsilon Cornell Alfirst, at a dance given for Bowma Mater, Phi Marching Song.
doin alumni and undergraduates
Beta Theta Pi— Wooglin to the
of New England. They will also
Pledge, The Loving Cup.
play at the Eastland Hotel on
Zeta Psi—Hurrah for Zeta Psi, The
Deacon Went Down.
April 24 following the Bowdoin
Psi Upsilon— Psi U. Marching Song,
Glee Club concert, and at DartLord Geoffrey Amherst.
mouth Houseparties on May first.

Darkness

18.

CLASSICISTS TO

Prototypes of
'37, who supplied the solo parts
in stage figures ma
"The Deacon Went Down". The win- "Mostellaria".
character,
which
ners displayed ability in both part
Richard K. Bark
and unison singing. Prof. M. Phillips shifty slave,
Mason, chairman, Mr. Charles War- amusing drur
ren of Brunswick, and Prof. Samuel by Edwin
B.
E. Kamerlmg, acting as judges, based Simon, a typical
their award on enunciation, enthusi- played by Stuart
asm, and the proportional number of
Several new 11
members of each house present.
have been ordered

number

CLASSICISTS OTVE

MOSTEXXARIA TUESDAY

'

Maine schools.
Winners of the award now

lege".

in col-

lege are: P. G. Good, W. F. Carnes,
E. A. Fort ier, and H. S. Shaw, Class
of 1936; H. C. Buxton, Jr., D. E.
Christie, M. W. Cass, B. A. Norton,
F. F. Gould, Jr., and R. V. McCann,
Class of 1937; A. H. Cox, E. H.
Owen, B. H. Cushing, and J. A.
Bishop, Class of 1938; P. S. Campbell. R. H. EULs, L. J. Cohen, and B.
J. Bertels, Class of 1939.

ALUMNI CONTRIBUTE
FOR SILLS PORTRAIT
As a tribute to his service to the
college, President Sills, who in 1937
will have completed the twentieth
year of his administration, will sit for
an official portrait next year, it was
decided at the meeting of the Alumni
Council on Saturday, March 14.

Bowdoin's six delegates, Elmer A.
'36, Richard Mathewson '37,
'37, Richard Woods
Charles F. Brewster '37, and William Hart '39, took an active part in
representing their country, Uruguay,
Fortier

Norman Seagrave
'37,

in the discussions and voting of the
various committee meetings as well
as the League Assembly, but were
forced to remain mere spectators in
sessions of the Council, inasmuch as
Bowdoin, admitted for the first time
to the Model League this year, did
not obtain a seat on the League
Council.

dle events.

Johnny Shute, "Cap" Cowan, "DitEaton Tarbell, Howie

to" Bond.

(Continued on pane 4)

KNIGHT TO LECTURE
ON BIRDS SATURDAY
Captain C. W. R. Knight, billed as
"the Eagle Man", will present a motion picture lecture this Saturday at
in
Memorial Hall. Captain
Knight is being brought to the colJohn Warren Achorn Bird
Lectureship for his second visit here
in the past few years.
Last year Captain Knight travelled
to South Africa alone on the news
that the rare Martial Hawk-Eagle,
South Africa's representative of the
dreadful harpy of South America was
again occupying the huge eyrie that
the Captain himself had discovered,
too late, in the previous year. Apart
from what can be learned of this remarkable bird very little is known
concerning it.
The growth of the single Eaglet,
"James Steyn", is recorded in detail
from early youth onwards and proTides, in itself, a story of unique adventure and achievement.
Captain
Knight, ever eager to take the fullest advantage of any opportunity, has
visited other parts of Africa to ascertain for himself the range of this fast
disappearing bird.

8.15

lege by the

B. C. A. Reorganizes; Extends
Scope; Elects Sampson Leader
By William

Klaber, Jr.

Reorganizing and extending their
An artist of national distinction is work for the rest of the' college year,
to be secured by the Governing Board the Bowdoin Christian Association
through the Committee on Art Inter- elected Thompson S. Sampson '36,
ests and it is estimated that approxi- president at their last meeting held
mately $3500 will be necessary.
Thursday in the Moulton Union. At

employment, offering to provide references for Bowdoin men
attempting
to secure positions.

Stanley Williams, Jr.. '37 will
repeat as editor of the Freshman
Handbook, annually published by
the BCA

for the benefit of the incoming
class

Send Alumni Letters
the same time, Donald Woodward Assisting him will be Warren
Arnold
feels that the proj- '37, and Norman Seagrave '37 were 38, Ralph Winn '38,
and Wilram
worthy and one to which every elected vice-president, and secretary- Hart 39.
to
give
his as- treasurer respectively.
alumnus will be eager
Start Men's Class
sistance. Letters explaining the plans
Robert Hamblen '39 will head the
The BCA is planning to extend
of the Committee together with a re- their activities to include the college Collection
Committee, advised by
quest for contributions will be sent as a whole and the surrounding dis- Donald Woodward. The group,
which
to Bowdoin Alumni all over the coun- trict in general during the coming has been functioning
actively in the
Bowdoin undergraduates also months. Various committees have past, collects old clothing, books,
try.
may be allowed to show appreciation been formed which will work to form magazines, which are distributedand
to
and gratitude to the President by a more enterprising organization than various welfare agencies, ships,
and
submitting their contributions at a has previously existed this year.
the Maquoit and Cathance communlater date.
ities. Also on the committee are
Tackle Social Work
NorThe committee, which is composed
Dupee. John Matthews, Charles
Norman E. Dupee "38, has been man
of Professor Henry E. Andrews '04,
Denny, and Louis Bruemmer.
Director of the Walker Art Museum, appointed to head the Maquoit and
Donald Woodward has been placed
Charles T. Burnett, Professor of Psy- Cathance Committee. This group will in charge of a committee to
arrange
chology on the faculty, Philip G. Clif- be active trying to relieve bad social for weekly men's classes
to be held
ford '03 of Committee on Art Inter- conditions in these two communities. every Sunday after vacation
under
Winn '38,
ests, Felix A. Burton '07, Chairman of Aiding Dupee will be Ralph
the guidance of Dr. Goodrich. As'39. Charles Denny '37,
Riley
Thomas
the Directors of the Alumni Fund,
sisting are Ralph Winn and Chester
Philip S. Wilder '23, Alumni Secre- Thomas Craven '38, and John Mat- Baxter '36.
'39.
tary, Huntington Batchford "29. and thews
A Political Committee Is working
Thomas Craven '38, will be fa
Harold L. Berry '24, Chairman, wfll
out a series of answers to the quesclose its books on May 1, 1936. It is charge of the Summer Jobs Commit- tionnaire published by
the Student
hoped that the alumni and under- tee, with James Card '38. Louis Christian Movement. Chester Baxter
graduates will be prompt and gener- Brjemmer '39, and Robert Hamblen is chairman, assisted
by Thomas
'39. This group is planning to write to
ous in their contributions so that the
(ConUaoed from P*>* S)
summer
of
sources
hoiels
and
other
funds then in hand may be sufficient.
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lamas A. Bishop '38
Stuart D. Brewer '68

Norman

Dupee

E.

Harry T. Foote

Henry

»S8

L.
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Among the multitude of spectators who watched the railroad
bridge disappear la»t Saturday
was <Jkuek Klein, drummer lor
the Bowdoin Collegians and ardent devotee of swing rhythm
and swing bands, ttfuiek was enjoying the spectacle immensely,
yet Jtis .enjoyment was not that
of the vulgar rabble; It was a finer thing, it puzzled us and we
wondered whence it arose, the
secret leaked out when a late arrival naked Chuck ii be had enjoyed the catastrophe. "Oh It was
wonderful," was the ecstatic reply, "it even had a swing to it."

*3S

'36

Euan G. Davis

Ernest R. Daltop *87

"87

*• OolWft. Tear hy the StadeaU of Bowdoin Colics*.
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THE INTERSCHOLASTIC MEET
This week-end the college sponsors the Annual Interscholastic
TrAck Meet. The Orient ieels that the value ,of this schoolboy
meet is questionable from the point of view both of the college
administration and of the fraternities. The college sponsors the
meet with the hope that good athletes who plan to go to college
will become interested in Bowdoin. Naturally, the department

which should benefit most by the meet

is

the

Apartment

of a$i-

letics, but when they themselves are reluctant to express enthusiasm for it and are ready to -calculate the -value of the meet in
bringing good material to Bowdoin, the situation must lie ripe for

investigation.

How many men

have entered Bowdoin as a result of interest

the interscholastic contest? -The number as very
small, although we admit that the calibre of these few has been
excellent. On the whole, the meet is net serving its purpose.
great many of the representatives of these schools are not, to put

by

stimulated

A

it

•of

definition of soring fever),
the College knew that flood time had
Mustard and Cress
arrived and
breathed a sigh or relief, for flood
time always .brings with it a host of

•3*

Aasiataat Managers

SubatripUani.

Ad --m
R, P. A.

.modem

Buaiaass Manager

Owen H. Melaugh

addreaaed

*

William Frost "88
William 8 -Hawkins *8» good stories:
Robert Laffin '38

"88

Ralph H. Winn

ahould be

late last

.

week the look-outs

and undergraduates walked about
with their heads among the clouds
and their feet among puddles (the

HOWIIOJN PUBLISHING COMPANY

tiooa

<

.perched high in the tops of the lofti"Land
est Bowdoin pines shouted
ho!", the campus underwent its annual 'transibrmation into a Jake of
navigable proportions, the boardwalks cast loose from their moorings,

Editor-in-Chief
Robert P. Ashley «8«

William Klaber,

K. H.

Bowdoin is seeking.
accommodating the visitors

- c
the Brunswick-Topsham aubridge was roped off Saturday afternoon several
Bowdoin students
taking pictures on the river bank underneath the bridge created quite a
stir. Billy Edwards bustled about and
let down a ladder. At length Max
Eaton's blond head popped into view.
Mr. Kirkland, precariously perched
atop a fence, became a' picture of
professorial excitement and glee and
nearly fell into the river. "There's
one of any major students, there's one
of my major students!" he exclaimed.
Perhaps his glee was derived from
the thought that he, a mere college
professor, had contributed to the excitement of the afternoon by having
one of his major students in danger
of life and Jimb.
HI - C
We consulted several of the
more educated members of the
faculty on the flood situation,
but with little success. When we
tried to Interrupt Tommy Means'
pursuit of the classics to get
some opinion, he only muttered,

When

-to

mildly, the type that

WISEMAN FARMS

one which is
The
conveniently solved for the college authorities, but not for the ac.Question of

is

guests— the -eleven fraternities, it is
unfair for the college to expect t|e fraternities to support tan or
sition would be leas if the frafifteen men for two days. Tiie imi
il for their /hospitality or some
tejonities received some compensa
contacts with prospective pled
Morrell's recommendation to thi
iiffAKrTSvMtsi that TOe gate
receipts of the meet should be turned over to the fraternities, no
such action followed. Since the students in fraternities finance the
meet, they should be allowed to decide Aether ,they want, it or pot.
Another aspect of the problem is the method of assigning the
schoolboys to the houses. At present this is determined by the
Magee "rating system", which classifies every house according
to Coach Magee's estimation of its strength in trade men. The
strongest track house has first choice of prep or high school, and
so on. This gives the strong track house prior claim on what few
sub-freshmen are among the boys, aggravates the inequality of
fraternities in the sport, and encourages the growth of "track
houses".
M. A. E.

THE PRESIDENTS PORTRAIT

the

—

,slt-

Ice

the lost and found section
Post -Standard:
Syracuse

mental reasons.

P#
lit Is

m -«
tpeofessoriaJ pundit) nays:

seldom a Bowdoin professor

does not confine himself solely to
his retereaoes and quote Adams

<*apter t lor .hours on end.
one does,. jaw ahall under.to immortalise him. Theebtfore, Wfce Jaeed, scholars, to one
Philip Meserve who. says, "Too
much study without reflection Is
waste; reflection without study is
useless." M-*C .Is raising a load to
have that carved over the library

When

take

door.

P

m

P

!

'

i

has carefully compiled a staor whatever you do to make
one, on the regular recurrence of
Prof. Copeland's jokes. For March 20,
1933. a certain Zo 1-2 set of notes
contains the 'famous joke about the
lady who was upset about her coming .gall bladder operation. The Professor consoled .her by stating that
elephants and horses didn't have gall
bladders anyhow. Now for the statistic, we shouldn't have let you in
on the joke, on March 16, 1936, in
the middle of the same lecture appears the same joke. Perhaps
P
need not have worked so hard, since
Copey's lectures will make him im-

„„
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HERE'S P. A.'S

mortal without M-C'S help.

SPiOAL

NO -RISK

OFFER

fragrant prpefula of Prince Albert. It you don't final it the mellowpipe tobacco you ever smojted, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it (p us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund lull purchase prior, plus postage.
est, tastiest

A Good

Formula

(SignUJ JL

For Your Printing

J.

RXYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

A

brief interview with us
Copy set exactly right

Fringe Alb

Clean Correct proof to you
Quick work on our presses

XHE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

...

.

pipeful*

price that

right

is

•
Bowdoin men use

formula for

this

THf

NEW

The COLLEGE

DENTISTRY

nity forms, Invitations and other
printing. It works splendidly.

A Phase

TheRecordOffiee
— Telephone S —

College

of Preventive Medicine
find in it unusual

Men

Gogol: Dead Souls

opportunities for a career

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Paul K. Nrven, Bowdoin 1916

A

eeeapeeant courae o( preparatiaa lor
aeatal profession.
Class A"
School. Write lor KUeiofLEROY M. S. MIMN. O.M.O.. M.O.. Beta
Dtst. f. IBS leaaaeea An.. Bettea. Mass.
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me

and Alumnus

95c

Flood Pictures by Stuart

DENTAL SCHOOL

Printers of
Orient;

Darwin's Origin of Species and the Descent
of Man
1 Vol. $1.00
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Smoking Camels

eases

tension—

up in poor digestion.
En joy Camels for their

Again and again, we make up for lost
time by eating in a hurry. Digestion must
meet the strain. How fortunate that smoking Camels during and after meals definitely stimulates digestion and helps to
ward off the effects of our hurried, nervewtackinglife— by aiding and restoring the
natural flow of the digestive fluids.Today,
Camels are being ever) where recognized

positive benefit in aid-

ing digestion, by stimulating and rewiring
the natural How of the
digestive fluids.

as a healthful part of the art of dining.
Camels are incomparably mild never

—

get on your nerves or tire your taste.
Enjoy Camels with meals and the whole
day through, for their matchless blend
of costlier tobaccos— for their energizing "lift*' for the welcome feeling of
well-being they bring you.

—

Camels

WIZARD ON
v-..-.flf»

set

you

SKIS, Sig

Buchmayr, says: "J smoke
Camels while eating and
afterwards. Jt seems to
me that after good food
there's nothing like smoking a Camel to aid digestion and build up a tine
lieeling of well-being.'*

*'
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BRIDGES,

of the World Champion Detroit Tigers,
says: "BallpLiy ers have
to watch digestion. I
.find Camels a real aid
in helping digestion.
'Camels set me eight!"

ii

»

JC, Jr.

yesterday. Although all precautions
against drinking town water have
been taken, it was felt that -the only
sensible thing to do was to prevent
possible to set north of Brunswick the disease before it had a chant* to
except by car along the shore route. get started, It is expected that All
The railroad was still running to pollution wul he cleared by the first
Rockland, but it was virtually im- of next week, hut the danger of
possible to get to Augusta. They were typhus will be great until that <»rne.
faced with the problem of getting
The only part of the college which
to inaccessible homes.
was not functioning normally an
It is as yet unknown how long the Monday morning
was the athletic
college will be affected by the flood.
department. Handicapped hy the waIt wul probably be unsafe to drink
unboiled water for several days until ter embargo which forbade showers,
all pollution is washed sway. While Director Hal Stomett locked the gymall communications with the south nasium all day, giving adjourns to all
remain intact, it is improbable that sports. Late Monday night, he exthe railway bridge will be replaced
pressed the opinion that all would be
until summer.
On the advice of the State Depart- running on schedule by Tuesday.

Of Bad roads

Spite

L'AJQLON, fM CHICAGO, RENOWNED *FOH ITS CONTINENTAL CHARH AMD
CUISINE. Teddy," genial host to the lively crowd you are in the picture above, is an internationally famous wuiire d'hotel. "We find our. patrons know not only good cooking," he says,
"they know good tobacco. There is no question but that Camels are the moat popular cigarette."

(Continued from pas* 1)
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The strata often shows

as a physical tribute of that feeling, is only fitting and

ment of Public Health, all students
were inoculated against typhoid fever

,'".y,.r laaws, Wfr>

stimulates digestion— and fosters a feeling of well-being!

DEEP IN!

president has won well-deserved loyalty and affection from Bowdoin friends, alumni, and undergraduates. We feel that this por-
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CAMEL CARAVAN WITH
WALTER O'KEf FE
TED MUSING
GUN GRAY AND THE
CASA LOaiA ORCHESTRA
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for 50c
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President Sills must go the major credit for this. No ship
cap follow a true course unless there is a capable pilot at the helm.
By maintaining the ideals of high scholarship, and by holding to,
the purpose for which this college was originally founded, the

Continues

4

150 Maine Street

To

(allege

BOOKSTORE

their stationery, postcards, frater-

people have faith that Bowdoin will continue to keep these standards which have been evolved in the past.

W.

fra-

evory 2-ouoce. tia
of Prince Albert

.

A
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grant tobacco la

"

Prompt delivery
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Smoke 20

are well-rounded,
not men who are walking text-books on one
subject alone and who know very little else. The fact that the college is increasing in its physical aspects shows very well that
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past.
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'My old pipe and a tin of P. A. are always
within reach, "aays 'Texas" Faoght, '38.

has made

V™***'
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ALWAYS

P

Little need be said about the record of the president since he
took office. Under his guidance, the college has expanded in all
ways. Many buildings have been added to the campus. The student enrollment has almost doubled. The financial backing of the
college has increased remarkably.
However, these Are really
minor testimonials of a much more significant point. During the
past twenty years, the President lias held to the tradition of the

Bowdoin today demands the high scholarship average that
its record bright in the past. Bowdoin is one of the few
which has not become a specialized school
some one field. It still attempts to turn out educated men who

IS

RL

lad!

office.

colleges in the country

9
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tistic,

Cream
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W PRINCE
ALBERT
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-

'36: "You cant beat
from the economy standpoint.

Robert Sensamann,
'P. A.

THE OLD FASHIONED KIND
,

GOOD

OFFER STIU HOLDS

TR.Ai.

Lady's purse containing Psi U, Qhi
Psi, and -Beta Ttaota Pi fraternity
Valuable to owner for senti-

NO-RISK

P.A.'S

pips.

Xhe

~

—

SMOKERS!

PIPE

Manager

tual hosts of the college's

Alumni contributions are now being solicited in order to -have
an oil-portrait of President Sills painted. The plan is to hang it
with the paintings of former presidents on the second floor of Iftie
Library. This picture is to be done by a skilled artist in honor ,of
the beginning of the twentieth year of the President's term of
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ELECTS TOM
SAVSIN AS LEADER
A.

The Affirmative of Bowdoin's
bating Team went down to a J3-u

be. made
March tt, aacordhlf to Donovan
D. Lancaster, manager of the
Union. Tbeae matches Mill lie
run .off aome .time Jo the latter
poet of April, probably the last
Friday of the month.

I

C

fB.

MHMNIERMEItt

.the annual
4ou»nan»ents

Jor
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BATES TEAM BEATS

As sCsnimt Deadline

flL

GAfiARDUUE! Is that something new
Men's Spring Clothing?
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SET

March

Sets

(QjOtiMMd f«M» |M«t
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Craven, William Hart, Herbert Lord,
hands of the Bates nega Hobert Russell and Norman Seaan Eaatatn Intaroollegia
League debate at Lewiston hut Fri
Designed to be of interest and valday. Edwin G. Walker '86, as lawyer
and .Harold G. Aahkenaay '88, as wit - -ue to vie college as a whole, a monthnesj» represented Bowdoin.
Ay lecture on some current topic will
O'he question was "Resolved: That! ibe.heldfby the BCA. William Bruemin
the Social Security Act of the .last finer will head
the committee
'Congress is detrimental to the .best, charge, aided by Herbert Lord, and
interests of the
American
'Norman Seagrave. This group is now
Caileton Ma bee witness and Wil'
.attempting 'to secure Payson Smith
Greenwood lawyer debated for
ibs the March speaker.
The debate was held in the
Among the services rendered to
Little Theatre with Mr. H. H.
the surrounding districts will be those
Dr. Milton Deems, and John
of the Deputation Committee. This
shall, Esq., as judges.
group, headed by Donald Woodward,
To Meet JLafi
will send out speakers and discussion
Next Friday at 8:15"the Bowdoin 'le ders to various church and young
a
negative team consisting of Andrew people's groups in the different Maine
H. Cox, '38, as witness and Norman towns. Ralph Winn, Norman Dupee,
H. Seagrave as lawyer will meet the
Bruemmer, Chester Baxter,
William
Lafayette affirmative team in ^jbe
John Matthews,
debating room in Hubbard Hal This Norman Seagrave,
Hamblen will also serve
will be the last of Bowdoin's league and Robert
debates for this season. The question on this committee.
Robert Porter '37, assisted by Robwill be the same as that for the Bates
debate. There will be a decision or ert Hamblen and Stanley Williams
the Oregon System type.
will be in charge of a social get-toThis will be the first time that Coxj gether soon to be held by the club.
and Seagrave have worked together]
in a league debate. Last year they de-l
at the

feat:

tiv«> in

I

Shis year, as Jn 4he past, -the
tournaments wMI coaslst of a
aad
ping-annc
pool, .billiard,

,'

nlty bridge

4*111

at

{HENGH
tit

French

Three

i

WUMAS TO
PUT ON IN itfRU
plays

originally

«e presented some time
month have been postponed un-

scheduled to
this

,

after Easter vacation because of
insufficient time for members of the
cast to rehearse. They will probably
be presented .some time during the
week of April 12.
The plays are being directed by M.

.

til

Tillier, French teaching fellow, with
the cooperation of the Alliance Francaise of Brunswick. M. Tillier will feated 'Union together in a non-j
also act in one of the plays together league debate. Cox was a member of
with six students of the college
ihc runner-up team in this year's

The
low:

cast of the three plays f ol- j

m

^
43mt*

Madame

_

Stanley Williams,

Homme

Jr., "37

Ralph C. Gould '37
I -Brown
Brown '36
l.
Femme du Doeteur, Madeleine Caron
Lea Irente-Sept Sous do M. MonLabiche
teaudoin
M. Monteaudoin .... Zenon Ouellette

Doeteur

d'affaires,
.

.

..

.

.

.

—

M

(Ooattnocd fran p*«e 1)

n -a-as*J tion has a bearing upon patriotism,

M.

Fenuri
Notaire

Tillier

Edward W. Najam 18

too.

"I am not able to take great satisMadeleine Caron
Yvette Picard faction in the complacent editorials
gimondg >m .pointing out how wicked the EuroTriatan
,pean states all are and how righteous
Le Captif Charles F. C. Henderson
is our own country.
Geolier
Ludger Ouellette
"Thus it runs from individual to
L' Advocate
Fabiola Caron
college, to state, to nation, to the

Fernando

*«Phine
* Jc
^.^

David
uavM

WELL", SAYS SILLS

|

Monteaudoin,

Mrg

Cambnoleur,

AGdPT cranosM

Bradbury Debates

;

n
t
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FTIO save time— to contact more
JL

more and more turns

New

—

This week at Benoit's

is

costs, business

Hard and

Soft

to the telephone.

Dry

more

by Bell System men

their experience with the application of

Fireplace

more and more

valuable.
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Lumber and Building Materials of AH Kinds

meet changing needs,

no' coll your

it is

tOSTON-NIW yOUK-MONTREAL
Book through your local agent

Bell System service grows

$29.50.

when
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A. E.
to
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ENGLAND

Wood

—

.the business world.

Through developing new ideas

by

profit
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as a result of

Long Distance

CO.

Fuel Oik

Cods

purchasing, collections, administration, are con-

stantly being devised

Gabardine week.

A special large showing of suits,
Tan, gray, green, brown, htue.

BRUNSWICK COAL & LUMBER

mure frequently

ideas for systematic coverage of markets, fox

efficient

Not^exactly madam for two seasons it has
been taken up by men who want something
different, who want something smart. This
spring it's going to be a gabardine season
on^very campus, at -every smart gathering.

.people

— to increase sales and reduce selling

world one of the chief attributes of
a strong character is the ability to
stand up against criticism and to

-

c.r

8 YLYIA SCARLET

Gulf - Socony Gasoline and Motor Gils
9 Complete Lubrication *
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March 20th

CW.

W>SE OF THE RANCHO

Each Puff Less Acid

with
Gladys Swarthout
also

SOUND ACT

A LIGHT SMOKE

March

fiat.

with
Aieardo Cortex - "Chic" Sale
Marguerite Churchill

Wm.

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO

Gargan
also

CASSOON
For twenty -five years the research staff
of The American Tobacco Company
has worked steadily to produce a
measurably
a

finer cigarette— namely,

cigarette having

tile

a minimum 0/

vola-

components, with an improved rich-

ness of taste

-"A LIGHT SMOKE."

We

believe that

rettes

embody

a

Lucky
number

Strike Ciga-

all

made

CHAmiE CHAPLIN
In

MODERN TIMES
CARTOON

VWW*

of rich, ripe-

bodied tobaccos— A Light Smoke,

CO>IEDY
March 2Srd-24th

- flCuea.

these

improvements combine to produce a
superior cigarette —a modern cigarette, a cigarette

Man.

of genuinely

basic improvements, and that

21st

MANHUNT

F. i.

GOSSEUN & SON
FnmHure
PhMco Radio
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Your throat protection against
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Freshman Relay Team

New

Sets
By Dick Fernald

N. £. Record
FAVORED

MEET

IN

(Continued from pairs

O

3 minutes 56 3-5 seconds in the 400 Soule, and Bob Hamblen will probyard freshman relay last Saturday at ably finish the 880 in that order. In
the New England Intercollegiate the two-mile Bob Porter and Charlie
Swimming Association meet at the Young will be the outstanding men.
Dave Rideout, Burt Mitchell, and
Williams College pool. Dick May
yard Bill Owen are the likely winners in
placed third in
the
200
Bill Soule, Charlie
breaststroke, with Buss Gates fourth the pole vault.
in the 100 yard freestyle. Brown won Gibbs, Bill Owen, and Buzz, Hall
the two day meet, Wesleyan placed are expected to place in the broad
second, and Bowdoin tied with M.I.T. jump.
George Reardon or Jack O'Donnell
for seventh place.
The freshman relay made a good will win the 16-pound shot put with
start and the event immediately de- Oakley Melendy trailing closely beveloped into a three cornered race be- hind. Simeon Aronson will probably
tween Bowdoin, Wesleyan and Brown win the 35-pound weight event over
freshmen. Joe Pierce, as lead off man, Bill Tootell. In the discus, Francis
lost a few feet, but Seth Larrabee Skillings, Bill Tootell, Oakley Memade up the small loss, and at the lendy, and Freeman Clark will place.
Hold Trials
end of two hundred yards, the race
In the trials held yesterday afterwas again even. Mel Hutchinson,
in the number three posi- noon, those qualifying for the broaddropped about two feet, to Wes- jump were Bill and Dave Soule, and
who then took the lead with Phil Good of Zeta Psi; Paul Favour
and Bill Owen of Beta; and Jeff StanBrown close behind in third.
wood of the A.D.'s The winning disWhite Swims Last
tance, 22 feet, 2 inches made by Bill
Bud White, as anchor man, had Soule is probably enough to insure
Startday.
of
the
the hardest race
victory in this event for him. Braley
ing off a few feet behind Wesleyan,
failed to qualify, which robs
Gray
White pushed ahead to take the lead the Dekes of necessary points. Good
at three laps and then had the mis- injured his leg slightly, but it is unfortune to have some trouble with known whether this will hinder his
his third turn. Although he lost about running or not.
two seconds on this, he made a magIn the high jump, Hank Dolan, exnificent sprint and won the event for ported to win, failed to qualify due
the Polar Bears by a yard.
to an injured leg. Bill Owen of the
In the 200-yard breaststroke, Dick Betas; Jeff Stan wood. Julian Hanks,
May took third place after swimming and Dave Fitts of A.D.; Dave Dean
a hard race agpinst Hudder of of D.U.; and George Reardon of Chi
Springfield who took second place in Psi qualified.

swimming
tion,

leyan,

I

:

I

j

last-lap sprint. Degnan of Wesleyan
the event, although he was about
four seconds behind his New England
Intercollegiate record of 2.31:1 made
in the meet here a month ago. Four
new meet records were set and six

a

SWEET AS

THE ONE
AND ONLY

HONEY

went to Dave RideBraley Gray and John Diller of

The

won

pool records broken.

TRACK SEASON
WITH EASY WIN

DEKES AND ZETES

The Polar Bear Freshman relay
team of Pierce, Larrabee, Hutchinson
and White set a new meet record of

out,
j

!

I

pole-vault

Owen of Beta; Dan
Healey of Zeta Psi; and Burt Mitchell of D.U.
Today the 440 trials were held
The discus and 35-pound weight is
the Dekes; Bill

scheduled for tomorrow afternoon.
The relay finals will be held next Saturday afternoon.

DOW MOTOR SALES
Ford V-8
Service

Sales

(Portland Road)

127 Pleasant St.

BRUNSWICK. MAINE

Lyman

Chipman,

B.

Inc.

PURE FOOD SHOP
PORTLAND, ME.

NOTHING ELSE HAS ITS FLAVOR
AUo Irr^.d Y,Uo BoU 17.50

HAROLD

E.

NICKERSON

Swift—
Careful Trucking
41

WATER ST

Eaton

Leather pushing for self-defense or self-assertion seems to be making a
strong appeal to Bowdoin undergraduates. At the first meeting of men interested, called by Coach William Brown of the Boxing Commission, thirty
men ranging from 118 pounders to heavyweights, attended. After instruc-

tion in ducking, parrying, uppercuts, left jabs, and rhythm in footwork,
individual bouts were attempted with varying degrees of savagery and skill.

8—8

Trouncing a far weaker South
Portland track squad 92%-lltt, Jack
Magee's exceptionally powerful freshman team closed the books of its
1936 indoor season last Saturday afternoon at Hyde Cage. Particularly remarkable was the fact that the
White tracksters captured the first
two positions in every event with the
exception of the high jump in which
the three final contestants, including
MacVane of the visitors, tied for first.
The relay, shot put, and pole
vault records fell before the frosh onrelay
team
slaught. The crack
Hood,
Hamblen,
Karsokas,
of
and Soule turned in the eight
two and two
baton race
lap
fifths se*
Js better than the previous mar* to set the new figure at
rapidly improving
2.12.4. Reardon,
shot putter, set the new meet mark
in this event by a heave of 47 feet.
Vi inch over the former distance of
43 feet, 3% inches. In the pole vault
Mitchell cleared the bar 5V4 inches
higher than ever before accomplished
in this annual meet to establish the
new height at 11 feet 3% inches.

In the first match George Griffiths and Base Latty
omitted the gentler elementaries and went to work ta
Madison Square Garden style. Laity parried one of Griffiths lefts and shot a right cross to the forehead. For a minute or two full swings and smashing blows filled the air before Coach Brown ended the fray. Other matches which
delighted those on the sidelines were: Tootell 'S8 (weight
196 pounds) vs Corey '89, Craven '88 vs Lyons 'S6 and
Hooke *Se vs McCoy '36. With this Interest at the outset
and with an able instructor, there are good possibilities of
a boxing team at Bowdoin.

8—

"athletics for aH" policy at Bowdoin which is the basic reason for interfraternity and mterclass athletic competition is not attaining its desired
end. Evidence of this is the waning enthusiasm in Ives Trophy competition.
The factors which make such a policy successful are eligibility rules

The

which protect the mediocre athlete from competition with varsity material
and the presence of good supervision by a member of the Athletic Department to organize and arrange undergraduate fraternity athletics. At present the Athletic Department is unable financially to employ a man for this
position.

8—
This year there have been complaints

made about the

eligibility rules.
Some feel that they discourage interfraternlty athletics.
In consideration of these complaints
the Interfraternlty Athletic Council met last night with
Mai Morrell and relaxed the eligibility rules for intramural
baseball. In baseball, lettermen of the track and baseball
teams only will be barred. Formerly all lettermen were
ineligible. Also men out for track, baseball, and spring
football are barred as before.

MacVane Stan

Twenty-One Schools Will
Enter Annual Track Meet
By Jim

8—

RULE CHANGES

Tlie abolition of fancy diving was
recommended by the president of the
College Coaches Association, Bob gether some of the most outstanding
Miller of Bowdoin, last week, at a schoolboy track stars in the East.
meeting at Williams college. The proAmong the eleven entrants in the

posal was advanced by the Bowdoin prep
Bridgton
division,
school
Coach along with several other rec- Academy is rated as the pre-meet
ommendations for changing the rules favorite by virtue of placing second
for intercollegiate dual meets. Miller in the Nationals at New York, and

suggested the abolition of diving be- again being runners-up in the Dartcause it is "uninteresting to specta- mouth meet last Saturday. St. John's
tors and because it is not a swim- Academy, last
yeaf s winner and
ming event". He also recommended National champions, will not be presthe division of the breaststroke into ent to defend its title. Most colorful
two separate events the butterfly Bridgton performer is Bobby Dixon,
and the orthodox types.
holder of the National title and
TT»e recommendations were drawn schoolboy record of 50 sec. flat for
up in the form of a questionnaire for- the quarter-mile which he established
warded to members of the Associa- at Dartmouth.
tion which holds its annual meeting
Newton High Favored
in Nev Haven March 28. Coach MilIn the high school contest, Newton
ler also advocated the definite estab- High, with twenty starters led
by
lishment of the 800-yard relay, the Warren Wittens, flashy 300-yard ace,
440-yard breaststroke and backstroke is expected to take top honors. Newand the 300-yard medley ton, Massachusetts champions, have
relays,
yet to lose either a dual meet and
have won every high school team
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Tailor and Furrier

Cleaning and Pressing

Philgas
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Fraternity

D. Lawrence '37, L. E. Buck '38, match by about fifty points.
The J. V. rifle team will shoot a
R. R. Dearing '38, J. H. McGill '36,
House Cooking
Portland
C. I. Arnold '39, S. W. Allen '38, G. return match with the
American Legion, here, next Friday.
'37, W. Peacock '36.
Bass
Brunswick Hardware Co.
The J. V. men have won two out of
Numerals:
taken
the three that have already
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
J. C. Benedict *39, W. J, Clifford plac*.
Tel. 193
138 Maine St
'39,: C. N. Corey "39, W. H. Currier
•39, W. H. Girard *39,
F. Hanley
"39, A. A. Learned '39, O. A. Melendy
*39, E. Stevens '39, F. Upham '38, N.
Bowdoin Seal Paper
......
Dane *37. R. S. Rosenield '39, F. L.
Jealous '39, R. Kellogg '37, and As- Exclusive Dealers in B B B Pipes
sistant Managers P. T. Nead '38, R.
K.VVWOODIE and D. C.
W. Clark '38. E. L. Vergason 39, and
TOILET ARTICLES
'fawn Building
J. N. Church '39.
J.
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that stateDue to the increasing number of
participants each year, the college
has been forced to limit each school
to one entry in each event except the
40-yard dash. Following is the list of
entrants:
High schools:
title in

HARVARD

MEN TO RECEIVE
LETTERS

Bishop

Twenty-one prep and high schools
representing six states have signified
their intentions of entering Bowannual Interdoin's twenty-fourth
scholastic Track Meet to be held in
the cage on Saturday afternoon,
March 21. This meet will bring to-

MILLER URGES

MacVane placing in four events
starred for the visitors, contributing
one-half of their count. The South
This modification may or may not serve to revive interest in Ives Trophy
Portland aggregation previously this
season hadtoppled the Colby frosh Competition. It is an experimental change applying only to baseball, and its
and barely missed upsetting the results will be watched with close scrutiny by the athletic director. If it
Bates yearlings although it fell be- stimulates interest in fraternity baseball, the rule should be applied to all
fore the first year men of Maine by Ives Trophy sports. If it does not, further relaxation of eligibility rules
should not be made since it would drive the "little man" from intramural
a somewhat larger margin.
Last week end the Bowdoin Rifle
Harry Hood, double winner in the competition and would bp inconsistent with the "athletics for all" policy. team was whipped by the M. I. T. and
shoulder-tohurdles and taking second in the 300,
Harvard riflemen in
was individual high scorer although 5 4-6 seconds.
shoulder meets at Cambridge. On
300 yard run—Won by Karsokas. B: secFriday afternoon the team shot
Burt Mitchell, with firsts in the 40- ond.
Hood. B: third. MacVane. S.P. Time. 13
yard dash and pole vault, and Bob 34 3-5 seconds.
against Harvard and lost the match
Hamblen, with
600 yard ran—Won by Soule, B: Hamblen.
three
by twenty points. The team has been
runner-up
IN
shooting on a par with this team in
places, also performed very credit- B: third, Kershaw. S.P. Time. 1.19.3.
1000 yard run— Won by Allen. B
second.
ably for the freshmen.
the ^Intercollegiate matches, but in
R J. Hyde. B; third. Kershaw. S.P. Time.
the meet they were seriously handiSummary:
2.S1.
Director of Athletics Mai Morrell capped because two of the best men
yard high hurdles— Won by Hood, B
One mile run— Won by R. T. Hyde. B:
second. Hamblen, B
third. MacVane, S.P.
second. Watt. B; third. Allen, B. Time. 4.63. announced the
awarding of 13 varsity could not compete. Those to make
Time, 6 1-5 seconds.
Shot put—Won by Reardon. B
Hecond.
Lord, F. Lord, P.
40 yard dash— Won by Mitchell. B: Meond. Karsokas. B: third, Taylor. S.P. Distance, 47 letters and 15 numerals in hockey the trip were H.
Gibbs. B; third, Kinney, S.P. Time, 4 4-6 feet 1-1 inch, (new record).
last
Wednesday. Of the varsity Favour, T. Cooper, H. Wyer, W. Bursecond*.
Coach Ralph
Tuttle.
Broad Jump— Won by Gibbs, B
second.
ton, and C.
awards,
only
four
were
to
seniors,
low
Hood.
45 yard
hurdles— Won by
B: sec- RafTord, B tie for third, Mullen. B. and Suss,
accompanied the team.
ond. Hamblen. B; third, MacVane. S.P. Time, S.P. Distance, 19 feet. 8 1-2 inches.
and the fact that the greater part of Wagg Saturday
afternoon the White
On
Pole Vault -Won by Mitchell. B: tie for sec- the J.V. awards were to freshman
team lost to the M. I. T. Rifle Team,
ond. Hanks, B. and Bailey, S.P. Height. 11 promises
considerable improvement one of the finest teams in New EngNext To Home Is
feet 3 1-2 inches, (new record).
Hiirh Jump— tie for first. Reardon, Mac- for next year.
land. In the match, ten men were to
Vane. and Gregory. Height, S feet. S inches.
The letters were awarded to the shoot and the highest five were to
Relay — Won by freshmen (Karsokas, Hood.
following
men:
count, but as there were only eight
(new
rec2.12.4
Time,
Hamblen, and Soule).
ord).
Bowdoin
men there, the high five out
Captain G. Rutherford *36, ManFor Excellent Service - Low Rates
ager R. Harris '37, R. M. Steer '37, of eight were picked and this lowC. Harkins '37, W. L. Thomas '36, ered their average. M. I. T. won the

STUDENT PATBOttAGi; SOLICITED

Sweet
Smokes Sweet
Stays Sweet

tarts

SPORTBySIDELIGHTS
Max

FROSHWINDUP
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Robert
Conn.;

E. Fitch
Portland,

High,

Groton,

Skowhegan;

Stephens High, Rumford; Needham,
Wilton
Mass.;
Gloucester,
Mass.;
Academy; Lincoln Academy; Brunswick; Lisbon; Hope Street High,
Providence; Somerville, Mass.; Seton
Hall High, South Orange, N. J.; Newton Mass.; South Portland; Deering;
Thornton Academy; Dedham, Mass.
Prep schools:
Bridgeton,
Ricker, Wassookeag,
Browne and Nichols, Fryeburg, Governor Dummer, Huntington, Noble
Greenough,
Coburn, LaSalle
and

—

Academy Providence, R. I., New
Hampton Prep of New Hampshire.
The meet will be run off in two
divisions with awards made for both

individual and school scoring highest
number of points. Prizes will also be
given for the first four places in each
event, and a cup is also offered by
the Portland Evening Express for the
Maine team which turns in the lowest time in the relay.

VARNEY'S JEWELRY STORE

WATCHES
Gruen—Yellow GoM.
Hamilton— 17 Jewel.
Elgin

.(39.75 to $50.00
.$37.50 to $45.00
$19.00 to $35.00

Gruen—WUtt Gold Vi Price
Fine Watch Repairing
CLARENCE FIELD - Watchmaker
103 Maine Street
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